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1840.

Abt. I.— COMMERCE AS A LIBERAL PURSUIT*
Before an association numbering among its members many who have
embraced some one of the numerous pursuits of commerce, it may seem
strange and almost misplaced to argue, or debate upon a truth, which to
such auditors must seem self-evident.
. .
Yet there are portions of our own country, so emphatically a com
mercial one, where this truth, self-evident among us, seems not to be un
derstood—and it was the language used on a public occasion and in a
body of distinguished men, in regard to the mercantile classes, that led to
the selection of the topic which it is now proposed to discuss.
Not very long ago a convention of our southern states was held for
the purpose of devising means to resuscitate, if possible, the prosperity of
the planting states on the Atlantic, and especially to recover that por
tion of the carrying trade, and of the direct trade, with Europe, in which
some of their sea-ports formerly participated.
In the address put forth by this convention, and which was understood
to be drawn up by Mr. McDuffie, this passage occurs, and it is quoted
in the nature of a text to the observations afterwards offered.
" The staple-growing states," says Mr. McDuffie, " can never be prac
tically independent, and enjoy the full measure of the bounties which
Providence has so lavishly provided for them, until the commerce which
is founded on their valuable productions, shall be carried on by our own
merchants permanently resident among u6, whether they be native or
adopted.
The pursuits of commerce must be liberalized.
" The commercial class must be elevated in public opinion to the
rank in society which properly belongs to it ! ! The avocation of the
merchant requires as much character and talent, and is of as much
dignity and usefulness, as any other pursuit or profession, and the sense-

* A lecture delivered before the Mercantile Library Association, by Charles King,
Esq., and now first published in the Merchants' Magazine.
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less prejudice which could assign to it an inferior rank, has been blind
ly borrowed from those ancient republics and modern despotisms,
whose policy it was to regard war as the only honorable pursuit. As
agricultural productions, which find their market principally in foreign
countries, constitute the almost exclusive source of our wealth, the
mercantile class is as indispensable to our prosperity as the agricultural.
Their interests are inseparably identified, and whatever affects the pros
perity of the one must have a corresponding influence on the other. How
much then does the general welfare of the staple-growing states depend
upon diverting into the pursuits of commerce, a large portion of the capi
tal, the character, and the talent which have been hitherto directed too
exclusively to agriculture and the learned professions 1 It is the deliber
ate opinion of the committee that no one change could be made in our
pursuits, that would so largely contribute to the public prosperity — and
that those public-spirited citizens who shall take the lead in this new
career of useful enterprise, will deserve to be regarded as public bene
factors."
From this extract it will be distinctly perceived and felt, that in the
staple-growing states — as those states are somewhat presumptuously
called which raise cotton and tobacco, but do not raise wheat — com
merce is not deemed a liberal pursuit, and that the force of public opin
ion, backed by the sense of pecuniary interest, is invoked, in order to
encourage and stimulate men of character, capital, and talent, to em
bark in a vocation under the ban of what is properly characterized as a
" senseless prejudice."
The object of the following remarks will be to show how very "sense
less" in truth this " prejudice" is, how irresistible the claim of com
merce to be deemed a " liberal pursuit," and how eminently absurd the
pretension of assigning an " inferior " social rank to those who culti
vate it.
We speak of commerce in its most comprehensive sense, and of
course as embracing the numerous cognate pursuits which go to make up
the vast whole, and all which partake in a greater or less degree of the
liberalizing influence claimed for the profession itself.
The first great claim to be asserted for commerce is, that it is the an
tagonist of war, and of all the crimes and misery of which war is produc
tive. Hence it is well said in the extract just quoted, that it was " the
policy of ancient republics and modern despotisms, who considered war
as the only honorable pursuit, to depreciate commerce."
The history of the distant and of the recent past, is alike full of instances in
proof of this position ; but it would lead us too far away, and occupy too
much time, to go into details. The fact, however, challenges contradic
tion, that, as the genius of commerce acquires influence and sway, the
fierce spirit and bloody rites of war are gradually subdued, and of less
frequent celebration. Not to the jealous honor, nor the rapacious ven
geance of military leaders, or feudal barons, is the appeal on questions
of war and peace now made, but to the mighty, far reaching, and diversi
fied interests created, set in motion, and controlled by a class of men,
upon whom the steel-clad soldiers were wont to look down in disdain.
Nay, so great is the change effected in public sentiment in this matter,
that these very warriors are now frequently made subsidiary to the wants
of commerce, and are valued and entertained to a considerable extent,
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in order to afford security and protection and permanence to its peaceful
pursuits.
It is to enable the merchant to follow out his distant enterprises in
safety, that proud navies ride over trackless seas, and armies themselves,
are sometimes the escort of the trading caravan.
" The age of chivalry is gone," happily gone — regretted only by ro
mantic dreamers and poetic lays — and to it has succeeded, what in the
beautiful lyrics on Alnwick Castle, one of our truly inspired poets has
called — not admiringly perhaps, a " bank note age," in which
The Duke of Norfolk deals in salt,
The Douglas in red herrings,
And guerdoned sword and titled land,
Are powerless to the notes of hand
Of Rothschilds, and the Barings.

Long may this " bank note age " endure, for its very name implies
settled order, equal laws, mutual trust, industry, contentment and
peace.
COMMERCE IS THE NURSE AMI COMPANION OF FREEDOM.

The first dawn of liberty, in the middle ages, was in the free cities of
Spain and Italy — cities founded, inhabited, and defended bymen of trade
— merchants, mechanics, and artisans, devoted to, and flourishing and
gaining strength by their perilous, yet gainful callings, while all around
were predatory barons, at the head of their unreasoning serfs.
" As soon," says the historian, (Robertson,) as the cities of Italy "began
to turn their attention towards commerce, and to conceive some idea of
the advantages they might derive from it, they became impatient to
shake off the yoke of their insolent lords, and to establish among them
selves such a free and equal government as would render property secure
and industry flourishing."
The fruits anticipated from a free and equal government were
speedily realized, and monarchs and feudal superiors were glad to con
cede to these cities immunities, which in return enabled them to supply
the wastefulness of war, and the barbarian prodigalities of military de
bauch in time of peace. Free corporations spread all over the continent
of Europe, and their influence on government and manners was not less
salutary than extensive.
" A great body of the people" says the same author, " was released
from servitude, and from all the arbitrary and grievous impositions to
which their wretched condition had subjected them. Towns upon ac
quiring the right of community, became so many little republics, gov
erned by known and equal laws. Liberty was deemed such an essen
tial and characteristic part in their constitution, that if any slave took
refuge in one of them, and resided there during a year without being
claimed, he was instantly declared a freeman, and admitted a member
of the community.
••••••
" The acquisition of liberty made such a happy change in the condi
tion of all the members of communities, as roused them from the inac
tion into which they had been sunk, and the wretchedness of their
former state. The spirit of industry revived. Commerce became an
object of attention, and began to flourish. Population increased. In
dependence was established, and wealth flowed in."

4
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The superior refinement, and more abundant comforts and conve
niences of life, consequent upon these causes, reacted both above and
below — civilizing and taming the wild spirit of the warlike barons, and
elevating the character and the hopes of the free laborer and artisan.
Bound no longer to the soil, nor forced from the cradle to the grave to
labor on it for the benefit of a master, in the immunities of these
cities, the freeman recovered the feelings of self-respect ; a renewed
consciousness of the dignity of his nature ; and with these came the
desire and the faculty of raising himself by his own industry in the social
scale.
i
Of Barcelona especially, a free city of Spain, the following account is
given by a countryman of our own, whose recent history of Ferdinand
and Isabella, has already, by the consent of Europe and America, taken
its place among the works that cannot die.
" Barcelona," says Mr. Prescott, " claims the merit of having estab
lished the first Bank of Exchange and Deposit in Europe, in 1401 — it
was devoted to the accommodation of foreigners, as well as to her own
citizens. She claims the glory, too, of having compiled the most ancient
written code among the moderns of maritime law now extant, digested
from the usages of commercial nations, and which formed the basis ofthe
mercantile jurisprudence of Europe during the middle ages. The Consulado
" Butdel
theMar
peculiar
was published
glory of about
Barcelona
the middle
was the
of the
freedom
thirteenth
of her
century.
muni
cipal institutions. Her government consisted of a senate or council of
one hundred, and a body of regidores or counsellors as they were styled,
varying at times from four to six in number ; the former intrusted with
the legislature, the latter with the executive functions of the administra
tion. A large proportion of these bodies were selected from the mer
chants, tradesmen, and mechanics of the city. They were invested not
me ely with municipal authority, but with many of the rights of sov
ereignty. They entered into commercial treaties with foreign powers ;
superintended the defence of the city in time of war ; provided for the
security of trade ; granted letters of reprisals against any nation who
might violate it ; and raised and appropriated the public monies for the
construction of useful works, or the encouragement of such commercial
adventures as were too hazardous or too expensive for individual enterprise.
" The counsellors who presided over the municipality were compli
mented with certain honorary privileges not even accorded to nobility.
They were addressed by the title of Magnificos ; were seated with
their heads covered in the presence of royalty ; were preceded by macebearers, or lictors, in their progress through the country ; and deputies
from their body to the court were admitted on the footing, and received
the honors of foreign ambassadors. These, it will be recollected, were
plebeians, merchants and mechanics. Trade never was esteemed a de
gradation in Castile."—Prescott, Vol. i. p. 112, &c.
We could readily add to these instances from the admirable history
just quoted, but contenting ourselves with commending that work to the
perusal of all who unite, with a high relish for literary perfection, a just
and patriotic pride in the eminent success of a countryman, in the difficult
path of historical composition, we pass to the next branch of our subject.
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COMMERCE IS THE CIVILIZER AND REFINER OF NATIONS.
It has already been seen how, under the operation of this potent cause,
the spirit and excesses of war were at an early period restrained, and
how— first, villages, then towns, and then nations, rose and prospered
just in proportion to their industry and peace. As wealth accumulated,
new desires sprung up, and these in turn gave impulse and employ
ment to new devices of industry, and a more extended scope to adven
ture.
The protection of a regular government, and the consciousness of
security both in person and in property, leaving the mind free from so
licitude, it naturally sought to exercise itself in the boundless fields of
inquiry open to it. Science, learning, taste, were eagerly cultivated,
and the contempt for knowledge that characterized the unlettered sol
dier, was succeeded by zealous application to those studies which soften
the manners while they improve the heart. It is in the nature of such
causes to be contagious. Hence all improvements spread rapidly from
nation to nation. It is one of the high privileges of commerce to dis
seminate principles equally with the produce of the earth and of the
industry of man's hands. The richly freighted argosy careering over
distant seas, carries in its bosom a freight more precious than its most
precious wares, in the cultivation, the knowledge, and the intellectual,
and moral improvement of the people from among whom it goes forth.
In all time it has been commercial nations that have advanced civili
zation. The Phoenicians, insignificant in their territory, have left a
deathless name as a commercial people, and even in defeat, the genius
of their institutions asserted its power.
It was the obstinate resistance made against Alexander by the mer
chants of Tyre, that first inspired him with a due conception of the
value of commerce. Accustomed to march from conquest to conquest,
and to see " men in nations" at his feet, this great soldier found him
self long and fearfully baffled by a mere trading city. He carried it at
last only through the treachery of those allies who should have aided
in defending it.
The sagacity of Alexander was not long in profiting by the lesson
then learned, and the noble city of Alexandria built by him, at the mouth
of the Nile, attested to long ages after, by its opulent and successful
commerce, that the conqueror had not mistaken or misapplied the causes
of such greatness. Up indeed to the close of the fifteenth century, this
famous commercial mart founded by a soldier, 333 years before the birth
of Christ, maintained its ascendancy — which was only then yielded to
a new achievement of commerce — the revelation through the voyage of
Vasco
The de
Carthaginians
Gama of theand
passage
the Greeks
to India
offer
round
additional
the Cape
illustrations
of Good Hope.
of the
remark that commercial nations are the pioneers of civilization, and the
history of the Romans confirms it, as it were by contrast — for it is well
remarked by the Abbe Raynal, that " The Romans with their warlike
institutions did not, like the Greeks, promote the advance of reason and
of industry. They furnished indeed to the world a grand spectacle, but
they added nothing to the arts or knowledge of the Greeks.
" It was by binding nations to the same yoke, and not by uniting them
through the means of commerce, that they increased the intercommuni
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cation among men. They ravaged the earth, and when they had subdued
it, the repose that ensued was a lethargy. Their despotism and military
government oppressed the nations, extinguished genius, and degraded
the human race."
In more recent times the Genoese, the Venetians, and the Pisans,
while aiding the wild adventures of the crusaders, and supplying them
with munitions, arms, and transports, imparted, even to such a host, per
ceptions of a better state of things than barbarous war. These percep
tions were indeed dim and faint, but their influence was eventually mani
fested among the nations to which the warriors belonged, and in most of
the countries of Europe, the germ of a more refined taste was coeval
with, and consequent upon, the return of the crusaders.
To come still nearer to our own day. We have only to advert for an
instant to the discovery of our own continent — that greatest achievement
of the spirit of commerce — the noble prize of the courage and perseve
rance of " the world seeking Genoese," the merchant sailor, Columbus.
The mighty influence of this event, and of the discovery of the passage
round the Cape of Good Hope, upon the destinies of nations — in being,
and yet to be — sufficiently attests the fact of the refining and civilizing
tendencies of commerce.
COMMERCE IS AVERSE TO MONOPOLIES AND RESTRICTIONS.

The day has long since passed when it was believed that the prosperity
of one country could only be promoted at the expense of some other
country, or that in dealings between man and man, the gain of one must
necessarily be the loss of the other. The genuine commercial spirit,
which is destructive of all sorts of monopolies, has taught us that recipro
cal benefit is the surest basis of trade, and in proportion as obstacles and
restrictions are done away, that the natural sagacity and self-interest of
individuals lead them to the most advantageous results. Hence the laissez runtsfaire, which was the despairing supplication of the French mer
chants to Colbert, who fancied he understood their interests better than
they did themselves — is now an axiom universally received, though not,
it must be admitted, always practically carried out. It is this spirit,
which, in the language of McCulloch, " enables every separate country
to profit by the peculiar natural powers and acquired skill of all the oth
ers. While, on the other hand, it communicates to them whatever advan
tages it may enjoy. Every nation is thus intimately associated with its
neighbors. Their products, their arts, and their sciences are reciprocally
communicated ; and the circulation that is thus excited and kept up,
forces routine to give place to invention, and inspires every people with
zeal to undertake, and perseverance to overcome, the most formidable
tasks. It is not possible to form any accurate notion of what would have
been our condition at this moment, had we been confined within our own
little world, and deprived of all intercourse with foreigners. We know,
however, that the most important arts, such as printing, glass-making,
paper-making, &c, have been imported from abroad. No doubt we
might have invented some of them ourselves, but there is not a shadow
of ground for supposing that we should have invented them all, and with
out foreign example and competition, we should hardly have carried any
of them beyond the merest rudiments."
What is true in this matter of nations, is equally true of smaller com
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munitics ; of towns, villages, and neighborhoods. The original guilds and
crafts, and the various municipal regulations, whereby the prosecution
of certain trades was restricted to those free of the city, were all at vari
ance with the true commercial spirit which inculcates the widest and
freest competition, and finds its best aliment and surest prosperity in
throwing down all barriers to the unlimited and illimitable spirit of indi
vidual enterprise. This truth, moreover, is comprehensive and of uni
versal application. If, in minor things, it forbids restraints upon the exer
cise of individual faculties in such way as individual interest may suggest,
it in like manner, forbids them in all others. Tf it be adverse to its spirit
to declare by law that only so many persons shall pursue a particular call
ing, as that of shoemaker, tailor, butcher, or blacksmith ; and to pre
scribe the rules under which even these licensed persons shall carry on
their business, it is not less so to enact laws by which the business of an
auctioneer or a banker shall be subject to special regulation, or altogether
forbidden. Controlling reasons of state necessity may, indeed, some
times constitute an exception — not to the truth, but to the application of
the rule — that all pursuits may, and should be left; to the regulation and
control of individual interest and individual enterprise, always, of course,
in subordination to the constitution and laws of the land. But these ex
ceptions are rare, and like exceptions in general, serve rather to confirm
than to invalidate the rule.
COMMERCE IS THE PROMOTER OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS AND OF THE
MECHANIC ARTS.

Under this head a volume might be written in elucidation of the vari
ous and manifold encouragements afforded by commerce to the exercise
of human ingenuity, in promoting the welfare and facilitating the inter
course of men and nations. We may not wander far into the tempting
theme. Nevertheless, one or two illustrations cannot be passed over.
Take for example the noblest, and much as we who are dwellers on
the sea-board are familiarized with it, still the most magnificent and
striking of man's physical works — a ship. What can be more daring
than the first conception of such a structure ! A combination of frail
and perishable materials, thrown upon a strange and dangerous element,
pathless, treacherous, and indomitable — and yet to which man, impelled
by the spirit of commerce, hesitates not to commit himself, his fortunes,
and his life. Well has Horace sung —
Sure threefold brass or oak
Encased his bosom, who first undertook
To make the frail bark brave
The headlong fury of the boisterous wave.
He nor rude South-west feared,
That warfare which the Northern gusts declared,
Nor the sad Hyndes,
Nor yet the raging South, whose forceful breeze
Rules Adria s surgy fate,
"Whether it stills or vexes the rouijh strait.
What form of death could fright
Him, who unmoved, could fix his steadfast sight
On monsters of the deep,
The swollen flood, or fell Ceraunia's steep.
On all these perils, however, the commercial mariner calmly looks.
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The first traditionary ship of which we have any account, is the re
nowned Argo that bore Jason and his heroic band in search of the golden
fleece — an allegory, if the story be not all poetical, intended doubtless
to illustrate the golden return which commerce makes to her votaries.
Yet from the good ship Argo antecedent to the siege of Troy — how
immeasurable the distance ! how unspeakable the progress! — to those
floating palaces, complete in all things, which now weekly— between
this land then undreamed of in any philosophy — and the British isles,
and Gaul divided into three parts — then as little known to the Greeks
as this continent — interchange the produce, the wealth, the literature
and the civilization of two worlds.
andTake
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to bear our flag and protect our commerce in the most distant seas, with
the war-gallies and triremes of the elder time, that scarcely ventured to
lose sight of the shore — the one laboriously propelled by oars — three
deckers indeed, for bank rose above bank, upon which the oarsmen were
seated — the other, to borrow the beautiful imagery of Mr. Canning,
" reposing on its shadow in perfect stillness, and anon upon any call of
patriotism or of necessity, assuming the likeness of an animated thing
instinct with life and motion, ruffling as it were its swelling plumage and
putting forth all its beauty and its bravery, collecting its scattered ele
ments of strength, and awakening its dormant thunders."
But mightier and more wonderful than ships, and controlling, as it
were, the elements themselves, subduing them to man's use, and out of
antagonist principles of destruction educing safety, strength, and power,
behold the steam engine — for that, too, is the offspring of commerce.
At first a subject of ingenious experiment and learned speculation,
until it excited the attention of the practical mind of Watt, steam had
found no extensively useful application. But residing in the midst of a
highly commercial and manufacturing people, Watt saw in it a power
that needed only to be comprehended and controlled, to become almost
without hyperbole, the lever that Archimedes sought in vain — a lever
that should move the world. He gave to it the study and reflection of
his eminently strong and clear understanding, and the result was a com
bination of machinery capable, like Heaven's lightning, of rending asun
der the gnarled oak ; or, as with the delicate finger of woman directing
the cambric needle in its finest embroidery— now forging anchors for the
ship of the line, and anon weaving the gossamer filaments of the aerial
scarf that floats from the neck of beauty.
Then came our own Fulton, who carrying upon a new element the
combined mechanism and science of Watt, produced the steamboat.
This great discovery seems to have been reserved for his day and for this
mighty continent, adapted, as it specially is, by its rivers of a thousand
leagues, its deep indentures of bays, and its vast inland seas, for the use
of steam-propelled vessels.
One example more of improvement due to the genius of commerce
will terminate this branch of our inquiry. It is that of railroads. A
foreign diplomatist in this country when asked what he thought of the
city of Washington, not unaptly replied, " that it was a city of magnifi
cent distances." In a more extended and not less accurate sense, may
it be said, that ours is a country of magnificent distances, and just when
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these distances were becoming inconvenient, and our mercurial and rest
less population were at a Iosb for some adequate means of more rapid
intercommunication, the "iron roads," as the French call them, are intro
duced, and through the potential agency of steam, again, men and things
are whizzed in railroad cars over the surface of the earth, as in steam
boats over the surface of the waters — and not only are time and space
comparatively
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quiry, is due to the genius of commerce.
COMMERCE NOT ONLY ENCOURAGES, BUT DISSEMINATES FAR AND WIDE
8CIENCE AND LITERATURE.

Perhaps this topic has already been sufficiently, though incidentally,
treated. It shall not therefore be dwelt upon at any length. It cannot,
however, but be perceived that " in making the people of each country
acquainted with foreign inventions and arts, and in stimulating ingenuity
by bringing them in competition with strangers, the iufluence of com
merce is most powerful."
" Commerce," says McCulloch, " distributes the gifts of science and
art as well as those of nature. It is the great engine by which the bless
ings of civilization are diffused throughout the world. It establishes a
friendly intercourse among the people of all countries, and makes every
one acquainted with the processes carried on and the inventions made,
in every corner of the globe. Were any considerable improvement made
in any important art, either in China or Peru, it would very speedily
be understood and practised in England. It is no longer possible to
monopolize an invention. The intimate communication that now ob
tains among nations, renders any important discovery, wherever it may
be made, a common benefit. The ingenious machine invented by Mr.
Whitney of the United States, for the purpose of separating cotton wool
from the pod, has been quite as advantageous to us as to the Americans,
and the inventions of Watt and Arkwiight have added to the comfort of
the inhabitants of Siberia and Brazil as well as of England."
All this is as true of literature as of art and science. Scott wrote, not
for Great Britain, but for civilized man; and oft and again, ere yet the
last pages of an Ivanhoe, an Old Mortality, or a Kennilworth, had well
passed from the revising hand of their exhaustless author, on the banks
of the Hudson, the Ohio, the Amazon, and the Ganges, bright eyes were
weeping, and generous hearts were fired, and daring arms were in ima
gination flung aloft, as the sorrows, the chivalry, or the wrongs bodied
forth in these magic pages, moved the sympathetic soul.
Not to his own land alone sang the poet of passion and misan
thropy, Byron, but borne on the wings of the winds, his deep tones of
sorrow, his writhings of remorse, his perceptions, "all their original
brightness not yet lost," of woman's loveliness and purity, his withering
scorn of earth and almost of Heaven, reached nearly as soon as uttered,
the extremes of the habitable world. To adopt two of his own lines—
" Far as the breeze can bear, the billow's foam,
Surrey his empire and behold his home."
TOL. II. — NO. I.
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Commerce at a Liberal Pursuit.
COMMERCE IS THE HERALD OF RELIGION.

It has not indeed aways discriminated, as in the nature of things it
could not, between the true and the false, between religion properly
so called and superstition — between the messages of the gospel and the
glosses of man ; but yet it has gone on, spreading what was of itself light
and consolation, or what by the necessary investigations or reflections it
provoked, led to such blessed consummation.
At the period of the crusaders, religion, or what then was deemed
such, was instrumental in advancing commerce, through the inducements
held out to the commercial republics of Italy to assist with their wealth,
ships, and stores, these martial efforts to rescue the Holy Land.
Religion, too, constituted an important element in the expeditions fit
ted out at a later period, by Ferdinand and Isabella and their succes
sors, to visit the then newly found world of Columbus. The conversion
of the natives was not deemed second in interest to the monopolizing of
those vast treasures, with which Cortez and Pizarro astonished and ex
cited their adventurous countrymen. It is indeed melancholy to reflect,
how far the thirst for gold, in its excess, both corrupted the faith and
hardened the hearts of these commercial propagandists, and how many
thousands of innocent creatures were baptized in their own blood, in the
name of that Being whose essence is love, and whose most glorious attri
bute is mercy.
But far different and more gratifying is the spectacle presented in mo
dern days. The command " go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature," is now most literally obeyed, and from every
commercial nation, together with their vessels of trade, go forth mission
aries to proclaim the religion of the Bible — the only religion, even if its
divine origin could be doubted by a sincere and earnest inquirer, that is
fitted to humble the presumption, to subdue the fierceness, to temper
the joys and console the afflictions of this mortal existence.
Reproving the idolatry of the Hindoo — and the dreadful rites of Jugernaut ; in despite of the sleepless jealousy of foreigners so unchangeably
characteristic of the Chinese — regardless of the cannibal ferocity of the
New-Zealanders — wherever, in short, the merchant flag of Christendom
is seen — there, raised beside it, and beneath its folds, is the banner of the
cross, conquering and to conquer.
—but
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with
those who seek to extend the knowledge of it — relinquishing home and
friends and country, to fulfil their high vocation, wherever and to what
ever it may lead them.
No people now would venture to do what is imputed, though on insuffi
cient evidence, to the Dutch, in their earlier attempts to obtain a settlement
in Japan — that in order to propitiate the jealousy of the idolatrous natives,
they trampled upon the cross. Far, far otherwise, is now the fact, and in
stead of seeking fortune at tho expense of faith, millions are habitually and
cheerfully paid from the earnings of the merchant, to extend the benign
rule and influence of that faith. And well, indeed, even in a temporal point
of view, are the aids thus furnished by commerce to religion repaid. The
influence acquired by the missionaries over the heathen, among whom
they labor, and the information they obtain of the productions, resources,
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and wants of the regions they visit, contribute largely both to the securi
ty and comfort of those trading thither, and to the variety, enlargement,
and benefits of the tiade itself.
Take, for example, the group of the Society Islands' — with it Otaheite
or Tahiti — deservedly looked upon as the gem of the Pacific. When
explored by Cook, the voluptuous and gentle natives of this beautiful
island were given up to ignorance, sensuality, and all forms of licentious
ness. As far back as the close of the last century, the London society
sent missionaries to this island, but for a period of nearly twenty years, no
good results were discernible from their efforts. Up to 1808, they could
not boast of having made a single convert, and disheartened at the pros
pect, they abandoned the region, leaving only a few of their number at
Eimeo, a smaller island of the group. This, however, happily proved to
be good seed, for, from Eimeo went forth soon after, the spirit that rege
nerated and converted the people. Their king, Pomane, driven from
Tahiti by his rebellious subjects, took refuge at Eimeo. The missiona
ries approached him in his exile and degradation, and found him open to
their teachings to such a degree, that after having with his family been
among the most zealous votaries of the ancient superstitions of the land,
he made an open profession of Christianity. The cooking and eating of
a turtle, before held as a tabooed animal, first publicly announced the
change. Several distinguished chiefs followed his example. The dar
ing experiment made by one of them named Hetotte, is particularly re
corded by Captain Beechy. It had hitherto been an article of undoubted
faith, that whoever should eat any portion of the flesh of a hog offered in
sacrifice, would be punished with instant death. . Hetotte determined to
put this to the proof, and accordingly stealing a portion of the sacred pork,
he retired to a corner, ate it, and awaited in dread suspense the issue.
Finding, however, that instead of the threatened doom, he derived from
the food the usual nourishment and refreshment, he not only abandoned
the superstition himself, but denounced it to all his countrymen. Thence
was Eimeo Christianized — which done, Pomarre, after one or two unsuc
cessful attempts, re-established his authority in Tahiti, overthrew the Pa
gan altars and usages, and brought its peoplo under the dominion of the
Christian religion. Eimeo remains as it should, the centre ofthat civiliza
tion which originated there, and contains a South Sea Academy, a print
ing office and a cotton factory. The art of agriculture, the spirit of
commerce, a knowledge of, and respect for property and the obligations
and restraints of social life, now — thanks to missionary efforts, seconded,
it is only just to say, in many instances, by the mercantile and military ma
rine of Europe and America — exist where barbarism, licentiousness,
and the bloody rites of paganism held undisputed sway.
Look, too, at the Sandwich Islands, more particularly the field of Ame
rican missionary labors. Owyhee— where, in a sudden and unpremedi
tated tumult, the circumnavigator, Cook, lost his life at the hands of the
natives — is the chief island of this group, and is inhabited by a hardy and
industrious race, who have been remarkable for their efforts to raise
themselves to the level of European arts and civilization. Rio Rio — the
sovereign embraced christianity in 1819, and abolished all idolatrous wor
ship. He soon after, with his wife, visited England, where they were
treated with royal honors ; but in which country they both contracted a
fever that destroyed them. Owing to this calamity, and to a disputed
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succession, no religion was, for some years, substituted for the ancient
one that had been abolished. Missionaries from the United States, how
ever, labored zealously among them, and established an extensive influ
ence over the natives. These pious men have, indeed, been charged by
some maritime visiters, with having established too austere a system,
with proscribing innocent amusements, and requiring such long daily at
tendance at church as to interfere with the necessary pursuits of industry;
but these complaints seem exaggerated, and beyond doubt, missionary
influence has advanced and is advancing the cause of civilization. Schools
have been established in which a considerable portion of the population
have learned to read ; churches have been erected ; a printing press and
newspaper conducted by one of our own countrymen have been some
years in operation ; several school books, and a great portion of the Bible
have been printed in the language of the natives ; the useful arts have
been introduced, and a gradual improvement in the manners and the
morals of the people has taken place.
Here, then, by the aid of English and American missionaries, who
accompanied the trading vessels of the two nations into the distant Poly
nesian seas, these islands before useless at least, if not dangerous to the
hardy navigator, are become regular stopping places and places ofrefresh
ment, and may now be considered as included in the regular commercial
lines by which the ocean is traversed. As the route from Great Britain
to her Australasian settlements is equidistant nearly by Cape Horn and
by the Cape of Good Hope, vessels frequently prefer the former, and
touch for supplies at the Society Islands. The Sandwich Islands are situ
ated in the route to the whale fishery of the Northern Pacific, and in that
of the fur trade from the north-west coast of America to China. Hence
their harbors are sometimes crowded with American vessels, and Ameri
can commercial houses are established there.
There amidst these intra-tropical islands, which but for their lofty
mountains, equalling almost in height the loftiest mountain range of con
tinents, and the vast expanse of the surrounding ocean, would, from their
nearness to the sun, be little better than arid deserts — the adventurous
voyager, after long absence, finds a home, and kindness and refresh
ment — his own language and his own religious rites. The church-going
bell, though sounding amid unaccustomed forests of bread-fruit trees and
sandal wood, yet falls even there upon his ear with its sweet familiar tones,
recalling mayhap his native village, and its simple but pious inhabitants,
wending their way in holiday attire, to the temple of the being, who is
God over all. In that hour, and in that far away land, he will think per
haps, >. the parents that watched over his childhood, of the sisters whose
tears mingle with the prayers they put up for an absent brother — and he
is a better and holier man for such reflections — and let not this be
deemed a trivial or inconsiderable benefit — for it is among those which
touch and control the finer feelings of our nature, and which amid trials
and temptations, recur to warn, to guard, and to save.
Having thus in a somewhat discursive and rapid historical retrospect,
endeavored to establish the claim of commerce to be considered a liber
al pursuit, it remains only to apply these general truths to ourown times and
nati n, and to show that in these United States, the commercial classes have
well maintained the honor and the usefulness of their vocation.
Like the free cities of the middle ages, this nation had its foundation
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in the love of liberty, and in the spirit of commercial adventure. Impa
tience of political oppression and religious intolerance, founded the colo
nies — impatience of commercial restriction and of enterprise, toiling not
for itself, but for the mother country, made these colonies independent
nations. The spirit of liberty gave impulse and vigor to the spirit of
commerce, and it in return imparted to liberty a consciousness of strength
and a jealousy of encroachment, that took alarm at the most distant ap
proach of oppression. It was of this people that Burke in his splendid
speech on conciliation with America, said, " in other countries, the people
more simple, and of less mercurial cast, judge of an ill principle in gov
ernment only by an actual grievance ; here they anticipate the evil, and
judge of the pressure of the grievance by the badness of the principle.
They augur misgovernment at a distance, and snuffthe approach of tyranny
in every tainted breeze." Nor did this consummate statesman judge this
people's daring spirit ofcommercial enterprise less accurately, than their
quick instinctive love of freedom and hatred of oppression. In the same
speech he thus describes that branch of maritime adventure, which, to this
day, and in spite of the competition of the world, is the peculiar glory and
triumph of American navigation — I refer to the whale fishery.
" Pray, sir," exclaimed Mr. Burke, in addressing the Speaker, " what
in the world is equal to it I Pass by the other parts, and look at the man
ner in which the people of New England have oflate carried on the whale
fishery. Whilst we follow them amongst the tumbling mountains of ice,
and behold them penetrating into the deepest frozen recesses of Hudson's
Bay and Davis's Straits, whilst we are looking for them beneath the arctic
circle, we hear that they have pierced into the opposite region of polar
cold, that they are at the antipodes, and engaged under the frozen serpent
of the south. Falkland Island, which seemed too remote and romantic
an object for the erasp of national ambition, is but a stage and restingplace in the progress of their victorious industry. Nor is the equinoctial
neat more discouraging to them than the accumulated winter of both the
poles. We know that whilst some of them draw the line and strike the
harpoon on the coast of Africa, others run the longitude and pursue
the gigantic game on the coast of Brazil. No sea but what is vexed
by their fisheries, no climate but what is witness to their toils. Neither
the perseverance of Holland, nor the activity of France, nor the dexterous
and firm sagacity ofEnglish enterprise, ever carried this perilous mode of
hardy industry to the extent to which it has been pushed by this recent
people — a people who are still, as it were, in the growth, and not yet
hardened into the bone of manhood."
This splendid testimony to extraordinary daring and skill was deliv
ered in the British House of Commons, in March, 1775, and after the lapse
of nearly two-thirds of a century, it is as just and as peculiarly appro
priate, as when first pronounced.
The resistance that led to the emancipation of these colonies, was, as
has already been suggested, the result of a mingled apprehension of po
litical oppresssion and commercial restrictions : and, among all classes
that nobly girded themselves for the apparently unequal contest of three
millions of colonists, scattered thinly over a wide spread territory, against
the concentrated power and might of the ancient British empire—none
took their part earlier—none adhered to it more faithfully—none sacri
ficed
iiceu for it more largely, than the commercial class.
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In that immortal congress that adopted the Declaration of Indepen
dence — a muniment of liberty in comparison with which the famed
Magna Charta sinks into insignificance—sat many merchants. It was
the merchant John Hancock that presided over its deliberations, and
that first put a bold unshrinking hand to that perilous Declaration. With
him in glory and in danger, were the merchants, Robert Morris, and
George Clymer, of Pennsylvania ; Elbridge Gerry, and Samuel Adams of
Massachusetts; William Whipple of New Hampshire ;.Phil'p Livingston,
and Francis Lews of New York; Joseph Hewes of North Carolina;
and Burton Gwinnett of Georgia. The pledge of life and fortune to
the cause with them was a substantial pledge, and nobly, faithfully, and
disinterestedly was it redeemed.
It was a merchant of New York, Alexander McDougall, that, after
braving the resentment of the colonial Legislature—on the breaking out
of hostilities, abandoned his counting house, received the command
of a regiment, and in the disastrous battle of Long Island, in September,
1776, and more especially in the masterly retreat, in the face of a tri
umphant enemy across the East river, signally distinguished himself.
He served throughout the war, rising to the rank of Major General ;
and when it was over, he returned to his commercial pursuits, and be
came the first President of the Bank of New York.
Again, when during the war, all was gloom and distrust in congress,
and the army of Greene in the Carolinas, with the enemy within its
grasp, was paralyzed foi the want of supplies — without munitions, food
or clothing — it was the merchant Robert Morris, that on his own credit,
and through his own means, when the country had neither credit nor
available means, created resources and organized victory. No one can
read the letters written to him at the time by General Greene, nor those
by General Washington, without feeling that this testimony to the ser
vices of Morris is in no degree exaggerated.
Having thus essayed to make good the proposition originally laid
down, and especially to show that however regarded elsewhere, here
at least, no pursuit can assume to take precedence, either in dignity,
objects or means of that of commere — and that in all time a contempt
of this calling, and of those addicted to it, has been the companion of
barbarism, ignorance, or prejudice — it remains only in conclusion to say
a few words in the way of practical application, of what may be deemed
general truths.
It is obvious to remark of every vocation that, however recommendable
or honorable in theory, the public estimate concerning it will be formed
from the conduct and not from the profession of its followers, from actual
experience and not from traditionary or historical honors. Hence the
importance not only in an individual but professional point of view, that
he who is training himself to the career of a merchant should feel that
as he may act his part, will credit or disgrace attach not to himself alone
but to a great and honorable brotherhood in which he is enrolled. In
this particular our merchants are not sufficiently sensitive. They lack
somewhat that esprit de corps, that regard for the character and honor of
the profession which looks upon a stain on one of its members as an impu
tation upon all ; and which imparts unity of purpose and efficiency of ac
tion in all matters connected with its interests or reputation.
In other pursuits, civil or military, this esprit de corps, is cherished as
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an arm of strength and an incentive to virtue. In effect, as the certainty
of being discountenanced and disowned for any unworthy act by his fel
low laborers and associates, must ere now have given pause to many a
man when sorely tempted to swerve from his integrity ; so, on the other
hand, the consciousness that under unmerited imputation he would
be supported by the pride and sympathy of the body to which he be
longed, has doubtless nerved many a man to withstand injustice and
wrong.
But not only in regard to the character, but to the interests of the pro
fession, is this unity of feeling and sentiment important. The merchants,
as a body, are comparatively less felt, in our political relations, for in
stance, than any other class of men — not, certainly, because they have
less at stake in these matters, or are less capable of wisely determining
concerning them — but because they have habituated themselves too
much each for himself, to pursue his own business, trusting to those who
have more taste or more leisure for political inquiries, to take care of the
commonwealth. They have not acted together and as a class. This
course which looks very like an abandonment of the sacred trust shared
in a republican government by the merchant equally with every other citi
zen, of watching over the general safety, must, necessarily, tend to throw
political power into the hands of those, who feeling they have nothing to
expect and nothing to apprehend from mercantile favor or opposition,
will he very little concerned to look after mercantile interests.
Politics, as a profession, belong not to the merchant ; but attention to
political questions in proportion to their importance — scrupulous dis
charge of the duty of aiding in the selection of fitting candidates — of
that of voting — and of mingling with his fellow citizens in primary and
public meetings, are obligations of good citizenship which a merchant
may not rightfully and cannot safely leave unfulfilled.
This point is the more emphatically dwelt upon, because, without com
mitting the indecorum of trenching in any degree upon party grounds, it
may be said, probably with universal consent, that if there were, or for
some years past had been, a larger infusion of educated and intelligent
merchants among our public men, the general course and measures of
the government could hardly have been so much at variance as they now
notoriously are, with the interests and feelings of the mercantile classes.
The ethics of commerce, must, of course, enter largely into the esti
mate which the world forms of the pursuit itself, and of those who em
brace it. It is the essence of every liberal calling, that its duties should be
fulfilled under a high sense of moral obligation. Wherever the interest
and feelings of others are in question, a reference to the brief, yet allembracing injunction, " do unto others as you would be done by," will
be found to cover the whole ground of duty, and to present the all-suffi
cient rule of conduct. Commerce is a mutual interchange for mutual
benefit, which neither requires nor justifies the employment of cunning,
that counterfeit of cleverness. Good faith and fair dealing, disdain of
little advantages, and the frank rectification of unintentional error, lie at
the foundation of mercantile honor, and lead, as certainly, in the long run,
both to reputation and success, as the opposite practices induce suspicion,
discredit, and eventual disaster.
I hasten to a conclusion. It has been my aim to vindicate commerce
from the illiberal and prejudiced estimate to which it is exposed, even at
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this period of the world, and in parts of this land of equality, by showing,
that in all time its companions have been liberty, science, civilization,
morality, and religion — that its spirit is one of enlarged liberality and
benevolence — that its practices have been in consonance with its spirit, and
that wherever it extends, and as far as it extends, it is a benefit and a
blessing.
If I have at all succeeded in this undertaking, I may hope it will en
courage such of my hearers as may be devoted to mercantile pursuits, to
press on with ardor in their career, to cherish it as one surpassed in real
dignity by no other, as affording abundant opportunities for the display
of the highest talent and for the development of the most exalted virtues,
and finally, as one, which embracing within its comprehensive range the
whole family of man, and pushing its civilizing adventures to the remotest
corner of the habitable globe, may proudly take a foremost rank among
liberal pursuits, and challenge for itself the title of Universal Bene
factor.

Art. II.— EXAMINATION OF THE POLICY OF THE LAWS
AGAINST USURY.
[The following lecture, now first published, was one of a course delivered upon mercan
tile law, ten years ago, to the Mercantile Library Association of Philadelphia. Since that
time, the subject has engaged much of the public attention, and many stronger views
may have been presented of it, than those here given. It was the intention of the writer
to present what seemed to him to be a practical, common sense, examination of the po
licy of the laws against Usury, suitable to a class generally composed of young men,
so far as it could be done inthe short space of a single lecture.]

Having sufficiently delineated the characteristic features which distin
guish an usurious loan of money from those contracts in which an interest
is allowed to be taken beyond the legal rate, and pointed out the penal
ties which, by the law of England, and by that of Pennsylvania, are in
flicted upon an offender, we shall dismiss this part of the subject, which
may be said to be the legal consideration or view of it. The political
question remains ; that is, the wisdom and policy of any such regulations.
I cannot promise you to be as decided and explicit in my opinions and
conclusions here, as it was easy to be in relation to the law. Whether
commercial men have greatly differed or not on this question, I am un
able to say, but certainly political economists and legislators have main
tained the most opposite doctrines concerning it. It is my intention to
present to you the most prominent arguments on both sides, for the zeal
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interest, have, indeed, as we have shown in the last lecture, to oppose
themselves to the practice and experience of many ages and various na
tions. For more than two thousand years, we know, it has been consid
ered in Europe to be a proper subject of legislative enactment, while
every other species of property has been left to be used and disposed of
according to the will and contracts of its owner, providing only for hon
esty and good faith in the transaction. Money, only, has been restricted
in its profits and increase, and placed under the government of the law.
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We acknowledge the weight of this authority, but we must not shut our
ears against the voice of reason, or refuse to give a full and fair audience
to those who deny the justice and wisdom of this ancient usage. The
change in the condition of society, the great and enlarged improvements
in commercial knowledge and dealing, may afford ample reasons for a
change in this policy. As to the antiquity and universality of the law
against Usury, we must remark, that those against witchcraft are quite as
ancient, and have been, at least, as universal. " Thou shalt not suffer a
witch to live," was the injunction of the Mosaic law. The punishments
of these dreaded criminals continued, even in this enlightened country,
down to a very late day. It is held by the law of England to be an offence
against God and religion, and is punishable with death ; and this sentence
has been inflicted by great and wise judges. This is the reverence for
antiquity, and the adoption of ancient laws, without allowing ourselves to
inquire into the evidence of the existence of the crime or the reason of
the punishment. Since this offence has been stricken out of the penal
code of Pennsylvania, we have not suffered more than before by the prac
tices of witchcraft ; on the contrary, witches have disappeared with the
power to punish them. It may be that we can dispense with the laws
against Usury with as little injury; at least the argument of long usage
and ancient authority is much weakened by this as by many other
examples.
The disputants, on this question, set out with the sagacity of skilful po
lemics, each endeavoring to throw the burden of the argument and proof
on his adversary. The advocates for the free use of money say, that in
asmuch as in relation to all other property, men are permitted to make
their own contracts according to their own opinions of their convenience
and advantage, to ask and to give what they may think expedient and just
for the sale or the hire of any article of property, it is therefore incum
bent on those who maintain a different doctrine as to money, to support
the exception by clear and satisfactory arguments, or to let money fall
under the general rule which is applied to other things of traffic or ex
change. The advocates, on the other hand, of the restrictions on Usury,
insist, that as money has been an exception to the general rule of pro
perty from the remotest time, it falls upon those who question the justice
or wisdom of the exception, to make out their case, and to prove it to be
impolitic or unjust, before they require the restriction to be removed.
All this, however, is but preliminary, and the question should be discussed
and decided on a fair, full, and rational consideration of the whole subject,
as applicable to the present state of the world. We should not be held,
arbitrarily, in the trammels of opinions and systems of former times;
great changes have taken place in the business of men ; society has altered
its relations in many important matters ; the rights of persons and pro
perty, the interests of trade, are better understood, and conducted on
principles widely different from those which formerly prevailed ; and
these changes have swept away much of the policy and many of the pre
judices and superstitions of earlier ages. Still, we should not look care
lessly or scornfully at the lessons of experience, because they may be
assailed by plausible analogies and ingenious reasoning. We live in an
age of inquiry and ratiocination, and in a country where the freest latitude
is given to the spirit of examination and improvement. The authority of
time goes for little, perhaps too little, and of names for still less. Every
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man will have his reason addressed, and his judgment convinced, before
he yields his assent to any thing. This is all well, if it run not into licen
tious excesses; into a wrangling, sceptical propensity to question every
thing, to unsettle every thing ; to demolish or change what has been long
received and sanctioned, from the mere love of innovation, or a dangerous
indulgence in rash, untried, and undigested theories. We will, then, enter
upon our cursory examination, for such it must be, of the question of
Usury, with a due respect for the opinions that have been long enter
tained of it, but without surrendering ourselves submissively to their au
thority, or refusing to listen to those who have impeached it. We begin
with the opposition.
The broad principle taken by Bentham, the most distinguished of the
opponents of the laws against Usury, is, " That no man of ripe years
and of sound mind, acting freely, and with his eyes open, ought to be
hindered, urith a view to his advantage, from malting such bargain, in the
way of obtaining money, as he thinks fit ; nor any body hindered from
supplying him upon any terms he thinks proper to accede to." Every
word of this postulate has been well considered, and it certainly presents,
prima facie, an imposing front. It seems, indeed, to be almost a selfevident proposition ; and, apart from the right assumed by society to
govern men in the use of their property, and to put restraints on their
natural rights, it is so. We admit that this right is wise and beneficial,
when exercised wisely ; and if the welfare and safety of the community
require that a contract for money, or any other contract, should be put
under certain restrictions, the right of society to impose them is unde
niable.
I hold it to be a sound principle in all governments, whether political
or domestic, that too much, law-maling, too much governing, should be
avoided, and that the great object of every general regulation should be
some important, general benefit. To impose fetters on individuals, un
less they be really insane or incompetent to act with reason, to prevent
them from injuring themselves, is always of doubtful policy, and a doubt
ful right. The task of the legislator would be interminable, and as mul
tifarious as the follies of mankind, if he were to undertake this extensive
protection of their interests, and to preserve every one from rash and
ruinous bargains ; from absurd speculations and injudicious sales and
purchases, which are a much more common and seductive means of
wasting an estate than borrowing money at too high a rate. On this
system ofgovernment which descends to the personal guardianship of every
individual, every species of bad management by which he may injure
himself should be interdicted; every wild project and improvident expen
diture would come under legislative superintendence. But nothing of
this sort is pretended or could be accomplished. A man may go to ruin
in every way he pleases, except by borrowing money. If he wants a
thousand dollars under a pressing necessity, or for some beneficial object,
he is not permitted to give more for it, whatever may be its real value,
than it was thought to be worth by a legislative calculation made a cen
tury ago ; but he may make any sacrifice he pleases of his property by
way of sale, to obtain the money he wants. He may pay, without limit,
any amount, at his pleasure, for horses, for wine, for the indulgence of
the most wanton waste and extravagance. There is no prodigality of
this description, however vicious, which the law will restrain ; no ruin
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it will avert ; no undue price or imposition it will invalidate, short of actual
fraud, because it is the contract of parties competent to make their own
bargains. In such matters, with the exception of palpable fraud, inex
perience, necessity, simplicity, a profuse and reckless spirit, are trusted
to deal on what terms they may, and the law holds them to their en
gagements ; but an agreement to pay the merest trifle beyond the legal
estimate for the use of money, is utterly void, and followed by severe
penalties.
The reason given for this interference, that it prevents a prodigal from
wasting his estate, seems to be altogether insufficient for this object,
unless it went much further, and put its hand upon the property in his
possession, so that he may not sacrifice it by much greater losses than
he would incur by borrowing money. Why should he not indulge a
spirit of extravagance in hireing money at an exorbitant price, while he
may not only encumber, but entirely part with his property, at his pleas
ure ? or, how is he preserved from ruin by forbidding the first, while
the latter is free from all restraint ? Is it not more reasonable to say,
that by allowing him to borrow on such terms as the market will afford,
and having good property to offer as a security for the loan, he could
obtain the money required at a far less loss than will fall upon him, by
a forced and untimely sale of his real or personal estate ; for he must
and will have the money in the one way or the other ? If the money
market were open and free, the borrower, with a fair security, would
seldom fail to get it at a fair price, or with no considerable excess ; but if
this is denied, and money should be, as it often is, of more value than
that fixed by the law, the borrower is compelled to obtain it either by
an improvident sale of his property, in which advantage will be taken
of his necessity, or he must borrow it at an illegal rate of interest, paying
the lender not only for the use and value of the money, but for the haz
ard he is exposed to in thus lending it. This is the result of the legis
lative protection of a man against himself; which, like most cases of
intermeddling, defeats its own purposes. You will not allow him to pay
seven per cent. for the money he wants, and which he might have restored
without injury to his estate, and you force him to part irrevocably with
that estate at a loss, perhaps, of fifty per cent. In such cases this assumed
guardianship of a man's interests and contracts may seriously injure a
prudent and judicious borrower, while in the case of a determined prodi
gal aud spendthrift, it will probably hasten, but can never prevent his
ultimate ruin. If the effect be doubtful, the prohibition should be re
moved, because every restraint upon the use a man may make of his own
property, ought to be justified by a clear public benefit.
But the laws against Usury are said to be intended not only to protect
the prodigal and weak from extortion and ruin, but also to prevent impoMtiun upon those whose necessities may compel them to borrow. This
is, assuredly, legislating on very uncertain and unsatisfactory ground.
How is it possible to measure the necessity of every case, or to make a
rule which will suit all 1 A man may have need of money to carry on
a business he is engaged in, but must abandon it without this aid, which
will return him twelve or fourteen per cent. for every dollar he borrows,
aud who can therefore well afford to pay seven or eight per cent. for the
capital thus obtained. But the law ties his hands ; overrules his judg
ment ; assumes to know better than he does what he can afford to pay,
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and what his industry and skill can make from the loan. You must bor
row at the rate that has been decided by strangers to you and your busi
ness to be reasonable and tolerable, or you must abandon your whole
design. The individual is forbidden to prosecute his own business in
his own way, according to his own knowledge and judgment, perhaps
with the loss of all he has, and the community is deprived of the advan
tage of his labor and skill.
The legal rate of interest is that for which it will be lent on a suffi
cient security, and by suffering no other loans to be made, they are con
fined to the rich, or to those who have security to give. The honest and
industrious man, who has nothing to offer but his personal responsibility
for the money he wants, cannot obtain it, because he is not allowed to
pay a higher premium than the borrower who gives pledges for its re
payment; when, perhaps, by a reasonable addition, which he can afford
to give, and the lender would take, he might get an important relief or as
sistance in his business. What is there unjust or impolitic in permitting
such bargains and arrangements to be made 1 The borrower judges of
the price he can pay for the use he will make of the money, and the
lender judges of the price he will take, combining the market value of
the money with the risk of its ultimate loss from the inability of the bor
rower to repay it. This risk is fully recognized by the law as a proper
ingredient in the calculation of the rate of interest, in other cases, as
bottomry and respondentia, and why not in this 1 If the parties are
prudent, they are the best judges of their mutual interests; and may be
trusted with their own bargains. If they ar& rash and prodigal, they
have so many broad roads to ruin open to them, more tempting than
this, that it is idle to bar this narrow path. A free market for money
would produce a fair and regulated competition for it, as it does in
relation to every other article of trade and subject of contract, which,
generally, would keep its price at a just rate according to the circum
stances of the times and of each particular case. Men would be able to
borrow at a rate measured by the use they could make of the money ;
and they would lend on a calculation of its true value, and the hazard of
the loan ; and this is as it should be. If it is urged that although the
prudent and sagacious may be trusted to make these calculations and
bargains for themselves, yet we must protect the weak and ignorant from
the rapacity of money lenders, the answer, already suggested, occurs,
that the remedy is so far short of the evil as to have no practical effica
cy, and that to have any real utility, it should be extended to all other
dealings in which simple men may be overreached ; and this is admitted
to be impossible. In truth, of the value of money there is a much more
general and easy understanding than of many other subjects of traffic
and contract, as to which no attempt ever has been made, or would be
practicable, to preserve the simple or improvident from imposition and
mistake. There are many that will occur to your recollection, in which
the opportunities to take advantage of inexperience, credulity or neces
sity are more frequent, more easy and more extravagant than happen in
the loan of money ; and yet such contracts are left to the will and dis
cretion of the parties, without reserve or restriction, or any safeguard
beyond the prohibitions of manifest fraud, and the employment of dis
honest tricks and contrivances.
It is no uncommon occurrence that a man really possessed of a good
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estate and good discretion, may, nevertheless, want, on some emergency,
a sum of money, at a time when its true value is higher than the rate
allowed by law. But the money must be had; and he is reduced to the
necessity of borrowing it in violation of the law, and, of course, of pay
ing the lender a premium to cover all dangers and contingencies, or of
selling property, in a depressed and depreciated state, at an immense
sacrifice. He will hardly thank the law for this protection of his inter
ests, which forces him to submit to a loss of twenty or more per cent.
on a sale, rather than allow him to give seven per cent. on a loan. The
imposition upon him will be increased, because when money is worth
more than the legal interest, it will be withdrawn from the market and
put to more profitable uses, and the needy will, indeed, be put at the
mercy of rapacious and unprincipled usurers.
So far as these views are correct, the laws against Usury would seem
to fail in the good expected from them ; to afford no effectual protection
to the prodigal and the weak, while they impose upon the industrious
and enterprising inconvenient restraints, which often shackle their best
efforts for advancement, and deprive them of the means of employing
their labor and skill for the benefit of themselves and the community.
Such are the conclusions to which we are brought by our reasoning on
the subject. Whether experience leads us to a different result must be
referred to the evidence by which the allegation is supported.
The writer we have mentioned urges, with great force, as an objection
to the " anti-usurious laws," that they have a tendency to demoralize a
people, by holding out rewards to treachery and ingratitude, and encour
aging mercenary informers and vindictive prosecutors. In England the
debt and all the securities held for it, are forfeited by Usury, and heavy
penalties may, moreover, be recovered from the offender. The tempta
tion is certainly strong for a borrower, perhaps too strong for any but a
firm and upright mind, irritated by the beliefthat some advantage has been
taken of him, after he has received the benefit of a loan solicited by
himself, to turn upon the lender with the weapons of the law, and refuse
to repay even the amount actually paid to him. He may go farther and
prosecute for the penalties of the law, when he was himself a partaker
and first mover in the commission of the offence. There is a rank dis
honesty and treachery in such a proceeding which no law should coun
tenance or authorize. It is to feed the worst passions of our nature,
avarice, ingratitude, revenge, and is a thousand times more pernicious
to the individual, as well as to society, than Usury can be in its worst
abases. You are very careful to prevent men from becoming prodigals
and wasting their estates, but you will teach and invite them to indulge
depravities of the most corruptive and degrading character. The laws
of Pennsylvania, as I have informed you, avoid the worst part of this
evil, for the contract is annulled only so far as it transgresses the limits of
the law, but stands good for the repayment of the sum lent with lawful
interest. Yet the borrower may be the informer and prosecutor for the
penalties, and may thus reap an iniquitous advantage from a transaction
to which he was a willing, perhaps a benefitted, party.
There must be reasons, plausible if not satisfactory, why men, who
have left all other property free, have considered, and consider the lend
ing of money as a contract of a peculiar character, and properly subjected
to peculiar restraints. I cannot but believe that this opinion or impres
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sion has arisen, in the greater part, from early prejudices; from tradi
tional feelings, and our being accustomed from infancy to hear Usurers
stigmatized as an oppressive, cruel, and unprincipled class of men.
These opinions have come to us from a remote antiquity, and still abide
with us as admitted truths, rather than as the conclusion of our judgment
from a full and fair examination of the evidence on which they rest, or a
due consideration of the change of circumstances to which they are ap
plied. Whether in former days the men who accumulated in their hands
the coin of the country for the purposes of traffic, were of a degraded
rank in society, and of griping dispositions ; whether they were treated
by the great and rich with insult and contumely, and returned their hos
tility and contempt by ruinous exactions upon the necessities produced
by extravagance ; forfeiting and selling without forbearance or remorse,
pledges of land, jewels, and family plate, for the repayment of loans en
cumbered with enormous premiums; whether such exactions were not
extended to the necessitous of every description, and thus brought the
money lender under a general odium and disrepute, which still adheres
to him, we have now neither time nor opportunity to inquire. All this
might have been done when the land was in the possession of, compara
tively, a few great and noble families, and the money, in the same manner,
was gathered by other hands, which parted with it on their own terms
and not with great hazard of loss. But in the present general diffusion
of property of all kinds, and particularly of money, no such extortions
could be practised to a dangerous extent. Necessity does not press so
heavily on the one class as formerly, nor are the means of affording relief
so exclusively in the power of a few. Money is now wanted by men of
business for the uses of their business, with an expectation and prospect
of a speedy repayment, and not by great barons to carry on their wars
with no hope of a return but from the pledges given for it, and much
danger of an entire loss.
Another reason, however, for the resentment which is entertained
against money lenders, is more obvious and certain ; but not more just.
We have frequently before our eyes, the distress of an unfortunate or
improvident borrower, when payment is called for ; and we, as if by in
stinct, indulge a sympathy with him, and by the effect of the same feel
ing, entertain an indignation, without much reflection, for it costs no
thing, against the creditor who afflicts him. We do not stop to inquire
of the benefit which the debtor received, under perhaps as great or a
greater pressure, by the use of the money he is now required to return
according to his contract, on the faith of which he obtained the relief.
We do not ask what evils were averted from him by the loan, nor what
chance it afforded him to escape from ruin, although not successful, per
haps by his own fault and mismanagement. We see only his present suf
fering and the immediate cause of it, and too readily join in a clamor of
oppression and cruelty, when there is no other ground for it than that a
creditor seeks to obtain, by lawful means, what is lawfully his own.
There is in every community, and I think particularly in ours, a strange
and mawkish sensibility for every rogue who comes under the lash of
the law, however atrocious his crimes ; and for every debtor, however
fraudulent, who is pressed for the performance of his promises. The
ingenuity of the present time is exerted to prevent murderers and rob
bers from being made too uncomfortable in their confinement ; and to
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encourage debtors in a total and reckless disregard of their most sacred
duties and engagements. A creditor (I do not speak of an Usurer) who
is pursuing only his just rights by legal means; who endeavors to enforce
the payment of a just debt by the ordinary process of the law, is cover
ed with reproaches by men who, while they insist that he should give
up the whole of his demand, would not contribute one lmndreth part of
it to relieve the debtor from his distress. But pathetic censures and
sentimental pity are the cheapest coins of humanity ; they rather enrich
than impoverish the donor, and are therefore profusely bestowed, with
but little regard to the justice of the claim.
The views we have thus far presented of our subject are not favora
ble to the laws against Usury. We will, in the same brief manner, ex
hibit the leading arguments by which they are defended. The first step
to be taken by the advocates of this system, is to show some good reason
why legislators should interfere to prevent one from injuring himself in
this way, when they leave unobstructed so many means by which he may
more readily ruin himself. This is a stumbling block not easily sur
mounted. A writer who has undertaken the task has failed in his at
tempt. He puts it on the ground that an usurious borrower does not
exercise his sound and deliberate judgment in the act ; that his reason
is seduced or driven from her seat by motives and impulses he cannot
resist, and therefore the law should protect him against his own weakness
which, otherwise, would ruin him. That he has not a free choice of
action, but his will is coerced by extraneous causes, and he should be
treated with indulgence if his necessities have forced him into contracts
which oppress him. The fallacy of this argument is bare and obvious.
The foundation or premises are not true in point offact ; for the borrower
does exercise, and often keenly too, his knowledge and deliberate rea
son in making the contract. He may be, it is true, under some pressure
which requires this mode of relief, but there is no such delusion or com
pulsion as can safely or justly be made the ground of a legal absolution
from his promise, unless the same indulgence is extended to every im
provident bargain he may be induced to make by some want or weak
ness. Such a principle would unsettle half the business of the world.
Again, the reason, so far from having a peculiar strength in the case of a
loan of money, applies with greater force to sales of land or goods, under
the same degree of pressure and necessity, but in regard to which no dis
pensation is granted on the pretence that the vender had no choice of
action, but was compelled to the sale by " extraneouscauses;" that " his
reason was seduced or driven by impulses he could not resist." If the " pity
of human infirmity" is to be called in to invalidate contracts, wherever
they are hard or unwise, on the assumption that they were effected by a
compulsion which " took away the freedom of choice," or by a delusion
which betrayed it, we may anticipate the confusion and frauds that will
ensue. Besides, if this necessity, or impulse, or delusion is to be the
guide by which these cases are to be disposed of, we must have a differ
ent rule of decision, to maintain, or relax, or annul the terms of the con
tract, according to the degree of the necessity, the force of the impulse,
or the extent of the delusion, and the strength or weakness of the party
to resist them in each particular case. The sweeping regulation by
which every contract for more than a certain rate of interest is pro
nounced to be obtained by an irrisistible compulsion, or a misguiding do
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lusion, will probably be misapplied in nine cases out of ten, protecting
and justifying frauds much oftener than it prevents them. And the
frauds thus protected are actual, moral, corrupting frauds against good
conscience and the eternal principles of right, and not merely such as
consist in the violation of the enactments of a law of society, which may
change to-morrow. When the law takes a broad and visible line, and
separates valid from invalid bargains, on the proof of fraud or direct com
pulsive oppression ; of dishonest contrivance and trick ; of an unjust
advantage made of the relative situation of the parties, as a trustee, guar
dian and ward, &c, we have a rule which is intelligible, sufficiently cer
tain and safe ; but when wo would raise a law for the trial of contracts
upon pity ; upon human infirmity ; upon charity ; upon delusion with
out the practice of any arts to deceive, and coercion undefined and un
proved, but all taken for granted and assumed because the bargains may
be hard and imprudent, we must see that the dealings between man and
man will be all afloat, and the business of commerce thrown into confu
sion. The law does enough when it protects us from absolute fraud
and artful contrivances too well concealed for common prudence to de
tect ; and it is not only vain, but injurious to the great and general in
terests of society, to attempt more than this, and to undertake to save a
man from his folly, and the necessities which his folly may have brought
upon him. It is true, that laws are made, and wisely made, on the sub
ject of various contracts, to conform them to the fundamental interests of
the community, nor is the right to enact those against Usury denied ;
but their policy and justice are resolutely disputed.
An ingenious writer of our own country has entered the field as an
avowed antagonist to BentJiam, and, in the prosecution of his argument,
supposes he has found an analagous case to the laws against Usury, in
the power assumed by the legislature to regulate the tolls of turnpike
roads and bridges. It is evident that this argument goes to the right,
and not to the policy of these laws. There is, however, no similarity
between them. When a turnpike road is constructed, it must necessa
rily pass over land already appropriated to public use, or over the pro
perty of individuals, taken with or without the consent of the owners.
For either of these purposes, the proprietors of the turnpike must have
the sanction of legislative authority, and must take it on such terms as
they can get it ; and the legislature, of course, will take care that the
public are not imposed upon by extravagant tolls. Public and private
property have been surrendered for the general convenience and inter
ests, and these are not to be abandoned to the cupidity or injustice of
those to whom they have been surrendered. But if an individual were
to make a road, at his own expense, over his own land, asking nothing
from the public, would any legislature undertake to prescribe upon
what terms or at what price, he should suffer others to use his road 1 I
apprehend not, but that he and those who might desire to use his proper
ty, would be left to make their own bargain. This is more like the re
gulation of loans of money. So of a bridge. If it is to be erected over
a stream which is a common highway, or upon public property on either
side, it cannot be done but by the same public authority, and the same
terms may be exacted from the grantee ; but if the bridge were thrown
over a stream within a man's private estate, which belonged exclusively
to himself, in which the public had no right or interest, may he not
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charge what he pleases for passing over it. Such is a man's money,
which he claims to use with the same freedom of will, unless constrained
by some strong, clear, and paramount public policy. The question,
therefore, which this writer has put to us, with much confidence and tri
umph — " If the legislature have a right to regulate the toll of a bridge,
why have they not the same right to regulate the interest of money 1"
presents two cases wholly different in their principle, and I repeat that
ours is not a question of legislative right, but of sound policy.
We shall notice but one other analogy seized upon by this writer to
maintain his argument — I refer to the assize of bread. Jt will be clear
ly shown that he can derive no aid from that case ; and even that is one,
the propriety of which has been more doubted, and the practice of which
is much more rare than the regulation of the interest of money. In the
United States, public opinion is decidedly against fixing the price of
bread, if we may judge from the very few places, if at this time there
are any, in which it is attempted. In Philadelphia the subject was for
merly frequently moved, and the experiment sometimes made, but after
repeated discussions and failures, it has been abandoned for many years.
Where this assize is made, it is strictly confined to the article of bread,
as being a necessary of life not to be dispensed with by rich or poor, and
in the price of which extortion might be practised in particular emergen
cies ; but it is so closely limited to bread as not to be extended to wheat
or flour, the materials of which the bread is made. They are left to find
their own price in the market. Lastly, the assize is made at the short
intervals of a few days, so as to conform as near as possible to the real
market value of the article, but who ever heard of the price ofbread, or any
thingelse
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age
has been more manifested, or the prejudices and errors of past times
more corrected, than in the freedom which has been given to the pro
perty of individuals, to their faculties, industry and skill, to be used as
their owners may think most profitable. The superior advantages en
joyed by the American citizen in this respect ; the enlarged power and
right he possesses to earn what he can honestly, and spend and use it as
he pleases, within the bounds of moral propriety, are among the most
efficient causes of the unexampled prosperity of our country. But yes
terday an infant, and now a Hercules, breaking the shackles which for
ages have crippled the energies of man, and extiipating errors which
have debased and corrupted him. Nor has this happy change been con
fined to our land. Our example ha* taught and encouraged the people
and the governments of the old world to shake off ancient prejudices ;
to see and feel that habits and maxims which were received with reve
rence some centuries ago, are wholly unsuitable to the present improve
ment of human intelligence, and the present condition of human con
cerns. The chords which for so many years bound up the genius of
man and his enterprise in systems of monopoly and politic restrictions,
have been broken or relaxed by sounder doctrines and a more enlight
ened experience, and it is discovered that the whole community will
thrive best by the freest exertions of its various parts, regulated only by
a wise attention to the " general welfare," to great national interests,
which may require a particular care and protection for their preservation
from powerful and hostile rivals.
voL. II. — no. I.
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Art. III. — IMPLIED AND EXPRESSED WARRANTIES IN
MARINE POLICIES.
The duties which the law imposes upon the insured, and the rules
of conduct which he is bound to pursue, for the purpose of enabling
him to secure unimpaired the pecuniary benefits which a policy of in
surance is intended to confer, are considerations of great importance
to the merchant, and presents subjects in which he is deeply interested.
If he is ignorant of the legal obligations which rest upon him, and is
unacquainted with the responsibilities which devolve upon the assured,
he is often liable to violate some technical or substantial rule, which con
stitutes an important feature in the conditions of a policy of insurance ;
and in this manner, to lose the right of ultimately securing that indemnity
which he would otherwise derive from the instrument.
The implied conditions which are contained in every marine policy,
and which are substantially as binding as those formally and expressly
inserted, should be thoroughly understood by the mercantile portion of
the community, and their construction and effects correctly appreciated.
To the merchant whose thousands are upon the ocean, exposed to
the risks and uncertainties always attendant upon maritime adventure,
these questions are of deep interest, involving as they often do his
whole fortune. A slight mistake in describing the condition or situa
tion of the property insured, an innocent concealment of some fact
which the law requires the assured to disclose, or a trifling deviation
from the rigid construction of the instrument, often vitiate and destroy
the policy ; blasting every prospect of remuneration for heavy losses
which the insured has sustained, and which he is thus for ever pre
vented from recovering.
In considering some of the most important rules which the law pre
scribes to the injured, and which he is bound to follow, in order to
create and perpetuate his rights under the policy, the implied and
expressed conditions which it contains will be examined, and their
extent and effect explained with as much brevity as an attempt at clear
ness will permit.
When a policy of insurance is effected upon a ship, the assured im
pliedly warrants it to be seaworthy, and in every respect fit for the
voyage upon which it is intended to proceed. For the purpose of com
plying with this implied condition, many precautionary requisites are
absolutely necessary, and various minute regulations must be observed.
Every thing necessary for the prosecution and completion of her voyage
must be obtained ; and whatever tends, either directly or remotely to
the safety of the ship, must be procured and furnished.
The vessel must be staunch and sound, without any apparent or
latent defects ; and a sufficient quantity of sails, tackle, anchors, and
every thing which is in the slightest degree necessary for the purpose
of enabling her to make the contemplated voyage, is required, in order
to complete her seaworthiness ; and unless the ship is in a condition
to carry a full cargo, this implied warranty is not complied with.
The owner of the ship is bound to procure a competent and trust
worthy captain and crew, and this is highly important to be observed
and complied with. It is a universal rule of law, that a principal is
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bound by the act, and accountable for the misconduct of his agent; and
unless the assured mans the vessel in a proper manner, and performs
every thing on his part which the principles of justice require, and
which is calculated to insure the safety of the vessel, the insurer will
not be held liable under the policy ; for, as the captain and crew are con
sidered the agents of the owner, whatever is done by them, is looked
upon as his own act ; and if he intrusts the ship to persons, incompetent
to manage her, she is unseaworthy. The crew must be shipped for the
entire voyage for which the vessel is insured ; and where they are
hired to proceed to a port of destination, different from that described in
the policy, and off from the course upon which the ship is bound, the
insured in case of loss, cannot recover upon the instrument. To con
stitute seaworthiness, it is necessary to take a pilot on board, at the
usual times and places ; and if one cannot be easily procured, the cap
tain should not incur any risks in proceeding without one, as in case of
a loss on this account, the insurers will be discharged. But if a pilot
cannot be obtained, and the ship is in a state of danger and exposure,
the captain would undoubtedly be justified in proceeding without one.
If the vessel, at the time of effecting the policy, is in want of repairs, and the
risk assumed by the underwriters, includes the time while it remains in
port, the necessary reparation may be bestowed, and in case of loss, the
insurers will be held liable to the same extent as they would in case the
seaworthiness of the vessel had existed at the time the risk commenced.
But this must be understood with some qualification ; for if the ship be
a mere wreck, the policy never attaches. Where a vessel is insured
at, and from one port to another, and the repairs and amendments ne
cessary to be made, for the purpose of rendering her seaworthy, and in
a situation to brave the perils of the winds and waves cannot be effected
at the port from which she is to sail, the vessel may proceed to the
nearest place where such repairs can be performed, without impairing
the rights of the insured under the policy ; and the law will sanction this
apparent deviation from the strict letter of the instrument, for the pur
pose of preserving the just and equitable rights of the assured.
The warranty of seaworthiness relates and extends to the com
mencement of the risk, but while the vessel remains at a place, a state of
repair and equipment may be sufficient, which would be wholly defec
tive after the commencement of the voyage ; for, as has been remarked,
while a ship is in port she may stand in need of repairs, which may be
bestowed, and the insurers will be liable, provided the policy covered
the period during which the reparation was proceeding. If the policy is
effected upon a ship in the middle of a long voyage, it cannot be pre
sumed that she is so strictly seaworthy as at the time of sailing, and the
warranty we are considering is sufficiently complied with, if the vessel
is, under all these circumstances, reasonably staunch and sound, and has
suffered no extraordinary injury. And in determining the question of
seaworthiness, recourse must be had to the usage of the place where
the policy is effected ; for it varies in different places ; and in ascertain
ing the extent and effect of this implied condition in the instrument, the
intention of the parties must be sought after, who are presumed to have
had in contemplation the universal usage which prevailed where the
contract was made, at the time it was executed.
When a ship is insured, her seaworthiness is presumed ; and every
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requisite necessary to constitute her in all respects competent to proceed
with safety upon the intended voyage, is supposed to exist. The ne
cessity, therefore, of proving her unseaworthy, rests upon the insurer ;
who must, as a general rule, show clearly and conclusively a breach of
this implied condition of the instrument. There are some instances,
however, in which a rule more favorable to the insurer prevails, and in
which he would not be held to so much strictness, in proving her unfit
ness for the contemplated voyage ; for, if a vessel is found in a bad con
dition, so short a period after sailing, that she could not have been
injured since that time, and nothing has been encountered by which
she could have been in any manner disabled, her unseaworthiness will
be presumed to have existed at the time of effecting the policy. And
in the case of a latent defect, materially enhancing the risk assumed
under the instrument, and constituting unseaworthiness, the insurer will
not be liable, if from the circumstances of the case, it is made to appear
with reasonable certainty, that such defect existed at the time of execu
ting the policy.
If an insurance is effected upon goods or freight, the ship in which
the goods are transported, or by which the freight is to bo made, is gov
erned by the same rules, in respect to seaworthiness, as those we have
already mentioned ; and at every port of loading, the vessel must be in
a condition, every way competent, to prosecute her voyage. Having
examined the leading rules which govern in determining the unseawor
thiness of the ship, and considered the extent and effect of this implied
warranty which is contained in a policy of marine insurance, the next
important warranty resulting from implication, and which the insured
by obtaining the policy, undertakes to perform, is, that the ship shall be
documented and navigated, and the adventure conducted, in conformity
with the laws of the country to which the vessel belongs, or of which
the assured is a subject ; and in accordance with the treaties subsisting
between that and other countries, and the laws of nations. It is a rule
of law, that an illegal trade cannot be insured ; and although the adven
ture may be legal, if conducted in compliance with the rules of trade,
yet if any of its provisions are violated, or the necessary papers to au
thorize its prosecution are not obtained, in either case, it will be rendered
unlawful, and the insurance will be defeated. It is therefore a matter
of deep importance to the assured, not only that the trade in which his
vessel is engaged should be lawful, and the adventure upon which it
proceeds, of such a nature as to place it beyond the suspicion of ille
gality, but that the manner of conducting such trade and adventure,
should conform in all respects, as well in substance as in form, to the
rules and regulations which the law prescribes. The vessel insured
must have documents and papers in compliance with the laws of her
own country, and with the terms of treaties with foreign states ; and if
she is captured, or the risk of the insurer is enhanced, on account of the
neglect of the insured in procuring them, the insurer will be discharged,
for the principle is well established, that the insurer of a vessel cannot
be made liable for any loss which may arise from the want of documents
required by the laws, and treaties of a country of which it bears the
national character ; or, which may result from the fault of the insured in
not obtaining and securing the means of protection usually accompany
ing ships of the same national character.
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If false papers are procured by the owners of a ship, and she is cap
tured in consequence, and no representation is made of an intention to
take such papers, the insurance will be void, on the ground that carrying
fabricated documents is a violation of the law of nations, and is an
illegal act, for which the insurer is not responsible. Although the owner
of a vessel insured is bound to perform every thing on his part for the
purpose of preventing loss, and must furnish the ship with all the docu
ments and papers required by law, yet unless the omission on the part
of the insured to comply with these requisitions changes or enhances the
risk, the insurer will still be liable, and the want of the documents and
papers we have mentioned, at the commencement of the voyage, or the
want of them at any other time, for any purpose, except in the event of
capture, and when the production of them becomes necessary, is im
material.
In the case of an insurance effected upon goods, the same rules in
respect to the necessity of having the ship properly documented, do not
apply, with so much strictness, as where the vessel itself is insured ; for
as the owner of the goods cannot know whether the necessary papers are
furnished, it would be extremely inequitable and severe to refuse him
all right to indemnity under the policy, on account of the default or negli
gence of the owner of the vessel.
Whenever goods are insured by a citizen of a neutral state, the assu
red impliedly warrants that they are not of belligerent character, and
that they shall be preserved, and used in conformity with such implied
warranty ; but if they are shipped on board a vessel, containing the pro
perty of a belligerent, by reason of which a detention ensues, and loss
is in this manner occasioned, the insurer will be liable, and cannot avail
himself of any defence, upon the ground that a part of the shipment is
illegal. Having endeavored to point out and examine some of the most
material implied warranties which result from a policy of marine insu
rance, and which the assured is bound to perform, an attempt will next
be made to consider and illustrate the nature, construction, and effect of
the express warranties and conditions which are contained in the instru
ment.
An express warranty is an agreement written, or printed, in the poli
cy, by which the assured stipulates, that certain statements relating to,
or concerning the risk, are, or shall be, true ; or that particular acts in
relation to the same subject, have been, or shall be, performed. It is not
requisite that the fact or act warranted, should be material to the risk insu
red against, for if it is an express condition of the policy, the necessity of
its performance is imperative upon the assured ; and in this respect it is dis
tinguished from a representation which is not embodied in the instrument.
It is a leading principle in the law of insurance, that if a warranty is ex
pressed in the policy, it is a vital part of the contract that the subject mat
ter shall be in every respect as it is represented.
The materiality or immateriality signifies nothing ; and the only ques
tion to be determined is, whether a strict and literal compliance with its
terms has been observed. A warranty of this nature is often created
by an express statement in the policy, that the assured warrants such a
fact. But a formal expression of this kind is not absolutely necessary,
as any direct, or even incidental, allegation of a fact, relating to the risk,
is sufficient to constitute a warranty. If insurance is effected upon the
American ship Eliza, or the British brig Harriet, or upon goods on
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board of a vessel so described, it is a warranty that she is American, or
British, in conformity with such description ; and is equivalent to aformal
provision inserted in the policy, that the assured warrants the vessel to
be of a particular national character. And where an insurance is effected
upon goods for account of a certain person, whose name is mentioned in
the policy, it is tantamount to a representatation that such person is the
owner, and that the insurance is for his benefit ; and is a warranty that
the national character of the goods is to be determined by the country
where the individual for whom the policy is procured resides. But for
the purpose of ascertaining whether an incidental statement amounts to
a warranty, it sometimes becomes necessary to examine, not only the
words themselves, which constitute such statement, and the manner and
connexion in which they are introduced into the instrument, but also the
whole policy, in order to arrive at the meaning and intention of the
parties ; and although the materiality of the fact stated is not requisite
to constitute a warranty, yet there can be no good reason for consider
ing the allegation of a fact to be so, if it evidently cannot have any rela
tion to, or bearing upon, the risk ; and can neither change, or in any
manner alter, the liability of the insurer. But a fact which is expressed
in the policy will be presumed to have relation to the risk, unless the
contrary unquestionably appears. The distinction which is here men
tioned, can only apply, however, to facts incidentally mentioned in the
policy ; for, if the formal expression of a warranty is used, no question of
this kind can be made, and every statement of a fact in the instrument
must bo in all respects true.
An express warranty or condition must be strictly, and it is even
said literally, performed ; and the intention of the parties, except as to
the meaning of the words used, cannot be inquired into. The assured
has voluntarily chosen to rest every claim which he derives by virtue of
the policy, upon a condition contained in the instrument ; and whether
the fact or engagement which is the subject of the warranty, be material
to the risk or not, still he must bring himself strictly within that condition.
A non-compliance with a warranty, although it occasions no injury,
and does not change or enhance the risk, discharges the underwriters ;
and where the existence of a defect is but temporary, and is speedily
remedied by the assured, and no loss en.->ues, until subsequent to the
time when every condition in the instrument is strictly performed, the
rights of the assured under the policy are gone, and the insurer is dis
charged from all liability. Although it is necessary that a warranty
should be strictly complied with, and its terms literally observed, yet
this rigid construction ought to operate in favor of, as well as against, the
insured, whenever he can bring himself within its provisions ; and if in
performing a condition inserted in the policy, he does more than it re
quires, and this lessens the risk insured against, he will be entitled to
claim every indemnity which the instrument was intended to guarantee.
If a law is enacted subsequent to the time of obtaining the policy,
by which a compliance with the terms of any warranty it may contain
is declared illegal, the performance of its conditions will be dispensed
with, and the insurer will be liable for any losses which may be sus
tained ; but if the performance of the contract is unlawful at the time
it is entered into, the policy will be void, and the assured can derive no
benefit from its provisions.
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If an express warranty is not to lie performed until liter lhe vessel
has sailed, as in the case of a ship which is to be supplied with an
additional anchor at an intermediate port in the course of her voyage,
and this condition is not complied with, there i-in he no reason for
construing the policy with such strictness, as to deny the assured an
indemnity under the instrument, for a loss sustained previous to the time
when such warranty could be performed, and before a aon-compliance
could in any manner change or alter the risks insured against, or in any
wav affect the liability of the insurer ; and the more just and liberal
mode of construction would seem to require, that for a loss happening
antecedent to the time, when the warranty is to be performed, the un
derwriter should be held liable, and it has been judicially determined,
that a loss occurring before a forfeiture of the implied warranty of sea
worthiness, might be recovered, notwithstanding such forfeiture ;
which goes far in establishing the rule of construction, which we have
supposed the principles of justice to demand, in the case of an ex
press warranty.
When a policy contains a wan-ant y that the vessel sailed, or will sail,
on or before a certain day, it becomes important to ascertain what con
stitutes a sailing, according to the meaning of the instrument ; and also
when such warranty must be strictly performed, and what circumstances
will justify a departure from the letter of its provisions, without impair
ing the rights of the assured. In contemplation of law, a vessel has
sailed, the moment she is unmoored, and has got under weigh, in com
plete preparation for her intended voyage, with the purpose of immedi
ately proceeding to sea ; and in order to satisfy this condition of the
a<reement, the vessel, at the time of sailing, must be, in the contem
plation of the captain, at absolute and entire liberty to proceed to her
port of delivery. Whenever the time of sailing is material, and it
becomes necessary to determine the effect which ought to be given to
this condition of the instrument, it is often important to ascertain the
intentions of the captain ; and whether he considered at the time of
leaving the port of departure, that any serious obstacle existed, calcu
lated to defeat the prosecution of the intended voyage ; for if, at the
time of sailing, he knows of an impediment to his proceeding, which
he feels confident will be seasonably removed, but is subsequently disap
pointed, and prevented by such impediments from proceeding on the
voyage at the time warranted, still this is a sailing within the time, and
a compliance with the warranty.
As to what shall not be considered a sailing within the meaning of
this condition, in a case where a ship insured at and from Jamaica, war
ranted to sail after the twelfth of January, before which day the vessel
being completely loatled, sailed from Port Maria, a hazardous station
for ships in that Island, for Port Antonio, the accustomed rendezvous for
convoy, for which it was proposed there to wait, and was lost on this
passage ; it was held that the departure from Port Maria was not a
sailing within the meaning of the warranty, and that the assured was en
titled to recover under the policy.
This decision undoubtedly proceeded upon the principle, that as the
vessel was insured at Jamaica, it was the duty of the insured, and a
material part of his contract, to perform every act necessary to preserve
the ship in safety previous to the day she was warranted to sail, and
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that the captain in leaving a dangerous port for one more safe, dimin
ished, instead cf enhancing the risk of the insurer.
Another express warrantj^which the assured sometimes enters into,
is, that the shipper goods are neutral, or neutral property, being an en
gagement that it is owned by persons resident in a country, at peace
when the risk begins, and who have the commercial character and rights
# of subjects of such country ; and that it shall bo accompanied with such
' documents, and so managed, and conducted by the assured and his
agents as to be legally entitled, so far as depends on them, to all the pro
tection, privileges, and security of property belonging to the subjects of
such country. And if property is warranted American, or of any particu
lar national character, it is an agreement that all the necessary papers
shall be furnished, and every thing done on the part of the assured, for the
purpose of securing all the advantages and commercial privileges to
which the property of citizens of such nation is entitled.
A statement that the property is neutral, whether incidentally or di
rectly, whether as a part of the description, or in the form of warranting,
will equally constitute a warranty, and the insertion of a fact necessarily
implying the national character of the property will be construed, in the
same manner, and to the same effect. In order fully to comply with this
condition of the policy, the property must not only be neutral, at the
time of the commencement of the risk, but must continue to be so, as far
as the voluntary act of the owner, or assured, may affect its national cha
racter, and where a part of the property insured is assigned to a belli
gerent, during the continuance of the risk, the policy will be avoided.
The warranty is, that the property is neutral at the time the insurance
is effected, and shall remain so, without being in any manner changed or
altered by the acts of the assured, or his agents ; but if he becomes a
belligerent, or the property assumes a belligerent character, by an act of
his government, or of any other government, after the risk commences,
it is not a breach of warranty, for this is one of the risks taken by the
insurer.
A statement in the policy that the property is neutral, can be supported
only by showing that its origin, and the manner in which it has been man
aged and conducted, are sufficiently characterized by neutrality, to be so
considered by the courts of the country in which the contract is made.
And where a neutral house, engaged in mercantile business, possesses an
interest in a foreign establishment, situated in a belligerent country, such
interest assumes the national character of the country where it remains.
Under this warranty, the ship or goods must not only be owned by neu
trals, and not be of a belligerent character in themselves, but they must
also be accompanied by all the documents and papers necessary to show
that they can legally claim the protection afforded to neutral property.
For the purpose of ascertaining the kind of proof which is required to
indicate the national character of the property insured, we must refer to
the laws and treaties of the country to which the ship and the owner of
the property belong, and to the laws of nations.
The flag is the most obvious badge by which the national character of
the ship is indicated, and by the laws of nations is liable to be considered
as evidence of the country to which she belongs. A vessel warranted
neutral must, therefore, bear no other flag than that of a nation at peace
when the risk commences ; and one warranted of a particular national
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character, must hoist none except that of the country to which the war
ranty relates.
Every document which is necessary to show that the vessel sails under
the protection of the government of the state to which the warranty
refers, must also be furnished, and the usual papers to prove to what port
and to whom the ship belongs, must, in general, be procured ; and the
assured must not neglect the performance of any act which the law re
quires to be done on his part, for the purpose of securing to the ship all
the rights and privileges conferred by the municipal regulations and
treaties of the state, whose national character it bears. The country to
which the goods shipped belong, is determined as a general rule, by the
papers relating to their origin and destination ; and if goods warranted
neutral are accompanied by simulated papers, giving them the appearance
of being owned by belligerents, for the purpose of violating the muni
cipal regulations of a belligerent state, although they are in reality the
property of neutrals, yet the goods are liable to be considered by the
other belligerents as of the assumed national character, or are in so
great danger of capture from this cause, as to constitute the use of such
papers a violation of the warranty of neutrality. But if the underwri
ters know, or ought to know, that by the usage of trade, two sets of
papers are carried for the purpose of protecting the goods, they impliedly
consent to the usage ; and the set of papers which will protect the
property when its national character is called in question, may be pro
duced as circumstances require.
If the captain of the ship attempts to disguise belligerent goods as
neutral, it will be a breach of the warranty as to other parts of the cargo ;
for as he is considered a general agent of the assured, the whole of the
property on board is liable to condemnation by the law of nations, for an
attempt on his part to deceive one of the belligerents by covering the
property of an enemy. But if the same goods had been taken on board,
accompanied by papers showing their true national character, the war
ranty would not have been violated in respect to any other part of the
cargo. The lawof nations, as to what is to be considered neutral property,
and the documents and papers to be procured, and the conduct to be
observed, in order to entitle it to respect and protection as such, are liable
to be controlled by treaty, since nations may substitute express rules for
those implied obligations which the general law imposes without any
stipulation; and many material and important alterations and modifica
tions of the law of nations, in these respects, have been made in different
treaties.
For the purpose of complying with this express warranty, it is material
not only that the property should be neutral in itself, and accompanied
by documents and papers sufficiently authenticated, to prove such neu
trality with unquestionable certainty, but that the assured, and his agents,
who have the control of the property, should so conduct the voyage, and
manage and employ the subject, as not to forfeit its neutral character.
And if any act is committed on the part of the assured in violation of
the law of nations, or in contravention of treaties entered into by his
country with foreign powers, by which the risk of the insured is en
hanced, it will be considered a breach of the warranty of neutrality, and
the insured will consequently forfeit his right of recovery under the
policy. As there is belligerent action and open warfare carried on upon
vol. n. — no. I.
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The various express warranties we have mentioned are those usually
inserted in a policy of marine insurance ; but many others may be made,
to which we have not alluded. These, however, will be governed by
the rules before laid down, in reference to the warranties already point
ed out and considered ; and in framing the instrument, the assured must
be extremely careful to understand and appreciate the extent and legal
effect of every condition which the policy contains.

Art. IV.— POLITICAL ECONOMY.
John Hopkins' Notions on Political Economy. By the author of " Con
versations on Chemistry," " Political Economy," etc.
The mere title of a book on Political Economy is calculated to suggest
grave considerations : it is the sign of an important change in the social
as well as the literary world — a change in the feelings and habits of
thought pervading every rank of civilized society. It may be that many
engaged in the active employments of life have not paid much attention
to the silent revolution in which they are unconscious actors ; as persons
floated down by the current scarcely observe the river's motion, unless
their attention is engaged by some attractive object on the banks. The
list of writers who have devoted their leisure and their talents to this
important subject is sufficiently remarkable to arrest notice, for it shows
that questions connected with the constitution and interests of society,
have engaged the attention which was once devoted to the graces of
literature and the refinements of science. When some of our most
distinguished senators address pamphlets on political science to their
constituents — when Lord Brougham, in England, superintends "The
Working Man's Companion," and ladies write tales to illustrate Political
Economy — when the questions of Poor Laws, Free Trade, and SubTreasury Schemes are discussed more eagerly in our colleges than the
metrical canons of Porson, or the grammatical niceties of Anthon — when
in every private society, from the hut to the mansion, we find the nature
and probable results of laws to be enacted or repealed, discussed ener
getically, if not wisely, we cannot doubt that a bold spirit of inquiry is
abroad, whose workings must not, and indeed, cannot be neglected.
The main question discussed in all the works on political economy,
that have been issued from the press within the last twenty years, is, the
best means of ameliorating the condition of the laboring population ;
consequently, all these writers — on other topics far as the poles asunder
— agree that there is something of which the working class may justly
complain. But what is that something ? We shall not be very wide of
the truth, we think, in answering, that while wealth has increased in
certain quarters, poverty has not been proportionately diminished in
others. It is, perhaps, a fallacy either to assert or deny that the poverty
of one class has increased with the wealth of the other, because poverty
and wealth are sometimes used in a positive and sometimes in a relative
sense. Taking comforts and necessaries as the measure of poverty —
as a greater share of these can be obtained by labor now, than could a
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c entury apro — it might be said that the poor are at this moment in better
circumstances than they were ; but, taking the amount of distance be
tween the poor and the rich as our measure, there exists, unquestiona
bly, more relative poverty now than at any former period. It seems to us,
however, that the extreme schools of political economists have founded
their systems too exclusively on one or other of these views : whereas,
for any good result, both should be taken into consideration. The com
plaint then might, perhaps, be stated thus : For a certain period, the
wealth of this country has been increasing, but that wealth has been
hitherto disproportionately distributed ; now, as wealth is but an accu
mulation of profits, this disproportion proves that a class has been un
justly deprived of its fair share of profits, and must continue to be so,
until a more equitable mode of distribution is adopted. This would be
a just ground of complaint — view the question how we may — for it is
no argument to tell a man that he is well off, when he has a right to be
still better. If asked whence arises this unequal distribution of wealth,
it might be answered — from the system of commercial laws which regu
late the distribution ; but that system is composed of parts so numerous
and varied, that it is no easy matter to discover the peccant member,
and when found, it is questionable whether it can now be removed with
out injury to a sound part. This is the greatest difficulty that the prac
tical statesman has to encounter, and it is that for which least allow
ance is made by the generality of mankind. Abstract principles are often
insisted upon too rigidly, and sufficient allowance is not made for the
operation of circumstances. How much better would it be, if those who
have written or spoken on the subject, had always made it their object to
impress on the laboring class the duty and advantage of using the means
of improvement already in their hands, and to teach rulers that the best
encouragement to industry is to show the industrious how to avail them
selves of their own resources, instead of looking to the government for
aid, as if acts of Congress were charms, and proclamations spell-words,
that could control the laws of nature.
We are not disposed, however, to enter at any great length on this
much agitated question, on which most persons have now made up their
minds, and that too, the more determinately, because they have very gen
erally done so without consulting the evidence. But we cannot refrain
from expressing our opinion, that another and a greater matter than that
between the advocates and opponents of any particular set of principles,
remains behind, namely, an examination of the necessity which is sup
posed to entail pauperism on society. That casual poverty could be
prevented, even in the best constituted state, is assuredly an Utopian
dream ; but such poverty is not difficult to deal with, and may be met
either by voluntary or compulsory charity, as may seem best to the law
giver. The poverty to which we allude, is that wholesale pestilence,
which is now considered as a natural grade in society, and which makes
perpetual calls on the legislator and the magistrate to satisfy its cease
less cravings.
Of this poverty, we have a strong conviction, that in a really civilized
community, in which substantial justice was administered to all classes
of the people, it would not exist. We believe it to be the immediate
consequence of undue privileges, of undue obstacles to the free circula
tion and natural reward of labor, the most sacred of all properties. In
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England, for instance, the entire course of the legislature has tended to
manufacture paupers, and to squeeze out of the pale of the national in
dustry an increasing portion of the most helpless of the laboring popu
lation. The great scope of the English statute law, (and not to go to
remoter sources,) has been to favor accumulation, to promote monopoly,
and to place manual labor in dependence on capital. Judging from ex
perience, it appears to us that Providence has imbued the species with
so strong a disposition to labor in order to overcome the difficulties with
which nature has surrounded our means of subsistence, that it requires a
very strong pressure to depress and beggar the many ; and the history
of modern commerce is one entire illustration of this truth.
Another evil tending to the multiplication of pauperism, is the unequal
pressure of indirect taxation, which falling on articles of primary con
sumption, weighs tho more heavily, in proportion to the narrowness of
the individual's income. But the greatest cause of mischief, is the utter
indifference long shown by the state to the moral education of the peo
ple ; and we would refer, in proof, to the large proportion of the labor
ing population, who, whether they have or have not received doctrinal
instruction, are utterly ignorant of the very elements of prudential wis
dom, and are left at the mercy of their passions and appetites, to waste
or misapply their resources, and to sink into wretchedness, pauperism,
and perhaps criminality.
The following passages, which occur in a beautiful discourse de
livered by Dr. Channing, at Boston, in the year 1835, on the Anniver
sary of the Benevolent Fraternity of Churches, will bring home the
subject to the heart of the reader, far more certainly than we could hope
to do.
" It is the boast of our country, that the civil and political rights of
every human being are secured; — that impartial law watches alike over
rich and poor. But man has other, and more important, than civil
rights ; and this is especially true of the poor. To him who owns no
thing, what avails it, that he lives in a country where property is in
violable ; or what mighty boon is it to him, that every citizen is eligible
to office, when his condition is an insuperable bar to promotion? To
the poor, as to all men, moral rights are most important ; the right to
be regarded according to their nature — to be regarded, not as animals or
material instruments, but as men ; the right to be esteemed and honored,
according to their fidelity to the moral law; and their right to whatever
aids their fellow beings can offer for their moral improvement, for the
growth of their highest power. These rights are founded on the su
premacy of the moral nature, and until they are recognized, the poor
are deeply wronged.
" Our whole connection with the poor should tend to awaken in them
a consciousness of their moral powers and responsibilities, and to raise
them in spirit and hope above their lot. They should be aided to know
themselves, by the estimate we form of them. They should be rescued
from self-contempt, by seeing others impressed with the great purpose
of their being. We may call the poor unfortunate, but never call them
low. If faithful to their right, they stand among the high. They have
no superiors, but in those who follow a brighter, purer light; and to with
hold from them respect, is to defraud their virtue of a support, which is
among the most sacred rights of man. Are they morally fallen and lost ?
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They should still learn, in our unaffected concern, the worth of the fallen
soul, and learn that nothing seems to us so fearful as its degradation.
This moral, spiritual interest in the poor, we should express and make
effectual by approaching them — by establishing an intercourse with
them, as far as consists with other duties. The strength, happiness, and
true civilization of a community are determined by nothing more, than
by this fraternal union among all conditions of men. For the sake of
the rich as well as poor, there should be a mutual interest binding them
together ; there should be but one caste, that of humanity."
If there be one principle of political economy more firmly established
or more important than another, it is that which has been called theprin
ciple ofpopulation. Scarcely a year passes in which the operation of that
principle is not manifested in the sufferings of some one or more of the
classes into which our laborers are divided — sufferings which have their
immediate cause, indeed, in some casual revulsion of trade, but which
are aggravated and prolonged by the habitual poverty existing among all
the laboring classes, and which, it has been proved to satiety, is the conse
quence of the disproportion between the numbers to be employed and
the means of employing them. The law which regulates the proportion
between the number of laborers and the moans by which they may be
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consideration of the principle which regulates the rate of wages, both to
those who pay and those who receive them, is sufficiently plain. It has,
accordingly, attracted a greater share of public attention than many other
important doctrines of the science of which it forms a part, and will con
tinue to obtrude itself upon the consideration of all those who turn their
minds to political reasoning, as long as peasants shall be subject to peri
odical sufferings.
The question being simply one ofproportion — the proportion between
the numbers of the people and the means of employing them — it is ne
cessary to ascertain in the first place, the relative rates according to
which the number of the people and the means of employment would
increase, if no check were employed upon the increase of either. This
rate has almost universally been called the tendency to increase — a phrase
very clear and definite, but which has occasionally been applied in a
novel and unaccustomed manner, without duly weighing the importance
of adhering to an established phraseology ; or, at all events, without
adducing a sufficient reason for dissenting from it in any particular in
stance.
The means of employing laborers are food and the implements and
materials of their trade ; but food is the main object of consideration. It
has been shown by distinguished political economists, and it is obvious
without further proof, that additional labor employed in the cultivation
of the land within a given district, produces generally a less proportion
ate return. The more labor bestowed upon the same soil, the greater is
the total return, but the less is the return to every successive quantity of
labor bestowed. The tendency of food to increase is therefore a con
stantly decreasing tendency.
Then what is the tendency to increase in the human race ? This ten
dency has long since been determined by philosophic observation. It
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has been ascertained that, for considerable periods, and in extensive dis
tricts under temperate climates, population has doubled every twentyfive years. The power of reproduction in the human race must, under
similar climates, be always and every where the same.
Here, then, we have the means of determining the question at once.
The tendency of population to increase is constantly the same ; that of
food is constantly diminishing. It is certain, therefore, when we con
sider the simplicity and shortness of the premises, unusually certain,
that as the wages of labor depend upon the proportion between food and
numbers, and as numbers can increase faster than food, that unless the
number of laborers can be limited, the people must always be poor ; and
as surely as they are poor will they be miserable, vicious, and discon
tented. To enlighten the people upon the great law which regulates
their condition, and which so materially concerns the safety of their supe
riors in wealth and station, is obviously the most benevolent work of pri
vate charity, and a chief duty of public governors.
The tendency of wealth and civilization to check the increase of num
bers, by elevating the moral feelings of the people, and inducing them to
submit to voluntary restraint rather than undergo the privations which
spring from improvident marriages, is no where so ably or more elo
quently expounded, than in the works of the late Professor Senior.
" What," (asks this writer,) "is the picture presented by the earliest re
cords of those nations which are now civilized? or, which is the same,
what is now the state of savage nations 1 A state of habitual poverty and
occasional famine. A scanty population, but still scantier means of sup
port. Admitting, and it must be admitted, that in almost all countries the
condition of the body of the people is poor and miserable, yet as poverty
and misery were their original inheritance, what inference can we draw
from the continuance of their misery as to the tendency of their numbers
to increase more rapidly than their wealth 1 But if a single country can
be found in which there is now less poverty than is universal in a savage
6tate, it must be true, that under the circumstances in which that country
has been placed, the means of subsistence have a greater tendency to
increase than the population. Now this is the case in every civilized
country. Even in Ireland, the country most likely to afford an instance
of what Mr. Mill supposes to be the natural course of things, poor and
populous as she is, suffers less from want with her eight millions of peo
ple, than when her only inhabitants were a few septs of hunters and fish
ers. In our early history, famines, and pestilences the consequences of
famine, constantly recur. At present, though our numbers are trebled
and quadrupled, they are unheard of. The United States of America
afford the best ascertained instance of great and continued increase of
numbers. They have afforded a field in which the powers of population
have been allowed to exhaust their energy ; but though exerted to the
utmost, they have not equalled the progress of subsistence. Whole
colonies of the first settlers perished from absolute want ; their succes
sors straggled long against hardship and privation, but every increase of
their numbers seem to have been accompanied or preceded by increased
means of support. If it be conceded that there exists in the human race
a natural tendency to rise from barbarism to civilization, and that the
means of subsistence are proportionally more abundant in a civilized
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Now, we cannot but think, that this admits of a very simple answer.
When it is said, that there is a tendency in population to increase faster
than the means of subsistence, that form of stating the proposition is
adopted as the shortest and most convenient method of saying, that in
the absence of all checks to increase, men will be multiplied faster than
food. It was never meant that they could be multiplied without food;
that food must not be first produced, in order that they may be multi
plied at all ; nor even that as societies advance in civilization, food would
not be increased in a greater ratio to the increase of population than in
the savage state. What was meant to be conveyed by the proposition
was, that the greater capability of increase was on the side of population ;
that a check must be imposed there, and an impulse, if possible, applied
to the production of food. And that this is the useful mode of stating
the theory, Mr. Senior himself admits; for he tells us afterwards, that,
whether in the absence of disturbing causes, it be the tendency of subsist
ence or of population, to advance with greater rapidity, is a question of
slight importance, if it be acknowledged that human happiness or mise
ry depend principally on their relative advance ; and that there are
causes, and causes within human control, by which that advance can be
regulated.
If it ever happen in any country that population, although having a
tendency (abstractedly) to increase faster than food, be found in fact to
advance at a slower rate, it may be said, with verbal accuracy, that food
in that country has a tendency to increase faster than population. So
may it also be said, with verbal accuracy, that there is a tendency in
matter, when set in motion, to come to a state of rest ; because it does,
in fact, alternately come to a state of rest when set in motion : or that
there is a tendency in it to move in curved and not in straight lines,
because the planets revolve round the sun. And yet we think, that if
any man should propose to adopt this phraseology, and to reject the old
Newtonian proposition, that matter, when set in motion, will move on in
a straight line for ever, he would be said rather to dispute about words
than facts.
The late Mr. Malthus has frequently been accused of taking too gloomy
a view of the principle of population. The remark is true, though
somewhat uncharitable, for the fault was in the position of the author,
not in his mind. It must be remembered that at the time when the
"Essay on Population" was published, now thirty-four years ago, he
had to deal with a great practical and growing evil in society, of which
—
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with respect to marriage and settlement in life — that foresight and fru
gality, the special virtues of their station, were fast losing ground in
their estimation ; and that they were recklessly sinking into a state of
entire dependence on the poor's rate; while the conduct and opinions
of those above them, so far from expressing their error, rather tended to
encourage it.
With these facts before him, and the consequences strongly impressed
on his mind, we cannot wonder that Mr. Malthus, having laid down and
voL. n. — no. I.
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demonstrated the great law of nature respecting population, should have
thought it necessary in the first instance to point out, in all its naked de
formity, the sin and misery which would inevitably attend an habitual
violation of it; and that under this aspect he himself should have chiefly
regarded it. That there is a bright side to this law of nature is most
true ; and every benevolent and pious mind will be delighted to dwell
upon it. God is good and righteous in all his ways, and in the hands of
a gracious Providence this principle is made subservient to the most
beneficial and improving ends, being the great moving cause which excites
the best energies of mankind into action, and gives spirit and perseve
rance to their most valuable labors.
In considering this part of the subject, it should never be forgotten,
however, that the labors of Mr. Malthus were at first directed against
that wild and most unscriptural tenet — the perfectibility of man; and
that temperance, frugality, chastity — virtues strictly scriptural and evan
gelical — were the sole remedies recommended by him. Nor can it be
said at present, that these gloomy views were unnecessary ; notwithstand
ing all the warnings of the " Essay on Population," the evil it contem
plated has now arisen to so great a height, as to become almost incapable
of remedy ; but we believe, firmly, that had it not teen for this book of
Mr. Malthus, and all the wise and salutary parochial regulations which
have sprung from it, the mischief would have been infinitely greater,
and our way out of it much more obscure and difficult — if any could
have been found at all, short of a convulsion of society. 80 much,
indeed, is this knotty subject involved in difficulties, and such is the
melancholy extent of sophistical argumentation which it has engendered,
that some persons have openly dared to inculcate a practice more de
testable than infanticide, in order to reconcile their theory of keeping
the population within the measure of the supply of food. It is a pity
that such monsters, calculating bloodhounds, were not the victims of the
infernal process they recommend ; but were unfortunately born to con
sume the bread of more human beings.
The question of Free Trade is the next in importance. By some
writers it has been considered next to the question of free religion, as
the most momentous that has ever been submitted to human decision ;
and if we may judge of the moment of an inquiry by the clamor which
is made in discussing it — by the abuse which is showered upon the heads
of the reformers in trade, and the contempt by which that abuse is re
paid, it would seem that the importance of this ffreat point has not been
exaggerated. It is a want of respect to the public, generally speaking,
to advance doctrines on which reasonable men may be presumed to
differ, with the same confidence as if they were universally admitted
truths. The boldness and obstinacy with which particular opinions are
sometimes advocated, often tend, besides, to give a severe handle to the
adversaries of institutions for the advancement of intelligence ; for whoevtr shall dissent from the dogmas laid down in the first page of those
multifarious tracts, where zeal rather than knowledge is conspicuous, is
not likely to be beguiled into reading the second. Hence it is that
this much contested question, notwithstanding the running fire of musquetry which has l>een kept up on both sides for so many years, is so
far from being satisfactorily settled ; nay, should the unhappy prejudices
that still exist on this subject, continue — should the extension of repre
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sentarive governments increase the power of public opinion over the
policy of nations, it is much to be feared that commerce may not long
be enabled to retain even that degree of freedom which she now en
joys. The people, however, are beginning to find out, that the pleasures
resulting from the indulgence of such feelings are very few, and very
expensive ; and although there are many prejudices to be removed, and
many interests to be conciliated, before a new system can be estab
lished with ease, or perhaps with safety, we must hope, that as the pro
cess of amelioration has commenced, its pace will not be long retarded.
There is a class of writers, who, of late years, have undertaken a
crusade against Adam Smith and his followers, averring that the modern
school of political economy is based on erroneous principles — that the
system of protecting duties established by our ancestors was the con
summation of human wisdom; — and that it is not merely the right, but
the duty, of a state to determine in what channels capital should flow,
and towards what objects industry should be directed. The principal
arguments adduced,in favor of this antiquated theory are these : Firstly,
that a nation imports from a distance, a manufactured commodity, which
it could make as cheap, or cheaper, at home, were the manufacture in
troduced there. Secondly, that as the introduction of such a manufac
ture would be too expensive a project to be carried into effect by any
private individual, the whole society might to do so, through the expendi
ture for a few years of a portion of its revenue, much less than what an
equal number of years succeeding them will return to it in the diminished
cost of the article. Thirdly, that he, or they, who legislate for the
society, embrace the apparent benefit, and, by means of a small expen
diture, effect an increase of the productive powers of the community.
Fourthly, that in this the legislator acts in a manner that would be
accounted prudence in a private person, who conducted any system of
industry for his own emolument.
Now the whole fallacy of those who support the restrictive system is
contained in these few sentences ; for, the existence of such a nation,
importing commodities from a distance, which it could make as cheap or
cheaper at home, may fairly be questioned. Nor is the introduction of
any manufacture to a position which nature has rendered pecu
liarly favorable to it, beyond the power of a private individual, or, at
least, a body of individuals ; witness, for instance, the establishment of
manufactures in New South Wales, in consequence of the discovery of
coal in that colony; and that by individuals, who never thought of calling
on the nation to defray the cost.
But it would not be very easy to count the expense to which the forced
establishment of any manufacture would put a nation. Let us suppose,
that in order to encourage the manufacture of stockings, our government
should place a high duty on their importation. Now, every purchaser
loses the difference between the American and English prices ; but the
manufacturer does not gain that amount, because the cost of production
is greater to him than to the Englishman. The purchaser also loses in
the inferiority of the article supplied; for forced manufactures, protected
by monopoly, are not only dear, but bad ; as was proved within our own
memory by the English silk trade. The government must lose by the
necessity of employing means to prevent smuggling; and finally, the
improvement that is to remunerate all these losses is at best problemati
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cal; for no manufactory, protected by a monopoly, has ever yet im
proved. Protection and monopolies are not only evils, but they are
evils that tend to perpetuate themselves. To establish them is easy
enough ; but to remove them has been the most difficult task that modern
statesmen have had to encounter.
Again, the supposition that those who legislate for the society embrace
the apparent benefit, etc., is a rash and daring assumption, contradicted
by daily experience. The legislator, in the first place, doqg not increase
the productive powers of the community, he only gives them a new
direction ; if the manufactory be one less suited to his own country than
that in which the manufacture was previously established, he gives them a
wasteful direction. The article must, in the first instance, confessedly
be produced at a greater expense ; and that expense operates as a tax on
the productive powers of the nation, by checking the production of articles
to exchange with the foreign manufacturing country. There is but one
request that manufacturers of any country should make to their govern
ment — it is that which was addressed to Colbert, " Laissez nova faire."
The English submit to a loss exceeding probably a million sterling
every year, occasioned by the restriction on the importation of Baltic
timber, and voluntarily inoculate their houses with dry-rot, lest saw mills
in Canada, and ships in the North American timber trade, the aggregate
value of which does not amount to a million sterling, should become less
productive to their owners. They prohibit sugar refined in the colonies,
and consequently import it in a state more bulky and more perishable,
lest the profits of a few sugar-refiners should be lessened. Other selfish
ness may be as intense, but none is so unblushing, because none is so
tolerated as that of a monopolist claiming a vested interest in a public
injury. The subject is still farther obscured by that powerful instrument of
confusion, national jealousy. " Free trade is not only to deprive us of
our money," say those who have assailed Adam Smith for having push
ed too far the analogy between nations and individuals, " it is also to
carry it to our neighbors ; it is to do worse than to impoverish ourselves, it
is to enrich them." Now this is preposterous in the extreme ; for as
money is not a source of gratification, but a mere instrument of com
merce, if our prices were not affected by parting with a portion of our
money, we should sustain no loss whatever, and have gained the commo
dities of our neighbors without any real sacrifice, while they would have
parted with those commodities, and received no sensible equivalent.
Besides, to suppose that the level of the precious metals in the commer
cial world can be permanently disturbed by taking money from one
country to another, is as absurd as to suppose that the level of a pond
can be altered, by taking a bucket-full from one place, and pour
ing it in at another. The water instantly rushes to the place from
which the bucket-full has been drawn, just as it rushes into the place
from which it has been poured. And yet, with these facts before men's
eyes, each nation has always exercised her perverse ingenuity to exclude
the commodities of her neighbors, and the mercantile system seems to
have proclaimed, and national jealousy to have re-echoed —
Nequicquam Deus abscidit
Prudens oceano dissociabili
Terras, si tamen impiae
Non tangenda rates transillunt vada.
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Another most efficient fallacy consists in a use of the word " indepen
dent." To be independent of foreign supply, in consequence of the
abundance of our own, is unquestionably a benefit ; but how full of
truth and import are the following remarks of Mr. Senior, relative to this
part of the subject :
" If we could give to our soil and climate the productive powers of
the richest plains in Mexico, and instead of eight or ten, obtain a return
of ninety or one hundred, for every grain of wheat committed to the
earth, we should be independent of foreign grain ; but the benefit would
consist, not in the independence, but in the abundance. The indepen
dence of the mercantile system is accompanied, not by abundance, but
by privation ; it arises not from the extent, but from the mismanagement
of our resources ; not from our riches, but from our self-inflicted poverty.
It is the independence of Swift, who deprived himself, during the
last years of his sanity, of the power of reading, by an obstinate resolu
tion never to use glasses. It is the independence of my supposed
trader in blacking his own shoes. It is to be independent of the footpath,
by walking in the kennel. Independence of our neighbors has, however,
sometimes been recommended, not as a means of wealth, but of security.
This view of the subject is not within the scope of political economy. If
I might venture to travel somewhat beyond my sphere, I should reply,
that it seems forgotten, that dependence, as well as independence, must
be mutual ; that we cannot be habitually dependent on another nation
for a large portion of our annual supplies, without that nation being
equally dependent upon us. That if such a mutual dependence should
increase the inconveniences of war to the one, it would equally increase
them to the other. That if the supposed intercourse were one in which
England received raw produce in return for her manufactures, or even
her gold, (and such are the cases in which this argument is chiefly used,)
such an intercourse would bind to her the foreign country in question by
the strongest of all possible ties, the immediate interest of the owners of
the soil, the most powerful class in every community, and the only class
possessing power in a poor country. And I should infer from all this,
that an attempt at commercial independence must infinitely increase the
chances of a war to a nation, by diminishing the motives in other nations
to remain at peace with her, and by impoverishing her, must make her
less able to support the wars to which it inevitably leads. To the mer
cantile system, besides its own peculiar follies, we may in general attri
bute the greatest of all human follies— the existence of war between
civilized nations."
Mill, an excellent authority on all subjects connected with political
economy, fully agrees with what we have stated before, as to the answer
which should be made by the manufacturers of any country, in case the
policy of the restrictive and prohibitive system should be forced upon
them. According to him, the business of production and exchange, if
left to choose its own channels, is sure to choose those which are most
advantageous to the community — it is sure to choose those, in which the
commodities, which the community desires to obtain, are obtained with
the smallest cost : and what good besides is the business of production
and exchange, calculated to yield, but to obtain the commodities which
man desires, and to obtain them with the smallest cost 1 In whatever
degree, therefore, the business of production and exchange is forced
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out of the channels into which it would go of its own accord, to that
degree the advantages arising from production and exchange are sacri
ficed ; or at any rate, postponed to something else. If there is any case,
in which they ought to be postponed to something else, that is a question
of politics, and not of political economy. The following extract from
Mr. Mill's " Elements of Political Economy," is an apt illustration of
this theory, and shows by very clear and short demonstration, into what
channels production and exchange would flow if left free to themselves.
" If a country had no commercial intercourse with other countries,
and employed the whole of its productive powers exclusively for the
supply of its consumption, nothing could be more obviously absurd, than
to give premiums for the production of one set of commodities, and
oppose obstructions of any sort to the production of another ; I mean
in the view of political economy, or, on account of production ; for if any
country opposes obstructions to certain commodities, as spirituous li
quors, because the use of them is hurtful, this regards morality, and
has, for its end, to regulate not production, but consumption. Wherever
it is not intended to limit consumption, it seems admitted, even in
practice, that the demand will always regulate the supply, in the manner
in which the benefit of the community is best consulted. The most
stupid governments have not thought of giving a premium for the making
of shoes, or imposing a preventive tax upon the production of stockings,
in order to enrich the country by making a greater quantity of shoes,
and a less quantity of stockings. With a view to the internal supply,
it seems to be understood, that just as many shoes and just as many
stockings should be made, as there is a demand for. If a different
policy were pursued; — if a premium were bestowed upon the produc
tion of shoes, a tax, or other burthen upon the production of stockings,
the effect would only be, that shoes would be afforded to the people
cheaper, and stockings dearer, than they otherwise would be ; — that the
people would be better supplied with shoes, worse supplied with stock
ings, than they would have been, if things had been left to their natural
course ; that is, if the people had been left to consult freely their own
convenience ; in other words, if the greatest quantity of benefit from
their labor, had been allowed to be obtained."
After so many conflicting statements, and all the contradictory opin
ions we have been at the trouble of collecting, in order to arrive at a
resolute settlement of conviction, it is most refreshing to turn to a work
so full of excellent remarks and valuable information — so redolent of the
spirit of philosophical induction, acute research, and happy illustration,
and yet so utterly devoid of tedious technicalities or pedantic allusion, as
that containing the truly important "notions" of the veritable John
Hopkins ; an individual, by-the-by, who has been identified in England,
with no less illustrious a personage than the sage and erudite Lord
Brougham. It is like slaking one's thirst at the waters of a pure and
liquid stream after having journeyed through a sterile waste, where the
puddle by the road-side afforded the suffering wanderer the only relief.
The object of the work may be stated in very few words : it is to show
that as it would be impossible for any man to obtain every thing that
might be agreeable to him, it behoves him not to repine at the want of
what may be placed beyond his reach, but rather to seek for happiness
in the best way in which it can be acquired ; it is to expose the igno
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ranee and superficiality of those would-be sages, who have gone so far as
to refer the whole science of political economy to labor, when we see so
vast a quantity of productions without labor; it islo show that the entire
system of bounties, protecting duties, and commercial restrictions, which
have produced so much want and misery, may be traced to the erroneous
kindness and mistaken benevolence of reckless philanthropists, who
have tried to establish royal roads to prosperity and happiness, instead
of permitting individuals to seek their own interests and their own en
joyments in their own way ; that it would be as impossible to transfer
capital, industry, intelligence, or skill, from one country to another, by a
simple act of the legislature, as it would be to transfer soil, climate, or
mines : and that consequently, for any country to struggle against the
natural advantages of another, without possessing similar, would be ridi
culous in the extreme ; that the poor are always ready to reduce every
thing to a common level of equality, provided it does not touch them, or
diminish their comforts ; that the beneficial results of machinery, and its
advantages over hand-power are incalculable ; that to advocate the old
system of mutual exclusion with its consequent exasperation of national
envy, national jealousy, and national hatred, is only worthy of a people
living under governments founded on principles directly in opposition to
the natural progress of civilization ; and that the laws which direct the
rate of wages, are the best that could be devised by an enlightened gov
ernment, whose object is to promote the happiness of the community
associated under it, by such measures as cannot be undertaken by indi
vidual or subordinate associations for themselves, or cannot be underta
ken with equal advantage.
All this is told in the rough, unstudied language of actual life, in a
series of lively dialogues between John Hopkins and those around him,
wherein the argument in favor or against any contemplated measure,
system, or law, is admirably well sustained, and all the difficulties of the
subject lucidly exposed. The quantum of instruction thus to be obtained
can hardly be estimated ; the excellent manner in which it is put toge
ther in this volume, conveys all the information necessary for ordinary
purposes, to the general reader, and in a simple and agreeable manner
makes him sufficiently master of a subject, which it would require the
perusal ofmany tomes, and the application of much hard study, to become
acquainted with in the usual way. It is like extracting essences in chem
istry, and giving all the virtue of bulky masses in small crystals or liquid
drops. We will endeavor to give a specimen or two.
"John Hopkins is in himself a striking illustration of the perversity of
mankind, in attributing the wants produced by sloth, dissipation, or indo
lence, to the extravagances of the rich. Believing in his own heart,
that all his miseries and privations are entailed upon him in order to sup
ply fine carriages and other reprehensible luxuries to his landlord, he
applied to a benevolent fairy, who, with great good nature, and at his
own particular request, destroys by a stroke of her wand all the luxuries
then in existence, in order to get rid of the evil, root and branch. John
is delighted beyond measure at the prospect of .seeing the rich reduced
to the same flat level with himself; anticipating no small improvement in
his own circumstances, by this utter annihilation of all the expensive
commodities of life. On his return home, however, his mirth receives a
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terrible check, and all pleasurable sensations are turned into dismay.
All the little comforts he had hitherto possessed, however mean or hum
ble, had made themselves wings, as it were, and fled away ; the very
pipe with which he was wont to console himself in the hour of affliction,
had been turned into primitive clay. The mischief which had been done
to the mercantile interest throughout all its branches and ramifications
was incalculable ; despair and famine stared every body in the face. John
hastened, therefore, to throw himself imploringly on his knees before the
fairy, and right glad was he to find that amiable lady so pliable as to lis
ten to his entreaties, that she would reverse the fatal decree, and bring
back things to their former state.
" John grew wise by this lesson ; and whenever any one complained of
the hardness of the times, and laid it to the score of the expenses of the
rich, took upon him to prove that the poor were gainers, not losers, by
luxuries; and when argument failed to convince his hearers, he related
his wonderful tale.
" Notwithstanding this severe lesson, and the narrow escape he hadjust
had from the harrowing evils which his folly had so lately brought upon
him, John's progress in the ways of wisdom was neither so quick or so
decided as one could have wished. His next exploit was to apply to the
fairy for an increase of wages. The lady reluctantly complies with his
request, but with the express condition that the law should only remain
in force for three months. With the increase of wages every thing rises
in price ; and so far from being able to purchase new articles of apparel
for himself and family, as he had fondly anticipated, John soon found
that double wages came far short of the balance of what was needed, to
supply the commonest articles of food. His own children are turned
out of the factory without work, and universal ruin threatens to overtake
every body, and to involve in one common vortex of destruction the
merchant, the manufacturer, the laborer, and the mechanic. It was with
no ordinary degree of anxiety, therefore, that John awaited the expira
tion of the three months, when the influence of the fairy's wand would
cease, and wages return to their usual rate.
" He had learnt how dangerous it was to meddle with things he did
not understand, and ho came to a firm resolution of never more applying
to the fairy, but to endeavor to get clearer ideas on such matters. This
he was in some measure enabled to do through his son Dick, during the
time he remained at home ; for Dick, working at a factory and living in
a town, had many more opportunities of picking up knowledge than a
country laborer, whose life is comparatively solitary. Factory-men have
so deep an interest in the rise and fall of wages, that they are in the
habit of talking the matter over, till at last they get pretty good notions
on the subject. They are aware that their own employment depends on
the manufacturer being able to sell his goods with profit ; they see, there
fore, that the prosperity of the master and his workmen go hand in hand.
John was surprised that Dick should turn out so knowing a lad, as he
had had very little schooling. Dick observed, that working in a factory
was like going to school, only that they learnt by talking instead of by
reading. 'Well, but I should have thought your talk would have run
on merrier matters, and that you would not have worried your brains
with such difficult subjects,' said John. ' Men are sharp-witted, father,
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when their interest is at stake ; and if it 's fit that they should learn their
calling, it 's just as fit that they should be able to judge whether their
calling goes on well or ill, and the reason why and wherefore.'
" ' It 's not all good that 's learnt by your talk in a factory, Dick. I 've
heard say that one bad man will corrupt a whole factory, just as one rot
ten apple will infect the whole heap.'
'"It's no such thing,' replied Dick; 'when men can earn their liveli
hood fairly and honestly, they are ready enough to go in the straight
road ; it '» want and wretchedness that leads them into the crooked paths,
you may take my word for it.' "
Precisely in the same style — mingling gravity with quaintness, ludicrousness with pathos, simplicity with sound precepts — Joes the author
treat all his other subjects. The story of the three giants, Aquaflucntes,
Ventosus, and Vaporoso, contains one of the best morals that ever was
embodied in a work appealing so strongly as this does to the imagina
tion, the understanding, and the heart ; it ought to be studied by every
woman that has children, and be made a nursery theme throughout the
land. But pass we on to the chapter touching emigration to the new
world, where, by way of setting forth the advantages possessed by our
own country over the old world, a very important question is started and
debated, as to whether poor English mechanics and artisan? had not bet
ter sell oft' their tools, avail themselves of the supposed benefits offered to
them by emigration, come over to America, and turn farmers. The
chances against the possible success of such a scheme, are dwelt upon
with great skill and logical acuteness, and altogether the discussion is
highly interesting. The subject is one of the utmost importance to man
kind, as an opinion, founded on ignorance and inexperience, has too long
prevailed among this class of men, that agriculture can always prosper,
without the assistance of either commerce or manufactures.
There are some instances of nations peculiarly situated which have
flourished by means of commerce without agriculture; there are also a
very few examples of manufactures flourishing among a people who
could have little dependence on the produce of the soil ; but there is not
among all the records of past ages, a single proof of a people who have
enjoyed for any length of time a spirited agriculture, without the aid of
commerce, or manufactures, or both. How is it possible that it should
be otherwise ; for without commerce or arts, what inducement has the
farmer to cultivate the soil? In this case every man would only wish to
rear as much as is sufficient for his own sustenance and no more ; so that
if the soil could afford a hundred times the produce that is sufficient for
them, it will be allowed to remain an uncultivated waste. And if, in
that country, any man should be so foolish as to rear large crops, what
would it benefit him ? Every man has enough for his own subsistence,
so that he wants none of that superfluous produce. It must therefore be
suffered to perish without being any use at all to the owner.
For this reason, a nation peopled only by fanners, must be a region of
indolence and misery. If the soil is naturally fertile, little labor will pro
duce abundance ; but for want of exercise, even that little labor will be
burthensome and often neglected ; want will be felt in the midst of abun
dance, and the human mind be abased nearly to the same degree with
the beasts that graze the field. If the region is more barren, the inhabit
ants will be obliged to become somewhat more industrious, and there
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fore more happy. But miserable at best must be the happiness of such
a people.
Those, therefore, who wish to make agriculture flourish in any coun
try, can have no hope 6T succeeding in the attempt, but by bringing
commerce and manufactures to her aid; which, by taking from the
farmer his superfluous produce, gives spirit to his operations, and life
and activity to his mind. Without this stimulus to activity, in vain do
we use arguments to rouse the sluggish inhabitants — in vain do we dis
cover that the earth is capable of producing the most luxuriant harvests
with little labor; — our own abundant crops are produced as undeniable
proofs of this in vain. But place a manufacturer in the neighborhood,
who will buy every little article that the farmer can bring to market, and
he will soon become industrious. The most barren fields will then be
come covered with some useful produce. Instead of listless vagabonds,
unfit for any service, the country will abound with a hard)' and robust
race of men, fit for every valuable purpose; and the voice of festivity
and joy be heard in every corner, instead of the groans of misery, and
the sighs of discontent.
The chapter on corn laws places in a very striking point of view the
insurmountable difficulties of the subject, and shows that the barrier,
which at present exists against the establishment of a better order of
things in England, cannot easily be removed. John Hopkins complains
to one farmer Stubbs, of the hardship of being forced to pay so much for
bread, that farmers may make profit, whilst if corn could be had from
foreign parts, where it is cheaper than in England, he, and those simi
larly situated, would be so much better off.
" 'Oh, that's what you 're after,' cried Stubbs, with a shrug: ' and so you
would ruin the farmers of your own country, would you, to make the for
tunes of your outlandish French Jackanapes. Well, I thought better of
you than that comes to' — ' don't fly off in such a huff, Master Stubbs,'
said John. ' God knows, I have no wish to ruin you or any other fanner ;
nor was I for caring about making the fortunes of foreigners : what 1 was
thinking of, was, how to get bread cheapest for my own children ; and
every poor man has a right to think about that ; and what's more, it is
his duty too.' ' Well ; but you will not persuade mc that the scJuire
told you that it was good for the country to get corn from foreign parts,
unless it be in times of scarcity, when the price is very high; and then,
you know, the law allows it; for it don't hurt the farmer. But as for
making a free corn trade at all times, as some folks talk of, why, our
landlord knows his interest too well to dream of such a thing.'
" ' And why should not the poor look to their own interest as well as
the rich'!' said Hopkins: 'and if corn coming from foreign parts
would make bread cheaper, why should they not say that the law of the
land ought to allow it, and have an eye to their good as well as that of the
landholder V ' You may think, and you may say, what you please,'
cried Stubbs, 'but let me tell you, that as long as the landholders make
the laws, they will not be such fools as to make a law to undo themselves.
Ask a man to cut his own throat 1 why, it's sheer nonsense !' "
That's the rub : the landholders will not cut their own throats, and
meanwhile a vast population is made to suffer all the evils and inconve
niences arising from a pernicious system of monopoly and favoritism ;
and it is by thus encouraging misguided men in standing by the extreme
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abuses of a worn out system, that England expects that society shall be
tranquillized, and the " spirit of the movement" rebuked. But, however
great may be the evils occasioned by the actual state of the English
laws, we are far from demanding a sudden or a radical change ; such a
shock would too much endanger individual fortunes. In every state that
dates not from yesterday, a certain number of circumstances must neces
sarily be found peculiar to it, which should be taken into account, in the
application of social and economic principles. What, we ask, is a gra
dual amelioration — a progressive liberty? He who possesses a grove
of trees badly planted, would be deprived of shade, if he were to cut
them down at once ; but if, little by little, he replaces the old plantation
with one better designed, he ends with possessing a beautiful grove,
without beginning with a desert.
Some writers in England have lately made an attempt to hold up the
Gospel as the remedy of all social evils ! But such men must be strange
ly ignorant of the purposes for which the Gospel was given, and what it
is that the evangelists have thought. Social evils may arise from politi
cal institutions, from commercial regulations, from the state of the cur
rency, from the pressure of taxation, from a thousand causes wholly
unconnected with religion or morals ; and the Gospel was no more de
signed to supply a remedy for these, than for the diseases of the human
body. The Hutchinsonians who sought a system of physic in the Pen
tateuch — the Levellers who proposed to base English law on Leviticus,
were wise men compared with him who makes such a proposition. The
Gospels offer a remedy for the evils in the individual, not for those
arising from the state of society, else they would have laid down the
principles of a political institution ; but this was expressly disclaimed by
the (ireat Author of Christianity, who declared, " My kingdom is not
of this world."
It is fortunate that that great body corporate, styled a nation — a vast
assemblage of human beings, knit together by laws and arts and cus
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all human communities. We are preserved from those reckless and
tempestuous sallies that in other countries, like a whirlwind, topple down
in an instant an ancient crown, or sweep away an illustrious aristocracy.
And this very constitution, which has secured order, has consequently
promoted civilization ; and the almost unbroken tide of progressive ame
lioration has made us the freest, and may yet make us the wealthiest and
most refined society of modern ages. But still, the condition of the peas
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It has been jusly observed, that the picture of the man who draws
from the stern reality of nature, has a fearful extent of application —
the details indeed individualize the delineation, but the outlines belong
to the invariable and unvaried laws of humanity and society. The sim
ple pathos with which Bailie Nicol Jarvie details by what means Kob
Roy was changed from an enterprising grazier into a daring leader of
banditti, has never been praised proportionately to its merits, because
amongst us no such scenes have been exhibited ; but in Ireland, for in
stance, where rustic insurrections are as fixedly periodical as the return
of the comets, the passage will be recognised as a description equally
powerful and true of occurrences that are matters of daily observation.
But the " Northern magician" himself, has hardly produced a more
faithful portraiture of life and manners, than the little book of Mr. John
Hopkins contains ; it records not a single incident which our eyes have
not witnessed ; and our ears have heard the exact words the peasants
have used in expressing their anxiety and concern. But of what avail
will this exposure of ills be, unless the people set about the task of re
moving them, themselves 1 The lazy countryman calling on Hercules,
instead of putting his own shoulders to the wheel, but faintly typifies
the folly of those who call on government to effect a moral or a political
revolution. They rather resemble Hercules, sitting with his hands in
his pocket, a pipe in his mouth, and a jug of whisky punch beside him,
entreating a pigmy to cleanse the Augean stables.
That the science of political economy is about to undergo a great
change, is manifest to all acquainted with its history. Like chemistry,
it originated in visionary schemes, proposed by theoretic philosophers ;
but as experimentalists succeeded the old alchemists, so have practical
observers taken the place of the speculative economists. The parallel
might be carried farther, because the course of all sciences based on
observation and experiment is nearly the same.
To show how far
political economy has advanced towards becoming a perfect science, we
need only observe, that abstract science is, by its nature, incapable of
moving any passion or exciting any feeling ; there is not an appeal to
the heart or the affections, in all the books of Euclid. Now, do we find
the Malthusian controversy thus dispassionately conducted ? far from
it;—the partisans of Malthus and Sadler appeal to our sympathies, our
passions, and our prejudices, more than to our judgment, thereby tacitly
confessing that their science is not sufficiently certain to be entrusted
to the decision of reason alone. The fact is, what has above all
contributed to render political economy, even at the present hour, a
sort of vague science, without any stable foundation, is, that all those
who have touched upon economic questions have brought to the discus
sion, desires, moral sentiments, views of amelioration, and notions of
perfectibility.
It is always the sign of an unnatural or transitional state ofsociety, when
inquirers show a restless anxiety about the tendency of a truth, and de
sire to leant its practical result before they venture to develope the truth
itself. Thus the Newtonian system of the universe was in some coun
tries proscribed, — not with reference to its truth or falsehood, but to its
supposed bearing on the authority of Scripture ; in this instance, the ten
dency was misunderstood ; and in the case of most other truths, the an
ticipated dangers will be found similarly to vanish. Another error oi the
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economists, is their loose and inaccurate use of terms, and a perversely
inaccurate classification; — take, for instance, the words consumers, pro
ducers, laboring class, unproductive class, etc.
With respect to the unproductive or idle class, we know nobody to
whom the name is applicable but the parish paupers in England. But
suppose the most voluptuous rich man, living in pomp and luxurv,
spending in idle ornaments the vast rents raised by the laborers on his
estates — his education cannot have been wholly null; the word of ad
vice which he carelessly lets fall to his inferiors, — the caprice which de
mands some new commodity, destined hereafter to become an article of
extensive commerce — these and similar matters contribute to the pros
perity of his country. If he encourages artists, — if his treasures are ex
pended in promoting industry, does not this rich man, whom you despise
and stigmatize as idle, pay back, in many instances, the debt he contracts
all his life with his fellow-citizens, by whose labor he is supported 1
In short, the economists have paid too much attention to modern sta
tistics, and too little to ancient history : statistics only furnish us with par
tial facts in an incomplete form, and necessarily leave us ignorant of mo
difying circumstances. Observation in political economy must be as
rigidly conducted as experiments in chemistry, before it can assume the
substance and form of a certain science.

Art. V.— CULTURE AND COMMERCE OF SILK.
To the Editor of the Merchants' Magazine:
The mercantile and commercial importance of silk, may render
the following brief commentary on its past and prospective culture,
manufacture, and commercial transportation, an appropriate subject for
insertion in the Merchants' Magazine. It was read before the Ameri
can Institute, for whom it was prepared, pursuant to request of the
legislature of Kentucky, through the Hon. C. A. Wickliffe, lieutenant,
and acting governor of that state, and his excellency, the governor of
the state of New York. The resolutions calling for the information
cover a wide range of inquiry, and the replies in consequence, embrace
a synopsis ofthe silk culture and silk trade of the states : as my practical
acquaintance with the subject is limited to four or five years only, a part
is necessarily drawn from history and tradition.
The silk known in commerce is the produce of the silk worm, which,
by Linnaeus, ranks in fifth class of animals, and in Lepidoptera or third
order of insects, genus Phalena, species Bombyx, variety Mori. It is a
native of Asia, where, since a very remote period of time, it has been cul
tivated for its cocoon of silk that encloses the chrysalis or middle
state of existence.
The silk worm was introduced into Europe early in the Christian era,
and into the North American colonies early in the seventeenth century.
Virginia, Georgia, and the Carolinas, were the first to engage in the silk
culture, and raw silk formed an important integer in the total of their
exports one hundred years ago.
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Connecticut engaged in the sTik culture about the year 1700, and
about 1770 the people of the northern colonies (middle and eastern
states) generally, were roused to a sense of the importance of silk in
the domestic economy of the country. Ur. Franklin, and contempora
neous writers and philanthropists, urged the importance of a reeling es
tablishment, which was erected at that time in Philadelphia, under the
auspices of the Philosophical Society of Pennsylvania. In the sumnler
and autumn of 1771, the reeling establishment or "filature," received
two thousand and three hundred pounds of cocoons; six hundred pounds
•of which were reeled for the owners, and seventeen hundred pounds
were purchased by the managers from the producers in Pennsylvania
and New Jersey; the first named state furnishing about two thirds, and
the latter about one third of the whole quantity. About ninety indi
viduals furnished the cocoons, and in a list of their names and residences
now before me, I find John Etwine, of Northampton county, Pa., fur
nished one hundred and ten pounds, being the largest quantity from any
one person. At that period, and up to 1774, the colonial silk culture
attained a rank of much importance ; more on account of the large
number of philanthropic individuals engaged and determined to perse
vere in it, than from the amount of silk produced in the aggregate ; and
it is probable that the impetus which the business then received, would
in a few years, under ordinary circumstances, have given it a rank in
amount of exports, of still greater importance. But extraordinary cir
cumstances suddenly arrested all advances in the arts of peace. The
inherent rights claimed by the colonies, and disputed by Great Britain,
led to open hostilities ; the conflict was long, obstinate, and deadly. Oil
the return of peace, in 1783, poverty, and a want of the necessaries of
life, pervaded the states. Of the former silk culture no vestige re
mained except in Connecticut, where, in one county, a little remote
from the busy conflict, it continued and still continues to flourish and
increase in magnitude and importance.
Up to 1812 the silk of Connecticut was principally manufactured into
sewings. The raw silk employed for the manufacture of coach lace,
tassels, and fringe, was imported at an average cost of about six dol
lars per pound. The war between Great Britain and the States cut off
the supplies, and in 1814-15, raw silk rose to thirty dollars per pound.
A gentleman of Newark, N. J., at that time employing about twenty
hands in the manufacture of coach lace, informs me that he obtained his
supply of " Floss Silk" (raw silk freed from the natural gum) from Mans
field, Conn., and the quality, both in strength and lustre, was "much
superior to the best imported silk." Since the peace of 1815, the manu
facture of " Tuscan" for hats, has materially increased the consumption
of raw silk in the States, and the supplies are mostly drawn from abroad ;
a part coming direct from ports to the eastward of the Cape of Good
Hope, and the remainder from the European Continent, by the way of
England, where it is not cultivated, but is manufactured to an amount of
many millions of dollars annually. From the commencement to the first
quarter of the present century, occasional articles through the periodical
press drew the attention of many to the importance of commencing or
extending the silk culture. The subject was discussed in the national
legislature, a voluminous report made to, and a manual on silk culture
issued by the Congress in 1826. The subject was also discussed in the
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state legislatures, and Massachusetts, as usual, was among the first to act
in the patriotic work; in 1831 the legislature appropriated six hundred
dollars to compile and print a manual on the culture of silk, for distri
bution in the city of Boston, and in every town in the commonwealth.
The work, by order of the governor, was prepared by J. H. Cobb, Esq.,
of Dedham, Mass. ; it is known by the name of " Cobb's Manual," and
is published by Carter, Hendee, and Co., Boston. As a manual on silk
culture, it is by far the best that I ever saw, and intrinsically worth more
than all the other "books and pamphlets" on the subject, that have been
issued from the European or American press ; it treats the subject in a!
plain common sense style, is concise, has less than one hundred pages,
12mo., contains full and ample information, can be read in one evening,
and from its perusal all persons of ordinary intelligence may be fully
competent to manage the culture and reeling of silk. The book also
contains some erroneous calculations on the profits of silk culture, and it
is to be regretted that a work otherwise so accurate and useful should
have contained such extravagant oner-estimates of the quantity of silk that
can be produced on an acre, and the profit to be derived from it ; such
calculations are however mostly quoted by Mr. Cobb from some other
author, and among them it is not uncommon to estimate from an acre of
trees, 500 or 600 pounds of silk; an amount at least seven times greater
than was ever produced from an English acre, under any circumstances,
in any climate or country. The Massachusetts Legislature passed an
act to encourage the silk culture in 1835, and repealed it by a new act
in 1836, giving a bounty of 10 cents per pound for cocoons, and one
dollar per pound for raw silk made in the state.
The Legislature of Connecticut in 1832 passed an act granting a
bounty of one dollar for every 100 mulbery trees transplanted, and fifty
cents per pound for all "reeled" (raw silk) made in the state ; this act
was repealed in the winter of 1838-9.
Maine in 1836, by legislative enactment, gives a bounty of five cents
per pound for cocoons, and fifty cents per pound for raw silk made in
the state. Vermont gives, by enactment of the legislature, a bounty of
ten cents per pound for cocoons; and New Jersey in 1836 enacted that
for five years cocoons raised in the state should receive a bounty of fifteen
cents per pound ; the act "excepted bodies corporate and politic," and
was repealed the following year. Acts similar to the foregoing were
passed by other legislatures about that time, and many stock companies
were incorporated for the manufacture of silk. The country was pros
perous beyond any former precedent; and in one year (1836) the im
portations of silk (mostly manufactured goods) amounted to twenty two
millions of dollars ; more than twofold greater than the average impor
tation of the same article in former years ; other circumstances also
assisted to render the present a very memorable epoch in the history of
silk in America. The legislative bounties, incorporations of manufac
turing companies, and general prosperity, raised up a new branch of the
trade, inappropriately named the " Silk business." It consisted of the
growing, purchasing, and selling of mulberry trees ; fancy and capti
vating names were given to new varieties of old species ; and different
individuals and periodicals were urgent in claiming superior excellence
for some favorite species or variety. From various causes the " Morns
Multicavlis" (inferior to most other kinds for the silk culture) took pre-
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cedence of all others in the "Silk business," so called. Trees of one
year's growth, which could be raised for one or two cents, were sold for
one or two dollars each ; and the sales amounted to several millions of
dollars. To satisfy the demand many thousand were imported, and like
the Holland " Tulip business," sales to the amount of many thousand
dollars were made for trees to be delivered in six months or a year.
Other species and varieties of mulberry trees sunk into comparative in
significance. The Morus Alba, (common white mulberry,) universally
esteemed one of the best for feeding silk worms, could not be sold for
one cent, or the price of transporting a few mites.
The individuals engaged in the new " Silk business" had generally
little or no connection with the silk culture, and from a want of infor
mation on the subject, may have honestly assisted to increase the demand
for some particular kind of which they had the largest quantity for sale.
Most of the purchases were made bypersons engaging in the same business,
and so extravagant were the estimates of profit, that for each thousand
dollars invested in Multicaulis the past spring, even at the then high prices,
it was generally supposed that fifty thousand dollars could be realized hy
the sale of the increased buds in the autumn of 1839. A mulberry tree
called " Sharp's Variety," exhibited at the annual fair of the American
Institute, in October last, was represented to be a scion of a seedling raised
by Mr. Sharp, who sold his interest in one half of the parent tree for
ten thousand dollars ! This new " Silk business" has probably reached
its acme. There is now a sufficient stock of mulberry trees in the states,
to supply all the silk culturists on the continents of Europe and America
for the remainder of the nineteenth century, and " Silk business" men
do not seem to increase in a ratio with trees ; for the Morus Multicaulis
are now offered in great abundance, and find no buyers " at three cents
per tree, healthy and well branched ;" a just estimate of their probable
value in the autumn of 1840, I think would not exceed three dollars per
cart load. For on the present decline of the new " Silk business," the
demand for trees to supply the silk culture, can never be sensibly felt,
as no prudent culturist will ever spend more than five or ten dollars for
a full and ample stock of any or every species, which will increase in
foliage as fast as he will find hands to gather them, or accommodations
for the valuable insect that is to consume them. All philanthropic silk
culturists ever have, and still continue to make presents of trees, in suf
ficient quantities for commencing the silk culture, to all persons who ap
ply for them. I have had no commerce in trees, but have derived much
pleasure from contributing, and am always happy to contribute gratis
one tree of each and every known species of mulberry, to every appli
cant who is desirous of commencing the silk culture. Five or six trees
multiplied by cuttings or layers will the first year produce five or six hun
dred trees, and be amply sufficient for commencing this useful branch of
domestic economy.
The joint stock companies created within the last eight years for the ma
nufacture of silk, struggled for a while under the natural burden of differ
ence in price between the labor of the States and of Europe, and against
the unnatural obstructions heaped on by our own government, in taxing
the raw material coming from the eastward of the Cape of Good Hope,
a duty often per cent., while all the silk manufacturers of Europe, who
obtained much of the raw material from the same source as ourselves,
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at a cost materially less, were permitted by the " French indemnity
treaty" to crowd our market with manufactured silks, free of duty. The
result was disastrous to the American silk manufacturers ; all or nearly
all became bankrupt and ceased operations. The history of a few may
serve for a history of the whole.
The "Atlantic Silk Company" at Nantucket commenced manufacturing
with a capital of $40,000, which is all lost, and the company have ceased
operations.
The " Valentine Silk Company" of Providence, R. I., lost $20,000 by
manufacturing ; they have ceased operations and probably ceased to exist.
The " Poughkeepsie Silk Company" lost all which they risked in manu
facturing, and their large four story building erected for that purpose, is
now rented to others for the manufacture of pins, buttons and carpets.
The " Northampton Silk Company," at Northampton, Mass., commenced
operations with a cash capital of $80,000 ; they injudiciously added to their
manufactures the culture of silk, which they have since abandoned, and
which never can be profitably conducted by incorporated companies
with high salaried agents. They also went largely into the new " Silk
business," but in that branch they were not fortunate in the selection of
attractive names for their trees; for at the present time, after five years'
struggle with their combined operations, they have sunk the original
capital, and are besides $40,000 in debt.
Amidst all the trials and vicissitudes of the last fifty years, the legiti
mate silk culture, like some bright star in a troubled atmosphere, has
moved steadily onward, ever shining through the mist of doubt that
bedimmed the space between promise and hope. The germ which
eighty years since commenced in Connecticut, passed unscathed through
the time and form of chrysalis which "tried even men's souls," and is now
an insect, winged and perfect ; multiplying its species and usefulness in
building a tower which can resist the combined opposition of overreach
ing diplomacy from without, and misguided legislation from within.
8ilk is now cultivated in twelve or fifteen states of the union. The
quantity produced is yet small, probably not exceeding 20,000 lbs., of
which Connecticut furnishes a very large proportion. In most districts
the business is new, and those engaged in it are laying the foundation
for a much greater yield. The climate, from our southern border up to
forty-two or forty-four degrees north latitude, is in all respects suitable
for the silk culture. As an auxiliary branch of farming, the feeding of
silk worms is as profitable as the feeding of poultry; and the silk will
find as quick and ready a market as poultry. Both are deemed indis
pensable to the comfort of society, and will be consumed at any price.
Both are profitable when cultivated as collateral branches by the farmer,
and both, or either one, when raised as an exclusive business are not
profitable, but ruinous, even at the lowest rates of labor in this country.
With the long-tried experience of Europe, and the low price of labor in
that country, the whole continent does not furnish an instance of profit
able silk culture conducted exclusively for that business. No establish
ments are there erected, or stock companies created to make silk, but
silk worms are fed and millions of dollars worth of silk is annually made
at a good profit, by the peasants and farmers ; who in connection with
their other employments, feed as many silk worms as will occupy the
spare room in the dwelling and out houses.
VOL. II. — no. I.
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The reeling of silk (making raw silk) has hitherto been connected
with the silk culture in the states, and generally the same families that
raised the cocoons, have often not only reeled but also twisted it into
sewings. For family use, "Dale's" is probably the best reel ; it is the
most simple in construction, and costs three and a half or four dollars.
There is, however, very little difference in the merits of the numerous
silk reels; the preference is always in favor of the cheapest ; the high
prices are caused by a studied complication, which never improved but
always lessened its merits. Raw silk can be most advantageously made
in "filatures," or reeling establishments confined exclusively to that
branch of the business. The silk manufacturers always require their
raw silk to be of even thickness, with some definite number of fibres to
each thread, and large quantities of each size. The " filatures" alone
can furnish such requirements ; for each family can raise only from five
to fifty pounds annually, and when different hands conduct the reeling, it
is difficult to find two parcels of equal number of fibres or of equal thick
ness. The raw silk in bales of two hundred or four hundred pounds,
always commands the highest price in European markets.
The silk culture is simple and a suitable employment for children.
For my views on that part of the subject, I beg to quote from a former
communication which I had the honor to furnish in February, 1838, in
answer to a circular from the committee on agriculture in the House of
Representatives of the United States. It is embodied in the printed docu
ments of that session, and therefore only the part particularly relative to
this branch of the subject need be inserted here.
Extract from Report No. 815, House of Rej>s., 25th Congress, 2d Session.
" What kind of soil, and what situation and exposure, are the best for
the production of the mulberry ?"
A rich, light, sandy soil, is the best for the mulberry, though it will
thrive well on any soil which is not wholly silicious, like the immediate
border on our Atlantic coast. Next to pure silex, the soil least adapted
to the mulberry is that purely argillaceous, or compact and hardened
clay. Gently rising ground, or a moderate eminence, open to the full
action of the sun, is the best situation, and south is the best exposure.
" What species of the mulberry is the most valuable, taking into con
sideration the capability of enduring cold and frost, the quantity and
quality of the foliage, and the labor of culture and stripping 1"
Taking into consideration all those properties, the Brussa mulberry is
the best species for feeding the silk worm. I wish, however, to be un
derstood, that by Brussa I do not mean all those various kinds which are
sold under that name ; but I have a direct reference to the tree or trees
which Mr. Charles Rhind brought from Brussa to this country. I would
remark that species is a very indefinite term to desicmate the most valua
ble mulberry, because among the many millions of trees from the seeds
of each species, there are not two trees equally valuable or perfectly
alike ; each individual tree (considered as food for the silk worm) forms
a distinct variety, differing as much from each other as each individual
of the human race differs from all other individuals of the same species,
or as much as the fruit of one individual tree differs from the fruit of all
other individual trees, raised from seed of the same species. Mulberry
trees which produce leaves perfectly alike to the delicate taste of the silk
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worm, must be not only of the same species, but also scions of the same
parent stock, produced by cuttings inserted in the soil, or by inoculation
or ingrafting. I would further remark, that the seeds from each and
every species of mulberry, furnish some individual trees which are not
suitable food for the silk woi m ; and further, that the seeds from nearly
every species of mulberry furnish some individual trees which are good
and valuable food for that insect ; hence, the best method to produce a
good mulberry orchard, is to select one tree possessing all the desirable
properties, and multiply it by cuttings. By this method a good and val
uable mulberry orchard may be made from the indigenous trees of this
country. The species native black mulberry furnishes some individual
trees which are, in every respect, good and valuable food for the silk
worm. The native black mulberry is equal, in quality, to the best in the
world ; the leaf is generally smaller than the firussa, and is therefore
inferior in quantity, because one hundred pounds of large leaves can
be stripped at less expense than the same weight of small leaves.
" What is the best mode of cultivating the mulberry ? at what age may
it be stripped, and what is its value, expense, and profit per acre V
The nursery should have a southern and eastern exposure, a rich,
light soil, and the seeds (when new varieties are wanted) should be
sown in rows three feet apart. When a particular variety is wanted,
the particular tree which is to be multiplied must be cut in short lengths,
leaving three eyes on each piece, and planted one foot distant, in rows
three feet apart, leaving only one eye above the ground. The best time
for this operation is in the spring, when the buds have swelled almost to
bursting. The best time for transplanting is very early in the spring, as
soon as the ground is free from frost ; this should be done when the
seedlings and cuttings are one year old. The open ground to receive
the young trees should be made mellow one foot deeper than the length
of the roots, and the top of every tree should be cut off, so as to leave
only three or four eyes above the root. The tops will form cuttings for
the nursery, while at the same time; the health and growth of the trees
will be much benefitted by the operation. Trees thus treated, may be
stripped the second year after they are transplanted, and would cost,
standing in the nursery, about one cent each ; the transplanting can be
done for four cents more, making five cents for each tree standing in its
permanent place. The " profit per acre," depends on many contingen
cies, such as cost of land, cost of labor to gather leaves, cost of building
to shelter worms, etc.; in relation to which, I would remark : First, any
number of acres appropriated exclusively to the growth of mulberry and
culture of silk, provided the building is appropriated exclusively to the
worms, will not afford any profit, because the gross amount of silk thus
raised, will not (after deducting a just estimate for labor,) pay a reasona
ble interest on money invested for trees, land and buildings. Secondly,
every farmer in the states, south of forty-five degrees north latitude, can
raise from one hundred to three hundred dollars worth of cocoons in the
ipare room of an ordinary barn and dwelling ; and this would be all pro
fit, if the silk is considered, like poultry, a collateral branch of farming.
" Which is the most valuable species of the silk worm ? What is the
test mode and time for their propagation ; the quantity, quality, value
of, and market for, the cocoons V
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The species bombyx, of Linnaeus, comprehends many varieties of the
most valuable silk worm, among which is the Asiatic, (mori,) divided into
many sub-varieties, and distinguised only by the color, shape, and weight
of their cocoons. Their relative value may be expressed thus : by Lin
naeus, genus phalena, species bombyx, variety mori.
SUB-VARIETIES.

White cocoon — peanut shape, compact, and reels well ; six and a half
grains of pure silk ; most valuable for this country, because it gives the
greatest quantity of good silk.
Bright yellow cocoon — egg shape; four to five grains of pure silk;
lustrous ; cultivated in Connecticut for more than half a century ; reels
bad, and therefore of less value.
Pale yellow cocoon — peanut shape, compact, reels well ; three to
three and a half grains pure silk, very soft ; receives best dye ; is much
cultivated in Europe.
Golden yellow cocoon — peanut shape, very compact, reels best ; two
and a half to three grains pure silk, very lustrous and strong ; much cul
tivated in Spain ; is best for fine white ribands. The coloring matter in
all the cocoons is contained in the natural gum, which can be removed
by boiling in soft water, leaving the silk white and lustrous.
There are four varieties of silk worm indigenous to the United States,
and not found in any other part of the world. They make a large quan
tity of course, strong silk, which can be used at present only by carding.
Education may cause these worms to spin in a form suitable for reeling,
when the largest kind (cecropia) would, for many domestic purposes,
become very valuable to this country. Their relative value may be ex
pressed thus :
SATURNIA OF SCHR.

Cecropia — feeds on elder; cocoon, nineteen grains pure silk.
Polyphemus — feeds on scrub oak ; cocoon, fourteen grains pure silk.
Luna — feeds on acacia, (locust,) cocoon, eleven grains pure silk.
Pomethea — feeds on sycamore, (button ball,) cocoon, nine grains
pure silk.
The best mode and time for the propagation of the Asiatic silk worm,
(mori,) is, to expose the eggs to hatch, for a few hours in a paper box,
near a fire ; feed the worms regularly three times per day ; admit air
freely, and remove the filth at least once a week. At about the for
tieth day they will commence winding, and in four days more they will
have finished the cocoons, when those for reeling should be put in the
oven, to remain half an hour, (after having drawn the bread,) to kill the
chrysalis ; those for seed should be placed, uncovered, in a dark room,
on paper, where the perfect insect (moth,) will come forth in twenty
days, to cohabit, deposit eggs and die in eight days more. The eggs
should be left adhering to the paper, rolled up and placed in a dry, cool,
and dark place until wanted to hatch for the following season. The ex
treme cold of this climate will not injure the eggs. Dampness and the
direct rays of the sun are very injurious to the eggs and worms in all
their stages. The time for hatching is best when the trees first put forth
leaves. Each worm spins one cocoon, and each female moth deposits
about seven hundred eggs. Allowing the sexes equal, one hundred
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moths would give an increase of thirty-five thousand worms. " The
quality and value of cocoons" are given in preceding remarks. A good
market for cocoons is found at silk manufactories, which are already suf
ficiently numerous for the quantity of silk grown in this country. A
more suitable market would be an establishment exclusively for reeling.
Such an establishment does not exist in the states ; but it is probable that
interest will induce individuals to erect them as soon and as fast as
cocoons can be raised to supply them.
Since writing the foregoing, experience has increased the favorable
opinion therein expressed in regard to the native black mulberry. The
best Italian sewings are made from worms fed on the black mulberry of
Calabria. Mr. Caldwell, of Clark county, Virginia, sent me two bushels
of cocoons, from worms which he fed entirely on the native black mul
berry. I exhibited them at the fair of the American Institute in October
last, where a part of them were reeled and twisted into sewings by Mrs.
Brooks, a very intelligent and skillful lady from Massachusetts. She has
four years practical acquaintance with silk reeling, and she remarked that
these cocoons from the black mulberry made the strongest silk Uiat she
ever saw, and considered it superior to all others for sewings. There is
not much difference in the silk made from the different species of mul
berries, when the compared specimens of produce are all by the same
sub-variety of worm. Generally, all silk worms will make the strongest
and most lustrous silk from the most hardy and tough species or varie
ties of mulberry ; and the mulberries most tender and perishable afford
silk of the least strength and lustre. Hence, if strong and lustrous silk
is preferred, then the black, the Brussa, and the common white are the
best mulberries for the silk culture. And the Alpine, the multicaulis,
the Chinese, and many similar varieties are best for producing a compa
ratively dull and weak fibred silk. The silk made from the morus mul
ticaulis much resembles cotton in strength of fibre.
The black mulberry is also known to be a very superior timber. A
few facts that have come to my knowledge may not be inappropriate
here. The schooner Union, built at Lodi, N. J., about forty three years
ago, had a large portion of her upper timbers and most of the trunnels
of native black mulberry. In fourteen years afterwards she was over
hauled, when her deck planks of Georgia pitch pine were much decayed ;
the white oak futtocks were completely destroyed by rot, and the white
oak timbers and bottom plank were much decayed, while every timber
and trunnel of black mulberry was perfectly sound. She beached and
stranded during a severe gale near the mouth of the Delaware, after a
constant service of more than twenty years ; and at no time from her
launch until her wreck was there any perceptible sign of decay in the
mulberry, although the trunnels of this wood were driven into the upper
futtocks, where (in common with the upper timbers) decay always com
mences first in vessels of her class. The black mulberry used in her
frame measured from sixteen to eighteen inches across the butt. The
sloop Highlander, built near Belleville, N. J., more than thirty years ago,
is now running on the Passaic and Hudson rivers. All her upper tim
bers and most of the upper futtocks are mulberry, principally white ;
and although more than thirty years have elapsed since her launch, yet
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no sign of decay has ever appeared in the mulberry employed in her
frame, while some of her white oak timbers have long since crumbled
from the spikes. Mr. Cornelius Kingsland, a highly respectable and in
telligent shipwright, who built the Highlander, informs me that he has
built as many as thirty vessels, in a large number of which he employed
native black mulberry, and from long experience is convinced that for
durability and strength it is superior to white oak, chesnut, cedar, wild
cherry, red elm, or locust.
I am aware that some fastidious gentlemen contend that there is no
black mulberry in the states ; such opinions are founded on the fact that
Linnaeus speaks of red {rubra) only in America. Names are given to
facilitate science ; and when we have trees bearing pleasant fruit it is
very convenient to designate them with specific names. We hare an
indigenous tree bearing black mulberries, and it it by general consent
called "black mulberry" notwithstanding Linnaeus and his followers
may insist that it is " rubra!'
Silk forms a very large integer in the trade and commerce of nations.
The natural advantages of the states are favorable to participation in a
full share of its culture, manufacture, or commercial transportation ; but
foreign treaties and internal legislation have not placed this country " on
a footing with the most favored nations." It is not my business or in
tention here to discuss the issue of " free" or " restricted trade," but I
deem it within my province to notice some apparent inconsistencies,
which, (although they have a controlling influence in the American silk
trade,) cannot be reconciled to any known system of policy or political
economy. Manufactured silk, except sewings, from all Europe, are per
mitted to enter our ports " free," and the present distress in the country
tells a startling tale of the veryfree ujie made of the privilege by foreign
artisans and foreign ships. While our own manufactures are restricted
by a duty of ten per cent. from beyond the Cape, and twelve per cent.
from Europe, on the raw material, which was to employ and support
this important handicraft. The same causes which restricted the handi
craft, also restricted the " carrying trade" in " American bottoms."
A gentleman of Boston, an enlightened and intelligent traveller, and
long a resident of Canton, has furnished me with full and complete re
turns of the export silk trade of China, from 1831 to 1838, inclusive ;
and the facts therein show that of the raw silk annually exported from
Canton, only about one hundred and fifty piculs are shipped to America,
in American vessels ; while the large quantity of nine thousand piculs
are sent to England, in English ships, on English account. It is then
manufactured in Europe, and sent mostly in European bottoms to enter
the American market " duty free !"
I regret that the nature of this communication will not permit giving
the valuable details furnished me of the China silk trade, but the export
of raw silk from Canton, for a few years, may serve to illustrate the ten
dency o.f all the Asiatic raw silk trade from ports beyond the Cape of
Good Hope.
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EXPORTS OF RAW SILK FROM CANTON.
To America in Ameri To England in Eng To England in Ameri
can ships.
lish ships.
can ships.
18\!2-3
1^33-4
1834-5
1*35-6

144
225
13 Piculs.
"
210 "

9,276
"
6,651 Piculs.
9,836 "
1!),000 "

None.
80 Piculs.
None.
None.

The Chinese picul is equal to one hundred and thirty three and a
third avoirdupois pounds. The prices of raw silk at Canton in 1832-3,
were for " Nankins," $351 per picul, " Canton," $255, and " Common
quality," $58.
Under the existing regulations of manufactured silks, an import
duty, whether of ten, or ten thousand per cent, on raw silk, can have
no influence to encourage or depress the silk culture of the states.
This may seem paradoxical, but the elucidation is simple and easily un
derstood. The silk culture is the producing of raw silk. Raw silk has
no value, except that arising from its use in " silk manufactures." The
comparative price of manufacturing labor, enables Europe to make
" silk manufactures" much cheaper than they can be made in the states,
and by the existing (" free") regulations, Europe can and does supply
our market with "silk manufactures" at prices that prevent the possi
bility of competition by our own manufacturing establishments, which
must cease operations and leave the value of raw silk to be regulated by
its use in silk manufactures of Europe, where an American import duty
of ten or ten thousand per cent, cannot affect it. By the present tariff,
the only manufactured silk chargeable with duty, from E irope, is the
sewings, which pay 28 per cent, and which enables American manufac
turers to compete with the European sewings in our market. This at
present consumes nearly all the raw silk made in the states, and if an
additional import duty was levied on sewings, or if an equal duty was
levied on any or all other " silk manufactures" required in the market,
then, and not till then, would a duty on raw silk have a controlling in
fluence on the American SilkYours,
Culture.
etc.
C. F. DURANT.
Jersey City, Dee. 13, 1839.

Art. VI.— SUGGESTIONS ON THE LAW OF AUCTIONS.
So numerous and diversified are the business relations of men, that
in civilized societies there will always exist a necessity for the occasional
employment of substitutes or agents. There are several kinds of com
mercial agencies recognised by law, and of frequent use ; to all of them
are attached peculiar responsibilities, a knowledge of which, though
imperfect, is of importance to those engaged in any of the depart
ments of industry. A common species of agency in mercantile commu
nities, is that of auctioneers. Their duties to principals, to purchasers,
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and to the public, are oftentimes intricate ; they are, in part, prescribed
by the common law ; in some instances, they are ascertained by an ap
plication of the enlarged principles of the civil law ; in England and in
this country, many of their rights and obligations, particularly their du
ties to the government, are the subject of special legislative enactment and
regulation. It is proposed to present an outline or analysis of the two
important statutes of New York upon the subject of auctions, and sub
sequently to give some of the leading legal principles connected with
the agency of auctioneers ; in doing this, it is not intended to refer to the
authorities from which those principles, or the language in which they
are clothed, are extracted, as in articles prepared for popular use, such
course is unnecessary.
An auctioneer is a person who is authorized to sell at public auction,
for a commission. In the old English law, an auctioneer is sometimes
called a broker ; but now there is a marked difference between them ;
for instance, a broker may buy, as well as sell ; an auctioneer, generally
speaking, can only sell ; a broker may sell at private sale ; the auction
eer must sell at public vendue.
.Sales by auction are of early institution. The most remarkable in
stance of such a sale, was the offer of the Roman soldiery, after the death
of Pertinax, to dispose of the Roman world at public auction. Histori
ans agree that the sale was by auction, though they do not concur in the
opinion that it was proposed by the soldiers. Gibbon states that the pur
chase was made by Julian, A. D. 193, for upwards of two hundred
pounds sterling to each soldier.
When a sale took place in Rome, a spear was fixed in the forum, by
which stood a crier, who proclaimed the articles which were intended to
be sold. A catalogue was made in tables, called auctionar'uv. The seller
was called auctor ; the bidders, sectored, who signified their biddings by
lifting up their fingers, and the highest bidder became the purchaser ;
the right of property conveyed to the purchaser, was called auctoritas.
The custom of setting up a spear at an auction was derived from the
circumstance, that at first only those things which were taken in war,
were sold in this manner. Hence hasta (a spear) is put for a public
sale ; and sub hastam venire,, to come under the spear, (or as we should
say, to come under the hammer,) denotes to be publicly sold. This was
termed auctio, increase ; because the goods were sold to him, qui jilurimum rem augerct. It was necessary to have permission from the magis
trate for a sale.
At a later period, the purchase of goods cried and sold, was proclaim
ed by sound of trumpet. The use of the spear was continued; whence
auctions were called subhastationes, and the auctioneer denominated
subfuistator.
The usual mode of conducting sales at auction in England and with
us, need not be explained. The practice in Holland is this ; an estate
is put up at a high price, and if nobody accepts the offer, a lower is
named, and so the sum first required is gradually reduced, till some per
son closes with the offer. Thus, of necessity, there is only one bidding.
This kind of sale, by bidding downwards, is called a Dutch auction.
There is a kind of sale practised in England, which is called selling
by inch of candle, which is thus conducted. Notice is usually given upon
the exchange in writing, and elsewhere, when the sale is to begin,
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against which time the goods are divided into several parcels, called
lots, and papers printed of the quantity of each, and of the conditions
of sale, as that none shall bid less than a certain sum more than another
had bid before. During the time of the bidding a small piece, about an
inch, of wax candle is burning ; and the last bidder, when the candle
goes out, has the lot or parcel exposed to sale.
In some cases a price is put by the owner of the property to be sold,
under a candlestick, and it is agreed that no bidding shall avail if not
equal to that ; this is called dumb bidding.
In the north of England, sales, where the several bidders do not
know what the others have offered, are denominated candlestick biddings.
A very singular kind of sale is mentioned in 1 Dow. iii. The auc
tioneer was a female, who never spoke during the whole time of the
sale, (one is tempted to doubt the accuracy of the reporter as to that
matter,) but immediately after any person bid gave him a glass of brandy,
and after the sale broke up, he that received the last glass of brandy was,
in a private room, declared the purchaser. No " fifteen-gallon law"
existed at that time !
We now give an analysis of the statute.
Any citizen of the state of New York may become an auctioneer, in
the county in which he resides, on executing and depositing with the
comptroller an approved bond in the penalty of ten thousand dollars,
with sureties for the payment of the auction duties and the faithful per
formance of the duties of his office. The bond runs to the people of
the state, and the sureties must be two sufficient freeholders ; if the
bond be executed by an auctioneer appointed in a city, it must be taken
and approved by the mayor, or recorder, of such city ; if executed by
an auctioneer appointed for a county, by any judge of the county courts
of such county. The officer taking the bond, must endorse upon it a
certificate of his approbation, and of the day it was taken, and deliver
it thus endorsed to the auctioneer, who within ten days thereafter must
pass it to the comptroller. Every officer taking such bond, must trans
mit a notice to the comptroller without delay, stating the name of the
auctioneer and his sureties entering into the bond, and the day it was
executed and approved.
An express clause is inserted in the bond, subjecting the same to for
feiture, in case the obligor shall not render a true and accurate account
quarterly of all goods sold or struck off by him, dated on the first days
of April, July, October and January, in the year for which he is ap
pointed.
Each account must state minutely and particularly —
held
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3d. The amount of all private sales made by himself or any of his
partners, on commission, and the days of such sales.
4th. The amount of duties chargeable under the provisions of law, in
all the sales, public and private, mentioned in the account.
vol. n. — no. I.
9
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5. A distinct statement of all goods struck off, but not actually sold.
On all goods so struck off, the auction duties must be paid.
Every such account, within twenty days after its date, must be ex
hibited, if made out by an auctioneer appointed in a city, to the mayor
or recorder thereof; if by an auctioneer appointed for a county, to any
judge of the county courts of such county. The account must be sworn
to by the auctioneer ; the oath must be reduced to writing, endorsed on
the account, and be subscribed by the auctioneer taking it. Every
partner of such auctioneer, and every clerk or other person whatever,
in any way connected in business with such auctioneer, who shall have
made any sale contained in said account, must make and subscribe an
oath to be endorsed on the account, that he believes it to be a just and
true account in every particular.
Every partner or clerk, who shall have made any sale in behalf of an
auctioneer, must, in the account rendered by such auctioneer, set his
name, or the initials thereof, opposite to each sale made by him, men
tioned in such account; and make and subscribe an affidavit to be an
nexed to such account, stating that sales so noted are all the sales liable
to auction duties, public or private, made by him within the time men
tioned in the account, and that the account of such sales, so therein
stated, is just and true; that such sales were made by him, in the ab
sence of such auctioneer, who was unable to attend from the causes
specified in his account; and that in all acts performed by him, in be
half of such auctioneer, during the time aforesaid, he had endeavored to
conform to the intent and meaning of the laws regulating sales by auc
tioneers.
The auctioneer must pay the duties accrued on the sales mentioned in
his account, together with the additional sum of two and one halfper cent.
on the whole amount of such duties, within ten days after the exhibition
of his account, for the use of the state ; and immediately after such pay
ment, he must deliver or transmit his account, with the affidavits endorsed
thereon, and annexed thereto, to the comptroller, to be filed in his office.
Every such payment, if by an auctioneer appointed for any other place
than the city of New York, must be made to the Treasurer of the State;
and by every auctioneer in the city of New York, to such bank in the city,
as shall be designated by the comptroller, as entitled to the state deposites by law ; and the receipt of the proper officer of the bank must
be taken therefor; which receipt, the auctioneer must immediately trans
mit to the comptroller, who shall certify thereupon, such payment to the
treasurer, and charge him with the amount.
Every auctioneer, who within the period limited for his accounting,
shall have made no sales, public or private, of property liable to auction
duties, must make and subscribe an affidavit of those facts, before any
officer to whom his account, had such sales been made by him, might
have been exhibited, and must transmit a copy of such affidavit, certified
by the officer taking it, to the comptroller within the same time that an ac
count is required to be rendered. Every auctioneer, partner or clerk
of an auctioneer, and every person whatever in any way connected in
business with an auctioneer, who shall refuse or neglect to perform any
act or duty, which are required by any of the provisions above recited,
commencing with the requisition that he shall make out his quarterly ac
count on the first days of April, July, fee, is subject to a penalty. And
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every such refusal or neglect by an auctioneer, shall be certified and pub
lished by the comptroller, in the state paper ; and from the time of pub
lication, the delinquent auctioneer therein named, shall be deemed to
have forfeited his appointment, and shall be incapable of doing any act
by virtue thereof.
All goods, wares and merchandise, and every other species of property,
with the exceptions hereinafter mentioned, are subject each and every
time they are struck off at public auction, within this state, to duties at
the following rates :
1. All wines and ardent spirits, foreign or domestic, at the rate of two
dollars in every hundred dollars.
2. All goods, wares, merchandise, and effects imported from any place
beyond the Cape of Good Hope, and sold in packages, bales, trunks or
casks, as imported, at the rate of one dollar on every hundred dollars.
3. All other goods, wares, merchandise, and effects, at the rate of one
dollar and fifty cents on every hundred dollars. The duties are calcula
ted on the sums for which the goods so exposed to sale shall be respec
tively struck off, and must in all cases be paid by the person making the
sale.
All goods must be struck off to the highest bidder, and where the auc
tioneer or owner, or any person employed by them or either of them,
shall be such bidder, they shall be subject to the same duties as if struck
off to any other person ; but this does not render valid any sale, that
would otherwise be fraudulent and void. All articles except those to
be hereafter mentioned, sold on commission by an auctioneer or clerk of
an auctioneer, or by a person in any way connected in the auction busi
ness, or in auction sales with an auctioneer, whether at auction or private
sale, are liable to the duties before enumerated.
No auction duties are payable upon the following goods and articles :
ships and vessels ; utensils of husbandry, horses, neat cattle, hogs and
sheep -, articles of the growth, produce or manufacture of this state, ex
cept distilled spirits ; all fabrics of cotton, wool, hemp and flax, manu
factured within the jurisdiction of the United States; goods and chattels
otherwise liable to the auction duties are exempt therefrom, if sold un
der the following circumstances :
1st. If they belong to the United States or to this state.
2d. If sold under any judgment or decree of any court of law or
equity, or under a seizure by any public officer, for or on account of any
forfeiture or penalty, or under a distress for rent.
3d. If they belong to the estate of a deceased person and be sold by
his executors or administrators, or by any other person duly authorized
by a surrogate.
4th. If they are the effects of a bankrupt or insolvent, and be sold
by his assignees appointed pursuant to law, or by a general assignment
for the benefit of all the creditors of such bankrupt or insolvent.
5th. If they are goods damaged at sea, and be sold within twenty
days after they shall have been landed, for the benefit of the owners or
insurers.
All sales at public auction in the city of New York, not under the
authority of the United States, and all such sales in other parts of the
state, where duties are payable on the effects to be sold, must be made
by an auctioneer who shall have given the security required, as was herein
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before mentioned, or by a co-partner or clerk of an auctioneer duly au
thorized under the provisions of law ; but where no duties are payable,
all such sales except in the city of New York, may be made by any
citizen of the state.
When an auctioneer cannot attend an auction by reason of sickness,
by duty as a fireman, by military orders, or necessary attendance in a
court of justice, or when he is temporarily absent from the place for
which he is appointed, he may employ a partner or clerk to attend in his
name and behalf; such partner or clerk having previously taken an oath,
to be filed with the clerk of the county in which such auctioneer shall
reside, fully and faithfully to perform the duties incumbent upon him ;
and which oath must also contain a true statement of the connection that
exists between him and the auctioneer. Goods damaged at sea and sold
for the benefit of the owners or insurers, shall be sold in the city of
New York, under the direction of the wardens of the port.
Every auctioneer who, during his term of office, shall accept an ap
pointment as auctioneer from any other state, or who shall be concerned
as principal or partner in selling any goods, wares, merchandise, or
effects, in any other state by public auction, or who shall receive any
reward, compensation or benefit, for or on account of any such sale,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.
No auctioneer in any city of this state can at the same time have more
than one house or store, for the purpose of holding his auctions ; and
every such auctioneer, before he enters on the execution of his office,
must designate, in a writing signed by him, such house or store, and also
name therein the partner or partners, if any, engaged with him in busi
ness, and file such writing with the clerk of the city for which he shall
be appointed.
No auctioneer shall expose to sale by public auction any goods or
articles liable to auction duties, at any other place than that designated
in the writing so deposited by him, except goods sold in original pack
ages as imported, household furniture, and such bulky articles as have
usually been sold in warehouses, or in the public streets, or on the
wharves.
The common council of each city may designate such place or places,
within such city, for the sale by auction of horses, carriages, and house
hold furniture, as they shall deem expedient.
Every auctioneer in the city of New York must, under his own name,
give previous notice in one or more of the city newspapers, of every
auction sale that may be lawfully made by him ; if connected with any
person or firm, his name must, in all cases, precede separately and indi
vidually the name of such person or the title of the firm under which
he transacts business.
No auctioneer, co-partner, or clerk of an auctioneer, or any other per
son in the city of New York, shall advertise a sale by auction, in any
other manner than as above described, or be concerned in any sale by
auction not advertised in such manner.
No auctioneer shall demand or receive more than two and one half
per cent. commissions on the amount of any sales, public or private, made
by him, unless by a previous agreement in writing, between him and the
owner or consignee of the goods sold.
No auctioneer on the day and at the place where his public auction
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shall be held, nor any person whatever, on the same day and place, shall
sell at private sale any goods liable to auction duties.
When goods are struck off at auction, and the bargain shall not be
immediately executed by the payment of the price, on the delivery of
the goods, it is the duty of the auctioneer to enter in a sale book, to be
kept by him for the purpose, a memorandum of the sale, specifying the
nature, quantity, and price of the goods, the terms of sale, and the
names of the purchaser, and of the person on whose account the sale is
made.
All sales of goods by public auction, in the city of New York, shall
be made between sunrise and sunset, excepting books or prints, and
goods sold in the original package as imported, according to a printed
catalogue, of which samples shall have been opened and exposed to
public inspection at least one day previous to the sale.
A conviction of fraudulent practices for ever disqualifies an auctioneer
from exercising the rights or pursuing the business of an auctioneer —
he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by fine, not ex
ceeding five hundred dollars, and imprisonment not exceeding one year,
or either, in the discretion of the court. And if after said conviction, he
undertakes to act as an auctioneer, he shall be deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor for each offence and punishable as above. And any person who
shall transact the business of an auctioneer without having first complied
with the provisions of the law, is punishable in like manner.
The few remaining provisions of the statute in relation to the prose
cution for forfeitures, it is not worth while to enumerate. An outline of
the statute law has been given, even at the risk of incurring the impu
tation of prolixity. The general principles of law applicable to the
agency of auctioneers, will be discussed hereafter.

Art. VII.— MERCANTILE LAW LITERATURE.
1. Commentaries on the Late of Agency, as a branch of Commercial and
Maritime Jurisprudence, with occasional Illustrations from the Civil
and Foreign Law. By Joseph Story, L. L. D., Dane Professor of
Law in Harvard University. Boston : 1839. Little & Brown.
The profession, previous to this publication, were in possession of a
treatise on the Law of Principal and Agent, by the late Samuel Livermore, a distinguished American lawyer, and of the English work on the
same subject, by Paley. The present work is the commencement of a
series of commentaries upon the different branches of commercial and
maritime jurisprudence, to be prepared in pursuance of the original
scheme of the Dane Professorship. It is designed not only for students,
hut for the profession generally ; and being arranged with the method
and learning which characterize all the publications of Judge Story, it
must entirely supersede all other works upon the same title. It is not
our province to criticise so elaborate a work ; we can only say, that from
jhe examination we have given it, it will confer increased honor upon
its most accomplished and gifted author.
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2. A Treatise on the Lain relative to Sales of Personal Property. By
George Long, Esq. Second American Edition ; with additions by
Benjamin Rand, Esq. Boston : 1839. Little & Brown.
The original work of Mr. Long acquired a reputation which render
ed it worthy of introduction into the Law School at the University of
Cambridge, as a text-book. The first edition being out of print, Mr.
Rand, of the Boston bar, was invited to prepare a second, and acceded
to the request. Knowing his extensive and profound le,gal acquirements,
which are not surpassed by any lawyer in the United States, it is a
source of regret that he considered himself precluded from preparing
an original treatise, instead of becoming the editor of an existing work;
though as an annotator he stands almost unrivalled for research and in
dustry, as his edition of Powell on mortgages, fully establishes.
The present work treats of the parties to a sale, the disabilities of cer
tain persons to contract, the validity of sales, warranties, the mode of
transfer, the rescinding of contracts, and other kindred subjects. They
are all treated with ability ; wherever the original work was deficient,
the editor has supplied the omission by the addition of the principles
of the modern cases, in language clear and pertinent. The treatise as
improved, will be a valuable acquisition to the public.

3. The American Conveyancer. By George T. Curtis, Esq., of the
Boston bar. Published by Little & Brown.
This is a small volume, containing " a large variety of legal forms
and instruments adapted to popular wants and professional use through
out the United States, together with forms and directions for applicants
under the Patent Laws of the United States, and the Insolvent Act of
Massachusetts." We have examined this manual with some care, and
pronounce it a valuable compilation. In many respects it is far prefera
ble to the " elaborate work" of Mr. Oliver. The forms to be observed
at the organization of corporations will be found very useful ; for seri
ous difficulties frequently arise in suits wherein corporations are parties,
in conseqnence of the imperfect and loose manner in which their organi
zation was effected and recorded. Equally useful are the forms, cap
tions and returns of depositions, inaccuracy in which is often fraught with
loss and disappointment to the party obliged to resort to that species of
evidence. The forms used in Massachusetts under the insolvent laws,
are numerous and accurate ; they alone must render the work almost
invaluable to those whose residences may not always admit of their ob
taining ready and sound professional advice. Such a work must neces
sarily have a limited circulation, since much of it is of local value ; to a
certain degree, however, the Conveyancer is calculated for any meridian.
It will be found a useful appendage to the counting-room.
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MANUFACTURES.

Cotton, (calicoes, cambric muslins,
GREAT
dimities,
BRITAIN.
lace, gauze, velvets, shawls, &c.,) con
suming 280,000,000 lbs. per annum, annual value $162,000,000, employing 600,000 peo
ple, and 80,000 power looms; woollen, (cloth, kerseymeres, baize, worsted, flannels,
blanketing, carpeting, &c.,) annual value about $96,000,000, employing 500,000 per
sons ; the annual import of raw wool is about 30,000,000 lbs ; metallic ware, annual va
lue of produce $60,000,020, persons employed 350,000 ; linen, annual value 830,000,000,
(lace, lawn, cambric, shirtings, sheetings, sail-cloth, &c. ;) hides, tanned, &c., consu
ming 42,800,000 lbs., of which about 33,500,000 were imported, annual value produced
$68,000,000, employing 300,030 persons ; malt liquor, 9,500,000 bis., value $1-35,000,000 ;
candles, 118,000,000 lbs., value $16,000,000 ; soap, 1-20,030,000 lbs., value $16,000,000 \
gloss, paper, spirits, starch, &c.
•
FRANCE.
The annual value of the manufactures of France is estimated at about $300,000,030 ;
silk, $25,000,000 ; woollen, consuming 100,000,000 lbs., of which 10,000,000 are im
ported, value $46,000,000 ; linen, (lawns, cambric, lace, plain cloths, sail-cloth, &c.)
836,000,000 ; cotton, consuming 75,000,000 lbs ; leather, $30,000,000 ; trinkets, per
fumery, jewellery, furniture, &c„ to the value of $20,000,000 per annum ; soap,
$6,600,000; starch and hair powder, $10,000,000; crystal and glass, $4,003,000 ; por
celain and pottery; $5,030,000, etc.
Dupin makes the following estimate of the comparative commercial and manufac
turing power of France and Great Britain:
FRANCE.
GREAT BRITAIN.
Mai Pmeer.
Men Pnwer.
Animate Force
6,303,019
7,275,497
C Mills and Hydraulic Engines
1,503,000
1,200,000
Inanimate J Windmills
253 333
240,(i00
Force. 1 Wind and Navigation
3,000,000
12,003 000
C Steam Engines
480,000
6,400 000
Totals

11,536,352
27,115,497
Add Ireland .... 1,002,667

Total United Kingdom.... 28,118,164
Thus the total inanimate force applied to the arts in France, scarcely exceeds the
fourth of that so applied in the United Kingdom ; and the whole animate and inani
mate power of the latter applied to manufactures and commerce is nearly treble the
amount of that of the former.
Woollen, consuming 25,000,000 lbs.,PRUSSIA.
value produced, inclusive of raw material,
$30,000,000; cotton, $15,000,000; linen, $9,500,000; silk, 8,500 looms, 35,000 opera,
tives,) gross value $1,500,000 ; metallic ware, glass, porcelain, leather, trinkets, &c.
NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM.
Woollen, $15,500,000 ; cotton, $9,800,000 ; linen, $18,000,000 ; lace, $5,000,000 ; re
fined sugar, $2,700,000 ; spirits, $7,600,000 ; beer, $22,000,003 ; tobacco, $5,350,000 ,
oil, $5,600,000; soap, $2,000,000 ; leather, $5,350,000 ; earthenware, $800,000 ; books,
$3,000,000; paper, 1,600,000, &c. ; in all, $130,000,000.
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SWITZERLAND.

Watches, jewellery, mathematical and musical instruments, linens and thread, cotton,
woollen, paper, leather, &c. The cotton manufactures have increased rapidly of late,
employing 28,000 hands.
AUSTRIA.

None of the Austrian dominions can be, strictly speaking, called manufacturing
countries, as the want of easy external communication, and the mineral riches of the
country, have turned attention more to mining and agriculture ; yet the linens of Mo
ravia, Bohemia, and Silesia, the lace of Bohemia and Venice, the glass of Bohemia,
the silks of Vienna, Venice, Milan, &c, the fine woollens of Moravia and the Lombardo-Venitian Kingdom, the mirrors of Venice and Austria, the cutlery of Stiria, cot
ton, porcelain, jewellery, musical and philosophical instruments, &c., are important
branches of industry.
DENMARK.

The manufactures of Denmark consist chiefly in working up the flax and wool of
the country in a coarse form for domestic use ; much of the wool is exported. Distil
leries, sugar-refineries, &c, have been patronised by government, but they can hardly
support foreign competition.
The manufactures of SwedenSWEDISH
are inconsiderable,
MONARCHY.
and those of Norway are of even
less importance ; and, although fostered by government, they cannot sustain themselves
against foreign competition. Pottery, glass, woollens, bar iron, some silk and linen,
ships, leather, paper, spirits, &c, are the prominent articles. " Even in the common
trades the work is lazily and ill performed, and charged at a high rate; and it is a cu
rious fact, that some great merchants in the western towns send their linen to be washed
in London."
RUSSIA.

The manufactures of Russia, notwithstanding the efforts of government, are in a rude
state. The most national are coarse fabrics from hemp and flax, sail-cloth, duck,
sheeting, sack-cloth, all of which are supplied of a better quality and at a cheaper rate
by Russia than they can be had elsewhere. The encouragement afforded to the distil
lation of rum from grain has succeeded to such a frightful degree, as not only to ex
clude foreign spirits, in a great measure, from home consumption, but to enable from
25,000 to 28,000 persons to destroy themselves annually by intemperance ; the annual
value produced is estimated at $50,000,090. The patronage of government has also
attracted foreign manufacturers, who have established extensive manufactures of iron
and arms, and some silk (16,000 looms) and cotton (70,000 looms) manufactories; but
these do not supply the internal demand. Coarse woollens, in great quantity, are
made by the peasants for family use.
The Germans have made great progress
GERMANY.
in manufactures since the middle of the last
century, but the German states (exclusive of the Prussian and Austrian provinces, which
constitute more than half of the territory of the empire) do not hold so prominent a place
as formerly in manufacturing industry. The Hanse towns formerly clothed the north
of Europe, but Great Britain, France, and the Netherlands have for some time not only
supplied their own consumption, but partially that ofGermany. Even in the linen manu
facture, the Irish have in a great measure supplanted the Germans. The linens ofLusatia
and Brunswick, the cottons, lace, and woollens of Saxony, the wood- work toys ofthe Sax-
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on duchies and Bavaria, the wax candles of Hanover, the beer of Bavaria and Bruns
wick, clocks, watches, mirrors, porcelain, mathematical and musical instruments, arms,
oil, liqueurs, &c, are among the articles produced.
Although the manufactures of Spain cannot
SPAIN.sustain a comparison with those of some of
the European states, either in finish or extent, yet they are by no means so insignificant
as is sometimes supposed. Fine cloths, but not enough to supply the home consump
tion, silks, though this branch of industry is decayed, porcelain and mirrors, linens and
cottons, paper, arms, barilla, oil, leather, &c, are some of the products of manufacturing
industry.
The Portuguese artisans are ignorant
PORTUGAL.
and unskilful, but they excel in working in
gold and silver ; cambrics are also well made in some places, but woollens are hardly
made except in families for domestic use, the finer fabrics being imported. Some linen,
silk, gold lace, leather, pottery, glass, paper, &c., are also produced.
The Italians, once so distinguished
ITALIAN
for the STATES.
variety and elegance oftheir manufactures,
are now much behind the French, Germans, and English; this branch of industry is
now every where on the decay in the peninsula, and presents only some specimens, on
a small scale, of its former prosperity. The silk mannfacture, formerly the great staple,
particularly in the form of velvets and damasks, now exists only in some cities. The
woollen manufactures of Florence were once extensive, but they are at present few and
coarse ; paper, leather, muslin, essences, fine soap, artificial flowers, jewellery, straw
hats, crystals, glass, mirrors, &c, with mosaics, cameos, casts, alabaster and marble
ornaments, &c , are produced in Italy.
Manufacturing industry is more
OTTOMAN
advanced EMPIRE.
in the Asiatic portion of this empire than
in the European ; the Turkey leather cannot rivalled in other parts of Europe, and
in the dyeing of silk, cotton, and woollen, the artisans of Turkey are not surpassed by
any. Silks, cottons, linen, fire-arms, sword-blades, soap, glass, copper utensils, fine
carpets and camlets, &c, are produced.
The Persians have much mechanicalPERSIA.
ingenuity, and have carried some of the arts to
a high degree of perfection. They excel particularly in the fabrication ofsword-blades,
copper utensils, perfumery, jewellery, paper, leather, and pottery, and they produce
fine silks, particularly brocade and embroidery, carpets, shawls and calicoes.
The cotton manufactures of India, HINDOSTAN.
although surpassed in some respects by the pro
ductions of the European loom, have yet a delicacy, softness, richness, and durability
that make them preferred in the east. JNo less than one hundred and twenty-four differ
ent kinds of cotton fabric are produced by the ingenious and industrious Hindoos.
Their mnslins, calicoes, ginghams, chintzes, taffetas, brocades, and embroidered gauzes,
the beautiful shawls of Cashmere and the carpets of Patna, their sword-blades and fili
gree work, &c, have a high reputation.
The people of this peninsula have
FURTHER
made little
INDIA.
progress in the arts of comfort and
luxury, and cannot equal the cottons of Hindostan, the silks of China, and the porcelain
VOL. II. — NO. I.
10
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of Japan. Yet they excel in gilding, in working in gold and silver, and in the fabrica
tion of a sort of lackered ware, adorned with rich mosaics of mother of pearl.
CHINA.

The industry and ingenuity of the Chinese in all that relates to the conveniences of
life are remarkable ; the origin among them, of several arts of comparatively recent
date in Europe, is lost in the night of time ; they have, from time immemorial, fabrica
ted silks, porcelains, and cottons of great beauty and excellence, worked the precious
metals, polished and cut precious stones, excelled in embroidery, dyeing, carving ivory,
and making musical instruments ; their filigree work, artificial flowers, paper-hangings,
paper, lackered ware, dec., are also remarkable.
UNITED STATES.

Cotton, 795 mills, with 1,246,503 spindles and 33,500 looms, producing annually
200,500,000 yards, of the value of $26,000,000, consuming 77,758,000 pounds, employing
62,000 persons, 40,000,000 yards are printed ; woollen, annual value of manufacture,
$40,000,000, employing 50,000 persons; glass, porcelain, Six.., $3,000,000; paper,
$7,000,000; chemical articles, $1,000,000; hats and caps, $11,000,000, employing
18,000 persons ; cabinet ware, $10,000,000; leather, glass, candles, soap, cutlery, fire
arms, sheet-iron, hardware, &c.

MARINE INSURANCE.
MINIMUM PREMIUMS.
adopted by the board of underwriters of new york,
January 1, 1840.
furnished for the merchants' magazine, bt walter r. jokes, sec. to the board.
Risks from Atlantic Ports to Europe.
per
On Merchandise and Freights, from an Atlantic port in the United States, to a
port in Europe, clearingon and after the 1st October, and before the 15th March,
Do.
do.
clearingon and after the 15th March, and before 1st October,
On Specie, from an Atlantic port, to a port in Europe
Risks from Europe to Atlantic Ports.
On Dry Goods, Hardware, and Fancy Goods, each package subject to separate
average, if required, from Havre to an Atlantic port in the United Stales,
On Dry Goods, from a port in the Mediterranean to
do
On Dry Goods, from a port in the United Kingdom of Great Britain to do.
On Hardware,
do.
do
On risks from
do.
do.
free from particular average,
unless it happen by stranding, and amount to five per cent
On risks from
do.
do.
from particular average, un
less it happen by stranding, and amount to five per cent., and also free from
general average,
On all other risks from Europe, to an Atlantic port in the United States, specie
excepted
On specie from Europe to an Atlantic Port in the United States
Baltic Risks to andfrom Cuba and Atlantic Ports.
On risks from Atlantic ports in the United States to St. Petersburg
On risks from Cuba to Gottenburg, and any ports between that port and St. Pe
tersburg

cent.
1
i
\

1}
1\
lJ
2
1
{
1|
j

lj
2)
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per cent.
On risks from St. Petersburg to the United States, sailing prior to August 15th, lJ
Do.
do.
do.
sailing on and after 1 5th Aug.
and prior to 15th Sept
2
On risks from St. Petersburg to the United States,(sailing on and after 15th Sept.
and prior to 1st Oct
3
On risks from St. Petersburg to the United States, sailing on and after 1st Oct.
and prior to 15th Oct
4
On risks from St. Petersburg to the United States, sailingon and after the 15th Oct. 6
European Risks, to andfrom American Gulf Ports in the United States.
On risks from Europe, to an American port in the Gulf of Mexico,
2
Do.
do.
free from particular average, unless it happen
by stranding, and amount to five per cent. and also free from general average, 1 J
On Merch. and Freights, from Mobile and N. Orleans, Pensacola, Apalachicola,
St. Marks and St. Josephs, to a port in Europe, clearing on and after the 1st
of October, and before the 15th of March
lJ
Do.
do.
clearing on and after 15th March, and before 1st October, lj
On Cotton, from Columbus and places below, to Apalachicola and St. Josephs,
and thence to Europe,
4
Gulf risks, if clearing from the United States, after the 15lh of July, and before
the 15th of October, an addition of,
J
For stopping at another port in the United States, on the passage to or from a
port in Europe, an additional premium of
}
Coastwise and River Risks nortJi of Florida.
On Cargo, from New York to Darien, and other places not above Macon
Do.
vice versa, less J on such part as does not come in boxes and flats,
On Cargo from New York to Cheraw
On Cargo, from New York to Augusta or Fayetteville
Do.
vice versa, less } on such part as does not come in boxes and flats,
If on deek the sea passage, an additional premium of
On Cargo, from Augusta to Savannah, or vice versa, river risk,
On rice, from Savannah, Charleston, Georgetown, Darien or Wilmington, to a
northern port
On other risks
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
On risks from northern ports to Savannah, Charleston, Georgetown, Darien, or
"Wilmington, except specie
On Specie, either way
On risks to or from the Delaware, ifclearing on and after 1st December and prior
to 9th March
On risks to or from the Delaware, if clearing on and after 9th March and prior
to 1st December
On risks to or from Norfolk and Portsmouth, or vice versa
On risks to other places within the Capes of the Chesapeake, if clearing on and
after 1st December and prior to 9th March
On risks to other places within the Capes of the Chesapeake, if clearing on and
after 9th March and prior to 1st December
On risks to or from ports north and east of Cape Cod
vice versa,
Coastwise Risks to and from Ports west of Florida.
From a northern port to Key West, and at any other place west of that port, and
not west of New Orleans, by ships and brigs, against total loss only, or with
average
Do.
do.
do.
do.
by schooners and sloops.
On freights and merchandise from New Orleans and Mobile to a northern port
in the United States, excepting on sugar, molasses, and tobacco
On sugar, molasses, tobacco, and other articles liable to damage
On sugar and molasses, from a plantation above or below New Orleans to do.
On risks from Key West, and places between that port and Pensacola, inclusive,
to a northern port in the United States
Specie out, by ships and brigs, 1 per cent. ; back, by do
Specie out, by sloops and schooners, 1} percent.; back, by do

lJ
2
lJ
1
l}
}
1
1
|
I
{
1
$
£
I
J
}
f

2
2|
lj
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l}
i
1
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per cent.
On risks from a northern port to Franklin, and other places in the vicinity
2J
Specie either way
vice versa, 12
Specie risks to be charged J per cent, additional premium by vessels clearing on
k and after 15th July, and before the 15th October, and other risks J per cent, in
addition to the above rates, except New Orleans.

River Risks west of Florida.
From Apalachicola and St. Josephs to Columbus, or to any place on the river
below Columbus
3
vice versa, 2t
From Mobile to places not above Claiborne
J
vice versa,
t
From Mobile to places above Claiborne
1
vice versa,
{
From New Orleans to places in the vicinity below New Orleans
J
From New Orleans to places on the Mississippi not above Natchez
J
From New Oilcans to places on the Mississippi above Natchez and not above
Randolph, or to places on the Red River not above Alexandria, or to places
on the Black River not above Harrisonburg, or to places on the Arkansas River
not above Arkansas
1
From New Orleans to places on the Mississippi River above Randolph and not
above Alton, or to places on the Ohio liver, or to places on the Kid River
above Alexandria and not above Natchitoches, or to places on the Tennessee
River not above Florence
1}
From New Orleans to places on the Arkansas river above Arkansas, and not
above Little Rock
2
From New Orleans to places above Alton, and to places on the Wabash and
Illinois Rivers
2
From New Orleans to Huntsville, and plates on the Tennessee river above the
Muscle Shoals
2
From New Orleans to places on the Arkansas river above Little Rock, and to
places on the Red river above Natchitoches
4
On risks from Natchez, and places below it, to New Orleans
}
On risks from places above Natchez, and not above Randolph, to New Orleans,
}
On risks above Randolph, and not above Alton on the Mississippi, and not above
Portsmouth on the Ohio River to New Orleans
1
On risks above Portsmouth on the Ohio River, or above Alton on the Mississippi
River, or from places on the Missouri River
1J to 4
All the above premiums are to be in addition to the premiums for the sea pas
sages, in case the risks are united.
On risks from northern
Foreign
ports in Ports
the United
in the
States
Gulf
to Vera
of Mexico.
Cruz, quicksilver ex
cepted
Do.

do.

do.

do

on quicksilver,
vice versa, on goods,
do.
on specie,
On risks from Tampico and other foreign ports in the Gulf of Mexico, to a north
ern port in the United States, on merchandise
vice versa,
Do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
on specie,
On risks clearing on and after 10th July, and prior to the 15th October, an addi
tional premium of J per cent. on specie, and J per cent. on other risks.

2J
2
1J
H
2
2J
1J

Onports
risksnot
from
to West
leeward
ports India
inof
the
Porto
United
Risks,
RicoStates
and Risks
to Curacao,
to Ports
and
on to
theallMain.
West India

lj

vice versa,
On specie, either way
On risks from ports in the United States to ports to leeward of Porto Rico, in
cluding Jamaica, Cuba, and ports on the Main, north and west of and includ
ing Laguira
,
vice versa,

li
\

l1
1{

Marine Insurance.'
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If from Havana or Matanzas, with special averages, less than the whole shipper cent.
ment, an additional premium of
on specie,
On risks clearing after 10th July foror from the West India Islands, on and after
the 15th July, and prior to the 5ih October, an additional premium is to be
charged of \ per cent. on specie, and £ per cent. on other risks.
On risks from northern portsSouth
in the American
United States
Risks.
to Rio Grande or Buenos

}
1

Ayres
On risks from northern ports in the United States to Montevideo

2
vice versa. 2
1J
vice versa, lJ
On risks from northern ports in the United States to other ports in Brazil
1\
vice versa, lj
Cape Horn and Cape of Good Hope Risks.
On risks to a port beyond the Cape of Good Hope
1}
On risks to a port beyond the Cape of Good Hope, with liberty of one or more
ports, an addition, outward, of
}
homeward, }
out and home, double rates.
On risks to a port round Cape Horn, if not north of Lima
2
On risks to a port round Cape Horn, if north of Lima
2J
out and home, double rates.
On risks on the return passages, the same premiums, except specie, J per cent. less
than other merchandise from round Cape Horn.
On risks (excepting whaling risks) to ports round the Cape of Good Hope, 4 per
cent. per annum. If to ports round Cape Horn, 4 per cent. per annum. If north of
Lima, 5 percent. per annum.
All renewals or extensions to be charged at not less than the new rates.
All risks on deck, treble the under deck premiums.
Risks on cargo by vessels bound round Ca|,e Horn not to be insured in series of less
than twenty packages of dry goods, and each description of other goods.
In policies covering two passages, or on out and home risks, the premiums for both
the single passages are to be united.
Specie by vessels of war not included in the aforesaid rates.

CLAUSES AXD REGULATIONS
OF THE NEW YORK INSURANCE COMPANIES.
January 1, 1840.
Particular Averages.
Cotton to be classed in parcels of not less than ten bales each, according to the suc
cession of the marks and numbers in the invoice, and the average shall be allowed on
each parcel exclusively, if amounting to live percent. on such parcel, and not otherwise.
The excesses over the parcels of ten bales each to form a separate class, and to be sub
ject to average, if damaged, to the extent of five per cent on ten bales.
Sugar, not less than fifty boxes, or twenty hogsheads, of successive numbers, as
above, if amounting to seven per cent.
Coffee, not less than one hundred bags, if amounting to ten per cent., or twenty
hogsheads or fifty barrels, if amounting to five per cent., of successive numbers, as
above, or five per cent. on the whole shipment, provided the whole shipment be not less
than two hundred bags.
Rice, not less than fifty tierces, of successive numbers, as above.
Tobacco, subject to ten per cent., average, in lots of not less than 10 hogsheads, do.
Tobacco stems, not to be insured subject to a less average than twenty per cent. on
the entire lot.
Segars and Indian meal, not to be insured subject to "a less average than ten per cent.
on the entire lot.
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Russia duck, diapers, burlaps, and ticklenburgs, if from Europe, ten per cent. on the
entire lot, and average 10 per cent.
Grain, coastwise, do. 10 per cent.
Sugar, coffee, rice, cocoa, pepper,
On Cargo
and pimento,
to Marseilles.
warranted free from particular ave
rage, if the property is discharged at the port of Marseilles.
Voyages beyond the Cape of Good Hope.
Silks and other dry goods to be classed in parcels of not less than ten packages each,
according to the succession of the marks ana numbers in the invoice ; and each kind
of teas to be considered as one class, and to be subject to average, as if separately in
sured, on such of the classes as may amount to five per cent., and not otherwise.
Cassia (except in boxes) and floor matting, if insured separately from other cargo,
to be free of average under twenty per cent, on the entire lot.
Warranted free from loss or expense by capture, seizure, or detention by the Chinese,
and also free from loss by blockade ; but if turned off, the ship to proceed to a near
open port.
General Regulations.
If goods are designated by different marks, without being numbered successively,
and the average of the marks do not fall below the quantity on which partial loss Is
allowed as above, each mark may be separately insured.
Policies terminating outwards, with a return premium — and policies with a return
premium, for ports not used — and policies on time — to have the words added after the
return of premium — " no loss being claimed."
In policies on time, with liberty to extend the same — such extension to be for a defi
nite time, instead of stipulating to bring the vessel into port under the original agree
ment. A return premium, however, tobe allowed for each entire month of the extended
time not used — no loss being claimed.
No conditional liberties shall be stipulated for, unless the premium thereon is paid or
secured at the time the risk is taken.
No fire risk on shore to be taken prior to the inception of the marine risk, except at a
premium of } per cent.
Damaged goods to be sold on the same credit as the sound ; or if sold for cash, the
appraisement of sound value to be for cash, and certificates of the sound value and of
damages to be under oath.
In cases of total loss, affidavits to be required as to other insurances, and in cases of
claims for returns of premiums exceeding the sum of twenty dollars, an affidavit to be
required stating the fact on which the claim is founded.
No damage to be allowed for goods injured by spots, without evidence of actual con
tact with sea water.

RATES OF PREMIUMS ON LAKE RISKS.
January 1, 1840.
DESTINATION.

BY STEAMBOATS.

BY SAILING VES'LS.

III
.~,2

.h
113

IIII!
ill

From BUFFALO to places on LAKE ERIE, )
not west of CLEVELAND
$
From do. to do. not west of DETROIT
From BUFFALO to places beyond DE- 1
TROIT, and not south of the south end of >
GREEN BAY,
)
From BUFFALO to CHICAGO,
From do. to other places on LAKE MICHI-)
GAN, south of GREEN BAY
\

1

n

M
H
21

n
2

3

■I

3*

Inland Insurance.
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Goods on deck not covered by the policy unless an additional premium thereon is paid.
If the risks commence at New York, J per cent, to be added to the above rates.
If they go via Lake Ontario, } per cent, to be added to the above rates.
The above dates to be calculated from leaving the shipping port on the Lakes.
Seven days to be allowed from the day of leaving New York, to reach the shipping
place on the Lake.
INLAND RISKS.
t*V5t!?
From New York to Providence, 1
"
" Boston,
> per steam. J
"New Haven, J
"
" places on the North River, above the Highlands,
"
" Buffalo, via Erie Canal
"
"Philadelphia
"
"Pittsburg
"Wheeling,
"
"Cincinnati
"
"Louisville,
"Memphis,
"
'• Vicksburg,
"
"Natchez,
"
" New Orleans,
"St.Louis,
"
" Galena, via Pittsburg
"
" Terra Haute, on the Wabash
"
" Peoria, on the Illinois,
"
" Tuscumbia,
" places over the Muscle Shoals
From Pittsburg to Galena,
'. St. Louis to Independence, Mo.
" New York to
do.
via Pittsburg

}
J
}
}
i
}
}
}
1
l}
lj
11
2
2J
I{
2J
1J
2
IJ
2J
2
1J
3}

TARIFF OF PREMIUMS,
adopted by the boston insurance companies,
September 11, 1839.
furnished for the merchants' magazine by joseph bai.ch, esq., pbes. mer. ins. co.
From Boston to Ports and Albany
Places on
andthe
Buffalo.
Lakes and Western Rivers, via

Leaving Boston between April 1 and November 1.
BY SAILINQ VESSELS.

HY STEAMBOAT.

LEAVING BUFFALO BEFORE.

To Cleaveland, Ohio
To Detroit

To Green Bay
To Chicago
To Michigan City
To other Ports south of Green Bay
on Lake Michigan
To Cincinnati, Ohio
To Louisville, Ky

1st Sep. 1st Oct. After. 1st Sep. 1st Oct After.
1
ii
i;
2J
3.
25
1J
1:

1!

U

H
1':

il

n

n

U

8J
2.3
.li

2;
•J;

'-'8
3J

:i:

3}

4}

4

33

H
U

u
2

35
H
1J

3}
2;

2}

li
13
23
33
41
41
2}
21

t per cent. to be added to the above rates on vessels leaving Boston between 1st No
vember and 1st April.
N. B. — } to J should be added to winter risks for hazard of ice in the Ohio.
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To Western Ports and Places, via Philadelphia and Pittsburg, and via
Baltimore and Wheeling.
Leaving Eoston between April 1 and November 1.
Via Philadelphia, Railroad, Canals, Pitts-'. Via Baltimore, by National Road, Wheelburg, irc.
|
ing. <|'-c.
To Philadelphia
! (To Baltimore
}
To Pittsburg
3 JTo Wheeling
J
To Cincinnati
U To Cincinnati
1
To Louisville
1 i To Louisville
1J
To St. Louis
2 |To St. Louis
1{
j to be added to the above rates on vessels leaving Boston between 1st November and
1st April, on risks to Philadelphia and Pittsburg.
N. B.— J to } per cent. should be added to winter risks, for hazard of ice in the Ohio.

To andfromplaces on the Southern and Western Rivers in the United States.
MISSISSIPPI AND TRIBUTARIES.

On the Mississippi River.
Out-.
Home.
From Boston to New Orleans
1 1-2
I 1-2
"
to places between New Orleans and Red River
13-4
12-3
"
"
Red River and Vicksburg, including V. 2
15-6
"
"
Vicksburg and Arkansas River
2 1-4
2
"
"
Arkansas River & Randolph, incl'ngR. 2 1-2
2 1-6
"
"
Randolph and the Ohio River
2 3-4
2 1-3
"
"
the Ohio and Illinois Rivers
3
21-2
"
"
Illinois River & Warsaw, including W. 3 1-4
22-3
"
"
Warsaw and Ouisconsin River
4
3 1-6
"
to places on and above the Ouisconsin, not less than
4
31-6
Half per cent, to be added on vessels leaving Boston or New Orleans in August, Sep
tember, or October.
A deduction of a quarter per cent. may be made on each passage to or from the Gulf
of Mexico, on cotton, metals, and salted provisions in casks.
Table of Places on the Mississippi, classed according to the above arrangement, tritk
the Distances from New Orleans, and Rate of Premium.
:Above New Orleans to Red Nov. 1 to
River.
Aug. 1
83 [Donaldsonville .
140 Baton Rouge...
176 Bayou Sara. . .
St. Francisville .

Above Randolph to Ohio Nov. 1 to
River,
Aug. 1.
2j

i.
i,
Above Ohio River to Illi
nois River.

n

Above Red Rirer, to and in
cluding Vicksburg.

1199 Kaskaskia
1250 St. Louis . .
1274 Alton

297 Natchez ....
396 Grand Gulf.
412 Vicksburg..

e Above the Illinois, to andincludins Warsaw.
1431 Uuincy ..
1470 Warsaw.

Above Vicksburg to Arkan
sas River.

487 Princeton .

2i

Above Arkansas River, to
and including Randolph.
815 Memphis .
as:: Randolph.

2$

31

-:Above Warsaw to the Ouis
consin.
1510
1G17
17«
1815

Burlington
Rock Island, foot of Rapids
Galena
Prairie du Chien

Half per cent. to be added on vessels leaving Boston or New Orleans in August,
September, or October.

Inland Insurance.
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On Red River.
Out.
From Boston to "places beyond
not above
Alexandria
Natchitoches,
Alexandria
andnot
notless
beyond
thanNatchitoches 32 34
1-2

On the Ouachita or Black River, falling into Red River.
From Boston to places not above Harrisonburg
beyond Harrisonburg not less than
On Arkansas River.
From Boston to places not above Arkansas
beyond, and not above Little Rock
beyond, and not above Fort Gibson, (Mo. Ter.)
"
beyond Fort Gibson, not less than
On the Ohio River.
From Boston to Trinity,
places beyond,
111
as high as Louisville
"
"
"
"

Home.
221-6
21-3
1-2

2 1-2
3

2 1-6
2 1-2

21-2
3 1-2
5 1-2
6

2 1-6
2 5-6
41-6
4 1-2

2 3-4
7-8

21-3
2 5-12

Cincinnati
Portsmouth
Gallipolis
Wheeling

3
3 1-8
331-4
3-8

2 1-2
2 7-12
22-3
2 3-4

to places" beyond Pittsburg,
"
not
Pittsburg
less than

31-2
3 1-2

225-6
5-6

"
"
"

"
"
"

,
On Tennessee River, falling into the Ohio.
From Boston to Florence or Tuscumbia
3
21-2
"
to Muscle Shoals, and beyond
31-2
2 5-6
On Cumberland River, falling into the Ohio.
From Boston to Nashville
3
21-2
Half per cent, to be added on vessels leaving Boston or New Orleans
in August, September, or October.
On the Kentucky River, falling into the Ohio.
On Kentucky River
3 1-4
2 2-3
On the Wabash, falling into the Ohio.
From Boston to Mount Carmel, (mouth of White River,)
3
21-2
"
to Lafayette, Terra Haute, Covington, &c
31-4
2 2-3
"
to places beyond, not less than
3 1-2
2 5-6
On While River, falling into the Wabash.
On White River
3 1-2
2 5-6
On the Missouri.
From Boston to Booneville
5
3 5-6
"
to Lexington
6
4 1-2
"
toLiberty
61-4
4 2-3
"
to Independence
6 1-2
4 5-6
"
to Council Bluffs
On the Illinois River.
From Boston to Peoria
3 1-2
2 5-6
On Rock River.
On Rock River
4
3 1-6
On Ouiseonsin River.
On the Ouisconsin River
41-2
31-9
N. B. — A deduction of a quarter per cent. may be made on each passage, to and
from ports in the Gulf of Mexico, on cotton, metals, and salted provisions in casks.
Half per cent. to be added on vessels leaving Boston or New Orleans in August,
September, or October.
To orfrom Places on the Alabama River and Tributaries.
Out. Home.
From Boston to Claiborne, on the Alabama
2
15-6
"
to places on said river beyond Claiborne
2 1-2
2 1-6
'.
to Montgomery, on the Talapoosa
2 3-4
21-3
To Places on the Tombeckbce and Black Warrior Rivers.
From Boston to St. Stephens
2
1 5-6
"
toDemopolis
2 1-4
2
"
to Erie or Gainsville
2 1-2
2 1-6
"
to Tuscaloosa
23-4
21-3
voL. II. — NO. I.

11

S2

Canton Insurance.

Out.
Home.
From Boston to Columbus, Miss
3
2 1-2
to Cotton Gin Port
31-2
2 5-6
N. B.— A deduction of a quarter per cent. may be made on each passage, to or from
ports in the Gulf of Mexico, on cotton, metals, and suited provisions in casks.
Half per cent, to be added on vessels leaving their ports of loading in August, Sep
tember, or October.
On Southern and Western Rivers not previously enumerated.
Appalachicola Rirer and Tributaries.
Out.
Home.
From Boston to Columbus, Geo., on the Chattahochec
3 to 5
2J to 5
N. B.—A deduction of a quarter per cent. may be made on each passage, to or from
ports in the Gulf of Mexico, on cotton, metals, and salted provisions in casks.
Half per cent. to be added on vessels leaving their ports of loading in August, Sep
tember, or October.
Alatamaha. River.
Out.
Home.
From Boston to Macon
1 ;tn 2J
Hto2
N. B —A deduction of a quarter per cent. may be made on cotton, metals, and salted
provisions in casks.
A quarter per cent. to be added on vessels leaving their ports of loading in August,
September, or October.

RATES OP INSURANCE IN CANTON ON FIRST CLASS VESSELS.

Bombay, Ceylon, Madras, Calcutta, Rangoon, Mauritius

Blck
Goods.
and Trsre. and
Cppr.

avoiding the hurricane months, Austral Asia
2J per cent 2 per i
Singapore
1
i
Manilla
1
Malacca, Penang, or Batavia
l
l}
Great Britain or France—one port
2
2l
United States of America—one port
2
»1
Holland or Hamburg
3
*i
Spain or Portugal
3
Bi
East Coast of British North America
81
2
Ports in the River St. Lawrence
3
-'i
Brazils
2}
2
River Plate
35
3
Windward and Leeward Islands, Berbice, Demcrara...
B}
2
Jamaica and St. Domingo
3
*i
Spanish Main, Honduras, Mosquito Shore
1
at
Touching at the Cape of Good Hope between 1st May and 1st
September, ) per cent. additional.
Touching at Singapore, Manilla, or Java, J percent. additional.
For every additional port of discharge, J per cent. additional.
To a port in Chili, except Coquimbo, warranted not to arrive
on the Coast between the 20th May and 20th September
To arrive wilhin those dates
4
U
To Coquimbo and Peru
-'5
For every additionalport touched at, J percent. additional.
To Mexico and the West Coast
2*
From the West Coast of North and South America to China,
warranted not to leave the Coast of Chili, except Coquimbo,
between the 20th May and 20th September
If to leave the Coast of Chili, except Coquimbo, between those
dates
To or from the Sandwich Islands
Risks at Lintin, J per cent. per month.
On the East Coast of China, 1 per cent. per month.
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FIRE INSURANCE.

A Table of the Liabilities of the Insurance Companies on thefire in Cedar
street, on the night of the 1Uh December, 1839, and the amount ofcapital
of each Company sustaining a loss.
NAMES OF COMPAHIB.

Jefferson
Mutual
City
Eagle
Merchants'
Manhattan
Equitable
ALtna
Brooklyn
Contributionship
Williamsburg . .
North American.
Georgia
Globe
Greenwich
East River
Firemen's

Losses.

Capital
of Cos.

NAMES OF COMPANIES.

Losses.

Capital
of Cos.

$30,000 300,000
812,000 9900,000 Howard
11,000 250,000
10,000 350,000 United States.
15,000 Unlimt'd
10,000 210.000 Safety
15,000 200,003
20,000 500,000 New York. ..
10,000 300,000
25,0001 500 000 Guardian
10,000 350,000
25,000 350.000 North River..
300,000,
12.000
358,000 6,062,000
15,000 200,000
15,000
5,000 102,001)1 American , Boston
15,000
15,000 300.000J Merchants', Boston
5,000 150.000, Manufacturers', Boston. 10,00:1
10,000
5,000 250,000: Hartford, Conn
5,003
Protection, Conn
25,000
20,000 500,000|
413,000
8,000 200,000
50,000
30,000 250,000 In London.
25,000 300,000
463,000
INCREASE OF PREMIUMS.

At a meeting of officers of Fire Insurance Companies, held the 16ih inst., it was
unanimously resolved, to increase the rate of premiums on all stores and merchandise
to the extent of 25 percent. when the building is forty feet high, or under; 33J per
cent. when the building is over forty feet and not over fifty; and 50 per cent, when the
building is over fifty feet high.

BANK STATISTICS.
THE BANK OF AMSTERDAM.

This bank was established as early as the year 1609, when the United Provinces
had concluded an armstice with Spain. The object of its establishment was purely
commercial, and not auxiliary to the Government of the Federated Provinces.
Amsterdam at this period was a vast mart of commerce, und a port of intrepot : it
was a constant fair, where people of all climes assembled, and the products of lands
exchanged. This great commerce brought to Amsterdam coins of all the countries of
Europe, often much used, which reduced the value of this money in circulation nine
per cent. below the value of the coinage. The moment this new coinage appeared, it
was bought up and melted, or exported. Merchants, in this state of things, were un
able to procure a sufficient quantity to meet the demands of bills of exchange, which
consequently were subject to very variable rates.
To remedy this convenience, and to fix permanently, the value of the current money
of the country, the merchants of Amsterdam established a bank upon the plan of that
of Venice. All coins foreign and domestic, old and new, were received by the bank
at their intrinsic value. The money thus deposited in the bank was repaid in good
money of the country, after deducting the expenses of coining, and some small charge
for the administration of the bank. The amount remaining, after this small deduction,
was placed as a credit upon the books of the bank, and was called bank money. AU
bills of exchange were thus negotiated for bank money.
The bank professed never to lend any portion of its funds in deposit. For every
florin credited upon its books, there was a llorin of coin in the vaults of the bank.—
Every depositer was at liberty to withdraw at any moment the amount in coin, which
stood to his credit upon the books of the bank. Such was the fidelity of the bank to
its engagements, that when Louis XIV. invaded Holland in 1672, the greater part of its
creditors demanded their deposits and received them without embarrassment or delay.
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One hundred and fifty years after its establishment, the bank contrary to its original
purposes, consented to make advances to the East India Company. At the period of
the French invasion, more than forty years ago, the directors ol the bank were compell
ed to acknowledge that it had lent at different times, in the course of fifty years, to the
East India Company, and to the Provinces of Holland and West Frise, and to the
city of Amsterdam, more than 10,000,000 of florins, or five millions of dollars. Thus,
whilst the books of the bank were regularly balanced, there existed this deficit in its
vaults. It was no longer able to meet its engagements ; and the declaration was equi
valent to a bankruptcy. Accordingly bank money, which until then bore an agio
of five per cent. (a premium to that moment) in its favor, suffered a reduction of 16
per cent. below the current money of the country.
The amount at any time in the vaults of this bank has been matter of public curio
sity. The celebrated banker, Mr. Hope, estimates it at 33,000,000 of florins, or 15,000000 of dollars in round numbers.
The city of Amsterdam derives a considerable revenue from the bank. Every per
son on opening an account with it pays ten florins, and for every new account, three
florins. For every transfer of credit upon the books, two stivers are paid, and if the
sum be under three hundred florins six stivers are charged. Besides that charged for
the deposit of ingots, which yielded an annual revenue of 200,000 florins.

BANKS OF NEW YORK.

Aggregate Statement of all the chartered Banks of the State of New York,
distinguishing between those located in the city of New York, and else
where, January 1, 1839, from official documents.
RESOURCES.

Forty-six
Twenty two Twenty-eight]
New York Long Island country B'ts
ifNorth
Ri
<f. two bran
City Banks.
ver Banks
ches.
Loans and Discounts
Real Estate
Slocks
Overdrafts
Personal Estate
Expenses
Bank Fund
Specie
Notes of other Solvent Banks
Checks and other Cash Items
Due from other Banks
Other Investments

Total.

$35,947,375 814,876,763 $17,476,?48 $68,300 486
1,3?5,130
£03,276
066,249
2,557.655
776,20'
127,46!"
7,94^
911,623
119,945
35,471)
27,703
183,118
ll,.r>21
4,481
13,782
29.784
63,514
92,416
F6.K7-2
242,682
404,951
138,!'06
196 350
710,217
5,008.353
727.96:
866,3<!3
6,6:)2,708
2,235,2*
8i9,103
842,774
3,907,137
2,207,171
122,066
509,15'
2.838,694
7,665,5-13
2,752,746
3,704,651
14,122940
41,356
145.187
186,543
$100,623,587
LIABILITIES.

Capital
Circulation
Loans on Time
Profits
Deposits on Debts
Dividends unpaid
Due Canal Fund
Deposits
Due other b'ks & corporations

20,161,20il
5,494,243
392,111
3,200,734
54,647
393,727
1,890,318
13.200,713
11,100,505

7,285,260
5,201 ,567

9,355 000
8,6^7,339

100,030

1,373 2S7
40,337
52 41)9
625,815
2,8HI, 166
3,184,523

1,573,215
180,796
81,770
775,580
2.308,165
1,039,070

,e01,460
,373.149
492,111
,147 236
275,780
527,996
,291,713
,370,044
,314.098
8100,623,587

Independent Treasury.
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S YNOPSIS of a billTHE
to impose
INDEPENDENT
duties as depositaries
TREASURY.
upon certain public officers, to
appoint receivers general of public money, and to regulate the safe keeping, transfer
and disbursement of the public moneys of Ike United Stales.
Section 1. Rooms, vaults and safes to be provided at the seat of government, for
keeping the public moneys under the control of the Treasurer ofthe United Slates, and
declared to be the Treasury of the Ijnited States.
Sec. 2 The Mint of the United States, at Philadelphia, and the Branch Mint at New
Orleans to be places of deposits of the public moneys, under the custody of the treasu
rers of said Mint and Branch Mint.
Sec. 3. Rooms, vaults and safes to be provided within the custom-houses in NewYork
Sec.and
4. Boston,
Offices, for
with
keeping
rooms,thevaults
publicand
moneys
safes,under
to betheerected
custodyat ofCharleston
receivers general.
and St.
Louis for keeping the public moneys under the custody of receivers general.
Sec. 5. The President and Senate to appoint four receivers general of public moneys
to hold their offices four years.
Sec. 6. The public moneys to be kept safely, without loaning, or using, by all officers
having them in custody, who are to act as fiscal agents, and perform all duties required
by law as such agents.
Sec. 7.8. Treasurers
Other depositaries
and receivers
of the public
generalmoneys
to give tobonds
give bonds
with sureties.
withsureties.
Sec. 9. AH collectors and receiversof public money to pay over moneys in their hands
to treasurers and receivers general, at least once a month.
Sec. 10. The Secretary of the Treasury may transfer the public moneys from the
hands of any depositary, as their safety or the public convenience may require.
Sec. 11. The moneys in the hands of depositaries to be held as deposited to the
credit of the Treasurer ofthe United States, subject to his draft ; depositaries to make
returns.
Sec. 12. When moneys accumulate in the hands ofcertain depositaries, they may in
certain cases be specially deposited in banks, in the states where such depositaries are
located.
Sec. 13. The special deposits authorized by the last section, shall be on the follow
ing conditions:— 1st. They are not to be used by the banks for loans or discounts ;
and safes may be provided, or oiher guards adopted to secure their safe-keeping. 2d.
Nothing but gold or silver, or notes, bills, or paper issued under the authority of the
United States, to be sodeposited. 3d. Such moneys to be passed to the credit of the de
positary, but not to be withdrawn without the order of the Secretary of the Treasury.
4th. The banks receiving such deposits to be allowed a commission not exceeding one
eighth of one per cent. on the money deposited.
Sec. 14. Where no bank in the state where depositaries are located, will receive mo
neys as provided for by the foregoing conditions and regulations, the Secretary of the
Treasury may select a bank in an adjoining state, or transfer the moneys to the Treas
ury of the United States, the Mint, Branch Mints, or the offices of receiving general.
Sec. 15. Special agents may be appointed to examine the books, accounts and money
on hand ofdepositaries.
Sec. 16 Farther examinations to be made by certain officers at the close ofeach quarter
ofthe year, and as much more frequently as the Secretary ofthe Treasury shall direct,
of the books, accounts, returns and moneys on hand of depositaries.
Sec. 17. Certain necessary expenses of the officers receiving, keeping and disburs
ing the public moneys to be paid, when authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Sec. 18. Balances in the hands of present depositaries to be drawn with as much
promptitude as convenient.
Sec. 19. Persons having public money to pay to the United States, may pay to the
Treasury of the United Slates, at the Treasury, iheMints, receivers general, &c.
Sec. 20. Officers charged with the safe keeping of the public moneys to make entries
of receipts, &c, and any such officer, converting to his use, in any way, or investing or
loaning such money, to be subject to a fine and imprisonment.
Sec. 21. Until rooms, offices, vaults, and safes can be constructed and prepared, for
certain depositaries, the Secretary of the Treasury to procure suitable rooms, and con
tract for the use of the vaults and safes of banks for the safe keeping of the public
moneys.
Sec. 22. No general order to be made by the Secretary of the Treasury creating a
difference between different branches of revenue, as to the funds in which debts to the
United Slates are to be paid.
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Sec. 23. The Secretary of the Treasury to publish regulations to enforce the speedy
presentation of government drafts for payment.
Sec. 24. Salaries of the receivers general fixed, and the said receivers are prohibited
from charging or receiving any oiher compensation for any official service, under pain
of fine and imprisonment.
Sec. 25 The Treasurer of the United States, authorized to receive payments in ad
vance for public lands and receipt for the same ; said receipts to be taken at the land
offices as cash, but not to be transferable.
Sec. 26. Ten thousand dollars appropriated for constructing offices and purchasing
sites therefor.
Sec. 27. A sufficient sum appropriated for expenses other than those before provided
for.

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
CANAL COMMERCE OF OHIO.

The following statistical tables will enable our readers to judge with accuracy ofthe
amount of business transacted at Cleveland, Ohio. It presents a more full comparative
statement of the canal business nt that point, in different years, than any heretofore
published. We are indebted to N. C. Winslow, Esq., for the documents from which
these tables are compiled.
Receipts of Wheat and Flour and Clearance of Merchandise at Cleveland, 1839.
meat.
Flour.
Md<e.
April
93,734 bush.
22,524 bbls.
2G1.496 lbs.
May
270,470
63,006
2,879,763
June,
206.080
44,704
2,668,577
July
58,117
13,778
1,280,6-25
August,
63,311
11,756
2,597,991
September
306 763
28,283
3,044,24G
October
377,115
46,448
3,580.347
November
135,180
34,283
1,116,511

April
May
June
July,
August
September,
October,
November

1,515,800
264,842
Cleared, 1839—Salt, Gypsum, Fish.
Salt.
Gt/psum.
767 bis.
442,075 lbs.
8,711
294,932
14,491
123,239
13,696
125,337
14,349
28763
15,696
261,395
24.548
496,198
17,582
667,200

17,429,556
Fisk.
1,550 bis.
1,933
2001
1,090
538
701
571
444

109,843
2,439,139
8,828
Property on which toll is charged by weight and tolls.
Arrived.
Cleared.
Tolls.
April
15,423,614 lbs.
2,368,120 lbs.
$4,484 571
May
38,616,573
8,761,521
19,057 361
June
31,216,818
8,614,606
20,159 13
July
11,483,336
6,742,415
14,824 65
August,
8556,011
7,980,786
18,833 831
September,
26,944,626
9 068,881
20,331 56.
October,
34,079,607
12,052,856
25,553 46
November......
18,426,962
8,144,071
13,346 62
134,750,547

63,733,256

137,091 20
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The aggregates of sundry articles received and cleared al Cleveland the past three
years are thus exhibited :
Wheat and Flour received at Cleveland by Canal to December 1, for the years stated.
Received.
1837.
1838.
1839.
Wheat, bushels,
518,206
1,228,521
1,515,800
Flour, barrels,
202,957
252,745
264,842
Cleared.
Salt, bbls.
62,857
62,838
109,843
Lake Fish, bis.
6,026
7,282
8,828
Gypsum, lbs.
1,452,570
1,841,488
2,439,139
Merchandise,*
8,663,e87
16,946,453
17,429,550
Reducing the wheat to its equivalent in flour, viz. five bushels per barrel, and we
have the following comparison of the receipts of those articles :
Aggregates to Dec. 1,
1837.
1838.
1839.
Flour, bbls.
202,957
282,745
264 842
Wheat,
109,641
215,704
303,160
Totals,

312,598

528,449

568,002

* This amount is for the entire year 1837, and may probably include some Merchan
dise cleared after December 1st.

A Table of Duties on Flour, graduated by the Price of Sacks of Flour and
Quarters of Wheat.
TABLE OP DUTIES.
A sack of flour weighs 240 pounds, a barrel of American four 196 pounds ; conse
quently, a barrel of flour is seven tenths of a sack by weight. The relative vulue is as
A
follows:
sack of flour
At 70s. equals a barrel at
At 68s. "
"
At 66s. "
"
At 61s. "
"
At 60s.
62s. "
"

49s.
47s.
46s.
44s.
43s.
42s.

Od.
6d.
3d.
9d.
5d.
Od.

At 58s.
At 56s.
At 54s.
At 52s.
At50s.

40s.
39s.
37s
36s.
35s.

5d.
8d.
9d.
6d.
Od.

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

Duly upon a Quarter of Wheat.
(Eight Bushels.)
At 73s. average
Is. Od
At 72s. "
2s. 8d
At 71s. "
6s. 8d
At 70s. '*
10s. 8d
At 69s. "
13s. 8d
At 68s. "
16s. 8d
At 67s. "
18s. 8d
At 66s. "
20s. 8d
At 65s. "
21s. 8d
At 64s. "
22s. 8d

Relative Duty upon a Barrel of
American Flour.
0s. 7Jd.
Is. 7Jd.
4s. 0,d.
6s. 5d.
8s. 2d.
10s. OJd.
lis. 2jd.
12s. 5,d.
13s. Old.
13s. 7»d.
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Misedlaneous.
MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

The annual election for officers of this important Institution, comprising a President,
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and eight Directors, will take place on Wednes
day the 15th inst.
Elijah Ward Esq., we regret to state, has declined being considered a candidate for
reelection to the Presidency, an office which he has filled with so much honor to him
self and credit to the Association. Our intercourse with this gentleman, has been of
such a nature, as to secure our highest esteem for his many private and public virtues*
and we should be wanting in gratitude were we to suffer the present opportunity to pass,
without thus publicly tendering to him our warmest thanks for the interest he has
manifested in the success of the Merchants' Magazine, and of our humble endeavors to
promote the prosperity of an institution so honorable to the liberality of the Merchants
of New York, and second perhaps, in its moral, intellectual, and practical tendencies
to none in the country.
DONATIONS TO THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

The Board of Directors have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of Donations.
Of Booksfrom Thomas H. Genire, William Emerson, P. Bekcart, S. F. Crawford,
George Zabriskie, Freeman Hunt, Hon. Horace Mann, Cornelius Matthews, John
Keese, Prof. D. Olmsted.
Of Autographs from Hon. Ogden Hoffman, Giles M. HiUyer, John H. Redfield,
Hon. C. C. Cambreleng, George Zabriskie, G. L. Ford.
Of Minerals from Rev. Charles Fox, Samuel Sloan, E. C. Bramhall, James E. Goll,
John H. Redfield, M. Newberry, James Sorley.
TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

In presenting to our numerous subscribers the first number of the second half-yearly
volume of the Merchants' Magazine and Commercial Review, we cannot allow the
opportunity to pass without expressing our unfeigned thanks for the liberal patronage
we have received, and the valuable literary assistance which has been tendered to us
by many of the most eminent writers in the United States. The success which has
hitherto attended our efforts to supply a deficiency in the mercantile literature of our
country, and place within the reach of the great business community, the most useful
information on subjects of paramount interest, has, we are gratified to say, placed the
work beyond the reach of contingency ; and neither pains, exertions, nor expense, will
be spared on our part, to give it additional value on every point which can command
attention or secure the liberal support of an enlightened community.
While it is our principal object to deal in facts, and furnish information of per
manent value on all matters pertaining, in the largest and most comprehensive sense, to
the great commercial interests of the country, our pages will be ever open to the liberal
and temperate discussion of those important topics to which the Magazine is devoted.
Several valuable papers prepared for the present number, are unavoidably postponed.
Among them are—
1. Mercantile Law Cases.
2. The Theory or Profits, by George Tucker, Professor of Moral Philosophy in
the University of Virginia, Member of the American Philosophical Society, and au
thor of the " Theory of Money and Banks," etc.
3. Life Insurance, by E. W. Sloughton, Esq.
4. Full and accurate Reports of the Lectures on Meteorology delivered by Professor
Dcnnison Olmsted, before the Mercantile Library Association of New York, etc.

H U N T'S

MERCHANTS'

MAGAZINE.

FEBRUARY,

1840.

Art. I.— THE THEORY OF PROFITS.— No. I.
I know not whether the science of political economy is more fruitful
of controversy because it is comparatively new, or because it treats of
wealth, which in so many ways interests both our patriotism and our
self-love, or, lastly, by reason of its inherent difficulty ; but so it is, that
no other branch of knowledge has, of late years, given rise to so much
disputation as this. It abounds in controverted theories and unsettled
problems ; with its best established truths there mingle divers doubts and
qualifications; and the honest inquirer into its principles, on consulting its
most approved teachers, is sure to find that diversity which has so cha
racterized other doctors as to have grown into a proverb. For the truth
of these remarks, one has only to recollect the various theories of rent,
wages, and profits — the conflicting opinions on the policy of poor laws,
the numerous answers that have been given to Malthus's views on popu
lation — and lastly, the countless systems and speculations on paper credit
and banks.
To whatever cause we may ascribe all this discordance, the effect has
been unfortunate. While so much of the science has been debateable
ground for its adepts, the lookers on, constituting the mass of the com
munity, have come to the conclusion, that such frequent controversy
proves the inherent uncertainty of the subject itself ; and they turn away
from the angry disputants under the conviction that the complicated
concerns of national wealth are not capable of being reduced to the re
gular form of a science, or if they are, that the work has not yet been
achieved. To this cause of the want of faith in the precepts of political
economy, may be added the occasional variance between some prevalent
theories and well known facts, or the current events of trade. The re
sult has been, that hundreds of intelligent minds, who have not made this
branch of knowledge the subject of their particular study, regard it with
somewhat of the same distrust as cautious men have always regarded
the search after the philosopher's stone, or as those of our day, who are
VOL. II. NO. u.
12
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Theory of Profit*.

not imbued with sanguine credulous tempers, view the pretensions of
phrenology and animal magnetism.
But however the votaries of the science may deplore the discredit into
which it has fallen, as creating a serious obstacle to its advancement, let
them not despair. If they believe as I do, that every important principle
involved in the science is capable of satisfactory demonstration, and that
every question now agitated will in time be definitively settled, let them
persevere in their investigations, and, confident that truth will finally pre
vail, let them redouble their efforts to hasten a consummation so auspi
cious to the best interests of society. To effect this, it is not enough that
they succeed in discovering truth, they must also be able to exhibit her
to others in her just colors and fair proportions ; in other words, they
must reason logically as well as think rightly.
Political economy is essentially a science of analysis, and its principles
never can be settled until its phenomena have been carefully analyzed
and traced up to their elements, which are to be found partly in the phy
sical condition of each country, and partly in the moral nature of man.
Much, indeed, has been done in this way, but much yet remains to be
done ; and, where a theory or problem is yet unsettled, the fact may al
ways be traced to a faulty or defective analysis — either some important
element has been omitted, or some unessential concomitant has been sup
posed to be an element. These inaccuracies, however unimportant they
may at first seem, may, when applied to details, branch out into nume
rous, and often serious, errors. Of this, the theory of profits, as derived
from that of rent, and which has been so extensively adopted both in Eng
land and this country, appears to me to afford a striking illustration.
Believing that theory to be altogether unsound, and that the profits of
capital have never been subjected to a just or philosophical analysis by
the modern school of political economy, I propose now to examine the
subject ; but, for that purpose, it will be first necessary to consider the
theory of rent, with which, according to the doctrines of that school, the
theory of profits is inseparably connected.
Rent is the profit which the owner of land receives for its temporary
use, and it has its origin in the following circumstances : All mankind de
rive the means of their subsistence from the earth, and though its sponta
neous products are few and scanty, they are capable of being greatly
augmented by human labor employed in cultivation. When thus aided,
they are able, in fertile land, to yield annually enough to support the la
bor that cultivated it, and a large surplus besides. This surplus the
owner of the soil may convert into a profit or rent as soon as he can find
purchasers for it; and these he is sure to find, by reason of the tendency
of mankind to increase until they have reached the level of subsistence.
Those who are without land, impelled by the strongest of all impulses,
will give their labor, or the products of their labor, in exchange for food,
and the demand thus created will, soon or late, absorb the surplus, how
ever large. If the owner of land does not choose to cultivate it himself,
he can generally obtain the same, or nearly the same, profit from others,
in the form of rent for its temporary use.
Rent, therefore, arises from two causes : first, the fertility of the soil,
whether native or adventitious ; and secondly, the physical and moral
nature of man, which make him dependent on the earth for his sustenance,
and impel him to the multiplication of his species. To the first, the
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owner of the soil owes the fund from which rent is derived ; to the se
cond, the effective demand. Take away either — let the land produce
no more than is sufficient to support the lahor which cultivates it, or let
the population have no tendency to increase while fertile land is abundant,
and there would be no rent ; but let the two circumstances concur, and
rent is the necessary consequence.
Rent, after the land has once afforded it, is commonly progressive. It
continues to rise with every successive increase of numbers. Those who
are without land must exchange their labor or its products with the own
ers of the soil for the means of subsistence; and, as in this exchange, ench
party gives as little, and gets as much, as he can, the rate of exchange
between labor and food will depend on the double competition between
the producers on the one hand, and the purchasing consumer on the
other : when land is plenty, and population thin, raw produce will
commonly exchange for the amount of labor expended in producing it.
Competition among the producers will prevent it from bringing much
more, and unless it brought that much it would not be produced. Labor
being then at its highest price, and raw produce at its lowest, rents, con
sequently, will also be very low. But as population increases, which it is
sure to do when food is abundant, the consumption of raw produce will
also increase, until the whole of the fertile land is taken into cultivation,
when competition among the consumers will cause them to give more and
more labor in exchange for food, so that the compensation which the la
borer will receive, will gradually fall from the quantity of raw produce
he could raise to that which he could consume ; or, in other words, the
price of raw produce would rise from the small amount of labor expended
in producing it to the large amount it could support.
If the raw produce required for the laborer's support were fixed as to
quality and quantity, rents could not increase after all the land which was
fertile enough to afford that support had been taken into cultivation ; but
man is sustained by a variety of aliment, and according to the character of
that aliment can the same soil support a greater or less number. Thus,
the same portion of land which would enable one individual to consume
animal food liberally, would support two if bread was the chief article of
his subsistence, and four or five if it were potatoes. The tendency of
mankind to multiply, so long as they can find subsistence, is constantly
compelling a part of the laboring class to pass from the dearer to the
cheaper kinds of aliment, so that the competition of increasing numbers
not only causes the individual laborer to give more and more of his labor
for food, but enables the same soil to support a greater number of labor
ers, and thus still further augments the labor, or, in other words, the rent,
which the owner can receive for the surplus that remains after defray
ing the expense of cultivation.
Rent, then, may be regarded as a qualified monopoly possessed by the
owners of the soil, of which man's tendency to increase his species and
his capacity to cheapen his consumption enables them to profit.
During the progressive rise in the price of raw produce, which is the
effect of the growth of population, and the cause of the rise of rents, va
rious expedients will be resorted to for the purpose of lessening or check
ing this increase of price, by adding to the supply of food. These will be,
1, by cultivating less fertile or less accessible soils ; 2, by expending
more labor and capital on those already in cultivation ; 3, by importing
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food from foreign countries where it is cheaper ; or, 4, lastly, by the intro
duction of more prolific vegetable species, and by more skilful modes of
husbandry.
Of these expedients, only the two last can render raw produce cheaper
by increasing the supply ; but should population continue to increase,
their effect on the price of food would be but temporary. The power of
doubling its numbers, which every community possesses when it can find
the means of subsistence, would soon overtake the additional supply, be
it what it might. And while these improvements would then have had
the effect of increasing rents, they would not have permanently benefited
the mere consumers. But the two first expedients cannot lower the
price of raw produce, they merely retard its further advancement. They
owe their existence to the previous rise of raw produce, and consequent
reduction of the wages of labor, whereby it is found advantageous to cul
tivate lands which, without such change in the relative prices of raw pro
duce and labor, would not have repaid the expense of cultivation. "When
the wages of labor have gradually declined from a bushel of grain a day,
as it is in many parts of the United States, to a peck a day, as it is in
England, soils will in the last case be resorted to, that in the first must
remain unfilled.*
According to the preceding views, raw produce, and, consequently,
rents, rise during the progress of society for the same reason that corn
rises after a short crop ; the quantity at market, not being sufficient to satisfy
the wants of all, is adjusted to the consumption of the community, partly
by the advanced price which some are able and willing to give, and partly
by the retrenchment of others. The only difference between the two
cases is, that in one, the rise of price is brought about by a diminished
supply, and in the other, by an increased demand. These two circum
stances do, indeed, very differently affect producers. "When the rise of
price is caused by an increase of population, they gain in proportion to
the rise of price ; but when it is caused by an inadequate supply, they
may, and commonly do, lose more from the diminution of quantity than
they gain by the rise of price. But to the purchasing consumers, com
prehending the laboring class, there is no difference ; in both cases they
must pay the same additional price, or encounter the same privation.
Let us now turn to the theory of rents, to which the late Mr. Ricardo
has had the honor of giving his name, not because he was its author, but
because he was the first to give it currency and celebrity by connecting
it with the theory of wages and profits, and by digesting the whole into
one system of great ingenuity and plausibility. From the time that he
published his " Principles of Political Economy and Taxation," in 1817,
to the present, his doctrines of rent have been adopted by most of the
approved economists of Great Britain, and they are taught in nearly
all the colleges of the United States.
This theory, admitting the gradual rise in the price of raw produce,
and consequently of rents, with the progress of society, ascribes the origin

* Without doubt, the gradual resort to inferior soils is also somewhat quickened by
that fall in the profits of capital which is usually seen in the progress of society. But
their influence on rents and wages will be noticed, when we inquire into the laws which
determine the rate of those profiis. For the sake of presenting the great causes of the
progressive rise of rents with greater simplicity, it is now omitted.
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of rent, and its progressive increase, to the increased demand caused by
the increase of population, to the limited quantity of fertile soil, and,
lastly, to the diversity of soil, as to fertility or situation, or to the diversity
of returns made by equal portions of capital applied to the same soil.
But it willbebetterto let the teachers of the doctrine speak for themselves.
Mr. Ricardo says, " If all land had the same properties, if it were
boundless in quantity and uniform in quality, no charge could be made
for its use, unless where it possessed peculiar advantages of situation. It
is only, then, because land is of different qualities with respect to its pro
ductive powers, and because, in the progress of population, land of an in
ferior quality or less advantageously situated is called into cultivation,
that rent is ever paid for the use of it. When, in the progress of society,
land of the second degree of fertility is taken into cultivation, rent imme
diately commences on that of the first quality, and the amount of that rent
will depend on the difference in the quality of these two portions of
land.
" \\ hen land of the third quality is taken into cultivation, rent imme
diately commences on the second ; and it is regulated, as before, by the
difference in their productive power. At the same time, the rent of the
first quality will rise, for that must always be above the rents of the se
cond, by the difference between the produce which they yield with a
given quantity of capital and labor. With every step in the progress of
population, which shall oblige a country to have recourse to land of a
worse quality, to enable it to raise its supply of food, rent, in all the more
fertile land, will rise."
After illustrating the preceding views by supposing lands of different
degrees of fertility, which he designates as No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, &c,
he adds :
" It often, and indeed commonly, happens, that before No. 2, 3, 4, or 5,
or the inferior lands, are cultivated, capital can be employed more pro
ductively on those lands which are already in cultivation. It may per
haps be found, that by doubling the original capital employed on No. 1,
though the produce will not be doubled, will not be increased by 100
quarters, it may be increased by 85 quarters, and that this quantity ex
ceeds what could be obtained by employing the same capital on land
No. 3.
" In such case, capital will be preferably employed on the old land,
and will equally create a rent; for rent is always the difference between
tbe produce obtained by the employment of two equal quantities of capital
and labor. If with a capital of 1000/. a tenant obtain 100 quarters of
wheat from his land, and by the employment of a second capital of 1000/.
he obtain a further return of 85, his landlord would have the power, at
the expiration of his lease, of obliging him to pay 15 quarters, or an
equivalent value, for additional rent ; for there cannot be two rates of
profit. If he is satisfied with a diminution of 15 quarters in the re
turn for his second 1000/., it is because no employment more profitable
tan be found for it. The common rate of profit would be in that propor
tion, and if the original tenant refused, some other person would be found
willing to give all which exceeded that rate of profit to the owner of the
land from which he derived it."
Br. M'Culloch, in his " Principles of Political Economy," after giving
a similar explanation of the origin of rent, adds : " It appears, therefore,
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that in the earliest stages of society, and where only the best lands are
cultivated, no rent is ever paid. The landlords, as such, do not begin to
share in the produce of the soil until it becomes necessary to cultivate
lands of an inferior degree of fertility, or to apply capital to the superior
lands with a diminishing return. Whenever this is the case, rent begins
to be paid ; and it continues to increase according as cultivation is ex
tended over poorer soils, and diminishes according as these poorer soils
are thrown out of cultivation."
In a later work,* the same author thus explains the same theory :
" When, in the progress of cultivation, that indefinable stage is attained
at which the return to continued applications of capital to the lands en
tirely under tillage begins to decrease, additional capital will not be laid
out upon them, nor will inferior lands be broken up, without rise of
prices. The agriculturists, it is plain, would prefer vesting their savings
in other businesses to employing them in agriculture, unless prices were
such as to indemnify them for the diminished returns obtained in the lat
ter. But in advancing countries, the increase of population raises prices
to the limit required to obtain the necessary supplies of food; and in con
sequence of such rise, fresh capital may be again applied either to the
improvement of the best lands, or to the cultivation of those of a lower
quality. As soon, however, as this new investment has been made, dif
ferent capitals employed in cultivation will be yielding different products;
and it consequently follows, that to whatever extent the produce of the
inferior lands, or of the capitals first laid out on improvements, exceeds the
produce of the inferior lands, or of the capitals last laid out, to that extent
will the profits realized by the owners or occupiers of the former exceed
the ordinary and average rate of profit at the time; that is, they will
constitute a nett surplus or rent.
" Suppose, for example, that the productiveness of capital, on a par
ticular piece of land of the highest degree of fertility, begins to decline
after it has been made to produce twenty bushels of corn ; let it be sup
posed that by adding another capital equal to the first, not twenty,
but fifteen bushels are added to the crop: these fifteen bushels may
be said to be the produce of the second capital, and the twenty bushels
of the first. As soon as this additional supply is called for, by an in
crease of demand, corn must rise until the fifteen bushels fetch as high
a price as the twenty did before; for these, at their former price, did
not afford more than the usual profits of stock ; the fifteen bushels, there
fore, will not afford this much until they rise to that price. But as the
capitals are equal, when fifteen bushels come to afford ordinary profits
to the.second capital, they will also afford them to the first. Hence, the
remaining five bushels form a surplus above the ordinary profits of stock ;
and this being the case, competition will make the farmers agree to pay
them as rent to the landlord."
It thus appears, that Mr. Bicardo and his followers ascribe the origin
and progress of rent, not merely to the fertility of the earth or its capa
city of supporting a greater number than is required to cultivate it, and
to the demands of an increasing population beyond the supply, but also
to the different qualities of soil, or the different returns made by equal

* Edition of the Wealth of Nations. Note on Rent.
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portions of capital successively applied to the same soil, or different dis
tances from market.
But these diversities constitute no element of rent. They do, indeed,
mark its progress, but they have no more agency in creating it than the
rise or fall of the mercury in the thermometer cause the atmospheric
heat or cold they indicate. In ascribing the gradual rise of raw produce
(the acknowledged proximate cause of the gradual rise of rents) to the
additional labor and capital expended to meet the additional demands of
an increasing population, they have fallen into the common error of mis
taking a concomitant for a cause. This further recourse to new soils or
further outlay of capital on soils already in cultivation, are so far from
causing the rise in the price of raw produce, that they always tend to re
tard the progress, and occasionally they may, for a time, be sufficient to
arrest it. A slight examination of each of these diversities will make this
abundantly clear.
1. As to diversity ofsoils. If this difference did not exist, and all land
was of uniform fertility, provided that it was fertile enough to yield a
surplus, after repaying the expense of cultivation, then, as those who
were without land must necessarily give their labor and skill in ex
change for the means of subsistence, there would be the same cause for
the rise in the price of raw produce, as exists when there is a grada
tion of soils, or when there has been a short crop, that is, an increased
demand in proportion to the supply. And though at first, when popu
lation was thin, the class of purchasing consumers may give little more
labor for raw produce than had been expended in its production, yet,
under these circumstances, the population would soon reach to the level
of easy subsistence, and under its efforts to a further increase, there would
be a competition among the laboring class by which the land owners would
be able to obtain more and more labor for the surplus produce of their
lands ; that is to say, higher and higher rents. This competition, we must
recollect, would be twofold ; it would be both in the quantity of labor
given and in the quality of the food received. The tendency of the first
would be, to compel the laborer to give more and more days' labor for
his subsistence ; and, of the other, to make him pass from a dearer to a
cheaper kind of food. Under their united influence, the laborer, who
could once have obtained in exchange for his labor as much raw produce
as the same labor could raise, might be compelled to take the small pit
tance necessary to his consumption.
Thus, suppose the land of a country capable of affording the necessa
ries of life to four times the number of laborers required to cultivate it,
or that the labor of one family exerted on the soil could, after supporting
that family, furnish the means of liberal subsistence to another family, of
moderate subsistence to two families, and of very cheap subsistence to
four or five families. By the influence of man's multiplying propensity,
and the double competition which has been mentioned, the productions
of the soil would, soon or late, come to be distributed among a small
number of liberal consumers, a much larger number of moderate consu
mers, and a far larger number who would be sustained by the cheapest
aliment. During this progressive increase of numbers, the class of land
ed proprietors would be continually receiving more and more of the skill
and labor of the other classes in exchange for the surplus produce of their
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land, and the increasing profits of land imply a correspondent rise of
rents.
Such has ever been the progTess of society ; and the gradual rise in the
price of raw produce, being caused by the growing deficiency of supply
in proportion to the demand for it, must equally take place, whether the
soils are of uniform or diverse fertility. This progress may indeed be
hastened, or retarded, or otherwise modified, in different countries, ac
cording to their physical condition, their civil polity, and moral character,
but every where the relative value of raw produce and labor will be
mainly dependent on the stage of society ; and thus we see, that a day's
labor, which exchanges in Ohio or Indiana for four pecks of wheat, will
exchange for no more than from two to three pecks in the more populous
states on the Atlantic, for one peck or less in England, for half a peck
(or its equivalent in potatoes) in Ireland, and from the fourth to the fifth
of a peck in India or China.
2. Different returns of capital applied to the same soil. Let us see how
far this is a source of rent. If the preceding views have been correct,
the inequality of these returns of capital is as unessential to the existence
of rent as a gradation of soils ; and if no larger amount of capital was
ever laid out upon the soil, or if every successive portion yielded equal
returns until the land had reached its maximum product, the price of
raw produce, and, consequently, of rents, would continue to rise as at
present. Neither of the cases supposed could have any effect, except so
far as it altered the proportion between the supply of raw produce and
the demand; and in one, — that of no further outlay of capital, — as an
additional supply to meet the demands of an increasing population would
be thereby arrested, the rise of price would be accelerated ; and in the
other case, — that of unequal returns from each successive outlay of capi
tal, — as the supply would be thereby augmented, the rise of price would
indeed be retarded, but could not be permanently prevented.
It is no doubt true, as stated by Ricardo, that, to furnish the required
supply of raw produce, it is sometimes more advantageous to lay out fresh
capitals on lands already in cultivation than to resort to inferior soils ; and
it is generally true, that each successive outlay yields a less proportionate
return ; but as rent necessarily rises with the price of raw produce, and as
these outlays of fresh capital are always preceded by a rise in such price,
and could not take place without it, it is clear that they are not the sources
of rent. Like the resort to inferior soils, they are so far from causing the
increase of rent, that they tend, by augmenting the supply of raw pro
duce, to retard its further advancement.
3. Different distances from market. We have seen that one of the ex
pedients for obtainingthe additional supply of food required by an increas
ing population, is, to have recourse to more distant and thinly peopled
lands, and, generally speaking, as the population of a community increas
es, the greater is the distance from which a part of its supplies are
drawn. But, as more distant lands arc not resorted to until the price has
risen on those nearer to market, the remarks made on the other diversities
apply to this. They tend to check the advance of rents, but have no
agency in creating them.
It is not meant to be denied, that on comparing different portions of
land with one another, their profits or rents will vary according to their
respective distances from market, precisely as according to their respect
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ive degrees of fertility ; all that is contended for, is, that the differences of
distance or fertility could have had no agency in first causing rent on any
one portion, or in increasing it afterwards. That, we have seen, arises
from causes that are independent of these points of difference, as well as
of the unequal returns to equal outlays of capital ; and, therefore, in an
analysis of rent, none of these diversities can be considered elements.
As in all the three modes of obtaining an additional supply of food it is
obtained at a greater expense of labor and capital, the supporters of the
new theory maintain that it is in consequence of such increased expense
of the food last raised, and which is necessary to meet the demands of an
increased population, that the market price of corn is raised, and as the
produce of all the lands is thus increased in value, rents must also rise.
Mr. Senior, who has steered clear of many of the errors and inconsist
encies of the new school, has adopted the same opinion ; and while he has
distinctly admitted that the difference in the fertility of soils, and the in
equality of the returns made by successive applications of capital, are not
necessary to the existence of rent, he thinks that these diversities, and
that of distance, by increasing the cost of a further supply, do cause the
gradual rise of rent by raising the price of raw produce.
But, while it is clear that these additional supplies must be raised at a
greater expense of labor or capital, or both, it is equally clear that the
market price of the rest of the raw produce has not risen on account of
the increased cost of the portion last raised, but such last portion is raised
at the increased because the rest had advanced in price. This rose
in price for the same reason that it rises after a scanty harvest or in a be
sieged city ; that is, because there was a smaller supply of food in propor
tion to the mouths ready to consume it. There is, indeed, this difference
between the two cases, that in the case of an inadequate supply from an
increase of population, there is the means of adding to that supply in one
of the three modes spoken of, but that only lessens the insufficiency, it
cannot remove it. Such additional supplies of raw produce being the
consequence of the rise of price, which itself was the consequence of the
insufficiency, it would be a self-contradiction to suppose the continuance
of such supplies without the continuance of a relative deficiency. The
supply, then, thus raised, must fall short of the demand^ and so far as the
deficiency extends, it is the ordinary case of a rise of price from a limita
tion of supply.
The subject may appear yet plainer, if we consider what is really
meant by the rise in the price of raw produce. It will scarcely be dis
puted, that by such rise we mean that any given quantity of it would
purchase more labor than the same quantity would have purchased be
fore the rise took place. All commodities fall under one class or the
other, and there is nothing but labor with which we could compare raw
produce whereby to test its rise or fall. But the rule must be recipro
cal ; and if raw produce, when compared with labor, has risen, labor, as
compared with raw produce, has fallen, and it is because of this fall in
the price of labor, that more can be expended on inferior soils with a
smaller return. It is true that a decline in the rate of profits might in
duce a resort to inferior soils and to the other two expedients, no less
than a decline in the rate of wages ; but an increase of population affords
an obvious reason for the last, and none for the first. Labor falls from
VOL. II. — NO. II.
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the increased supply of laborers, precisely as raw produce rises from the
diminished supply.
It follows, therefore, that, as a general rule, where the demands of in
creasing numbers is not met by improvements of the soil, additional sup
plies cannot be obtained without a reduction of wages. Thus, by way
of illustration, let us suppose that a given quantity of land must produce
twenty bushels to defray the expense of cultivation ; that all the lands of
that degree of fertility are cultivated ; and that those of the next degree
would produce but fifteen bushels. If population still increase, then the
further supply of food it requires cannot be obtained from the inferior
land, unless the capitalist will take a smaller profit, or the laborer lower
wages; and supposing the ordinary rale of profits to continue unchanged,
or even to have fallen one fourth, the only condition upon which the la
borer will or can cultivate the inferior soil is, that he will take three
fourths of the wages he formerly received, or yet less ; and he is able to
accommodate himself to the reduction by a difference in the quality of
his food rather than of its quantity. And as the wealthy classes consume
with undiminished liberality, the proportionate deficiency falls wholly
on the laboring classes.
But Mr. Senior assumes that the price of raw produce rises with the
wants and the wealth of an increasing community, and the rase he has
ingeniously put, by way of illustration, seems to support his position.
It is that of a great metropolis, such as London, which annually requires
for its consumption one million five hundred quarters of corn, of which
the different portions can be produced at different rates of expense, ac
cording to their fertility and distance from market, and one portion, per
haps fifty thousand quarters, at an expense sufficient to absorb its whole
value, and of course incapable of yielding rent. This portion, that which
is last raised, " will continue to be produced as long as the wants and the
wealth of the purchasers render them willing and able to purchase a
quantity of corn, the whole of which cannot be supplied unless this last
and most expensive portion is produced. If those wants and wealth
should increase, it might become necessary to raise an additional supply
at a still further additional expense ;" which, as he properly remark?,
could not be done, unless the market price of corn should rise sufficiently
high to defray such expense.
Now, it is admitted in this case, that the rise which must take place in
the price of corn does not necessarily imply lower wages on the part of
the purchasers, or a diminished rate of consumption. But it is because
the condition of the inhabitants of a great metropolis is very different
from the laboring class of a community. The former have other sources
of support than their labor, and the compensation which their industry
receives is not regulated by that to agricultural labor. They are sup
ported partly by the expenditure of the public revenue, as well as by the
voluntary taxes levied on the lovers of metropolitan gayety and magnifi
cence, and by the high order of skill and talent which are there accumula
ted, and by revenues drawn not merely from distant parts of the kingdom,
but from remote colonies and foreign countries. With these resources,
not only those who immediately received them, but also the vast multi
tude to whom they give employment and support, are able to meet the
rise of price occasioned by an increased demand, without lessening the
quantity of raw produce they consume, since their wages rise with the
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rise of raw produce ; and we might as soon expect the compensation re
ceived by an artist, an ingenious mechanist, or a professional man, affect
ed by the price of ordinary labor, as that the consumption of a metropolis
will be affected by the gradual rise of raw produce. Nay, if the wealth
and resources of the metropolis were to increase, the average consump
tion of its inhabitants might also rather increase than fall off; and there
is, probably, more animal food now consumed by each individual in Lon
don, than was consumed two hundred years ago. The influence, then,
of a great city, in raising rents, is local and peculiar, and furnishes no
more arguments on the general question of their progressive rise, than
the high prices in an army.
The rise of price in the raw produce consumed by a metropolis which
must thus take place with its increase of numbers, therefore, causes a rise
of rents in the way stated by Mr. Senior ; but the rise of price from the
different distances from whence the supplies were drawn, cannot be much
in any species of raw produce, except of milk, hay, and other products,
which, from their cheapness, or liability to change, cannot be transported
from a distance. Notwithstanding the poorness of much of the land
near London, it is probable that a circle of twenty miles from it and
around it would produce all the corn required for its consumption, and
the cost of transportation per quarter, (equal to four hundred and eighty
pounds,) from the extreme verge of the circle, would not exceed two
shillings, and consequently could not raise rents more than six shillings
an acre, on lands of the average fertility of three quarters, which sum
is not one sixth of the present rent of such land. Of course, the mere
effect of distance could have contributed little to the progress of rent,
more especially as the facilities of transport by canals and improved
roads has greatly exceeded the growth even of London itself.
The case then put by Mr. Senior, plausible as it at first seems, does
not really afford any better support to the new theory of rent than the
illustrations offered by Messrs. Ricardo, Mill, or M'Culloch ; and in the
fallacies that lurked under all of them, he might have found a better rea
son why that theory had not been adopted by foreign political economists,
(including Storch and Say,) than that it was not comprehended by them.
From the preceding views, it follows, that the rent or profit of lands
depends upon the quantity of labor which their products will purchase,
over and above what has been expended in its production. This quan
tity of labor depends on the value of such surplus and its amount. As
its value depends upon the proportion between the supply and the de
mand, it will be increased by the fresh demands of an increasing popu
lation. It is true that the supply may be also increased by expend
ing more labor with a smaller return ; but as this supposes a decline of
wages, or, what is the same thing, a rise of raw produce, it also supposes
that the additional supply has not been equal to the additional de
mand. We come to the same conclusion by another process. As the
wages of labor, estimated in raw produce, gradually decline with the in
crease of population, (supposing improvement stationary,) the cost of
cultivation gradually becomes less, andfconsequently the surplus becomes
greater. Rent, therefore, naturally increases with the growth of popu
lation. An increase in the quantity produced tends to lower the price of
raw produce, and if the difference of price should exceed the difference
in quantity, (which is not probable,) it may lower rents. But should that
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be the case, the population, by the ever active principle of increase,
would soon so increase the demand, as to restore the price of raw pro
duce to its former level.
It follows, too, that where rents increase without any improvement in
the productive powers of the soil, it implies a greater cheapness of labor,
or smaller wages, estimated in raw produce ; and where wages, thus es
timated, continue the same, while rents have risen, the rise has been
altogether the effect of improvements. This seems to have been the case
with England for the last century. In that period, her laboring class has
received the same real wages, — that is, about a peck of wheat a day, —
and the great rise of rents which has taken place within the same period
has, therefore, been owing to the various means by which both the gross
product of the land has been increased, and the expense of cultivation has
been diminished, such as the turnip and the drill husbandry, and yet more
by the draining of bogs and marshes, and the enclosure of commons.
By this means it is computed, that the gross product of the soil was neartrebled during the last century, though the population, in the same
"od, had only doubled ; and thus the rise of rents was not attended
: a fall of wages. A further cause of the extraordinary rise of rents
in that country, is to be found in the additional value which has been
given to such products of the soil as enter into their manufactures, and
which, by the skill of her workmen and the excellence of her laboring
machinery, she is easily able to levy, not only on her numerous colonies
and dependencies, but also on all foreign nations accessible to her com
merce.
The true principles of rent having been thus investigated, we shall
proceed, in the next number, to show, first, that the doctrine of the Ricardo school, which would connect the theory of profits with that of rent,
is erroneous ; and secondly, what appears to us to be the true theory of
profits.

Art. II.— THE DISTINCTIVE PROVINCES OF THE POLI
TICAL PHILOSOPHER AND THE STATESMAN*
We live in an age and country eminently distinguished by the efforts
that are made for the advancement and diffusion of knowledge. And
while the praises of science are on the lips of the educated, its applica
tions to the arts of life, multiplying a hundred or a thousand fold, in
many instances, the natural and unassisted powers of man, are of a na
ture to call forth the admiration of those who are most ignorant of its
principles.
* A Lecture delivered before the Mercantile Library Company of Philadelphia,
November 29th, 1839, by Professor Henry VetHake, L L. D., author of a Treatise on
Political Economy, editor of a new American edition of McCulloch's Dictionary of
Commerce and Commercial Navigation, etc.; now first published in the Merchants'
Magazine, from the original manuscript, politely furnished by the author.
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In such a condition of society, it may perhaps seem, at first view, an
act of supererogation to occupy my hearers, for the shortest period of
time, in exhibiting to them the advantages to be derived from any par
ticular department of science; or in claiming for its cultivators a higher
rank in the public esteem than has been generally conceded. This
would, obviously, be the case, were the different sciences in reality ap
preciated according to their relative importance. They are however,
I think, very far from being thus appreciated. The mathematician en
joys peculiar advantages in the exactness of the relations, of number
and quantity, with which he is conversant ; and the investigations of the
natural philosopher and the chemist can be submitted, with comparative
facility, to the infallible tests of observation and experiment. A scien
tific discovery is no sooner announced from any of the quarters just men
tioned, than it is accurately examined by a number of individuals com
petent to the task; some of whom may, not improbably, have been on
the verge of making the very same discovery. These inquirers, too,
are certain of arriving at the same results. The verity of the discovery
in question is, in this manner, confirmed or disproved ; and all ground for
dispute concerning it, at once and forever, dispelled.
1 need scarcely say how different from all this is the history of discovery
in the moral and political sciences. How long, for example, has it not
been since the expediency, not to speak of the justice, of toleration, has
been pointed out by the philosopher, and how earnestly has he not en
deavored to impress his fellow-men with a conviction that the most ef
fectual, as well as most expeditious mode, of promoting the cause of
truth, is by permitting it to be subjected to the widest and the freest dis
cussion ! Yet there are numbers who still hold to a contrary opinion.
The experiment of intolerance, nay even of persecution, has not ceased
to be repeated ; although, it is true, in a somewhat mitigated form. In
what corner of the civilized world, in the middle of the nineteenth cen
tury, may it be asked, can an individual, who is resolved on exercising
an unlimited freedom of thought and expression, — I do not mean in re
ference to the moral or immoral conduct of persons, but to the propriety
or impropriety, the truth or falsehood, of the passing events or prevail
ing dogmas of the day, — find an undisturbed home? And who is there
among ourselves, in republican America, that does not occasionally deem
it to be his best policy to set a guard upon his speech, in order that he
may evade the tyranny of opinion, and that he may not unnecessarily
raise up obstacles to his success in life ?
An illustration which may be here adduced of the difficulty, or rather
impossibility, of procuring a general assent to the conclusions of political
science, is presented to us in the instance of the constitution of the Uni
ted States. The men who assembled in convention at Philadelphia, in
May 1787, and who framed that immortal instrument, have been com
monly denominated statesmen. They were truly entitled to the name,
in its most exalted acceptation. But they were also discoverers in science.
If no one of their number deserve the credit of having been the first to
broach the great principle on which the constitution is constructed, and
which distinguishes our political organization from every other hereto
fore existing, to wit, the partition of the functions of government into
two distinct classes, and the assignment of these to two separate, though
not clashing authorities, — the general and the state governments, — the
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members of the convention as a body may, nevertheless, be regarded as
having put forth in their completed work, not merely a condensed state
ment of the results to which philosophy had already arrived in one of
its most important fields of investigation, but likewise a plan, in a great
measure new, for securing the blessings of political liberty to a people
spread over a widely extended territory, and differing so much in their
local customs, and real or supposed local interests, as to render it im
practicable for them to unite together under one consolidated govern
ment. Those of my audience who are familiar with the history of the
period, when the constitution was framed, cannot fail to be aware of the
misgivings, as to the success of the great experiment to which it was
about to be subjected, which were expressed both at home, and by many
among the most enlightened friends of our country abroad. The strongest
apprehensions were entertained, lest the bonds of our national union
should not, on some emergency, prove sufficiently strong to prevent the
states from falling back into independent sovereignties; and also lest the
elements of democracy among us should become uncontrollable by the
checks provided in the general or state constitutions, and we should be
thereby plunged into anarchy, with all its attendant horrors. For fifty
years has the experiment endured, and the consequences apprehended have
not ensued. But the prophets of evil to come are not yet silenced.
Such, moreover, may quite probably be the case after another and ano
ther half century, and, very possibly, until our political institutions shall
have undergone a successful trial for a longer period than those of any
other nation of ancient or modern times.
And as in the instance we have been considering, so in almost every
other which may be furnished to us by the political philosopher, experi
ence alone will be utterly inadequate to put a disputed question at rest.
The causes, or principles, which act on the complicated machinery of
human society are so numerous, and so diverse in the mode and degree
of their operation, that the effects actually resulting will, in nine cases
out of ten, be attributed by different individuals to different causes; ac
cording to their various powers of logical discrimination, or, quite as
often, according to their respective prejudices of education or of interest.
\V anting then, for the most part, in the relations with which it is con
cerned, that definiteness which characterizes the objects to which mathema
tical reasoning is applied, — laboring, besides, under the disadvantage of
its conclusions, unlike those of the natural philosopher, not being in all
cases susceptible of undergoing with promptitude the test of experiment
or observation, — it is not at all surprising that political philosophy, in
whose province it lies to propose innovations on the established principles
of action in that wide range of legislation and of government which is
grounded on expediency, should be looked upon with distrust by so many
among the more conservative portion of mankind, and be even denied
by them its claim to the dignity of a science.
The persons to whom allusion is at present made are by no means in
considerable in number. All men are indeed, in a greater or less degree,
under the influence of conservative principles ; for all are more 01
the creatures of habits, and therefore indisposed to change of any kind.
Again, the natural self-love of men leads them to put an undue value on
what belongs to themselves. In accordance with this principle, they are
apt to deem it a part of patriotism to regard their own country, be that
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country Pennsylvania or Lapland, as already enjoying an extraordinary
share of prosperity, — and to exult, too, in the idea of their lot having
been cast precisely in the most enlightened period of the world. And
if an individual happen to occupy a comparatively elevated position in so
ciety, either because of his wealth, or office, or talents, or for any other
reason, he will, on this account also, be led to exaggerate his country's
prosperity, readily identifying it with his own. He will thus come to
look with complacence on things as they are, and to resist the introduc
tion of any proposed innovation ; at least unless the argument in behalf
of it be of the most convincing nature. But if, in addition to these
sources of conservatism, the private interests of the party be connected
with institutions which, instead of being the natural growth of the cir
cumstances in which the community of which he is a member is placed,
are the results of artificial enactments, likely to be swept away in the
progress of improvement, the feelings which will be excited in his breast
airamst any alteration of the existing condition of things, and against
those who propose and urge its adoption, will be much stronger still.
Of the last mentioned description of persons will be found chiefly to
consist the class of men who denounce the speculations of the political
philosopher, and more especially of the political economist, as not com
posing a science, but as merely a bundle of theories, that are wholly
inapplicable in practice, — or, if thus applicable, only with detriment to
the best interests of society. To pronounce the word theory ! with an
indication of contempt, is, by many of this class of men, regarded as a
sufficient refutation of the most elaborate process of reasoning which
militates against their favorite views of expediency, and as justifying
them in an entire neglect to examine what their opponents have to say for
themselves.
It is my object, in the present lecture, to vindicate the doctrines of the
political philosopher from such contracted views as these ; and to endea
vor, as concisely and perspicuously as I can, to draw the line between
his province and that of the statesman, as well as to point out the duties
which they respectively owe to their fellow men.
Now, in undertaking to animadvert on the opinions of others, it is
always proper to pause at the outset, to ascertain what those opinions
really are. Accordingly, the question may here be asked, — what do the
parties mean who employ the word theory in a disparaging sense? —
And what do they intend to signify when they contrast it disadvantageously with practice ? Their language would certainly seem to imply a
disapprobation of all theory whatever. If so, they must, to be consist
ent, pass a sweeping sentence of condemnation upon every exertion of
man's reasoning faculties, and declare war indiscriminately against all
the seiences alike. The astronomer must be transformed into a mere
star-gazer, with no other design on his part than to record the now unin
teresting, because unconnected and lawless, phenomena of the heavens.
The jurist, should an utter despair of success not at once deter him from
the attempt, instead of arguing from the immutable principles of right
and wrong, and the analogy of former juridical decisions, must limit his
inquiries to a search among the thousand volumes of " reports" which are
piled on the shelves of his library, to see if, peradventure, he may find
in them a case where all the circumstances are precisely the same as in
that on which he is called upon to decide. In short, that glorious iittel
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led which has successfully explored so many of the minutest as well as
the most remote recesses of creation, must be altogether degraded and
stultified. Such, then, cannot be the meaning of the contemners of
theory, of whom I have been speaking.
Some of them would, perhaps, tell us that, so far from having any ob
jection to a theory as such, or to the exercise of our reasoning powers in
the attempt to establish a just theory in any of the branches of human
knowledge, they only set themselves in opposition to theory when it ia
contradicted by practice, or, in other words, by experience. With these
gentlemen the political philosopher would find no difficulty in agreeing
He maintains as strenuously as they do, that no theory which experience
has contradicted ought to be regarded as of any value ; and the only
question which can possibly arise between them is as to whether expe
rience has so decided or not, — a question, as has been before stated, not
always of easy solution. Both the parties may, in the meanwhile, be
equally urgent, or equally unwilling, that a particular theory, which has
not as yet been tried, should be subjected to an experimental test.
Others, again, take the ground of all speculation, or theorising, re
specting political matters, being objectionable only on the homely prin
ciple of letting well enough alone. They imagine the existing condition
of things to be so very prosperous that it would not be good policy to
hazard any the slightest alteration in it unnecessarily; that, while it is
quite possible the measures suggested by the political philosopher might
prove, upon trial, to be beneficial to his own country, and to every other,
it is most probable their effect would be found to be otherwise; and that
the functions of the legislator ought, therefore, to be confined to the
enacting of laws for guarding, as much as possible, against the changes
which time itself, not inappropriately styled the greatest of innovators,
has ever a tendency to introduce. Now if these views be correct, all
political improvement must be at an end ; for improvement implies change ;
and change is the great evil that is deprecated. The spirit of intole
rance and persecution should never have had a check ; nor ought these
United States to have declared themselves free and independent sove
union
reignties,
under
or framed
one general
a constitution
government.
for confirming and perpetuating their /
Here, however, we may be told that, although the prosperity of the
more civilized nations of the age in which we live has reached to so high
a point as to render a rigid conservatism the proper course of public
policy, time was when the case was very different, when innovation on
the then existing political institutions, and revolution itself, was justifia
ble ; and that, consequently, all argument against a rigid conservatism
drawn from the history of the past is unfair and out of place. Let this
position be assumed : it will be of no avail. It may be met by a denial
of the prosperity alleged. The most superficial glance, for instance, cast
by an American on the condition of the people of Great Britain, must
suffice to satisfy him, if he truly have the feelings of an American, that,
in that enlightened country, there is no small room for political improve
ment or reform. It must be wholly unnecessary to adduce any facts in
proof of what I now assert ; because Englishmen themselves, with the
exception only of the Tories of the highest stamp, are equally ready to
express their conviction of the expediency of such a change. They dif
fer among themselves, it is true, exceedingly, as to the extent of the
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change that is desirable. But this is of no moment in reference to the
point now under consideration ; since I am at present arguing with those
who are supposed to contend for the preservation, inits integrity, of the ac
tual condition of things. Next, if an American look to his own fellowcountrymen, will he perceive no indications of depression or distress, in
the circumstances in which they are situated, which calls for the enact
ment of new laws, — not for the purpose simply of supplying defects in
the laws already enacted, but for the introduction of positive improve
ments into several of the most important branches of our legislation?
There is, surely, no small portion of my audience who reply mentally
to this question in the affirmative ; and I may take it for granted that
not a few of this portion of them would be prepared to offer as an illus
tration in point, if they were required to offer one, the present monetary
system of the country. While they might not be able to come to an
understanding with respect to the system to be preferred to it, one
being in favoi of the adoption of a purely metallic currency, — another of
a mixed currency composed of the precious metals and of convertible
banknotes of the higher denominations only, — another in favor of such
a currency composed in part of those metals, and in part of a paper me
dium issued by the government and kept always equivalent to specie, —
and another, again, giving a preference to the existing banking system
when modified by once more incorporating with it a national bank ; —
they would all of them unite in deprecating the continuance of things as
they are. Something, they would say, must be done, to prevent those
alternate expansions and contractions of our currency, which at one
period stimulate the merchant to enter into pecuniary engagements, and
at another take away from him the power of complying with these very
engagements, and which periodically produce in the community at large
all the well known evils that are consequent on the unsettling of the
value of money. And scarcely any of them would be backward in giv
ing his reasons for thinking as he does ; that is, every one would have
his theory on the subject.
I have specified only one subject on which the community are divided
in opinion, and concerning which men are disposed to theorize, and this
one that has been extensively treated by the political philosopher. In
the very same manner do men, in general, proceed in relation to every
other subject lying within his province. And the professed despisers
of theory themselves form no exception to this remark. They hesitate
not to argue in opposition to h is theories, by arguing in support of their
own. In every point of view, then, that we examine the great argu
ment, if argument it deserve to be called, so frequently put forth in re
futation of the conclusions of the political philosopher, its absurdity is
depicted in the most glaring colors.
Where we reason at all, there we have a theory ; and when there is
a theory referred to, ho who refers to it acknowledges the existence of
a science. There is no ground, therefore, for denying to political philo
sophy a title to rank as such. But to dignify it by the name of a science
will serve little or no purpose, if its conclusions are as uncertain as its
detractors would endeavor to make it appear; or as they might, perhaps,
hastily be inferred to be from the comparisons, between it and some of
the other sciences, in the present lecture. On a moment's reflection,
however, it must be manifest that one department of our knowledge
vol. h. — no. a.
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may not admit of the same species of evidence, or of the same mode of
reasoning, as another, and yet be equally certain with it. We are, for
example, quite as well assured that Julius Caesar lived, and triumphed
at Pharsalia, as that two and three make five, or that a stone thrown up
into the air will fall to the ground. So the conclusions of the political
philosopher, and of the political economist in particular, though not
always of a nature to be promptly tested by experience, are very often
quite as certain as if the contrary were the case. This arises from their
being deduced as much as possible, by a step or two only of reasoning,
from principles on which experience has already pronounced a favorable
verdict, and which, on this account, are universally admitted to be true.
Those conclusions indeed, it must be acknowledged, are also often only
probable ; in all which cases the political philosopher makes it his espe
cial care to estimate the degree of the probability in question, and to
state it to others. Just in proportion, too, as he has doubts himself of
the correctness of any of his conclusions, will he be indisposed to press
them upon the statesman as principles of legislative action, and will he
hesitate to subject them to experiment, excepting under the most propi
tious circumstances. How absurd then, may I again say, is it to charge
him with being a mere theorist, or visionary !
So little, too, is he chargeable with a disposition to overlook the con
siderations which interfere with the practical application of his theories,
that he inculcates it, — and earnestly inculcates it, — as a principle, to be
borne in mind by every individual who is called upon to influence by
his vote, or otherwise, the course of public policy, that all political change
is in itself an evil ; the infliction of which on society can only be justi
fied by the preponderating benefits that are to be consequent upon it.
And to trace the nature and amount of the evils attendant on the intro
duction of any change proposed by him, he regards to be as much in his
province as to point out the expediency of the change itself.
The evils which necessarily accompany every political change, that
is every change in the existing constitution of government or in the sys
tem of legislation, I may mention, may be arranged under two heads.
Every such change, in the first place, tends to weaken the respect of the
people generally for authority and for law, a respect which, for the sake
of public order, and public morals also, it is very desirable should be
maintained ; and secondly, it is scarcely possible to conceive of the oc
currence of any change of the kind supposed, without its affecting, in a
greater or a less degree, the vested interests of individuals, or even of
whole classes or nations. Time will not permit> nor is it at all necessary
for me to offer any illustrations under the former of these heads. The
proposition asserted is of a nature to speak for itself. But it may be in
teresting to specify a few instances illustrative of the second head ; and,
in addressing myself to an audience composed so largely of members of a
mercantile association, I may be permitted to select these instances
chiefly from such as are more or less connected with commerce.
Previous to the treaty of Westphalia, in 1648, the city of Antwerp,
though already declined from its former splendor, was still a place of
considerable trade. It was then stipulated, by Spain and Holland, that
the navigation of the Scheldt, the river on which it is situated, should be
closed. This stipulation was observed until the occupation of Antwerp
by the French in the course of their revolution, when it was abolished.
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The commerce of that city has since become of importance, at the ex
pense of Amsterdam and Rotterdam ; which, but for the opening of the
former port, would have been almost the exclusive ports for Belgium, as
for Holland itself. A disadvantage was thus incurred in one quarter,
for the sake of what no one can doubt to have been a more than coun
terbalancing advantage in another ; and Holland has been made to pay,
in the nineteenth century, the penalty for violating the laws of nature,
by arbitrary enactments, during the seventeenth and eighteenth.
But many of the cities of the Netherlands, and so too Venice, Genoa,
and other cities of Italy, which were once celebrated for their commerce
or manufactures, have declined from their former grandeur ; and this
without any such palpable interference with the designs of the Creator
as in the case just now considered. This has, in a measure, arisen from
the gradual development of the resources of other European countries,—
of France, of Germany, and especially of England, — countries where,
for various reasons which I cannot stop to mention, the spirit of im
provement and of commerce was comparatively slow in stimulating the
industry of the people and the accumulation of capital. Italy and the
Netherlands, being thus deprived of a monopoly which God and Nature
never intended them to possess, now find it an evil to have possessed
it, — an evil, however, coming in the train of a much greater good be
stowed upon mankind.
Passing now from cases where nations have been the sufferers from
changes, which are notwithstanding acknowledged to have been benefi
cial in their general results, to others in which the accompanying evil is
incident on a particular class or classes of a community, — let us sup
pose the British government of the present day to repeal those laws
whose effect is to restrict, and, under ordinary circumstances, to prevent
altogether the importation of foreign grain into Great Britain. Such a
measure would evidently be productive of advantage to the United
States, as well as to other grain-growing countries. The political econo
mist goes farther than this ; maintaining it to be of still greater ultimate
advantage to Great Britain herself. But be this as it may, there can be
no doubt that she would experience a certain amount of temporary in
convenience. Not to mention all the evils that would be incurred, the
price of agricultural products in that country would necessarily fall, on
account of their influx from abroad. This will reduce the profits of the
farmers ; who will find it difficult to pay their rents, and who will be
obliged to curtail the expenses of their families. As the existing leases,
however, expire, their rents will be lowered, and a portion of the loss
incurred by them will be transferred to the proprietors of the land. The
inferior soils will be withdrawn from cultivation, and capital will for a
time be applied to manufactures and commerce, in preference to agri
culture ; until, in the next generation, while all classes will continue to
consume cheaper food, the farmer will be once more enabled to realize
the fair returns of his capital and labor. It may be added that the in
comes of the land-owners will be permanently reduced. This, too, is
an evil, and an evil to be lamented ; however more than compensated it
may be by the cheapening of bread.
Next let a change be supposed to take place of a directly opposite
character, For example, let the duties on the importation of foreign
woollens into the United States be raised, and additional encouragement
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be administered, in consequence, to the American manufacturer. I
mean not here to inflict upon my auditors even the most cursory dis
cussion of the tariff question, so opportunely a few years ago laid at
rest, but now again mooted in certain quarters ; but merely to point their
attention to the circumstance that an evil, in the case supposed, is not
unlikely to result, at the outset, to the very class of persons whose
especial benefit the measure in question would be designed to subserve.
Experience, in all similar cases, has abundantly shown that so many
persons will be apt to engage in the branch of industry encouraged, as,
by augmenting the supply of the article produced, to lowerfor a time
its price, and therefore the rate of profits received. Many of those
capitalists who will have been induced to invest their means in the wool
len manufacture may thus become embarrassed, and be obliged to sell
out their establishments at a considerable reduction from their original
cost. And it is after a certain period only that the manufacturers will
enjoy the advantages which the enhancement of the duty on the foreign
commodity may be calculated to bestow upon them.
The effects, also, I may here remark, are quite analogous when extra
ordinary encouragement is unexpectedly held out to personal services of
any kind. This I may be allowed to illustrate by what befel a young
man who emigrated from his native state of Massachusetts to what was
then the far West, some fifteen or twenty years ago. Having just com
pleted his course of legal study and been admitted to practice, he hap
pened to read in a newspaper a letter, addressed to the editor from a
correspondent in a certain town in Ohio ; in which letter that part of the
state was represented as laboring under the singular inconvenience of a
lack of lawyers, when compared to the amount of litigation occurring.
There, said he to himself, is the very place for me to take up my resi
dence. There I shall not only be able to maintain successfully the strug
gle against poverty, and the evils inseparably connected with it ; but I
cannot fail, besides growing rich, to get into the legislature, or be 6ent
to congress, and perhaps I may stand a good chance of occupying event
ually a yet more exalted post. His preparations for setting out to this
land of promise were not long in being made ; and a few weeks brought
him to his journey's end. What was his disappointment, however, when
he found that he had already been anticipated by others, operated upon
in the same manner as himself, and that, in fact, a convention of gentle
men of the bar had, without preconcert, assembled together from various
parts of the Union, — all of them in quest of what very few could really
find ! Their deliberations, as might be readily conceived, terminated in
the greater number taking up their line of march to points still nearer
to the Rocky Mountains.
I may present, as one more illustration of the same principle, a fact,
which those among my auditors who have been inhabitants of a small
town may, not improbably, have had an opportunity of observing. This
is that, on the death of a physician of repute in such a place, not another
only, but some three or four others are very apt, on heating of the open
ing, or, in mercantile language, of the demand, thus unexpectedly
created for their professional services, to come to reside there, and to
contend with each other for the vacant spoil ; their differences being at
last composed, as in the instance of the lawyers already mentioned, only
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by all but one or two of their number moving off to repeat their experi
ments elsewhere.
The evils of change, political or otherwise, to which the attention of
my hearers has been called, have been almost exclusively of a pecuniary
nature. Such evils are, in some instances, accompanied by moral evils,
of a character and magnitude to render the former, however considera
ble they may be, of comparatively little importance. To mention one
instance only, but one of a very aggravated description; — when the
value of money, and therefore of commodities and property of all kinds,
is continually fluctuating, the worst effect produced certainly is not the
inconvenience or distress which the community experiences from a
derangement of the relations of debtor and creditor. It is the stimulant
that is thus administered to the spirit of speculation; — a spirit very
nearly allied, identical indeed, if not restrained within its proper bounds,
with that of gambling, — which stamps the condition of things supposed,
emphatically, with the seal of condemnation. The merchant, when
transformed into the speculator, is in haste to be rich; and, despising
the regular paths of mercantile industry, he rushes forward, reckless of
consequences, along ways beset with briers and thorns, of a nature to
pierce him to the very soul, and to harass him his lifelong with the most
distressing anxieties and cares; even though he should succeed in accu
mulating a great fortune, and in securing it for the use of others after
his death. But in the far greater number of cases success does not ulti
mately ensue. Like the gambler at cards or dice, the speculator,
stretching his credit to an extreme, is liable, in his habitual state of ex
citement, to go on doubling his stakes, until, on a sudden, his schemes
are frustrated, and he finds himself reduced to a condition of utter bank
ruptcy. And the same result is very commonly brought about by his
holding on to his purchases, in his desire to grow rich, so long that time
is given for a reaction to take place in respect to prices; when, instead,
of being a gainer, he becomes a loser to a considerable extent.
That those who are apparently in the least haste to be wealthy are
frequently most apt to become so, may be illustrated by an anecdote,
which I have somewhere met with, concerning; Mr. Ricardo. This dis
tinguished political philosopher, statesman, and merchant, began life
with an inconsiderable capital, and died worth several millions of dol
lars. Shortly before his decease, he was asked by a friend in what way
he had contrived to accumulate so much wealth, and whether he had
any secret to impart, by a knowledge of which another could profit, in
order to accomplish a like result. The answer returned was, — " my
whole art in getting rich lay in my being always contented with small
profits ; or, in other words, never holding on to the commodities or
goods in my possession too long, when small profits could be had, in an
ill-grounded expectation of realizing eventually a higher rate of profit.
I had my eye, for example, upon every new road, bank, or other jointstock concern, and, where I deemed the prospect of success to be a fair
one, I was ever ready to buy a certain number of shares. These shares,
from the nature of all new undertakings of a joint-stock character, sel
dom failed, after a short time, to rise in value beyond the point about
which they would afterwards have a tendency to fluctuate. Before the
full accomplishment of this rise, however, my shares were in most in
stances already disposed of to others, and the proceeds invested in a
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different manner." Thug it was that he acquired a certain amount of
wealth, and not wealth only, but likewise the reputation of being a judi
cious speculator. "It was then," added Mr. Ricardo, "that a new ele
ment of success was spontaneously presented to me. Many persons,
who had heretofore been unsuccessful in acting on the suggestions of
their own judgments, preferred now to be guided in their speculations
by what they supposed me to be doing. My example was continually
referred to on 'Change. One said, not unfrequently, to another, — Mr.
Ricardo has purchased this and that article or stock, and, depend upon
it, you cannot do better. In this state of things, it must be manifest
that I may often have created that very demand which enabled me to dis
pose of the article purchased, with a small profit, only a very short time
afterwards. At length, such had my reputation as a successful specu
lator become, that I have sometimes thought it possible for me to have
gone into the market and purchased at random, no matter what, with a
good prospect of advantage to be gained by selling out again promptly."
And here I cannot but express a hope that my mercantile hearers will
pay a due attention in all time to come, to this maxim of Mr. Ricardo,
to be content with small profits upon their goods, — that, by so doing, they
may secure to themselves the double advantage of at once acquiring
wealth, and of earning the approbation of their customers, the wow-mer
cantile portion of this assembly.
Before proceeding with my subject, it is proper to observe that, in the
remarks which have been made in relation to the gambling and immoral
nature of the commerce of speculation, a.s we have seen it carried on in
our day, and before our own eyes, there has not been the slightest in
tention to reflect injuriously on our merchants, or on the mercantile pro
fession in general. The merchants of thirty years since, as well as the
men engaged in every other profession or business, placed under the
influence of the same causes, would all have acted in the same man
ner, and would, in as many instances, have called down upon themselves
the animadversions of the moralist; who, bearing this in mind, should
always with his censures, inculcate upon the community, and upon the
legislators who are their representatives, the duty of seeking for and ap
plying the proper remedy, whatever it may be, ase ffectually and speed
ily as the nature of the case will permit.
Another remark which I wish to make, to prevent myself from being
misunderstood, is that I am far from meaning to condemn the commerce
of speculation universally.' When confined within the limits prescribed
to it by the changes which naturally and unavoidably occur in the rela
tions of supply and demand, it is, there can be no doubt, a productive
branch of industry, and as productive as any other. I cannot now
dwell on this topic ; and shall merely mention that it performs the im
portant function of diffusing the supply, and therefore the consumption
of a commodity, as uniformly as is possible, over a certain period and
space, — and that this remark may be applied to the business of specu
lating in the necessaries as well as in the mere luxuries of life. The
merchant, for instance, who buys up flour at a low price, on an appre
hended scarcity of this article, with the expectation of selling it after a
time at a much higher price, instead of deserving the odium that is so
often attempted to be excited against him, ought to be regarded as a
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public benefactor, for withdrawing a portion of the flour in the market,
from present for future consumption, when it will be most needed.
But to proceed. Since then, according to the acknowledgment of
the political philosopher himself, evils, often of a serious nature, accom
pany the introduction of the improvements recommended by him, — is
there not some danger of his pushing forward his investigations too
fast ? May he not become instrumental in causing too rapid a change
in the institutions of society, so as to inflict upon the existing generation
of men, for the benefit of the generations to follow, altogether too heavy
a burthen of disadvantage and distress, — a burthen, also, which no one
will suppose the former called upon, from any considerations of justice
or expediency, to bear l A sufficient answer to the objection, implied
in this question, will be simply to direct the attention of my audience to
the fact of its being equally applicable to the progress of invention in
what are commonly, although improperly, denominated the useful arts ;
as if these were, what they are not, the only arts of any utility to man.
No improvement can here be introduced, any more than in the art of
government, which will not be productive of temporary inconvenience,
by its effects on the vested interests of some portion or other of the com
munity. Yet no one has hitherto dreamed of interposing discourage
ments to the progress of mechanical or chemical science ; and he would
be pronounced by most of us to be beside himself, whose apprehensions
of evil, to be derived from the source of which I speak, should lead him
to say to the force of steam, so far shalt thou go, and no farther; — and
who, admitting, for example, the propriety of its assuming to itself the
almost exclusive navigation of the Hudson or the Mississippi, should
attempt, for the protection of the ship-owners, to arrest the triumphant
progress of the " British Queen" o'er the waves of the Atlantic.
Independently, however, of any comparisons of the kind which has
just been stated, may not the ground be taken with entire propriety,
that every attempt, no matter from what motive, or on what pretence
arising, to restrain the inquiries of the human mind in any of the chan
nels in which they may be directed, is an act of the grossest presump
tion, and even of impiety, and, for this reason, to be condemned ? For
the results to which we shall be led by those inquiries can only be a
more extended knowledge of the ways of the Creator, that is of the
Creator himself, in the laws to which he has subjected the changes that
are perpetually occurring in the intellectual and material worlds. It is
not for puny man to pronounce such knowledge to be susceptible of an
injurious tendency. To do so would, indeed, be to deny that God is
good, or, in other words, to take from him one of those essential attri
butes, without which he would cease to be God. We may rest assured
that, whatever efforts are made by individuals or nations to promote or
retard the progress of improvement, the progress actually achieved in a
given time will always be such as is adapted to the circumstances in
which man happens to be placed. Let him therefore, as his duty is,
employ all the talents and opportunities, which have been bestowed
upon him by a bountiful Providence, in exploring the field of know
ledge; without being unnecessarily concerned about the remote or
imaginary results that may ensue from their employment.
But unfortunately for the man of science, whatever may be his par
ticular department, his discoveries have almost always been slow in be
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ing incorporated into the general stock of human knowledge. Even
where experiment could be readily appealed to for proof of their va
lidity, men have for a period refused to acknowledge them. It is some
where said that no physician in Europe, above the age of forty, could be
persuaded by Harvey to put any faith in his great discovery of the circu
lation of the blood ; and that it was requisite for a whole generation to
die off, before a belief in it could be fully established. Almost every
one, too, is familiar with the reward which Galileo received for disclosing
to his contemporaries some of the noblest truths of physical science.
There were those to be found among them who, while they boasted of
their superior knowledge and enlightenment of mind, yet hesitated to
look through his newly invented telescope, lest peradventure they might
be convinced of the erroneousness of their views, concerning the system
of the universe. And even the illustrious Lord Bacon, the founder of
the modern school of inductive philosophy, produced comparatively lit
tle impression on the public mind of his day, and had to console himself,
for present neglect, by looking forward to what was to occur long after
he should have passed from the stage of life. " Nor was Bacon him
self," says Dugald Stewart, "unapprized of the slow growth of his post
humous fame. No writer seems ever to have felt more deeply that he
properly belonged to a later and more enlightened age; — a sentiment
which he has pathetically expressed in that clause of his testament,
where he ' bequeathes his fame to posterity, after some generations shall
be past.' " Need we, then, wonder why every systematic attempt which
has been made, of a still later date, from Montesquieu to Bentham, to de
velop the principles of any branch of political science, should have been
received with so much distrust, and be condemned unheard by so many
among the educated, but unthinking portion, of mankind.
The political philosopher, notwithstanding, is not without auxiliaries,
— and auxiliaries, too, capable of acting with extraordinary power on
the public mind, and therefore of contributing very efficiently to the ad
vancement of society in the career of improvement. Of these, the one
claiming our chief attention is the statesman. What is the relation in
which he stands to the philosopher 1 And what are the duties he is call
ed upon to perform towards the community to which he belongs 1 He
ought, in the first place, to make himself acquainted with the principles
of political science, together with the measures to which these have been
shown to lead ; not for the purpose, however, of urging the immedi
ate adoption of all such measures by the legislative body of which he is
a member, or over which he exercises a degree of influence. His posi
tion is essentially different from that of the political philosopher. He
cannot afford to act in the manner just stated ; for to act thus would for
feit the good opinion of the individuals to whom he addresses himself,
and deprive him of his general popularity. Nearly all the world would
stigmatize him as a visionary, disqualified for the practical duties of life.
Influence, in consequence, ho could not have ; and statesman he could
no longer be. Even the political philosopher would loudly condemn his
course, as calculated to bring into discredit the very measures of which
he is so precipitate and zealous an advocate.
No! the statesman is not called upon to sacrifice himself on the altar
of science. Fortunately for him, he can employ his scientific knowledge,
without incurring a risk of inconvenience to himself, bearing any com
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?arison with the good it may enable him to confer upon his fellow-men.
t will serve him as a sure and constant guide to what quarter in the
field of political improvement he should direct his exertions; telling him
what old laws should be repealed and what new ones enacted, as soon
as the opinions of those with whom, or for whom, he is called upon to
act, will allow. And even where the force of public opinion, as in our
own country, is such as to exact from the legislator or statesman the most
implicit obedience to its dictates when unequivocally expressed, he will,
in consequence of his science, be furnished with the means of giving that
very public opinion a beneficial direction. While acknowledging himself
to be the servant of the people, he is a servant who has no small influ
ence with his masters. There is, indeed, no country where the states
man, for the time being, has an opportunity of controlling in a greater
degree the opinions of the people than in these United States. A spe
cies of idolatry towards our prominent statesmen pervades the nation ; and
there are thousands and tens of thousands, of those who esteem them
selves to be very enlightened voters, who might be led to adopt almost
any opinion, concerning the most important questions of public policy,
in favor of which their political leader would declare himself.
Suppose now the statesman, either from the force of conviction, or
from the effect of the prejudice in his behalf which has just been men
tioned, to be satisfied of his ability to carry with him in support of a
right measure, not all his political supporters, but a sufficient number of
them to leave his party still in the ascendency, and to leave them also
still willing to continue him in power. On the principles already main
tained, even this ought not decide him to put the measure into execution,
independently of every other consideration. Other measures, in dispute
between his own and the opposite party, might, very properly, be re
garded by him as of so much more importance, that the point to be car
ried in relation to them should not be endangered by any step which is
calculated to reduce the numbers of his political adherents, or to affect
himself disadvantageously.
Again, the statesman should provide as much as possible against the
reactions, not unlikely to occur occasionally in the public mind, concern
ing public measures. To do this, it is right for him to realize in their
full strength, the doctrines of the philosopher in relation to the evils of
change. If any important political measure be adopted with only a
bare majority of the people in its favor, in a country like our own, where
public opinion can so speedily act on the legislative body, by means of
frequent elections, there will be no little hazard of a return to the former
system of policy. Its adoption will, most probably, have been the re
sult of a contest, of a less or more exciting character, between two oppo
site parties. The greater portion of the men composing these will have
been persuaded, by hearing or reading the arguments in the newspapers
on one side of the question only, that the consequences which are likely
to ensue from it will be either in a very high degree beneficial, or almost
ruinous to the community. Both parties will not fail to be disappointed.
And were the measure merely nugatory in its immediate effects, the
party in power might perhaps, for a short time, find that it was losing
ground. But its leaders ought to be prepared for such an alteration as
this in the public opinion to a still greater extent, when the temporary
evils accompanying the introduction even of the most desirable changes
vol. n. — NO. II.
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begin to be experienced by certain individuals or classes of society; and
console themselves that another and a greater reaction, — in the right
direction too, — must, before long, almost infallibly ensue. Should right
measures be prematurely adopted, it is scarcely necessary to say, that,
in consequence of the multiplication of the number of the changes
which will occur, in a given portion of the advance of society in the
career of improvement, the price paid for this advance, in the amount of
attendant evil, will be proportionably augmented ; and that the progress
of improvement, far from being accelerated, will be retarded by every
unsuccessful attempt of the kind.
All this, I may add, is in entire accordance with the conduct .which
good sense, and a proper discretion, prescribe in some of the ordinary
occupations of life. The only sure mode of effectually and harmoniously
co-operating with other men, in the management of any common con
cern, is to endeavor to secure as near an approach to a unanimity of
opinion as is possible, and not to press one's associates to an immediate de
cision, by a mere majority, in favor of a measure proposed to them ;
unless it be of paramount importance to the interests of the individual?
for whom we act, or admit not, from its nature, of postponement.
Should it be said that the course of conduct, which has been suggested
for the statesman to pursue, is precisely such as, in many instances,
might, very possibly, arise from motives having little or no relation to
the public welfare, and that the principles laid down might readily fur
nish a dishonest politician with pretences for covering his real designs,
I can only observe that his case would not be a singular one. Virtue
and vice are very often not to be distinguished from each other by out
ward appearances ; and man is thus continually liable to be led into er
ror respecting the character of his fellow-man. There is one mode,
however, in which the statesman, actuated by a single desire for pro
moting the public good, and having his mind stored with the principles
of political science, can prevent his being confounded with the mere pre
tenders to his character. This is that he should never oppose the adop
tion of a measure, which is right in itself, by arguments inconsistent
with his own convictions of propriety, but, if the circumstances of society,
or the slate of public opinion, should be adverse to it, be prompt to men
tion such to be the reason of his opposition ; at the same time commit
ting himself distinctly in favor of the measure, as soon as it shall become
practicable to carry it into execution with a due regard to all the public
interests. By acting in this manner, he casts his own authority into the
scale of truth, and does what in him lies to cause its speedy preponder
ance over the counteracting weights of ignorance or prejudice. His in
tegrity of purpose cannot fail to be highly appreciated. This, too, will
be more than a set-off for any possible disadvantage which may ensue to
him from his open avowal of opinions, not in unison with those of many
of his fellow-citizens ; and no position can be conceived more favorable
than his will be to lead them to consider attentively the subjects on
which they differ from him, and to induce them eventually to co-operate
with him in his efforts to benefit their common country. Here it may
not be amiss to slate that the measures which are seriously proposed for
adoption in any legislative assembly, having been necessarily, in a
greater or less degree, discussed in the public prints, will seldom imply,
in the opinions of those who either support or oppose them, such a devi
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ation from the ordinary modes of thinking, as to cause the general intel
ligence and judgment of either of these parties to be called in question
by any considerable number of persons. It is to opinions still more re
mote from those which prevail around us that the noted maxim of Fontenelle is applicable, — "that a wise man, even when his hand was full
of truths, would often content himself with opening his little linger."
An outline has been attempted of the functions which the statesman
is required, by science and enlightened patriotism, to perform. But
very often indeed is it that he comes far short of the standard thus ex
hibited, and that he forcibly reminds one of the saying of the celebrated
chancellor of Sweden, when sending his son to a congress of ambassa
dors, — "go and see with what little wisdom the affairs of the world are
managed." How many public men do we not find who have no politi
cal principles to guide them in their course, and who maybe truly said to
have noopinions at all, excepting that a measure is expedient or inexpedi
ent, exactly in proportion as it is fitted to promote or defeat their own inter
ests, or at most the immediate interests of their party ; those of their coun
try and of mankind, in their estimation, being accounted for nothing! It is,
moreover, lamentable to think that men of this description do not always
constitute the worst or most dangerous class of politicians. Disposed as
they are to acquiesce in the prevailing opinions of their day, concerning
measures not strictly of a party character, they are perhaps as likely to
promote as to retard the march of improvement. Very different from
this is the case of your rigid or extreme conservative, who sets himself
pertinaciously to resist any alteration whatever in the existing condition
of things ; not merely on account of the temporary evils which may
accompany its introduction, but because he looks upon all political
change as synonymous with the infliction of a positive mischief or disas
ter on society. I have said an extreme or rigid conservative ; but I was
wrong in saying so. The individual described deserves not this
name. He is not a conservative, but a revolutionist and a disorgani
zes By refusing to accommodate the government and legislation of his
country to the advancing opinions of the mass of the people, the amount
of political change which is at length called for by them becomes so
great, and their feelings become so greatly excited against those whom
they detest as withholding from them their lights, that they are occa
sionally tempted to lay violent hands, not on their rulers only, but on
the whole frame of society itself; and, by annihilating in this manner
that respect for authority, without which no government can be stable,
they prepare the way for a long series of disastrous actions and reactions
in the political system, — requiring, perhaps, all the ability and energy
of a Napoleon or a Louis Philippe to bring them to a close. However
patriotic or benevolent may be the intentions of the extreme conserva
tive, or whatever may be his moral elevation, he must be ranked in the
self-same category, in so far as the effects which his conduct is calculated
to produce is concerned, with the most unscrupulous and atrocious con
spirators against all regular government and law. Between the two
very different modes of action adopted by these hostile parties, lies that
which has been pointed out by the political philosopher, and which con
stitutes the juste milieu, or golden mean, in politics, — a mode of action
pre-eminently adapted at once to insure the tranquillity of a people, and
to improve their condition. The political philosopher therefore, together
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with those who act on his principles, are the only true conservatives of
order, and of all else that is in reality worthy of conservation.
So much of the time of my hearers has been already occupied in treat
ing of the proper subject of my lecture, to wit, " the distinctive provinces
of the political philosopher and the statesman," that I shall say a very
few words only concerning those auxiliaries, not yet mentioned, on which
the former relies for facilitating the practical application of his princi
ples. Among them education holds a high rank, and indeed, in its most
comprehensive sense, includes them all. According as it is diffused
among the people at large, will their character be elevated intellectually
and morally, and, as the political economist has conclusively shown, will
they possess a larger command over the necessaries and luxuries of life.
Such a people, whatever land they may inhabit, cannot be content with
the limited ranste of observation and reflection presented to them by the
monotonous and petty events of their every day life and vicinity. Their
minds will be expanded to the consideration of public affairs, and they
will become critics of the conduct of their rulers. A public opinion will
thus be formed, which cannot fail to make its influence felt, — with an
effect, too, to accelerate the progress of improvement, just in proportion
as the education generally diffused is of a less or more advanced de
scription.
So important, in my view, are the consequences, politically as well as
morally considered, of the universal diffusion of the benefits of even the
elementary education which is communicated in the humblest of our
common schools, that I cannot help looking upon the instructors in them
as really occupying, in despite of the vulgar prejudices by which they
are too often degraded in the public and their own estimation, an exalt
ed position among those whose ultimate- aim, in their vocation in life, is
the happiness or welfare of their fellow-men. Methinks I now see before
me the well known form of one who, possessing genius, acquirements,
and aspirations of no mean order, pursued the study of one of the learn
ed professions, until he discovered that he possessed also peculiarities
of character and manner, of a nature to neutralize the advantages which
have been enumerated, and to render hopeless all prospect of his pro
fessional success. Enfeebled in health, and pressed by the hand of
poverty, he has, for many years, been engaged, as his only resource, in
teaching a common school in a remote and sequestered part of the coun
try, with less often than a day-laborer's wages for a reward. To him,
as well as to others of our instructors of youth, whose history, if traced,
would bear some analogy to his own, when harassed by the numerous
difficulties which they must necessarily encounter from their pupils, from
parents, or from a population around them, little enlightened on the sub
ject of education, yet ever ready to decide authoritatively and severely
on their conduct, as well in their private hours as in the performance of
their appointed duties, — and when cast down inspirit with the con
sciousness of their humble and scarcely improveable condition in society,
— I would say, be not discouraged, ye children of misfortune, but take
consolation to yourselves that while faithfully performing the part which
has been assigned you in the order of Providence, you are contributing
in a greater degree to the advancement of mankind, in the path of moral
and political improvement, than many an individual, on whom admiring
crowds have gazed and lavished their plaudits as they passed, but whose
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civil or military exploits posterity will contemplate, in the records of
history, as having constituted so many obstacles to that improvement,
over
Of which
the effects
otherofand
instruction
more powerful
in our seminaries
causes of of
action
a higher
have order
triumphed.
I shall
here say nothing in particular, except to express a regret that so little
provision has been made, in most of them, for the political education of
their pupils, who, in so many instances, are destined to become the future
statesmen of the country, — and to suggest a mode of supplying this
deficiency, at least in our universities and colleges, without doing vio
lence to the prejudices to which it may be attributed. While in some
of these institutions, the study of political science is utterly neglected, in
others, it is true, the principles of constitutional law and of the law of
nations are taught and commented upon, and in others, again, courses of
political economy are delivered. But even when these subjects have
been introduced, it has been, in a few praiseworthy instances excepted,
with a timidity in the discussion of disputed points, lest offence should be
given to any considerable portion of the public, rendering the instruction,
which is attempted to be communicated, uninteresting as well as almost
futile in its results. The remedy I would suggest for this unsatisfactory
state of things is, wherever practicable, to provide for the contempora
neous delivery of two courses of lectures on the branches of political
science in which adverse opinions are to be conciliated. What, for ex
ample, can with propriety be objected, unless it be the expense of such
an arrangement, to the appointment in our several colleges of two lec
turers on political economy, one of them maintaining and defending the
received doctrines of this science, and the other impugning them % And
if the latter should happen to be so hostile to those doctrines as to object
to be styled a political economist, this will be a matter of little conse
quence ; since nothing will be easier than for him to assume the title of
lecturer on statistics, or any other title he might prefer. It should be at
the option of the student or his parent which of these courses of instruc
tion he will attend. In many instances, it is to be hoped that he would
desire to attend both. The consequence of his so doing cannot but be
favorable to the cause of truth and the best interests of society, and pro
mote in a high degree that exercise of the intellectual faculties of youth,
which is to them a far more valuable education than to have been the
passive recipients of the contents of whole libraries, filled with the re
cords of other men's thoughts.
And here I may be permitted to express an opinion, that, besides a
systematic course or courses of instruction in the various branches of
political philosophy, provisions should be made in our higher seminaries
to supply, what, if I am not misinformed, is still a universal deficiency
in the United States;— I mean an elaborate course of instruction in his
tory, or rather in the philosophy of history, or more than one such course,
of the kind which has given origin to some of the best histories in the
German language, and to which, in France, we owe the celebrated work
of the eloquent and philosophic Guizot on the civilization of modern
Europe.
Another source to which the political philosopher looks with confi
dence, for aid in his efforts to improve the condition of his fellow-men,
is the more extensive diffusion of the blessings of christianity. On the
principles he professes to have established, its ministers, even when most
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abstracted from worldly considerations, and devoted to the one object of
preparing for death and immortality those to whom they address them
selves, are also engaged, very efficiently too, in promoting the best in
terests of the latter in the present life. In proportion as they are suc
cessful in the exercise of their more appropriate functions, will they
co-operate with all other teachers in the beneficent influence exerted by
these on the public mind. In the next place, by contributing to the
multiplication of the members of what my predecessor at this desk has
happily denominated the great peace society of the world, that is the
church of Christ, they will do much to diminish the number and magni
tude of those disputes and collisions between individuals and nations,
the frequent occurrence of which constitutes the greatest difficulty which
the spirit of political improvement has to contend with. And this is
not all. " To the poor the Gospel is preached." Christianity is, then,
emphatically the religion of the poor; without however being, on this
account, the less adapted to the circumstances of the rich. It has a
characteristic tendency, beyond all other causes, to raise up the former,
by a peaceful and almost imperceptible process, from the condition to
which they have been degraded in most of the nations of the earth, to
as near an approach to the condition of the latter as is consistent with
the nature of things ; at the same time maintaining inviolably all the
rights of property, and taking naught from any one excepting such
privileges as do not rightfully belong to him. In other words, Chris
tianity tends, perhaps as much as all other causes united, to bestow upon
mankind the gifts of a regulated freedom and of republican govern
ment, and to do this, it may be, quite as fast as men in general are fitted
to receive and to preserve them.
I may add that there is another peace society, auxiliary to the great
society already mentioned, and on which the political philosopher has
no little reliance for co-operation in putting some of the most important
measures, flowing from his principles, into execution. The society to
which I allude is no other than the mercantile community, not of this
country only, but also of every other. Commerce has, at the present
day more than ever, attached the nations of the earth to each other by
the bonds of a mutual dependence, the true independence of civilized
man. Hence it has already become a difficult matter for the more com
mercial among the nations to engage in war. To illustrate this, the
fact may here be stated that the manufacturers of silks at Lyons, for the
American market, were more instrumental, a few years ago, in main
taining the pacific relations existing between this country and France,
than all other causes combined. And likewise, have we not, in the
United States, begun, for commercial reasons, to regard a war with
Great Britain as almost an absurdity, to be dismissed at once from our
thoughts? Every extension, too, of commerce, becomes a new pledge,
given by the parties concerned, for maintaining the peace of the world.
Respecting the other modes, for other modes there are, in which the
political influence of commerce is of the most salutary character, the
exhaustion of the time allotted to my lecture will not permit me to say
any thing.
In conclusion, it may now be asked, whether it is at all surprising,
when he contemplates the effects naturally to result from the gradual ex
tension of religion, of education, and of commerce, putting out of view
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all other considerations, that the political philosopher should never de
spair, even in apparently the most untoward circumstances, of the for
tunes of the human race. Though one statesman should disappoint his
expectations, by giving up to party what was meant for mankind, and
another do every thing in his power to resist, instead of promoting it,
he nevertheless sees improvement surely, if at times, indeed, only slow
ly advancing on the car of time; and all he himself hopes to be able to
accomplish, by his utmost efforts, is, in some degree, to accelerate its in
evitable progress.
Nor is it at all surprising that, with views and expectations like these,
he should be so indisposed as he actually is to any violent changes in the
constitution or laws of his country, however beneficial those changes
promise ultimately to be ; even were a sufficient reason not to be found,
for such indisposition on his part, in the risk, as has already been stated,
of injury, from the reactions not unlikely to ensue, to the cause of im
provement itself.
Admitting the right of revolution only in such extreme cases as our
own most glorious of all revolutions, he addresses himself to the two
great parties, who now stand in presence of each other in more than one
European country, threatening to come into hostile collision, — saying
to the one, bear long with the evils of your present condition, and do
not prematurely attempt to anticipate the course of events, by the exer
cise of physical force, lest you injure, instead of benefiting yourselves, —
and to the other, yield now voluntarily, to the just demands of the great
body of the people and the spirit of the age, what you will be compelled
to yield up sooner or later; — if you hesitate too long, revolution and all
its attendant evils cannot fail to result.
To the people of our own country, marching, as they in many respects
do, in the van of civilization and improvement, he speaks in a very dif
ferent manner. He congratulates them that the revolution of '76, toge
ther with the subsequent adoption of the federal constitution, have ren
dered farther revolutions, or violent political changes, wholly unneces
sary, and in the highest degree to be deprecated ; at the same time
urging them forward to the farther improvement of their institutions
and systems of legislation by the force of an enlightened public opinion,
exerted through its legitimate channels.

Art. III.— THE PROTECTIVE SYSTEM*
It is certain, that for a few years past, great embarrassments have been
experienced in our monetary concerns, and as certain that causes must
have produced them. Many have assigned causes without attempting
to show how they could operate to produce the result, while a few prac
tical reasoners exist, who had, in advance of them, predicted all our
♦ This article is from the pen of an eminent Boston merchant, well known for his
views on political economy. We have no doubt that he will be ready to meet any
combatant on the ground he so concisely occupies. It may be well to state, that the
writer predicted the present difficulties which now afflict the country, from the premises
herein laid down.
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troubles, and shown by tracing the operation of cause to effect, that un
der existing circumstances, such embarrassments must inevitably come
upon us. Among these causes is one which has operated severely for
a few months past, namely, the reduction of duties on imports. This
system has caused such an influx of foreign productions as to absorb all
our exports and loans, and yet leave us indebted to such an extent as to
jeopardize the specie on which our circulating medium is founded. All
this might have been avoided by increasing instead of reducing the rate
of duties, and abolishing the credits thereon in all cases.
While our labor and productions arc rewarded as of late years, there
is placed in the hands of the people an amount of money which enables
them to purchase an amonnt of foreign merchandise far exceeding the
amount of our exports ; hence the necessity of high cash duties, not only
on manufactures coming directly in contact with ours, but on all
manufactures, as the proceeds of our exports are nearly, or all, required
to pay for foreign productions other than manufactures. If our present
system continue, the consequences must be disastrous to every portion
of our country — the reward of labor must be so reduced that the peo
ple cannot consume freely foreign productions, and of course, the same
economy must be observed as regards home productions. Thus, the
north and east must take less from the south and west, and vice versa.
Under a continuance of our present system, for a series of years, there
is no good reason to doubt that the consumption of cotton in this coun
try will be 30 to 40 per cent. less than under a high protective system.
This must add to our export of the article ; and, although a small per
centage on the whole crop, must probably reduce the price of the whole
20 to 30 per cent. Every other production of our country will, proba
bly, share the same fate.
Opponents of the protective system, argue that we should buy where
we can buy cheapest, and herein they argue correctly; but they err in
taking money as the standard of cost, labor being the only correct stand
ard. Suppose a man's wages to be $300 per annum :
He owes a debt of, and can pay it, Si 00 00
He can purchase American productions at prices cor
responding with his wages, 100 00
And can purchase of foreign productions, prices of
which our legislation cannot materially affect,
100 00
$300 00
Reduce his wages to $150, and the productions of the country in pro
portion, and it will be seen that home productions at high prices are
cheap, but at low prices, are dear.
He pays the debt,
$100 00
He purchases home productions for half the former
price,
50 00
And has left for foreign comforts,
00 00
$150 00
This simple illustration accords with the experience of every age and
nation, for wherever productions have been abundant and prices good,
there has been comparatively no suffering; but, whenever they have
been abundant and prices unusually low, there has always been seen
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much poverty and distress, so that we may arrive at correct conclusions,
without severely taxing our reasoning powers. If any thing more be
wanting to substantiate the utility of protective duties, let us for a mo
ment look at England. She has, for ages, protected her productions by
prohibiting duties, and taxed nearly every article of import enormously,
except raw material, and bread stuns, in certain cases; and yet, she is
thrown into a state of great embarrassment by importing a partial supply
of bread stuffs for a single season. Again, it would seem as if what
has been said and written by opponents of protective duties, ought to
satisfy any one that no reasonable objection can be made to such duties,
for, though long and loud have been their complaints against the system,
not a single instance can be produced where any one has shown a parti
cle of ground for such complaints. If reasons could have been given,
doubtless the highly talented Mr. McDuffie would have found them, but
he tried in vain. On one occasion, he asserted, that as duties averaged
forty per cent., and imports paid for by the south, planters must lose forty
bales of each hundred bales of cotton sold. But on trying the question by
the rule of three, we find the fallacy of his opinion ; for, duties might be
two hundred per cent., and then, by the same rule, on selling one hun
dred bales, the loss would be two hundred bales. On another occasion,
he dwelt much on the hardship of the high rate of duties on coarse
plains, an article particularly needed at the south, and to prove how
great the hardship, introduced the importation and sale of two bales of
tbe article, on which there was a very great loss, so great as to show
clearly, that in consequence of the presence of some American substi
tutes, the plains could not be imported to advantage, even if duty free;
thus proving the reverse of what he intended — proving that the south is
benefited by protective duties, even though they allow nothing for in
crease in price of their staples, which increase alone, under a system of
proper protection, would, probably, pay for all the manufactures they
require many times over.

Art. IV.— THE MERCHANT SERVICE.
Having, in a former article, briefly noticed the evils to which sailors
are exposed, when passing the short intervals of their unprofitable lives
in the great commercial cities to which their peculiar vocation directs
them, I shall endeavor to point out such remedies as may remove, or at
least lessen, such abuses.
In the first place then, I would propose the formation, in New York,
and every large seaport, of an association of ship-owners and masters,
whose object should be to watch over the welfare of the seafaring class.
Its members should contribute but a small annual fee, as the expenses of
the institution should be chiefly derived from the voluntary contributions
of the merchants. To an executive committee might be confided the
whole business of the society, aided by two agents appointed by the
committee, in conjunction with the Board of Commerce, the interests of
which association would be essentially subserved by such co-operation.
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All applicants for appointments as masters, or mates, might address
themselves to this committee for examination, as to their qualifications,
and for aid in obtaining suitable employment. The committee might
serve also as a board of arbitrators, in cases not absolutely requiring
judicial interference. To give character and pecuniary ability to the
proposed corporation, the association should be permanently invested
with corporate powers. All the merchants should enrol themselves as
members ; by thus concentrating the influence which their immense wealth
and patronage would give them, they might effect any object, having for
its end the moral and religious improvement of seamen, or the general
advancement of the civil marine.
Connected with this association, and subject to its special direction
and supervision, there should be established a school, devoted to the in
struction of young seamen, and the children of seafaring men. The
cost of founding an institution of this character would be as nothing, in
comparison with the benefits that would result from it. It would, at
once, relieve our large cities of thousands of vicious and vagrant boys,
and convert them, in process of time, into useful citizens.
If ship-owners and masters were required, by law, to rear up to the
sea a prescribed number of lads, a school and boarding establishment
for their instruction and accommodation, when in port, would be highly
desirable. An institution, restricted merely to the instruction of youths
of this class, might be located in the city as most convenient ; but, if in
addition to the school, it should be determined to provide accommodation
for boarding and lodging the pupils, some pleasant spot, on the south
side of Staten Island, or upon the borders of Prince's Bay, near the
Highlands, might be selected. From such delightful positions, the boys
would enjoy an uninterrupted view of the ocean, with the fleets of sea
going vessels, steamers, and coasting craft, passing in panorama before
them : scenes alike calculated to instruct, and to keep alive their fond
ness for a profession, which, though claiming its inseparable toils and
dangers, is not wholly devoid of attractions.
But, whatever location might be selected for the school, the expense
of its management would be much the same, as masters would, of course,
defray the charge of boarding their apprentices. The annual cost of
supporting a school of sufficient magnitude would not much exceed the
following estimate :
Salary of Principal Instructor
First Assistant
Second
Rent, Fuel, Books, Stationery, and contingent expenses

$1,200
700
60O
1,600
S4,100

It is hardly necessary to enter, here, into a formal argument of the
advantages of such an institution ; they must be obvious to every one
who has thought on the subject. It may be said, that the free schools of
this city offer all the requisite facilities for the instruction of young
sailors. This opinion can only be entertained by those unacquainted
with the character and habits of seamen, and with the kind of instruction
they need. Men who are to follow the sea should be educated exclu
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sively for the profession ; and in truth, we can see no reason why an
institution, established upon this plan, should not be entitled, under a
just construction of the revised statutes of the state of New York, to a
fair proportion of the school fund.
In the preceding number on this subject, we have attempted to
show, that there is no class of men whose mental and physical necessities
have been so little regarded, as those of the seamen of this country.
Philanthropists of the present day, appear to evince less interest in the
religious instruction and common comforts of the sailor, than of any
other people, whether black, white, or red, on the face of the earth.
Their sympathies and benefactions are too often sent abroad ; and ap
pear to be graduated in precise proportion to the distance to which
their influence is meant to extend. They seem to have forgotten the
old adage, that " charity begins at home," and that it has always been
accounted a wise thing to set one's own house in order, before interfering
with the concerns of others.
In making these remarks, we cheerfully except from the charge of in
difference to the wants of sailors, the directors and patrons of the Sea
men's Friend and Bethel Societies, and the dispensers of the magnificent
and well applied bequest of the ever to be honored Randall; nor should
we fail to mention the Sailors' Retreat, an establishment for the accom
modation of sick and disabled seamen, founded and supported by the
avails of a tax, enforced by the state, upon all seamen arriving at the
port of New York, and entirely distinct from the contribution of twenty
cents per month, exacted by a law of Congress.
This is an excellent institution, and conducted, as it is, in the most
systematic manner by its active and intelligent superintendent, is daily
increasing in extent and usefulness. Here the sick or worn-out sailor
may find a comfortable asylum, and receive from the officers of the
establishment every kindness and attention.
On some other occasion, we may allude more particularly to this and
the other institutions for seamen, located on Staten Island : the Sailors'
8nug Harbor, the United States' Marine Hospital, as also the Naval
Hospital at Brooklyn ; and we are confident in being able to prove the
deep injustice that has been done to seamen, in compelling them by law,
not only to provide themselves quarters and medical attendance, when
overtaken by poverty and sickness, but to furnish money to be expended
for other purposes, and, at the same time, requiring them to contribute,
hke others, to the general revenue of the country.
But the benefits derived from the sources already mentioned, are very
limited in their extent, and scarcely reach the young and thoughtless,
who actually run riot in the lowest scenes of dissipation, until disease
and decrepitude come upon them, ere they have passed two thirds of
the period allotted to man's natural life. It has always been a matter of
speculation, what becomes of sailors after they have reached the age of
fifty. Up to this time of life they seem hale and hearty, but in a little
wWe, they disappear as swallows in the autumn, no one knows whither.
8ome support themselves, for a time, in working at rigging, in mak
ing mats, straw hats, and other trifles. Many find their way into the
alms houses and hospitals ; others are scattered throughout the country
seeking employment wherever they can find it; but, much the greater num
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ber lounge about their old haunts, near the wharves and shipping, until,
borne down by drunkenness and want, they sink into a pauper's grave.
I remember to have seen, some years ago, at one of the Shaker
establishments, a couple of old man-of-war's-men, who had shown more
foresight than is generally exercised by men of their cloth, by securing
for themselves snug moorings, in so comfortable a port. One of them,
quite an old man, had served through the Tripolitan war, under Preble,
and was familiar with the names of Decatur, Somers, Wadsworth, and
Trippe ; the other was of more recent date. The elder being too infirm,
did not join in the religious dance of this extraordinary sect, but the
younger was conspicuous for his active zeal, and figured away most
vigorously, yet he could not entirely divest himself of the step and man
ner of the forecastle. Whether the writer's presence at the ceremony,
for we had previously recognised each other, called up old associations,
we cannot say ; but he probably gave, on this occasion, more than his
usual sailor character to the dance, and when the chanting of the singers
became more quick and inspiring in its measure, he would throw new
spirit into his movements, and perform that peculiar hitch-up step, called
by sailors the double shuffle. Doubtless, the starched brothers and
sisters of the order were sadly scandalized by this seeming irreverence,
but the old tar was excusable; he had forgotten, for a moment, the luxu
rious fare and undisturbed nights enjoyed as a member of the fraternity,
and permitted his thoughts to wander back to forecastle scenes, in which,
amid his joyous shipmates, he was wont to be foremost in the song and
dance.
Now and then, we see a few gray-headed old fellows in our ships of
war and navy yards, retained by the sympathy and kindness of the offi
cers ; but their limbs have become stiffened ; they can no longer move
aloft, or work the guns, as once they could ; after a short interval, even
these are thrust aside to make room for more youthful substitutes; and
poor Jack, like an old and useless horse, is turned upon the world to
starve, or gain, as well as he can, a precarious living for the remaining
period of his wretched existence.
Such is the character of our legislation, that no provision is made for
them.
The country to whose prosperity they have contributed so
largely, cannot afford to support them, when they are no longer able to
add to its revenue. The public charities are all absorbed, in providing for
the wants and comforts of foreign paupers, fresh from the parish or prisonhouses of their native districts; these sovereign voters of our blessed land,
who, when once landed on our shores, and before they have cast off the
prison or workhouse garb, with which they are furnished when sent
abroad in search of food and raiment, and new scenes wherein to exer
cise their vagabondism, are, by dishonest connivance, admitted surrepti
tiously to the right of voting, to gain some paltry advantage either for
one party or the other.
How different is the conduct of England to her disabled seamen ;
she has her glorious Greenwich Hospital as a sure retreat for those help
less men ; and every sailor or soldier who has served, faithfully, a cer
tain number of years, is sustained and cherished for the remainder of his
life. Even Russia, France, Holland, Denmark, and Sweden, deem it a
sacred obligation to provide for those who have devoted the best of their
lives to the service of the state ; their children also are educated at the
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public expense, and reared up to the profession of their fathers. In
Russia, public schools for this purpose, under the most admirable organi
zation, are scattered throughout the empire.
In remarking upon the discipline and treatment of seamen affoat in
merchant ships, and their provisions and clothing, we will endeavor to
show that the interest and convenience of the owners, not less than the
comfort of those in their employ, would be effectually benefited by the
adoption of established regulations for the government of the officers
and men ; but in carrying into execution a plan of the kind, and in per
fecting all the necessary detail, the assent and co-operation of the mer
chants generally would be indispensable. Hence another argument in
favor of an association such as we have ventured to recommend.
For want of such uniform rules, sailors are now subject to the caprice
of whomsoever they may chance to sail with ; in one ship they enjoy
the advantages of a just and lenient discipline, with abundant and
wholesome food ; in another, ill-treated, over-worked, and half starved,
they become soured and disheartened, and rife for the commission of
any crime. The laws and usages for the government of seamen in the
merchant service are amply sufficient to enforce the necessary order and
discipline, if judiciously administered. In most cases where sailors
have mutinied against the authority of their officers, the causes which
have induced them to act may almost invariably be traced back to the
improper conduct of those very officers, either in the exercise of vexa
tious and unwarranted severity, or by relaxing the reins of discipline,
so as to lose all control over the reckless spirits placed under their
command.
It is true that American merchant ships are infinitely better command
ed than those of any other nation ; but it is equally undeniable, that in
many of them, sailors suffer every hardship and privation, imputable, not
so much to the intentional neglect and severity of the masters, as to want
of judgment and system in the exercise of the authority vested in
them.
The plan which we would propose for rendering a ship's company
more contented and comfortable, is a very simple one. It is, to enforce
in each ship a well-defined code of regulations for the government of the
whole crew. To establish a uniform ration of provisions ; and to fur
nish to each master a small supply of sea-clothing, to be issued by him
at a fixed profit, to those of the crew that may need it. With regard to
the provisioning of ships, there can be little doubt that owners would
soon discover the advantage and economy of furnishing, to those sailing
in their employ, a fixed and uniform ration. The arrangement would
prevent the improvidence and waste so common in merchant ships, as
also that fruitful cause of discontent among seamen, the alleged scanti
ness and bad quality of their provisions. It is but right that seamen
should have secured to them a sufficient ration of good and wholesome
food, and be exempt by law from a dependence on the caprice or cu
pidity of the master or owners. It is not intended to charge either with
illiberality or unkindness to those serving under them, but it is wellknown that seamen too frequently suffer on their voyages for want of
provisions and water, a deficiency caused as often by their own careless
waste, as the neglect of the master in providing an ample store, and fixing
a regular allowance. These inconveniences, which sometimes become
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very serious, may be avoided by having it arranged that each officer
and man shall receive of the ship's stores one ration and no more.
The additional supply of cabin stores must, of course, vary according
to the bargain of the owners and masters; but whatever arrangement
may be made on this score, the established ration should remain the same,
as an ultimate resort in case of need ; hence the propriety of providing
for each individual at the commencement of a voyage, whether officer,
passenger, or common hand, a daily ration calculated to last double the
duration of the passage. In the adoption of this system, seamen would
be gratified by the grant of certain rights, by possessing which they
could have no further cause of dissatisfaction in regard to provisions ;
and ship owners would be relieved from all future care and responsibility
on the subject.
The following is recommended as a just and suitable ration for men
engaged in merchant ships; it is somewhat more liberal than that allowed
in the navy, but in this service men require less food, as they perform
less labor, and are made in every way more comfortable; indeed they
scarcely ever consume their entire ration. On the Mediterranean and
West India stations, a mess of ten seamen usually stop two rations, and
at the end of each month draw the amount either in kind or in money,
which they barter for fruit and vegetables.
PROPOSED DAILY RATION.
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This makes the daily average cost for each man, about 21^ cents. And
we venture to say it will be found much less than the aggregate expense,
in the present wasteful practice. In lieu of spirits, which are a part of
the navy ration, we have substituted, at the same cost, tea and sugar;
seamen in the naval service consume large quantities of tea, sugar, and
tobacco, but as those articles are not components of the prescribed ration,
they are required to pay for them out of their wages.
On the subject of clothing but little need be said ; the propriety, indeed
the necessity, of furnishing to each ship a supply of coarse slops for the
convenience of the crew, must be evident to every one who has made a
winter's passage at sea. The proverbial thoughtlessness of seamen, and
the unforeseen disasters to which they are exposed, frequently place them
in the most necessitous circumstances, and when thus thrown pennyless
upon the world, their only resource is to find employment in the first sea
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going ship. They embark perhaps at some port within the tropics, with
a scanty stock of clothing, and are carried in the course of their voyage
into a cold and stormy region, exposed to all the severity of the weather ;
their sufferings become insupportable ; the safety of the ship cannot be
neglected, and the poor fellows are often detained aloft for hours, amid
the violence of the elements, half-naked, and nearly dead with cold.
This is not a singular nor exaggerated picture ; in every ship that ap
proaches our coast from the south, in winter, the same exposures are
encountered by some portion of their crews, who, less provident than
others of their shipmates, have worn out or lost their woollen clothing.
In truth the toils and sufferings of sailors on our coast in the inclement
season, are inconceivable to those who, comfortably housed within their
warm apartments, even there dread the storms that beat upon their win
dows, and think but little of the hapless sailor struggling, for days and
nights, to guard their property from danger.
We insert a list of clothing, which may be considered a suitable sup
ply for vessels, with the aggregate crews of twelve to eighteen hands.
The quantities may be increased or diminished, in proportion to the
number of the respective crews.
12 Coarse Woollen Round-about Jackets, each at - - - $4,50
8
"
"
Monkey Jackets
6,00
15 pairs
"
Trowsers
3,50
25
" Flannel Shirts
1,38
25 pairs Flannel Drawers
1,00
25 pairs Woollen Stockings
62
15 pairs Shoes - -1,00
15 " Woollen Comforters for the neck -----25
15 "
"
Caps
50
The whole should be purchased by the owners, and charged to the ac
count of the master, for whose responsibility he might receive, from the
seamen, 25 per cent. profit on the cost. At the end of the voyage, an
account of issues should be furnished to the owner, and the deficiencies
replenished. The clothing should be tightly packed in linen covers with
tobacco, and placed in a chest provided for the purpose. These details
may, perhaps, seem trite to the casual reader ; but to those who have
witnessed the sufferings of sailors for want of comfortable clothing in
bad weather, they will not appear wholly superfluous.
In conclusion, we have only to notice another and still more serious
evil, which prevails almost universally in the merchant service — the
omission of religious worship on the Sabbath. It has been often and
truly said, that sailors are particularly susceptible of religious impressions,
and fond of participating in those solemn ceremonies. In none but the
larger of our national ships, are chaplains allowed ; but this does not
often prevent the observance of religious worship ; there are always offi
cers willingly disposed to read to the assembled crew an appropriate
chapter,
And why
and cannot
a few prayers
the masters
selected
of merchant
from the ships
book of
follow
common
this prayer.
worthy
example 1 How glorious would it be, if our hundred thousand seamen,
scattered, as they always are, over the whole surface of the globe, could
be assembled on each Sabbath day, in whatever clime they may chance
to be, and under the shadow of their own spotless flag, offer to Almighty
God the homage of their adoration and praise !
Y.
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Art. V.— MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
professor olmsted's lectures
LECTURES.
on meteorology, at clintox halL.

We continue out sketches of Professor Olmsted's Lectures on Meteo
rology. In the December number of the Merchants' Magazine, we gave
a full and accurate synopsis of the Introductory Lecture, on "the Connexion of Science and the Arts," and the three first of the course,
namely,
3. Of Rain
1. Of
; and
the now
Atmosphere
commence
in General
with — 2. Dew, Fog, and Clouds—

LECTURE IV.

Of Meteorological Observations, and of Winds.
The lecturer remarked, that meteorology is pre-eminently a science
founded on observation, and no reliance is to be placed on any theory
in this science which is not derived from an extensive induction of facts.
We require, moreover, that facts shall be observed and reported with the
greatest possible degree of accuracy. Voluminous records of meteorologi
cal observations, kept for many years, are often found to be wholly useless,
because their correctness cannot be depended on. Measures have re
cently been taken to procure a far greater degree of precision and uni
formity. Whenever great accuracy has been employed in taking meteo
rological observations, it has been rewarded by the discovery of unex
pected regularity in this department of nature. If, for example, we
should take hourly observations on the thermometer for every day of the
year, for several successive years, we should find the average temperature
of each year differ scarcely at all from that of the others.
Within a few years a plan, originally proposed by Sir John Herschel,
has been carried out in various countries, of taking simultaneous obser
vations four times a year, namely, at the equinoxes and at the solstices.
The observations with the various meteorological instruments, are made
every hour for the whole twenty-four. This furnishes the means of
comparing the condition of the atmosphere, as they exist at the same
moment, in various parts of the globe, and promises to lead to curious
and interesting results.
The principal instruments in use, are, the thermometer, for estimating
the temperature of the air; the barometer, for ascertaining its weight and
pressure; the hygrometer, for finding the amount and condition of the
watery vapor contained in the atmosphere ; and the rain gauge, for learn
ing the amount of water precipitated from the atmosphere in the differ
ent forms of rain, snow, and hail. Our time will only permit us to point
out the use of the two most important, namely, the thermometer and
barometer. The thermometer being designed to measure the tempera
ture of the air, it should be exposed where it is free from all accidental
sources of heat, whether conducted or reflected from neighboring ob
jects. If we make observations with the thermometer every hour for
the whole twenty-four, and divide the sum of all the observations by
their number, it will give as the average, or mean temperature, for that
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day. As this, however, would be a tedious process, and as it is found
that if we add the highest and lowest observations, and divide their sum
by two, it gives very nearly the same mean, this method of obtaining
the mean is generally adopted. The highest, or maximum temperature,
is from two to three o'clock, P. M. ; the minimum, at sun rise. Of all
single observations, that at sunset comes nearest the mean.
The barometer gives us much useful information respecting the
changes of the atmosphere, since it indicates, by the rise and fall of a
column of mercury, every change in the atmospheric equilibrium ; and
such changes, when greater than ordinary, are connected with the phe
nomena of storms. The barometer fluctuates but little during the year
in the torrid zone, the mercury never being far from thirty inches. In
our own latitude, the fluctuations are much greater, rising, some times,
as high as thirty-one inches, and sometimes falling below twenty-nine.
An extraordinary rise of the barometer, (say to nearly thirty-one inches,)
indicates that a storm is raging at some distant place; and when a rapid
fall succeeds, we may infer that the storm is approaching. An extraor
dinary depression of the barometer attends the most violent tornadoes.
Col. Reid, in his work on the " Law of Storms," mentions an instance
that occurred in the West Indies, when the barometer, during a violent
hurricane, fell to 26 50 inches. In general, a gradual rise of the baro
meter indicates fair weather, and a gradual fall, approaching foul
weather. Since the barometer frequently gives notice of an approaching
gale, and indicates the state and prospects of a storm while actually
raging, it becomes a very valuable instrument to the mariner. No ship
should ever sail without one.
Winds. — The lecturer observed, that the inconstancy of the wind is
proverbial, and we should little expect to find that the winds are bound
by fixed laws. It is characteristic of nature, however, that she is irregu
lar in the small, but regular in the great. Amid ceaseless changes, uni
form results are produced ; and perfect symmetry in the midst of the most
careless irregularity. Thus, while not a single branch of a tree seems
to have the least relation to any other, the whole together make up the
regular forms exhibited in the majestic elm or oak. The same is the
case with the winds. The more we study their phenomena, the more
we find that they are governed by fixed laws, even in their wildest moods.
The three most general laws respecting the winds of the globe, are
the following : — 1. That between the latitudes of thirty degrees on each
side of the equator, the general tendency of the wind is westward. 2.
That between the latitudes of thirty and sixty degrees, the general ten
dency is eastward. Beyond these latitudes, the winds are more irregu
lar. 3. That those winds which blow towards the equator in both he
mispheres, predominate over those which blow from the equator. Thus,
in our latitude, northerly prevail over southerly winds.
Land and sea breezes, trade winds, and monsoons of the Indian Ocean,
were particularly described and accounted for.
lecture v.
Of Tornadoes, Atlantic Gales, and the Law of Storms.
Tornadoes are characterized by marks of the greatest violence : houses
are unroofed or torn in fragments, the largest trees are prostrated, and
VOL. II. — NO. II.
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a well-defined path is sometimes made through the heaviest forest,
masses of timber are carried to a distance, and lighter substances even
many miles. Most of the land tornadoes are of short duration. One
that occurred in New Haven last summer, formed in a meadow, rushed
over a plain in a path about sixty rods wide, bounded over a mountain
nearly four hundred feet high, and lost itself in an extensive marsh on
the other side of the mountain. All this was done in six minutes, and
extended from west to east through about four miles, destroying every
thing in its way. Similar tornadoes have occurred in various parts of
our country, of which interesting accounts may be found in Silliman's
Journal of Science. These tornadoes have a powerful upward motion.
Sticks of timber and other heavy bodies are often lifted to a great height;
and in a storm that occurred at Stowe, in Ohio, a few years since, a
loaded cart was carried quite over a barn. Men have not unfrequently
been raised to a considerable height by these tornadoes.
The trees and other bodies prostrated by these storms, fall inwards
on the margin of the storm, towards the central track of the storm, while
those trees which stood near the centre of the track, lie in the general
course of the storm. Subordinate curves are formed, indicating a whirl
wind action ; but the marks of a general rotation are not as distinctly
traced in these small tornadoes, as in the large gales that occur at sea.
The velocity of the wind, within the vortex, cannot be less than one
hundred miles per hour, (and is sometimes, probably, much greater,)
while the forward motion of the storm is not more than thirty or forty
miles an hour. We are much in the dark, as to what, all of a sudden,
forms these storms, and endues them with such surprising violence.
The Atlantic gales have within a few years been studied with great
attention, and with very interesting results. A large part of what is
known respecting them, is due to our fellow citizen, Mr. William C.
Bedficld. By examining the log-books of a great number of ships that
have been caught in these gales, he has traced, with great success and
ability, the laws by which they are governed. Mr. Redfield has estab
lished the following facts by a very extensive and satisfactory induc
tion :—that these gales commonly take their rise in the equatorial re
gions, to the southeastward of the West India islands—that they take a
northwesterly direction towards the American coast, till they reach the
latitude of thirty degrees ; they then bear towards the northeast, and
traverse along the coast of North America, and finally waste them
selves in the Northern Atlantic. Mr. Redfield has farther proved, by
comparing the courses of the wind, as taken by ships situated in differ
ent parts of the same storm, that these gales are great whirlwinds, and
that they rotate always in one and the same direction, namely, from
right to left, or against the sun ; their forward motion is often very slow,
while their rotary or whirlwind motion is very swift.
The laws of these gales, as established by the ingenious and laborious
researches of Mr. Redfield, have received much confirmation from others
who have followed him in the same course of investigation, particularly
from Colonel Reid, now governor of Bermuda, who has published a work
on the " Law of Storms." By an extensive comparison of facts, similar
to that made by Mr. Redfield, Colonel Reid has arrived at the same
conclusions, and these have been still farther confirmed by the testimo
ny of the most experienced navigators. The ultimate object to which
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these inquiries are directed is, to furnish to the mariner practical rules,
by which he may be enabled so to manage his ship when overtaken by
a gale, and so to steer his course, as to avoid the fury and danger of the
storm. Several highly useful and practical rules of this kind, derived
from the investigations of Mr. Redfield, are already established, and
may be found in his published papers on this subject, and in Colonel
Reid's work.
Although Professor Olmsted regards Mr. Redfield and Colonel Reid
as having satisfactorily explained the laws which govern these great
storms, yet he thinks we are here, as in the case of the smaller tornadoes
which occur on land, very much in the dark with respect to the ultimate
causes of these phenomena—the causes which first produce the whirl
wind, and afterwards maintain its violence. Heat, more than any other
known cause, disturbs the atmospheric equilibrium, and produces winds ;
but the lecturer regards all attempts hitherto made, to explain the man
ner in which heat acts to produce the peculiar effects exhibited in tor
nadoes and hurricanes, as unsuccessful.
LECTURE VI.
Of Thunder Storms.
To Dr. Franklin is universally conceded the honor of having first
established the identity between electricity and lightning. This he did
by actually drawing the lightning from the clouds by means of a kite,
and proving that it possessed all the properties of the electric fluid, even
to the charging of ajar.
This discovery led to very extravagant notions respecting the agency
of electricity in the phenomena of nature. Not only thunder storms,
but storms of every sort, and all other meteorological phenomena, as
dew, fog, rain, hail, and luminous meteors, were at once ascribed to the
same universal agent. Indeed, the arcana of nature were now held to
be all unlocked, and to electricity were successively ascribed the tides,
the motions of the heavenly bodies, and the functions of animal and
vegetable life. This propensity to employ electricity as the agent by
which to explain all mysterious things in nature, not otherwise account
ed for, has infected natural philosophy even to our own times, and many
now imagine they have sufficiently explained any unusual or wonderful
occurrence in the natural world, by calling it " an electrical pheno
mena."
In thunder storms, we are presented with the following leading facts.
It is found by experiments, (made by raising kites to the region of the
clouds,)
that the that
electricity
all insulated
of a cloud
clouds
is sometimes
are highly positive,
charged and
withsometimes
electricityne
—
gative — that even a fog is often highly electrified. Electricity is
strongest when hot weather succeeds a series of rainy days, or when
wet weather succeeds a series of dry and hot days. Thunder storms
usually occur in the hottest seasons of the year, and after mid-day. They
are more frequent and violent in hot than in cold countries, and are es
pecially violent in volcanoes.
^In our explanation of the foregoing facts, we must consider, that
here are two different classes of phenomena to be accounted for : first,
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the common elements of a storm of rain ; secondly, the thunder and
lightning. Now, the winds, the clouds, and the rain, are to be account
ed for here in the same manner as in other cases. Opposite winds of
different temperatures, hot and cold, and largely charged with watery
vapor, meet, and moisture is precipitated in the form of clouds and rain,
in accordance with the general principle before assigned for their pro
duction. But whence is the electricity 1 Whenever water is rapidly
turned to vapor, or vapor is condensed into water, electricity is rapidly
evolved. Such is its origin in thunder storms. It is therefore a conse
quence, not the cause, of thunder storms.
Our thunder storms usually take place as follows : —After a hot morn
ing, with the wind from the southwest, (the hottest quarter,) a north
westerly or westerly wind sets in, which is very cool. A thunder
storm is the consequence, according to the principles above explained.
Our morning thunder storms are produced in a different way, namely,
by an easterly wind of very different temperature from that over the
land, (being warmer in winter and colder in summer.) If the wind from
the sea is hot, the elements of the storm will be precipitated from it by
the influence of the colder air over the land ; if the sea air is cold, it
will precipitate the same elements from the hot and humid air then pre
vailing over the land. Hence a morning thunder storm, being caused
by an easterly wind, is the precursor of foul weather ; while an after
noon thunder storm, being caused by a northwesterly wind, is the pre
cursor of fair weather.
On applying the preceding explanation of the cause of thunder storms,
to the leading facts before mentioned, we may understand something of
the nature of the various appearances. The clouds of a thunder storm
being good conductors of electricity, and surrounded with air, which is
a non-conductor, are analogous to the prime conductor of an electrical
machine, only instead of a few feet of surface, as in the prime conductor,
we have here a conductor of many thousand acres. The rapid evapo
ration which occurs on a hot summer day, and the sudden condensation
of vapor in forming thunder clouds, evolve great quantities of electricity,
which is accumulated in the clouds. As some clouds are found to be
positively, and some negatively electrified, we easily account for the
electrical discharges, which are nothing more than the passage of the
fluid from one cloud to another, differently electrified. Every thing is
here on a grand scale ; for, instead of the spark of a few inches, which
is all we can effect with our best machines, the flash produced by the
apparatus of the skies, is sometimes three miles in length. Instead of
discharging itself to a distant cloud, the electricity sometimes darts to
the east, and then it tears asunder whatever comes in its way, and de
stroys the lives of men and animals. The flash of light accompanying
an electric discharge, is no part of electricity itself, but is elicited from
the air, which is suddenly and powerfully condensed before the fluid,
and light i.s thus emitted, as in a little instrument called the air-mallet,
in which a solid piston suddenly forced down upon a column of confined
air in a cylinder, produces a spark sufficient to light tinder.
We occasionally observe a succession of phenomena, as follows : first,
a vivid flash of lightning; shortly afterwards, a loud clap of thunder; and
after a longer interval, comes al sudden fall of rain. This looks as
though the electricity produced the rain; but were these events to occur
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in the order required by our theory, namely, first, the condensation of
the vapor into drops of rain, and secondly, the evolution of electricity in
consequence of such condensation, the phenomena would reach us in
the order observed. For the light being instantaneous in its passage,
would reach the eye the moment the electricity was discharged; tlie
sound being a slower traveller, would next reach the ear ; and, finally,
the rain, which travels much more slowly, would reach us after a con
siderable interval.
The lecturer closed with some practical directions for the construc
tion of lightning rods, and for securing our safety during thunder storms.
Lightning rods should be made of one continued rod of iron, the parts
being secured into each other, and not broken by joints or links like a
chain ; it should ascend above the ridge of the house to a height equal
to half the space to be protected on every side ; (thus, a height of ten
feet will protect a space of twenty feet in all directions from the rod ;)
it must terminate above in three branches, tipped with gold leaf, or points
of platina or silver, and enter below into the ground to the depth, where
the ground is permanently moist, usually not less than six feet.
Professor Olmsted remarked, that when lightning rods were con
structed on these principles, he had never known any injury done by
lightning, and he entertained the most entire confidence in their efficacy.
He urged the importance of every householder's availing himself of this
easy protection, especially where a house stands separate from other
buildings, as in the country. The numerous pointed objects in a city,
have a tendency to dissipate the fluid, and to render it less liable to do
injury, than in more secluded situations. The cases where life is de
stroyed by lightning, being usually much scattered, and involving but
one or two individuals at a time, they attract little public notice ; yet the
entire amount of lives lost in this way every year, is greater (as has
been ascertained by an accurate account kept by Mr. Redfield) than
that occasioned by steamboat accidents.

Embarrassments. — A man who has any feeling of honor, would
rather die outright than become a bankrupt, and any reasonable sacri
fice he would willingly consent to. Misfortune is one thing— imprudence
another — and knavery the climax. "When a man is unfortunate, he is
deservedly an object of sympathy. To such, I would say, the moment
you find yourself in embarrassed circumstances, and perceive that you
cannot extricate yourself, without speculating with what does not belong
to you, call a private meeting of your creditors, and lay before them the
entire state of your affairs. Make a proposition of what you think you
will be able to pay, towards the liquidation of their claims, and trust to
their generosity to accept it. You will then be taken by the hand by
your creditors — get a release — and perhaps, with their kind assistance
and advice, become a better man of business than ever you were, — but
keep nothing back. — Foster.
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Art. VI.— BANKS OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The banks constitute a very important interest to the people of Mas
sachusetts. There are about twenty thousand persons who are interest
ed as stockholders, and there are several times as many others who are
dependent upon these stockholders, and thus whose means of living are
affected by the condition of these institutions. The whole mass of the
people, in their capacity as bill-holders and in respect to their various
employments, have an interest in the continuance and prudent manage
ment of the banks. In fact, it will be difficult to find an individual who
is not directly nor indirectly interested in them. There is hardly any
thing whose influence is so completely felt in all the ramified relations of
society. We are scarcely aware of their importance till we experience
a disturbance of the currency, of which they furnish by far the largest
proportion. Every species of property depends for its value in some de
gree upon the banks. They in a great degree control the price of all kinds
of property and of labor, regulate agriculture, trade, and manufactures,
and, in a series of years, show their effects on the progress of civilization.
The change which has taken place in the condition of the people of
Massachusetts, in the last thirty or forty years, is plainly indicated by the
bank issues, which have constituted the greater part of the circulating
medium.
In the following article it is proposed to show the condition of the
banks of Massachusetts for a series of years, in respect to the value of
the stock as an investment ; in respect to the amount of specie compared
with the circulation, and with the sum of the circulation and deposits, —
which is justly regarded as an important criterion of safety to the public ;
in respect to the increase of the capital stock; and in respect to the
amount of the capital stock, and of the bills in circulation compared with
the population, — the bills in circulation having served as an important
part of the circulating medium in the operations of trade, and as impor
tant means of changing the condition of the community. In preparing
the tables, use has been made of the bank returns as published by the
secretary of state.
Table showing the Average*of the last semi-annual dividends per cent. ofthe
Banks of Massachusetts, for thirty-two years, from 1808 to 1839.
In. Boston
In January,
June,
..
..
..

1808.
1809.
1810.
1811.
1812.

About 83
3
..
3
4
..
3

75
50
68{
00
62}

Aggregate for 5 years
S18 56}
Aggregate average of the last1
semi-annual dividends for 5
years
I
S3 71}
Estimated average, per annum, for 5 years

Out \of Boston.
About $3
..
3
3
3
3

81}
62J
871
93}
43}

In the SteU.
S3
3
3
3
3

78}
56}
78}
96}
53}

S18 68}

SIS 62}

S3 73}

S3 72}
. S7 45
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TabUof Dividends— Continued.
hi Boston.
June, 1813..
S3 00
About 2 75
..4M8M..
3 37}
*1815..
.. 2 81}
1816..
3 03l
.. 1817..
.. 1818..
. . 3 37J
.. 3 281
.. 1819..
. . 2 93}
.. 1820..
.. 1821.
2 62J
.. 3 00
.. 1822.
.. 1823.
.. 2 87J
. . 2 93}
.. 1624.
.. 1825.
. . 2 87J
.. 2 81}
May, 1826.
.. 1827.
. . 2 62J
.. 2 75
.. 1828..
. . 2 87J
August, 1829.
June, 1830.
. . 2 37J
2 81}
October, 1831.
2 93}
August, 1832.
3 03}
October, 1833.
3 00
May, 1834.
3 00
.. 1835.
3 25
September, 1836 .
2 87J
October, 1837.
2 93
.. 1838.
2 86
November, 1839.
$79 00}
Aggregate for 27 years.
Aggregate average fori
S2 92g!
27 years
'
Estimated average, per annum, for 27 years
In Boston.
Aggregate for 5 years . .
Aggregate for 27 years,

$18 56}
79 005

Aggregate for 32 years,
$97 57J
Aggregate average of
the last semi-annual
$3 04
dividends in 32 years,
Estimated average, per annum, for 33 years .

Out of Boston.
About $2 62J
3 18}
. . 2 62J
.. 3 12J
. . 2 87J
.. 3 25
.. 3 25
.. 3 12J
2 87J
.. 2 93}
3 18}
2 93}
3 00
3 25
3 00
3 00
.. 3 00
. . 2 68}
3 06}
3 18}
3 18}
2 93}
2 93}
3 00
2 81}
3 02
3 OS
$81 16}
S3 00 S

Out of Boston.

In the Slate.
$2 81} 185
2 96j
3 00
2 965
2 95is
3 31}
3 2G?6
3 03}
2 75
2 96J
3 03}
2 93}
2 93}
3 03}
2 81}
2 87J
2 93}
2 53J
2 93}
3 06}
3 10 1!
2 961
2 96J
3 12J
2 845
2 97J
2 97
$80 0811
$2 96*g
..$5 93$
In the Stale.

|$18 68}
81 16}

$18 62}
80 08 !'

$99 85J

$98 71 «

S3 12 63,

$3 08*"
. $C 1625s

According to the foregoing table, the average of the last semi-annual
dividends of all the banks, for five years, from 1808 to 1812, inclusive,
was $3 72J per cent. on the capital stock; since the one half of one per
cent. has been semi-annually paid under the name of a bank tax to the
state, the average for 27 years from 1813 to 1839, has been $2 96-^ and
during these two periods, embracing 32 years, it has been $3 08i|l.
Supposing the other semi-annual dividends to have been the same,
(and it is reasonable to suppose they were not materially different,)
the average annual dividends on the capital would be $7 45 per cent, in
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the period of five years, and $5 93— per cent. in that of 27 years, and
$6 16^- per cent. in that of 32 years. Stockholders have, therefore, re
ceived on their stock, during the whole period of 32 years, over one
sixth part of one per cent. per annum, more than six per cent. which in
the whole time amounts to $5 42 § per cent.
The aggregate of capital of all the banks in 32 years, from 1808 to 1839,
has been $545,679,507 28, and the aggregate of dividends at the average
rate of 86 16^- per cent. per annum, has been $33,666,080 88, which is
$925,310 44 more than $32,740,770 44, the interest at six per cent. per
annum. During these 32 years, the annual average of the capital has
been $17,052,484 60J.
It has been estimated that the loss to stockholders in the banks of
Massachusetts, in 32 years, from 1808 to 1839 inclusive, or the amount
which it is probable those banks which have wound up, and which are
winding up, have failed, or will fail, of paying par on the stock, will be
about $2,000,000, — scarcely a dollar of which loss had occurred till
within the last three years. If we take from this sum the surplus of in
terest received over six per cent., which the banks have paid in divi
dends to stockholders during this time, $925,310 44, we shall have the
sum of $1,074,689 56, as the remaining loss. This loss will reduce the
average dividends during this period about three cents per annum, on
$100, and make the annual average dividends to have been $5 97 per
cent., half of which has been semi-annually received on the capital
stock over and above the loss to stockholders. It should also be
added in this connexion, that, according to the returns in November,
1839, the "amount of reserved profits at the time of declaring the last
dividend," that is, on the 7th of October, 1839, was $1,516,325 34, which,
after deducting $894,982 16 for " debts due, and not paid, and con
sidered doubtful," on the supposition that these " debts" are worth
less, will be $621,343 18, and will reduce the loss to $453,346 06, and
make the profits to have amounted to over $6 O8 per cent. per annum for
the thirty-two years. This is indeed only an approximate result ; but
if we were to go through the labor of ascertaining the rate of dividends
paid semi-annually, or the amount paid by each bank during this period,
it is probable that the result would not be materially different. We
have reference to the original par value of the stock, and not to what the
shares may have cost individuals who afterwards purchased them. This
result will bear a favorable comparison with the results of investments
generally in other securities. We may suppose that other investments
generally have not been so profitable, or at least have not been more
profitable.
The loss to bill-holders and to depositors, though it may have pressed
very heavily on a very few individuals, has not probably exceeded
$650,000 in the aggregate, or about one third of the loss to stockholders.
The fraud or folly which has brought on this loss to either, is deserving of
public indignation. The mass of stockholders have been as innocent of
the mismanagement as the confiding bill-holder and depositor. The billholder generally has it in his power to dispose of the bills for nearly
their par value, and, with the depositor, must be fully paid before the
stockholders can receive any thing on their stock. The loss of one hund
red dollars on bank bills, is no greater than the loss of one hundred dol
lars on bank stock.
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The following table contains thenumber ofbanks, the aggregate capital, specie, circula
tion, ratio of specie to the circulation, deposits not on interest, and ratio ofspecie to the
circulation and deposits, in Boston,for thirty-seven years,from 1803 to 1839, inclusive,
according to the bank returns.
Ratio of
Ratio of]
specie to
h f
specie
to\
circulaCirculation. circula Deposits.
Capital.
Specie.
tionand
tion.
deposits.
561,669
714,840 001 1 tol 27 1,179,116 00
402,830
518,295 00
1 28 835,841 00
326,426
250,394 00
0 7fi 669,519 00
391,678
304,516 00
0 77 1,586,569 00
225,690
243,518 00
1 07 1,303,375 0.)
632,137
259,878 00
0 41 2.022.030 96
399,184
6-16,221 00
J (11 1,549,753 47
700,606
906,578 00
1 291 1,707,713 40
830,829
1,059,313 00
1 271 2,847,747 83
2,882,116
1,079,748 00
0 3' 4.146.031 15
4,569,574
1,375,330 00
0 30l 5,472,3-17 68
5,466,659
1,745,752 00
0 3l! 7,363,866 70
2,232,353
1,548,193 00
0 69 3,090,770 43
816,027
1,142,307 00
1 27| 1,674,115 67
1,031,374
1,220,151 00
1 18| 2,989,812 25
597,087
1,142,116 00
1 91 2,311,004 66
1,067,682 00
740,216
1 44 2,058,287 12
1,272,226 00
790,068
1 61 2,599,025 11
1,329,411 00
2,277,909
0 58 4,661,901 19
432,615
1,191.971 00
2 75 2,611,571 75
1,353,892 00
503,787
2 68 2,453,090 62
1,119,828
1,796,600 52
1 64 4,413,395 63
527,789 79 *3,770,536 4a
7 02 1,791,018 67
736,117
3,942,650 54
35 1,649,533 70
895,078
11 1,858,591 88
3,631,664 71
651,344
4,445,599 56
7!) 1,178,801 24
661,765
13 1,618,127 86
2,077.691 00
!is 2,194,230 88
910,390
2.17M17 00
578,008
3,464,275 00
99 2,778,768 04
596,381
3,060,129 00
13 1,757,623 16
647,618
30 2,419,584 64
2,623,617 00
876,332
:u 3,656,627 31
2,934,451 00
(18 4,827,330 69
861,842
3,396,584 00
1,155,853
08 7,136,276 13
4,260,948 00
1,129,942
88 6,560,075 89
4,386,414 00
2 00 5,005,966 89
1,690,169
3,388,658 00
1,272,266
1 96 3,059,632 691
2,502,845 00
1 76(107,039,125 33l
Agg|201 1360,519,300 63|41,124,573 75|72,476,462 75|
Sl'MMiRY.
Average
Average
Average
rati oof
Average
Xo. of Average
Average ratio of Average specie to
Capital.
Spew.
Circulation. specie to Deposits. circula'n
Bankt.
circula'n
and dep's
10 vrs. from
l
1*03 to 1812. 3 3,780,000 00 735,316 70lu3 598,330 10 1 to 0 81 l,784,7f)9 68iuil to 3 24
10 yrs. from
1813 to 1822
0 68 3,483,270 26
Si3 7.644,555 00 1,895,388 77 1,303,518 901
2 52
10 yrs. from
4
J823to 1832. Its 11,821,805 003 719,349 3021 2,976,445 57a
4 14 2,169,318 16108
7 16
7 vrs. from
1833 to 1839. 2875 18,579,385 807 1,090,575 1376 3,384,788 147s
3 10 4,666,506 32
7 38
37 yrs. from
1803 to 1839. 123711 9,743,764 88\n7 1,111,474 96S3.7 1,958,823 31?7IS 1 76 2,892,9-li) 3337is 4 36
1,600,000 00
3,400,000 00
3,400,000 00
3,400,000 00
3,400,000 00
3,800,000 00
3,800,000 00
4,600,000 00
4,600,000 00
5,800,000 00
7,000,000 001,
8,725,000 00
9,100,000 00
9,100,000 00
6,800,000 00
7,049,425 00
7,350,000 00
7,350,000 00
6,550,000 00
7,421,125 00
8,050,000 00
8,925,000 00
10,300,000 00
11,050,000 00
11,550,000 00
12,343,050 00
12,900,000 00
12,350,000 00
13,600,000 00
15,150,000 00
16,401,250 00
17,150,000 00
18,150,000 00
20,118.850 00
21,350,000 00
18,450,000 00
18,435,600 63

* The circulation in this, and the other tables, includes " bills or notes in circulation,
bearing interest," from 1825 to 1828.
vol. n. — no. n.
18
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The following table contains the number of banks, the aggregate capital, specie, circula
tion, ratio of specie to the circulation, deposits not on interest, and ratio of specie lo
tlic circulation and deposits, in the banks out of Boston, for thirtij-scvcn years, from
1803 to 1839, inclusive, according lo the bank returns.

Capital.

Specie.

Ratio of]
lo
Circulation. specie
circula Deposits.
tion.

llalio of
specie to
circultitionand
deposits.

023,262 OO1 518,259 00 850,319 00 to 1 61 343,155 1 to 2 30
2 54
1,612,887 1)0 575,072 00 1,177,006 00
2 01 286,278
3 17
2,060,000 00! 521,572 00 1,303,430 00
2 19 351,710
3 09
2 30 419,921
2,085,000 00 5ii7,716 00 1,309,168 00
3
37
410,593
4S9.093
00
2
53
1,238,259
00
2,160,000 Ool
3 40
2 Oi 526,686
2,160,000 OOI 383,706 711 778,161 00
3 43
2,160,000 00 422,757 77 688,727 00
1 62 7(15,034
2.0S5.000 00 647,116 01 1,191,913 00
3 00
1 84 754,164
2,085,000 00 682,171 21 1,296,258 00
2 68
1 90! 537,973
2 08
2,160,000 00 799,579 79| 1,082,610 00
1 3: 588,294
1 85
1,895,000 00 1,211,223 49 811,457 00
0 6( 1,431,245
2,325,000 00 1,479,882 96 1,176,859 00
2 03
0 791 1,837,851
1,192,318
00
2 362,000 Oi) 1.231.887 76
0 96 966,621
1 75
2,375,000 00 444,182 8S 992,3*3 00
3 2(!
2 23 459,163
2,498,050 00 516,079 45 1,275,109 (K)
2 33| 530,981
3 33
2,699.850 00 532,510 39 1,538,361 00
2 88 5114,793
4 00
516,059
4 16
3,024,750 00 458,672 83 1,390,375 00
576,977
3 91
3,259,000 00 490,783 15 1,342,508 00
786,707
3,250.000 00 770,919 49 1,681,351 CO
3 20
621,256
3,403,000 00 513,651 20 1,940.581 00
4 99
3,600,00,) O4l 529,588 43 1,775,094 CO
4 61
35 668,968
lit 825,248
3,932 359 00 820,014 14 2,016,041 00
3 50
4,235,000 00| 511.196 33 2,223,728 31
35 924,357
6 15
587,702 51 2,462,228 63
IK 987.201
5,599,996
5 86
.\.< 1,133,291
6,719,75(1 OOl 571,182 25 2,983,658 98
7 20
6,994,750 00 4H0.300 80 3,038,265 78!
8 01
17 881,271
7,520.000 OOl 325,444 66 2,670 093 50
8 24 927,105
11 05
6,945,000 ft) 348,053 42 2,952,673 00
8 48 1,380,726
12 13
7,839,800 00 3-11,951 68 4,275,012 00 12 50 1,623,197
17 24
9,370,2.10 00 305,823 93 4,062,727 00 13 21 1,181,3-17
17 14
11,835,000 0:1 274,691 70 5,065,493 67 18 4-1 1,296,597
23 16
2S3.963
33
12,259,450 CO
4,715,695 75 16 60 1,253,426
21 01
12.260,0:10 00 274,601 48 6,033,773 72 21 97 594,8-^5
24 13
14,359,260 00 299,377 06 6,631,301 50 22 18 1,648,240
27 65
16,930,00) 00 >8.04I 73| 5,886,704 71
15 17 1,907,122
20 08
16,180,000 00 704,454 65 6,011,854 75|
8 53. 2,116,675
11 53
16,050,000 00 566.006 03 5.372,177 50
9 31 1,707,777
12 50
4 42(34,398,912 691
Aggll3lll207.763.355 55'20,909,23 l 30|92, 170,039 80
5
1(1
13
12
13
13
13
12
1
12
12
15
19
111
•,|)
2:1
ai
21
21
23
2-1
2.")
27
,lit
-n
-i.'.
,Ill
41
5(1
01

10 vrs.
1803 to
10 )'rn.
1813 to
10 vrs.
1-*3 to
7 vrs.
lbMln
37 vis.
1-W)3 to

from
1812.
from
1522.
from
1632.
frum
1S30
from
1KW.

Average
No. of I
lianks.

Average
Capital.

(I ;
19 I(i
,II '
841
.1j 7

1,019,314 00
2,6C0,QC5 00
6.285,C84 Kl
11,207,815 717
5,fil5.225 S2^7

A verage
Average
ratio of
A verage ratio of Average specie to
Circulation. specie to, Deposits. ttrcula*n
circula'n
and dep's
500,704 35. o'
767,979 3D
463,125 81a
398,733 717
565,114 3537

1,091,588 40 I to 1 94
1,334,730 20
1 76
2,s1S,955 22
i S'J
5,673,900 227 14 23|
4 421
2,499.190 26a

501,351 12lu 1 to 2 84
632,466 06i
2 83
1,053,571 50ui 6 07
1.503,532 277 18 00
929,089 53t, (', mi
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The following table contains the number of banks, the aggregate capital, specie, circula
tion, ratio of specie to Ike circulation, deposits not on interest, and ratio of specie to
the circulation and deposits, in all the banks of Massachusetts, for thiity-scven years,
from 1803 to 1839, inclusive, according to the bank returns.

Capital.

Specie.

Ratio of
to
Circulation. specie
circula
tions

1803 7 2,225.252 00 1,079,928
1,565,189
1804 13 5,012,887 00 977,902
1,695,301
1*15 16 5,460,000 00 847,998
1,553,824
1806 1 5,485,000 00 959,394
1,613,681
1807 16 5,560,000 001 714,783
1,481,777
1808 16 5,960,000 001 1,015,843
1,038,042
1809 it; 6,960,000 00 821,942
1,331,948
1810 15 6,685,000 00 1,347,722
2,098,491
2,355,571
1811 15 6,685,000 00 1,513,000
1812! 16 7,960,000 00 3,681,696
2,162,358
2,186,837
1813! 10 8,895,000 00 5,780,798
2,922,611
1814' 21 11,050,000 00 6,916,542
1815 25 11,462,000 00 3,464,241
2.740.511
1816 25 11,475,000 00 1,260,210
2,134,690
1,577.453
26
2,495,2*
9,298,050 00
1817
1818 07 9,749,275 00 1,129,598
2,680,477
1819 2* 10,374,750 00 1,198,889
2.464,057
1820 2s 10,600,000 00 1,280,*52
2,614,734
1821 as 9,800,000 00 3,048,829
3,010,762
1822 33 10,821,125 00 946.266
3,132,552
1823 31 11,650,000 00 1,033,375
3,128,986
1824 3 12,857,350 00 1,939,842 *3,842,641
1825 41 14,535,000 00 1,038,986
5,994,264
1826 551 16,649.996 55 1,323,820
6,404,879
1827 60| 18,269,750 00 1,466,261
6,665,323
1828 61 19,337,800 00 1,144,645
7,483,865
1829 66 20,420,000 00 987,210
4,747,784
1830 63 19,295,000 00 1,258,444
5,124,090
1831 70 21,439,800 00 919,959
7,739,317
1832 83 24,520,200 00 902,205
7,122,856
18331102 28,236,250 00 922,309
7,889,110
1831 103 23,409,450 00 1,160,296
7,650,146
1835i 105 30,410,000 00 1,136,444
9,430,357
1836) 117 34,478,1 10 00 1,455,230
10,892.249
183 129 38,280,000 00| 1,517,984
10,273,118
18381 120 31,630,000 00l 2,394,621
9.400.512
18391 118 34,485,600 63 1 "
7,875,322
Aggli7(M,l569,422,G56 18,62,033,806 501165,946,502

Average
No. of
Hanks.
10 vrs.
1803 to
10 yrs.
1813 to
10 yrs.
1823 to
7 vrs.
1833 to
37 yrs.
1 803 to

Average
Capital.

from
1812. 1491 5,899,314 90
from
1822. 25107 10,352,530 001
from
1832. 57 17,807,489 65a
from
1839. 11373 32,947,058 68?
from
1830. 473727 15,389,801 5137

Average
Specie.
1,296,081 061
2,663,368 27*
1,201,475 12
1,489,308 85
1,676.589 36?!18

Deposits.

Ratio of
specie to
circuljition i\'
deposits

CO to 1 44 1,522,271 00
00
1 73 1,122,119 00
03
1 83 1,021.229 00
00
1 68| 2,036,190 00
00
2 0' 1,713,968 00
00
1 02 2.548.717 31
00
1 62 2,314,788 26
00
1 55 2,461,877 66
00
1 55 3,385,721 82
00
0 58 4,734,326 00
00
0 37 6,903,593 42
00
0 42 9.201.718 33
00
0 79 4,057,394 81
00
1 69 2.133.278 98
00
1 70 3.5-20,793 77
00
2 18 2.905,797 9!1
00
2 05 2,574,346 60
00
2 01 3,176,003 09
00
0 98 6,448,608 20
00
3 31 3,235,828 13
00
3 021 3,122.058 90
52
1 98| 5,238.614 48
73
" V. 2,715.375 70
17|
83 2,636,735 52
69
51 2.991,h83 49
34|
30| 2,063.072 66
81 2,545,233 01
50
00
1)7 3,574,957 0J
00
41 4,401,965 621
00
89 2,938,970 33
67
8 55 3,716,182 37
75
6 59 4,910,053 72
72
8 29 5,422,260 58
50|
7 48 8,784,516 94
6 76 8,467,198 02
71
751
3 92| 7,122,642 03
4,767,410 50
50
3
55|
2 67|141,438,038 22|

Average
ratio of
Average
Circulation. 'specie to
ctrcu/a'n

Average
Deposits.

ratio of
specie to
circula'n
and dtp',s

1,689,818 50 ltol 30 2,280,150 80a1 lto3 06
2,638,240 10
0 09 4,315,736 32io6
2 64
1
4 84 3,222,889 67a1
7 53
5,625.400 79a
9,410,818 377l
6 08 6,170,039 5973 10 22
4,485,040 60:n
2 67 3,822.649 68.<76
4 93
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AGGREGATE OF CIRCULATION AND DEPOSITS.

AGGREGATE OP CIRCULATION.

In Boston. Out of Boston.
1803
1813
1823
1833

to
to
to
to

1812 5,983,301
1822 13,035,189
1832 29,764,455
1839 23,693,517

(XJ
00
75
00

10,915,884
13,347,302
28,489,552
39,717,301

00
00
20
60

AGGREGATE OP DEPOSITS.

Total
Circulation.
16,899,185
26,382,491
58,254,007
63,410,818

In Boston.

00
00
95
60

1803 to 1639(72,476,462 75 92,470,039 80 164,946,502 55

17.847,696
34,832.702
21,693,181
32,665,544

Out of Boston. Wotal Deposits.

81 5,013,811 HI
60 8,324,660 661
68 I0;535,715 071
24 10,524,735 92

22,861,50s
43,157,363
32.228,896
43,190,270

OS
26
75
16

107.039,125 33 34,398,912 89i 141,438,038 29

Aggregate of Circulation and Deposits.

1803
1813
1823 to 1839
1833
1822
1832
1812

39,760,693
69,539,854
90,482,904
106,601,088

05
26
70
76

1803 to 1839 306,384,540 77

AGGREGATE OF CIRCULATION AND DEPOSITS.

Boston.

Country.

Cir. 5,983,301 00
Dep. 17,847,696 81

+
+

Cir. 13,035,189 00
Dep. 34,832,702 60

+
+

Cir. 29,764,455 75
Dep. 21 ,693,181 68

+
+

Cir. 23,693,517 00
Dep. 32,665,544 24

+
+

23,830,997 81

1803 to 1812

1813 to 1822

1823 to 1832

51,457,637 43

1833 to 1839

56,359,061 24

1803 to 1839

179,515,588 08

13,929,695 24
26,382,491 00
43,157.363 26

8,324.660 66

47,867,691 60 428,489,552 20
10,535,715 07

+

21,671,962 66

39,760,693 05
58,254,007 95
32,226,896 75
69,539,854 26

39,025,267 27

39,717,301 60
10,524,725 92

+
+

Total of Circu
lation and
Deposits.

16,899,185 00
22,861,508 05

10,915,884 00
5,013,811 24

+13.347,302 00

Total.

63,410.818 60
43,190,270 16,
50,242,027 52
126,868,952 69

=
=

90,482,904 76
70
106,601,088
306,384,540 77

The following tables are added, in order to show, at one view, the
ratio of the specie to the bills in circulation, and to the sum of the circu
lation and deposits, in the Boston banks, in the banks out of Boston, and
in all the banks of Massachusetts, together with the number of banks in
the several years, and the average ratio in different periods, from 1803
to 1839, prepared from official returns.
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BANKS IN THE STATE.

DATES.
No. of Ratio of specie No. of Ratio of specie No. of Ratio of specie
Banks. to circulation Banks. to circulation. Banks. to circulation.
1803
1801
1805
1806
1*07
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
ia%
1836
1837
1838
1839

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
10
10
12
14
15
15
16
17
17
20
22
25
26
28
33
34
28
27

1 to 1 27
1 28
0 76
0 77
1 07
0 41
1 61
1 29
1 27
0 37
0 30
0 31
0 69
1 27
1 18
1 91
1 44
1 61
0 58
2 75
2 68
1 61
7 02
5 35
4 11
6 79
3 13
2 38
5 99
5 13
4 30
3 34
3 68
3 68
3 88
2 00
1 96

5
10
13
12
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
15
19
19
20
20
21
21
21
23
24
25
27
40
45
45
49
46
50
61
77
77
77
84
95
92
91

1 to 1 64
2 01
2 49
2 30
2 53
2 02
1 62
1 84
1 90
1 35
0 66
0 79
0 96
2 23
2 33
2 88
3 04
2 73
2 18
3 77
3 35
2 49
4 35
4 18
5 22
6 17
8 24
8 48
12 50
13 21
18 44
16 60
21 97
22 18
15 17
8 53
9 31

7
13
16
15
16
16
16
15
15
16
16
21
25
25
26
27
28
28
28
33
34
37
41
55
60
61
66
63
70
83
102
103
105
117
129
120
118 |

1 to 1 44
1 73
1 83
1 68
2 07
1 02
1 C2
1 55
1 55
0 58
0 37
0 42
0 79
1 69
1 70
2 18
2 05
2 04
0 98
3 31
3 02
1 98
5 76
4 83
4 54
6 36
4 81
4 07
8 41
7 89
8 55
6 59
8 29
7 48
6 76
3 92
4 28

BANKS IN circulation
BOSTON.
BANKS OUT circulation
OF BOSTON. BANKS IN THE STATE.
Average] Average ratio\ Average Average ratio] Average Average ratio
No. of of specie to', No. of of specie U)\ No. o) of specie to
Banks.
Banks circulation.
Banks.
10 yrs. fin 1803
tol812....
10 yrs. fm 1813
to 1822
i
10 yrs. fm 1823,
to 1832
1
7 yrs. fm 18331
to 1839
1
37yrs.fml803
tol839
1

1 to 0 81
6 3-5

0 68

15 4-5

4 14

285-7
1211-371

3 10
1 76

11 1-2
19 1-10
411-5
35 16-371
845-7

1 to 1 94
1 76

141-2
25 7-10

1 to 1 30
0 99

5 89

4 84

14 23

57
113 3-7

4 42

4727-37!

2 67

6 08
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BANKS IN BOSTON.
DATES.

1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
181G
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1829
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
ia34
1835
183G
1837
1838
1839

BANKS OCT OF BOSTON.

BANKS IN THE STATE.

ofspecie No. of Balio ofspecie No. of Ratio ofspecie
No. of Ratio
to circ'Uition
to circ'lalion
Banks. tocire'lation
and deposits. Banks. and deposits. Banks. and deposits.
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
6
6
6
G
7
7
7
7
10
10
12
14
15
15
16
17
17
20
22
25
26
28
33
34
28
27

1 to 3 37
3 36
2 81
4 82
6 80
3 60
5 50
3 73
4 71
1 81
1 49
1 66
2 07
3 45
4 08
5 78
4 22
4 89
2 58
8 79
7 55
5 54
10 53
7 59
6 18
8 59
5 58
4 79
10 80
8 07
8 09
7 52
9 54
9 86
9 68
4 96
4 37

BANKS IN BOSTON.

5
10
13
12
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
15
19
19
20
20
21
21
21
23
24
25
27
40
45
45
49
46
50
61
77
77
77
84
95
92
91

1 to 2 30
2 54
3 17
3 09
3 37
3 40
3 43
3 00
2 68
2 08
1 85
2 03
1 75
3 26
3 30
4 00
4 16
3 91
3 20
4 99
4 61
3 50
6 15
5 86
7 20
8 00
11 05
12 13
17 24
17 14
23 16
21 01
24 13
27 65
20 08
11 53
12 50

7
)3
16
15
16
16
16
15
15
16
16
21
25
25
26
27
28
28
28
33
34
37
41
55
60
61
66
63
70
83
102
103
105
117
129
120
118

1 to 2
2
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
4
4
4
' 2
6
6
4
8
6
6
8
7
6
13
11
12
10
13
13
12
6
6

85
88
03
80
47
53
44
38
79
87
57
74
96
38
81
94
20
52
77
72
04
68
38
82
58
34
38
91
19
15
57
82
06
52
31
90
87

SUMMARY.
BANKS OUT OP BO6TON.

BANKS IN THE STATE.
ratio of
Aver, ratio of Average Aver, ratio of
Average Aver,
specie to cir Average
specie to cir No. of specie to cir
No. of culation
No.
of
and Banks. culation and
Banks. deposits. and Banks. culation
deposits.
deposits.
10 yrs. fm 1803
tol8I2 .... 3
10 yrs. fm 1813
63-5
154-5
7 yrs. fm 1833
285-7
to 1839
37 yrs. fm 1803
1211-37
to 1839

1 to 3 24
2 52

111-2
35
16-37 1 to 2 84
19 1-10
2 83

7 16

411-5

7 38
4 36

845-7

14 1-2

1 to 3 06

257-10

2 64

8 07
18 00

57
1133-7

6 06

4727-37

7 53
1022
4 93
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The above tables present a favorable view of the banks of Massa
chusetts during the last thirty-seven years, in respect to the ratio of
specie to their immediate liabilities from circulation and free deposits.
The ratio of both kinds has been generally less in the latter part of
this period of thirty-seven years, especially in the country banks, from
1830 to 1837. In the last two years, this ratio has been very much in
creased, so that in 1838 and 1839 it had approximated considerably to
the average of the whole period. The expansion of the paper currency,
and also the increase of the capital, have been very much according to
the prosperity of the times, and the activity of business.
It will be perceived, that generally, the specie in the Boston banks
has been comparatively larger than in the country banks ; but it should
be borne in mind, that the latter have, for a number of years, usually
had a deposit of specie in one of the banks in Boston, for the redemption
of their bills, while at their own counters, specie, to any great amount,
is seldom called for. There are only three years, namely, 1825, 182G,
and 1828, in which the proportion of the specie to the circulation, has
been more favorable in the country than in the Boston banks.
In 1812, 1813, 1814„1815, and 1821, the amount of the specie in all
the banks, exceeded the circulation. In 1813, it was nearly three times
the circulation, the capital then being $8,895,000, the circulation
$2,186,837, and the specie $5,780,798 08. The largest amount of spe
cie was in 1814, when it was $6,946,542 62; but the circulation had
increased during the preceding year in a greater proportion than the
specie.
The smallest proportion of specie to circulation, in the Boston banks,
was in 1825, when it was only $1 to 7 02 ; the smallest proportion in
the country banks, was in 1836, when it was $1 to 22 18; and the small
est proportion in all the banks, was in 1833, when it was $1 to 8 55.
From 1836 to 1837, the ratio of the specie to the circulation, in the
Boston banks, was a little diminished ; and in the country banks, in
creased nearly one third part, or 31$ per cent.; and in all the banks,
a little less than 10 per cent. In 1837, the bills in circulation of the
Boston banks, were about (3 88,) four times the specie, while those of
the country banks, were more than (15 17,) fifteen times the specie ;
but, it should be recollected, that the country banks had specie deposits
in the Boston banks for the redemption of their bills. In 1838, the cir
culation of the Boston banks was twice the specie, while that of the
country banks, was over eight and a half times the specie (8 53.) Thus,
there was in one year, from 1837 to 1838, a reduction of the propor
tion of the circulation to the specie, in the aggregate average of all the
banks, from 6 76 to 1, to 3 92 to 1, or 42 per cent., effected partly by
diminishing the circulation over a million and a half in the Boston banks,
though the circulation was increased in the country banks, in the sum of
$125,150 04, and partly by increasing the specie, which was nearly
doubled in the country banks, and in the Boston banks this increase was
$560,227 30. In the Boston banks, this reduction was from $3 88 to
#2, or more than 48 percent.; in the country banks, from $15 17 to
$8 53, or nearly 44 per cent.; and in all the banks, it was from $6 76 to
3 92, or 42 per cent. In 1838, the ratio of the specie to the circulation
in the Boston banks, being as $1 to 2, was only 14 per cent. less than
the average for 36 years, and that in the country banks, being as SI to
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8 53, was 49 per cent. less than the average for 36 years, and was the
most favorable since 1830.
The aggregate ratio of the specie to the circulation, in the Boston
banks, was better in 1839 than it had been since 1824 ; in the country
banks, than it had been since 1830, except in 1838; and in all the banks,
better than it had been since 1824, except in 1838.
The smallest proportion of the specie to the circulation and deposits,
in the Boston banks, was as 1 to 10 80, in 1831 ; in 1825, it was as 1
to 10 53 ; in 1836, as 1 to 9 86. The smallest proportion in the coun
try banks, was as 1 to 27 65, in 1836 ; before 1829, it had never been
less than as 1 to 8. The smallest proportion, in all the banks, was as 1
to 13 52, in 1836.
From 1836 to 1837, this proportion in the Boston banks, was increased
nearly two percent.; in the country banks, 27 per cent.; and in all the
banks, 8 per cent.
From 1837 to 1838, this proportion in the Boston banks, was in
creased nearly 49 per cent. ; in the country banks, 42^per cent. ; and in
all the banks, 44 per cent.
From 1838 to 1839, this proportion, in the Boston banks, was increased
nearly 12 per cent.; in the country banks, diminished nearly 8 per cent.;
and in all the banks, increased about the half of one per cent.
The ratio of the specie to the circulation and deposits, in 1839, in tlie
Boston banks, differed only by a small fraction from the average for 37
years ; in the country banks, it was 51 per cent. less, and in all the
banks, about 28 per cent. less.
The following table exhibits, at one view, the average ratio of the
specie to the circulation, and to the circulation and deposits, in all the
banks of Massachusetts ; in the bank of England, according to the quar
terly returns in March, June, September, and December, (the ratio in
1838 embracing only the first three quarters;) and in all the banks in
the United States, nearest to January 1, following the years in the first
column, as the condition of these last is made up from the most recent
returns on the first of January.
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bank or

BANKS IN THE UNITED STATES.

ENGLAND.

Ratio of spe
Ratio o] Ratio oj Ratio of spe cie
to circula 05
specietocir- specietocircie
to
circula
culation
iftion
and de
dilation. deposits.
tion.
posits.

1810 1 to 1 55
1814
0 42
1815
0 79
1819
2 05
1829
4 81
1834
6 59
1835
8 29
1836
7 48
183?
6 7G
i83a
3 92

Ratio

of

Ratio of
tocirspecie to cir spetie
Is culation.
ciUalion <f-

1 to 3
1
1
4
7
10
13
13
12
6

38
74
96
20
38
82
06
52
34
90

1 to 6
12
9
6
2
2
2
2
3
1

73
50
86
43
89
30
21
79
13
95

1 to 10
19
14
8
4
4
4
5
5
3

73
26
80
09
21
04
66
02
07
04

1811 1 to 1 82
1815
2 67
1816
3 57
1820
2 26
1830
2 77
1835
2 35
18361
3 50
18371
3 67
18381
3 28

deposits.

1 to 4 07
5 28
4 25
6 38
729
6 06

On the seventh of May, 1838, the specie to the
! circulation, in all the
banks in the United States, was as $1 to 3 08, and to the circulation and
deposits, as #1 to 5 80.
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The average ratio of the specie in all the banks of Massachusetts, for
the five years, from 1834 to 1838, inclusive, according to the official re
turns, and in the bank of England, for the five years from December,
1833, to September, 1838, inclusive, according to the quarterly returns
in March, June, September, and December, was
IN BOSTON.

OUT OF BOSTON.

To circu
To circu lation <f- To circu
lation. deposits. lation.
1 to 3 21 1 to 7 97 I to 15 01

IN THE STATE.

IN THE BANK OF ENGLAND.

To circu
To circu
To circu
lation ($• To circu lation 4" To circu lation <f*
deposits.
deposits. lation. deposits. lation.
1 to 18 86 1 to 6 21 1 to 10 74 1 to 2 46 1 to 4 23

From which it appears, that during these five years, according to the
returns, the average ratio of the specie to the circulation has been 30
per cent, more favorable in the bank of England than in the Boston
banks, 510 per cent. more so than in the country banks, and 152 per
cent. more so than in all the banks of Massachusetts; and also, during the
same period, the average ratio of the specie to the circulation and de
posits, has been 88 per cent, more favorable in the bank of England
than in the Boston banks, 345 per cent, more so than in the country
banks, and 153 per cent, more than in all the banks of Massachusetts.
It should, however, be remembered, that London is truly the metropolis
of the commercial world ; and as such, we may suppose that the liabili
ties of its great monied organ to demands for specie, are in greater pro
portion than its superior ratio of bullion to that of the bullion in the
banks of Massachusetts.
The following table shows the number and capital of the banks in
Boston, in the country, and in the state, at different dates.
No.of
B'ks.

i

BOSTOlt.

2
4
10
25
27

1,600,000
7,000,000
8,050,000
16,401,250
18,435,600

<
as

Capital.

Capital.
1803
1813
1823
1833
1839

COUNTRY.

00
00
00
00
63

5
12
24
77
91

625,262
1,895,000
3,600,000
11,835,000
16,050,000

TOTAL.
Capital.

7
16
34
102
118

2,225,262 00
8,895,000 00
11,650,000 00
28,236,250 00
34,485,600 63

In 1837, in consequence of the numerous charters granted in 1836,
the whole number of banks returned, as having gone into operation, was
129, with a capital of $38,280,000 ; but, before the next returns, the
charters of several having been surrendered or annulled by the legisla
ture, the number in 1838 was 120, with a capital of $34,630,000.
From 1803 to 1813, inclusive, embracing eleven returns, the number
of banks in Boston was doubled, and the capital was increased over
four times ; in the country, the number more than doubled, and the
capital increased more than three times ; and in the state, the number
more than doubled, and the capital increased about four times.
vol. U. — no. O.
19
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From 1813 to 1823, inclusive, embracing eleven returns, the number
of banks in Boston was increased two and a half times, and the capital
increased by one seventh part ; in the country, the number doubled, and
the capital nearly doubled ; and in the state, the number more than
doubled, and the capital increased by nearly one third.
From 1823 to 1833, inclusive, embracing eleven returns, the number
of banks in Boston was increased two and a half times, and the capital
more than doubled; in the country, the number was increased more than
three times, and the capital more than three times ; and in the state, the
number was increased three times, and the capital increased nearly two
and a half times.
From 1833 to 1839, inclusive, embracing seven returns, the number
of banks in Boston, increased by two, and the capital by about two mil
lion, or an eighth; in the country the number increased by fourteen, and
the capital by a third part ; and in the state, the number by sixteen, and
the capital by a fifth part.
From 1803 to 1839, inclusive, embracing thirty-seven returns, the
number of banks in Boston, increased thirteen and a half times, and the
capital over eleven times ; in the country, the number increased over
eighteen times, and the capital twenty-six times ; and in the state, the
number increased nearly seventeen times, and the capital about fifteen
times.
The increase of both the number and capital, during the whole period,
has been in greater proportion than the increase of population, and in
some portions of the period, obviously much greater than the amount of
commercial business, or the good of the community, has required.
The increase of the bank capital from 1830 to 1837, embracing eight
returns, was from $19,295,000 to 838,280,000, being the largest increase of
any for an equal period since 1804. From 1809 to 1816, another period
of equal length, the capital was also about doubled, or from $5,960,000
to $11,475,000. These two periods embrace the times when the char
ters of the two United States banks expired.
Now, it is presumed, that this increase of bank capital has been
more rapid than the conditions requiring it have augmented. From
1809 to 1816, the increase of population was only about one thirteenth,
or about eight per cent., and from 1830 to 1837, about one sixth, or se
venteen per cent. On account of this consideration the increase in the
first period would have been less than one million, instead of about five
and a half millions ; and, in the second period, it would have been a lit
tle more than three millions, instead of over nineteen millions ; that is,
the increase in both cases, six times more rapid than that of the popula
tion. If other circumstances had been equally strong for an increase of
bank capital, the augmentation would still have been three times as great
as the condition of the community required.
In consequence of the discontinuance of the United States bank in
1836, we will add two millions to the three millions as above, for the
healthy increase of the capital of the state banks, and we should then
have had in 1837, $24,000,000 instead of $38,280,000, which is more
than 14 millions too much, according to the proportion in 1830.
During this period, neither in the state of New York, nor in that of
Pennsylvania, (exclusive of the United States bank chartered in 1836,
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by the state,) was the increase of banking capital so great as in Massa
chusetts.
Throughout the United States, the banking capital and the number of
banks were doubled in about seven years, from 1830 to 1836, inclusive.
According to Mr. Woodbury's report on the state banks, January 8,
1838, the banking capital, which, according to returns received at the
treasury department, including the United States bank chartered by
congress, was, on the first of January, 1830, 8145,192,268, with 330
banks, had, to the first of January, 1837, increased to 8290,772,091, of
the state banks alone, having 634 banks, and 154 branches; in all, 788.
According to the same report, the banking capital, on the first of Janua
ry, 1811, including the old United States, of $10,000,000, was 52,601,601,
with 89 banks ; and on the first of January, 1816, the capital of the state
banks was 889,822,422, with 246 banks.
The increase of bank capital from 1830 to 1836, inclusive, or, for
seven years, if according to the probable increase of population in the
United States, would have been about 41 millions; this sum, added to
145 millions, would make 186 millions, so that there was an excess of
hanking capital of 104 millions in this period beyond the supply at the
commencement of it.
Also, from 1811 to 1816, the increase was in excess above that of
population, about 26 millions.
At other periods of our national history, there has been only a mode
rate increase of bank capital in the whole country. Such increase of
bank capital could hardly fail of being a temptation to, and a cause of,
extensive pecuniary engagements and embarrassments in the country.

^

■
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Tables showing the Ratios of the "Population to the Bank Capital, and to
the Bank Circulation in Massachusetts.
I. In Boston.
DATES.

of
Population No.
B'ks.

1803
1804
1803
1836
1807

27,430
28,262
29,093
29,924
30,756
31,587
32,418
1810
33,250
34,255
18U
181-2
35,260
1813
36,2.5
1814
37,269
38,274
1815
1816
39,279
1817
40,284
41,28}
1818
1819
42,293
1820
43,298
1821
46,295
1822
49,291
1823
52,288
1824
55,284
1825
58,281
1826
58,903
1827
59,525
1828
60,147
1829
60,769
1830
61,392
64,834
1831
1832
68,276
1833
71,718
1834
75,160
1835
78,603
1836
79,464
80.325
1P37
81,188
1838
82,047
1839
Ag'gate I 1,874,273

Capital.

2
1,600,000 00 1 to 58 33
714,840 00 1 to 26 06
518,295 00
18 33
3
3,400,000 00
120 30
3
8 60
3,403,000 00
116 86
250,394 CO
3,400,000 00
10 17
3
113 62
304,516 00
3
3,400.000 00!
7 91
110 54
243,518 00
3,800,000 00
8 22
3
120 30
259,878 00
3,800.0!)0 00
3
117 21
616,221 00
19 93
4,600,000 00
27 26
906,578 00
3
138 34
3
4,600,000 00
30 92
134 28 1,059,313 00
5,800,000 00
30 62
4
164 49 1,079,748 00
7,000,000 00
37 92
193 02 1,375,380 00
i
8,725,000 00
234 10 1,745,752 00
46 84
6
9,100,000 00
40 45
8
237 75 1,548,193 00
9,100,000 00
29 08
231 67 1,142,307 00
6
6,800,000 00
30 28
168 80 1,220,151 00
6
7,049,425 00
7
170 73 1,142,116 00
27 66
7,350,000 00
25 50
171 42 1,067,682 00
7
169 75 1,272,226 00
29 38
7,350,000 00
7
6,550,000 00
28 71
7
141 48 1,329,411 00
10
7,421,125 00
24 19
150 55 1,191,971 00
25 87
10
8,050,000 00
153 95 1,353,892 00
8,925,000 00
12
161 43 1,796,600 52
32 49
14 10,300,000 00
176 72 3,770,536 42
64 69
15 11,050,000 00
187 59 3,942,650 54
66 93
15 11,550,000 00
61 85
194 03 3,681,664 71
it; 12,343,050 00
205 21 4,445,599 56
73 91
17 12,900,000 00
34 19
212 27 2,077,691 00
17 12,350,000 00
201 16 2,171,417 00
35 36
209 76 3,464,275 00
20 13,600,000 00
53 43
22 15,150,000 00
221 89 3,060,129 00
44 81
228 69 2,823,617 00
25 16,401,250 00
39 37
26 17,150,000 00
39 04
228 16 2,934,451 00
230 90 3,396,584 00
28 18,150,000 00,
43 21
253 18 4,260,948 00
33 20,118,850 00|
53 62
265 79 4,386,414 00
34 21,350,000 00
54 60
18,450,000
00
227 25 3,388,658 GO
28
41 73
224 69 2,502,845 00
SO 50
27 18,435,600 63
201 1360,519,300 631
192 55 172,476,462 75|
38 66

Average
Average No. of
Population. Hcnkl.
10 yr«. from
lOyrs.
from
1803 to 1812.
1813 to 1822.
lOyrs. from
1823 to 1832.
7 yra. from
1S33 to 1839.
37 yrs. from
1803 to 1839.

Ratio ofpopu
Ratio ofpopu
lation to ca Circulation. lation to cir
culation.
pital.

31,22321
41,383s3
g
99,96910
78,3577
50,6563;1

Average
Capital.

Aver, ratio
Aver, ratio of
Population
of Popula
Average
to Circula
tion to Ca Circulation.
tion.
pital.

3,780,000 00 1 to 121 06 598,330 10 1 to 19 16
3
31 49
184 72 1,303,518 90
0S 7,644,555 00
A
49 63
193 79 2,976,445 57*1
Ml 11,621,805 00
43 19
28? 18,579,385 807
S37 11 3,384,788 14*
7
29
38 66
12J711 9,743,76* 88J7 192 35 1,958,823 3137
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2. Opt op Boston.

DATES.

Population.

No. of
B'ks.

Capital.

1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1R23
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

410,452
414,499
418,547
422,596
426,644
430,693
434,742
438.7J0
442,909
447,028
451,147
455,268
459.388
463,508
467,628
471,749
475,869
479,989
485,704
491,420
497,135
502,851
508,566
516,656
524,746
532,836
540,926
549,016
558,563
568,110
577,657
587,20-1
596,750
608,878
621,006
633,134
645,262

5
10
13
12
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
15
19
19
20
20
21
21
21
23
24
25
27
40
45
45
49
46
50
61
77
77
77
84
95
92
91

625,262 00
1,612,887 00
2,060,000 00
2,085,000 00
2,160,000 00
2,160,000 00
2,160,000 00
2,085,000 00
2,085,000 00
2,160,000 00
1,895,000 00
2,325,000 00
2,362,000 00
2,375,000 00
2,498,050 00
2,699,850 00
3,024,750 00
3,250,000 00
3,250,000 00
3,400,000 00
3,600,000 00
3,932,350 00
4,235,000 00
5,599 996 55
6,719,750 00
6,994,750 00
7,520,000 00
6,915,000 00
7,839,800 00
9,370,200 00
11,835,000 00
12,259,450 00
12,260,000 00
14,359,260 00
16,930,000 00
16,180,000 00
16,050,000 00

Ag'gate 18,557,866

from
1812.
from
1823.1
froml
1832.1
from.
1339.
from
1839.'

1 to 1
3
3
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
10
12
13
13
12
14
16
20
20
20
23
27
25
24

1311 207,763,355 55

Average
Population.
10 yrs.
1803 to
10 vrs.
1B13 to
10 yrs.
1823 to
7 yrs.
1833 to
37 yrs.
1803 to

Ratio ofpopu
Ratio ofpopu
lation to ca Circulation. lation to cir
pital.
culation.

Average
No. of
Bank*.

Average
Capital.

52
89
91
93
06
01
96
75
73
83
20
10
14
12
34
72
35
77
69
91
24
82
32
83
80
12
90
64
03
49
49
87
54
58
26
55
87

11 19

850,349
1,177,006
1,303,430
1,309,168
1,238,259
778,164
688,727
1,191.913
1,296,258
1,082,610
811,457
1,176,859
1,192,318
992,3*3
1,275,109
1,538,361
1,396,375
1,342,508
1,681,351
1,940,581
1,775,094
2,046,041
2,223,728
2,462,228
2,983,658
3,038,265
2,670,093
2,952,673
4,275 042
4,062,727
5,065,493
4,715,695
6,033,773
6,631,301
5,886,704
6,011,854
5,372,477

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
31
63
98
78
50
00
00
00
67
75
72
50
71
75
50

1 to 2 07
2 83
3 11
3 09
2 90
1 80
1 58
2 71
2 92
2 42
1 79
2 58
2 59
2 14
2 72
3 26
2 93
2 79
3 46
3 94
3 57
4 06
4 37
4 76
5 68
5 70
4 93
5 37
7 65
7 15
8 76
8 03
10 11
10 89
9 47
9 49
8 32

92,470,039 80

4 98

Aver, ratio
of Popula
tion to Ca
pital.

Average
Circulation.

Aver, ratio of
Population
to Circula
tion.

1 to

428,690

n\

1,919,314 90

4 47

1,061,588 40

1 to 2 54

470,167

l»i'o

2,606,965 00

5 54

1,334,730 20

S83

6,265,684 652

11 82

3,848,955 22

S 37

14,267,672 857

S3 39

5,673,900 227

9 30

11 19

2,499,190 2637

4 98

i
029,540*
3
609,9847
ig
501,56437

«i
847
16
3537

5,615,225 823;
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DATES.

Population.

1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
181G
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

No. of
B'ks.

437.882
442,761
447640
452,520
457,400
462,280
467,160
472,040
477,164
482.283
487,412
492,537
497,662
502,787
507,912
513,037
518,162
523,287
531,999
540,711
549,423
558,135
566,847
575,559
584,271
592,983
601,695
610,408
623,397
636,386
649,375
662,364
675,353
688,342
701,331
714,320
727,309

7
13
16
15
16
16
16
15
15
16
16
21
25
25
26
27
28
28
28
33
34
37
41
55
60
61
66
63
70
83
102
103
105
117
129
120
118

Ag'gate 20,432,139

1766

Average
Population.

Capital.

Ratio ofpopu
Ratio of po
pulation to Circulation. lation to cir
culation.
capital.

2,225 262 00 1 to 5 08
5,012,887 00
11 32
5.4ii0,000 00
11 97
5,485,000 00
12 12
5.560,000 00
12 15
5,960,000 00
12 89
5,960,000 00
12 75
5,685,000 00
12 04
6.685,000 00
14 00
7,960,000 00
16 50
8,895,010 00
18 24
11,050,000 00
22 43
11,462,000 00
23 03
11,475,000 08
22 82
9,298,050 00
18 30
9,749,275 00
19 00
10,374,750 00
20 02
10,600,000 00
20 25
18 42
9,803,000 00
10,821,125 00
20 01
11,650,000 00
21 20
12,857,350 00
23 03
25 64
14,535,000 00
16,649,996 55
28 92
31 26
18,269,750 00
19,337,800 00
32 61
20,420,000 00
33 93
19.295,000 00
31 61
21,439,800 00
34 39
24,520,200 00
38 53
28,236,250 00
43 48
24,409,450 00
44 40
30,410,000 00
45 02
34,478,110 00
50 08
38,280,000 00
54 58
34,630,000 00
48 47
34,485,600 63
47 41
569,422,656 IS

Auerage
No. of
Banks.

27 86

Average
Capital.

Aver, ratio
of Popula
tion to Ca
pital.

1,565,189 00
1,695.301 00
1,553,K24 00
1,6I3,6H4 00
1,481,777 00
1,038,042 00
1,334,948 00
2,098,491 00
2,355,571 00
2,162,358 00
2,168,837 00
2,922,611 00
2,740,511 00
2,134,690 00
2,495,260 00
2,680,477 00
2,464,057 00
2,614,734 00
3,010,762 00
3,132,552 00
3,128,986 00
3,842,641 52
5,994,264 73
6,404,879 17
6,665,323 69
7,483,865 34
4,747,784 50
5,124,090 00
7,739,317 00
7,122,856 00
7,889,110 67
7,650,146 75
9,430,357 72
10,892,249 5C
10,273,118 71
9,400,512 75
7,875,322 50

1 to 3 57
3 82
3 47
3 56
3 23
2 24
285
4 44
4 93
4 48
4 44
5 93
5 50
4 24
4 91
5 22
4 75
4 99
5 65
5 79
5 69
688
10 57
11 12
11 40
12 62
788
8 39
12 41
11 19
12 14
11 54
13 96
15 82
14 64
13 16
10 82

164,946,502 55

81 07

Average
Circulation.

Aver, ratio of
Population
to Circula
tion.

1803
10 vrs.
to 1812.
from
10 yrs.
1813 to
10 jtb.
1823 to
7 yrs.
1833 to
37 yrs.
1803 to

from
\en.
from
1832.
from
K!U.
from
18311

459,913

142

5,699,314 90

1 to 12 39

1,689,918 50

1 to 3 67

511,550s

2510

10,352,520 00

20 23

2,638,249 10

5 15

589,9103

57

17,897,489 652

30 53

5,825,400 79i

688,342

1137

32,847,058 667

47 71

9,058,688 377

27 86

4,485,040 6037

987

i

I

13 16

31

552,21937

4737

15,389,801 5137

8 07
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In estimating the population of Massachusetts for each successive
year, in the foregoing tables, the United States census for 1800, 1810,
1820, and 1830, and the state census for 1837, have been used, and a
mean between the numbers in those years has been taken, for each of
the intervening years, and for 1838, 12,989, the average annual increase
during the seven previous years, have been added to the population of
1837. To the population of 1838, thus formed, 12,989 are added for
that of 1839.
In estimating the population of Boston, the United States census for
1800, 1810, 1820, and 1830, the city census for 1825 and 1835, and the
state census for 1837, have been used, and the population for the inter
vening years has been assumed to be the mean between thoso succes
sive dates ; and for 1838, 861, the average annual increase during the
two preceding years are added to the last census, and for 1839, 861
have been added to the population of 1838. The population out of
Boston, is obtained by deducting that of Boston from that of the whole
state for each year. These results are to be considered only an approxi
mation ; but still, they are, doubtless, so near the truth, that the ratios
probably do not vary more than one or two cents from exactness.
The number, capital, and circulation of the banks, are derived from
the annual returns as published by the secretary of state.
The ratios of the population to the capital and to the circulation, are
obtained by dividing the capital and the circulation successively, by the
population for each year.
These tables exhibit some important results relating to the amount of
the bank capital, and bank issues, compared with the population of Mas
sachusetts, for the last thirty-seven years. These results suggest inte
resting reflections concerning the habits and condition of the people, as
indicated by, and we may add, as modified by the banking institutions of
the state, during this period. During these thirty-seven years, the bank
capital per head, has increased nearly four fold in Boston, over sixteen
fold out of Boston, and over nine fold in the whole state ; its greatest
increase was four and a half fold in Boston, nearly eighteen fold out of
Boston, and nearly tenfold in the state, in 1837; its average above what
it was in 1803, has been over three fold in Boston, over seven fold out
of Boston, and over five fold in the state.
The circulation per head, in Boston, in 1839, was fourteen and a half
per cent. larger than in 1803, and twenty-six and three fourths per cent.
smaller than the average for the whole time ; its greatest expansion in
1828, being nearly two and a half times that in 1839. In the country, it
had increased four fold in 1839, and was then nearly double the average
for thirty-seven years ; its greatest expansion in 1 836, being five times
that of 1803. In all the banks, it had increased three fold in 1839, and
was then one and one third times the average for thirty-seven years, its
greatest expansion in 1836, being about four and a half times that
of 1803.
In other words, the bank capital and the circulation of bank paper
have increased in the above proportions faster than the population.
In this connexion, it may be mentioned, that, according to the United
States census, the population of Boston, as compared with that of Massachussetts, has, in forty years, from 1790 to 1830, increased from 4.762
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to 10.057 per cent. of that of the state, which is more than twelve times
greater than the increase of New York city, as compared with that of
the state of New York, and more than four times that of Philadelphia,
as compared with that of Pennsylvania ; in other words, in these
forty years, Boston has increased, in respect to Massachusetts, 111.1927
per cent., New York city, in respect to the state of New York, only
8.9129 per cent., and Philadelphia, in respect to Pennsylvania, 27.2170
per cent.
In thirty-seven years, from 1803 to 1839, the population of Boston
has increased nearly three fold, (2.99,) while its bank capital has increa
sed over eleven fold, (11.52) ; the population of the country has increased
one and a half fold, (1.57,) while its bank capital has twenty-five and a
half fold, (25.50 ;) and the population of the state has increased one and
a half times, (1.66,) while its bank capital has nearly fifteen and a half
times, (15.49.)
But it is the circulation in its relation to the habits and condition of
the people, to which we would particularly direct the attention. This
has risen, during the period in question, from $1,565,189, 1803, to
610,892,249 50, or been increased seven fold, and per head five fold, in
1836. Its average per head for the thirty-seven years has been $8 07,
or more than double what it was in 1803. What does this increase of
paper currency indicate and imply 1 It implies a change in the habits
and condition of the people. It implies that the greater amount of a
paper currency (for we may suppose that the proportion of specie
among the people has been during the whole period, and is now, as
great as it was in 1803) has been used in the way of trade — of buying
and selling ; that the people have come into the habit of buying more
than they used to ; that they have come into the habit of living less
within themselves ; and that they have become more dependant upon
others than they formerly were.
It is well known that the habits of the mass of the people have greatly
changed during this period, as is indicated by the currency alone.
The value of the products of certain branches of industry in Massachu
setts, for the year ending April 1, 1837, was estimated at $86,282,616,
and the hands employed at 117,352, over a seventh part of the popula
tion. A large portion of this business has been created in the last thir
ty-seven years ; in other words, a larger proportion of individuals was
then employed, and a larger proportion of manufactured articles produ
ced, than in 1803 ; and we presume that it is not materially different
now from what it was three years ago. Thus the attention and labor of
many have been diverted from other pursuits, especially agricultural, to
various manufacturing pursuits, which have rendered them more de
pendant for the necessaries of life upon others, and also others more
dependant upon them for manufactured articles, which at length have
become necessaries to all. The people formerly wore homespun, now
they wear factory and imported cloths and silks ; formerly they subsisted
chiefly upon provisions of their own raising, now they rely much more
upon foreign produce. In fact, if we survey the houses, the furniture,
the luxuries, in fine, the whole apparatus of living, we shall find that,
in the last thirty-seven years, the habits of the people of Massachusetts,
their labors and occupations, have rendered them more dependant upon
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others, and upon foreign countries. Should this circulation bo greatly
and suddenly diminished, or wholly withdrawn, without a substitute, it
would be attended with great distress among thousands and tens of
thousands. It would take a long time, if it were possible, for them to
return to their former habits and condition.

Art. VII.— SUGGESTIONS ON THE LAW OF AUCTIONS.
No. II.
CONDITIONS OF SALE, AND PUFFING.

It is expedient that the conditions of sales be reduced to writing,
printed, and publicly announced, prior to the commencement of the sale.
They may be read, or put up in some conspicuous place in the auction
room. They should be drawn up carefully and with precision, so as to
express the intentions of the party, and contain all the terms of the con
tract ; for they are binding on the vendor and purchaser, and neither
can travel out of them, and give evidence of what was said by the auc
tioneer at the time of the sale, in any respect varying the written or
printed conditions ; for it would open a door to fraud and inconvenience,
if an auctioneer were permitted to make verbal declarations in the auc
tion room contrary to the printed conditions of sale ; or, in the words of
Lord Ellenborough, men cannot tell what contracts they enter into, if
the written conditions of sale are to be controlled by the babble of the
auction room.
In the sale of real property at auction, care should be taken that the
description be accurate, or the purchaser will not be holden. But if the
description be substantially true, and be defective or inaccurate in a
slight degree only, the purchaser will be required to perform the con
tract, if the sale be fair, and the title good. If every nice and critical
objection be admissible, and sufficient to defeat the sale, it would greatly
impair the efficacy and value of public judicial sales ; and therefore if the
purchaser gets substantially the thing for which he bargained, he may
generally be held to abide by the purchase, with the allowance of some
deduction from the price by way of compensation for any small deficien
cy in the value by reason of the variation.
The verbal declarations of an auctioneer, at the time of sale, are not
admitted in evidence to explain ambiguities in the printed conditions.
Nor will parol evidence be permitted to introduce a new term into the
written agreement. The conditions of sale will be construed in accord
ance with the apparent intention of the parties, without reference to the
technical expressions introduced into the agreement ; thus, the term that
the purchaser should make satisfaction to the vendor for not completing
the sale, was holden to mean pecuniary satisfaction.
If the conditions provide that any mistake in the particulars shall not
vitiate the contract, such stipulation does not extend to a wilful mis
description ; so, when it is stipulated that the commodity shall be taken
with all faults, such a proviso does not preclude the purchaser from
voL. II. — NO. II.
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availing himself of defects wilfully concealed by the vendor. On this
branch of the subject, it will be sufficient to add, as a well settled prin
ciple, that the verbal declarations of an auctioneer, at the time of sale, are
not admissible in evidence, for the purpose of varying, adding to, or ex
plaining the printed conditions. But parol evidence may be introduced
to provefraud. If a material false description of goods be given in the
particulars, the sale will be void ; a trifling variation will not affect the
validity of the contract.
A bidding at an auction may, unless the conditions of the sale express
to the contrary, be retracted before the hammer is down. Every bid
ding is an offer on one side, which is not binding on either, until it is
assented to, and that assent signified on the part of the seller by knock
ing down the hammer.
By the civil law, a private bidding by or on behalf of the vendor, is
treated as a fraud ; this was the doctrine of Lord Mansfield, and is an
evidence of his lofty conception of right and morals ; it certainly com
mends itself as a just rule : if the owner wishes to bid, he ought to re
serve that right in the conditions of sale. The authorities are not uni
form upon the subject ; it may, however, be considered as settled, that
the employment of a bidder by the owner will be fraud or otherwise,
according to the circumstances tending to show innocent intentions or
fraudulent design. Thus, if a bidder be appointed by the owner to pre
vent the estate from being sold at an undervalue, the transaction is valid.
But if the person employed, was appointed not with a view to prevent
a sale at an undervalue, but to take advantage of the eagerness of bid
ders, and thus enhance the price, it is fraudulent. So, if a number of
bidders are employed, to increase the price by a pretended competition,
and the bidding was not sincere, but a mere artifice, in combination with
the owner, to mislead the judgment and inflame the zeal of others, it is
a fraudulent and void sale. It will be a void sale if the purchaser pre
vails on the persons present to desist from bidding, by reason of sugges
tions by way of appeal to the sympathies of the company. A bidder
who procures goods to be struck oft' to him, by false representations
made by him at the time of the sale to those assembled to bid, cannot
insist upon the transaction as a sale.
If two persons, being desirous of purchasing certain articles adver
tised for sale at auction, agree not to bid against each other, but that one
of them shall bid in the property, and then divide it between them,
such an agreement is without consideration and void, and against public
policy. In short, it seems generally understood, that some person will
bid on the part of the owner, and it is deemed lawful for the owner to
employ a bidder for the purpose of preventing a sacrifice of his proper
ty; for by so doing, the seller is enabled to protect himself against the
tricks which otherwise might be practised upon him by bidders.
It is lawful to place goods in the hands of an auctioneer for sale, with
directions that he shall not part with or dispose of the same, unless they
produce a particular sum ; the restriction not being considered as an
unlawful means of enhancing the price of the goods, or as an imposition
upon fair purchasers.
STATUTE OP FRAUDS.

This celebrated statute of 29 Charles II., was enacted with a view to
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prevent contracts concerning real estate from being enforced, or dama
ges recovered for the breach of such contracts, unless proved by written
evidence ; it being found inconvenient to depend upon the memory or
the integrity of witnesses, in disputes relating to real estate. Some of
its provisions relate to the validity of contracts concerning personal pro
perty; the leading idea of the statute being, that certain kinds of con
tracts should be in writing. This statute, or a part of it, has been adopted
m most, if not all, of the United States. It has been made a question,
both in England and in this country, how far auction sales were within
the provisions of the statute of frauds. The provision of the statute of
this State, as to goods, chattels, or things in action, is, that every contract
for the sale of them, for the price of fifty dollars or more, shall be void,
unless,
1st. A note or memorandum of such contract be made in writing, and
be subscribed by the parties to be charged thereby; or,
2nd. Unless the buyer shall accept and receive part of such goods, or
the evidences, or some of them, of such things in action ; or,
3rd. Unless the buyer shall, at the time, pay some part of the pur
chase money.
The question that arose in sales at auction was, whether the auction
eer had authority to sign a memorandum, so as to bind the purchaser ?
The statute of this State provides, that whenever goods shall be sold at
public auction, and the auctioneer shall, at the time of the sale, enter in
a sale-book a memorandum specifying the nature and price of the pro
perty sold, the terms of the sale, the name of the purchaser, and the name
of the person on whose account the sale is made, such memorandum shall
be deemed a note of the contract of sale within the statute of frauds. It
is now generally understood in England and in the United States, that
an auctioneer is the agent of both parties, and authorized by the pur
chaser, either of lands or goods, to sign the contract of sale for him as
the highest bidder. The writing his name as the highest bidder in the
memorandum of the sale by the auctioneer, immediately on receiving his
bid, and knocking down the hammer, is a sufficient signing of the con
tract within the statute of frauds, so as to bind the purchaser. Entering
the name of the buyer by the auctioneer, in his book, is the same thing
as if the buyer had written his own name. The purchaser who bids and
announces his bid to the auctioneer, gives the auctioneer authority to
write down his name.
auctioneer's duty in taking care op property, and the mode of
SELLING.
The responsibility of an auctioneer as to the safe keeping of property
entrusted to him for sale, is the same as that of a factor. He is required
to keep it with the same care as a prudent man would his own. He is
not liable in cases of robbery, fire, or any other accidental damage which
may happen without his default. It is generally true, that the trust re
posed in an agent cannot be transferred ; yet reasonable convenience, and
attention to the benefit of his employer, will often justify him in delega
ting the custody of goods to another, provided due care is taken to
select a proper depositary.
An auctioneer is bound to possess such a degree of skill as is ordina
rily possessed by men of that profession, and he is bound to use great
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care and diligence in the execution of his trust. If he be not furnished
with instructions, he must pursue the accustomed course of the business
in which he is employed, and is responsible for damage arising from
incompetence, negligence, or breach of orders. What the usages of
eacli trade are, is the subject of proof as the occasion arises ; unless they
are such, as by repeated proof have become to be recognised in the law.
If he depart from his instructions, he is liable to his employer for all the
damages sustained thereby. Thus, where an auctioneer sold a house for
a sum less than the price limited by his instructions, and credited the
vendor the full price, he was held bound, though the price was the
full value of the property sold. And where a factor had been instructed
to sell for cash, and he permitted the purchaser to take the goods away
without payment at the time of sale, he was held liable, though a usage
among factors was proved of allowing to purchasers a week or fortnight
to make payment, where the sales were for cash.
An auctioneer would not be charged with breach of instructions, if
compliance with them would have been a fraud upon others. Tf he dis
obey by mistaking his instructions, he is responsible. If he has notice
that the property he is about to sell is not the property of his principal,
but notwithstanding such notice, he sells the same, he is personally lia
ble to the true owner for the produce of the sale.
An auctioneer has not only possession of the goods which he is em
ployed to sell, but he has an interest coupled with that possession. He
has a special property in them, and a lien upon them for the charges of
the sale —his commission and the auction duty. Ho may sue the buyer
for the purchase money ; and if he gives credit to the vendee, and makes
delivery without payment, it is at his own risk. He has such a special
property in goods sold by him, as will enable him to maintain an action
for the price of the goods against the vendee, even though the goods were
sold at the house of his employer, and were known to be his property.
He is, in some sense, not only an agent, but a contracting party, and
may sue the purchaser in his own name. It is his duty to receive pay
ment for goods sold by him ; and if, instead of doing so, he rescinds a
contract, and receives the goods back after sale, he will be liable to an
action at the suit of his employer. If he sell goods and deliver them
without any notice of any lien or claim which he has on the owner, and
the buyer, without such notice, settle for the goods with the owner,
the auctioneer cannot sue the buyer for the price of the goods. If
he sell the goods of B as the goods of A, and the buyer pay the price
to A, the auctioneer cannot recover the price from the buyer. If no
payment be made by the buyer in such case, and the auctioneer bring an
action against him for the price of the goods, the buyer may set oft' a
debt due from A to him.
If an auctioneer sell an estate without a sufficient authority, so that
the purchaser cannot obtain the benefit of his bargain, the auctioneer will
be compelled to pay all the costs which the purchaser may have been
put to, and the interest of the purchase money, if it has been unproduc
tive.
As the right of property remains in the principal, notwithstanding the
possession of the auctioneer, the principal may maintain an action of
trover against the auctioneer for goods wrongfully disposed of by him.
A disposal contrary to express directions is such a conversion as will
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sustain the action; but it has been held, that where goods were deposit
ed with a person to be sold at not less than a certain price, and the de
positary sold them at a less price, the owner could not maintain trover
against him, but must resort to a special action on the case.
An action may be supported against an auctioneer, if he rescinds a
contract made with a purchaser, without his employer's consent.
If the auctioneer does not disclose the name of his principal at the
time of his sale, the purchaser is entitled to look to him personally for
the completion of the contract, and for the damages for its non-perform
ance. He cannot sell by private contract, when property has been en
trusted to him for sale by auction. If he exceed his authority, and any
loss ensue from it, he must bear it, unless his principal recognise his
doings ; and if any gain result, he must account for it to his employer.
If he be ordered to sell goods at a particular price, and they are of a
perishable nature, and not in a condition to be kept, and the auctioneer
has no time nor opportunity for consulting with his employer, in such
case, he would probably be justified for selling under the price limited,
to prevent a total loss. He is deemed an agent of the seller at the sale
only, and therefore, after the sale is made, he has no incidental authority
to deal with the purchaser, as to the terms upon which a title is to be
made, without some special authority for that purpose. Before knocking
down the goods, he is the agent of the seller only ; after knocking them
down, he becomes agent of both parties ; that is, of the vendor and pur
chaser.
If the sale of an estate by auction become nugatory by the negligence
of the auctioneer, he will not be entitled to any recompense for his ser
vices from the vendor.
It does not appear clear upon the authorities, whether an auctioneer
has, by virtue of his office, a right to warrant the goods sold by him.
In case ofjudicial sales by marshals and other public officers, they have
no authority to warrant. If he be employed to sell, with express orders
not to warrant, or without sufficient authority to that effect, nevertheless
does warrant, he is responsible to the purchaser. But if he make a
warranty on a sale at auction, after he has disclosed the name of his
principal, pursuant to his authority, he will not be personally liable to
the purchaser for any breach of the contract, unless it should appear by
the terms of the warranty, that he has individually bound himself.
If after the purchase money has been paid, and the sale completed, it
appears that there was any defect in the article sold, of which the seller
was aware, but fraudulently concealed, and which the buyer had not
the means of discovering by the exercise of ordinary diligence, the pur
chaser may maintain an action upon the case for a deceit in the sale.
A party defrauded is not obliged to consider the contract void, but
may, at his option, maintain an action of deceit, or a special assumpsit,
and recover damages for the fraud. But if he commence an action of
deceit, it will be a waiver of his right to consider the contract as void, he
having thereby made his election to consider it as subsisting.
Where the goods are not delivered at all, and the purchase mo
ney has been paid, the purchaser may either declare specially on the
contract, and obtain damages for the non-delivery, or he may recover
the money which he has paid in an action for money had and received.
If goods be sold of a certain value, and if they prove to be of a different
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kind and of little value, after returning the goods, the consideration paid
may be recovered by the vendee, although there be no express warranty
or fraud in the sale. If the goods be of any, though but of small value,
the vendee cannot rescind the contract, so as to entitle himself to reco
ver back the money paid, without first returning the goods. Affixing
the name of an old master against a picture in a catalogue, is merely a
representation of the auctioneer's opinion, and not such a warranty as
will subject the seller to an action, if it turns out that it was not the work
of the artist to whom it was attributed.

Art. VIII.— MERCANTILE LAW CASES.
SPECIAL AND GENERAL PARTNERS.
CHANTS' CLERKS

NOVEL INSURANCE CASE.

CONTRACT.

SALVAGE CASE.

SPECIAL AND GENERAL PARTNERS.

An action was recently brought in the United States Circuit Court,
Judge Betts presiding, by the President, Directors, and Co. of the Hamp
den Bank, vs. Edward M. Morgan, Henry F. Morgan, Knowles Taylor,
and William H. Jessup, to recover about $14,000, being the balance of an
account. The action, though nominally against all the defendants, was
virtually against Knowles Taylor, the other parties making no defence.
On the part of Taylor the defence set up was, that he had been only the
special, and not general partner of the other defendants, and as such, was
not liable in the present action.
It appeared that in the latter part of December, 1836, Taylor and the
other defendants formed a partnership, in which it was agreed that Tay
lor should put in $75,000, and be only a special partner. This partner
ship was advertised in the usual way, and the other requisitions of the
law complied with, as the defendant alleged.
The advertisement announced the formation of the partnership under
the different names which composed the firm, and also contained the
word company, and it is now contended that the use of the word com
pany was contrary to the express provisions of the statute relative to
special partnerships, and rendered all the members of the firm general
partners. It was also alleged, that there was not sufficient proofof Taylor's
having put in a cash capital of $75,000, and that if he had done so, he
afterwards withdrew it. In proof of the hitter allegation, it was shown,
that during the existence of the firm, which failed in about three months
after its commencement, Taylor had obtained small sums at various
times from the firm. But in relation to his having paid into the firm the
cash capital of $75,000, it was so fully proved as to admit no doubt of it.
It was also contended, on the part of the plaintiff, that the certificate of
the partnership had not been sworn before the proper officer, as it was
sworn before the Recorder, who is not a judge of the county court with
in the meaning of the law.
The court charged the jury, that it was conceded that a cash capital
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must be paid bona fide by the special partner, and if ho fails to do so he
is to be considered a general partner. But the court held, that the certi
ficate and affidavit was prima facie evidence that the money had been
paid, and required no further evidence until this proof was impeached
by the other party, and evidence adduced on their part to show that the
money never had been paid. But in the present case, besides the certifi
cate and affidavit, the defendant had also produced other proof that he
paid the money. But if the jury found the fact that the defendant had
not paid in the capital, they should on that ground find a verdict for the
plaintiff".
The court also ruled, that the word " Company," in the title of the
firm, rendered the defendant and all the other members general part
ners.
The court considered that the withdrawal of part of his capital only
rendered the defendant responsible to pay it back, but in order to raise
the point of law, it was necessary to ascertain the fact, and the jury
were to say whether he had withdrawn any part of his capital.
The jury would therefore find two facts, whether the defendant had
paid in the capital, and whether he had withdrawn any part of it. And
then on the other questions of the law involved in the case, the jury
would, under the direction of the court, find a verdict for the plaintiff.
The jury find that the sum of $75,000 was paid into the concern of
E. M. Morgan & Co. by the defendant, Knowles Taylor. They find also
that no part of said money has been withdrawn by the said defendant.
And under the charge of the court, they find a general verdict for
plaintiff, in the sum of $14,116 29.
NOVEL INSURANCE CASE.

The Quebec Gazette publishes a long report of an insurance case, an
abstract of which may be of some interest to the readers of the Mer
chants' Magazine. It is the case of Robert Gillespie and others against
J. B. Forsyth and others, and was this : The schooner Industry, having,
besides the master and a supercargo, a crew of ten men, including the
mate, sailed from Quebec in June, 1837, with a cargo, for Montego Bay.
On the vessel's arrival there, the supercargo discharged the master, and
previous to her sailing on her return voyage to Quebec, appointed the
mate (Dixon) master. To supply the place of Dixon, one of the seamen
was appointed mate, as fully competent to discharge all the duties of that
office, depending on seamanship, although he could not write, and was
not what is called a navigator. Before the appointment, however, Cap
tain Dixon and the supercargo endeavored to find a person of higher
qualifications, but without success. The vessel, on her return home, was
lost in the Gulf of Florida, during a violent storm, but not from any
want of skill or knowledge on the part of the master, or from any fault
or insufficiency of the mate.
The vessel was insured at the Canada Marine Insurance office, on her
return cargo, for =£2000, after the change of masters ; and the name of
Dixon, the new master, was mentioned as such, in the policy. Payment
of the insurance was resisted on the ground that the vessel was unsea.umthy at the time of her sailing from Montego Bay, she not having on
board a mate of competent qualifications, nor any person on board capable
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of taking charge of her in case of disqualifying accident to the master.
The case, by mutual consent, was referred to Chancellor Kent, of New
York, and Sir J. Campbell, the Queen's attorney general. The opinion
of Chancellor Kent covers the whole ground of the principles of insu
rance in the premises. That of the Attorney General is brief. The
decision was, that the mate teas competent to all the duties pertaining to
that office, and that the supercargo had a right, as the representative of
the owners of the vessel, to change the master, and that the question
should go to the Jury as one of fact rather than law. The verdict of the
Jury was in favor of the plaintiffs — ^£2000, with interest from the ser
vice bf the process.
MERCHANTS' CLERKS

CONTRACT.

An action for damages for a breach of contract was recently brought
in the Marine Court, New York, before Judge Schieffclin. The plain
tiff, Daniel B. Taylor, was a salesman, and the defendant, Dominick R.
Smith, a dry goods dealer in Chatham-street.
The contract, dated September 7th, 1839, was to the effect that the
plaintiff was to serve as salesman for the defendant for three montlis,
with a proviso that if, at the end of that time, he was found competent
to perform the duty of salesman, and that the business of the defendant
grew no worse than at the beginning of the time, then the plaintiff
should continue for six months, at a salary of six hundred dollars per
annum. At the end of the first three months, (or a date sworn to by
some witnesses as December 7th, and by others as December 11th,) the
defendant told the plaintiff that he " didn't require his services any
longer." The plaintiff, however, remained until the 18th of December,
when he was discharged.
It was therefore to recover for an alleged breach of the contract, in
the discharge of the plaintiff before the expiration of the specified time,
that the action was brought.
It was proved, also, on the part of the plaintiff, that at this season of
the year, it was difficult for a clerk or salesman to procure employ
ment.
The defence was, that the plaintiff was not sober or attentive to busi
ness while in the defendant's service ; and that at the time of his dis
charge the business had greatly fallen off, and was not likely soon to im
prove. It was proved by one witness, that during the three months, the
plaintiff was on several occasions considerablyfuddled, and another wit
ness swore that he was occasionally inebriated.
To rebut this testimony, the plaintiff called several witnesses, who
stated that if the plaintiff had occasionally been fuddled during the spe
cified time, he was not an habitual inebriate. The same witnesses also
testified to the fact of its being difficult at this season of the year for a
clerk to procure employment.
The Court charged, that the jury should give to the contract a reason
able construction, according to the general usage prevailing in a com
mercial community ; and in arriving at a conclusion, it would be neces
sary for them to consider — 1st. Whether the plaintiff was competent as
a salesman ? 2d. Had he done any act which would justify his dis
charge ? 3d. Had it appeared that the business of the defendant had
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fallen off at the expiration of the first three months ! and, 4th. If the
terms of the contract had been in other respects complied with, did it
appear that the plaintiff was discharged at a proper and legal time, in
asmuch as the first three months expired on the evening of the sixth of
December ?
The jury rendered a verdict for the plaintiff of sixty-five dollars,
damages and costs.
SALVAGE CASE.
In the United States Circuit Court, Judge Thompson presiding, an
important decision was made in the case of E. Hope and others vs. the
brig Dido, her tackle and cargo. The report is compiled from the Jour
nal of Commerce. The law decisions of that journal are generally very
correct, and can be implicitly relied upon for their fidelity. The main
question involved in this case was, whether a vessel which had lost her
rudder, but was capable ofbeing steered by her sails, was to be considered
wholly unnavigable, and was in such a state that the pilots who brought
her into port were entitled to salvage, or to be paid only as pilots.
The Dido left Rochelle. in France, for New York, on the fifth of De
cember, and on the second of February she lost her rudder ; from which
period until the fifth of March she was steered by her sails. On that day
she was fallen in with by a pilot boat, which boarded her between Fire
Island and the Highlands, and inquired if she wanted a pilot, to which
the captain replied in the affirmative. The pilot remarked to the captain
that his vessel had lost her rudder, and asked two hundred dollars for
bringing her into port. The captain refused to give so much, and the
pilot intimated to him that unless he would have the pilot boat to tow in
his vessel, he, the pilot, would leave her. The captain consented to this
proposal, and the brig was taken in tow by the pilot boat, and her sails
were used to steer as before until she came under the Highlands, where
she cast anchor. The ensuing morning, the sails of the brig were again
set, and the pilot boat continued ahead of her until she came to Fort
Diamond. From this place a signal was made for a steamboat, which
went down from the city and towed her up. The vessel and cargo
were then relinquished by the pilots, and some difficulty having after
wards occurred in relation to the compensation claimed by them, they
brought the matter before the Board of Wardens, who adjudged one
hundred and sixty-two dollars as compensation for their services. From
this decision the pilots appealed to the Recorder, who adjudged them
about seven hundred dollars, which the parties concerned refused to
pay them. The pilots then libelled the vessel and cargo, and claimed
salvage on their value, alleged to be about $130,000. On this claim for
salvage, Judge Betts awarded them between three and four hundred
dollars, or about one half the sum which had been awarded them
by the Recorder, and discharged the claim on the cargo of the vessel, with
costs. From this decision both parties appealed to the United States
Circuit Court, and Judge Thompson overruled the decision given by
Judge Betts, and decided that this was not a case of salvage, and was
only a case in which the pilots were entitled to extra compensation for
pilot
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without costs, as the parties interested in the vessel had offered to pay
that amount, and the pilots refused it. The court also ordered, that the
claimants for the cargo should recover their costs.

Art. IX.— ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MERCANTILE
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
[We have concluded to enlarge the present number of our magazine,
for the purpose of laying before our readers, entire, the nineteenth an
nual report of the Mercantile Library Association of New York. It will,
we think, be read with interest by all who have at heart the welfare of
an institution that promises so much for the moral and intellectual im
provement of the mercantile character of the great commercial emporium
of our country.
It is matter of regret that the spirit and zeal manifested in the estab
lishment of institutions of this class, often flags when their novelty ceases ;
but those who will take the trouble to trace the rise and progress of this
association, will find that its advance has been steadily and rapidly, on
ward. Indeed, its volumes, members, and resources, have been daily
augmenting, and, notwithstanding a season of unusual commercial em
barrassment, the report exhibits a greater degree of prosperity during
the past than in any preceding year.
The character of the president and directors of the new board, for
energy, efficiency, and intelligence, gives assurance, that nothing will be
wanting on their part to carry out the views of their predecessors, and
advance, with the same laudable spirit, the best interests of the associa
tion. The report of Mr. Ward, which follows, is an able and business
like document, alike creditable to the author and the association.]
REPORT.
The close of another year in the existence of our Institution, brings
with it the agreeable duty of giving a report of our doings for that period.
But, before entering into detail, we may pause for a moment to congra
tulate you upon the prosperous condition in which they will show us to
be placed. We have not, indeed, reached the highest attainable point
of excellence, in the formation of plans for the accomplishment of the
great object had in view by the founders of the Institution ; but, in other
respects, we have matter rich and abundant for hearty rejoicing. We
congratulate you upon the possession of a Library seldom equalled, and
rarely surpassed ; — a Reading Room furnished with the periodical litera
ture of nearly all England and America, and with the most ample con
veniences for perusing it;— courses of Lectures of peculiar brilliancy,
whether you regard the arrangement and discussion of the subjects, or
the elegant style and diction of the distinguished men by whom they are
delivered ; — in fine, we congratulate you upon the establishment of Lite
rary and Scientific classes, and whatever other means of improvement
have already been adopted. The pleasure of present success is not
a little heightened by a comparison with the past. If we revert to the
earlier periods of our history, — a short, but eventful space, — we shall find
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still higher gratification in contrasting what we are with what we were.
We shall have the joy that accompanies the triumph of wisdom over
folly; of perseverance over discouragement; of growth over neglect;
of success over opposition. The future, too, presents a prospect of in
creasing delight. Judging from what we have done, what may we not
expect to do '< The path to eminent utility and fame lies through a coun
try not difficult to be cleared ; but the pioneers must be judicious in the
choice, and energetic in the use, of the means selected for the accom
plishment of their task. These are the requisitions for prosperity in the
important work before us; and in the virtue and intelligence of our
members we trust they will ever be found.
From this general view of our condition, which affords so much mat
ter for gratulation, we now proceed to a statement of our proceedings
during the past year.
LIBRARY.

Soon after entering upon our duties, we directed our attention to an
examination of the Library, in order to ascertain in what departments of
learning the greatest deficiencies existed. A slight investigation proved
sufficient to show, that in works upon the several sciences, general his
tory, and geography, it was, though moderately supplied with the recent
popular treatises, still much wanting in those of a more extensive and
profound character. Accordingly, measures were taken to procure, as
far as our means would admit, the requisite supply, and thus to give great
er uniformity and completeness to the several departments. With this
view, in the early part of the year, an order, comprising about 450 vo
lumes, chiefly works published during the last few years, was transmitted
to Messrs. Smith, Elders, & Co., of London, accompanied with a remit
tance of £200.
A large number, also, of very valuable works, and well adapted to
our library, has been obtained through the instrumentality of Mr.
Charles Welford, to whom we take pleasure in acknowledging our
obligation. This gentleman, during his stay at London in the early
part of the year, made for us a most judicious selection from the stores of
literary and scientific productions there only to be met with. For a list
of these we may refer generally to our catalogue, which bears ample
evidence of his well directed exertions. We may be allowed here to
mention a few of the most valuable obtained from this source, viz : The
Monthly Review, in 204 volumes; The Eclectic Review, in 66; The
Transactions of the Society of Arts, Commerce, and Agriculture, in 47 ;
The Philosophical Magazine, in 88 ; Journal of the Royal Institution
in Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England, in 36 ; Murray's
Family Library, in 64 ; and Annual Obituary, in 21 volumes. Re
specting the character of the works added during the past year, we
believe it to be such as will reflect credit upon the institution, and in
crease its reputation for usefulness. We feel gratified to know that our
efforts have been duly appreciated by those who have sought the benefit
of a perusal of these volumes ; and to find, in the diminished demand for
books of a light and trivial kind, what we esteem a very substantial
proof, that nothing is wanting to diminish the prevailing taste for super
ficial reading, but a liberal supply of those works which combine instruc
tion with amusement.
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To give the members easy access to all the new works added to the
library, seemed to require an additional supplementary catalogue, which,
by embodying the one prepared last year, would contain all the addi
tions made since the general catalogue was published. The work of
arranging it was entrusted to Mr. Thomas Delf, who has accomplished
the arduous task in a manner creditable both to himself and to the insti
tution. The board of direction in 1837, had a large edition of the
general catalogue printed ; 1,000 of which still remained unbound. It
was therefore deemed advisable to have those bound up with the sup
plement now prepared, to facilitate their disposal ; and also have a suffi
cient number bound separately, for those who are in possession of that
catalogue. This will afford a ready index to all the books now in our
possession.
Various improvements have been made in the library and reading
room, from time to time, as the necessity has become apparent, to facili
tate the convenience of the members.
At the period of the last annual report the library
contained
18,323 vols.
Added during the ,past year, by purchases,
3,527 vols.
Total
" during
" that period
' donations,
56 "
3,583 "

Making the whole number,
21,906 "
now in our possession. Besides the addition of new works, made during
the past year, there have been 1814 volumes re-bound, in a neat and
durable manner.
While on this subject, we may remark, that the abuse of books has
been a cause of much complaint, and, for several years past, been no
ticed in the reports. We are happy in being able to say that this prac
tice has nearly, if not entirely, ceased. The committee appointed by
the board, in conformity with the constitution, to examine the books and
property of the association, report, that not a single instance of wilful
abuse of its property has come to their knowledge. The eradication of
this evil has been ardently desired; and in future, we trust, there will be
no cause of complaint on account of the mutilation of our common pro
perty, in which we all have an equal interest.
READING ROOM.

This department is now well furnished. We have continued to sup
ply it with foreign and domestic periodicals as far as our resources
would admit. It now vies with the best in this country. Periodical
literature is both of a useful and instructive character. It presents the
views of living writers, embracing in its range all the new discoveries in
the arts and sciences, besides much miscellaneous matter only to be
found in such publications, and combining, as it were, " the very age
and body of the time." The reading room now contains one hundred
and fifteen European and American Periodicals. The constant attend
ance of the members fully attests the popularity of this branch of the in
stitution, and consequently, that the treasures of knowledge it contains
are sought after and appreciated.
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MEMBERS.
The number of members added since the last report exceeds that of
any preceding year. This constant accession gives additional evidence,
that the advantages afforded by the association are duly appreciated, and
leads us to indulge the hope, that at no distant period we shall have all
who are entitled to admission numbered among us.
The whole number of members, according to the last annual report,
on the 1st of January, 1839, was
.....
4,527
Added during the past year,
....
1,097
Deduct withdrawals for same period,
.
.
323
Nett gain,
774
Making the total, on the 1st January, 1840,
.
.
.
5,301
There are of this number 4,901 at $2 per annum, 124 who pay $5
annually, and 278 stockholders of Clinton Hall Association. Of those
first mentioned, but 3,652 are regular paying members.
It is proper to observe, that of the number required to pay $2 an
nually, there are 715 whose accounts are suspended, and, as there is no
power vested by the constitution in the board, by which either payment
may be enforced or delinquents expelled, in each annual report must
appear a number of barely nominal accounts, which is yearly increas
ing, and will probably continue to, unless there is some provision made
for the expulsion of members who shall have neglected to pay their dues
for the period of one year. This would have a tendency to diminish the
number of bad accounts, and obviate the necessity of including them in
the reports. The firm foundation upon which the institution now rests,
renders any artificial view of its affairs unnecessary. The new consti
tution about to be presented for your approval, contains, we are happy
to say, a salutary clause in reference to this subject.
TREASURY.
By reference to the Treasurer's Report, hereto annexed, it will be
seen, that our financial condition has also been greatly improved. This
is gratifying, as it has enabled the directors further to extend the useful
ness of the association.
The total amount of receipts for the past year, is $9,209 01. For a
statement of the receipts and disbursements for that period, we refer to
that report.
But while we are thus enabled to congratulate you upon our increased
resources, it becomes a less pleasing duty to state, that, within the last
few years, that individual liberality which contributed so largely, in our
early history to the extension of our library by donations, has been con
stantly diminishing. This is much to be regretted, as, when we reflect,
that a single volume presented by each member, (which would scarcely
be missed by the donor,) would make a number in the aggregate equal
to the purchases of a whole year.
To those who have kindly contributed donations of books, minerals,
and autographs, and to the Messrs. Smith, for the donation of a splendid
clock, manufactured by them expressly for the association, we offer our
sincere acknowledgments. Among the donations of autographs, we take
pleasure in calling your attention to the valuable collection presented by
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the Hon. Ogden Hoffman, comprising all the names of the members com
posing the 25th congress.
LECTURES.
The course of lectures delivered during the close of the year 1838,
and the beginning of 1839, was, in a pecuniary point of view, highly
successful. The surplus remaining after liquidating all the expenses
incurred, was $1,009 41, which was duly paid over to the present board
by the late lecture committee.
This balance was, by a resolution of the last board of direction,
handed over to us, to make such disposal of it as we might deem
proper; and, as the establishment of a permanent lecture fund had been
repeatedly urged by our predecessors, it was, therefore, thought to be
advisable to still hold this sum for the purpose of creating such fund.
We have, accordingly, by resolution, passed it over to our successors,
for that object, should it in their opinion be thought proper. We
would recommend, that in future, any surplus accruing from the lectures
be added to this fund, if created ; and, also, that such other measures
be adopted by our successors to increase it as may seem necessary or
expedient. The advantage of such a fund is obvious, whether the lec
tures hereafter become, or not, engrafted among the legitimate objects
of the association.
The arrangements made for the delivery of lectures during the pre
sent winter, were submitted to you in October last. As the crowded
state of our lecture room, heretofore, had been a cause of much com
plaint, the board endeavored to obviate it, by making arrangements for
the delivery of two courses of lectures. This measure, we thought,
would not only remove a just cause of complaint, but also permit a
larger number to participate in the benefits afforded by this popular
branch of instruction.
Another change made, is in the increased number of lectures delivered
on each subject. This, we think, commends itself strongly to your
favorable consideration. The plan hitherto adopted, of delivering single
lectures upon important subjects, is rather a means of amusement than
of instruction ; while the plan now presented will combine both. To
commercial young men, lectures are a desideratum not easily supplied.
The mind, engrossed during the day by the cares of business, has not
time to enter upon the investigation of any of the numerous subjects
connected with the sciences and the arts, in the manner adopted by men
of leisure. It is, therefore, important that a commercial institution, like
ours, should afford especial encouragement to this department. This
being settled, the question arises, should it be the means of amusement
or instruction ? It is clear that the latter should be the paramount ob
ject, though the former will follow, of course, if the choice of lecturers
be judicious.
Under this view, the board deviated from the plan hitherto pursued,
and made arrangements for two courses on scientific subjects, of ten
lectures each, and one on a branch of German literature in six lectures,
in addition to the numerous lectures on miscellaneous subjects, inter
spersed in the courses. Thus far it has been eminently successful, as
is sufficiently attested by the numerous and gratified audience that has
attended during the course just completed. The second one will com
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mence on the 20th of January next, and from the number of gifted
minds engaged to participate in it, and the low price at which members
are admitted, we may reasonably anticipate a full attendance, and an
additional
We would
demonstration,
recommend we
to our
trust,successors,
in favor ofifthe
it be
views
not here
thought
expressed.
advisa
ble to change the whole system according to the suggestions offered in a
subsequent part of this report, to pursue, as far as may be expedient,
this plan.
CLASSES.
This department is in a progressive condition, and continues to receive
encouragement. Many have availed themselves of the opportunity thus
presented, of acquiring a knowledge of the modern languages, drawing,
and elocution. The board, sensible of the importance of classes, have
adopted rules for their government, with the view of aiding their pros
perity, and promoting a friendly intercourse between the board and the
teachers.
There are six classes engaged Xmder Mr. Bekeart, in the study of the
French language. The meetings of the two principal classes are held
in this building. Those of the remaining four, owing to want of room,
at the private residence of the instructor. The whole number at pre
sent under the tuition of this gentleman is 123 ; who have expressed to
the board their full confidence in his ability as an instructor.
The class in Spanish, under the supervision of Don Carlos Rabadan,
contains 20 students ; and the one on Elocution, under Mr. Dwyer,
numbers 14. Classes are also formed in Drawing, and Bookkeeping;
the former under the charge of Mr. Newbery, and the latter, Mr. Jones.
These meet at their apartments. Any member joining either of these
classes will receive instruction at a greatly reduced charge. So far as
the board has been informed, the instructors in the different branches
give entire satisfaction.
It has been a source of much regret, that we have been unable to offer
inducements for the formation of classes in Chemistry, and in other
branches of study, in addition to those already organized. This is
owing to the limited accommodation possessed by the association,
having but one apartment that can be appropriated to this object. This
disadvantage we must patiently bear with, until additional room can be
obtained from Clinton Hall Association. No application has been made
to the board of trustees, during the past year, in reference to this sub
ject, as it was well known that existing engagements with others would
prevent them from yielding to our wishes. We recommend it to the
attention of our successors.
The most amicable relations continue to subsist between Clinton Hall
Association and the board of direction ; and, from the liberal spirit
always manifested by the trustees, we are induced to believe that, upon
application, they will, at their earliest convenience, set apart for our use
such other apartments as may seem necessary. It will then be in the
power of the board to increase the number of classes, so as to afford to
young men so disposed, an opportunity for the regular pursuit of manyvery important branches of study immediately connected with their pro
fession, besides others highly useful in other points of view. Thus will
this department of the association be rendered eminently serviceable,
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especially to our younger members, many of whom have entered the
counting room without the advantage of previous complete or systematic
education. The leisure which they enjoy after business hours, will, if
thus employed, be in general found sufficient, with the aid of the libra
ry to which they have access, to supply entirely, or in a great measure,
the deficiencies of early education, before the time comes for them to
assume the responsible stations of principals in mercantile houses. Nor
would the benefit of these classes, properly formed and conducted, be
small even to those who had previously received what is styled a liberal
education. To such the study of foreign languages, or some of the
higher branches not usually far pursued in literary institutions, might
offer inducements to form classes of great advantage to themselves, and
great credit to the institution. This whole subject is worthy of most
careful consideration.
It may not be improper, while on the subject of classes, and apart
ments for their accommodation, to allude to a subject, in which, we think,
our members should feel much interest. By reference to the agree
ment existing between the two associations, by which we are granted
the use of our present commodious rooms, it will be seen that after the
debt which accrued in building Clinton Hall has been liquidated, the
fund arising from the rents, etc., is to be expended in purchasing books
and apparatus for our library. Although nine years have elapsed since
this building was erected by the munificence of our merchants — a period
at first thought to be more than sufficient for discharging the debt then
contracted, which was $18,000 — still, owing to the commercial revul
sions which of late years have swept away the accumulated earnings of
so many of our merchants, and to the curtailment of the income arising
to Clinton Hall Association, in consequence of setting apart additional
accommodation for our use, $12,000 of that sum still remains unpaid.
These causes make the period quite remote when we may expect aid
from that source, unless the board of directors can adopt some measure
to facilitate the early liquidation of this debt ; and, as its early or late
payment is calculated principally to affect the interest of our institution,
it becomes worthy of consideration, whether some steps cannot be taken
to assist the board of trustees in effecting this object. As a means of so
doing, we would recommend that exertions be made to dispose of a
sufficient number of the shares of the stock of Clinton Hall Associa
tion remaining unsubscribed for, to raise the necessary sum.
This feature in the institution,
MUSEUM.
though of very recent origin, is fast
becoming prominent. It is dependant for its increase entirely upon the
contributions of individuals : and we take pleasure in stating, that many
curious and interesting specimens have already been received, for which
we desire to make due acknowledgments. We cannot forbear also to
express our obligation to Mr. John H. Redfield, for his kind and valua
ble services in arranging and classifying the minerals in scientific order.
We earnestly entreat our members to contribute more liberally in future
towards this branch of the institution. Many may be in possession of
valuable specimens which they would cheerfully present to us, if the
subject were brought to their attention.
It will readily occur to every one, that in order to sustain this and
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other similar departments, we must have increased accommodations hi
Clinton Hall. This subject has already been touched upon in another
part of this report, but still we may here just remark, that in our judg
ment no small benefit would accrue to us, could we have rooms also for
literary conversation, for a picture gallery, and other like purposes. As
an incipient step towards a collection of choice works both of nature and
art, a subscription might be opened for the purchase of Audubon's birds,
the magnificent plates of which might be framed and suspended on the
walls of the apartments appropriated to things of this kind. Numerous
contributions of paintings might with reason be expected from members
and others ; and in time, a vast and valuable assemblage of specimens of
this elegant art.
SCHOLARSHIP.
In the early part of the past year, one of the scholarships granted to
the association by Columbia College, became vacant by the withdrawal
of Mr. James Weatherspoon. Public notice was, therefore, given, that
such vacancy existed. From among the applicants, the board conferred
the appointment upon Mr. John Sym, who presented strong claims on
the ground of integrity and intellectual qualifications. From the testi
monials adduced in his favor, we have the fullest confidence that the
honor has been worthily bestowed.
PLAN OF IMPROVEMENT.
In the last annual report, a plan of improvement was submitted, by
which the association might be made to assume the form and afford the
benefit of a collegiate institution. The plan contains much that recom
mends itself to our favorable consideration, and may be ultimately prac
ticable and expedient. At present, however, we are compelled to ques
tion the propriety of its adoption, at least in the detail. The objections
to it are indeed both numerous and weighty. In confirmation of this, it
seems proper to mention, that early in the year a committee was ap
pointed to consider and report upon the wlwle subject ; and, although a
powerful effort was made to bring it about, experience soon showed
more fully the utter hopelessness of success at present. The time, in
deed, may come, when it will find fewer difficulties in the way of its
adoption. In the meantime, however, it becomes us to consider whether
any new system of improvement can be devised, that will enable us to
employ to more advantage the valuable materials we already possess,
without incurring additional pecuniary responsibility, or interfering too
much with the leisure or regular occupation of our members.
The end had, or that ought to be had, in view by us all, is, moral and
intellectual improvement. Diversity of opinion, then, can exist only in
relation to the best means of promoting it. But even here, difference in
sentiment, it is thought, would be materially lessened by due considera
tion of the circumstances of those for whose benefit we labor. Were
the members of the association so situated as to be able to devote the
whole, or even the larger portion of their time, to literary and scientific
pursuits, we might with reason entertain the idea of giving to our insti
tution the form and advantages of a regular college. But the very nature
of the case seems to forbid the cherishing of this view. All of our mem
bers are necessarily engaged, during the day, in the busy pursuit of their
VOL. II. — NO. II.
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profession, and this must, of course, occupy their chief attention. Any
employment, therefore, be it ever so worthy in other respects, that shall so
engross their minds as to prevent proper regard to their main vocation,
must and will be considered as highly prejudicial both to them and their
employers, Accordingly, if by their connexion with our association, be
the cause what it may, they are led to deviate from the straight line of
business affairs, the institution will soon come to be considered a thing
of doubtful utility, and consequently, much, if not all, the aid and coun
tenance now afforded us by merchants, will be entirely withdrawn. Such
a state of things no one could desire, and certainly every one would de
precate. The question then arises, how shall we best promote the moral
and intellectual welfare of our members, without injuring their com
mercial interests 1 That much improvement in our present arrangement
may be made, is verily believed. We have, indeed, done much, but
much more remains to be accomplished ; for, thus far, we seem to have
been engaged principally in procuring materials for future operations.
Possessing, as we do, a large, valuable, and constantly increasing
library ; classes formed and engaged, under competent instructors, in the
regular pursuit of several useful branches of education; a well supplied
reading room, and courses of interesting and instructive lectures : it
may with much reason be said, these surely are amply sufficient to an
swer all the purposes of the institution ; and, under careful and judicious
arrangement, it is believed they would. But with all these advantages
within our reach, it must be obvious that some system is wanting by
which the different departments may be made more immediately useful
to, and dependant upon, each other. The plan then that we would re
spectfully submit to the consideration of our successors is simple, and
may be carried into effect, without incurring much, if any, additional
pecuniary responsibility. We propose that the directors shall, with the
best aid and advice they can obtain, ascertain first what branches of
knowledge are likely to prove most beneficial to our members as citizens
and as merchants. In every one of these, let classes be formed under
competent teachers, and every possible encouragement extended to them.
Then cause our lectures to be so arranged as to subserve the useful pur
pose of more fully developing the studies pursued in the several classes.
To this it might be objected, that wo would narrow down the subjects
of the lectures to the necessarily few studies pursued in the several
classes that may be formed, and so benefit the small number who attend
them, at the expense of the mass. The answer to this, we think, is full
and satisfactory. The studies pursued need not be few, though the num
ber in attendance upon them might be small. If the course of studies
marked out be complete, and the courses of lectures be made accord
ingly, all objection on this ground will cease. Let classes be formed
or proposed to be formed, in the Classics, in Spanish, in French in Ger
man, in Rhetoric and Oratory, in Moral and Natural Philosophy in
Chemistry, m short, in whatever may be thought necessary; and you
will have a range of topics for lectures sufficiently wide to gratify the
wishes of every one. The advantage of having these two branches
thus conducted would be manifold. Let us suppose this sv^tem in
operation, that we may take a view of a single part. Among the classy
some are engaged in studying the French language. They are occu
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pied in acquiring the pronunciation, grammatical forms, and syntax of
the language ; and, perhaps, in translating from some one of the ele
mentary books. In that language, locked up in a great measure from
them, is an immense literature, of which most of them know perhaps
little or nothing. The teacher has no time to enter into long details, or
perchance requires to refresh his own mind. The whole class, like the
miners of Pompeii, or Herculaneum, are darkly digging a passage into
something, of which they have heard or read some vague account, but
of the extent of which they are really ignorant. In this state of things,
some man deeply read in the literature of the French, and able to give
an interesting and eloquent history of the same, is announced as a lec
turer. He traces its origin, progress, and extent ; gives us a portrait of
the principal characters who have mainly contributed to its advancement;
and a judicious comparison of it with the literature of other nations.
What member of the class, nay, what member of the association, would
not hail with pleasure the announcement of such a lecturer 1
In this way, it will be seen, that the two modes of instruction, by
classes and by lectures, "would be made mutually to assist each other, in
carrying forward the design of their institution, which, with the aid of
the library and reading room, will afford the means of quite a complete
system of education, adequate to all the necessary purposes of life. But
in order to make the library and reading room still more useful, let a
lecture or lectures be given on the subject of discretion in the selection
of books for reading, and the best method of studying an author. And
with a view to greater variety still, let the whole be interspersed with
occasional lectures upon such subjects of general interest, as may relieve
the tedium of severer study, or furnish the means of literary enter
tainment.
We have thus ventured to throw out a few suggestions, which if acted
upon, would, we think, tend vastly to increase our usefulness, without
materially increasing our labors or expenses. The plan, either with or
without modification, might be adopted and prosecuted during the ensuing
year, as no increased outlay is required for this purpose. Time will, doubt
less, discover defects and difficulties in its operation. These may be
removed, or the system improved by the wisdom of succeeding directors ;
if not, let them be set down among the things to be endured as insepa
rable from the successful accomplishment of a worthy object.
It is always gratifying to reflect, that amid the many changes to which
human friendships are liable, occasional instances occur of constancy of
attachment. We have been led to this reflection by the pleasing cir
cumstance, that he whose hand first traced the lines that called public
attention to, and which resulted in, the formation of this laudable insti
tution, continues to manifest a zealous interest in its welfare. We
allude to William Wood, Esq., who, during a recent visit to England,
transmitted to us many valuable documents, and established intercourse
with several literary and scientific institutions in London, in Liverpool,
and in Manchester. Correspondence between kindred societies may be
of great utility in cultivating harmony and good feelings, and, perhaps,
aid in suggesting new improvements for the mutual benefit of the re
spective associations. We avail ourselves of this occasion to make due
acknowledgments to Mr. Wood, and also to thank him, on your behalf,
for the presentation of a portrait of Mr. James Maury, ex U. S. Consul
at Liverpool, and formerly a prominent merchant of this city.
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CONCLUSION.

We have now laid before you a statement of the proceedings of the
board during the past year. It has yielded, as we see, the most abund
ant evidence of prosperity. But it must not on this account be imagined,
that we have reached the point of greatness or excellence to which it
should be our highest ambition to attain. Let our past prosperity be a
stimulant to greater exertions in future. With unison of mind and con
cert of action, the association may be made the means of conferring
upon the young men now coming upon the theatre of action, the great
est benefit.
We feel proud indeed to congratulate, not only you, but the whole
commercial community, upon the possession of an institution like ours,
belonging exclusively to the mercantile profession, and solely aiming at
the promotion of its intellectual character. Not only have we, as an
association, done much to elevate the mental character of merchants,
but our efforts have animated others, apart from us, to the same laudable
work. The eminent success which has attended the formation of
this commercial institution, has brought into existence other aids, in ele
vating as well as vindicating the dignity of the profession : among the
most prominent is the establishment of a Magazine devoted entirely to
the interests of commerce. Heretofore, while almost every department
of learning, embracing polite literature, politics, the sciences, the
arts and manufactures, have had journals advocating their respective
claims upon public attention, a commercial chronicle has been wanting,
that might furnish a history of the rise, progress, influence, and statistics
of commerce, together with the mercantile literature of the day. This
has happily been supplied by "Hunt's Merchants' Magazine, and Commer
cial Review," commenced under the auspices of this, and similar asso
ciations. The success which has thus far attended this work, is another
evidence of the liberality of our merchants, and a most flattering mark
of approbation upon the efforts of the editor and proprietor, Freeman
Hunt, Esq., in this new field of periodical literature.
The able manner in which it is conducted, renders it worthy of the
most ample support, which we trust it will continue to receive from all
who are engaged in commercial or other pursuits.
Having now performed the last duty of our office, we conclude with
expressing, in obedience to the dictates of courtesy and gratitude, the
high gratification we have ever experienced in our intercourse with our
fellow members. In making this acknowledgment, we take especial
pleasure, as it gives indication of a spirit that cannot be too highly com
mended. In these demonstrations of mutual kindness, which seem light
in the eyes of a superficial observer, we may discern the basis of that
unanimity, from which may be expected to spring the most happy results ;
and without which, vigorous efforts and powerful resources, so far from
being beneficial, will speedily become destructive. Nor can we let pass
the occasion respectfully and affectionately to remind those whose interest
we now cease officially to promote, of the importance of cherishing unity
of sentiment, energy of action, and amity of deportment, among them
selves. Such a course, best befitting the dignity we ought ever to sustain,
and essential to the success of every body united for a common object,
will secure to the Mercantile Library Association the richest rewards of
benevolent enterprise.
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ANNUAL MEETING.
The Nineteenth Annual Meeting ofthe Members of the Mercantile
Library Association was held at Clinton Hall, on Tuesday evening,
January 14th, 1840.
The meeting was called to order by the President, on whose motion,
Philip Hone, Esq., was called to the chair.
The Minutes of the last annual meeting were read and approved.
The Treasurer read his Report of the receipts and expenditures for
the past year, which, on motion of Charles Rolf'e, Esq., was accepted.
The President read the Nineteenth Annual Report, which, on motion
of H. H. Elliot, Esq., was unanimously adopted, and ordered to be
printed.
The President named the following gentlemen, as inspectors of the
election to be held on the following day : — Reuben Leggett, Henry P.
Marshall, Samuel O. Howe, Albert R. Cooke, Robert S. Jenkins, J ohn
R. Piatt, James Rintul, Charles W. Fisher, Henry Dexter, William
W. Wright, Augustus N. Saltus, John De Witt Chambers.
The Report of the committee on amending the Constitution was called
up and read, when, on motion of Charles Rolfe, Esq., it was Resolved,
That when this meeting adjourns, it will adjourn to meet on Saturday
evening, February 1st, and, that the proposed amendments to the Con
stitution be made the special order of business for that evening.
On motion of
Resolved, That the thanks of the association be tendered to Philip
Hone, Esq., for his friendly feeling expressed towards the institution,
and his services as chairman of this meeting.
On motion of Mr. Ellsworth Cheesebrough, Resolved, That the thanks
of the association be tendered to Elijah Ward, Esq., for his very able
annual report presented this evening.
On motion of Mr. Nicholas Carroll,
Resolved, That the thanks of the association be, and are hereby, pre
sented to the Board of Trustees of Clinton Hall Association, for their
friendly manifestations towards our association.
D. C. ROBBINS, Secretary pro. tern.
At an election held on Wednesday, January 15th, 1840, pursuant to
the 20th article of the Constitution, the following gentlemen were elect
ed officers of the Mercantile Library Association, for the ensuing year:
AUGUSTUS E. SILLIMAN, President.
HECTOR MORRISON, Vice President.
HORATIO N. OTIS, Secretary.
W. BRENTON BOGGS, Treasurer.
CHARLES WELFORD,
HENRY F. FISH,
GEORGE C. BAKER,
T. H. SELBY,

Directors.
JOHN BUTLER, Jr.,
LOUIS McMULLEN,
ROSWELL E. LOCKWOOD,
EZRA A. DOW.
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Art. X.— MERCANTILE LITERATURE.
1. A Manual of Law, for the use of business men ; containing, alphabeti
cally arranged, the legal principles of mostfrequent application to ordi
nary business transactions ; together with references to the authorities
sustaining them. By Amos Dean. Albany: 1838. Gould & Co.
The title of this small volume clearly indicates its character, which
is unlike that of any other known to us. The subjects appear to be well
chosen, and the definitions of them concisely given, without the intro
duction of technical phraseology. The business man, for whose use it
was designed, will find it of service in many instances. Like all other
manuals, its circulation must be restricted to the particular section of
country governed by the laws it seeks to expound, though it will prove
a convenient book of reference to any one. As a fair sample of its
pages, and of the modo in which the different subjects in them are
treated, we extract the whole of the title " Assignment," premising that
the principles stated are not of universal application, being fortified only
by the authority of the statutes and decisions of New York.
" Assignment is the transfer or setting over the interest a man hath in
any thing to another.
" Choses in action, like bonds, are not assignable at law.
" So bare rights and possibilities are not assignable.
" Interests in contingency respecting personal estates are assignable
in equity, but the assignee is there required to show that he gave a valu
able consideration for the thing assigned.
" Although choses in action are not assignable at common law, yet
courts of law will protect the assignee against the acts of the assignor,
in a suit brought in the name of the latter for the benefit of the former.
" The assignee of a chose in action, as a bond for example, should give
immediate notice to the debtor of the assignment. This will entitle him
to protection. The debtor has no right after such notice to pay the debt
to any one but the assignee.
" A judgment and obligation under seal may be assigned in equity, by
a wilting not under seal. A mere delivery of a chose in action, for a
valuable consideration, is sufficient.
" The assignment of a judgment for debt carries the debt ; and if the
debt be secured by a mortgage, carries the mortgage interest.
" The assignment of a bond or debt secured by a mortgage, passes
the interest in the mortgage.
" The assignee of a mortgage takes it subject to all the equities existing
in the hands of the mortgagor.
" An assignee is liable for covenants broken only while he continues
assignee, and he may discharge himself of liability for any subsequent
breaches, by assigning to another.
" An assignee of a chose in action takes it subject to all liens against
the assignor.
" An assignee of a chose in action takes it subject to all equities exist
ing against it at the time of the assignment, though he have no notice of
such equity.
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" Assignees, to ensure protection, must give notice to the debtor of the
assignment.
" An insolvent debtor may be discharged from his debts on procuring a
petition to be signed by his creditors in the United States, having against
him two thirds in amount of all the debts owing by him to creditors in
the" United
An insolvent
States,may
and also,
on his
without
makingprocuring
an assignment
any such
of all
petition,
his property.
obtain
exemption of his person from imprisonment.
" The doctrine of voluntary assignments for the benefit of creditors is of
recent origin, but of very general use in the mercantile world. It is im
portant, therefore, to understand it.
" A debtor finding himself in failing circumstances, and pressed by
one or more of his creditors for payment, assigns his property in trust,
to be disposed of as in the assignment is directed. What are the bene
fits of such an assignment, what its essentials, what renders it void, what
disabilities does the debtor subject himself to by so doing I
" A valid assignment places the debtor's property beyond the reach of
creditors, except as they are provided for in the assignment. It deprives
them of no remedy. They may still proceed to judgment and execution.
But it destroys the right to appropriate the debtor's property to the pay
ment of their debt.
" A general assignment, to be valid, must assign all the property of the
assignor for the payment of his debts. There must be no reservation of
any right or interest to himself until after the payment of every debt.
" There is no necessity of inserting any reservation in the assignment.
The assignee, on general principles of equity, is bound to account to the
assignor for any surplus that may remain after the payment of all debts.
" There is no necessity that the assignment should be accompanied
with a schedule of the property assigned, or of the debts for the pay
ment or satisfaction of which it is assigned. Those are matters of evi
dence, and ascertainable by almost any means.
" Where the debtor is prosecuting a manufacturing or mercantile
business, the assignee may be authorized under the assignment to carry
on the business, sell the manufactured articles, work up and sell the
unmanufactured articles, and dispose of the assigned property, in fulfil
ment of the trusts created in the assignment.
" The principle is, that whatever is obviously for the benefit of the
creditors will be sustained.
" A debtor may prefer one creditor, or set of creditors, to another or
others, in his assignment, provided he devote the whole of the property
assigned to the payment of his just debts, and that the assignment be abso
lute and entirely unconditional.
" Sureties liable on existing or even future responsibilities for an assign
or, are as much entitled to an indemnity and preference by an assignment,
as creditors.
" An assignment containing a provision making a preference to certain
creditors in the distribution of the assigned property, to depend upon
the execution by them of a release to the debtor of all claims against
him, is void.
" Such a provision has been sustained in Pennsylvania, but pronounced
void in Connecticut, Ohio, and Maine.
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" An assignment void in part, as against the provisions of a statute, is
void in toto.
" An assignment cannot be sustained if it be made with the intent to
hinder, delay, or defraud creditors.
" Whether a provision in an assignment giving power to the assignees
to compound with any or all of the creditors, in such manner and upon
such terms as they shall deem proper, avoids the assignment, has not
been distinctly decided. It is supposed, however, it would.
" The assignee is bound by acceptance to perform the trusts contained
in the assignment, and assumes the responsibility of ordinary trustees.
" An insolvent debtor, by assigning and giving a preference to credi
tors, precludes himself from taking the benefit of any insolvent law of
this state.
" By a recent decision of the chancellor, the assignor cannot continue
the possession and disposition of the property assigned without render
ing void the assignment."

2. Tariff", or Rates of Duties, payable on Goods, Wares, and Merchandise,
imported into the United States of America, on and after thefirst day of
January, 1840, until the thirtieth day of June, 1842, inclusive, in con
formity with the compromise act. Also, the Rates of Duties imposed by
the Tariff of 1832 ; together with many important Laws, Circulars,
and Decisions of the Treasury Department, relating to Commerce and
the Revenue, and much useful information to Merchants, Masters of Ves
sels, and others. By E. B. Ogden, Entry Clerk, Custom House, Port
of New York. New York : 1840. Bronson & Co. 8vo. pp. 144.
The copious title of the volume before us, sufficiently expresses the
design of the work. It may, however, be inferred, from the facilities
and character of the author, that the volume has been carefully compiled,
with the view of furnishing to those engaged in navigation and mercan
tile pursuits, a work that may be relied on for an accurate exhibition of
the rates and duties imposed by congress, now in force, and established
by the several decisions of the United States courts and the treasury
department. We are assured by the publishers that no pains have been
spared in the revision of the proof sheets, to guard against typographical
errors, a freedom from which is so essential in a book of this description.
The utility of the work strongly commends it to the patronage of all en
gaged in foreign trade.

3. The Boston Almanacfor the year 1840. By S. N. Dickinson. Boston :
Thomas Green. 24mo. pp. 130.
This elegant and useful little almanac has reached its fifth annual issue.
In addition to the usual astronomical calculations, it contains much use
ful matter for the merchant and man of business. Our knowledge of the
editor, enables us to express our entire confidence in the accuracy of the
information embraced in its comprehensive pages.
vol. n. — no. n.
23
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Tiie American Almanac, and Repository of Useful Knmcledge,for the
year 1840. Boston : David H. Williams. New York: Collins, Keese,
& Co. 12mo. pp. 334.

The number of this sterling annual for 1839 was the last of the first
series of ten volumes. The present number commences a new series.
It is proposed to have every ten volumes, for ten successive years, form
a distinct series. This arrangement we consider at once judicious and
convenient
The past series contains a mass of statistical information,
carefully compiled and judiciously arranged, of great interest to all class
es of the community, and well calculated to render the work one of
value for general reference, on all matters of statistical data. We cheer
fully commend it to the attention of intelligent merchants, as an almost
indispensable requisite to the counting house.

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
CANTON CURRENCY.
The circulating medium at Canton is broken Spanish dollars by
weight, the proportion of which, to a tael, varies in different
transactions; being in calculations of prices of accounts between
foreigners and native merchants, at the rate of
But in the weighing of money for payment
Excepting to the Company's treasury, when it is weighed
Or to native merchants, not of the co-hong, who receive, unless
otherwise agreed
As do also ship and house compradors
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Commercial Weights.
Pecul.

Catlies.

Taels.

:v>s. Av'pois.

1

100

1600

133}

Cxct.

Kihgrammes.

1.0,21} or
1.19047

1
16
1}
One ton = 16 peculs, 80 catties. One cwt. = 84 catties.
} of a catty. Four ounces avoirdupois = 3 taels.

0.604,725
One pound avoirdupois=

Money Weights.
Tael.

Mace.

Candareen.

Cash.

Ounce troy. Grs. troy.

hid. Tolahs.

10!l0
100
1.208
3.2213
579.84
10
10)
57.984
5.7984
1
10
500 taels = 604 ounces troy. 3000 taels = 302 pounds troy.
Usage has established a difference between the tael of commercial weights, which, at
the rate of 33} pounds to the pecul, weighs 583} troy grains; and the tael of money
weights, of which the old standard is 579.84 troy grains.
1
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STATISTICS OP VAN DIEMAN's LAND.
We gather the following statistics respecting the trade, commerce, manufactures, etc.
of Van Dieman's Land, from an official return drawn up by the colonial secretary to
the government, for the years 1336, 7, 8, and published in the Hobart Town Courier,
May 31, 1839.
Navigation. — The number of vessels entered inwards, and cleared outwards, in
1835, was — inwards, vessels 229, tonnage 53,833; outwards, vessels 225, tonnage
53,560; whereas, in 1838, they had increased respectively, to — inwards, vessels 370,
tonnage 64,451 ; outwards, vessels 369, tonnage 63,392; being an increase of 61 per
cent. on the vessels inwards, and 64 per cent. on those outwards. The increase in the
number of vessels and tonnage belonging to the colony has even more than kept pace
with the great advancement of our commerce. The vessels have increased 42 percent.
in the three years, the tonnage 90 per cent. ; from which it is evident, that more distant
trade is now undertaken by our merchants than formerly.
Post Office Department. — The post office system has been considerably extend
ed. In Hobart Town there are now three deliveries in the day by the twopenny post ;
and the number of letters has increased, during the four years in question, from 9,6S9
to 16,095.
Revenue. — The fixed revenue of the colony has increased from £91,320, in 1835,
to £98,081, in 1838 ; although, in the interval, there has been a decrease of £18,000 on
the annual revenue from spirit duties. " The reduction of the price of labor, and the
improvement in the moral and civilized habits of the lower classes, have induced the
use of the more cheap and wholesome beverage of beer, which, of course, must also,
have displaced the use of spirits." The number of licenses to publicans and wholesale
dealers in spirits has been considerably diminished.
Imports. — The imports for the three years have increased 20 per cent., and the ex
ports for the same period have increased at the astonishing rate of 81 percent., or from
£320,679, in 1835, to £581,475, in 1833. The imports are more than £15 for every
individual on the island. This great increase in our trade is, no doubt, in some mea
sure attributable to the establishment of the two new colonies of Southern Australia
and Port Philip, which has given a fresh stimulus to commerce.
Exports. — The exports have likewise greatly increased. Of wool, " the exports
have increased from 8,030 bales, in 1835, value £142,921, to nearly 11,000 bales, in
1838, value £171,599. The oil has likewise increased from 2,154 tuns, value £51,398, to
4,801 tuns, value £121,270, or more than double; and the whalebone, from 132 tuns,
value £10,698, to 187 tuns, value £15,807."
Population. — The population has increased from 40,283, in 1835, to 45,846, in
1838, or nearly 14 per sent. ; and it is satisfactory to sec, that, while the male popula
tion has increased only about 13 per cent., the number of females has increased nearly
21 per cent., and that of free females more than 25 per cent.
Manufactures. — There has been a progressive increase in almost every branch of
trade and manufactures. In 1835, the number ofmills driven by water and wind, was
forty-seven ; it is now fifty-one : and in place of one driven by steam, we have now
three. The number of breweries, cooperages, candle manufactories, engineers, sailmakers, and shipwrights, has also greatly increased. Ship-building is likely to prove
another source of colonial industry. The number of vessels built in 1835 was five,
with a tonnage of 382; while in 1838, ten vessels were built, tonnage 1267; a very great
and rapid increase.
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VIEWS OP BOSTON.

In an address delivered before the Mercantile Library Association of Boston, by the
Hon. Edward Everett, (noticed in our first number,) we find tha following eloquent re
marks ; they present a highly interesting panoramic view, if we may be allowed the
expression, of the capital of New England :
" To understand the character of the commerce of our own city, we must not look
merely at one point, but at the whole circuit of country, of which it is the business cen
tre. We must not contemplate it only at this present moment of time, but we must
bring before our imaginations, as in the shifting scenes of a diorama, at least three suc
cessive historical and topographical pictures; and truly instructive 1 think it would be,
to see them delineated on canvas. We must survey the first of them in the company
of the venerable John Winthrop, the founder of the State. Let us go up with him, on
the day of his landing, the seventeenth of June, 1630, to the heights of yonder penin
sula, as yet without a name. Landward stretches a dismal forest ; seaward a waste
of waters, unspotted with a sail, except that of his own ship. At the foot of the hill,
you see the cabins of Walford and the Spragues, who, the latter a year before, the
former still earlier, had adventured to this spot, untenanted else by any child of civili
zation. On the other side of the river lies Mr. Blackstone's farm. It comprises three
goodly hills, converted by a springtide into three wood-crowned islets; and it is
mainly valued for a noble spring of fresh water, which gushes from the northern slope
of one of these hills, and which furnished, in the course of the summer, the motive
for transferrin" the seat of the infant settlement. This shall be the first picture.
" The second shall be contemplated from the same spot, the heights of Charlestown,
on the same day, the eventful seventeenth of June, one hundred and forty-five years
later, namely, in the year 1775. A terrific scene of war rages on the lop of the hill.
Wait for a favorable moment, when the volumes of fiery smoke roll away, and over
the masts of that sixty-gun ship, whose batteries are blazing upon the hill, you behold
Mr. Blackstone's farm changed to an ill-built town of about two thousand dwelling-hou
ses, mostly of wood, with scarce any public buildings but eight or nine churches, the old
State-house, and Faneuil Hall ; Roxbury beyond, an insignificant village ; a vacant
marsh, in all the space now occupied by Cambridgcport and East Cambridge, by Chel
sea and East Boston; and beneath your feet the town of Charlestown, consisting in
the morning of a line of about three hundred houses, wrapped in a sheet of flames at
noon, and reduced at eventide to a heap of ashes.
" But those fires are kindled on the altar of liberty. American independence is es
tablished. American commerce smiles on the spot ; and now from the top nf one of the tri
ple hills of Mr. Blackstone's farm, a stately edifice arises, which seems to invite us as to
an observatory. As we look down from this lofty structure, we behold the third picture, a
crowded, busy scene. We see beneath us acity containine; eighty or ninety thousand
inhabitants, and mainly built of brick and granite. Vessels of every description are
moored at the wharves. Long lines of commodious and even stately houses cover a
space which, within the memory of man, was in a state of nature. Substantial blocks
of warehouses and stores have forced their way to the channel. Faneuil Hall itself,
the consecrated and unchangeable, has swelled to twice its original dimensions. Athenajums, hospitals, asylums, and infirmaries, adorn the streets. The school-house rears
its modest front in every quarter of the city, and sixty or seventy churches attest that
the children are content to walk in the good old ways of their fathers. Connected with
the city by eight bridges, avenues, or ferries, you behold a range of towns, most of them
municipally distinct, but all of them in reality forming with Boston one vast metropo:is. animated by one commercial life. Shading off from these, you see that most lovely
back ground, a succession of happy settlements, spotted with villas, farm-houses, and
cottages, united to Boston by aconstnnt intercourse, sustaining the capital from their
fields and gardens, and prosperous in the reflux of the city's wealth. Of the social
life included within this circuit, and of all that in times past has adorned and ennobled
it, commercial industry has been an active element, and has exalted itself by its inti
mate association with everything else we hold dear. Within this circuit what memo
rials strike the eye; what recollections; what institutions; what patriotic treasures and
names that cannot die ! There lie the canonized precincts of Lexington and Concord ;
there rise the sacred heights of Dorchester and Charlestown ; there is Harvard, the an-
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cient and venerable, foster-child of public and private liberality in every part of the
State; to whose existence Charlestown gave the first impulse, to whose growth and
usefulness the opulence of Boston has at all times ministered with open hand. Still
farther on than the eye can reach, four lines of communication by railroad and steam
have within our own day united with the capital, by bands of iron, a still broader cir
cuit of towns and villages. Hark to the voice of life and business which sounds along
the lines! While we speak, one of them is shooting onward to the illimitable west, and
all are uniting, with the other kindred enterprises, to form one harmonious and pros
perous whole, in which town and country, agriculture and manufactures, labor and
capital, art and nature — wrought and compacted into one grand system — are con
stantly gathering and diffusing, concentrating and radiating, the economical, the social,
the moral blessings of a liberal and diffusive commerce.
" In mere prosperity and the wealth it diffuses, there is no ground for moral appro
bation ; though I believe in any long period of time, it will be found that those commu
nities only are signally prosperous where virtuous principle is revered as the rule of
conduct. It is the chief glory of our commercial community, that the old standard of
morals is still kept up ; that industry and frugality are still held in honorable repute,
that the rage for speculation has not eaten out the vitals of character, and that lucky
fraud, though plated stiff with ill-gotten treasure, dare not yet lift up its bold, unblush
ing faae, in the presence of the humblest man, who eats the bread of honest industry."
CLEARING HOUSE, LONDON.
In a large house in Lombard street, about thirty clerks, from the various London
bankers, take their station in alphabetical order, at the desks placed round the room,
each having a small open box by his side, and the name of the firm to which he belongs
in large characters on the wall above his head. From time to time, other clerks from
every house enter the room, and passing along, drop into the box the checks due by that
firm to the house from which the distributor is sent. The clerk at the table enters the
amount of the several checks in a book previously prepared, under the name of the bank
to whom they are respectively due.
Four o'clock in the afternoon is the latest hour to which the boxes are open to re
ceive checks, and a few minutes before that time, some signs of increased activity be
gin to appear in this previous quiet and business-like scene, — numerous clerks then
arrive, anxious to distribute, up to the latest possible moment, the checks which may
have been paid into the houses of their employers. At four o'clock, all the boxes are re
moved, and each clerk adds up the amount of checks put into his box, payable by his
own to other houses. He also receives another book from his own house, containing
the amount of the checks which their distributing clerk has put into the box of every
other banker. Having compared these, he writes out the balances due to or from his
own house, opposite the name of the other banks, and having verified the statement
by a comparison with the similar lists made by the clerks of those houses, he sends to
his own bank the general balance, resulting from this sheet, the amount of which, if it
is due from that to other houses, is sent back in bank notes.
At 5 o'clock the Inspector takes his seat, when each clerk who has, upon result of all
the transactions, a balance to pay to various houses, pays it t« the Inspector, who gives
a ticket for the amount. The clerks of those houses to whom money is due, then receive
the several sums from the Inspector, who takes from them a ticket for the amount.
Thus, the whole of these payments are made by a double system of balance, a very
small amount of bank notes passing from hand to hand, and scarcely any coin. It U
difficult to form a satisfactory estimate of the sums which daily pass through this ope
ration—they fluctuate from £2,000,000 to perhaps £15,000,000 sterling — about
£2,500,000 may possibly be considered as something like an average, requiring for its
adjustment, perhaps £200,000, in bank notes, £20, specie. By agreement between the
different bankers, all checks which have the name of any banker written across them,
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must pass through the clearing house ; consequently, if any such check should be lost,
the firm on which it is drawn would refuse to pay at the counter, a circumstance which
adds greatly to the convenience of commerce.
In the Bath police report
ILLEGALITY
is a circumstance
OF HEAPED
of a gentleman
MEASURES.
being summoned for pur
chasing, and a poor woman for selling goods in the Bath market, contrary to the act
of parliament lately passed to regulate weights and measures. It appears, that the
gentleman purchased a measure of potatoes, and the woman who sold them piled them
up above the rim of the measure about two inches. In this case, our laws would ap
pear to establish a new mode of morality to that established by christianity. Chris
tianity recommends " full measure, pressed down, and runningover ;" but the English
laws, contrary to this precept, say, it shall not be running over, but perfectly level, or
what is called a strike measure ; or, if this is impossible, less, rather than more. Sound
morality, as far as we have understood it, has ever said, as much more than the mea
sure as you like, but nothing under ; the measure law of England says, under, if you
please, but not an inch above. It appears, thnt ifthe surface is in places below the level,
the conscientious vender of market producedoes not dare to add another potato, because
that would make it above the measure, this being the grand terrorem of the English
law — you must not exceed the measure. It appeared in evidence, that the inspector
summoned the parties, not to obtain fines, but to enforce, if possible, the necessity of
selling by weight.
TOBACCO IN MEXICO.

It may not be generally known, that in Mexico tobacco is one of those articles the
sale of which is monopolized by the government. This exclusive privilege it usually
rents out to a company of speculators, who agree to advance a very considerable item
of the stipulated amount. In files of papers, transmitted to the editor of the New Or
leans Bulletin by a military friend of high standing in the Mexican army, is a copy of
the " contract" for the sale of this article for the next five years. The lessees are to pay
the government six hundred thousand dollars for the first three years, and seven hundred
thousand for the last two. The cultivation of tobacco shall be permitted only in those
territories designated by the law of 15th April, 1837. In Yucatan, by an agreement,
the cultivation and sale of it shall be free, with liberty to export it abroad, but not to
be introduced into any other department of the republic without the consent of the com
pany, and in the quantities designated by them. The duties accruing from the legal intro
duction of foreign tobacco are to be paid to them, they are to have the national tobacco
stores in all the departments of the republic rent-free ; and any losses that may be sus
tained, owing to political commotions, the one half is to be borne by the government.
It has been computed, that for
MORTALITY
every sixteen
OFsailors
SEAMEN.
who die of all diseases, eleven die
by drowning or in wrecks ; that the number of British ships which are lost is about one
to twenty-five ; that very few short of two thousand perish annually in the mighty
deep, chiefly from shipwreck, by which, property to the value of three millions annually
is absolutely lost to the nation, and hundreds of widows and thousands of children are
thrown on the cold and precarious charity of the public: that the more frequent cause
of these shipwrecks is intemperance, and that in the case of those who are saved from
such sudden death and a watery grave, the average life of seamen is, from hard service,
finished at forty-five.
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Since the establishment
INLAND
of the SEAS
colony,OPsays
SOUTH
the London
AUSTRALIA.
Monthly Chronicle, a naviga
ble inlet has been found to Lake Alexandrina, a large inland sea situated within the
assigned limits of the province ; and it has, moreover, been discoveied, that the Mur
ray river, the only river of any magnitude which has yet been met with in New Hol
land, discharges its waters into this lake or inland sea. The prospect of a large extent
of inland navigation is thus opened to the colonist; and so important are the advan
tages anticipated from this discovery, that many of the purchasers of land-orders have
declined to select sections in the district of Adelaide, choosing rather to wait until some
of the lands on the lake and along the river have been surveyed.
OBITUARY NOTICE.
SAMUEL HENRY, ESQ.
Among the individuals who perished on board the ill-fated Lexington, there was
no one more generally beloved and respected than Samuel Henry, Esq., of Manchester,
England. Intimately connected as he was, in his mercantile pursuits, with a large
class of merchants in this city, this magazine seems a proper medium to express the
deep sympathy which his death has occasioned in this community. Though not a na
tive of this country, Mr. Henry had, for many years, been actively engaged in exten
sive commercial opeiations with America, and he has left behind him a large circle of
friends, who ever welcomed him to our shores with sincere regard and affection.
In his business intercourse with his fellow-men, rigid, uncompromising integrity,
marked his character. No one knew better the true requirements of a merchant, or the
generosity becoming a man ; and throughout his life, he ever maintained the strictest
consistency of high mercantile principles, and the most generous liberality. During
the commercial distress which affected every clais in the country for the past three
years, Mr. Henry was here, yielding relief and assistance to those whom misfortune
had crushed ; and there are many, in this city and elsewhere, who will bear honorable
testimony of his open confidence and generous forbearance, when they were most need
ed and appreciated. Indeed, in all his business transactions, there was a free, honest
spirit, a manly, straight-forward course of conduct, which won the esteem and confi
dence of all with whom he came in contact.
In his private relations, Mr. Henry was no less estimable than in his mercantile po
sition. Simple, open, frank, in his manners, he drew around him a host of friends ;
and such was his sincerity and courtesy, that we feel he has not left an enemy behind
him. At home he was distinguished for his unbounded hospitality, and whenever an
American placed his foot on the English shore, Mr. Henry was among the foremost to
extend the right hand of welcome, and by his kindness and attention, made him feel that
he was not wholly a stranger, though in a foreign land.
We dare not speak of the heart-rending catastrophe which caused Mr. Henry's
death, nor of the sorrow and anguish which a knowledge of it will create in those
hearts in England, where he was most loved and valued. Cut off in the rich maturity
of noble manhood, with a brilliant prospect before him, the heart sickens when it re
flects on his mournful end ; but it finds a consolation in the feeling, that he lived and
died a true, an honest man. A friend who knew and valued him, pays this inadequate
but sincere tribute to his memory.
E. L. H.
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TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
In our next number we shall commence the publication of a series of articles on the
Poor Debtor and Insolvent Laws of the several States of the Union. Our object is,
to present, in as brief and condensed a form as may be consistent with a clear un
derstanding of them, the various provisions ofStatute Law appertaining to the modes of
securing and enforcing the payment of debts, and the enactments for the relief of poor
debtors, together with such kindred matter as may be suggested in the prosecution of our
design. We think, if successfully accomplished, it will prove of essential service to
our mercantile friends.
We shall begin with the Laws of Maine, being in possession of an article prepared
by Francis Brinley, Esq., of this city, Counsellor at Law. Mr. B. has contributed
to
spectable
the value
legal
andacquirements,
interest of several
and hasofhad
our an
Law
extensive
Journals,
practice
is a gentleman
at the bar of
in the
highly
courts
re
of Maine.
It is our purpose to secure, in the prosecution of our plan, the best legal talent in the
country — the aid of gentlemen of extensive practice, that the information furnished
may be relied upon for its correctness and fidelity.

We have on hand a variety of papers, several of which will appear in the March
number, or at our earliest convenience. Among them are,
1. The Principles of Credit, by Charles Francis Adams, Esq., of Massachusetts.
2. The Theory of Profits, No. II., by Professor Georoe Tucker, of the University
of Virginia.
3. Suggestions on the Law of Auctions, (embracing an auctioneer's right to pur
chase — the rights of vendor against purchaser at auction — the rights ofthe purchaser
at auction, &c.,) by Francis Brinley, Esq., of New York.
4. Life Insurance. By E. W. Stoughton.
5. The Period of the Risk insured in Marine Policies.
6. A Review of the Hon. John Sargent's Lecture on Commercial Character.
7. The Commercial League of the Hanse Towns, &c.
\ 8. The Harbors of North America, by David Stevenson, ofEdinburgh, Scotland.
9. Speculations on Commerce, by W. W. Whkildon, Esq.
10. Biographical Sketch of Hon. James Lloyd, an eminent Merchant, by Aldek
Bradford, Esq.

Elijah Ward, Esq., late President of the Mercantile Library Association.—
We took' occasion in the last number of the magazine, to express our regret that Mr.
Ward had declined accepting the nomination for re-election to the office of president.
It was, however, we understand, with the intention, which he has already carried into
effect, of adopting the profession of the Law. His abilities, and courteous deport
ment, together with an extensive acquaintance with commercial young men, give pre
sage of success in his new sphere.

fjT Persons who wish to become subscribers to this Magazine, are reminded, that
Postmasters are allowed, by order of the Postmaster-General, to remit the amount of
subscription to periodicals, to any part of the country, under theirfrank.
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Art. I.— THE PRINCIPLES OF CREDIT.
[The following Lecture was originally prepared for the Mercantile Library Asso
ciation, but as when finished it appeared too long, and in some portions too abstract,
for delivery as a lecture, the author substituted another in its place, reserving it, how
ever, in its original form, for publication in our Magazine.]
In selecting for the topic of consideration, this evening, the subject of
credit, I was not prompted by the belief that I could set forth any very
new or startling theory, or make it a medium for the display of brilliant
images or effective declamation. My only motive for preferring it,
sprung from a conviction that the discussion might be useful. There is
no question more generally agitated at this time, than that which relates
to the precise use and value of credit, and none wherein the opinions
formed are more widely divergent from each other, or more frequently
rest upon a very lax foundation. And inasmuch as in our country men
generally act at once upon the modes of thinking which they have formed,
without waiting very nicely to sift their abstract soundness, it is not
impossible that a period may soon arrive, when those which shall prevail
upon this subject may have immediate and very seriously injurious effects
upon the public welfare, if some attempt is not previously made to keep
them from going wrong. Circumstances, which I need not name, have
of late made most of us think more about credit than we ever did before ;
and out of the conflicting views taken of its operations, parties have
already made themselves distinctly visible. On the one hand, there are
some who, from very narrow and exclusive observations of the evil that
follows its abuse, so far overlook its real nature and indispensable utility,
as to arrive at the remarkable conclusion, that its use does not benefit
society. And, on the other, a different class, whose habits of life have
led them to exaggerate its force, have ascribed to it a degree of active
power which does not appear to me to exist, and the performance of
effects in my judgment far beyond its reach. Between these wide ex
tremes, you will perceive that there must be a great deal of ground.
Unhappily, however, it is too much the case, that whenever any subject
vol. n. — no. hI.
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falls into the hands of men previously inclined to differ with one another,
the tendencies are to fly to extremes equally wide from the truth, and
even studiously to shun the middle ground where it may usually be
found. For that is too plain, and too solid, and too commonplace a
situation, to satisfy the minds of combatants more anxious to fight than
to be pacified.
Yet it is just so plain, and so solid, and so commonplace a situation, as
I have now described, that I am anxious this evening before you to
occupy. My desire is only to follow what appears to me truth, no mat
ter how old or unprepossessing she may appear. Yet in doing so I
know I must give up the hope of picking up in the path a jewel or two
of fancy, that I could throw out to dazzle your imaginations, and I fear
I shall not avoid passages of dry disquisition that may tax your patience.
It is idle to hold out expectations which must be disappointed : rhetoric
can doubtless be made to adorn many branches of knowledge, but you
will probably agree with me in opinion that it would make political
economy look tawdry; and however happily metaphor Tnay serve to
illustrate ideas in other departments, I feel very uncertain of its use
when, as in this, the path is not so clear, but that a very slight misconcep
tion of similarity may have important results in misleading us into
confusion.
It is of credit, then, that I would speak this evening ; and to that end I
deem it best to begin by stating, as simply as possible, what I mean by
the word.
Credit, in political economy, appears to me to be the general belief
entertained of men, that their action will correspond to promise. And
commercial credit is the same belief applied to the performance of pe
cuniary contracts.
If I am right in this definition, credit, in commercial nations, is little
more than public opinion. The private belief of any one member of
society, that the persons with whom he is in the habit of dealing will
perform what they promise, coincides in this point with that of every
other member to such an extent as to make a basis upon which the
action of the whole may rest. But this belief does not spring up of
itself in their minds, but is rather the result of experience. Credit can
not therefore be considered a voluntary act of the mind, nor can it be
created by an artificial process. You can as little refuse it to one indi
vidual who has in all his life performed every engagement made with
you, as you can give it to another who has as regularly failed in so doing.
It is dependent upon the performance of certain preceding conditions,
which no state of circumstances can for any length of time materially
change. And in this light it is utterly immaterial who the promiser is
that is brought under consideration, whether societies of men or indi
viduals, whether chartered companies, cities, states, nations, or the hum
blest citizen. They, none of them, possess any peculiar claim to credit,
beyond that which may belong in common to them all. They all equally
depend for the free enjoyment of it upon the knowledge which their
own conduct has contributed to furnish, as well of their ability as of thenbeing trustworthy.
But in order to make this more plain, it may be as well to analyze
the parts which go to the establishment of the knowledge here alluded
to. Credit cannot be maintained in a commercial community, unless,
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First — There is a positive amount of capital existing in it ;
Secondly— There is general fidelity in the performance of engage
ments ;
Thirdly— The co-operation of the sovereign authority may be relied
upon.
And, first, of the manner in which credit follows capital, I fancy it
will not be necessary for me to take up much time to treat. In every
society at all advanced in civilization, where the division of labor and
the right to property have once been established, there will be some
individuals who will have accumulated a greater share of the excess of
their earnings beyond their wants than their neighbors. This excess
will in their hands constitute capital. And the knowledge commonly
had of their possession of it, and hence of their ability to compensate a
given amount of labor whenever they choose to set it in motion, consti
tutes their credit. But inasmuch as it is wholly impossible for the public
opinion to be always accurate in estimating the precise amount of capital
which each citizen can command, and there is a natural inclination in
the human mind to magnify what is not certain, it is not unusually the
case that a greater ability is ascribed than proves actually to exist, and
through this means a greater degree of credit arises than the positive
amount of capital acquired would seem to justify.
But whatever the sum of capital may be, and the degree of credit
which will necessarily attach to it in any community, they can never be
made practically beneficial, unless the second of the conditions I have
enumerated is fully complied with — general fidelity in the performance
of engagements. This is the stimulus to all the active industry of modern
society; for it creates the disposition to believe a promise of future
labor equivalent to present capital, and hence promotes exchanges be
tween the two. To make men work to the production of commodities
or of the fruits of the earth beyond their own immediate wants, there is
nothing like the conviction that they will realize the worth of their labor
beforehand assured to them. But the certainty of this will necessarily
depend in a great measure upon the moral qualities of the population ;
and the belief in its probability of occurrence will vary with the opinion
had of the prevalence of honesty, or its opposite, in the construction of
contracts. My desire is, by no means, in what I have now to say, to
trench upon the province of the teacher of morals ; but no mere scruple
of delicacy ought to weigh so far as to deter me from proving the value,
even in the narrowest and most economical view of the subject that may
be taken, of a strict sense of moral justice to the maintenance of credit.
If it is important to a people who trust to this resource as much as we
do, to understand its exact nature, it surely is not less important fully to
be sensible how inseparably it ia intertwined with the code of private
life, and how soon it will decline under a lax construction of the term
duty. Commercial engagements, doubtless, frequently rest in part for
fulfilment upon the sense that it is the best policy, in a worldly point of
view, to adhere to them ; but as this can work no restraint upon the vio
lation of them one moment after the period when that policy may appear
to lie on the opposite side, it is plain that self interest can not be a basis
for perfect credit — nor can it take the place of the reliance upon good
faith and substantial honesty, which alone will insure the execution of an
agreement after it is clearly ascertained to be disadvantageous to the
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party performing it. This reliance is at the bottom of almost all under
takings. Without it, the fabric of mercantile honor would fall to the
ground at once. It lies at the foundation of the punctuality expected in
money payments, without which credit would be of little value. Could
a state of things be attainable, in which this punctuality would be per
fect, and no promise ever fail of performance, it is not too much to say,
that the precious metals would be no longer useful as coin, and would
remain, like other merchandise, valuable only in settlement of balances.
But the imperfection of human calculations puts out of all probability any
happy result like this, and leaves us to the exercise of our own sagacity
to avoid the evils that flow from it. A mixture of good and bad fortune
(as it is commonly called) is incidental to undertakings which have any
proportion of uncertainty in result. Yet, inasmuch as in the ordinary
course of affairs, the success of prudent men is likely to preponderate
over failure, there is a fair field left open upon which credit may be
tried. This cannot be the case, the moment dishonesty and fraud are
carried so far as to sap the foundations of mutual dependence. There
can be no credit where there is no confidence in one another. And if
we rise from this as the wry lowest point, it will be found to be true as
a general proposition, that exactly in the proportion in which sound
principles and morals preponderate with a people, in forming their
rules of action, over infidelity and fraud, will be the measure in which
credit may be tinned to profitable use.
The disposition to perform promises is, then, as essential to the estab
lishment of credit, as the ability. The two combine in every community
to create that species of confidence which may be made the basis of ac
tion. But it is the first, only, which makes the prosperity of a nation an
index of moral qualities of superior excellence. It is advisable to re
member the connexion which a good state of credit bears with the per
formance of duties of a higher character, on many accounts, but most
particularly on this, that the enemies of the former may clearly under
stand the precise nature of the position they are about to assume against
the latter. Credit may be most effectually destroyed, if the sense of the
people can be demoralized, and they are made regardless of all law, di
vine or human, but their own will. But it may be as well to reflect a
little upon the consequences to social prosperity of adopting any step
that may lead to such an end ; and also to endeavor to discriminate
between the evils to which an abuse of credit may lead, and those which
may follow a decline of its use. The mere payment of a merchant's
note when due, may not in every case, I admit, be unequivocal evidence
of the good character of the signer. But in the long run, it will be
found, that the same motives which prompt that payment, will in the
great majority of cases extend their influence over general conduct in
all the relations of life; and that they trace their origin to the obser
vance of that golden rule of our religion, the doing to others as we would
thev should do unto us.
But besides the possession of capital, and in addition to the prevalence
of fidelity to promise, I have mentioned still another element which is
quite as important as either of these to the support of good credit in a
community — and that is, the co-operation of the sovereign authority.
This is very important, as well because of the force which the example
of a government will always have either for good or for evil, as because
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of the control which it must necessarily exercise over all the means by
which contracts can be executed. Allowing the amount of wealth in a
country to be great, anil the disposition to perform engagements to be
ever so strong, there must yet co-exist with them some medium which
may be resorted to by all parties as a known standard of value in every
case of adjustment of differences— and this medium it is the province of
the sovereign power in the state to establish on a permanent and dura
ble foundation. A well settled confidence that no obstacles will be arti
ficially interposed to the fulfilment of promise in the sense in which it is
made, and that in case of violation, recourse may be had to means of
enforcing justice between man and man, is indispensable to credit. Per
haps there is no lesson which has been more fully taught by the experi
ence of the past, in every part of civilized Europe, than that which
shows the fatal effect of errors of rulers upon the public prosperity in this
regard. But as it is easier to explain this point by illustration than in
any other mode, I propose to cite, from among many, only one or two
historical examples of its truth.
The importance of preserving the standard of value uniform, is no
where more strikingly shown than in the history of the great Louis of
France. Reaching the throne at a peculiarly fortunate moment, when
the policy of two successive ministers had brought into some order the
previously discordant elements of his government, it would seem as if
he had little to do but to cherish the prosperity of his people, just reviving
from the horrors of civil broils. Instead of this, however, his pride led
him into wars ; and these, at the end of forty years, had produced few
conquests and many very heavy debts. It was found that the resources
of the kingdom had been so heavily drained, that it was not possible to
meet the interest that became due. Then occurred the remarkable ex
pedient of tampering with the coin. The marc of silver, a weight equal
to about eight of our ounces, which had uniformly before that time been
coined into twenty-eight pieces, called livres, was now made by a decree
of the king to furnish forty. And a livre being a livre, whether it con
tained one grain of silver or one hundred, of course all promises made
to pay in livres were materially affected in value by the change. The
king was thus enabled with every marc of silver to pay forty livres of a
debt, in contracting which ho had received the same marc for twentyeight livres, and every private debtor had it in his power to follow his
example. Every contract previously made to pay money in livres, was
therefore broken to the extent of the difference between twenty-eight
and forty, and every creditor was robbed of about three tenths of
the silver which was actually due. This is one of those measures
which credit cannot very well endure. The sovereign power had sanc
tioned a deliberate fraud, and his mint was daily busy in issuing to them
the evidences of it, stamped with a falsehood on one side, and his own
image, to attest to his participation in it, on the other. There was not
probably a single industrious citizen of France who did not feel the effect
of this measure. Indeed, so soon did it become palpable, that the
sovereign endeavored to apply a remedy, which proved in fact even
worse than the disease. A new decree brought back the coin to the old
standard. But this was a gradual process, establishing eleven different
changes before it arrived at the desired point, at the end of two years.
In the meantime, however, let us reflect for a moment upon the operation
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of such a system upon all new contracts as well as old ones. Was there
a debtor in France who could tell exactly what he should have to pay, or
a creditor who could estimate precisely what he might receive 1 And,
to fill the measure of dishonesty, when these laborious steps of a disor
dered and fluctuating metallic currency had all been passed, the death
of the repenting monarch again changed the system, and brought back
a repetition of the original offence. Twenty-eight livres of the standard
of one day were made to pay forty livres of the standard of the next.
And strange it is to observe among the striking inconsistencies of human
action and human reasoning upon it, which the records of life furnish, that
the regent Philip of Orleans could at one and the same moment reject
with scorn a proposition for a declaration of bankruptcy on the part of the
state, and adopt a measure which at a blow deprived all public creditors
of nearly a third of what was justly due to them. And writers have
been found to laud the magnanimity of a profession which did no man
any good, whilst they have passed over with little censure an act which
robbed a whole class of citizens of a considerable part of their lawful
property.
It is plain from this example, that the possession of capital and the
disposition to fulfil promises are not of themselves sufficient to establish
credit upon a solid footing, without the co-operation of the sovereign power
of the state. To that power only can we look for the regulation of the
medium in which money contracts are performed, in such a manner as
to insure a ready means of construing their nature, and for the establish
ment of a mode by which compulsion may be resorted to whenever
there is hesitation or neglect of performance. In this view of the sub
ject it is, that mere instability in the administration of affairs has so in
jurious an effect. In the case which I have presented to your consider
ation, the vacillation in policy was even more fatal than its positive dis
honesty ; for this could be remedied by the action of that conservative
principle of our nature, which in the future guards against the recurrence
of contingencies that experience has proved to be injurious, provided
always that any data can be given beforehand upon which calculations
may be made. But it is the misfortune of an unstable public policy, to
destroy all possibility of arriving at such data. When the charac
ter of the currency of a country by which all property is measured is
suddenly and arbitrarily and frequently changed, what industrious citizen
can ever feel sure even of earning bread by his labor ? Let him agree
to make a hat, a pair of shoes, a chair, or to furnish any other commodity
or product which is the result of industry, and what security can he
arrive at, that between the date of his agreement and performance, a
new expression of the value of the money of account will not deprive
him of the fruits of his industry, and make him even poorer than before ?
A lender of money can, under such circumstances, have no confidence
that he will get back as much as he lent ; and a borrower may equally
feel liable to repay a great deal more than he received. It is then the
natural consequence that both operations stop — that is, in other words,
that credit dies. Tampering with the currency is one of those things
that uproot all mutual confidence. In the instance already cited, the in
dustry of Franco sunk under the blow struck by the hand of a more
renowned than enlightened monarch, and from that day the predomi
nance of her island rival may be said to have become more and more de-
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cided. The statesmen of Great Britain, to whom a similar policy was
then, as it has often there and elsewhere been since recommended, were
wise enough to listen to the voice of that profound thinker, and not less
safe practical guide, because a deep metaphysician, John Locke, and
thus to avert from their country the tram of calamities which the sister
kingdom suffered as a penalty for error.
There is another example of the effect of misgovernment upon credit,
which I cannot help quoting, for the striking absurdity of the measure
adopted. Every body in our day is acquainted with the general history
of Charles XII. of Sweden. But the particular fact is not much known
that, when by the exhausting effects of the long wars which he so much
delighted in carrying on, his military chest became entirely empty of
gold and silver, and no hope remained of squeezing out more from
the exhausted resources of his people, he resorted to a somewhat novel
experiment in currency to supply his necessity.
He caused to be
stamped at the mint many small bits of copper, with the words One
Daler upon one side, and certain figures drawn from the pagan mytho
logy on the other, and these he proceeded to pay out to his troops at the
nominal value expressed on their face. Now a king may no doubt do
many things which common men cannot, but none yet heard of have
discovered the secret of the philosopher's stone, or transmuted base
metal into gold. The whole thing was a cheat of the worst kind, the
barefaced nature of which was its only recommendation ; for its effects
upon the community thus became much more circumscribed than they
might have been, had he done what has been so often done elsewhere,
infused a little silver into his coin. His act was a fraud, but it at least
had none of the meanness of deception. It seriously affected his credi
tors, but extended its injury to not many else.* I cite it most particu
larly to remind you, gentlemen, that it is not, after all, the mere fact of
a currency being metallic which makes it more safe than paper, and that
credit has an important part to play in the stamp even on the most valua
ble metals.
The great importance of government to the maintenance of credit, is
then to be found in the duty which devolves upon it, of giving certain sta
ble means as well for the voluntary as the compulsory performance of
contracts. The standard of value to which all may appeal, can be pro
vided in no manner so well as by the sovereign authority, when that au
thority is properly and judiciously exerted. This done, nothing remains
but to secure a fair and equitable dispensation of justice. The first reli
ance of a creditor is commonly upon the good will of his debtor ; the
second, upon the law of the land. If, when the first fails him, the second
proves effective—if the forms of proceeding are simple and cheap, the
judgment upon the merits certain, and the decree easy of execution,
then is all done towards the support of credit which government can do,
or should be expected to do. But if, on the contrary, the laws are ob
scure and unintelligible, the courts capricious and unsteady, or their de
cisions are annulled or evaded by the successful resistance of the com
munity or any part of it, then will there be a plentiful brood of dark
* The writer has in his possession a series of these copper coins of Charles XII.
They are believed to be still common in Sweden.
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suspicions engendered, and confidence will immediately decline. The
indispensable thing is uniformity of system, both in the institutions of a
country and in the manner in which they are administered. Fluctua
tions bring on the process of hoarding treasure ; great masses of capital
cease to be of any value at all, and the productive energy of society, with
all its effects upon public improvement, is, to a corresponding extent,
paralyzed. Such being the operation of errors in governing to under
mine the prosperity of a nation, you can easily form to yourselves an idea,
gentlemen, how important it is that correct notions should be exten
sively prevalent, and how much evil may happen, if, by an indistinct
confounding of the abuses to which a high state of credit sometimes
leads, with the principles upon which that state of credit itself reposes,
hasty measures, intended to remedy the former, may be adopted, which
shall have the effect of undermining the latter, and bringing the whole
fabric to the ground.
The daily and hourly influence which the mode of administering pub
lic affairs has upon credit, is the consequence of the conviction generally
entertained of the effect for good or evil which every act of a ruler has
upon the body politic. There is not an event of importance that takes
place in any part of the world, that has not some operation upon the
good or bad termination of the plans of active merchants in highly com
mercial countries. Even the chance words of leading statesmen have,
sometimes, made great changes in the pecuniary affairs of individuals
having no sort of connexion with them. The reason of this is, that they
are construed with a direct reference to the probability of performing
promises, which we have defined to be the essence of credit. Hence
it is, that a duty would seem to fall upon men in high place
and authority, to be slow and considerate in the introduction
of new projects, however good they may in the abstract appear ; and
above all, to be wise as well as moderate, in their speech. And a correla
tive duty lies upon every active citizen liable to be affected, no matter
what his condition in life may be, thoughtfully and with care to exercise
that part in the direction of the government, which the particular form
he lives under may happen to have assigned to him.
But such is the chain that binds together all the duties oflife, whetherpolitical, moral, social, or economical, that it is difficult to consider one division
of them without including all the rest. I may thus have appeared to you
to be digressing from my topic, even when I have, in my own opinion,
done nothing more than simple justice to it. My object has been to show
you what credit is ; and in order to do this, I have been obliged not
merely to define it, but to go on to show the elements upon which it de
pends for existence. If my attempt has been at all successful, you will
now understand, that capital supplies the means ; private fidelity, the
will; and the sovereign power, the ways, to the performance of promise ;
a general conviction of which makes credit, as it exists in commer
cial communities. The foundation being thus firmly laid, I can with
greater confidence proceed to the edifice itself. The peculiar forms in
which credit is used in the daily transactions of mercantile life, must
now come under our consideration ; and, inasmuch as these give occa
sion to most of the differences of opinion entertained upon the subject,
it behooves us to creep with modesty and caution over the disputed
ground.
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Supposing, for a moment, credit to be well established in a country,
by a concurrence of all the elements which I have considered as essen
tial ; the next question that comes up is, of what precise advantage is it
to the community ? The answer to which is, that it stimulates produc
tion. It comes in to make available the greatest possible amount of the
national resources. It acts as the common friend of capital on the one
hand, and industry on the other; the first of which supplies the tools,
the second the will and strength to use them; in this manner concentrating
the force of both upon the attainment of some valuable end. The pro
verbial tendency of wealth is to relax exertion — that of poverty, to breed
despair. The rich incline to fear — the poor, to rashness. The former,
frown uponnevvschemes,the result of which depend in any measure upon
fortune — the latter eagerly embrace them, even when the chances of
success are not much in their favor. Between these extremes, there is
obviously a great interval, which can only be filled by the agency of
some third power like that of credit. She comes to both with a smiling
face, and while she inspires the one with the confidence that makes his
purse strings fly open, and his money to flow into new channels, she pre
sents to the eager hope of the other party, visions of the future which set
into full exercise the wits, and bones, and muscles, and sinews, that con
stitute all his natural inheritance. United, these parties co-operate to
the advancement of the social prosperity; whereas, in a state of separa
tion, they consult neither the general good nor their own. Set before
the man of property, whose habits are not those of labor, an object as se
ductively profitable as you can make it, and if the condition to attain
ment is the severe application of his physical as well as mental
efforts to the overcoming all obstacles, he will rather prefer to bury his
money under ground, and stand perfectly still. Present, on the other
hand, to the poor laborer the same object, and give him no means to buy
wherewith to live whilst he works it out, and you might just as ration
ally ask him to leap over the Andes. It is hope that presents incentives
to exertion — hope, which marshals in order that body of pioneers who
take the van in the army of life, and who level the forest and drain the
morass, that future thousands may take up their line of march in behalf
of the added millions to come after them.
It must be borne in mind, that this interference of credit is, however,
made only by appealing equally to the self-interest of both parties in the
connexion that it forms. Credit has little to do with the loans made
sometimes for mere purposes of immediate consumption. Its opera
tions are carried on upon a presumption that some positive benefit is to
accrue, and some addition is about to be made to the resources of man
kind. Whatever shape commercial credit may assume, it will always
be found to rest upon some basis of value, real or supposed, at present
existing, or to be created out of the application oflabor. The object of loans
is to realize a profit both to the lender and the borrower. And this end is
commonly arrived at through the modes of satisfying the wants, whether
natural or artificial, which a high state of civilization will always create.
No man borrows money to please his creditor merely. The usual mo
tive is to be found in the compensation for his labor and risk which a ju
dicious employment of it may furnish. But that labor is always exercised
upon some positive object, which for the time is considered as valuable
property, no matter what it may be. Commonly, it is land, or its variVOL. II. NO. III.
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ous products which sustain life, ships, or commodities of general utility.
Sometimes it consists of varieties of tulips, India rubber, fine pictures,
or mere objects of fancy or taste. It matters not much what the subject
matter for industry to work upon may be, so long as it procures some
return for the outlay. But the probability of such a return is much less
strong in the one class of such cases than in the other. Upon this probabili
ty it is peculiarly the province of credit to determine. The good or bad
results of all undertakings partake very largely of the character of the
individuals who carry them on, of the precise circumstances under which
they are executed, and, in short, of a thousand undefinable chances which
will inevitably happen even to the most wisely planned. But it is the
preponderance of the one or the other fortune which gives to credit
its vibration; and the average of success or misfortune in a trading and
business community, during any season of length, will furnish some cri
terion of the force or feebleness of the movement it will make.
Commodities find their way from one portion of the globe to another
in the course of trade, to be exchanged for others. But as these cannot
be uniformly exchanged upon even terms, balances will arise to be set
tled in money. One of the most useful methods in which credit is em
ployed, is in the contrivance of bills of exchange, which simplify the
payment of these balances. These are generally resorted to as simple
modes of exchanging equivalents, without the necessity of complicating
individual transactions, or of a constant resort to money. Their value,
however, depends entirely upon the credit which is given to them, that is,
the confidence had that the promise they contain will be exactly and
literally performed. And so general has been the sense, over the world,
of the benefits to be derived from their use in commerce, that there
are few governments who have not enjoined that performance upon
their subjects, by the application of penalties of peculiar severity for
every violation.
But inasmuch as this is a branch of the subject upon which there ia
little diversity of opinion, let me take up no more of your time upon it,
but pass on at once to more disputed points. It may be recollected that
in a former part of this lecture, I stated it to be a peculiarity attending
the possession of capital, that a greater ability to perform promises made
upon the strength of it was commonly ascribed to it in a community
than usually proves to exist, and hence a greater degree of credit arises
than the sum actually possessed would seem to justify.
This, gentlemen, is the origin of banking. Dealers in money soon
discovered that their obligations to pay money were received among their
neighbors and friends with exactly as much confidence as if they were
money ; and that these obligations were often retained in the hands of
those persons for a considerable time before they were called upon to
redeem then. Experience reduced the length of that time to a matter
of calculation ; and hence it became clear, that a profit might be realized,
not only upon the amount of positive capital in possession when lent out
upon interest, but also upon a certain amount of credit which could be
kept in active circulation upon the mere faith that it could at any mo
ment be converted into capital. If this faith was strong and extensively
entertained over large sections of populated country, and the amount of
capital was considerable, the profits derived from the use of it would of
course be great in proportion ; but, in every case, experiment was
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sufficient to make data upon which cautious managers could safely
rest their calculations. This simplest form of bank money would,
probably, have been the best and safest for all the community, if none
but real capitalists had ever been likely to issue it ; for they would, in
most cases, be restrained by their fears of loss from carrying their credit
beyond a certain and very safe limit. But the misfortune is, that none
but very sharp and well-trained vision can readily discern who it is that
really possesses capital, from those who only pretend to it; and even that
is sometimes at fault, until at least a portion of the damage caused by
the mistake has been done, and is beyond remedy. There will always
be individuals in every community, who will seek for the profits attend
ing the skilful use of capital and credit, without having either the skill
or the capital, and who, therefore, will make up their deficiencies by
fraud upon a credulous and confiding public. And the discovery of their
dishonesty will have such a reactive operation to withdraw all confidence
in any but the most positive and undoubted names, that the inevitable
consequence results of a monopoly of credit among those names already
famous for the possession of overgrown wealth, and through this mo
nopoly increased opportunities of piling gold upon the already towering
mountain of their worldly goods.
These considerations may help us to a decisionuponthequestion that has
been much agitated oflate years, whether the business of banking, and the
advantage drawn from the use of credit, should not be left open to all the
members of society, exactly as every other kind of occupation is. The
theory must be admitted to weigh strongly upon the affirmative side ;
but here, as in many other points of political economy, the abstract
right, when applied to men all over the globe, marked 1, 2, 3, and so
on, like so many cattle, is one thing; and the same right, considered with
due regard to all the circumstances which surround men in daily life, is
another thing. Our political institutions, for example, rest in a great
degree upon the preservation of a general equality of outward condition
among our citizens. Now, if an unreserved course could for a time be
given to the circulation of all promises resting upon credit, the natural
consequence would be a great abuse of it by many. This would, for a
moment, occasion extensive public distress. Dear-bought experience
would then, perhaps, teach a lesson of such caution as would reject all
faith excepting in the very few persons whose large visible property
could admit of no doubt of their solvency. But what would this bring
about, if not the erection of the colossal and very anti-republican for
tunes which we see even now to exist sometimes in the banking houses
of the countries of the old world ?
The desire to avoid the dangers likely to flow equally from these ex
tremes, probably combined with the poverty of individuals, to originate
the peculiar system of joint-stock banking, for which our country is re
markable. On the one hand, the wish to deprive knaves and mere ad
venturers of the opportunity of imposing upon their neighbors merely
specious promises in lieu of money ; and, on the other hand, the wish to
deprive the few relatively rich of the monopoly which the reputation of
their wealth would have given to them in the use of credit, gave rise to
the practice of applying to the state legislatures for acts of incorporation.
This appears to have been the beginning of the principle of association
which has been so extensively carried into practice during the last half
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century. Under it, the positive advantage has been, that the industri
ous but poor borrower has been able to procure the use of capital at a
reasonable price, without having to thank a rich lender for doing him
so great a favor ; and what is more important still, the small properties
of the country have, in a very safe and legitimate way, come into the
enjoyment of a portion of the profits of credit which ordinarily follow
only great masses of capital. An accurate survey of the ownership of
our joint-stock banks would, if I am not much mistaken, establish the
fact, that the shares are in general held in very small sums, and by per
sons of moderate means. The effect of which has been, to, establish
moneyed institutions, in which the interest of the capitalist is not strong
enough to overbalance that of the active producer ; and the natural right
of the former to the exclusive use of the advantages inseparable from
his wealth, is qualified in its character by extension to a great circle of
poorer individuals, who could have expected to avail themselves of it
for their own benefit by no other conceivable way.
It must, nevertheless, be freely admitted, that this practice has been
attended with one of the worst perversions of the system of credit that
can well be conceived of. It has been sometimes carried so far, as to
make the right of the capitalist to lend his money entirely secondary
and subsidiary to the interest of him who desires to borrow it. It has,
moreover, stimulated the organization of a banking system which does
not rest as much as it ought upon capital, and hence fails in one of the
great essentials of the credit which it seeks to establish. The strange
anomaly has more than once presented itself in our annals, of bankers
professing to lend when they do nothing but borrow money, and that
only through a gross deception practised upon the credulous public.
The privilege of credit has thus been made to pass from the hands of
the possessors of capital, and to go, by a wholly artificial process, into
the hands of those who most want it. Hence, banks have at times
ceased to be created even by the aggregation of small sums of capital,
and become mere instruments to raise funds out of the confidence of a
good-natured community. In this form, they have occasionally been in
the nature of screens, behind which daring individuals have played at
very deep stakes in the game of fortune — taking the profit if they won,
and without any means of making good theirdeficiencies ifthey lost. Here
is to be found the root of most of the doubt and dissatisfaction so gene
rally entertained at this day of the working of the credit system. I will
not pretend to deny the existence of this abuse, nor to cover it from
sight. But it does not appear to my judgment out of the reach of cor
rection, without the necessity of resorting to remedies, which, by their
natural harshness and ill-considered severity in applying them, might be
the means of creating greater distress than does that evil which they
propose to cure.
But if we are to expect a correction of it, the first step towards it
must, unquestionably, be a modification of the views which are very ex
tensively held by commercial men, of the nature and force of credit.
There are not a few honest and well-disposed citizens, both here and in
Europe, who, by viewing some facts which are well known in the history
of banking rather too one-sidedly, have almost convinced themselves
that there is a substantive existence in credit remaining even when sepa
rated from capital, and after promises made cease to be performed or
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even relied upon. The consequence has been a tendency to disregard
the safe proportion which credit should always bear to capital, and entirely
to overlook the indispensable necessity of literally performing contracts.
Even in the most prudent and cautious circles of our oldest cities, opi
nions are often broached, and action based upon them, the grounds of
which ought at least to ,be thoroughly investigated before men should
rest satisfied with their soundness. The practical effects of them ap
pear to me to be made manifest in two ways. The first of these being,
that most banks do not pay proper attention to the necessity of keeping
the resources they have in their capital sufficiently within their reach to
hold up their credit when it is in danger ; the second, that in the desire
to secure the ultimate value of promises, the necessity of insisting upon
their never being violated appears to be underrated.
It has sometimes appeared to me, gentlemen, that the radical error
of the banking portion of the credit system in America was to be seen
in the mode in which the capital is originally invested ; and, moreover,
that many of the most favorite modern projects of reform in this regard,
although decided improvements upon the old method, are not in any
sense to be regarded as correcting it. There is some confusion of ideas
more or less prevalent every where between the forms of credit, by
means of which the business of the mere money lender is confounded
With that of the lender of both money and credit. It is wholly imma
terial to the first iu what shape he decides to invest his capital, or for
what length of time he parts with the control of it, inasmuch as he has no
use for it other than to realize the profit which accrues from the lending.
But the case is wholly different with the second. The first duty of the
brink which emits bills of credit, is to be always provided with the means
of instantly redeeming them when presented; hence, it is as important that
the capital, which ought to furnish those means, should be frequently re
turned to it as that it should be profitably employed. Investments for
long periods are then dangerous, because there never can be a certainty
that credit will remain the same to the end of them. Permanent in
vestments, though less dangerous, must nevertheless limit very much
the sphere of credit, as they ought never to be depended upon to redeem
obligations to pay on demand. Even the prevailing practice of taking
notes which have six months or more to run, does not seem to me con
sistent with the undeviating support of credit ; and if, at the end of the
period, there is a reasonable certainty that, instead of a payment, a re
newal of the notes must take place for a farther time of equal length,
then is it clear that a gross mistake has been committed in selecting the
quarter in which such loans should be applied for, and that the banker
has been made to do what he cannot safely do, and what is properly the
business of the retired capitalist who lends money without lending
credit.
It is a law of the first necessity, that those individuals who take ad
vantage of public opinion to wield promises as money, should be required
at all times so to arrange their resources, as to furnish money in lieu of
them when it is wanted. They ought not in such moments to be driven
to the expedients of substituting one kind of credit for another. Yet
these are inevitable if they cannot readily command a good proportion
of their capital. The fluctuations of public opinion are always full of
danger to them if they are not on the watch for them. But there is no
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way to be ready for them, if the ship will not obey the rudder at the
critical moment. The theory of credit is based not merely upon the
amount of capital, it will be recollected, but also upon the performance
of promise. But this performance should by every law be reciprocal,
and benefit the banker, when himself a creditor, exactly as it does the
person to whom he is a debtor. Now if he could rely upon this so far,
as that by dividing his capital into sixty or ninety parts, and lending each
part on a separate day for a given and equal length of time, he could
enjoy a reasonable certainty of the daily return of one of those portions
throughout the year, he might make the support of his credit a matter
of the simplest arithmetical calculation. There is no other method
which can at all approach to it in certainty ; for it implies a capacity
of ready accommodation of the principle to the prospect of the future,
as well as a guard against the past. In times of great public danger,
the bank of France has been known to shorten the length of discounts
down to periods of thirty, twenty, and fifteen days, which, if carried
through, would make a failure on its part to redeem its obligations next
to impossible. This, and this alone, is the impregnable position of
credit. But it must readily be perceived that it is not of that kind of
credit which presupposes only the rigid performance of obligations on
the one side, and leaves them all at loose ends on the other.
I am fully aware of the probability, that to many of you this doctrine
will ai)pear to be a little of the theoretical and impracticable, and cal
culated to draw within a comparatively very narrow compass the present
boundless field of credit. But I have always inclined to the belief, that
a principle which is found to be true in the closet may be extensively
modified in its application to life, but is rarely reversed. The experience
of modern times is teaching us a lesson, which we may neglect or over
look to-day, but which will force itself to our notice to-morrow. The true
use of credit will only be learnt from the experience of its abtise ; and
when it is found that no expedient will avail, and that we must after all
come back to the reformation of public opinion, if we desire a safe and
proper basis for the mercantile transactions of our community, perhaps
there will be many who will then join me in the opinion, that the indis
pensable elements of credit are the possession of capital, and the literal
and rigid performance of all promises, and that there is but a single
method by which they may be at all times within our power.
My limits compel me to hurry to the consideration of another much
agitated question. I mean the precise benefit which a country receives
from the substitution of credit for money in the currency. In order to
form an idea of it, we must go back to the fact, that gold and silver will
never of themselves flow towards any country, and least of all, to those
which have no mines. The sum acquired of these metals must be earned
and paid for by hard labor. And when acquired, it is not an object of
the first necessity in life, like food, or raiment, or shelter from the storm,
all of which must be earned and paid for by the same hard labor which
earns and pays for gold and silver. The chief use of these metals, which
is, to exchange the articles previously produced by labor, is then but a
secondary one in infant communities. Hence in these, where it is so
much more important to procure the means of life, the tax to be paid for
purchasing a mere medium for exchanging superfluities, is too onerous to
be endured. It thus appears to me that there is a perceptible difference
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in the value of credit as a substitute for coin, when the question is about
old, and when it applies to new countries; and this has not, so far as I know,
been fully appreciated. For in the former, where earnings have been ac
cumulated far beyond immediate wants, and where industry can be easily,
diverted from objects of the first necessity, the permanency of value in
the precious metals maybe wellworth the laborspent in procuring them;
and the substitution of credit in their place, as money, may be considered
advantageous, only in as far as the bullion thus dispensed with may be
profitably added to the capital already used in trade. But in new com
munities, where the first object is production of the articles indispensably
necessary to the support of animal life, it becomes distressing to set aside
so considerable a portion of labor as the acquisition of gold and silver
necessarily requires. Where it maybe easy to get bread, it may not be
equally easy to get the precious metals. The one may be attained by the
sweat of man's brow in the field, hard by ; the other can be procured only
through commerce with older countries, which may not be willing to part
with them in exchange for such articles as they can give. In these cases,
there would arise a serious difficulty for the want of some medium by
which the exchange of necessary products could be effected, if the wit of
man could not sometimes hit upon cheap instruments, which make the
absence of the dear ones less severely felt.
If it were possible within the scope of a single lecture, I think it
would be easy to illustrate the truth of the preceding observations, by
reference to the early history of some of our states when British colo
nies. There never has been presented to the world so fair an opportu
nity of watching the mode in which the gold and silver in a country has
been acquired, from the first commencement of the social system to its
present large amount with us, as that which our records present. But
they tell a tale of constant struggle and frequent depression, from the
time when Indian corn, tobacco, and beaver skins, were the most approved
medium of exchange, down to the present hour. They also teach many
a neglected lesson of the dangers of stretching credit too far, which
would have been far more lasting upon the memory of people in older
countries, who could not enjoy the same means of recovery from its
evils.
The reason why credit may be abused in a new country with less
effect upon its prosperity than in an old one, is, that the quickening which
even a bad medium of exchanging commodities gives to the creation of
them, is a positive benefit, which would be lost it' there was a difficulty
in finding any at all, even supposing it might, when found, prove a better
one. The frequent turning of the same capital, where there is not much
of it, supplies in a great measure the want, and rapidly increases its
amount. For all the earnings of industry, over and above the demand
for immediate consumption, in new settlements, take a productive shape,
independent of the character of the currency. They do not remain in
ready money, or in stocks, or any of the artificial forms in which wealth
is dependent upon the stability of the standard by which they are valued.
On the contrary, they run into new lands, and implements for making
commodities of the first necessity, cattle, and the materials for home
manufactures, all of which have in themselves a value in supporting life
comparatively out of the reach of injury from a bad currency. It is
only after these modes of original investment are in some degree used
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up, and men begin to look round for new objects upon which to exercise
their activity, no longer confined to the satisfaction of merely natural
wants, that the common measure of the value of labor becomes a matter
of very serious consequence. Then the question rises daily into greater
importance, whether the durability of value in the precious metals is
not a full compensation for the cost of them, and the hazard attending
the overstraining of credit, is not a just reason against too great a reliance
upon its force ? A mechanic, when poor, will manage to do without many
tools which would nevertheless be extremely useful to him if he could
spare the cash to purchase them. The fact of his poverty is a sufficient
justification for his resort to less effective instruments ; but whenever the
moment occurs that he can see his way clear to procure better, without
starving, it is economy in him to lay out his savings in purchasing them.
For he may thenceforward be enabled to increase, to a more than pro
portionate extent, the productiveness of his labor, as well as to perfect
in a higher degree the commodities to which he has been in the habit
of applying it.
But after all, the greatest abuses to which credit has been applied in
this, and in almost every other country, have grown out of the confusion
which has been generally made of the interests of the sovereign power
with those of commerce. The violation of private credit has, it is very
true, been frequently made the instrument of injury to an industrious
community — but against this the individual citizen finds, in the sense of
injury received, a sufficient warning ever after. The instances of exten
sive and permanent ruin from this cause are few, compared with those
which have taken their origin from the connexion of political passions
with public credit. The government of a country never can be, iu the
nature of things, a fit originator of all the credit which may be put in
the place of coin in the community, for the reason that it ordinarily acts
under a set of motives wholly different, and partially at war, with those
which regulate the movements of commerce. The administration of
public affairs embraces a very wide circle of duties, and is operated upon
by almost every event of importance in the world. An act of foreign
aggression may in an instant throw it upon the verge of war, or a do
mestic disturbance may unhinge it from its place, and wholly obstruct
its movement. The temptation in such cases is generally very strong
to resort to credit for support. But credit is at the very same moment in
the greatest danger. It is impossible to dictate to men what they shall
think, or to persuade them that performance is most likely to follow
promise, when the facts all lend to prove the direct opposite. When a
government is most embarrassed is not the best time for resorting to
new promises nor for redeeming old ones. Yet it is generally the one
when it is itself most inclined to the first measure, whilst it is called
upon by the public to adopt the last.
In short, the general proposition may here be laid down at once, that
the rule of expediency m regard to political credit, can rarely be made
to square with the rule of expediency for commercial credit The sove
reign power in the state is not the right source to look to for much beyond
restraints upon the misdoings of individuals ; it should never place the
weight of its own authority in the scale of those misdoings. I state this
broadly, because there has been, of late, a growing inclination among
writers upon subjects of this sort, to favor the idea that the issue of paper
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currency, resting upon credit, is a business properly belonging to tlie
sovereign, and is wholly inconsistent with that of lending by bankers,
with
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discounting only to bankers, while the regulation of the currency, by a
special board of commissioners to be appointed for the purpose, shall
belong to the government. The error at the foundation of this new doc
trine appears to me to be closely connected with misconception of the
true nature of credit. Can it be, that the belief that performance will
follow promise will ever be so strong, when applied to commissioners
who have no interest in the result excepting that which a salary may
give them, as when it is applied to private citizens, whose stake is their
whole fortune and their character in life ? Can it be, that an arbitrary
species of discretion vested in a few men having no great calamity to
dread from the commission of mistakes, and perhaps a thousand consider
ations to influence their action other than their mere notions of abstract
right, would prove a better guide to a sound currency, than the fear of ruin
operating upon the minds of citizens whose interests have impelled them to
the study of the subject in all its practical bearings, and whose experience
has furnished the surest landmarks by which to go 1 Where the pecuniary
negotiations fluctuate, as they notoriously will in every highly commercial
state of society, the exact amount of currency necessary from day to day
cannot be estimated, even by the wisest and most practised heads. Artificial
movements will give rise to a demand to-day, which will to-morrow throw
back a large mass as redundant. No movement of the machine of credit
can be regular, where the wants of the borrower do not find their full
counterpoise in the fears of the lender. The merchants and traders are,
after all, the great movers of the currency. They cut out the great chan
nels in which it takes its course, and this under the guidance of no ab
stract rule of right or arbitrary sum in arithmetic, but simply whilst they
are pursuing the path pointed out in their daily business. They are
also the only proper customers for banks of discount, who consult their
own interest by facilitating with credit the exchanges of value that are
making through their agency. The operations are all safe enough, pro
vided only that public opinion remains sufficiently sound to demand the
performance of promise as the one indispensable concomitant of action
in the premises ; and the agency of the government is in no way neces
sary, excepting in restraint of the imprudence of individuals before, and
correction of their error after, violation of their obligations. If the
failure to support their credit could be attended with the instantaneous
withdrawal of confidence, and the application of decided penalties for
misconduct, it seems to me that there would be no need of apprehension
for the safety of our banking establishments, or of a surer guage of the
proper amount of currency for any community, than that made by the
caution of those who would issue it. But let the supplying of a circu
lating medium once fall into the hands of salaried government commis
sioners, or be in any degree connected with the fancies of political rulers,
or depend upon the ebb and flowof the national revenue, and it is believed
that no security can be entertained against the daily perpetration of abuse,
or that the whole credit system would not experience a perpetually vary
ing, irregular, zigzag movement, at war with the calculations of the
shrewdest merchant, and subversive of his best fouuded expectations.
VOL. II. NO. III.
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Nor yet has it appeared to my judgment, that many of the modes
most commonly resorted to at this day to guard against losses by credit,
are in themselves deserving of unmixed approbation. In the desire to
procure ultimate security, the importance of the immediate obligation is
overlooked. A kind of artificial credit is thus created for a promise af
ter it has been violated ; and the most effective check upon the impru
dence of the issuer, in the danger of destroying his character for punctu
ality, is in a great measure removed. The moral sense of the community,
upon which credit very materially depends, is thus rather blunted than
sharpened by this system, and the public are to be made to rest content
ed, if they are not in the end losers, no matter how far they may have
just right for immediate redress. The attempt to bolster up credit in this
way.has always seemed to me like beginningwork at the wrong end. The
indispensable attribute of money is the capacity to command labor or
commodities at will; so long as credit will do this as well as gold or
silver, there is no substantial difference between the two. But credit
will not do this as well as those metals, from the moment there is a sha
dow of doubt thrown upon its ability; and whenever such doubt arises,
the true method of remedy would seem to be entirely to remove the
cause of it, instead of proceeding to confirm its justice. A promise to
pay five dollars on demand will never be considered as equal to five dol
lars, if that promise is not redeemed when it is challenged. The mo
ment it is ascertained that it is not redeemed, the whole of the credit at
tached to it is altered in its character. From being equal to money, it
becomes an article of merchandise, depending for its value upon the
opinion that every individual will entertain of the probability of its re
demption at some future time. Now this is not the kind of currency
which credit seeks to establish, but on the contrary is exactly of that
species which it should as soon as possible drive out of all the channels
of circulation. And in this it should be the duty of the sovereign power
to co-operate with the action of public opinion.
But in disapproving the prevailing inclination to give so much artifi
cial support to credit, by requiring of those who use it extraordinary
conditions, in exchange for extraordinary privileges, it may very natur
ally occur to many of you to consider me as over captious. Perhaps
you might wish to know what my own ideas were of the proper system to
be adopted. I will cheerfully submit them, not however without somo
diffidence, and regarding them rather as suggestions for general con
sideration than very matured thoughts. Proceeding from the definition
I have made of credit, as the belief that action will in a community cor
respond to promise, I would begin by removing all the barriers which
have been raised against the natural and healthy action of that belief.
By these barriers, I more particularly intend to allude to the various
statutory provisions to be found in almost every part of our country, by
which, on the one hand, irresponsible bodies can be created with certain
peculiar privileges, which obtain a degree of credit the managers could
never secure, so long as they acted only for themselves ; or, on the other,
responsible individuals are sheltered from responsibility, beyond a cer
tain and definite amount of their property. I see no obstacle in the
way of throwing open the whole business of credit to be done just like
any other business, upon the character of the conductors. But cotemporancously with this, I should deem it absolutely essential to the safety
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of the community, that the sovereign authority should at once interfere,
to stop operations, whenever promise proved to be broken. The ac
tion should be so prompt, and the duty so imperative, that no possibility
of combination to resist it could for an instant be entertained. It would
then devolve upon those who did not desire to forfeit their credit, to im
pose the necessary check upon the careless or the dishonest, and in fact,
to protect the community, when in the act of protecting themselves. I
am sufficiently aware, that this is not the most common method of re
garding the subject, though it is not altogether unheard of; but, although
startling at first, I apprehend its simplicity, and its solid basis in gene
ral principles, will contribute to recommend it more and more upon re
flection. The only serious objection that has occurred to me has been,
that it would ultimately put the control of credit into few hands, and
thus lead to monopolies ; but as this might be counteracted by the ad
mission of the principle of association or partnership to any extent, I do
not know that much danger need be apprehended from that quarter.
The condition of the penal action of the government is, however, en
tirely indispensable to its success or even to its safety.
But farther than to adopt some effective system of restraint of injuries
committed or meditated against the public, I would not have the govern
ment to go ; least of all would I expose the currency to the agitations
for which the political histories of most modern and especially free na
tions are so noted. Neither are merely temporary fluctuations all that
we have to fear from them. I need hardly remind you, at this time, of
the fate of our continental paper money of the revolution, uttered under
a plea of stern necessity ; but the grievous injustice of which, to all those
who in the field, and at the cost of toil and blood, achieved the indepen
dence of their country, has been but feebly compensated by the tardy
establishment of pensions to the few survivors. Nor yet have I space
left to discuss the criminal use made of assignats in France, based
upon the foulest perversion of all the most sacred laws of property, and
implying, in their very redemption proposed but never performed, the
acts of rapine and murder by which they were introduced. These two
examples, so different in their origin and purpose/are yet marked by the
same distinguishing characteristics in regard to the commercial interests
of the respective countries in which they originated — that of wholly
overlooking their existence. Created from the impulse of political ex
pediency, and without reference to the laws which regulate the circula
ting medium, they retained a value so long as they accidentally coincided
with them, and lost it when the fact of their worthlessness became per
fectly well established. These may be at once admitted to be extreme
cases ; yet as such, they very clearly explain the precise nature of the
difficulty which arises, whenever the credit of the government is the entire
basis ofdependence. The impropriety of making that power the guide of
the credit system, which, in times of difficulty and danger, is always under
the strongest temptation to mislead it and use it improvidently, must then
be obvious ; for those times happen when the ordinary channels of reve
nue become choked up, and when declining commerce needs no increase
of currency, and drooping credit is least able to sustain it. The super
structure is thus made to tower higher and higher in the air, at the very
moment
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let us cite, as more to our purpose, that of the Bank of England, upon
the occasion of her suspension of specie payments in 1797. I am the
more ready to discuss this, as, in my belief, it has been productive of false
reasoning and confusion of principles, even down to this day, beyond any
other single event in the history of finance. Had the Bank of England
been strictly a commercial institution, having no object in view but to
keep her credit and the currency of Great Britain upon a sound footing,
there can be no question that her act of suspending payments, or, in other
words, violating her faith, is not to be justified by any solid method of
reasoning; but the fact was, that she had no real independent existence
apart from the will of the government. Political events made it expe
dient for that government to avoid the pressure upon it which would
have unavoidably followed the pressure upon the bank for performance
of its promises, and, moreover, to provide additional resources for itself
in an artificially created system of credit, for the execution of enormous
projects of expenditure abroad for the purpose of regulating the po
litical balance of power in Europe. The scheme was therefore a politi
cal, and not a financial, one, and grew out of the disposition of the
government to stretch its credit beyond the point where it is safe to the
commercial interests of the public. The experiment was made upon a
great scale and for a long period, in the course of which a wholly artifi
cial state of property became established. The belief in the performance
of promise by the bank declined so much, that a paper bill retained only
about three quarters of the value it professed to promise, and the go
vernment was driven to the offer of terms most disadvantageous to itself,
in order to raise the supplies which it absolutely needed. Yet because
it did not become bankrupt, because it was enabled to stop in this down
ward career before it was too late, and because, at an immense sacrifice
in all the relations of property between debtor and creditor, a return was
actually effected to the redemption of all promises without a positive
convulsion, the idea has been very generally entertained, that it is possi
ble to make credit survive the destruction of its principal elements. It
does, to be sure, take some time to destroy the credit of a national sys
tem of government so firmly fixed as that of Great Britain ; but if I might
be allowed to express an opinion, I should say, no more effective method
of doing it could be adopted than the policy now under consideration,
and that it is too early to pronounce unequivocally upon the full effect it
may yet have, while the national debt remains at its present amount. For
upon the stability of that depends the stability of the bank, and with it
the stability of the entire system of currency, based upon credit, which
that bank supplies to the community. Of course, then, if this is true, the
politics, and not the trade of the country, form the basis of its currency,
and the third element of credit, as I have described it, that is, the sove
reign authority, is made to be the principal rather than the secondary
reliance ; a reliance which, I must repeat, I cannot, for my own part,
regard as well founded, because it is open to the assault of every politi
cal storm.
And even in the memorable case of John Law, it may be said in his
behalf, that the necessity under which he was to consult the interests of
a profligate and bankrupt regency, brought on quite as many of the ca
lamities which France endured through his agency as his peculiar theory
of finance and credit. The main inducement with the government to
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take him up at all was, the wretched condition of the national finances,
brought on by a complicated series of extravagant and infatuated mea
sures, which he promised to cure. Just as diseased persons will fly to
empirical treatment when dissatisfied with the slow and limited relief
which true art can give them, did Philip of Orleans fly to the system of
Law ; and, as with them, when his caprice or impatience prompted to a
change or qualification of the treatment, no obstacle, however at war with
the general system, was allowed to stand in the way of indulgence.
It was, to be sure, a somewhat novel idea, to expect that credit should
pay the debt of France after government had done its utmost to destroy
it. The changes in the coins had made the issues of the mint synonymous
with bad faith ; and an arbitrary reduction of the public debt, by the de
cree of a commission appointed by the debtor, had not contributed to
fortify the hopes of any immediate payment of principal, or the arrears
of interest due. It was to remedy the state of things consequent upon
such a policy, that Law was allowed to make his experiments. Had his
sole object been to relieve the people of France from the effect of a
wretched currency, he might, and probably would, have effected it ; but
when there became joined with this the payment of the king's debts, in
order that he might borrow more, the latter purpose only counteracted
the former. Credit was to be restored only that it might be farther
abused, and the interests of commerce and of industry were made sub
servient to the end of procuring farther supplies for the exhausted coffers
of a greedy and voluptuous court.
Yet it is not less remarkable than true, that the first movements made
by Law were highly beneficial in their effect upon the nation. The rea
son why they were so, was, that they were made upon sound principles,
and therefore revived credit. Such had been the disorder introduced
into the metallic currency by reason of the vacillating policy of the last
days of Louis XIV., that the people of France, as with a single move
ment, rushed from the doubt and distress created by hard money, to the
uniformity of that which Law proposed to substitute in paper. And a
greatly advantageous change it actually proved, so long as the principle
upon which it rested was adhered to. But the cupidity of the regent in
terfered to make this period very short. The bank originated by Law
engaged to pay its promises at any time in coin at the value at which
it was current when they were issued ; hence these promises were as
much more valuable than coin, as a certain and definite amount of mo
ney will always be over a doubtful and fluctuating one. The govern
ment could not fix a new value to the livre which the bank had agreed
to consider as of the old standard, although it could easily do so to the
piece of money which it might choose to call in future by that name ;
hence, a bank bill was likely to return a specific sum at any time, when
a coin was liable daily to depreciate. The consequence was, that the
credit of the bank became better than the credit of the government, and
the extraordinary spectacle was presented to the world, of a paper cur
rency resting upon opinion, esteemed by a great nation as positively
and deservedly more entitled to confidence than one supported by the
positive value of the precious metals.
Cotemporaneously with this improvement in the character of the cir
culating medium, a new company was organized, the capital of which
was paid in by subscription of a portion of the public debt. Upon this
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portion the payment of some arrears of interest due was procured from
the regent by Law, and the event was hailed by all the public creditors
as the opening of a new era in the financial history of France. The
news came like breath to the drowning ; it inspired hopes which went
a great way to remedy the very evils under which they most suffered,
and which might probably have extricated the country from its unfortu
nate position, if the object had been only to benefit France, and not to
play into the hands of those who managed its public affairs.
It may here be noted, that up to this moment the peculiar theory of
Law had not been in any degree practised upon ; and yet the great ma
jority of the French people had probably ascribed to it and its effects,
the sudden and striking improvement which was perceptible every
where, in the condition of trade; and this will serve to show upon
what slight foundations a great reputation in financiering may be some
times made to rest. The two measures already described, namely, the
issue of notes representing a definite value, and the payment of interest
upon a small part of the public debt, were in themselves not remarkable
in conception, nor out of the reach of any man of ordinary practical
sense. They were merely in correction of enormous evils that were
afflicting the community, and by no means productive of positive benefit ;
and yet such was the consequence of their adoption in the revival of
credit, that, had death or any accidental obstacle occurred to stop the
farther career of Law, his name might have come down to us as among
the most deserving of record on the rolls of fame, and his system could
ever afterwards have been quoted and looked up to by the many as the ne
plus ultra of financial wisdom. He had, in fact, worked a wonderful
change with very small means. He had given a very powerful impulse
to public opinion, even before he had put his hand to the working out
of his experiment ; and as it ever has been the nature of sanguine pro
jectors not to wait to analyze effects, it is not unfair to suppose that he
himself partook of the general delusion, and was therefore inspired with
a more unhesitating confidence to dash into the execution of his schemes,
even though injuriously modified by the regent, and destined to be pro
ductive in this shape even of greater disaster than could have been ex
pected naturally to belong to them.
But though Law was thus induced to overlook the evil influence which
the regent was exerting over his plan, others, who look upon the history
long afterwards with the single view of drawing instruction from it,
should be careful to assign to each party the share of responsibility
which properly belongs to them. It was the regent of Orleans who
took the bank into his own hands, when he found how prosperously it
was going on under Law; and it was he who, under pretence of making
money fixed, altered the tenor of its promise in such manner as to make
it redeemable only in current coin. This was bringing back the very
evil which the former policy had avoided. It was making the bank pa
per no better than the issues of the treacherous mint; and it was doing
this only as a preparative to a stupendous stockjobbing operation which
the regent was to conduct, and Law to advise, for the benefit of the go
vernment, at the expense of the nation.
It is needless, even if it was practicable within these narrow limits, to
go into any detailed explanation of the events which followed. Their
general character may be gathered from the single fact, that the principal
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result was a joint-stock company, in which the regent of France was a
main subscriber, and the object of which was, by the engrossing of all
possible
to createprivileges
for it a sufficient
and monopolies
degree inofthecredit
power
to of
enable
government
it to advance
to confer,
an
immense sum at very low interest. The operation was carried on by
means of a great issue of paper money, with which the shares were paid
for by the regent as well as others, and the return of this same paper
furnished the sum which had been agreed to be advanced to government.
Things went on swimmingly for a short time, but presently the necessity
of redeeming these promises became urgent in order to support their
credit. The regent had hoped to effect this by exchanging his shares,
which he had subscribed at about 500 livres a piece, for $10,000, the price
to which they had been forced up ; but in this he was destined to be dis
appointed. A rush took place from all quarters to realize, which pre
vented his converting them, and thus left him with no other means of
absorbing the paper he had so rashly issued. The great speculation
failed, and twenty-two hundred millions of livres, in bank notes, were to
be faced, without any thing to give for them but Mississippi company stock,
of which there were already in the market many sellers but no buyers.
The expedient actually adopted under these circumstances is too re
markable not to merit full notice in any thing purporting to treat of the phe
nomena ofcredit. A decree was issued, reducing at one blow the value of
all the promissory notes issued by the bank to one halfof the amount ex
pressed on their face. Now, I pray you, gentlemen, particularly to observe
the consequence of this measure. Instead of falling from twenty-two hund
red millions of livres, the original sum issued, down to eleven hundred
millions of livres, the value proposed to be assigned, the whole paper cur
rency of France sunk down to nothing in a moment. A man might
have carried a load of it on his back the next day, and it would not have
bought him a breakfast. The reason of this was, that credit is not, poly
pus-like, to be cut in halves, and either half survive the operation. The
same kind of trick had been played in coin often enough ; and in so far
as any precious metal was left in its composition, the same result had
been prevented — but in paper it would not answer in the least. Its
whole value depended upon public opinion, which had no other basis
than the probability of its being in some way or other absorbed by the
government. When, therefore, the fact was distinctly presented before
the community, that this probability had failed, and the government was
seeking relief in breach of faith, there was no greater reason for depend
ing upon one valuation of that breach than upon another. The entire
edifice of credit was prostrate in France, and the pecuniary affairs of
that country remained to be organized, just as much as if it had been a
new one ; subject, however, to drawbacks from the operation of human
passions, which at a much later period, and among a new generation of
actors, caused the final settlement of the account to be written out in
blood.
But why need I quote one instance and another, of the abuses to
which credit has been exposed in the hands of the sovereign power of
the state, when history furnishes them at every turn 1 Indeed, it may be
affirmed, that there is no record of any issue of paper currency, made
by any known government, which has not been perverted from the true
purpose, of promoting the exchanges of value among members of the
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same community, to the more narrow and unsafe one, of helping the
necessities of those who for the time manage the public affairs. They
surely, then, cannot be constituted a safe depository for any such power.
Credit may safely be left in the hands of those who are most interested
to preserve it — the capitalists of the country ; and its extent may be
regulated by the demands of a natural and productive industry directed
to useful ends. The law of demand and supply may be left to take
care of the whole matter, with perfect confidence of a happy result,
provided, always, that sound public opinion, and an energetic and uni
form system of restraint upon fraud, shall always co-operate to keep
private enterprise from running into hurtful and extravagant excess.
Yet let it not be supposed, that this or any other method of using
credit that may be devised, can have the effect of preventing the fluc
tuations which frequently take place in the transactions of commerce.
It is too much the tendency of the present age, to consider credit as
wholly responsible for effects, the origin of which is really to be seen in
trade. The very law of supply and demand, which has been already
alluded to, is one which can never be arranged according to any known
scale, for the reason that it is impossible to foresee the direction which
human wants and passions in civilized life will next take. There will,
therefore, be frequent fluctuations, which may defy the sagacity of the
wisest merchant ; and although to the calm observer these may appear
always to work themselves out in the long run, within very clear and
definite limits, and to subside into a tolerably regular channel, yet this
process may, to the industrious merchant, be not unfrequently attended
by extremely trying and critical conjunctures. The course of trade does
not run much more smooth than that which the poet has singled out to
make into a proverb. And whether credit is employed in it to a greater
extent, or whether it is not, every commercial community must calculate
upon it as a fact of the highest probability, that some periods will, be
periods of particular success, and others, again, will make themselves
remembered as signally disastrous. To quarrel with credit upon this
account, would be about as reasonable as to impeach the Deity because
we are not consulted in the disposition of good and evil.
What, then, is the general practical inference which I would draw
from the whole doctrine I have endeavored to explain this evening 1 Is
it not, that credit being no thing of involuntary origin in a state, but
rather a consequence of certain preceding causes, which must coincide
to give it a true and proper efficiency, the true object for our exertion is
to regulate our action to those causes, rather than to be spending time in
counteracting effects. There is doubtless a tendency to some abuses in
the present day, which it is the duty of a prudent community to check if
not prevent. I3ut after all, the only true preventive will be found by going
to the fundamental principles. There can be no security against error,
where there is no effort made to distinguish it from truth. There must
be clear notions formed of the difference between capital and ciedit, as
well as of the dependence in which the latter stands upon the former.
There must above all be a rigid attachment to the dictates of the moral
sense, and a uniformity with it in the co-operating restrictive policy of
the sovereign authority. These, and these alone, will answer as a perfect
protection from the attacks of avarice and sensuality. You may pile
statute upon statute on your legislative tables, you may put a bar here
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and a padlock there, but your house will never be the stronger against
any combination of cunning and fraud, without you take pains to force
the mask from the face of the hypocrite. In that public opinion is the
greatest safeguard, which will not overlook or pardon dishonesty — which
will break up at once the haunt of the gambling speculator — and above
all, and most of all, which will suffer no violation of promise to the
honest and innocent of the community to be repeated, without effective
interference and permanent prevention.
When I look round, gentlemen, and observe the relative situation of
the great countries of the world — when I consider that the credit which
some enjoy and make use of is an unfailing index of their prosperity,
while the adversity of others appears to go hand in hand with its disuse,—
it is with not less amazement than regret that I see a disposition mani
festing itself among us to preach up a crusade ag)iinst it. It is most es
pecially on this account that I would earnestly recommend it to you who
live in this great city, promising as it does to be the commercial centre
of our northern continent, ever to bear in mind the indispensable requisites
for its natural support. In adherence to them as landmarks, credit may
over be relied upon as a safe and efficient adjunct to all great enterprises ;
by neglect of them, a resort to it as an instrument of power must at best
be playing a game of chance. The strict adherence to truth, the unfail
ing redemption of promises, the untiring exercise of human energy, are
what form the groundwork of all the valuable success of mercantile life.
And when these are once joined with a portion of capital, however small,
credit will come in to extend the field of operation and facilitate the
gathering in of the harvest. But a little more than two centuries since,
and a few patient and plodding Hollanders were to be found on this spot,
who could send home only four thousand beaver skins as the evidence
of their surplus industry ; and now, your daily operations in your mag
nificent Exchange set in motion huge masses of wealth over every part
of the habitable globe. This change, extraordinary as it is, cannot have
resulted from the slow process of accumulating the savings of labor.
Credit has come in to facilitate and advance the work, and this the most
obviously during the last half century, in which she has had the freest
play. She has concentrated the powers of all the producing classes
upon the discovery and pursuit of the boldest paths, as well of maritime
as domestic adventure. She has stepped in to inspire the navigator with
confidence in spreading every sail over the ocean of fortune. And when
I perceive on every side the palpable results which have fojlowed— when
I think of the almost magical transformation of this petty island into a
rich and multitudinous city — when I reflect that the sum of the heaviest
losses yet endured is nothing to the gains which stand piled up in your
streets, — it is with no small astonishment that I hear the commercial
system under which all this has taken place pronounced even here to be
irredeemably vicious. Such doctrine as this strikes at the root of im
provement, and demands revolution. It seeks for perfection, and goes
backward in the search. There are great spots in the magnificent orb
of day, but its heat is not the less a genial, vivifying, creative influence
upon our earth. There are evils attending the use of all the great
agents in nature, but these do not prevent man from controlling them to
great and beneficial purposes of human progress. The great secret,
after all, gentlemen, is in the mind. And most happy will that commuVOL. II. — no. hI.
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nity become, which most steadily unites with its industry, content.
Within a few years last past, you have been visited with not a few trials
of your fortitude ; and it is among the most encouraging circumstances
that surround us, that you have passed through them with so little
shrinking. It rests with you to persevere only in the same policy, to
remember that credit is a moral property as well as an economical in
strument, and to go on unswervingly in the support of it through evil
report and good report, here and elsewhere, and the unfailing conse
quence will be, that to you will the honor be due of saving the name of
America from becoming synonymous with faithlessness all over the
world ; and to your moral courage under temptation, will this city be
indebted for the proudest pedestal of its future fortunes.
Now like a maiden queen she will behold,
From her high turrets, hourly suitors come —
The East with incense, and the West with gold,
Will stand like suppliants to receive her doom.

Art. II.— THEORY OF PROFITS.— No. II.
Having seen that Mr. Ricardo and his followers have erred in their
analysis of rent, and that, by mistaking a common accompaniment for
one of its elements, they have needlessly embarrassed a subject which
admits of an explanation as simple as it is just, let us now see how they
have connected it with the theory of profits.
Their reasoning on this part of the subject is briefly this : The price
of raw produce consists of that portion of the labor and capital expended
on the soil which pays no rent. This portion, commonly that which is
last expended, is therefore divided between the wages of labor and the
profits of capital, and determines the rate of each. Now, as in the pro
gress of society it is necessary to resort to soils of less and less fertility,
and as the returns made to equal portions of capital applied to the same
soil must also gradually diminish, it follows, that the fund which is thus
divided between wages and profits, must, in like manner, experience a
gradual decrease when estimated in the quantity of raw produce. But
as the laborer must receive as much raw produce as is " sufficient to
subsist, and perpetuate his race," when this, the natural price of his labor,
is deducted from a constantly decreasing fund, the necessary consequence
is, that his proportional part of that fund is continually increasing, and
that the residue, which constitutes the profits of capital, is continually
diminishing. In this way, the gradual fall of profits, as exhibited in the
market rate of interest, which had taken place in England and some
other parts of Europe, was accounted for, contrary to the explanation of
Adam Smith, who referred it to the increasing competition of capitalists,
in consequence of the growing accumulation of wealth.
There is more than one error involved in the preceding rationale of
profit. In the first place, it assumes that the laborer must always re
ceive the same amount of raw produce ; but this supposition is contra
dicted by the past history of society. We know that it greatly varies in
different countries ; that it is in general more than twice as much in the
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United States as it is in England, twice as much in that country as in
Ireland, and more than four times as much as in India. We know, too,
that it has greatly varied in the same country; that the daily wages of or
dinary labor in England, for example, which are now but about a peck of
wheat a day, have once been as much as two pecks. We know that in
the progress of society the real wages of the laborer, that is, the value of
the raw produce received by him, has generally diminished with the in
crease of numbers, and that he is able to accommodate himself to the re
duction by resorting to a cheaper food — as by the substitution of bread
for meat, and of potatoes for bread. It is, indeed, by reason of these
substitutions, that landlords are able to command more and more labor
for the same amount of raw produce ; and thus they constitute, as we
have seen, a main source of rent.
Secondly : But if the wages and consumption of the laborer were an
invariable quantity, it would not follow that profits would necessarily
continue to fall. That inference assumes that capital has no other means
of profitable employment than in -agriculture; in which case, the gradual
decline of profits would be merely the affirmance of the simple arithme
tical proposition, that if the same number be subtracted from a decreasing
series of numbers, the residues will also decrease. Nay, farther, profits
must gradually decline if the laborer bore only his proportion of loss
arising from the diminution of the common fund, instead of receiving, as
has been supposed, the same actual amount of wages.
But the assumption that is thus made is altogether unwarranted.
Every branch of industry furnishes a field for the profitable employment
of capital, and the profits afforded by any one branch cannot be permanent
ly more or less than those afforded by the other branches. Each one, then,
which would avail itself of the beneficial aid of capital, whether it be the
fanner, the manufacturer, or the merchant, must pay the market price
of such capital, that is, the current rate of profits.
That current rate, we shall find, does not depend on the rise or full of
wages or rent, as the Ricardo school have assumed, but is governed by
its own separate laws ; and though it tends, like wages, to fall with the
progress of society, yet this tendency may be, and actually is, sometimes
counteracted, so as to continue high when wages have reached the low
est point of depression, as is the case in India, China, and a few other
countries.
To establish the preceding positions, it will be necessary to consider
the nature and funct ions of capital.
The origin of capital is to be found in man's moral nature. If the
wants of that nature impel him to efforts of industry, the same wants
make him put by a part of his earnings for future use. He wishes to
possess the means of subsequent as well as of present enjoyment, and to
make provision for those whose happiness is dear to him as well as for
his own. His foresight and his affections thus make him frugal as well
as industrious, and all the products which he has stored away, no matter
in what materials they consist, or from what sources derived, are called
capital.
But how is capital a source of profit to its owner ? The answer to
this question may also be found by a reference to man's moral nature.
Those who have stored away useful commodities, or, in other words,
have accumulated capital, cannot be expected to let others have the gra
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tuitous use of it. It may never be returned, and the owner might rea
sonably require something to compensate him for this risk. But profit
is something more than indemnity against loss, and we may find founda
tions for this profit both in the common motives of human action, and in
the creative powers of capital itself.
I. We have seen that fertile land, after it has, in the progress of socie
ty, become relatively scarce, yields an annual rent to the proprietor for
its temporary use. Now it would often happen in the diversified con
cerns of human life, that the proprietor would gladly exchange his land,
which was thus a source of perpetual profit, for the gross sum it would
yield in a limited number of years, and that other persons would be
found who would as gladly pay the money and take the land. In other
words, land, like commodities that yield no rent, has its market price,
which is but a part of the indefinite amount it is expected to yield. Now
whatever was the price of the land, the money paid for it being an equi
valent for that which yielded a clear annual profit, would, by the act of
purchase, become invested with the like faculty of yielding an annual
profit.
In this capacity of money to purchase land, we see a just foundation
for interest, over and above a compensation for the risk of loss ; and the
rate of that interest evidently depends upon the proportion between the
price of the land and its clear annual rent. Thus, suppose the rent to
be $100, and the price 81,000, then, money, like land, yields an annual
profit of 10 per cent. This is what is called selling land at ten years'
purchase. So, if the price of the land was $2,000, then the annual pro
fit or interest would be 5 per cent., and the land would have been sold
at twenty years' purchase.
So long, then, as the desires and occasions of men induce them to pre
fer a large sum in hand to a small sum indefinitely repeated every year,
or, rather, a smaller sum in hand to a larger sum lor which he must wait,
land will have its price, and those who are able to pay it have the ready
means of obtaining for it an annual profit.
But supposing that by the laws or usages of a country land could not
be transferred, or that it was the property of the sovereign, as is gene
rally the case throughout Asia, capital would not, on that account, the
less yield a clear profit to its owners for its temporary use.
In every community, after society has so advanced that capital has
been accumulated, it would be very unequally distributed and variously
invested. Some would be rich, and some poor ; some rich in one spe
cies of property or commodities, and some in another. Now it would
often happen, that one individual would want the temporary use of some
machine, or tool, or other convenience, which another possessed, as of a
house, a boat, or wagon, and which convenience he had not the means
of procuring, or which, though he had, would not be worth to him the
cost of procuring. He then would be willing to pay for such temporary
use. If the owner did not receive more than a fair proportion of the
cost, he would not be induced to permit the temporary use; and if he
did receive more, the excess would be profit or interest. Those, on the
other hand, who did not possess these conveniences, would be willing
to pay this excess, as the easiest, and perhaps the only, means of obtaining
them.
It may, therefore, be inferred, that capital vested in perishable articles.
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and the products of human labor, would yield a neat profit to its owner
no less than when it was vested in land. In truth, the two cases differ
more in appearance than reality as to the circumstances and motives
which occasion them. In both cases, a smaller amount of present en
joyment is deemed equivalent to a larger amount that is postponed —
the value of any commodity, like its magnitude, decreasing in men's eyes
according to the distance. The only difference between the two cases
is, that the owner of capital, in the purchase of land, has a security for
the annual profit which he has not in the hire or loan of property that
may be lost or destroyed. But, in lieu of such security, he trusts to the
ability and good faith of the hirer or borrower, and requires a greater
rate of profit to indemnity him for the risk of loss. In both cases, too,
the profits of capital naturally arise from the inequality of human condi
tion, and the diversity of men's tempers and desires.
In these cases, however, the profits of capital may be merely the trans
fer of a part of the products of land and labor from one portion of the
community to the other. They only suppose that some, from temper or
necessity, think only of the present, whilst others are not unmindful of the
future ; and that the price which one class pays for its self-indulgence or
its poverty, the other receives as the reward of its forbearance and selfdenial. Capital, thus made to change hands by the force of these moral
agents, and thus altering the distribution of national wealth, adds nothing
to its amount. But capital has also a creative power, by which it adds
to the wealth of the nation, as well as of its individual possessor ; and
this, the higher and worthier source of its profits, we will now consider.
II. In every industrious community, capital co-operates with its land
and labor, and is one of its main instruments of production. It is thus
creative of wealth in two ways ; first, by the use of tools and labor-sa
ving machines, and secondly, by the division of labor.
First : By the aid of the tools which his ingenuity has devised, man
can perform many operations on the rude products of nature, which
would otherwise be impracticable. Of this, the axe, the saw, the auger,
nay, every cutting tool whatever, furnishes ready examples. But it is
by those machines by which the cheap powers, wind, running water, or
steam, are made to substitute human labor, that the productive faculty
of capital is most strikingly manifested. Thus, if an individual, wish
ing to provide a large quantity of plank, were to vest a certain amount
pital in a saw mill, he might thereby obtain ten, or perhaps twenty,
i
bines as much plank in a year as the same capital would have procured
The had employed it in having the plank sawed by hand, as would have
been necessary without the invention of the saw mill, and is still occa
8sionally practised. Here, all the additional quantity of plank obtained,
after deducting the proportional part of its cost, is the nett product of
the capital, and its powers (if production are precisely similar to those
of a piece of fertile land which has yielded a ten fold or twenty fold in
crease. If, in the one case, a bushel of wheat is made (with the aid of
human skill and industry) to produce twenty bushels, so, in the other,
capital skilfully applied may be made to perform twenty times the
labor by which that capital was produced. The saw mill is a type of
all the labor-saving machines by which the power of man over the seve
ral products of the material world has been so greatly multiplied, and
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the amount of his wealth in industrious and intelligent communities has
been so prodigiously increased.
Secondly : Capital, also, greatly increases production, by enabling its
owner to employ many workmen in a single manufacture, and to assign
to each a separate operation, whereby the aggregate result is greatly
multiplied. This distribution of employments, which has, ever since the
days of Adam Smith, been called the division of labor, increases produc
tion in three different ways, as Smith remarks : " First, by the increase
of dexterity in every particular workman; secondly, by the saving of the
time which is commonly lost in passing from one species of work to
another; and lastly, by the invention of a great number of machines which
facilitate and abridge labor, and enable one man to do the work of
many."
It might seem to some, that as this distribution of the various parts
of a complicated business might be effected by the voluntary co-opera
tion of individuals, without the employment of more capital than the
same number of persons would require in any other branch of industry,
the great benefits of their combined efforts are not fairly attributable to
capital. But as such enterprises are rarely undertaken, and still more
rarely succeed, except when under the superintendence and control of
a master mind, and as in such a case a large outlay of capital is required
to pay numerous workmen, and to provide the raw materials for their
manufacture, it seems strictly right to regard the advantages of a divi
sion of labor as among the functions of capital, so far as respects the dis
tribution of employments in the same manufactories, but not as it
respects the distribution of different branches of business over different
countries, or different parts of the same country. The first, we have
seen, is not likely to be carried on, except by great capitalists ; but the
benefits arising from carrying on one branch of business in Manchester,
another in Birmingham, and another in Leeds, may be attained with no
greater expenditure of capital, nay, probably with less, than if the manu
facture of cotton goods, hardware, and woollen, were indiscriminately
carried on in each place.
When capital has thus, by the progress of science and art, added the
faculty of a powerful agent of production to that of furnishing the ready
means of expense, a new set of moral agents then direct its distribution.
It is now sought as eagerly for the purposes of gain, as it once was for
the pleasure of spending it, and he who pays for the use of it may be
yet more benefited than he who receives its profits. By its means, the
enterprising and industrious may avail themselves of the past savings of
the frugal and forbearing, and these again may share in the future gains
of well directed industry. Temporary transfers of capital are made for
the purposes of production rather than of consumption, and the average
profit it yields in this its later and predominant function, controls and
regulates the rate of profit in every other.
From the preceding analyses of capital, we may see that the sources
of its profits are to be found in man's moral nature, and that so far as it
is derived from his preferring a smaller immediate gratification to a
greater one at a distance, it is unconnected with the value of raw produce
or of labor, and consequently, with the progress of rent. It would de
pend partly upon the proportion between the disposition to save and the
disposition to spend, and partly upon the amount of capital that had been
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accumulated. With the same amount of capital, the larger the propor
tion of thrift over expense, the smaller the rate of profit, and vice versa ;
and with the same proportion between the two, the larger the amount of
capital
the larger
accumulated,
the profit. the smaller the profit, and the smaller the amount,
So far, too, as capital is an instrument of productive rate of profit, it
is equally independent of the price of raw produce and of labor. The
profits of capital, from this source, depend partly upon the extent to
which it is capable of abridging labor, and partly on the amount accu
mulated. We know that the various implements and machines which
man has invented to aid him in rendering brute matter subservient to
bis purposes, and by which he has imparted to it a new value, possess
this power in very different degrees ; that some may moderately increase
his power, whilst others enlarge it ten or twenty fold. Now, it is clear,
that the greater the saving of labor that capital can effect, the greater
must be the profit it is capable of yielding. The machine, for instance,
which can save the labor of one hundred men in a year, yields twice the
profit of one which saves the labor of only fifty men, supposing their
cost to be the same, and the capital vested in one is twice as productive
as that vested in the other. As those modes of investing capital which
effect the greatest profit will be first preferred, the successive savings
made by thrift and frugality will naturally be employed in those ways
which yield less and less profit ; and the precise point at which these
investments will stop, will, therefore, depend on the progress of science
and mechanical invention, together with the amount of capital accumu
lated. Supposing the degree of advancement the same, the rate of
profit will be inversely as the amount of capital accumulated ; and sup
posing the amount the sa,me, the rate of profit will be directly as the
rate of advancement ; or, in other words, the unoccupied field of abridg
ing labor. Of two nations possessed of the same amount of capital, the
profit will be the greatest in the one which is most advanced in science
and mechanical art.
If, then, we have correctly traced out the moral principles which deter
mine the rate of the profits of capital, whilst we in the main must agree
with Adam Smith that profits diminish with the increase of capital, yet
that theory must be taken with some qualification, since it assumes not
only that the proportion between the frugal and luxurious continues un
changed, but that the field for labor-saving machines and contrivances
is not susceptible of much variation, neither of which suppositions ac
cords with the history of society. A nation may have a greater propor
tion of the thrifty class at one time, and of idle consumers at another ;
and in any style of its advancement some happy discovery may greatly
enlarge the field for the profitable employment of capital. The inven
tion of Arkwright's machine, and, yet more, that of the steam engine in
England, the application of that engine to navigation by Fulton, and
more recently its application to rail-roads, have, at different periods, so
increased the demand for capital, that its profits have been kept from
falling, and in some cases have actually risen, notwithstanding the coun
teracting influence of a prodigious increase of capital. With these quali
fications, the doctrine of Smith, that the profits of capital in every country
are in the inverse proportion to its amount, which is only saying that
capital obeys the general law of losing a part of its value from abundance,
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is substantially true; consequently, that the rate of profit is as indepen
dent of the rate of wages, as the price of iron is of the price of wool ;
and that after that rate has been determined by the circumstances which
have been mentioned, no branch of industry can have the aid of capital
without the payment of that rate.
But if the principal foundation of the profits of capital is its faculty of
saving labor, as we have contended, some may ask how can those profits
be independent of the price of labor ? The answer is, that in ascertain
ing the price of labor we compare labor, with something else, as with
raw produce ; but in ascertaining the rate of profits, we compare capital
with itself. The rate being a proportionate part of the whole capital
employed, is the same, whether that whole represent a greater or less
value. Thus, if capital equivalent to the labor of one hundred men should,
when vested in some labor-saving machine, save the labor of ten men alter
paying all expenses, the rate of profit, which would be ten per cent.,
would be the same whether the labor of the one hundred men were great
er or less, for whatever is the value of the one hundred, the capital, so is
the value of ten, the profit; and the capitalist who receives ten per cent. in
India, where labor is four cents a day, derives precisely the same profit
from his capital as if he received ten per cent. in the United States, where
labor is ten or twenty times as high.
It has also been gravely maintained, that an increase of capital, and a
consequent increase of competition among capitalists, cannot lower the
profits of capital. " All that competition can do," it is said " and all that it
ever does, is to reduce the profits obtained in different businesses and
employments to the same common level."* But the tendency of compe
tition to lessen the general average of profits, is as certain and as natural
as the tendency to equalize them among individuals, and the same pro
cess by which the one is effected also effects the other. If competition
among the laborers of a country tend to bring wages to one common
level, it is no less certain that the increased competition of double the
number of laborers would tend to make that common level yet lower.
They are both consequences of the same underbidding of rival com
petitors.
For the purpose of better illustrating the relation of profits to wages
and rent, let us suppose a small community of thirty families, of whom
one third were the proprietors of the soil, another third owners of the
capital required for its cultivation, and another, common laborers ; that
the best land had been taken into cultivation, and that its annual product
was equally divided among each of the three classes, so as for each farm
to rent for one hundred bushels of wheat, each laborer to receive one
hundred bushels, and of course each farmer to receive the same for his
outlay of capital.
Let us farther suppose that the population went on to increase, so as
to make it necessary to resort to inferior soils, and that this process had
continued until the population had doubled, by which time the produce
of the same capital and labor which had previously produced three hund
red, was now, on the inferior lands, reduced to one hundred and eighty
bushels.

* M'Culloch's edition of the Wealth of Nations, p. 476.
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If all the three classes had increased in the same proportion, it is not
improbable that the lands last taken into cultivation would rent on the
same terms as the best lands had done, that is, for one third of the pro
duce — the same circumstances of mutual competition which had brought
about that result before, existing now. In this case, the farmers would
be entitled to one hundred and twenty bushels, to pay the wages of the
laborer, and the profits of his capital.
How would the one hundred and twenty bushels be distributed? Ac
cording to the Ricardo school, the laborer should receive one hundred
bushels, or near it, as before; or supposing one half of his wages to be
appropriated to raw produce, to eighty bushels, leaving forty bushels to
the farmer, or two fifths of what he formerly received as profit for the
same amount of capital. But if capital and labor had increased in the
same proportion, on the ordinary principles of supply and demand, the
same division between them which had previously taken place would
still continue, and each would receive sixty bushels, or three fifths of what
it had formerly received.
But let us suppose that capital had not increased in the same propor
tion, and that there was an accession of only four fifths of the requisite
horses, ploughs, and other implements of husbandry, for the cultivation of
the additional soil. Then there would be a demand for less labor,
whereby the competition among laborers would be increased, and their
wages would consequently fall. But in the same degree that wages were
reduced would the profits of the farmer be augmented.
But if, on the other hand, by the prevalence of thrift, capital had in
creased faster than population, as it commonly does in a prosperous
community, and there was more than double the former amount of the
implements of husbandry and of commodities stored away to pay labor
ers, in that case the increased competition among farmers would raise the
wages of labor, and in the same degree that the latter exceeded sixty
bushels, the profits of capital would fall short of that quantity. Thus we
see, that while the profits as well as wages tend to decline with the pro
gress of population, yet in the same stage of that progress, profits will
have declined more or less than wages, according as capital has been ac
cumulated in a greater or less proportion, and that in the division which
capital and labor make of the products of the soil allotted to them, the
proportion that they respectively receive, depends upon their proportion
to each other.
As wages and profits tend to equality throughout the same communi
ty, when the capitalists and laborers are obliged to put up with a smaller
return from inferior soils, they will be able to obtain no higher a return
from the cultivation of the more fertile soils, and the difference goes to
increase rents. Thus, in the supposed reduction of wages and profits
from two hundred bushels to one hundred and twenty, the rents on the
best lands would be raised from one hundred, to one hundred and eighty
bushels, or from one third to three fifths.
With all this variance in the relative distribution of rent, wages, and
profits, we find that each in its rise or fall obeys the great law of supply
and demand. Thus, as in the progress of population the supply of fer
tile land becomes less in proportion to the demand, its products rise in
value ; while for the opposite the price of labor falls, and the profits of
VOL. II.—no. in.
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capital, in like manner, rise or fall, as the supply falls short or exceeds the
demand for it, that is, the occasions of using it to aid human labor.
In the preceding example, we have considered it as employed solely
in agriculture, in which case the demand for it will depend mainly upon
the amount of the laboring class. But it must not be forgotten that it
is also demanded for the purposes of commerce and manufactures as
well as of agriculture, and the portion allotted to the last may be di
minished by the field of profitable employment afforded by the other
two, as well as by any other cause ; for the rate of profit depends upon the
proportion between the entire demand in all employments, and the whole
supplyj and of course, the greater the demand, the greater the rate of
profit, until the increased rate of profit checks the demand, and restores
the equilibrium.
A considerable diminution of supply has the same effect in raising
the rate of profits as an increased demand. Whatsoever, then, checks the
accumulation of wealth yet more than the progress of population, en
hances the profitableness of the remaining capital. It is in this way
that interest continues so high in India and China, and indeed through
out all Asia, where, by reason of the land being regarded as the property
of the sovereign, he is able to exact so large a proportion of the products
of the soil as to leave a mere pittance to the cultivators, so that no wealth
can be accumulated from that source. The unlimited power of taxation
derived from the same arbitrary character of their governments, and the
insecurity of property, also impede the acquisition of wealth in other
employments. Taxes, by lessening the amount of capital, have the
same effect in raising the profits of the residue, that a scanty harvest
has in raising the price of corn.
We see, on the other hand, the profits of capital fall with the increase
of its amount. It has been owing to the steadily increasing opulence of
Great Britain, in spite of a still increasing taxation, that interest has
fallen from 10 per cent., in the time of Henry VIII., successively to 8,
7, 6, and 5 per cent., at which rate it has been fixed by law, for more
than a century ; though, in point of fact, for large sums the proprie
tors cannot get more than from 3 to 3J per cent. It was the extraor
dinary opulence of Holland, too, which made the interest of money, and
the ordinary profits, lower than in any country in the world — private
individuals having formerly been able to borrow money there at 3 per
cent., and the government at only 2 per cent. This low rate of in
terest, which was the natural consequence of the wealth she derived
from her unequalled commerce, from her numerous manufactures, her
extensive fisheries, and from her cultivating and fertilizing every portion
of her territory like a garden, has been strangely attributed to her very
heavy taxation.* In truth, both the taxation and the low rate of profits
are the effects of extraordinary riches both in Holland and England, and
if the additions to the national capital had not exceeded the whole amount
of expenditure, public and private, interest would have risen instead of
fallen. In like manner, the profits of capital may continue low notwith
standing a decline in the amount of capital, if there has also been a cor
respondent diminution of demand. In this way, the interest of money
continues to be still somewhat lower in Holland than in any part of Eu* In M'Culloch's Principles of Political Economy.
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rope, although she has lost many of the sources of her former opu
lence ; but much of the capital she had acquired in thq palmy days of
her prosperity she still retains ; and if being more than the narrower
field of her commerce and manufactures can employ, has to seek invest
ment in foreign countries, to avoid the expense and hazard of which a
much lower interest is taken at home. Taxation does indeed lessen the
revenues of all classes, including the capitalist ; it may impair the amount
of the national capital, and it always tends to check its growth ; but, so
far as it has that effect, it tends to raise the rate of profit rather than to
lower it.
In the preceding inquiry, the profits of capital have been taken in a
narrower sense than is usual, and have been considered as identical with
the interest of money lent, exclusive of the risk of loss. The term
profits is commonly used by political economists to comprehend not only
the return made by the capital itself, but also that which rewards him
who employs it for his judgment, foresight, and personal superintendence
in the management of it. This last is, strictly speaking, only a par
ticular species of industry and talent, and the compensation it receives
is of the nature of wages, and is regulated by the laws which govern
wages. It is, then, much more favorable to scientific precision to separate
the two, and to consider nothing as the profits of capital, but that return
which capital yields independent of the personal exertions of its pro
prietor. The rate of profit in this sense is nearly uniform in the same
country at the same point of time, but the personal services with which
they are commonly conjoined have all that diversity which ever attends
the rewards of human labor, according to the agreeableness of the em
ployment, the risk of success, the difficulty of acquiring the requisite
skill, etc.; and consequently, the rate of profit, in its ordinary sense,
must have the same diversity. It may be five or even ten times as great
in a business employing a small capital as in one employing a large one
— at one rate in a safe, or an easy, or a reputable business, and another
in a precarious, or a difficult, or a discreditable employment. To con
found things so essentially distinct cannot but produce embarrassment
in our reasonings, and in our practical applications of them often lead
us into positive error.
It deserves to be remarked, that as in this way much that is called
profits is in reality wages, so a part of what commonly goes under the
name of rent is properly profits. Of this character is the compensation
which the landed proprietor receives for the use of all buildings erected
on his land, all improvements made by ditching, draining, fencing, or by
any other employment of capital. The annual return they yield is
governed by the laws of capital, and rises or falls with the ordinary rate
of profits, independent of the progress of rents.
"VVe have thus seen that the theory of Ricardo and his followers involves
two fallacies as to profits : one, that the laborer will continue to receive
the same real wages after his labor has become less productive ; and the
other, that whenever an increase of population makes it necessary to re
sort to inferior soils to furnish the requisite amount of food, the necessi
ties of the augmented population extend to the proprietors of capital, and
compel them to advance capital for the cultivation of such inferior soils.
If these two points be conceded, the ingenious theory they have built on
them is the logical consequence ; but we have shown that they are contra
dicted by the whole history of civil society, and the most undeniable
>
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motives of human action ; nor could minds of this stamp have adopted
such errors, if they had been sufficiently impressed with the conviction
that political economy is essentially a moral science, and if they had not
prematurely attempted to reduce its laws to mathematicalformula before
they had sufficiently investigated the moral principles on which those
laws are founded.
On this subject we may aptly quote the concluding remarks of Pro
fessor Whewell, in his " Mathematical Exposition" of some of Mr. Ricardo's doctrines in political economy :
" Any attempt to make this subject at present a branch of mathema
tics, could only lead to a neglect or perversion of facts, and to a course
of trifling speculations, barren distinctions, and useless logomachies.
' Collocatio ejus inter matheinatica,' as Bacon says of another science,
' hunc ipsum defectum et alios similes peperit ; quia a phenomenis prema
ture discessum est.' And these defects may be incurred, even though
common verbal reasoning be substituted for mathematics, if the course
adopted be that of assuming principles and definitions, and making these
the origin of a system. The most profitable and philosophical specula
tions of political economy are, however, of a different kind : they are
those which are employed not in reasoning from principles but to them;
in extracting from a wide and patient survey of facts, the laws accord
ing to which circumstances and conditions determine the progress of
wealth and the fortunes of men. Such laws will necessarily affix, and
probably always be too limited and too dependent on moral and social
elements, to become the basis of mathematical calculation ; and I am
perfectly ready to admit, that the discovery of such laws, and the inves
tigation of their consequences, is an employment of far higher philo
sophical dignity and importance than any office to which the mathema
tician can aspire."*
Mr. Senior's name having been mentioned as one of the supporters of
the new school of political economy, as to the theory of rent, it is but
justice to that political economist to remark, that he has not embraced
the doctrine of that school as to profits — on which subject his views do
not conflict with those of Adam Smith, though he has aimed in this, as
in other parts of his excellent treatise, to reduce his principles to the
strict form of science, far beyond what Smith attempted or seemed to
have thought practicable.
The principles which I have endeavored to establish in the preced
ing investigation, will be now briefly recapitulated. They are,
1. That after the best land of a country is taken into cultivation, raw
produce, from the increased demand for it to supply the wants of an in
creased population, gradually rises in price compared with human labor;
in other words, that in the progress of society more labor is given for
the same quantity of raw produce.
2. That it is in consequence of such rise of raw produce, or fall of
labor, that new and poorer soils are taken into cultivation ; which culti
vation, by increasing the quantity of raw produce, tends to lower its
price. But as such farther cultivation is the effect of the increased price
of raw produce, it can never bring down the price to its former level.

* Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, vol. iv., part i.
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The effect of increasing numbers, in raising the price, and of a resort
to inferior soils in lowering, may be illustrated by the ascent of a body
lighter than air, which, as it ascends, takes up a chain that connects it
with the earth, and which is prevented, by the increasing weight of the
chain, from ascending as high as it otherwise would, before it finds its
equilibrium.
3. That as population and cultivation extend, the laborer must receive
less raw produce, unless the capitalist receive less. But the portion
received by the capitalist depends upon the number of his competitors,
and the demand for capital.
4. That the laborer receiving less raw produce for his labor, must con
sume less either in the quantity or quality of his food, unless he re
trenches in other things. He commonly retrenches both in food and
other things.
5. That the reduction of wages from the increase of numbers may be
counteracted by improvements in husbandry. But while the price of
raw produce may thus be rendered stationary, the landlord gains by the
increase of quantity.
6. That profits are increased by whatever lessens the supply of capi
tal, as taxation, dearth, or increased demand for it, as new avenues to
trade, new modes of abridging labor, and the like. They are dimin
ished by an increased supply of capital, as a long course of prosperity
in commerce or manufactures, or by a diminished demand, as where for
mer modes of employment are cut off, land, labor, and capital.
7. That though affected by different circumstances, all obey the great
law of supply and demand, in the profits they severally yield. Thus, the
profits of land, or rent, rise with the demand for raw produce. The
profits of labor, or wages, fall with the increase of numbers. The profits
of capital fall with the accumulation of capital.
The following table will illustrate the effect of an increase of popula
tion on rent, wages, and profits, according to the preceding principles.
It supposes all the best lands to be taken into cultivation, improvements
in husbandry stationary, capital to increase in the same ratio with num
bers, and the raw produce to be equally divided into rent, wages, and
profits, during the whole six periods of time supposed. The number of
agricultural laborers are assumed to be one tenth of the gross population.

POPULATION.

1,000,000
l.SMO.OOO
1,400,000
1,600,000
1,800,000
2 000 000

Proportion of
pro produce in
Number of Annual
wages,
duce
inbushlaborers. els of wheat. rent,
and profits,
each.
100,000
120,000
140,000
160,000
180,000
200,000

10,000,000
11,000,000
12,000,000
13,000,000
14,000,000
15,000,000

4,666,6661
5,000,000
3,333,333J
3,666,6661
4,000,000
4,333,333J

Wages of la
bor per day,
in pints oj
wheat.

Whole amount
of rents in
days of la
bor.

120
160 = 2p'ks.
146
137
130
124

6,(i66,666l
8,036.000
9,343,000
10,666,666}
11,962,000
13.333,333J

It thus appears, that while the population had doubled, rents had
increased 50 per cent., estimated in raw produce, and 100 per cent.,
estimated in labor, and that wages had fallen from two pecks a day to
one and a half peck.
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But as improvements in husbandry are rarely stationary in any coun
try where art and civilization have made much progress, let us now
suppose that they have been sufficient to make the produce of the soil
keep pace with the population. In that case the last line of the table
would stand thus :
Population
Number of laborers
Annualproduct
Proportion of produce in rent, &c
Daily wages of labor
Rents estimated in labor

52,000,000
200,030
20,000,000
6,666,666}
160 pints.
13,333,333 J

If, however, capital had not accumulated as fast as population, its
proportional part of the raw produce would have an increase corres
pondent to the deficiency, by which the amount of raw produce received
for rent would be less than before ; but as wages would also be farther
reduced, the landlords might be able to command as much labor as before.
The distribution of the annual produce would then be altered in this
way, supposing it to be 15,000,000 bushels, and the profits of capital to
be two fifths of the produce,
Profits
Rents
Wages
Daily wages
Rents estimated in labor

6,000,000 bushels.
4,500,000 ..
4,500,000 ..
108 pints.
13,333,31)3}

On the other hand, if capital should increase faster than population,
as it commonly does in intelligent and well regulated communities, it
would proportionally increase both wages and rents.

Art. III.— LIFE INSURANCE.
The proximity of death in all the varied and shifting scenes of life —
the sudden and fatal accidents which expose men to be cut down in the
prime of their youth, leaving fond and helpless relatives to mourn the
loss of those upon whom they were dependent for protection and sup
port — and the uncertainty of a life, whether in youth or age, which the
slightest casuality may take away, — are subjects that naturally prompt
an individual who is surrounded by a family, and connected with rela
tives relying upon him for necessaries to preserve them from the freez
ing charity of the world, to devise some means by which they can be
saved from want and suffering, after his physical strength and mental
energies shall have been destroyed by some one of the mysterious ope
rations of a Divine Providence.
Under these circumstances he feels it to be indispensably necessary to
the creation and continuance of his happiness while living, that some
sure and unfailing provision should be made for securing to those who
are dear to him, a sufficient competency to place them beyond a misera
ble dependence upon public charity after his death ; and most of his
aims in the business of life are directed towards this desirable consum
mation.
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When we look abroad upon the busy action of the world, and view
the varied and exciting scenes of life, and mark the struggling of man
kind as they rush to and fro on the great stage of their employment—
almost the sole object which we see them striving to attain is wealth,
that they may transmit it with their names to posterity. It is not a
miserly selfishness which thus induces men to exert the energies of
their minds for the purpose of obtaining a portion of the world's trea
sures ; they are actuated by sentiments of a nobler and more elevated
character. The acquirement of sufficient property for the support of
their families is generally the main object in view ; and after this is ac
complished, we often see them withdraw from the bustle of active life to
scenes of retirement. The ends for which they have toiled from the
dawning of manhood are then satisfied ; and those dependent upon
them are surrounded by all the comforts necessary to constitute happi
ness ; and they are impressed with the consoling consciousness, that if
death overtakes them, the pecuniary interests of their families cannot be
prejudiced or injured.
The energies of men being directed by these impulses, and their
duties pointed out and controlled by the feelings we have mentioned, it
is of the deepest importance that the means which are most effectual
in securing the desired object, and those attended with the least risk,
should be generally known and appreciated, and their peculiar applica
tion thoroughly understood.
An individual may be engaged in the most prosperous business, from
which he anticipates the realization of golden returns ; he may be in
the possession of every material calculated to create the foundation, and
rear the superstructure, of a splendid fortune — and death steps in to
darken the bright vision which his hopes had painted in perspective, and
his wife and family are left almost penniless and destitute. A person
may toil during a long life, and owing to the various misfortunes which
he encounters, be unable at the time of his death to leave any considera
ble sum for the support of those dependent upon him for a livelihood,
who are thus left unprotected, and exposed to the misery and suffering
which poverty seldom fails to carry in its train. Almost every under
taking in life is attended with risk and uncertainty ; and in whatever
business the feelings of men may lead them to engage, they will find
something which, in its direct or remote consequences, is calculated to
unsettle the conviction their minds had formed, of the certainty of de
riving
As the
largeordinary
and profitable
employments
gains from
of men
the pursuit
so frequently
in whichterminate
they embark.
un
favorably to their pecuniary interests, and as the most brilliant auspices
and flattering prospects are often annihilated and destroyed by the hand
of death, it is a matter of grave importance to those whose situations in
life compel them to rely upon the hazardous future for the acquirement
of a competencey upon which to support their families, to reflect upon
the means best calculated to secure this object, and to seize upon that,
which, in the event of misfortune in life, and impoverishment at death,
will surround their wives and children with pecuniary comforts. For
the attainment of this very desirable end, nothing is so safe and effectual
as the contract of life insurance, by which, for a sum proportioned to
the age, health, profession, and other circumstances of the individual
whose life is the object of insurance, the insurers engage that he shall
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not die within the time limited in the policy ; and that if he does, a
specified sum of money shall be paid to his heirs, or to those entitled to
claim it by the terms of the instrument.
The numerous and obvious advantages resulting from insurance of
this nature, led to its early adoption on the continent of Europe ; and
although its antiquity cannot be ascertained with much certainty, yet
the old French authors mention it as perfectly well known so early as
the middle of the seventeenth century. Before proceeding to point out
the many benefits which flow from it, the principles upon which it rests,
and the leading rules of law which govern its construction and control
its effect, we shall briefly notice the objections which were made to it
shortly after its introduction into the states of Europe ; and which, in
France and many other countries.led to the creation ofpositive regulations
declaring this species of contract illegal and void.
The reasons which are given for abolishing insurance of this nature,
after it had been introduced and sanctioned as productive of good results,
do not seem to be very satisfactory. The main argument used against
it in France being, that it fixed and determined the price of a man's
life, which ought to be beyond all valuation, particularly that of a free
man. The manner in which it was at that time used, was, without
doubt, often repugnant to good morals, and in many instances opened
a wide door to a variety of frauds and abuses ; for it permitted the most
unlicensed gambling, by allowing an individual to insure the life of any
person in which he had not the slightest interest ; and in some cases,
perhaps, led to the employment of the assassin to take away the life in
sured. These considerations probably formed the grounds upon which
its illegality was declared, and yet they furnish no sufficient cause for
its utter annihilation. Every necessary modification and restriction
could have been imposed, and all the numerous benefits and advantages
resulting from its use retained, and only those persons have been per
mitted to effect the policy who were interested in preserving the life
insured.
It is true, that when this prohibition was made in France, and other
states of continental Europe, the feelings and passions of mankind,
whether influenced by avarice, or any other consideration which prompts
human action, were less restrained within the bounds of morality and
justice, than they have been at later periods, when a more wholesome
and salutary system of laws has existed; but it is unnatural, and con
trary to the feelings and principles of human nature, to suppose that the
love of the wife and the affection of the child would, in any age be so
far overcome by the desire of gain, as to induce them to sacrifice the
life of the husband and parent, that they might enjoy the sum to which
an insurance upon his life would then entitle them. The objections, then,
with which this contract was met, upon its early introduction, arose from
the immorality which prevailed, on account of the discordant materials
of which society was then composed, the insufficiency of laws for the
punishment of violence and force, and the unlimited extent to which it
was carried; and did not result from any repugnant features intrinsically
existing. This is evident from the fact, that in whatever country in
surance of this nature has been allowed, under proper conditions and
restrictions, it has ever been productive of the most inestimable results,
and has been widely and extensively encouraged, by the most liberal
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and favorable legislation. The important advantages resulting from it
were early perceived in England; and in the reign of Queen Anne, the
Bishop of Oxford, Sir Thomas Allen, and some other gentlemen, were
induced to apply for a charter to incorporate themselves and their suc
cessors, for the purpose of enabling them to provide for their families
in an easy and beneficial manner. And the queen, in 1706, granted her
royal charter, incorporating them by the name of the " Amicable Society
for a Perpetual Assurance Office." This was the first institution of the
kind ever established in England; and the benefits which it conferred
upon the public were found to be so extensive, and the security it fur
nished for the support of families so great, that other companies for the
same object were soon incorporated, and every facility was afforded to
persons desirous of effecting insurance of this nature. As these socie
ties were originally established in England, an unqualified permission
was held out to all persons, allowing them to insure the life of any indi
vidual they pleased, in the same manner as had been practised in
France, although it did not lead to the same results; for instead of
abolishing it, a law was created, declaring that no insurance should be
made by any person upon the life of another, in which the individual
for whose use, benefit, or on whose account it should be made, should
have no interest, or by way of gaming or wagering ; and if made con
trary to this law, it was declared void, to all intents and purposes. This
provision effectually annihilated every species of gambling which had
been carried on under cover of the policy ; and destroyed all founda
tion, upon which objections to the legality and justice of this contract
could rest, and placed it upon the broad principles of morality and sound
policy.
After wise and enlightened legislation had in this manner eradicated
the deep seated evils which had existed in the use of this species of in
surance, the good results following from it were felt and appreciated,
and the beneficial ends which it produced were considered of deep
public importance. The prejudices existing against it gradually dimin
ished, and finally almost disappeared ; and objections against it were
viewed as having little more foundation in justice or good policy, than
could be pointed out in the case of an insurance upon a ship, or any
other species of property.
Having glanced at the early history of this contract, and noticed the
leading objections which were met and obviated previous to its being
extensively introduced, and the benefits which it confers widely known
and acknowledged, our next object will be, to point out some of the
many advantages which may be derived from its use, and to consider a
few of the instances where it is calculated to invest the person for whose
use it is made, with pecuniary rights of a nature highly important.
The cases in which beneficial results may arise, are numerous, and can
not fail to impress upon the mind a conviction of its great value in
effecting objects for accomplishing which it may be used. If an indi
vidual has a wife and family dependent upon him for support, a small
portion of the yearly income which he derives from the employment in
which he is engaged, will secure to them at his death a sufficient sum
to preserve them in the enjoyment of those comforts to which they have
always been accustomed. Where married persons have a jointure, an
nuity, or pension, depending upon either of their lives, by insuring the
VOL. II. — NO. III.
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life of the one entitled to such annuity, pension, or jointure, the other
may secure a competency after death shall have taken away the one
upon whom the lile interest depended. If an individual is desirous of
borrowing money, he may insure his life, and thus give the lender a
security for the sum obtained.
A merchant commences in business with the fairest prospects of ul
timate success, and is looked upon by those with whom he deals as worthy
of liberal credit, but life is uncertain, and they are fearful that death may
overtake him before he realizes sufficient to satisfy their demands ; an
insurance effected upon his life, will add materially to the credit he en
joys, and secures to his creditors the payment of their claims. If a credi
tor is in danger of losing his debt, in case the person who owes it to him
should suddenly die, he may insure his debtor's life, and guard against
the consequences of an event to which mankind are always liable.
A person possessed of an annual income only, may, upon marriage,
secure by settlement, for the benefit of his widow and family, such a sum
as it may suit his circumstances to insure. The cases we have mention
ed are a few of the many instances in which life insurance is of incal
culable advantage, In this country, however, the most frequent use to
which it is applied, and the most valuable object it attains, is that of
enabling a parent to provide for his family, when his income principally
depends upon his own life or exertions ; as in the case of professional
men, merchants, mechanics, and persons living upon incomes. And how
many helpless and destitute families would have been saved from suffer
ing and want, if the husbands and fathers, who perished in the late
dreadful conflagration of the steamer Lexington, had in this manner
guarded against the fearful consequences which resulted from embarking
their lives on board this ill-fated vessel. The experience of men is
daily convincing them of the necessity which exists for obtaining this se
curity for the benefit of their families ; and when we examine the prin
ciples upon which it is based, and scrutinize their bearing upon the
moral and social condition of mankind, we are unable to perceive any
reasons which ought to prejudice the mind against it, or to observe the
least tendency which it possesses towards the introduction of fraud or
evil practices.
In a disordered state of society, where the administration of the law
is too feeble and ineffective for the punishment of acts of violence, and
where the midnight assassin and noonday murderer can walk securely
abroad, clothed in the protection which is afforded by the strong arm of
force, life insurance, unless confined within very narrow limits, may be
dangerous ; but in a community like our own, where stem justice is sure
to overtake those by whom it is outraged, where the laws are respected
and observed, and where the passions and feelings of mankind are go
verned and controlled by considerations of morality and the public good,
it is eminently calculated to ensure the most important benefits, and to
confer many valuable blessings. The prejudices which exist against it,
on the ground that it trifles with the decrees of Providence by setting
a price upon the solemn event of death, arc without the least foundation
in reason or good sense, and hardly deserve to be seriously considered.
They arise from a want of due reflection, and proceed from ignorance of
the true principles by which it is governed. What infringement of the
rules of morality or religion is committed by an individual who pays a
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small yearly sum, that his family may enjoy a humble competence at his
death. Is there any presumption towards his Maker, in thus endeavoring
to make an event, which must inevitably produce mourning and unh
ness in the hearts of his wife and children, fall upon them as lightly f
sible ? can there be any impiety in looking forward to his final disso
and preparing for its consequences 1 or will it be pretended, that his duties
towards those with whom he is connected by the most endearing ties of
life extend only to their support and protection until his death, and that
poverty and wretchedness should then be the portion of the widow and
the orphan ? Where is the moral distinction between insuring a ship for
a voyage, with a hundred souls on board, and insuring the life of an in
dividual ? In cither case, the loss may depend upon numerous circum
stances, and all of them equally uncertain and contingent. If the lightnings
of heaven, the billows of the sea, or the rocks which sleep beneath the
ocean's wave, destroy the vessel, death may annihilate every person on
board, and the event thus insured against is productive of the most
dreadful consequences ; while insurance upon the life of an individual
contemplates a result which involves the safety of but a single person.
After examining the foundation upon which this species of insurance
rests, we cannot discover any material difference which exists to distin
guish it from insurance upon property; for in either case, a loss usually
depends upon chances which men cannot foresee, and over which they
have no control ; and although a wide distinction may prevail in respect
to the purposes and objects for which they are obtained, yet they are
based upon the same principles, and are governed by the same rules. For
the purpose of presenting the subject of life insurance in all its various
bearings, as well with reference to the case of an individual who obtains
the policy upon his own life, as to the person effecting it upon that of his
debtor, we shall endeavor to illustrate and explain the principles of law
by which it is controlled, and to point out some of the leading rules which
govern the construction and effect of this species of contract. To the
person desirous of insuring his own life, or that of an individual in which
he is interested, the nature of the preliminary measures which he must
take is important to be understood, and the facts and circumstances
which he is bound to disclose, as the foundation upon which the policy
is based, for the purpose of giving validity and effect to its provisions,
should be faithfully and unreservedly communicated.
The usual mode of proceeding is, for the party to procure, at the office
of the company, a printed form of proposal, containing a number of
questions relating to the profession, situation in life, and health of the
person, all of which must be satisfactorily answered, or the proposition
for effecting the insurance will not be entertained. Queries to nearly
the same general import are also propounded to the medical attendant
and intimate friend of the person whose life is the subject of insurance,
which must bo replied to in a manner calculated to convince the com
pany of the safety of the risk they are about to assume.
A declaration or statement must then be signed by the party, embo
dying the answers to the questions contained in the proposal, with an
agreement that so far as such declaration relates to the age of the person
to be insured, and the state of his health, it shall form the basis of the
; between the party and the company ; and the policy is then
1. As this declaration
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upon which the agreement rests, too much caution cannot be exercised
in ascertaining the real state of the facts which it contains. It is the
duty of the assured to disclose every material fact which may in any
manner affect the assumed risk ; and although specific questions, which
are alike applicable to all classes of men, are proposed by the offices,
yet if any circumstances exist calculated to shorten the life of the per
son insured, or which operate to the serious detriment of his health, they
must be disclosed in all cases where a general question is put by the
insurers at the time of effecting the policy. In construing the effect of
the various conditions which form the subject of this agreement, the
broad principles of justice prevail, and its provisions are not controlled
by strict technicalities, or formal unmeaning rules. So long as it appears
that the party effecting the insurance has not been guilty of fraud, and
that he has made no concealment or misrepresentation, it will be ex
pounded with that liberality in his favor which equity demands.
The offices will never take advantage of trifling objections, for the
purpose of discharging their liability ; and a resort to legal measures
seldom becomes necessary.
It is important that the health of the party, at the time his life is in
sured, should correspond with the statement in the declaration ; for
although he may be of plethoric habit, or consumptive, or of a naturally
delicate constitution from causes not ascertained, and which could not
have been known and communicated, and are consequently risks which
the insurers must assume, yet if any particular disorder exists, tending
to shorten life, it must be divulged, and if kept a secret it will vitiate
the policy.
For the purpose of showing the important necessity which in all cases
exists for disclosing the true state of health which the insured enjoys,
and the materiality of a concealment of any particular physical disa
bility under which he may labor, we shall mention the circumstances
connected with an insurance which was effected in 1824, by the Atlas
Insurance Company in England, upon the life of the Duke of Saxe
Gotha, in Germany. When the policy was effected, it appeared from
the declarations and answers of the duke's physicians, and the state
ments of other persons, that he had lived a dissolute life in former days,
by which he had lost the use of his speech ; but his physicians did not
mention the state of his mental faculties, the use of which he had also
lost. In 1825 the duke died, and a largo tumour, pressing upon his
brain, was then discovered, which had existed for many years, and to
which might be attributed the loss of his speech and mental faculties.
Under these circumstances, the company refused to pay the sum for
which the life of the duke was insured, and an action was brought
against it upon the policy. Upon the trial of the cause, all the medical
testimony went to establish that the symptoms during the duke's life
were not such as to excite the suspicion that such a tumour existed, or
that he was afflicted with any particular disorder tending to shorten life;
but a foreign physician said, had he been consulted, he should have
thought it his duty to state that he attributed the loss of speech to a para
lysis of the organs ; and an English surgeon said, he should have con
sidered it right, in answer to the general question, " whether he knew
any other circumstances that ought to be communicated to the directors
of the company," to mention the state of the duke's mental faculties.
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In deciding this case, the court held, that the concealment of these facts
by his physicians was of sufficient importance to vitiate the policy, and
to discharge the company from all liability upon the instrument, on the
ground that the suppression of a material fact is, in contemplation of law,
a fraud. A misrepresentation or concealment, which is material, will
have the same effect, whether the policy is effected for the benefit of the
insured or his creditor.
In the latter case, the party whose life is insured is considered the
agent of his creditor, and all his statements, and those of his physician,
with reference to his health, and other circumstances necessary to be
divulged, are governed and controlled by the rules of law which have
already been mentioned.
After the policy is executed, every stipulation and warranty which it
contains must be strictly observed. Any material departure from its terms
will, in contemplation of law, be sufficient to discharge the company from
responsibility ; although it will seldom avail itself of any excuse for this
purpose, unless strong circumstances of fraud exist, or a wilful violation
of its conditions is made to appear. Where insurance upon life is effected
for the ordinary premium, certain limits and boundaries are prescribed
in the policy, within which the person insured is bound to remain, and he
cannot depart beyond them without vitiating it. This, in some cases, may
be deemed unreasonable, as a slight deviation from its terms may often
occur without in the slightest degree enhancing the risk of the compa
ny ; but in order to prevent the multiplicity of questions which would
arise in the settlement of losses if this enhancement was left open to in
quiry and investigation, instead of being fixed and determined by arbi
trary rules, the various insurance offices have deemed it imperatively
necessary to mark out and define, by general provisions, the extent of
country within which the assured must confine himself. It would be
foreign to our present purpose, to enumerate all the various and minute
warranties and stipulations which a policy of the nature we are consi
dering embodies; or to notice and point out the high legal adjudications
by which their construction and effect have been established.
The general principles of law by which ordinary agreements are go
verned, apply with equal force here ; and as our main object is, to men
tion only those peculiarities which distinguish a policy of life insurance
from other written instruments, we shall not depart from it by entering
into a discussion of that which is wholly disconnected with its accomplish
ment. There is one branch of this subject, however, which yet remains
to be considered in a legal point of view, with reference to an impor
tant feature it presents, and which has a material bearing upon the rights
of the' insured. We allude to the case of a creditor who insures the life
of his debtor as security for the ultimate payment of his demand. In
this case, it is necessary that the party insuring should have a plain, legi
timate interest in the person whose name is inserted in the policy. Statu
tory provisions to this effect have long existed in England, it having been
found of the utmost importance to check the notorious gambling and ten
dency to crime which it otherwise was calculated to produce ; and in
this country the same rule universally prevails, and such interests must
not only exist at the time the policy is obtained, but must actually continue
until the period when the sum for which the life is insured shall be
claimed. What would be deemed a sufficient interest, or what must be
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its nature, in order to constitute a foundation upon which to base the
policy, it would be difficult in some instances to define, although, in the
case of a debt, the company would, under any circumstances, be liable
to its amount.
Upon the general principle of allowing an individual to insure the
life of another whose death may deprive him of a pecuniary right, there
does not seem any good reason for denying this privilege to a person
who is dependent upon the life of another for support ; as in the case of
aged and infirm parents, who rely upon the exertions of their children
for the comforts and enjoyments of life ; and under these circumstances
policies have been effected, although their legal efficacy has never been
determined by judicial decisions.
Although, as a general rule, the death of the person whose life is the
subject of insurance determines the right of all the parties, yet if the
creditor is subsequently paid the amount of his claim he cannot recover;
for the insurance is regarded in the light of an indemnity against the
loss of his debt, and if it is paid, the contingency upon which the loss
depends no longer exists. This principle was laid down and established
in England, in an action brought upon a policy effected upon the life of
the Hon. William Pitt. The insurance was obtained by his coach
makers, for five hundred pounds, he being indebted to them in more
than twice that amount. After his death, and before the commencement
of the suit, his executors paid out of the amount granted by parliament
for the discharge of his debts, the full sum which they were entitled to
receive ; and under these circumstances, the court held, that they could
not recover upon the policy, on the ground that the damages occasioned
by the death of Mr. Pitt were prevented by payment of the debt before
the action was commenced. As we have before observed, the company
insuring will seldom avail itself of a defence of this nature ; and in the
case we have mentioned, the office did not take advantage of the verdict
which was rendered in their favor, but paid the money to the insured
before they left the court.
Our examination of some of the more important principles of law
upon which this species of insurance is based, and by which it is govern
ed, is perhaps sufficient to point out the material legal rights which the
insured enjoys, and the rules of action he is bound to pursue in order
to preserve them unimpaired. A more minute detail in this respect
would involve numerous technicalities, most of which are of minor con
sequence even to those most interested.
The brief legal outline which is here given, will no doubt be unin
teresting to many, and seem unnecessary to be noticed ; but for the pur
pose of rendering contracts of this nature, for which so many entertain
a prejudice, familiar to the mind, and to illustrate the principles which
constitute their foundation, we have thought its introduction useful in
connexion with the more miscellaneous and varied materials of which
the whole is composed.
The numerous life insurance companies which have sprung into ex
istence within the last few years, are more conclusively evident of the
many benefits which they are capable of conferring upon mankind, than
any thing else which can be advanced.
We do not pretend to deny that they are founded upon self interest,
and governed in their operations by hopes of gain; but the theory of
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this species of insurance, from its very nature, is calculated to effect the
most
amount
benevolent
of premium
objects.
is determined,
The calculation
is governed
of chances
by the probabilities
by which the
of
human life, deduced from long and varied experience and observation,
which, together with the spirit of competition prevailing among the dif
ferent offices, precludes the possibility of unfairness or imposition.
Many evils may exist in their management, calculated to prejudice the
rights of individuals whose interests are entrusted to their care ; but
when they are placed under the direction and control of men possessing
a high integrity of character, combined with respectable talents and en
larged business capacity, no doubts or fears need be entertained of the
honorable adjustment of every equitable claim.
Many of these companies in England, present an array of names in
their list of directors, who are known as well for the high rank which
they occupy among the nobility of that kingdom, as for the benevolence
which induces them to lend their powerful influence in the support of
whatever is calculated to produce results of a beneficial character; while
others endeavor to create and support a reputation far beyond what
they deserve, by parading a number of lords and honorables in their
directorship, who are ignorant of the very existence of such institutions,
except, perhaps, by a glance at a newspaper advertisement. It must be
borne in mind, however, that many of them are mere associations of in
dividuals without charters, loosely constituted, with irresponsible offi
cers, a nominal capital, and who assume a borrowed guise in order to
insure a greater prospect of success in their schemes of managing,
trickery, and fraudulent conspiracy. The larger portion, however, are
conducted in a highly honorable manner, possess enormous capitals,
and afford the most perfect guarantee against every species of unfair
ness. Their long standing presents the strongest evidence of the great
advantages which they have conferred upon the public, and at the
same time furnishes a powerful presumption in favor of supposing that
their dealings with individuals have been characterized by the strictest
integrity. There are now about seventy offices of this kind in London,
some of which have been established more than one hundred years.
The lives which they insure number more than four hundred thousand,
and are rapidly on the increase, and have been for a great number of
years.
It is true that more persons exist upon a life income in Great Britain
than in the United States, and consequently, the number of families de
pendent upon its duration is greater, which partially illustrates the
cause why life insurance has been so generally introduced and exten
sively used in the former country, while it has, until recently, been
almost unknown in the latter. But this is by no means the only cause,
nor can it with any justice be assigned as a principal one; for with the
credit system, almost infinite in its extent, and with every variety of
complicated business transactions, which are calculated to swell the re
lationship of debtor and creditor, no country on earth presents so vast a
field for its beneficial employment, in securing the ultimate payment of
those obligations which depend upon the lives of men for their dis
charge, as the United States.
In a country combining all the elements calculated to demand the ex
tended use of insurance of this nature, how does it happen that it is so
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seldom employed, while every other species of securities are eagerly
sought after, and unhesitatingly grasped ? It certainly cannot be for
want of safe and honorably conducted institutions, in all respects calcu
lated to afford the assured every protection which his interests require,
for in no country are they established upon a firmer basis, with more
salutary checks to guard against an abuse of their chartered privileges,
than in our own.
The New York Life Insurance and Trust Company, in the city of
New York, has been in operation but a few years ; but the vast confi
dence which the Court of Chancery reposes in its management, by en
trusting it with the disposition of those immense sums of money over
which this court exercises a control, together with the public counte
nance and support which has ever attended the efforts of this company
to promote the objects of usefulness for which it was created, conclu
sively show with what fidelity every trust reposed in it would be exe
cuted, and with how much integrity every engagement which it enter
ed into would be performed. The president of this company has taken
a great interest in facilitating a knowledge of the numerous benefits
which life insurance confers, and his efforts, if attended with a success
at all commensurate with the ability he has evinced in putting them
forth, cannot fail of producing many beneficial results. Connected as
he is with an institution of this kind, and being deeply interested in pro
moting its welfare, his exertions may be biased in its favor by precon
ceived opinions ; but it is from men who have studied the principles of
life insurance that we must look for information, and the high stand
ing of this officer before the public, precludes the probability that he
would attempt to mislead the community.
The Fanners' Loan and Trust Company, in the city of New York, a
branch of its business being the insurance of lives, is of still more recent
establishment ; and if a heavy capital, under the direction of able and ex
perienced officers, are considerations calculated to inspire public confi
dence, and afford any inducement for selecting it as the depository of im
portant interests, this company possesses these requisites, and is every
way calculated to confer those benefits upon community which were con
templated at its creation. The Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance
Company, in Boston, which was established many years since, is every
way deserving of the high reputation for usefulness which it has so uni
versally and eminently acquired; and in observing that its present officers
discharge the various important duties which devolve upon them with a
skill and integrity not inferior to that evinced by the late lamented Dr.
Bowditch, its former president, who with the purest principles and feel
ings which ennoble human nature combined the most transcendant in
tellectual powers that endow the mind of man, we are pointing out the
highest recommendation which can exist to render it deserving of public
favor.
Many other offices are established in this country, in all respects worthy
of confidence and trust, so that every opportunity exists for effecting insu
rance of this nature ; and nothing is now wanting, but a correct appre
ciation of its importance, to induce an indefinite multiplication of poli
cies.
This importance we have endeavored to show, and in doing so we have
attempted to keep in view the many evils which inevitably result from
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carrying this kind of insurance too far; for, notwithstanding the theory
which one or two modern writers have advanced, advising its almost un
limited extension, we are of opinion that no person should be permitted
to effect it upon the life of another in which he has no interest, and for
whom he entertains no affectionate regard calculated to prevent him from
endeavoring to hasten that contingency upon which depends his pecuni
ary reward.

Art. IV — MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION LECTURES.
PROFESSOR OLMSTED'8 COURSE ON METEOROLOGY.
LECTURE VII.
Hail Storms ami Water Spouts.
The lecturer, according to his usual practice, first recited the leading
facts, and then proposed his explanation.
It is a very singular fact attending hail storms, that they are confined
chiefly to the temperate zones, being seldom met with in the torrid zone,
and never in their violent forms in the polar regions. Of all countries
in the world, the south of France is visited with the most frequent and
destructive hail storms. These storms are most violent during the
warmer half of the year, and in the hottest months.
No one can doubt of the existence of an extraordinary degree of
cold in the region of the atmosphere where the hail stones are formed ;
but the question is, how is this cold produced 1 Some suppose it owing
to the agency of electricity. Professor Olmsted discarded this explana
tion, on the ground, that no known properties of electricity would cause
such a degree of cold ; moreover, were hail stones produced in any way
by the agency of electricity, we should find them most frequent and
violent in the torrid zone, where electrical phenomena are most remarka
ble ; whereas such storms seldom occur in those regions. The true
cause of hail storms is, the sudden cooling of a body of very hot and
humid air, through the agency of the region of perpetual congelation.
It had before been explained, that the atmosphere becomes continually
colder as we ascend from the earth, until, at a certain height above every
country, we reach a temperature where water freezes. This is called
the term of congelation. Beyond this the temperature still decreases,
until it reaches a degree of cold inconveniently intense. Such a region
as this is well fitted to be nature's grand magazine of storms and clouds.
In the lower parts of this region, the temperature is suited to the forma
tion of clouds and rain merely ; but at a short distance above, the cold
becomes intense enough to condense watery vapor into hail ; nor do
we require any thing more than that a hot body of air, largely charged
with watery vapor, should be suddenly transported into this region, in
order to cause a hail storm. The modes in which such a body of air
may be subjected to the influence of the region of congelation may be
various. Were a body of hot air from the confines of the torrid zone to
flow northerly at the elevation of two miles, it would soon plunge into
VOL. II. — no. HI.
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the region of congelation over the colder latitudes ; and if it should meet
with a current of cold air at the same height, coming from the northern
regions, (where such a height would be far beyond the term of per
petual congelation,) the effects of such a meeting would be very violent,
and the sudden condensation of the water contained in the hotter current
into hail would be a certain consequence. The lecturer, however, did
not say that this was the precise mode in which the congelation is ef
fected. In whatever way a hot and humid portion of air is suddenly
transported into the region of intense cold, a hail storm will result,
whether the air flow horizontally from the hot regions of the south into
the region of congelation that exists at the same elevation over the tem
perate latitudes — or whether, as some suppose, the air rushes up from
the surface of the earth, in consequence of a sudden and extraordinary
rarefaction occurring in the upper regions — or whether, as others sup
pose, it is suddenly transported upward by a violent whirlwind. The
explanation proposed, is independent of the peculiar mode in which the
air, from which the hail is precipitated, is brought under the influence of
the region of congelation. It asserts merely that the cold in question is
derived from this region, and is not produced by the agency of electri
city, or any other occult or mysterious cause.
On comparing this explanation with the leading facts before enume
rated, we find it affords a happy solution of several difficulties never
before removed. Thus, we readily see why hail storms should be con
fined chiefly to the temperate zones, since the region of congelation is so
high in the torrid zone, that such a body of hot and humid air as that
from which the hail is precipitated would seldom or never reach it ; and
although in the polar regions the term of congelation is very low, yet
there we cannot find the hot and humid body of air itself to transport
into the cold medium. In the temperate zone, mixtures of very hot and
very cold airs may be easily effected ; or a volume of very hot and humid
air may be easily transported by a whirlwind far above the term of con
gelation. That the most violent hail storms are produced by such whirl
winds is very probable, since such large hail stones as are sometimes
formed imply the existence of some force which sustains them in the
upper regions for a considerable time.
The frequency and violence of hail storms in the south of France is
also easily understood, since here occurs the meeting of an extremely
hot and humid body of air, that frequently crosses the Mediterranean
from Africa, with the cold atmospheres of the Pyrennees on the one
side, and of the Alps on the other. A similar explanation is afforded to
all the other leading facts regarding hail storms.
Water Spouts. — Water spouts are whirlwinds formed over the sea.
Suddenly the attention of the sailor is arrested by the formation of an
exceedingly dense and black cloud, (often formed in a clear sky,) which
descends in the shape of an inverted cone, towards the surface of the
sea, where it is met by a more obtuse column, formed on the sea itself.
It rains on all the surrounding region, often with great violence. Some
times several of these spouts occur near each other at the same time.
Fourteen have been known to form at once within a small distance of
each other. They are proved to be whirlwinds, because they exhibit
all the properties of whirlwinds. They move slowly forwards, and
sometimes suddenly break up. Water spouts sometimes are formed
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over land, and become identified with tornadoes. Instances have oc
curred where they have crossed a river, and have taken up the contents
of the stream, and distributed them over the neighboring country. Fish
and mud have been thus raised from the bed of rivers, and scattered
over the surrounding region.
Although we have proofs that water spouts are whirlwinds, and we
can accordingly assign to them the same laws, yet it is extremely diffi
cult to assign the true cause of their formation. Like fame, "they
stalk on earth, and hide their heads among the clouds."
LECTURE VIII.
Aurora Borealis.
The Aurora Borealis exhibits a number of distinct varieties. In its
simplest form, it has merely the appearance of a twilight in the north.
In its more exalted forms, it shoots up into slender spindles called
streamers — or spans the heavens with a luminous arch — or forms a
ringlet, called the corona, around a point a little southeast of the" zenith,
around which the streamers arrange themselves, as a common focus. In
the more splendid exhibitions of the aurora, a large bank of light is first
seen near the northern horizon, which afterwards sends forth streamers,
flickering corruscations, and waves which flow with immense velocity,
sometimes upwards towards the corona, and sometimes around the
horizon, crossing the streamers apparently at a much lower elevation.
These are called " Merry Dancers."
Although similar exhibitions have occurred in all ages, and are often
described in history, yet they have their periods; — for a number of
years, usually not exceeding twenty, auroras are frequent and magnifi
cent, and then are scarcely seen for fifty years or more. One of these
periods embraced the era of the revolutionary war, and of the old
French war; and another period, probably as brilliant as any on record,
is now in progress, having commenced in the year 1827.
They
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seldom seen at all below the latitude of forty degrees. They are seen
over an immense extent at the same time. The aurora of September
3d, 1839, was seen, almost in equal magnificence, at London, in Canada, at
New York, and at New Orleans. Hence its height must, sometimes at
least, be very great. Estimates carry it as high as fifty or sixty, or even
one hundred miles. The aurora has singular magnetic properties.
The magnetic needle is violently agitated during its presence ; streamers
arrange themselves parallel to the magnetic meridian ; and the corona is
formed around that part of the heavens towards which the dipping needle
spontaneously directs itself, that is, towards the pole of the dipping
needle.
In seeking an explanation of the aurora, general recourse has been
had to electricity; but Professor Olmsted objected, that it cannot be ac
counted for from any of the known properties of electricity — that it is
no explanation to call it " an electrical phenomenon" — that if electri
city could satisfactorily account for the properties of the aurora, yet it
does not account for its origin, which is the principal thing to be ex
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plained — and finally, that the atmosphere exhibits, during an aurora, no
peculiar electrical excitement, and in the torrid zone, where electrical
phenomena are the most remarkable, the aurora does not occur at all.
After discussing, in a similar manner, all the existing hypotheses pro
posed to account for the aurora, the lecturer came to the conclusion, that
they all fail to explain either its phenomena or its origin. He then
urged the probability that its origin is extrinsic to the earth — that it is a
"celestial visitant" — that the matter of the aurora is thrown into the
atmosphere from some of those nebulous bodies that are known to be
circulating in the solar system, one or more of which, in his opinion, pro
duced meteoric showers. He did not think, however, that we are able
to arrive at present at a full explanation of the origin of the aurora
borealis, but holds that this is one of those points which are in reserve
for the next or some future age.
LECTURE IX.

Meteoric Showers.
The most remarkable display of shooting stars on record, occurred
on the morning of November 13th, 1833. From a little after midnight
to sunrise, the sky was lighted up with the most brilliant fire-works.
The leading facts, when collected from various sources, and systemati
cally arranged, proved to be as- follows:
The exhibition of shooting stars was seen in nearly equal magni
ficence and splendor all over North America, and it was chiefly con
fined to this country, having been witnessed on the east only about
ten degrees from our coast, and on the west only a little farther than
the confines of the Pacific Ocean ; while, on the south, it fairly reached
to the coast of South America. A great portion of the meteors were
minute points which described a narrow streak of light in the air, ap
pearing somewhat like snow driven furiously by the wind, and hence it
was said to " snow fire;" but, at frequent intervals, much larger bodies
descended along the arch of the sky, all seeming to proceed in lines,
which, when traced back, came from one and the same point in the con
stellation Leo. At every return of the November shower since, the ap
parent " radiant," or place among the stars from which the meteors have
appeared to emanate, has been likewise in the constellation Leo. In
this, and in all the other November showers, the maximum, or period of
greatest brilliancy, has occurred about four o'clock in the morning.
Immediately after the occurrence of this great meteoric shower, it
was ascertained that a similar one had occurred in 1799, on the morn
ing of the 12th of November, arriving at its maximum at the same hour
of the morning ; and that, only one year previous, namely, the morning
of November 13th, 1832, a like display of shooting stars was witnessed
at Mocha, in Arabia. Subsequent investigations have established the
fact, that the phenomenon has been exhibited in a greater or less degree
on the 13th or 14th of November, every year since 1831, inclusive.
In France, and other parts of Europe, in 1836, observations were made
in a great number of observatories, which resulted in establishing a full
conviction of the periodical return of the meteoric shower at this time of
the year. Professor Olmsted remarked here, that it was no part of
his theory of meteoric showers, that a shower should be exhibited every
November. If it should occur at all, it would probably visit different
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parts of the earth in different years; but, according to his views of the
origin of these showers, it is most probable that, like the aurora borealis,
they have particular periods, which occur after long intervals, and last
only a few years.
Two other annual returns of the same phenomenon have been es
tablished, — one about the 10th of August, the other about the 7th of
December. These showers, however, differ materially in several re
spects from those of November, and it is uncertain whether or not they
depend on the same cause.
The lecturer next examined several of the leading hypotheses which
have been proposed to account for meteoric showers, such as that they
are produced by electricity, by magnetism, by hydrogen gas collected
in the upper regions, and by terrestrial comets revolving around the
earth as ordinary comets do about the sun. All these suppositions he
showed to be incapable of explaining the phenomena, or of accounting
for the origin of these showers.
LECTURE X.
Cause of Meteoric Showers.
Professor Olmsted began this lecture by stating the difficult inquiries
involved in the investigation of the cause of Meteoric Showers. Such
are
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Whence their light and heat? And, finally, whence their origin?
In answer to these inquiries, it was shown, that the meteors came
from a region beyond the atmosphere— that they came from an im
mense height, so gre;it as not easily to be estimated by any data in our
possession — that they fell towards the earth in parallel lines, their ap
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simply from the earth's gravity, which can never give to a body a
greater velocity than seven miles per second — that some of the meteors
were bodies of great size, often, at least, a large fraction of a mile in
diameter— that they took fire and burned by falling into the atmosphere,
and condensing the air before them so suddenly and so powerfully as to
elicit from it the light and heat obscured. All these points were clearly
proved by the most substantial reasons, which our limits will not per
mit us fully to recite.
The professor finally instituted the inquiry, " What is the origin of
these meteors V The meteors were evidently composed of exceed
ingly light matter, else they would have come down to the earth — and
of transparent matter, otherwise we should have seen them, at least by
reflected light, before they entered the earth's atmosphere — and of
combustible matter, since they were seen to burn. Now were these
meteors all collected and restored to their situation in space, they would
of themselves compose a body of great extent, and yet many reasons
go to prove that they constitute but a small part of the body itself from
which they are derived, being only the " extreme portions" of that
body. Hence it is inferred, that the meteors fell to the earth from a
large body in space, composed of such materials as the meteors them
selves, and hence ofanebulous character, or analogous to the tails ofcomets.
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But the earth, in its revolution around the sun, had fallen in with this
body for several successive years, in the same part of its orbit. Had
the body remained there while the earth had gone round the sun 1
That is impossible, since no body in the solar system can remain at rest.
If not attracted by some nearer body, it would descend immediately to
the sun. This body, therefore, must have a revolution around the sun,
in order to be found for several successive years in the same part of
apace.
What is the period of its revolution 1 It must be either the same as
that of the earth, or greater, or less. It could not be greater, for in
that case it would not have got round so soon as the earth. It must
therefore be either the same, or less. If less, the period must be some
aliquot part of the earth's period, as one half, one third, etc., so as to
perform just two or three revolutions while the earth performs one,
otherwise the two bodies could not come together at the end of a year.
Let us suppose, then, that the period of the meteoric body is one third
of a year, or four months. Now when we know the time in which a
body revolves around the sun, we can find the longer axis of its orbit by
Kepler's law — that the squares of the periodic times of the planets are
to one another as the cubes of the major ones of their orbits. This law
is known to govern all the bodies of the solar system, and must govern
the body in question. But were the period of this body only one third
of a year, the greater axis of its orbit, as determined by the foregoing
law, would not be sufficient to reach from the sun to the earth, and
therefore a body revolving about the sun in such an orbit could never
come so near the earth as this body actually did. Hence the period
could not have been so small as one third of a year. Was it half a
year 1 The determination of its orbit on this supposition, gives a major
axis sufficient to permit the body to go around the sun, and still at its
aphelion, or greatest distance from the sun, to come very near to the
■ .mill. Hence it is inferred, that the period must be either a year or
half a year. Some reasons induce the belief that it is half a year; but
this point is not yet fully decided.
Since, then, a large nebulous or cometary body comes very near the
earth about the 13th of November, ought it not to be seen by reflect
ing the light of the sun, even if it does not shine by its own light ?
There is a body of this description seen in the solar system, known by
the name of the zodiacal light, exhibiting a faint pyramid of light, either
after the evening or before the morning twilight. Does this body cor
respond, in its appearances and its different positions, with those which the
body in question must assume ? Professor Olmsted thinks there is much
reason to believe that such is in fact the case, and that the zodiacal light
itself is no other than a nebulous body revolving in the solar system, and
coming at its aphelia very near to the earth. Still he does not consider
this opinion respecting the zodiacal light as essential to the proof of the
existence of such a meteoric body as that contemplated by the theory,
but only as lending an incidental confirmation of it. He claims that all
the conclusions respecting such a body are made out by a fair induction
of facts, except what relates to its period of revolution. It is still un
certain whether that is a year or half a year. We may assume each of
these periods, and compare it with the phenomena, and that which cor
responds best to the facts will prove the true period.
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Art. V.— HISTORY AND LAW OF FIRE INSURANCE.
Fire insurance, though coming directly home to the interests and bo
soms of a large portion of the community, is of modern origin, and is
the offspring, in some degree, of crowded cities, and great accumulation
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however in Great Britain, and we presume in this country, far outrun
marine insurance ; and the former has become, in some degree, to those
whose habitations and whose interests are alone upon the land, what
the latter is to those who do business upon the great deep. Still,
though the risks have increased so much, the law in relation to fire in
surance is neither abstruse nor complicated, and has not occupied much
of the time or the talents of the judicial tribunals of the old or the new
world. Founded upon contracts limiting and defining with much pre
cision the extent and nature of the insurer's risk, the construction of
these contracts has constituted generally the important point in most of
the decisions upon this subject. When Mr. Park published his treatise
on marine insurance in 1786, he says that he had been able to find but
three leading cases upon fire insurance among the decisions of the Eng
lish courts. Since then, however, fire insurance has greatly extended,
and some new questions have arisen, and been discussed with a zeal
and knowledge corresponding with the importance of the subject.
The oldest fire insurance society or company now in existence, so
far as we have been able to ascertain, is the Hand in Hand Contributionship Society of London, which was organized in 1696, about thirty
years after the great fire with which that city was visited.
It has been supposed that fire insurance societies had their origin in
England soon after the fire, and the supposition is by no means impro
bable. When recurring to the condition of London at that period, we
are led to feel that the afflictions of our city, severe as they are and have
been, are light in comparison with those of that then ill-fated city. In
the year 1665, the plague carried away nearly one hundred thousand
of her inhabitants ; and in the following year, the fire rendered houseless
two hundred thousand more, and this with a population of little more
than half a million. It was one of the consolations of the afflicted Lon
doners, that the fire had burned out the plague. Many of the narrow
and filthy streets, where it had previously found a fit abiding place, were
destroyed, and that scourge of London, so far as that city was concern
ed, might almost literally have been said to have been burned up. A
brief recapitulation of the extent and consequences of that fire may not
be uninteresting.
It raged for three days, and burned over, within the walls of the city,
three hundred and seventy-three acres, and about seventy-five acres
without the walls. Thirteen thousand and two hundred houses were
destroyed, embracing eighty-nine parish churches, besides chapels, to
gether with the cathedral of St. Paul, and the Royal Exchange.
It was checked by the blowing up of buildings with powder, but not
until the inhabitants had almost given up in despair, feeling
" That the strong man's arm was impotent to save,
And powerless were the mighty and the brave."
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The loss of property was estimated at ten millions sterling, which,
considering the increase of personal property and the depreciation of
money, would probably equal at the present time eighty millions of
dollars.
The parliament voted the sufferers one million and eight hundred
thousand pounds sterling, to be assessed upon the whole nation. In
four or five years the city was entirely built up, and commodious streets
and substantial brick and stone edifices took the place of narrow lanes
and wooden rookeries. This, with the burning out of the plague, say
the chroniclers of the day, rendered what at first was considered a
great national calamity, almost a national blessing. Upon individuals
rich and poor this great loss bore heavily, and the heart of many a
widow and orphan was wrung with anguish. A calamity so awful and
afflictive might naturally have suggested the adoption of some means
to prevent thereafter so much individual want and suffering; — some
means which should transfer the loss by fire to a considerable portion of
the community, and thus render light a misfortune which might otherwise
reduce the immediate sufferers to poverty. Hence, it is said, arose so
cieties for mutual assistance in case of fire ; among the earliest of which
was the Hand in Hand Contributionship Society, already mentioned,
which has survived its contemporaries, if any it had, and which, for a
century and a half, has afforded aid to the unfortunate, and sustained
itself amid all the changes and disasters of that great emporium of the
civilized world.
Companies like those in our city, where capitals are employed by own
ers who are not necessarily among the insured, were of still more mo
dern origin, in England at least. Upon the continent of Europe, fire
insurance, it is said, has never become general. It was introduced in
Paris in 1754, but Pothier says that it never became very general in
that city. In Holland it is said to be almost unknown. Magens, who
published a translation of his work on marine insurance, in London, in
1755, says, that at Hamburg there existed an institution called a Fire
Cassa, of long standing, and which, in most of its features, resembled
the mutual assistance societies of England. The small risk run in
Hamburg may be judged from the fact that only one quarter of a mark
about
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that institution, no house could be insured, be its value ever so great,
for more than fifteen thousand marks — about five thousand dollars. " We
can account for this limitation," says Magens, " in no otherwise, than by
supposing the intention of the legislature to have been to curb by this
restriction the pride of the citizens, and hinder them from being too mag
nificent in their buildings" — and he adds, that it is a "very wise maxim,
certainly, in a trading city." We apprehend that a better solution might
be found, in the supposition that this rule was adopted for the purpose
of preventing any individuals becoming entirely and completely insured,
and thus leaving sufficient property at stake, in ordinary cases, to protect
the society against culpable negligence, if not against fraud.
In England, in 1755, fire insurance, says Magens, was very common ;
and he states the usual premium to have been two shillings on the
hundred pounds on the first thousand, and two shillings and sixpence on
the hundred pounds for each additional thousand — being the one tenth
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of one per cent. on the first thousand, and one eighth of one per cent, on
the additional thousand—a rate of premium, also, far below that of our own
day, which, before the late fires in our city, varied usually from three
tenths to six tenths of one per cent. In his day, he blames companies
for making insurances too readily upon property of persons unknown
and of doubtful character; an error undoubtedly of corporations at
the present time — an error which has always been a fruitful source
of loss, and we might add of crime, and which has tended to enhance
the insurer's risk.
We have already stated, that in amount of risks fire insurance greatly
exceeds marine insurance, especially in Great Britain. At the present
time, a tax of three shillings upon every hundred pounds insured is levied
and collected by the government of that country. Estimating from the
amount of this branch of revenue, in 1830, there must have been insured
against loss by fire in that year, in Great Britain, property to the extent
of seventeen hundred millions of dollars. The marine insurance in the
same year amounted to nearly one third, or about five hundred millions.
In our city, previous to the late fires, there was probably taken by all our
fire insurance companies risks to between seventy-five and one hundred
million of dollars. The law of the contracts regulating risks of such
enormous magnitude, though neither abstruse or complicated, becomes of
great importance.
In ordinary fire policies, the insurers, after reciting the receipt of the
premium and the subject insured, usually covenant and agree, or under
take, that from the day named in the policy unto and inclusive of another
day named in the policy, the stock and funds of the company shall be
liable to make good any loss or damage by fire which may happen to the
property insured, except loss or damage by fire happening by any inva
sion, foreign enemy, civil commotion, or riot, or any military or usurped
power. Several of the exceptions have been the subject of litigation,
and their meaning defined. Thus, it has been held, or decided, that the
words " usurped power" are meant only to extend to cases where houses
are set on fire by means of an invasion from abroad, or of an internal
rebellion, where armies are employed to support it. In another case,
Lord Mansfield defined a civil commotion to be an insurrection of the
people for general purposes, though it may not amount to a rebellion,
where there is an usurped power.
Another ordinary condition of the policy is, that if there shall be any
fraud in the claim for loss, or any false swearing in relation thereto, that
then the claimant shall forfeit all benefit under the policy. This is an
important provision, and is often made the ground of resistance to the
payment of claims for losses believed by the insurers to be unfounded.
As by the terms of the policy, also, no payment is to be made without
the oath of the insured, it follows, that in case of unjust claims, they
could always be resisted, if it were in the power of the underwriters to
furnish the requisite testimony. But it is not a mere mistake or misap
prehension of the insured, in making up the estimate of his loss, that
will render void his policy. It must be done with a fraudulent intent,
and the intent must be gathered from the circumstances of each case.
There are also usually different classes of risks which are enumerated
in the policies, or in schedules annexed to them, and the premium corres
ponds with the risks. When a statement is given by a person proposing
VOL. II. NO. III.
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to insure, it is generally necessary that he should specify the property in
such a manner as that the insurer may determine to what class it belongs
and regulate the premium accordingly. In many cases, and especially
in city risks, the insurers make their own survey or examination, and
determine for themselves the class to which the risk belongs. It has
been held that such a statement, though in writing, does not constitute
a part of the policy, and that there is an important distinction between
a misrepresentation contained in such a statement furnished, whereby
property insured is placed in a more favorable class as regards premium,
and a warranty upon the face of the policy that it belongs to such class.
But if the representation is referred to as forming a part of the policy,
the same as if inserted therein, or any similar words, it becomes a part
of the policy, and every statement in it becomes a warranty. A war
ranty in a policy has been defined to be a condition, or a contingency,
that a certain thing shall be done, or happen, and unless that is performed
there is no valid contract. In the former case, when the statement is
not inserted in, or referred to in the policy, if the misrepresentation has
grown out of a mistake, or if the variation is so slight that the risk is
not materially altered, the insured might recover. But if there be a
warranty, then the thing to be done or happen must be performed, and
the property insured must conform to the class to which it is assigned,
and the slightest variation will discharge the insurers. Thus, in the case
of the New Castle Fire Insurance Company p. Macmoran & Co., the
defendants were held not entitled to recover their insurance, because, on
the face of the policy, they had warranted the cotton factory insured by
them to belong to the first class of risks when it belonged to the second.
The only respect in which the factory differed from one of the first class
was in the length of a stove pipe, which was three feet long when it
should have been but two. In all other things it was in accordance with
the warranty, and an alteration in that particular was made after the
execution of the policy by the company, and before the loss occurred ;
but it was held that the variation at the time of the execution of the
policy was fatal, and that the warranty must be strictly and literally com
plied with ; and the defendants, therefore, lost their insurance.
The application for insurance and the policy should specify particu
larly the several kinds of property and the amount insured on each ; or,
if there are several buildings, they should be described or mentioned in
the policy separately, and the amount insured on each building specified.
So, also, personal property should be described with reasonable certainty
as to its nature or kind. If an insurance be made on the stock in a
store, or by any similar words, books of account, written documents,
securities or evidences of debt, deeds, writings, money, or bullion, unless
particularly specified, would not be protected. So an insurance expressed
to be on household furniture would not protect jewels, plate, paintings,
statuary, sculpture, or other similar articles of mere ornament.
The nature and amount of the interest of the applicant for insurance
should be fully and fairly stated — the interest of the party in buildings,
whether as owner in fee, tenant for life, or for years, mortgagee, judg
ment creditor, or whether legal or equitable ; and some offices require
the applicant to disclose any incumbrance by way of mortgage, judg
ment, or otherwise, upon the property.
Another important condition contained in fire polices is, that if the
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insured shall make any other insurance upon the same property, and
shall not with reasonable diligence give notice, or if at the time of effect
ing the insurance the property shall be insured in another office and no
tice thereof is not given, in either case the policy is to be void. Then, in
case of a loss, each company pays only that proportion of the loss which
its amount of risk bears to the united risks of the whole ; so that in no
event can the insured recover beyond the value of the property destroy
ed, unless by concealment or misrepresentation, which if discovered
would invalidate his policy. The rule in some cases has operated rather
hardly upon the insurer, and especially in the great fire of 1835 — as in
cases where a merchant's stock has been reduced, by sales or otherwise,
below the amount of his insurance, and he is partly insured in companies
which are solvent, and partly in those which are insolvent. Though his
whole stock of goods lost may not exceed the amount of his insurance
in the solvent company, yet his having an insurance also in an insolvent
company prevents him receiving only their proportion from the solvent
company. Still, the premiums charged by each company are the same,
whatever number of offices the same property may be insured in. The
condition, however, is a good one, and is inserted for wise and prudent
purposes. Were it otherwise, there would be great temptation to fraud,
and the insured, after obtaining insurance to an amount far beyond the
actual value of his property, might be induced to become himself the
incendiary, in order to make a good sale of his effects. In all cases of
insurance against fire, the insured must have an interest in the property.
The doctrine that insurance against fire is a mere bet or wager, and that
it matters not whether the insured has or has not an interest in the pro
perty insured, has at times been contended for, but has always been re
pudiated by the courts. If allowed, it would indeed be a dangerous doc
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or to an indifferent person, specifying that it is for the benefit of the person
mentioned, or of whoever it may concern. It appears to us that this is
an objectionable feature even in marine policies, as the character of the
insured in almost all cases must, in some degree, qualify the insurer's
risk. The practice is said to have grown out of the over anxious desire
of merchants to keep their adventures as far as possible concealed from
the knowledge of the public. But it is not so objectionable a feature in
marine as it would be in fire policies. The mariner, tossed upon the
lonely ocean, and driven by violent storms upon rock-bound coasts, finds
a check upon his desire to commit a fraud, if any such desire he may
have, in the perils and dangers ordinarily incident to his pursuit. If,
however, wagering policies were allowed in fire insurance, or if indivi
duals were allowed to effect insurance upon property not their own, or
in which they had no interest, insurance would become an invitation to
fraud, and instead of being an indemnity in case of accident, might be
come a high premium to be paid for successful crime.
.-.The character of the interest of the insured has been several times
considered, and a liberal construction has been given to this branch of
fire insurance law. In the case of the De Forrests v. the Fulton Fire
Insurance Company, in the Superior Court of this city, the question
came up, whether a commission merchant had an insurable interest in
the property consigned to him for sale, and after a full discussion, it
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was decided that he had such an interest, and that he could recover the
insurance in his own name. In the policy, the property insured was
stated to be the property of the assured, or hold in trust by them, or on
commission. Chief Justice Jones said, " that in principle the consignee,
who has the actual possession of the property, with plenary powers of
sale, must be clothed with a special property in the goods, so as to ena
ble him to effect a valid insurance upon them in his own name, and to
entitle him to recover for the loss of them, upon an averment of interest
in himself. This is undoubtedly a liberal construction, but one which
was considered necessary, as without it it would be difficult for the com
mission merchant to transact his business. As between him and the
consignor, in case of loss, he would be obliged to account to the latter
for such goods as belonged to him, or for such proportion of the insu
rance as was effected upon his property, and it being specified in the
policy that the goods are on trust or commission, it is in the power of
the insurance company, if they mistrust that there may be insurance also
by the consignor, to call upon the commission merchant to disclose the
owner of the property. But care must be taken to have the policy word
ed so as to cover property held in trust or on commission. Thus, in the
case of Brichta v. the New York Lafayette Insurance Company, also in
the Superior Court, it was held, that an insurance of the plaintiff upon
goods and furniture in his store, would not cover property left with him
for sale, and upon which he had made advances. Had his policy con
tained the clause, his goods and furniture in his store belonging to him
self, or held in trust by him or on commission, then he would have
brought himself within the rule laid down in the previous case. A bona
fide equitable interest in property may be insured. Thus, in the case
of Tyler v. iEtna Fire Insurance Company, in 12 Wendell, the Supreme
Court held, that a person holding a contract for the purchase of a house,
upon which contract he had paid money, and was bound to pay more,
could insure. In equity, he has the same estate as if he had the fee
vested in him, and would have an interest to protect the property, as
much as if he were the absolute legal owner.
So it is presumed a lessee could insure his rent, especially when there
is a contract on his part to pay the rent, and no contract on the part of
the lessor to rebuild, or that the rent should cease on the destruction of
the premises by fire. The lessee, under such circumstances, would
have a bona fide equitable interest in the premises. So, a judgment
creditor may insure. Whatever may be the amount of the insurance,
the insured can only recover to the extent of his interest in the pro
perty.
An insurance against fire having been effected, the insured cannot as
sign tho policy without the consent of the company ; and even then the
assignment would be of no use, unless the subject insured, or some in
terest in it, be transferred also ; for the policy, as we have seen, would
be of no value, unless the holder has an interest in the property. In
case, however, of an individual having a specific lien upon the property,
as a mortgagee for instance, then an assignment of the policy, with con
sent of the insurers, might enure to his benefit. Companies ought to
possess this power to withhold their consent to the transfer of policies.
Frauds and fraudulent claims upon fire offices are so frequent, that the
character of the party proposing to insure has become a subject of great
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importance. If the insured were allowed to part with his policy, and to
assign it to whom he chose, he might materially affect the risk, or might
indeed create a new risk, which the insurers would not be willing to as
sume. After a loss has accrued, it is in the power of the insured to as
sign his policy without the consent of the company, for the risk has
terminated, and it is simply the assignment of a claim. But though the
policy may be transferred after a loss without consent, and at any time
during the continuance of the risk with consent, still the transfer of the
froperty insured passes no right to the policy. More than a century ago,
iord Chancellor King held, that fire insurances do not attach on the
realty, or in any manner go with the same as incident thereto, by any
conveyance or assignment, but they are only special agreements with the
persons
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favor of third
persons attaches upon insurance. In more than one case in Chancery,
says Mr. Comyn, where the lessee has covenanted to repair, (accidents
by fire excepted,) and the house having been burned, the lessor being
insured, and having received the insurance money, has neglected to re
build, an injunction has been granted against an action at law by the
lessor, for the rent, till the house should be rebuilt. In later cases, how
ever, this principle seems to be denied ; and in the case of Leeds v.
Chatham, 1 Simon's Reports, the vice chancellor said, that with respect
to the equity which the plaintiff alleges to arise from the defendant's re
ceipt of the insurance money, there is no satisfactory principle to sup
port it.
This would seem now to be the law upon this subject ; and Mr. Ellis,
in his work on fire insurance, upon a review of all the cases, remarks,
that the contract of insurance is confined to the parties, and that, as a
general principle, no other person has any right in equity to the pro
ceeds.
In case of loss by fire, it is usually required by the offices, that written
notices be forthwith given, and that as soon thereafter as possible a full
written statement of the loss be furnished, accompanied by the oath or
affirmation of the insured, and by a certificate of a magistrate or notary
most contiguous to the premises destroyed ; the magistrate or notary
certifying as to the loss, and to the origin of the fire, and that they believe
the fire occurred without fraud on the part of the insured.
Thus we have endeavored to trace out very briefly the history and
law of fire insurance. It has been questioned, whether the loss of pro
perty occasioned by negligence and avarice, and the frauds and crime
which have directly or indirectly been induced, do not more than coun
terbalance the good arising from fire insurance. That the multiplication
of insurance companies, and the consequent facilities afforded for effect
ing insurances, has led to much fraud, and occasioned much culpable
negligence, cannot be doubted. It is conceded, by all the writers upon
insurance law, that such has been the effect. Magens, in his day, cen
sures the companies for making insurances too readily, and for insuring
persons whose characters were unknown, and that such a course led to
great evil. Mr. Marshall ascribes many of the fires of London to in
surance ; and he doubts whether in a general and national point of view
the benefits are not more than counterbalanced by the mischiefs it occa
sions. It has been stated that in Paris, after the introduction of fire in
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surance companies, fires were much more frequent than before. In our
own city, the facts which have been established put the matter beyond
question, that insurance is the cause of many of our fires. More than
two thirds of the property annually destroyed is insured property, while
probably not much beyond a half of the whole insurable property of the city
is insured. It has been stated by persons connected with insurance com
panies, that more than three fourths, and probably seven eighths, of our
fires break out upon insured property. It cannot for a moment be sup
posed that any very large proportion of these fires originate in fraud,
at least such was not the impression until recently, but it must be
conceded that they are oftentimes the result of negligence, which
may be almost equally culpable. The facility and comparative cheap
ness with which insurance has been obtained, has undoubtedly led
to the erection of stores and warehouses in a slight and unsubstantial
manner. The owner could obtain an insurance upon them, and the
premium which he would be obliged to pay for that insurance would not
equal the interest of the additional money required to make them in
truth and in fact, as well as in name, fire proof. Stores which contain
at times goods to the amount of half a million of dollars are thus slightly
erected, and, as in the fire of 1835, and in recent fires, melt away like
wax before the devouring element. The fire in 1835, in this city, was
unparalleled in this respect. The great fire in London destroyed princi
pally wooden buildings. The fire here swept over a district of our city
covered almost entirely with buildings denominated fire proof.
Still, it may be contended, that commercial enterprise could not well be
carried on without the aid of insurance ; and it seems highly important
that when an individual or firm have in their store or warehouse a large
amount of personal property, that they should by insurance be enabled
to protect themselves against unavoidable and otherwise fatal losses by
fire. Men in moderate circumstances are thus enabled, by paying an
nually a small sum, to guard against the effects of accident which other
wise might ruin them. It is, perhaps, rather the abuse which has been
made of fire insurance that is to be censured. If regulations should be
made by the companies whereby they should refuse to insure to the full
value of property, thereby putting the insured party upon his own care
and attention, perhaps the evil might in part be prevented. There are
some mutual companies established upon this principle in some of the
eastern states, where risks are taken only to the extent of two thirds of
the value of the property, which have been very successful.
In London, the companies are compelled by their charters usually to
keep at their own expense a certain number of engines, stationed in dif
ferent parts of the city ; and they also employ firemen, and porters to
remove goods when in danger. If our companies should raise the rate
of insurance, and should also be compelled to provide engines, and fire
men, and porters, and if, in every fire that occurs, a rigid investigation
should take place, and when found to be the result of fraud, or even
culpable negligence, the guilty person should be punished, besides losing
his insurance, important improvements would undoubtedly be the result;
and the stock of fire insurance companies would become a safe invest
ment for the funds of the widow and the orphan, and a protection to
those who may suffer from unforeseen or unavoidable accidents.
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We append a table, compiled from the Fire Commissioners' Report in
the City of New York, exhibiting the number of fires which have taken
?lace
anuary,
in this
1840
city,
; the
between
amountthe
of 23d
property
day of
destroyed,
May, 1839,
as nearly
and theas1st
theday
same
o£
could be ascertained, and the amount of insurance effected thereon.
Date of
Fires.

1839.
May -21
.. 23
.. 26
.. 27
.. 27
June 6
..
8
.. 18
.. 20
.. 20
.. 20
.. 20
.. •27
.. 29
.. 30
July 1
..
1
..
4
..
6
.. 7
..
8
.. 10
.. 12
.. 24
.. 31
August 8
.. 10
.. 12
.. 15
.. 17
.. 18
.. 19
.. 24
.. 26
.. 30
Sept. 5
.. 10
.. 11
.. 23
.. 25
.. 29
.. 29
Oct. 5
..
5
..
6
.. 6
7
.. 10
.. 11
.. 15
.. 16
.. 17
.. 19

Avit Insured.

No Insurance.
12,000 00
1,000 00
49,000 00
2,000 00
3,500 00
2,800 00
6,000 00
95,000 00
3,400 00
1,500 00
1,500 00
9,000 00
70.000 00
6,000 00
1,000 00
No Insurance.
500 00
70,000 00
No Insurance.
4,000 00
No Insurance.
5,000 00
1,000 10
1,500 00
No Insurance.
No Insurance.
No Insurance.
1,000 00
5,000 00
No Insurance.
No Insurance.
8,000 00
No Insurance.
No Insurance.
1,000 00
4,500 00
90,000 00
6,350 00
27,000 00
No Insurance.
1,900 00
500 00
631,500 00
4,500 00
No Insurance.
2,000 00
No Insurance.
2,000 00
2,500 00
54,000 00
500 00

MTiole amount
destroyed.

20 00
14,943 00
300 00
2,100 00
2,500 00
3,486 00
3,300 00 1
800 00
200 00
2,000 00
100 00
250 00
No Loss.
No Loss.
64,000 00
1,800 00
5,200 00
1,550 00
No Loss.
No Loss.
1,150 00
No Loss.
500 00
5.000 00
350 00
470 00
300 00
No Loss.
No Loss.
1,100 00
5,000 00
No Loss.
No Loss,
5,000 00
1,500 00
200 00
420 00
30 00
287,100 00
100 00
6,500 00
No Loss.
130 00
500 00
1,000,000 00
6,000 00
No Loss.
5,000 00
30 00
2,200 00
100 00
34,100 00
15 00

Date of
Fires.

Am't Insured.

Whole amount
destroyed.

Oct. 2I
1,200 00
.. 21
1,000 00
.. 23 No Insurance.
.. 23
1,150 00
.. 23
2,500 00
.. 27
7,500 00
5,500 00
.. 28
Nov. 1 No Insurance.
30,000 00
..
2
11,000 00
.. 3
5,000 00
..
5
..
9 No Insurance.
20,000 00
..
9
800 00
.. 9
.. 10 No Insurance.
.. 10 No Insurance
.. 10
500 00
5,000 00
.. 10
.. 11 No Insurance.
.. 11 No Insurance.
3,000 00
.. 13
10,000 00
.. 20
.. 20 No Insurance.
.. 21
8,000 00
.. 23
1,100 00
.. 23 No Insurance.
.. 23 No Insurance.
.. 23
1,060 00
.. 24
3,500 00
.. 27 No Insurance.
.. 28
20,000 00
1,000 00
.. 29
20,500 00
.. 29
30,01)0 00
.. 30
Dec. 2
7,000 00
4 No Insurance.
6,000 00
.. 5
1,500 00
..
8
7,150 00
..
9
26,000 00
..
9
1,100 00
.. 10
.. 14
550,000 00
2,000
00
.. 15
20,000 00
.. 16
.. 17
550 00
.. 19 No Insurance.
.. 22
6,200 00
.. 24
5,000 00
.. 25
1,200 00
.. 26
3,000 00
.. 28 No Insurance
1,500 00
.. 30

No Loss.
No Loss.
25 00
1,500 00
1,440 00
1,460 00
150 00
800 00
11,000 00
7,000 00
1.500 00
2,450 00
250 00
1,290 00
200 00
300 00
2-25 00
7,000 00
500 00
200 00
150 00
400 00
70 00
No Loss.
750 00
150 00
250 00
80 00
12,200 00
150 00
21,000 00
900 00
21,105 00
24,000 00
150 00
600 00
No Loss.
40 00
4,500 00
2,100 00
40 00
360,000 00
1,750 00
1,800 00
No Loss.
3,000 00
400 00
2,450 00
950 00
1,600 00
2,200 00
2,280 00

2,015,960 00

1,967,699 00
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The origin of the fires, according to the classification of the commis
sioners' report, were : — supposed to be by incendiaries, 43 —supposed
<o be by design, 7 — accidental, 23 —cause unknown, 2 — by an incendia
ry, 1 — by sparks from chimneys, 3 — defect in chimneys, 3— sparks from
forge, 2 — lighted lamp, 1 — locofoco matches, 3 — lighted candle, 1 — spi
rit
pipe,
lamp,
1 —1 —
sparks
defect
from
in fire
candle,
place,1 —
1 —slack
causelime,
not ascertained,
1.
2 —from stove
Description of buildings in which fire originated. — Frame buildings,
43 — brick, 34 —stone, 3 —brick fronts, 5 — fire proof, 13.

Art. VI.— MERCANTILE BIOGRAPHY— JAMES LLOYD.
The Honorable James Lloyd, an eminent merchant for twenty-five
years, in the latter part of the last century and the beginning of the pre
sent, and a distinguished politician for twenty years, was the son of
James Lloyd, M. D., a highly respectable physician of Boston. Dr.
Lloyd was of the old school in his manners and costume, and in his de
portment displayed something more of formality than one now witnesses,
except in a very few in advanced life, who still linger amongst us. There
was more of dignity as well as of decorum in his behavior, and more
respect manifested towards others, than at present prevails in society.
He was also one of the most skilful physicians of his time, and might
be ranked with Bulfinch, Rand, Danforth, Tufts, Warren, and Brooks.
The son was educated in the University at Cambridge, near Boston,
and received his first degree in 1787, with the reputation of a good clas
sical and belles lettres scholar. He devoted a due portion of his time
in the University, to the study of mathematics and geography ; and at
tended more to history, probably, than most of the students of that
period. I am not able to say what attention he paid to logic, farther
than the regular studies in the University required ; and yet it may be
justly concluded he studied logic, as well as rhetoric, for his writings
and public speeches were argumentative, lucid, and discovered very
discriminating powers of mind. His conduct, while at the University,
was highly honorable in a young man, and he early manifested a correct
moral sense in all his intercourse with his fellow students. He was a
model in this respect. I was three years at the University with Mr.
Lloyd, though not of the same class. He was gentlemanly in his man
ners, even at the age of eighteen, and though pleasant and very com
panionable, there was nothing in his conduct which might be justly de
nominated boyish, or offensive to strict decorum. Indeed, he was a
gentleman when he entered the University, at the age of fourteen, and
he was free from the common eccentricities of youth.
On inquiry of a classmate of Mr. Lloyd, he wrote me as follows : " He
entered college when quite young. My impression is, that he was a
classical and belles lettres scholar, was studious, and made good pro
ficiency in the various branches of education then constituting the aca
demic course. He maintained a respectable rank in the class, was a
young man of courteous manners, pleasant and amiable, and I believe
his conduct was always honorable."
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Soon after he left the University, he entered the store of Thomas
Russell, Esq., one of the first merchants in Boston, as to character, pro
perty, and commercial enterprise. Mr. Russell was then engaged more
extensively in commerce than any one of that enterprising city, and his
counting room was an excellent school for one intending to engage in
mercantile pursuits. It afforded rare opportunities for becoming an in
telligent merchant ; and young Lloyd had a laudable degree of ambi
tion to be distinguished, or thoroughly acquainted, in the profession
which he had chosen. It is understood, that he read much during the
time he was in Mr. Russell's store, though he attended diligently to the
detail, or the practical part of the business. He continued about two
years with that eminent merchant; and must have acquired extensive
and correct information as to mercantile law, and the customs of mer
chants in other countries. In all professions, it is important to unite
theory with practice ; one may not justly expect to be eminent or suc
cessful without it. There are certain principles which regulate mer
cantile and commercial pursuits, and by which they are regulated ; but
these are of a general nature, and good judgment and experience are
still necessary to success in such enterprises.
Every successful manufacturer, every fortunate adventurer, every
rich trader, is not justly entitled to the appellation of an intelligent mer
chant. A trader in one of the seaports in Massachusetts, but very
ignorant, sent warming pans to the West Indies, a few years ago, and,
strange to relate, he made a good voyage. They were bought at a great
advance on their cost, to dip up molasses ! He shipped them by the ad
vice of some one who meant to hoax the simple owner. But the article
produced a larger profit than would have arisen from fish, or any other
commodity sent from the place, at that time. On leaving the store of
Mr. Russell, Mr. Lloyd went to the north of Europe, and visited various
places in that quarter of the world; and thus acquired much personal
knowledge respecting the trade and commerce of the old continent.
When he returned to Boston, he engaged in business as a merchant;
and was alike intelligent and devoted in the profession.
On several occasions, he was interested in foreign voyages with the
Messrs. Perkins, the most eminent and enterprising merchants of that
city in 1793, and for many following years. He was not one of that
company, but joined them at different times, when large capital was
necessary to be employed.
If Mr. Lloyd was distinguished for correct and extensive views on
commercial subjects, he was no less so for probity and punctuality in
his dealings. All who transacted business with him, all who knew his
character, had perfect confidence in his promises, and relied on a prompt
fulfilment of them. And surely this is a most important trait of charac
ter in a merchant : but the mere speculator or adventurer is seldom able
to meet his engagements with punctuality, even if he intended it when
he promised ; and a truly honest man will be cautious in making pro
mises which he is not sure of being able to perform.
Such was the character of Mr. Lloyd for information and uprightness,
that he was selected for a representative in the legislature of Massachu
setts, at the age of thirty-five ; and this was not common thirty or forty
years ago, when Boston had only eight members, and those men of
talents, good judgment, and great weight of character. Mr. Lloyd was
VOL. II. NO. III.
32
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several years in the house, and afterwards in the senate of Massachu
setts. He had great influence in the legislature, arising as well from
his industry and impartiality, as from his talents and information. He
was firm and decided in his opinions, and at the same time entirely free
from mere party views and feelings. His speeches on important occa
sions — for though able in debate he was not a great talker — were argu
mentative, pertinent, and commanded the admiration of his political op
ponents. The statute of Massachusetts, relating to days of grace on
bills ofexchange and promissory notes, was introduced and supported by
him. In 1808, on the resignation of Mr. Adams, then a senator in con
gress from the state, Mr. Lloyd was appointed to that important and
elevated station. He remained in the United States senate several
years, and after having resigned his seat in that august body, on
account of the feeble state of his health, he was again, at a little later
period, elected a federal senator for Massachusetts. And during the
whole period of his service in congress, he was faithful to the interests
and rights of the state, an able defender of the honor and independence
of the nation, and eminently useful, by his intelligence and industry, in
legislating both on subjects of commerce and of finance. Indeed, no
member of the national legislature had more influence than Mr. Lloyd,
or used it with more discretion and judgment. His knowledge and ex
perience as a merchant qualified him to judge correctly as to the effect
of any commercial regulations proposed to be adopted by the federal go
vernment, and to point out the operation of treaties on commerce and
navigation with the maritime countries of Europe ? His opinions were
of great importance in fixing the duties on foreign imports and tonnage,
with reference to the prosperity of our own trade and navigation, and to
the advancement of domestic manufactures. He was a friend to the
latter, but did not fully approve of the tariff of duties as fixed in 1828.
It was his apprehension that the duties were excessive, and would ope
rate unfavorably on the navigation of the country. Of the encourage
ment given by congress to manufactures, in 1816, he fully approved,
and acquiesced in, rather than advocated, the tariff of 1824. Next to
agriculture, as the foundation necessary for general prosperity in a
country like the United States, he deemed commerce highly useful, if
not absolutely necessary, and he was sensible of the attachment of a
great portion of the citizens in the Atlantic states to commercial pursuits.
Far from opposing, he rejoiced to perceive that manufactures were in
creasing; he only desired that no unequal protection should be given,
lest foreign trade and commerce should consequently decline.
Mr. Lloyd advocated with much ability and zeal the resolution before
the senate, in 1822, for the distribution of the public lands among the
several states, for the purposes of education. He was decidedly of
opinion that the old or original states should receive an equal share in
the funds accruing from the sales of lands in the new states, after the
public debt should be paid. They were ceded by different states for the
benefit of the whole union, and after the general debt should be extin
guished, it was but just that the proceeds of their sale should be divided
among the several states, for their respective appropriation, whether
for internal improvements, for education, or other purposes.
At an early period of the federal government, in 1798, though a
young man, Mr. Lloyd was a warm advocate for the navy ; and while a
.•in — *u Mvl
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member of the national legislature, he was explicit and active, on all
proper occasions, for its support and increase ; and he considered the
responsibility and efficiency of a navy to be identified with a prosperous
state of navigation. Frequently, he was one of the committee of the
senate on the increase of the navy, and for the general naval concerns
of the United States. As a debater, also, there were very few superior
to Mr. Lloyd in the senate. He was master of the subject which he
undertook to defend and support, and his speeches were clear, argumen
tative, pertinent, and usually powerful and eloquent.
Mr. Lloyd was candid in his opinions, and courteous and conciliatory
in his deportment towards political opponents General Smith, of Mary
land, and others, often bore public testimony to his impartiality and
magnanimity as a politician, and they always listened to his statements
and speeches with great attention. Yet Mr. Lloyd was far from being
a temporizer in politics. He openly avowed his opinions, and firmly ad
hered to them, having formed them after due inquiry and consideration.
And with all his courtesy, he had a very high sense of honor, and would
not receive insult from any one, unrebuked or unnoticed. On one
occasion, when a member of the senate was disposed to make trial of
Mr. Lloyd's courage, or to deter him from the full expression of his
sentiments on an exciting political question, he replied with proper re
sentment, but with equal firmness, and satisfied his opponent that he
was not to be frightened from his purpose by violence or abuse ; and with
all honorable men his conduct was approved and applauded.
Mr. Lloyd was a member of the senate of the United States when
war was declared in 1812 ; but he did not approve of that measure. In
deed, it was adopted by a small majority of the senate. Mr. Lloyd was
of opinion, that the disputes between the United States and England
could be better adjusted by negotiation than by an appeal to arms.
A part of the war Mr. Lloyd was a member of the executive coun
cil of Massachusetts, Governor Strong being then in the chair; and
he approved of all the leading measures of that distinguished ma
gistrate. Of the Hartford convention he had some doubts, as to its
policy or expediency, but none at all of its abstract right, or consist
ency with a deep reverence for the constitution, and an equally high
conviction of the duty of preserving the union. He supposed that it
might afford occasion with some to pretend that the eastern states were
in favor of a separation, and of their attachment to Great Britain — pre
cisely the objections and charges made against that convention. It was
his opinion that there was no such design, either in the members of
that convention, or in their constituents. The result he considered
moderate and wise, showing a supreme regard for the welfare and pros
perity of the whole people of the United States, and manifesting the
most ardent desire to preserve the union. Several of the members of
that convention were intimate personal and political friends, in whose
wisdom and patriotism he had the most perfect confidence.
When President Madison intimated, in a public message, that he
feared some citizens were plotting against the union, in 1812, a resolu
tion was passed in the senate of the United States, at the instance of
Mr. Lloyd, requesting the evidence of such a plot, and the names of
the persons who were concerned in it. Mr. Madison replied, that he had
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no proof, and that no particular persons had been named as having such
a design.
Mr. Lloyd was again appointed senator in congress from Massachu
setts some years after the war, and continued until the state of his health
obliged him to retire from public life. His former high reputation for
intelligence, judgment, and patriotism, was not at all abated. His atten
tion to public business was unremitting, and his wise counsels were not
given without effect. In 1822-3, he devoted himself to explain and urge
the claim of Massachusetts on the federal government for remuneration on
account of the expenses of the militia in the war of 1812-15 ; and it is
understood that he made a strong impression on the mind of President
Monroe in favor of the equity of a reimbursement.
In his domestic relations, and in the circle of his friends, Mr. Lloyd
was fitted to receive and to communicate happiness. The lady of his
choice united intelligence with gentleness and delicacy of manners in a
remarkable degree. She justly appreciated his worth, she could best
approve his discriminating taste, nor be unaware of his high and honor
able character in the estimation of his fellow citizens. On account of
feeble health for several years of his life, Mr. Lloyd mixed less frequently
than most others, of his property and standing, in large companies. But
he administered "the rights of hospitality" to his visitors with much ap
parent cordiality, and with great felicity of manner. Some young per
sons of the present time might charge him with a degree of formality in
his deportment : he was indeed precise, and always consulted decorum
and propriety ; or, perhaps, it might be more justly said, that they were
habitual to his character from his early years. But his demeanor was
not, therefore, unpleasant to his friends, who, with his peculiarly urbane
and gentlemanly manners, never felt unduly restrained at his table or in
his company.
The character and political opinions of the patriots of the Revolu
tion, had the respect and admiration of Mr. Lloyd. His father had been
friendly to the parent government in 1775, but not one of those who left
their native country to put himself under the protection of the king.
His submission to the British government was like that of many otheraged
menin thattryingperiod, who, though friends of civil liberty, feared amore
oppressive exercise of power over them if they were unsuccessful in
their resistance, and of that there was some reason to fear. The aged,
therefore, were generally disposed to submit ; but the younger class,
fortunately, had more resolution and more enthusiasm, and nobly resolved
to resist or to perish. Mr, Lloyd early imbibed the principles and sen
timents of the whigs of 1775, and, in theory and sincerity, was a true
republican. But he was too wise to be a leveller, too great a friend to
true liberty to be a radical, and had too much self-respect to flatter the
ignorant for the sake of popularity. Mr. Lloyd passed several of the
last years of his life in Philadelphia, where he had many valued friends,
and died in New York in April, 1831, where he went to reside for a
short time. Though he retired from the concerns of public life, his
death was extensively and deeply lamented, and his memory is still
cherished in many hearts with sentiments of high regard.

»
Art. VII.— POST-OFFICE
Post-Office Reform
REFORM—
— Cheap Postage.
CHEAP POSTAGE.
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The readers of this Magazine are well aware, that Sir Rowland Hill
has presented to the people and government of Great Britain a plan, by
which he proposes to reduce the postage of letters in that kingdom, to
the uniform price of one penny. The commissioners of the post-office
having considered his proposition, and being satisfied that a reduction of
postage could be safely made, have already commenced the preparatory
arrangements to carry it into effect. As an experiment, they have re
duced the postage of single letters to all parts of the United Kingdom
to the low price of four pence.
The people of the United States, always ready to adopt measures of
economic reform, and eager to open every avenue for the cheap and rapid
diffusion of useful knowledge, have taken up the subject of cheap post
age, and presented petitions to congress to abolish the franking privilege,
and to reduce the present rates of postage. The public press has dis
cussed this subject, and urged upon the representatives of the people
the importance of immediate action. It was generally supposed that a
subject of such vital interest to all classes of the people, and on which
they had expressed so strong and decided an opinion in its favor, would
have induced the post-master general to notice it in his annual report
to the president, and recommend immediate measures to reform the
present unequal and burdensome monopoly. But in this expectation
they have been disappointed. This important subject is disposed of in
the following summary manner :
" The radical change in the rates of postage on letters, recently adopted
in Great Britain, has attracted much attention in the United States. To
enable me to furnish congress with information on that subject, and all
others connected with the post establishments in several of the most con
siderable European countries, I have dispatched one of the special
agents of this department to Europe, with instructions to visit them in
person, and furnish me with minute details of their organization and
operations. Many documents, and some interesting particulars, have
been received from him, but he has not yet been able to prepare himself
to make a detailed report. As soon as such report shall be received, it
is intended to submit to congress all the information it may contain, for
their consideration."
On this paragraph of the report we are constrained to offer a few re
marks. First, we consider it an unnecessary waste of time and money
to send out a "special agent" to make inquiries on this subject. All
the necessary information could have been obtained equally as well from
our highly intelligent ministers at London, Madrid, Paris, Vienna, and
Berlin. The books already published, and the manner in which the busi
ness of the London post-office is conducted in all its ramifications, could have
been procured and forwarded to the post-master general without any
delay or expense. And as there are no "state secrets" connected with
the cheap system of postage, all the particulars and details could have
been given to Mr. Stevenson without the least hesitation. But secondly,
admitting that it was necessary to send out a special agent, we would ask,
what has he been doing for nine months, that " he has not yet been able
to prepare himself to make a detailed report?" This "special agent"
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left New York, in the Great Western, last June; still he has not given suf
ficient information to enable the post-master general to report on this
interesting subject !
The cheap postage system has been in operation in England several
months, and even despotic, sluggish Austria, has followed the example ;
and yet the energetic and industrious Mr. Kendall has not moved one
step in the matter except to send out a special agent, who, after a nine
months' laborious research, has not been able to understand the system so
as to make a " full report." Even the political opponents of Mr. Ken
dall have heretofore been disposed to allow him business talents of a high
order, and his friends have confidently believed that he would eagerly
seize the opportunity of introducing a reform in the rates of postage ;
but alas, he has, at least in this instance, disappointed both his friends
and opponents
It is not our intention in this article to complain of Mr. Kendall, or his
"special agent," but to show the absolute necessity of adopting imme
diately a cheap and more equal system of postage, and eventually a total
reform in the post-office department—a reform which is necessary to make
it more congenial to the spirit of our institutions, and the advancing know
ledge and improvements of the age in which we live.
The post-office department in this country has never been looked to
as a source of revenue, except during the last contest with Great
Britain. Then the rates of postage were increased to raise a revenue
to enable us to bear the expenses of the war ; but as soon as it was
ended, the postage was again reduced. All that has been required from
the post-office is, that it should support itself. This it has always done,
even when the revenue did not amount to a tenth of what it now is, and
notwithstanding the immense increase of revenue, there has been no
reduction in the rates of postage for the hist twenty-fivo years. The
business of the department has been so managed, that all its revenue
has been more than expended, and according to the last report of the
post-master general, the expenditures of 1838 were $4,621,837 16, being
8386,759 19 more than the income, and the last yearthe " engagements and
liabilities ofthe department were $4,624,1 17 86, being an excess of engage
ments and liabilities $147,479 30 !" How is this 1 Surely the public
interest cannot require such expensive outlays upon post routes that
yield little or no revenue, and which can be of little use to the wilder
nesses through which they pass. Judging of the future from the past,
should the revenue from postages amount to ten millions instead of five
millions of dollars, the whole will be expended in affording " mail facili
ties" to those portions of the country where little or no revenue is de
rived, at the expense of the denser and more populous sections of the
union. Let us be understood in this matter. We have no objection,
while the present system exists, that congress should establish post
routes through every portion of our territory, and even beyond the
Rocky Mountains, but we do solemnly protest against compelling one
portion of the community to bear this expense for the benefit of the
other.
It is possible that one reason why Mr. Kendall did not recommend
in his report the immediate reduction of postages, is that his department
is now in debt! Three years since, he stated that he would have a sur
plus of fourteen hundred thousand dollars, after paying the debts in
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curred under the lamented Barry's administration, and yet in the years
1838-9, the expenses of the department exceeded the income upwards
of half a million of dollars! If poverty was the cause of his not recom
mending the measure, he should have said so, and not give this impor
tant subject the go-by, with merely stating that he had not heard from
his agent. England, with her heavy national debt and enormous go
vernmental expenses, is obliged to look to the post-office for a portion
of revenue to meet these demands ; still, with a promptitude that does
the lords commissioners infinite credit, they have reduced the postage to a
cheap and equal rate throughout the United Kingdom. Why, then,
should Mr. Kendall hesitate to recommend a measure which is fraught
with so many advantages to our rising country, even if it should require
appropriations from congress to carry it into effect.
But we contend that a cheap system of postage may be advantageously
adopted in this country without any aid from congress, if equal and ex
act justice is done to all the parties concerned. For example, in the first
place, let thefranking privilege be wholly abolished, so that no person may
send or receive letters or papers without paying postage. Now, all the
departments of government, each member of congress, and every post
master in the United States, enjoys the franking privilege; and it is well
known that whatever legal restrictions may be imposed against its abuse,
they are too frequently disregarded. On the departments of govern
ment, there is no legal restriction whatever, they send by mail as much
as they please. Some members of congress send cart loads of docu
ments daily ; and during the session of congress the mails are loaded down
with speeches that are never read, and documents which remain unopened.
Post-masters send myriads of letters daily on their own private business,
and hundreds take the office solely on account of the franking privilege.
Abolish this privilege, and the expense of transporting the mails would
be so reduced, and the revenue so much increased, that a reduction of
fifty per cent. in the rates of postage might be made immediately. There
is no justice whatever in requiring the people to pay the postage of the
departments, members of congress, and post-masters.
It may be objected, that members of congress would be heavily taxed
by their constituents, were they obliged to pay postage for all the letters
sent to them. It would be no more burdensome to them than it now is to
the members of the state legislature. When their constituents write
them on their own business, they know it is their duty to pay the postage ;
so would it likewise be as it respects members of congress. Or if it was
deemed necessary, the congressional post-office might open an account
with each member, and the amount at the close of the session be paid
from the treasury in the same manner as their other expenses are now
paid. A proposition to abolish the franking privilege will no doubt be
unpopular with all who are interested in its continuance, and from such
no favor is to be expected. Nevertheless, the rights of the whole peo
ple are paramount to the interests of a comparatively few individuals,
and must and will be eventually respected by every friend of his country.
In the second place, we maintain, that the adoption of a cheaper sys
tem would, instead of decreasing, greatly increase the revenue of the
post-office department. The present heavy tax upon letters is a serious
interruption to that friendly intercourse which would be kept up between
absent friends, many of whom are unable to bear the expense, and others
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are unwilling. Besides, there are myriads of letters now sent by pri
vate conveyance, which, if the postage was reduced, would be sent by
mail. Not a steam-boat leaves the wharf, nor a mail-stage the tavern,
but takes with them hundreds of letters, in order to save the expense of
postage. But if the postage was reduced, there is hardly an individual,
certainly not a man in business, but would prefer sending his letters by
mail, rather than give his friend or acquaintance the trouble of carrying
them. Hence, this unequal and burdensome tax excludes daily from the
post-office thousands and tens of thousands of letters, which, under a
cheaper and more equal system, would be sent by the mails, and thus
contribute to swell the revenue of the department. We might enlarge
upon this subject, but these suggestions are deemed sufficient to show
the practicability of reducing the rates of postage to a much lower rate
than they now are.
We have said that it was our object also to show the necessity of a
total reform in the post-office department. This we shall endeavor to
do in as few words as possible.
l, The present rates of postage should be changed because of their
inequality. Let us take the following for an example: — The postage on
a single letter to Philadelphia is twelve and a half cents, and eighteen
and three quarters cents to Baltimore, Providence, and Boston. This
is a heavy tax upon the citizens and merchants of those cities, between
whom there is an uninterrupted daily correspondence. There is no
fairness in making our citizens pay twelve and a half cents for 80 miles,
and only twenty-five cents for 2,000 miles ! The conveyance of a letter
80 miles cannot cost halfss much as to carry it 2,000 miles, and, conse
quently, there can be no justice in requiring us to pay that sum. Why
should those who send letters only a short distance, be obliged to pay for
those who send their letters to a greater distance ? This inequality in
the postage of letters should be corrected, even if the rates are not re
duced.
There is likewise an inequality in the rates of newspaper and pam
phlet postage, which should be corrected. A newspaper, no matter how
large the sheet, pays only one and a half cents to any portion of the
Union, and the same is charged for the smallest. The mammoth sheet
of the papers called the " New World," and " Brother Jonathan" pay
no more than the daily " Sun," or " Whig," which are not one fourth of
their size. Again, should either of those sheets be printed in pamphlet
form, and stitched, it would be charged two and a half cents as a maga
zine, and if the same sheet should be issued as an occasional pamphlet
it would be charged six cents ! Is not this an unequal tax upon know
ledge, which should be immediately corrected ? What good reason can
be urged, that a small sheet should pay as much postage as one that is
four times heavier and larger ; or that because a sheet is folded and
stitched, it should therefore pay double and quadruple another that is
not? Equity demands a reform in the rates of postage, and be who
takes the lead in this salutary measure will deserve well of his country.
2. The monopoly character of our post-office system renders it pecu
liarly obnoxious to animadversion, being wholly at war with the spirit
of our free institutions. The post-office department has the sole and
exclusive control of transporting letters and papers, and no individual
or company is permitted to come into competition with its operations,
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without incurring heavy penalties. Were it not for this prohibition, let
ters might be sent to Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Boston, and other
cities of the Atlantic coast, for one fourth of what it now costs, and with
equal if not greater expedition and security. If this business was left
free to individuals or companies, instead of the government, they could
be made responsible for the safe transportation and delivery of letters
containing money. The post-office department charges an additional
sum for letters containing enclosures, but gives no additional security
for their safe delivery ; whereas, if the business was thrown open, and
others might engage in this business, ample and satisfactory security
could be obtained for a safe and expeditious delivery of letters with
their contents.
We might here ask, why should the government assume the exclusive
right of transporting our letters and papers any more than our persons
and articles of trade 1 With equal propriety might they claim the right
of transporting all goods, wares, and merchandise, from city to city, to
the exclusion of every other person from engaging in the business, and
then charge such rates as they might think proper. There is no one
but would instantly exclaim against the injustice and oppression of such
an odious monopoly, and yet this monopoly, in relation to the transmis
sion of letters and papers, is submitted to without a murmur, merely be
cause we have been so long accustomed to it.
To many of our readers it may appear strange and heretical doctrine
to suggest the idea that we could do as well or better without what is
called " the post-office department." Let us suppose, for example, that
roads,"
the clause,
wasgiving
struckcongress
from thethe
constitution
power " to; establish
is any one
post-offices
weak enough
ami postto
believe that the activity of commerce would not soon supply another
system equally as efficient and useful ? In the language of an eloquent
and powerful writer, who has the honor of first starting the idea of a
free trade post-office, " modes of conveyance would be instituted at once -r
they would speedily be improved by rival efforts of competition, and
would keep pace step by step with the public demand. It may be said
that the places far inland and thinly inhabited would suffer by the ar
rangement. The solitary squatter in the wilderness might not, it is true,
hear the forest echoes daily awakened by the postman's horn, and his
annual letter might reach him charged with a greater expense than he
is now required to pay. But there is no place on the map which would
not be supplied with mail facilities by paying a just equivalent; and if
they are now supplied for less, it is because the burden of post-office
taxation is imposed with disproportional weight on the populous sec
tions of the land. But there is no reason why the east should pay the
expense of threading with the mail the thick wildernesses of the west,
or of wading with it through the swamps and morasses of the south.
This is a violation of the plainest principles of equal rights."
3. The present organization of the post-office department is liable to'
great abuses, inasmuch as it places in the hands of one individual an im
mense and dangerous patronage, which may be wielded against the trueinterests of the people. Under the present system, there are upwards
of thirteen thousand post-masters, holding their appointments directly
from one man, and removable at his pleasure. Nearly two thousand mail
contractors are brought into immediate contact with the head of the deTol. iI.—no. in.
33
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partment, and by whose decisions alone contracts are made and fines le
vied for delinquencies. This numerous army of postmasters and contract
ors have a multitude of subordinates under their control, and if we
include the clerks, carners, and various other persons more or less de
pendent for support on this enormous system, it will probably yield an
aggregate of not much less than half a million of persons under the im
mediate direction, to some extent, of a single individual. Will it not be
perceived at a single glance that this monstrous power is at all times sus
ceptible of being exerted with the most dangerous effect for the advance
ment of objects hostile to the true interests of the people ?
To use the language of the powerful writer above mentioned, "it is
not only the vast means of undue influence which the present system gives
to a single federal officer, in enabling him, to some extent, directly to con
trol the suffrages of a numerous body of organized dependents, but the
facilities it furnishes for a rapid and simultaneous diffusion of political in
telligence which it may be desired to circulate, for the obstruction of that
of a contrary tenor, and for the exercise of all the arts of political espion
age, also render the post-office, as a branch of government, a dangerous
institution. If this is a danger not necessary to be incurred, if the duties
which it performs are a matter of trade which might safely be left to the
laws of trade, and if the transmission of our letters and newspapers, from
place to place, might be submitted with salutary results to the operations
of the same principles which now secure the carrying of our merchan
dise and our persons, there are many who will readily admit that the
free trade system, as tending to simplify the offices of government and
restraining its powers, would be better than one of political regulation.
We are ourselves strongly inclined to the belief, that if the clause in the
federal charter which gives to congress the control of the post-office
had never been inserted, a better system would have grown up under
the mere laws of trade. The present system, let it be conducted as it
may, can never, in the nature of things, be wholly free from political
abuses, and is always in danger of being converted into a mere political
machine. The abuses which are its inevitable attendants will necessa
rily increase from year to year, as the population swells in numbers and
spreads over a wider surface. It must always be managed by political
intermediaries and rapacious subordinates, be attended with a vast
amount of unnecessary expense, and this expense must be drawn from
the people by a method of taxation in utter violation of their equal rights.
It is a government machine, cumbrous, expensive, and unwieldy, and
liable to be perverted to the worst uses."*
B. B.

Punctuality. — Sell to a man who is punctual in his payments at a
less profit than to him who is not. One dollar sure is better than two
doubtful, and it will avail you more in an emergency. The way to get
credit is to be punctual ; the way to preserve it is not to use it too much.
Settle often — have short accounts. Trust no strangers; — your goods
are better than doubtful charges. — Foster.
* The late William Leggett.
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Art. VIII.— MERCANTILE LAW REPORTS.
FORFEITURE OF GOODS. BRUSSELS AND WILTON RUGS.
SEWING SILK. WORSTED CRAVATS.

SILK TWIST-

Import Duties. — Many important, cases have been decided during
the past year, which have a bearing upon the existing tariff. The cases
which follow were reported for the Merchant's Magazine, and may be
implicitly relied upon for their correctness and fidelity.
FORFEITURE OF GOODS.
1. In the United States District Court, before Judge Betts, February 12,
1840. The United States v. Ten Cases of Merchandise. Haddcn Sf
Co., claimants.
This was an information for the forfeiture of the goods under the
three clauses of the penal part of the 14th section of the act of July, 1832.
It contained three counts : 1. That the goods on inspection did not corres
pond with the entry. 2. That the package contained articles not mention
ed in the entry, inasmuch as none of the goods in the package were speci
fied in the entry. 3. That the package and invoice were made up with
intent to evade or defraud the revenue.
The entry and invoice produced upon the entry were read, in which
the goods were described as worsted shawls ; also the letter of the ship
pers to the claimants was produced by them and read on the part of the
United States, stating, that in great confidence of the integrity and high
standing of the claimants, the shippers had opened a business with them,
by the consignment of ten cases worsted shawls, and a case of printed
cotton handkerchiefs.
The evidence for the prosecution farther showed, that upon inspection
the goods were shawls composed of cotton and worsted ; all the goods
were of the same kind ; and the materials were palpably to be disco
vered, and nothing in the way of concealment appeared.
The Court then suggested, that as it had been decided by the Circuit
Court that the act of congress did not contain words imposing any for
feiture for the goods not corresponding with the entry, (owing apparently
to the accidental omission of words of forfeiting in the law,) there need
be no discussion as to the first count, seeking the forfeiture on that
ground. The claimants' council offered to waive any objection on this
ground, and asking to have that question tried, as they were prepared
to show that "the goods were invoiced and entered under their usual and
appropriate name in trade. They were therefore desirous in the present
suit to have the law pronounced, that in case of the non-correspondence
alleged, the goods were forfeited ; but the Court said, that it was not at
liberty to lay down law by consent contrary to the decision by which the
Court was bound.
The claimants' counsel then contended, that under the second count,
charging that the package contained articles not in the entry, reference
was had not to a misdescription of the whole contents of the package,
but to an omission of some part of the contents in the entry ; that a
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misdescription of the whole was the case intended in the first clause of
the statute, and therefore was not included in the second. The district
attorney insisted, that the misdescription of one article in a case was
within the act, and much more a misdescription of every article.
The Court ruled, that the act of 1832, in question, is to be construed
in connexion with the act of 1830, of which it is emendatory. By the
act of 1830 the omission of an article in the package from the entry,
subjected the whole package to forfeiture ; by the act of 1832 this was
repealed, and the omission of an article only subjected that article to
forfeiture ; clearly showing that a forfeiture of the whole package was
not intended by this clause of the act, but to have been contemplated in
the first clause ; and as the proposition in the present case was to forfeit
every article, in other words, the whole package, not for any omission
of a part, but a misdescription of the whole, the forfeiture could not be
claimed under the second clause of the statute ; and, therefore, that the
second count of the information might be laid out of view.
The district attorney then claimed that the evidence was sufficient,
unless contradicted, to claim a forfeiture under the third count, charging
the invoice tn be made up with intent to evade or defraud the revenue ;
since by the description in the invoice the goods would have passed free,
while in fact they were liable to a duty of 25 per cent. The claimants'
-counsel insisted, that under this third clause of the statute, the informa
tion was too vague and uncertain to allow of a forfeiture, since it did
not show in what the intent to evade or defraud existed, nor by what
means it was attempted. They also contended, that under the third clause
,of the act, the United States could not claim a forfeiture for the same
faults as were embraced under the first or second clauses, by merely
showing the intent in addition ; since the two first clauses embraced the
cases whether the intent were fraudulent or not.
The Court. This third count alleges the offence in the words of the
law, and that, in form, is sufficient.
It is not clear, nor is the Court of opinion, that if the case fall within
the second clause, and an article in a package had been omitted from the
entry, appearing to have been thus omitted through a fraudulent intent,
it would not create a forfeiture under this third clause of the act and
this count of the information grounded on it. The Court considers, that
if such omission were accompanied with circumstances of concealment,
or other matters, showing the package or invoice made up fraudulently,
it would under this third clause forfeit the whole package.
But here it is not the case of any omission ; it is a description of the
whole package ; all the goods are entered, but, as is alleged, under a
wrong description. This is not the offence contemplated in the second
clause, nor is it punished with forfeiture in the first ; and this misdescrip
tion, therefore, is not of itself competent evidence, without other proof
of circumstances of concealment or art to disguise, from which the jury
can legally infer fraud.
The Court, therefore, directed the jury that the evidence was not com
petent to warrant a conviction under the count charging fraudulent intent,
and the jury acquitted the goods.
The district attorney made a bill of exceptions to the several decisions,
B. F. Butler, district attorney. D. Lord, jr., W. Q. Morton, and A.
Hamilton, for claimants.

Brussels and Wilton Rugs. — Silk Twist; Sewing Silk.
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BRUSSELS AND WILTON RUGS.
2. In the Circuit Court of the United States, before Judge Betts, January
23, 1840. David Hadden and others v. Hoyt.
The plaintiffs had, during 1838 and 1839, imported various parcels of
Brussels and Wilton rugs. The defendant, collector of the customs at
New York, had exacted duties upon these importations at the rate of 50
per cent, ad valorem as manufactures of wool. The plaintiffs insisted
that they were an article not enumerated in the act of 1816, (3 Story,
1587,) and therefore by it charged with 15 per cent. ad valorem, and so,
under the actof 1832, (4 Story, 2322,) rendered free. The defendant con
tended that they were subject to duty as a manufacture of wool, or as
carpets or carpeting, under the act of 1832.
The plaintiffs proved the payment of the duties under protest against
the rate exacted, and that the articles were rugs, composed of linen and
worsted, without any wool.
It appeared that the article was usually manufactured by carpet manu
facturers, although in some instances by manufacturers of this article
only ; that it was made in the same manner as carpets, only the patterns
were different, having a border all around the piece laid out for a single
rug ; that in the piece they were woven with selvages between every
length of a rug, which selvages had not the raised figure or filling, and
were so left to separate the pieces, and sometimes to have a fringe sew
ed on ; that a piece woven for rugs would not serve for a carpet, both by
reason of the figure and the selvages ; that in the trade, rugs were not
known as carpets or carpeting, but bore a distinct name and had a par
ticular use ; that in trade, carpets were pieces of carpeting woven so as
to form a pattern for a room or space of given dimensions, sometimes
made up by sewing, sometimes woven in its shape, — carpeting was the
cloth woven for carpets in the piece, and to be made into carpets of any
size. The witnesses statedthat under an orderfor carpets or carpeting they
would not expect, accept, or furnish rugs, nor vice versa. That carpets
were sometimes cut in pieces, and had fringes sewed around, when they
were sold and called rugs, but they were not imported in this manner.
The district attorney conceded that upon the evidence the jury must
find that the articles in question were not carpets or carpeting, nor
chargeable with duty as a manufacture of wool. But he insisted that
they were a manufacture of which flax was a component part, and so
liable, under the act of 1824, (3 Story, 1943,) to a duty of 20 per cent.
ad valorem, reduced by the 2d section of the act of 1832 to 15 per cent.
ad valorem.
The Court was of this opinion, and so charged the jury.
Verdict for the plaintiffs, $1,436 64. D. Lord, jr., for plaintiffs.
B. F. Butler, district attorney, for defendants.
SILK TWIST SEWING SILK.
3. In the Circuit Court of the United States, before Judge Bctts, January
22, 1840. S. and F. Dorr If Co. v. Hoyt.
The defendant, collector of the customs at New York, had exacted
from the plaintiffs duties at the rate of 40 per cent. upon silk twist, im
ported by the plaintiffs during the year 1839, insisting on the right to
duty as on sewing silk. The plaintiffs paid the duty, protesting against
the right to exact any duty, and brought this suit to recover back the
duty.
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The plaintiffs insisted that the twist was a manufacture of silk, and as
such, made free by the 4th section of the act of March 2, 1832, (4 Story,
2338.) The plaintiffs proved that the article in question was known in
trade, among importers, dealers, and consumers, as twist, and not as sew
ing silk; that although made wholly of silk, and used only for sewing,
yet it was a different article from sewing silk, and they could not both be
used for the same purposes.
The Court charged, that if the article was known in commerce as sew
ing silk, then the verdict must be for the defendant ; but if not, then, as
it was a manufacture of silk, it was free. That it was for them to de
termine whether the article was known in commerce under the name of
sewing silk or not. If it was not, then, although it was composed of silk
and used for sewing, it was free.
The jury found for the plaintiffs.
D. Lord, jr., for plaintiffs. B. F. Butler, district attorney, for defend
ant.
WORSTED CRAVATS.

4. 22,
Circuit
1840.Court
S. £
ofF.theDorr
United
$. Co.States,
v. Hoyt.
Judge Betts presiding, January
This was an action for money had and received by the defendant,
collector of the customs at New York, and paid to him by the plaintiffs,
as duties on certain importations of worsted cravats ; the duties had been
exacted and paid at the rate of 50 per cent. ad valorem, classing the
goods as a manufacture of wool, or as ready-made clothing, under the act
of July 14, 1832, section 2, class 2.
The plaintiffs claimed them to be free ; being, under the act of 1816,
a non-enumerated article, subject to a duty of 15 per cent., and, conse
quently, by act of 1832, (4 Story, 2322,) section 2, rendered free of duty.
The goods were proved to be worsted, and woven on the stocking
frame, and were dealt in principally by dealers in hosiery.
The counsel of the defendant proved that the goods usually went in
commerce by the name or class of hosiery. He admitted that they were
not subject to the duty of 50 per cent., as ready-made clothing, or manu
factures of wool, but insisted that they were not free of duty, but were
chargeable with the duty on hosiery.
The counsel of the claimants assented to these views.
The Court charged, that the goods were liable to duty as hosiery, and
that the excess over the hosiery duty must be found for the plaintiffs.
Verdict for plaintiffs, $1,32.1.
D. Lord, jr., for plaintiffs. B. F. Butler, districtattorney, for defendant.

Dividend List for 1840. — Under this title, Coolidge and Lambert,
57 "Wall street, have published a sheet, giving the titles of the various
bank, trust, insurance, rail-road, and miscellaneous stocks, the amount of
capital, value of shares, dividend months, and the semi-annual dividends
for 1838, 1839, and 1840. It is compiled by J. N. Williams, and must
prove a valuable table of reference for those who buy or sell city stocks.
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Art. IX.— THE BOOK TRADE.
1. A Supplementary Catalogue of the Books belonging to the Mercantile
Library Association ; comprising all tJwsc added from My, 1837, to
January,
The catalogue
1840. toNew
whichYork.
this is Printed
supplementary
for the Association.
was published in 1837,
and is comprised in a volume of 312 octavo pages. In 1838 another
supplement was published of 56 pages. At the first opening of the in
stitution, the collection of books amounted to about seven hundred vo
lumes, derived principally from personal donation. In 1821, the number
had increased to one thousand. In 1826, to two thousand two hundred
volumes. The library has steadily and rapidly increased, and now num
bers about twenty-two thousand volumes. The arrangement of the pre
sent supplement diners in many particulars from that adopted in other
catalogues of the library, inasmuch that preference is given to the alpha
betical order in each division ; and this, we are informed by the compiler,
Mr. Delf, has been done, from a conviction that it offers to the readers,
for whose use it is prepared, advantages over any arbitrary scientific
classification, which, however useful to those advanced in knowledge, is
obviously unfitted for others who are but entering its domain. The notes
introduced by the editor for the purpose of attracting attention to ne
glected works, as well as to aid those who have given indications of a
desire to cultivate a taste for other than the ephemeral productions of the
day, are generally judiciously selected from reputable authorities. On
the whole, the taste and industry displayed in the arrangement of the
supplement, is creditable to the compiler.

2. Civil Office, and Political Ethics. Containing familiar Law relating
to Husband and Wife, Parent and Child, Guardian and Ward, Wills,
Executors and Administrators, Witnesses, Jurors, and Arbitrators. For
the Use of Citizens and Schools. By E. P. Hurlburt. New York :
Taylor & Clement.
This appears to be a very accurate, useful work, and great praise is
due to the author and the publishers for offering our " citizens and schools"
this necessary knowledge, in a form at once concise and intelligible.
The chapters on " The judicial powers of the United States," and on
" The rights of citizens and inhabitants of the state of New York," are
important to the merchant.

3. Civil Polity and Political Economy. For the Use of Schools and Aca
demies. By Marciu s Willson. New York : Taylor & Clement.
This work presents, m a concise manner, the first principles of consti
tutional law and political economy. It should be studied in every school,
and read by every citizen. The principles of civil polity and political
economy are level to the capacities of youth, and therefore should be
taught to youth. Our schools have too long neglected these necessary
branches of a republican education.
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COMMERCIAL

REGULATIONS.

TARIFF OF TEXAS, AS MODIFIED BY THE SECOND CONGRESS.

Apples
Almonds, per lb
Axes, Hoes, Ploughs, Harrows, &c,
for purposes of husbandry
Arms— Fire-arms and Ammunitions
of War, of all descriptions
Bacon
Bread Stuffs of all kinds
Bale Rope
Barley and Corn, &c
Beef, pickled
Butter, per lb
Beets
Beans
Books and Stationery
Baggage in actual use
Boots and Shoes
Brass, all articles of which it forms
a component part
Building Stone, Bricks, Slates and
Tiles
Brushes of all kinds
Carts
Corn
Coffee
Cinnamon, per lb
Cloves
Candles, Tallow
" Spermaceti
" Wax
Cotton, all articles of which it forms
a component part
Cotton Bagging

Clothing, wearing apparel in actual
use
Wearing apparel ready made, other
wise imported than for actual use
Copper, all articles of which it forms
a component part
Carriages for pleasure
Drays
Cards for playing
Coal
Corks, per lb
Combs, of all descriptions
Cordage
Dry Goods — Wool, all articles of
which it forms a component part.
Drugs and Medicines of all descrip
tions
Earthen Ware
Fish — Cod perlb
Mackerel, per bbl
Salmon
Herrings
"
in boxes per 100 lbs
"
perl0Olbs
Shad, per bbl
Flour

25
3

Fruits— Apples and Peaches
Raisins, per lb
Filberts
free
Figs
Almonds
free
Peaches in spirits
free Farming Utensils
free Furniture of all classes....
free Groceries not enumei ated under their
free
respective heads
free Glass and Glass Ware
6l Hals, of all descriptions
free Household furniture
free Harness
free Iron, implements for purposes of hus
free
bandly
25 Iron and Steel
" Bar, p:r 103 lbs
other
form
articles
a component
of whichpart,
Iron not
or
S0 AllSteel
free
30
free
free
free

10
10

a
3
.l
10
free
free
30
20
25
free
50
free
125
25

a
25
20
20
1
1 50

2 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 50
free

enumerated
Implements brought in by emigrants
fur their own use
Ivory
Jewellery
Liquors, see articles of Malts of all
descri ptions
Liquors in bottles, per doz
Linen, all articles of which it is a
component part
Leather, all articles of which it forms
a component part
Lumber
M olasses or Syrup, per gallon
Mustard
Medicines and Drugsof all descrip
tions
Munitions of war of all descriptions,
and fire arms
Machinery of all kinds
Nails and Screws, per 100 lbs
Oats
Onions
Oils, salad
Spermaceti, Whale, Rape, and
Lin seed
Provisions, see article of.
Pork, pickled
" salted or smoked
Potatoes
Pepper, per lb
Pickles
Peaches
" preserved in spirits
Pewter, all articles of which it forms
a component part
Paints of all descriptions
Paper
Rice

25
1
3
3
3
25
free
free

25
90
25
fre«
free
free
free
free
20
free
20
33 j

free
2 00
25
25
free
5
25
20
free
free
1 00
free
free
15
25
free
free
free
5
25
25
25
20
20
free
free

, Commercial Regulations.
Tools of trade, in actual use
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free

Raisins, per lb
31
Of all descriptions, for carpenters,
Rum, see Spirits.
cabinet makers, joiners, and
Rope, bale and cordage, per lb
2
black-smiths
15
Sugar
free
Spices — Pimento
5 Tin, all articles of which it forms a
component part
20
Soap— yellow
4
free
Other kinds
25 Tiles, for building. .%
2 50
Salt
free Tobacco—Segars, per 10.X)
In any other form than in Segars 30
Spirits—Brandy, 1st and 2d proof,
free
per gall
50 Vinegar
free
Spirits, 3d and 4th proof
G2J Wheat
Wines—Claret, per gallon
25
Gin,
Rum,same asdo.
Brandy.
Other red French
25
Oporto or Port
37J
Whiskey 1st and 2d proof, per gall. 25
French Wine
25
3d and 4th
37J
All other Spirits not enumerated, in
Champagne
1 00
In bottles, per doz
2 0J
cluding Cordials and Liquors of
Madeira, per gallon
75
all kinds, will pay the same duty
as Brandy.
Teneriffe
37}
Silk,
component
all articles
partof which it forms a 30
Spanish White
25
Spanish Red
25
German Hock, Rhenish, &c
50
Syrup, per gallon
5
Wines, all others in bottles, per doz 1 £0
Screws, per 100 lbs
1 00
a component
all articlespartof which it forms 25
Stone, for building
free Wool,
Slates
free
free
Seeds of all descriptions
free Wagons
Salt Petre, per lb
6} Wares — Glass and Earthen
20
All other articles not above enumerated
Tongues, neat, pickled and smoked, free
shall
pay
a
duty
of
25
per
cent.
ad
valorem.
Tea
free
Masters of Vessels, and all persons concerned in the shipment of Goods, Wares, and
Merchandise, are notified, that the rules and regulations of the Custom House in the
United States will be adopted in this Republic, so far as applicability of the law and
circumstances will permit. All the reports, therefore, presented to the office of the Cus
tom House at Galveston, will be required to be made in due form. Business hours from
9 A. M. till 4 P. M., except on Sunday.
G. BORDEN, Collector.
AN ACT, to amend an Act to raise a Revenue by Impost Duties. Sec. 1st. Beit
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Republic of Texas in Con
gress assembled, that from and after the passage of this act, the following articles may be
miportedinto this Republic free of duty, to wit: sugar, coffee, tea, salt, flour and alljcinds
of bread stuffs, pickled pork, bacon, iron and steel, household furniture, cotton bagging,
bale rope, books and stationery, machinery of all kinds, wagons, carts, and harness,
with farming utensils, lime and lumber, and implements brought in by emigrants for
their own use.
Sec. 2d. Be it fartherenacted, that from and after the passage ofthis act, on all dry goods
manufactured of cotton, or of which cotton forms a component part, a duty of ten per
cent. ad valorem shall be levied and collected \ all other goods shall be subject to, and pay
the duties laid down in the law passed 2d June, A. D. 1838.
DUTIES AT JAMAICA.
Provisions of the Foreign Duty Bill lately passed by the Colonial Legisla
ture of Jamaica, on most of the Articles taxed. From the Cornwall
Chronicle of December l\th, 1839.
For every article ofwheat flour not weighing more than 1D6 lbs. nett
weight
2s 6d
For every hundred weight of biscuit or bread
1 6
For every barrel of flour or meal, not weighing more than 196 lbs.,
not made from wheat
2 6
For every bushel of wheat, peas, rye, calavances, oats, or barley.. 1 6
Rice, for every 112 lbs. weight
2 6
For every thousand shingles, not more than twelve inches in length, 7 6
For every thousand shingles, being more than twelve inches in
length
11 6
VOL. II.—NO. III.
34
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For every hundred red oak staves
15
For every thousand white oak staves or heading
12
For every thousand feet of pitch pine, white or yellow pine lumber,
of one foot thick
21
Other kinds of lumber wood, (cedar, logwood, fustic, and maho
gany excepted,) per thousand feet
28
For every thousand wood hoops
5
Beef and pork, salted beefof all sorts, for every 122 lbs. weight
12

0
6
0
0
3
8

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
Appended to the Treasury
COMMERCE
Report,
OFasTHE
communicated
UNITED STATES.
to congress, is the following
statement, exhibiting the value of imports and exports of the United States, in six suc
cessive years, ending 30th September last. The amount of imports during the past
year has surprised every one, being greater than in any former 'year, except the great
speculation year, 1836. On the other hand, the amount of exports has been greater
than in any former year, except 1835 and 1836.
VALUE OF IMPORTS.
Paying
Duty
Paying specific
Years.
Free of Duty.
Total.
ad valorem.
Duties.
1834
1835
1636
1837
1833
1839
Years.

126,521,332
35,608,238
22,519,914
2ci,l37,509
45,817,740
149>95,742
189,960.035
38,580,160
59,343,380
37,716,374
110.9.-0,217
34,022,812
27,090,480
113,717,404
25,763,919
42,563,739
43,605,100
157,609.560
VALUE OF EXPORTS.
Foreign
Merchan Total
Value of Value of Imports.
Domestic Produce.
Exports.
dise.

1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

68,393,180
77,940,490
92,056,481
69.250,031
60,860,005
72.040,719

81,024,160
101,189,083
106,916,080
95.564,414
96,033,821
100.951,004

23,312,811
20,504,495
21,746,360
21,854,962
12,563,795
17,408,000

104,336.013
121,693,577
128,6H3,040
117,419,386
103.496,616
118,359,004

126,521,332
149,895,742
189,980,035
140,960,217
113,717,404
157.<;09,560

PENNSYLVANIA ANTHRACITE COAL TRADE.
Comparative Statement of the Quantity of Coal shippedfrom the different
Coal Regions in Pennsylvania, from the Commencement ofthe Trade, in
1820, to January 1st, 1840.
Schuyl Lehigh. Lacka- Aggre
kill.
wana. gate.
lt,20|
1821
1823
1824
1825|
1826
182'
1828.
182»!

5,306
16,835
29,493
47,181
78,293

365
1,073
2,240
5,823
9,541
28,393
31,280
32,074
30,232
25,110

7,000

365
1.073
2,240
5,823
9,541
33.699
48,115
61,567
77,413
110,403

Schuyl Lehigh. Lacka- Aggre
kill.
wana. gate.
1830| 89,984
1831 81,854
1832 209,271
1833' 250,588
18341226,692
1835| 335,685
1836 443,754
1837 535,250
1838 434,684
1839 442,608

41,750
40,966
75,000
123,000
108,244
131,250
146,502
223,902
212,831
220,645

43,000
54,000
84,600
111.777
43,700
90,000
106,270
115,387
76,321
122,300

174,734
176,820
368,871
485,365
376,636
556,935
696.526
874,539
785,553
723.836
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Prom this statement, it appears, that anthracite coal was first used as fuel (on tide
water) in 1820; and, dividing the twenty years since that date into four periods of
five years each, the quantity brought from the Schuylkill, Lehigh, and Lackawana
mines, in the first period, ending with the close of the season of 1824, was 19,042 tons.
Second period, ending 1829
331,197
Third
"
" 1831
1,582,426
Fourth *'
" 1839
3,637,389
Making
5,570,054
Which shows an average quantity, for the first five years, of 3,808 tons per ann.
Second five years
66,239 "
"
Third
"
316,485 "
Fourth "
727,479 "
"
and that nearly twice as much has been consumed in the last five years, as there was
in the preceding fifteen years. A new impetus has been given to its consumption in
that period, by the increased safety and economy with which it has been successfully
introduced and used in steamboats, and locomotive engines on rail-roads.
CHARGES ON A BALE OF COTTON AT MOBILE.
A Statement of the Charges incurred at the Port of Mobile, exclusive of
Insurance, calculated on a Bale of 420 Pounds, with Freight at %d., and
Prices at the present Rates.
Wharfage, per bale
10c
Weighing
12J
Draying to press
12J
Storage, average, say
20
Factor's commissions, average this season
80
Add'for freight to city
81 50
Chargeable to planter
$2 85
Brokerage
25
Storage until compressed
12J
Drayage to vessel or lighter
8
Wharfage
10
Commission on purchase, average, say
80
Freight and primage, say
$6 64}
Chargeable to purchaser
$8 00
Compressing
80
Lighterage to lower bay
25
Stowing, (done by the day,) say
25
Chargeable to vessel
SI 30
Total charges on a bale
Add port charges at Liverpool

$12 15
6 00

Total, on both sides, per bale

$18 15

MISCELLANEOUS STATISTICS.
POPULATION AND PROPERTY OF THE CITIES OF NEW YORK.
A Statement showing the Population, and also the aggregate Valuation
of the Real and Personal Estate, in the several Cities in the State of
New York, in each year since 1815. Compiled from the Comptroller's
Report, January 14, 1840.
BROOKLYN.
Real tf. per
Real
<fperYear. Pop'Uion. sonal
Year. Pop'Uion. sonalestale.
estate.
U. S. Census, 1834 Incorp'd. 15,612,290 State Census, 1837
State Census, 1835 24,529 26.390,151
1838
1836
32,428,942
1839

24,529 26,895,074
25,193,956
25,440,634
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NEW YORK CITY.
Real ty per
Year. Popl'tion. sonal
estate.

Real ty per
Year. Pop'Uion sonal
estate.

166,086
95,519 82,074,200 State Census
1817
78,895,735
1818
89,254,091 U. S. Census,
1819
79,113,061
U. S. Census 1820 123,706 69,530,753
1821
68,285,070
1822
71,289,144
1823
70,940,820 State Census,
1824
83,075,676
State Census, 1825
1816
101,160,046
182G
107,447,781
1827
112,211,926

270,089
1G6,086 114,019,533
1 12,526,016
1629
1830 203,007 125,288,518
1831
139,280,214
140,302,618
1832
1833
100,495,187
186,548,511
1834
1828
1835
218,723,703
309,500,920
1830
1837
263,747,350
1838
204,152,941
1839
266,882,430

State Census

ALBANY.
Realty per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.
State Census. 1810
1817
1818
1819
U. S. Census, 1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
State Census, 1825
1826
1827
Year.

Real ^-per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.

10,023
.'.
5,430,636 State Census,
8,067.991
1829
8089,196 U. S. Census, 1830
4,063,030
1831
12,630 4,156,617
1832
1833
3,970,676
3,953,579
1834
2,574,784 State Census, 1835
1828
6,479,943
1830
6,658,810
15,971
;;
1837
6,758,065
1838
7,170,058
1R39

15,971
7,264,710
24,238
8,420,127
9,179,773
28,'l'09 9,618,790
7,201,781
9,649,477
9,680.531
9,325;986
9,707,634

TROY.
ty per
Pop'Uion. Real
sonal estate.

1810 Incorp'd.
State Census, 1827
7,859
!!
1 1.621,670 State Census,
1817 4,841 1,656,496
1818
1,818,596 U. S. Census,
1,378,350
1819
U. S. Census, 18 JO 5,264 1,344,750
1.204,520
1821
1,282,170
1822
1824
1823
2,404,285 State Census,
2,609,345
3,143,143
State Census, 1825
1826
3,409,078

Realty per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1830
1837
1838
1839

3,609,741
3,552,629
11,605 3,857,793
4,124,757
4 221,604
4,348,892
4.500,393
16,959 \ 879 211
5,515,091
5,303,578
5,496,209
5.532,392
7,859

ROCHESTER.
Real ty per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate

Real ty per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.

U. S. Census 1834 Incorp'd. 2,587,215 State Census, 1R37
State Census, 1835 14,404 2,908.412
1838
1830
3,407,253
1839

14,404

4.065.611
4,097,875
4,335,083
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BUFFALO.
Real if- per
Ytar. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.,

Real if per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.

U. S. Census, 1832 Incorp'd. 990,000 State Census,
1833
3,086,115
1834
2,245,450
State Census, 1835 15,661 4,092,256

1836
1837
1833
1839

15,661

4,865,a37
5,785,837
5,985.657
6,252,943

UTICA.
Real if- per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.

Real if- per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.

U. S. Census, 1832 Incorp'd. 2,716,225 State Census,
2,819,634
1833
1834
2,820,013
State Census, 1835 10,183 2,957,370

1836
1837
1838
1839

10,183 2,973,368
3,256,619
3,349,831
3,569,057

SCHENECTADY.
Real if- per
Year. Pop'Uion sonal
estate.

Real <f- per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate
State Census, 1810
1817
1818
1819
U. S. Census, 1820
1621
1822
1823
1824
State Census, 1825
1826
1827

7,13-1

3,939

4,068

State Census
1,448,581
1,560,155
1,377.211 U. S. Census,
1,320,073
1.220,073
'622,021
614,774
725,544 State Census,
704,841
767,934
650,856
661,756

4,063
182!)
18^0
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1828
1836
1837
1838
1839

6*0,513

4,258

6,272

698.863
• 656,529
831,804
685.079
1 016,989
1,121,290
1,297,261
1,355,809
1,839,872

HUDSON.
Real if- per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.

Real if per
Year. Pop'Uion. sonal
estate.
State Census, 1816
1817
1818
1819
U. S. Census 1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
Slate Census, 1825
1837

4,725

5,310

5,004

1,252,475
1,803,630
1,663,678
1,079,785
974,910
939,792
915,145
1.188,201
1,218,701
1,755,942
1,150,701
1,613,300

State Census,
1829
U. S. Census, 1830
1-31
1832
1833
1834
State Census, 1835
1636
1837
1838
1839
1
I
1828

5,004
5,531
5,392

1,653,250
1,524,770
1,503,270
1,741.820
1,814,380
1,666,123
1,812,063
1,795,292
1,343,660
1,121,050
981,100
1,201,600
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BANK STATISTICS.
Table showing the principal Items of the Bank Statements of all the Char
tered Banks of the State, for the lastfive years.
Jan. 1, 1836 Jan. 1, 1837 Jan.1, 1838iJan. 1, 1839. Jan. 1, 1840.
86 Banks. 98 Banks. 95 Banks. ' 96 Banks. 96 Banks.
31,281,461
21,127,927
3,445,753
19,116,170
9,291,539
19,783,482

37,101,460
24.198,000
3,708,874
19,342,698
10,791,596
£0,462,823

36,611,460

15,221,487

15,314"038

7,065,584

Loans and Discounts, 72,409,282
803,159
Stocks
6,224,646
Specie
10,237,574
Bank Notes
1,277,886
Cash Items
Due from Banks
15,991,168

79,313,188
1,794.152
6,557,020
12,487,610
3,268,648
18,832,254

60,999,770
3,616,918
4,139,732
2,795,207

68,300,483

618,277
18,297,839

911,623
6,602,708
3,907,137
2,838,694
14.122,940

52,788,206
3,653,170
5,864,634
4,401,400
2,310,161
6,513,125

Capital
Circulation
Canal Fund
Deposits
U. States Deposits. . .
Due Banks

12,432,478

4,465,832
15,771,729

36.801,460
19,373,149
3,291,713
18,370,044

36,^01,460
10,629,514
3,100,138
16,051,391

Statement of all the Cliartered Banks of the State of New York, distin
guishing between those located in the City of New York and elsewhere,
January 1st, 1840.
RESOURCES.

Twcnhi-two Twenty-eight Forty- six
N. York City Lonv Island country B'ks
if- i\ortJi Ri if- two bran
Banks.
vcr Banks. ches.
Loans and Discounts
Real Estate
Stocks
Overdrafts
Expenses and Personal Estate.
Bank Fund
Specie
Notes of other Banks
C
Due
hecks
from
and
b'ks
Cash
& corporations
Items
Other Investments

26,900,173
1,514,7.88
3,360,336
82,669
194,485
443,415
4,495,137
3,231,103
1,983,595
3,130.386
43,544

10,999,680
551,224
171,269
31,927
258,874
158.523
660,360
712,660
235,151
1,727,293
64,608

14,883,353
871,683
121 ,565
34.781
71,267
218,494
709,137
457,637
121,414
1,685,536

Total.

52,788,206
2,937,695
3,653,170
149,377
524,626
820,438
5,£64,634
4,401,400
2,310,161
6,513,125
108,152
80,103,984

LIABILITIES.

Capital
Circulation
Loans on time
Due to Canal Fund
Profits
Deposits on debts
Dividends unpaid
Deposits
Due other b'ks & corporations

20,161,200
4,223,844
4,028,737
226,610
1,511,914
2,457,338
20,959
293,229
12,455,801

7.285.-J60
2,179,687
2,070,029
103 010
499,443
1,466,172
106,898
20,936
1,813,060

652,053
4,530,748
9,355,000
1,088,781
1,444,316
.Jl*.7r>0
107,679
1,782,530

36,801,41.0
10,629.514
326,610
3,100,138
5,:W7.836
346,607
421,844

16051,391
7,055,584
80,100,984
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A Table shouting the condition of the five Banks in the state of New York
not subject to the Bank Fund Law.

North Riv
Manhattan Fulton
Bank. er Bank
Company.
Li mil.. and Discounts
2,414,722
395,229
Real Estate
601,639
Stocks
Expenses & personal estate.
596,903
Specie
Notes of other Banks
191,834
Checks and Cash Items. ..
478,550
33:1.807
Due from other Banks
Other Investments
43,514

940,022
13,206

5,053,428

819,003
36,850
20,000

4,i6l
123,613
76,355

Chemical
Bank.

Comm'cial
Bunk of
Albany.

770,439
2,500

597,924
50,788

62,385
5,183

187,359
47,618
218,640

109, i 39

63,307
45,236
18,327
79,554

45,983
11,497
61,575

1,267,042

1,082,277

959,572

184,895
64,608
1,351,832

LIABILITIES.

Capital
Circulation
Proms
Dividends unpaid
Due Canal Fund
Deposits
Due other Banks

2,050,000
207,995
119,031

600.000
100,443
133,859
3,380

500.000
161,671
72,337

400,000
143,970
71,699
259

3011,000
78,373
203,647

721,247
1,619,697
335,458

260,329
164,031

86,003
232,064
311,205

323,364
20,280

16,600
402,614
350,598

5 053.428

1,267,042

1,082,277

959,572

1,351,832

Aggregate Statement of ninety-one Banks subject to the Ba?tk Fund Law,
as reported to the Bank Commissioners, January 1, 1840.
RESOURCES.

Eighteen
Seventy- three
New York City Country
Banks.
Banks.
Loans and Discounts
Real Estate
Slocks

Overdrafts
Expenses and Personal Estate....
Bank Fund
Specie
Notes of other solvent Banks
Checks and other Cash Items
Funds in New York and Albany . .
Due from other banks & corporations,

21,935,987
1,067,003
2,738,497
82,669
184,590
443,415
3,648,929
2,871,690
1,475,222
2,549,311

25,290,109
1,372,119
292,834
66,708
142,782
377,023
1,321,879
951,657
326,565
2,255,844
972,000

Total.

47,246,096
2,439,122
3,031,331
149,377
327,372
820,438
4,970,808
3,823,347
1,801,787
2,255,844
3,521,311
70,386,833

LIABILITIES.

Capital
Circulation
Loans on time
Due to Canal Fund
Profits
Deposits on debts
Dividends unpaid
Deposits
Due other Banks and Corporations. .

16,611,2(10
3,414,658
226,610

704,667
2,055,412
29,959
2>9,590
10,020,347
3,673,870

16,340,260
6,522,404
100,000
1,571,621
2,706,851
325,648
128,615
3,192,976
2,481,142

32,951,460
9,937,062
326,610
2,276,291
4,762,263
346,607
418.205
13,213.323

6,155,012
70,386,833
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Aggregate Statement of all the Chartered Banks of the State of New York,
on the 1st of January, 1840.
RESOURCES.

Ninety-one
Five
Safety Fund Banks not Safe
Banlcs.
tu Fund.
Loans and Discounts
Real Estate
Stocks
Overdrafts
Expenses and Personal Estate
Bank Fund
Specie
Notes of other solvent Banks
Checks and other Cash Items
Due from other banks & corporations
Other Investments

47,216 096
2,4:19,122
3,031,331
149,377
327,372
820,438
4,970,803
3,823,347
1,801,787
5,777,155

5,542,110
498,573
621,839
197,254
893,826
578,053
508,374
765,970
108,152

Total.

52,788,206
2,937,695
3,653,170
149,377
524,626
820,438
5,864,634
4,401,400
2,310,161
6,543.125
103,152
80,100,984

LIABILITIES.

Capital
Circulation
Loans on time
Due Canal Fund
Profits
Deposits on debts
Dividends unpaid
Deposits
Due other Banks and Corporations.

32,9.'> 1,460
9,937062
326,610
2,276,291
4,762,263
346,607
418,205
13,213,323
6,155,012

3,850,000
692,452
823,847
605,573
'3,639
2,838,068
900,572

36,801,460
10,629,514
326,610
3,100,138
5,367,836
346,607
421,844
16,051,391
7,055,584
80,100,984

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Several papers intended for the present number, received too late, or omitted for
want of space, will probably appear in the April issue. Among them are:— 1. The
Commercial League of the Hanse Towns, by E. W. Stoughton, Esq.— 2. Fraud upon
Underwriters, by James Bergen, Esq.—3. Suggestions on the Law of Auctions,
No. III., by Francis Brinley, Esq., of New York; and the first of a series of papers,
prepared by the same gentleman, on the laws relative to debtor and creditor in the seve
ral states. The first of the series presents, in a clear and comprehensive form, the
" means of enforcing debts against the citizens of Maine," which will be followed by
similar expositions of the latest statute laws of the other states. These articles will,
we are confident, prove very usefulto a large portion of the mercantile community.
We have also been compelled to crowd out a great number of important legal decisions,
furnished for publication in this Magazine by Judge Hopkinson, of the United States
District Court, Daniel Lord, jr., Esq., of New York, and P. W. Chandler, Esq., of
the Law Reporter, etc., which will be published at our earliest convenience.

The Salamander Safe.— Mr. Enos Wilder, of this city, is the patentee of a safe, for
the preservation of books and papers against fire, which, we are satisfied, is all that it
purports to be — a perfect security from that destructive element, fire. We shall, in a
succeeding number of the Magazine, give a more extended notice of this important in
vention, which has already passed through a " fiery ordjal," and found to be superior
to any thing of the kind now in use.

HUNT'S
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Art. I.— THE COMMERCIAL LEAGUE OF THE
HANSE-TOWNS.
The vast political, moral, and intellectual changes, which originate in
commercial actions, and spring from extended maritime operationsj are
eminently worthy the attentive observation of every enlightened mind,
and are calculated to awaken a noble pride in the hearts of those who
compose the mercantile portion of community.
The early history of society is replete with evidences, that point out
the numerous benefits which have resulted to every state from inter
course with distant nations ; while, upon its more modern pages, shines
forth the chronicle of those great advantages which commerce showers
upon mankind.
From its infant struggles upon the continent of the east, where bar
barism in all its shapes prevailed, hindering its advancement, and beat
ing to the earth the barriers by which its founders sought to insure its
protection, until, increasing in size and strength, it stretched forth its
mighty arms and clasped a western world in its embrace, we see it
throwing benign influences wherever its prevalence is experienced, and
bountifully bestowing wealth, power, and greatness, upon the empires
of the earth.
In looking back upon the ancient countries of the world, and marking
the character, the pursuits, and the intellectual advancement of their
inhabitants, the superiority evinced in these respects by that portion en
gaged in commerce, and who were bound together by its interests, is
powerfully striking. Different cities, however distant from each other,
and with whatever dissimilarity there existed to distinguish their reli
gious, their civil, and their political institutions, and with all the variety
of habits and customs, language and color, which prevailed, seemed,
even in the earlier periods of the world, to be connected together by the
chain of common and mutual interest which commercial intercourse
had forged ; and to be encircled by one broad, entire, and universal
band, enclosing them in terms of the closest alliance.
In glancing at the city of Tyre as it existed in its ancient unrivalled
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splendor, when styled Queen of the Sea, the riches of all nations rolled
in upon it in glittering profusion ; the industrious, patient, laborious,
and intelligent character of its people, stands out in bold, and bright
relief from the barbarism and intellectual darkness which distinguished
most of the nations around it ; and within its walls could then be found
foreign merchants, whom the courtesy and kindness of its inhabitants
had invited from almost every portion of the globe, and whose interests
were carefully and studiously protected and fostered by the wisest and
most politic system of maritime laws which the age presented. In the
midst of the wealth, power, and grandeur which the- commerce of this
great city had reared, we see a band of its citizens emerge from the
ponderous gates that guarded its rich treasures from the fierce nations
by which it was surrounded, and impelled by the spirit of foreign adven
ture, which the vast commercial relations of their native city had crea
ted, expatriate themselves from their kindred and homes, and launch
forth upon their pathless course ; and after marking out the foundation
of another mighty city, build up its glorious pile, until the name of
Carthage was heralded throughout the world for its might in war, its
strict undeviating good faith in peace, the wisdom of its internal govern
ment, and the just and permanent principles upon which its political
institutions were founded, and as the grand centre of trade for half the
nations of the earth. Its extended commerce bestowed upon its inha
bitants the most princely wealth, and those enjoying the highest and
most honorable stations in its government, were proud of being engaged
in foreign trade, forming, as it did, the great pillars upon which rested
its glory and power. Its fleets swayed the empire and sovereignty of
the sea, and even mighty Rome, after a bloody and doubtful struggle of
more than forty years in humbling the haughty rival which, begirt in
wondeful strength, had dared to dispute its unlimited superiority, was
compelled to deprive Carthage of its commerce, ere its power could be
subdued and conquered.
The map of more modern nations presents numerous cities, whose
commerce, like that of those we have mentioned, has encircled them
around with the barriers of strength and safety, has filled them with the
glittering riches of distant lands, distinguishing their inhabitants for
superiority of intelligence and intellectual refinement, and causing them
to be feared and respected throughout the half barbarous empires by
which they were surrounded. The powerful aid which commerce has
afforded in redeeming mankind from barbarism and ignorance, in free
ing them from the chains of despotism and tyranny, and in alleviating
their moral and social condition, is exemplified upon almost every page
of history to which we turn, and is so familiar to the minds of the pre
sent age as to render its detail here unnecessary, and even uninteresting,
besides being foreign to the object which we now have in contempla
tion. Our present purpose is to unroll from the records of by-gone
ages, and spread out to view, the history of a commercial confederacy
which was formed in the north of Europe in the early part of the twelfth
century, at a period when most of the nations inhabiting the eastern world
were sunk in gloomy ignorance, dark and fearful barbarism, and slavish su
perstition.
At the time we mention, commercial enterprises were extremely
hazardous, and the cultivation of peaceful pursuits entirely neglected.
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War was the element in which men lived, and the sword the arbiter,
and mailed warriors the tribunal to which they appealed. Safety, with
out power and might to win and guard it, was unknown ; and quiet and
security, unless girt about with strength and steel, were not enjoyed.
Surrounded by such dangerous materials, it became necessary for those
desirous of engaging in employments whose ultimate return would be
wealth, to devise some means by which a protection in its enjoyment
could be secured ; and a powerful confederacy, cemented by the bond
of common interest, seemed the only mode by which it could be accom
plished. Influenced by such considerations, Hamburgh and Lubec, ac
cording to some authorities, and Bremen and Amsterdam, according to
others, were the first who entered into a league with qach other for
their common safety, and for protection from the fierce nations by which
they were encircled. These cities carried on a small commerce which,
even at this early period, impressed the uncultivated, yet eager minds
of their inhabitants, with an idea of the riches which its more universal
extension would bestow upon them, and grasping the hand of friend
ship which each held out, a solemn engagement of a close political
alliance was made between them. Numerous other cities soon joined in
the League, and the concentration of well organized naval and military
power which it presented, formed a terrible scourge to the pirates of
the northern seas, against whom its force was directed, and aided
greatly in subduing and punishing the barbarian hordes which had so long
devastated the surrounding countries.
The associated cities were not confined to those situated upon the seacoasts, but those in the interior, which were indebted to them for sup
plies of commodities, emanating from the industry of more civilized and
enlightened lands, looking upon the confederacy as a bulwark of strength,
and as furnishing a magazine of war which would be hurled against
every aggressor that should invade its rights, were eagerly desirous of
connecting themselves with it; until swelling the circle within which they
were contained, before the end of the thirteenth century it embraced every
considerable citv in all those vast territories extending from Livonia to
Holland.
The commerce in which the cities composing the League were enga
ged, rapidly increased, their ships returned from distant climes heavily
freighted with the rich treasures and costly luxuries which a more advan
ced refinement in the arts had created, and every succeeding year, as it
rolled on, marked an increased internal prosperity in their condition, and
chronicled their continued external influence upon the surrounding na
tions.
The mighty influence exercised by this great confederacy soon at
tracted the attention of all Europe. The monarchs around saw with
wonder and astonishment the vast strides with which it was advancing
towards the consummation of unrivalled power, and its political organi
zation seemed new and strange to those accustomed to govern by the
exercise of unlimited despotism and tyranny. No crowned head con
trolled its movements, no single mind directed its actions. Its vast and
complicated interests were managed with the utmost simplicity, and the
great results which flowed from its operations were produced by a com
bination of wisdom, emanating from a senate of the cities composing it,
instead of being subjected to the capricious will of a single imperial lord.
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The supreme legislative authority of the entire League, was vested in
deputies chosen from the different cities and towns of which it was com
posed, who assembled in one great congress, where were proposed and
discussed all those important measures which were adopted by this high
deliberative body for the government and protection of the mighty in
terests which it controlled. All questions, which were calculated to un
settle and disturb the harmonious relation existing among the different
members of the confederacy, were submitted to the consideration of the
congress, where the dignity and wisdom that prevailed, never failed to
insure their satisfactory settlement and amicable adjustment.
It was here, also, that the nature of the intercourse between the League
and the adjacent powers was marked out and defined, and its foreign
policy settled and determined. Vast negotiations with the surrounding
8>vereigns of Europe were carried on by means of this great assembly,
which met once in three years, and oftener whenever the occasion call
ed for their united deliberation and action. The city of Lubec was
considered the capital of the League, and here the meetings were usually
held, although no place was absolutely fixed upon for the sitting of the
congress. The letters of convocation specified the principal subjects
which would be brought under consideration, and were sent to the dif
ferent cities comprised within the bounds of the confederacy, for the
purpose of apprizing them of all those great questions which were likely
to be deemed of paramount interest ; and an opportunity was thus pre
sented of selecting such deputies as were most distinguished for wisdom,
sagacity, and statesman-like views, upon the emergencies to be present
ed. The professions or employments of individuals chosen to this sta
tion did not constitute the requisites by which their competency was
determined. The merchants were by far the most numerous, but law
yers, artists, and even clergymen, were appointed, the great object being
to send those who were best calculated to represent the interests of their
native city, and who, possessing talents of a high order, combined with
a noble independence of character, and the most sterling integrity of
motives, would assist in the greatest degree to give dignity and weight
to the deliberations of this great council.
The decrees pronounced by it were promulgated with much formal
solemnity, and in a manner calculated to give them the most universal
publicity ; and their execution was put in force and carried out by
measures in their nature both prompt and powerful.
The high office of president of the congress was filled by one of the
burgomasters of Lubec ; and from its prorogation to its convocation,
the magistrates of that city were vested with great powers in directing
the foreign and internal affairs of the League.
Such is a brief and general outline of the nature and form of a
government which, as early as the thirteenth century, shone forth upon
the despotic countries of benighted Europe, casting abroad upon its
dark face the flashing rays of a political beacon-light which is now burn
ing so brilliantly upon the eastern and western hemispheres.
The causes which could have produced this remarkable change in the
theory and practical application of human government, must, at this early
age, have been strikingly powerful. The nations of Europe were swayed
by cruelty and fierce oppression ; and the thunderingof warring elements
raged in fearful tumult from the soft sunny fields which bordered it
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upon the south, to the cold frowning regions of the north, that towered
upward in sullen and gloomy majesty, more frightful in their solemn
stillness than the warlike barbarians by whom they were inhabited.
The system of feudal government which prevailed, reared itself in
stern ferocity against the few and feeble attempts that were made to
reduce the power of the haughty noble, and lower the high and bloody
prerogative which was wielded against the rights and liberties of the
suffering serf, who groaned under an accumulation of tyrannical impo
sitions.
Superstition and cruelty stalked abroad, and, under the mask of reli
gion, filled half the eastern world with the horrors of war and carnage,
and combining the dark and terrible anathemas of the church with the
arm of civil government, strengthened by the sword, the minds of the
mass of men, by their influence, had become chained with ignorance and
error, their rights as freemen were hardly known, and the principle,
that the many and the weak must bow the knee to the powerful few,
seemed laid upon the age with a hand of iron.
The influence of chivalry, which during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries shone brilliantly forth throughout all Europe, was but little
calculated to smooth the rough and boisterous waves that pervaded the
swollen torrent of warlike action, which rolled along gathering power
and might as it proceeded ; and formed but a feeble and ineffectual
check to the onward march of despotism, and the consummation of ar
bitrary and unlicensed cruelty and oppression.
No one will pretend to deny that thi* institution was productive of
great and beneficial changes in the actions and feelings of men, and
that it smoothed and softened the rough and turbulent passions of the
age, by introducing the interchange of courtesy and knightly gentle
ness ; creating a deferential respect, and even veneration, for the fairer
and weaker sex ; and raising up champions to defend the unprotected,
and to punish the strong and powerful oppressor. But these results
availed little towards ameliorating the political condition of great na
tions, and did not penetrate sufficiently deep to uproot and tear out
from the foundation of human governments the corroding evils which
ages of barbarism had imbedded within its centre. Instead also of
serving to create a distaste for scenes of war and violence, the spirit of
chivalry seemed rather to court their presence ; and the glittering honors
by which the achievement of glorious knightly deeds was rewarded,
were calculated to encircle the profession of arms with superior allure
ments, and to render the civil and peaceful pursuits of men less honored
and respected.
Looking upon this dark picture of European society and national
government, the mind is filled with wonder as it contemplates the en
larged political freedom enjoyed by the members of the Hanseatic con
federacy, and is led to consider upon the mighty advantages which are
the results of united commercial action, and which flow from intercourse
with foreign countries.
In examining the nature of the political fabric upon which the League
rested for support, its simplicity and republicanism stand boldly and
beautifully forth from the dark, complicated, and despotic systems by
which it was surrounded, and serve powerfully to show the immense
influence which commerce exercises in rearing up the altar of national
liberty, and in perpetuating the freedom of mankind.
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While almost every nation in Europe was ruled by the imperial
sceptre of a single hereditary monarchy and the smallest districts were
under the absolute dominion and control of some haughty lord, and
when the science of rational government seemed forever buried beneath
the towering pillars which supported the feudal system, we see this great
confederacy linked in the voluntary unity of common interest, bound to
sustain its members by the most solemn compact — building up its strength,
not by the employment of the sword, wielded by physical power, but
through the influence of its free political institutions, the vast riches of
its citizens, combined with their intelligence, and superior advancement
in the arts of civilized life.
The laws by which the cities of the League were governed, were not
the result of capricious tyranny, misguided zeal, or blind ignorance, but
proceeded from the solemn deliberations of a high council, chosen by
their citizens, whose wishes were consulted, and whose best interests
were represented. The principle of self-government was here exem
plified, at a period and during an age of almost unexampled tyranny
and imperial sway ; and civil and political liberty nourished, in the
midst of nations whose subjects were chained in ignorance and slavery
by the influence of monarchial power.
In consequence of the superiority we have mentioned, the advance
ment of the confederated cities in wealth, refinement, and military and
naval greatness, was singularly rapid. As their resources were develop
ed, the greatest efforts were put forth for the extension of their com
merce, and having, by the number and strength of their ships of war,
acquired the mastery of the northern seas, they next endeavored to se
cure a monoply of the entire trade of which these waters were the me
dium, and in this manner to enjoy the same unrivalled dominion over
the Bal'ic, in the north, as was exercised by the Venetians over the
Adriatic, at the south. For the purpose of effecting this great object,
both the purse and sword were brought into active requisition. That
which could not be acquired by negotiation and gold, was taken by
force; and in this manner large privileges and immunities were gradu
ally obtained from the sovereigns of northern Europe, until they became
the undisputed masters of these seas, and had secured the whole foreign
commerce of Scandinavia, Denmark, Prussia, Poland, and Russia.
This extension of their commercial intercourse and maritime power,
may at first appear to spring from inordinate ambition, spurred on by a
thirst for wealth, but was in reality necessary to the protection and safe
ty of their commerce, which was ever in danger of being destroyed by
the hordes of piratical cruisers which swarmed the Baltic, committing
acts of robbery upon every vessel within their reach. The necessity
for this empire of the seas, arose from the dark barbarism which every
where prevailed, and which, during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
mantled nearly the whole of Europe in the deepest gloom.
International law was then but little known, and piracy and robbery
existed to an alarming degree. It was almost impossible to distinguish
friends from enemies, and property belonging to the citizens of one
country was indiscriminately plundered by the citizens of another.
The flag which a ship carried furnished no security to others of her
peaceble intentions, for her national character afforded but a poor gua
ranty of neutral conduct during a time when the vessels of almost every
nation in Europe were engaged in piratical expeditions.
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Under these circumstances, the acquisition of the sovereignty obtained
by the confederacy over the seas of northern Kurope, was of the utmost
importance, not only in facilitating its intercourse with foreign lands,
and in affording security and safety to its rich commerce, but as it kept
a powerful fleet of armed ships constantly employed upon these waters,
the fierce and sanguinary pirates who infested them were captured
and destroyed, the robbers that prowled about the shores were exter
minated, and peaceful pursuits, social order, civilization, and intellectual
refinement, assumed the place of war, anarchy, and barbarism.
The beneficial results which flowed from the great measures that
were adopted by the League, for the puqjose of compassing within its
jurisdiction this broad expanse of sea, and in order to render its cities
the rich centre of a vast trade to which other portions of the world
should be as tributary sources, pouring in their glittering streams of
wealth, bountifully repaid the sacrifices by which they had been ob
tained ; and by the introduction of literature and science, the establish
ment of a more enlightened and liberal system of national government,
and the taste for civil employments which was created, powerfully aided
in dispersing the heavy clouds of gross ignorance and fearful error that for
centuries had overshadowed northern Europe.
It was during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, that the con
federacy was in the enjoyment of its highest degree of splendor and
power. Nearly eighty cities were then bound together by the chains
of commercial interest, acknowledging no earthly power as their supe
rior, and looking only to their consolidated strength for protection against
the mighty raonarchs by whom they were surrounded. They were dis
tributed into four great classes or circles, with one large city at the
head of each. Lubec, founded about the middle of the twelfth century,
was at the head of the first circle, with numerous subordinate cities un
der it, among which were Hamburgh, founded by the great Charle
magne in the ninth century, and which had now become a large and
powerful city, Bremen, Rostock, Wismar, and many others.
Cologne was the capital of the second circle, comprising twenty-nine
large towns.
Brunswick occupied the head of the third circle, consisting of eighteen
towns, while Dantzic, having under it eight rich cities in its immediate
vicinity, besides many that were more remote, stood at the head of the
fourth circle.
Courts of judicature were established in each of these capital cities,
in which were determined those numerous questions that so frequently
arose out of the complicated mercantile transactions in which their in
habitants were engaged. The judges who presided were selected on
account of their wisdom and superior acquirements, and their decisions
were usually based upon the broad principles of universal justice. The
rights of the humblest citizen were respected, and the avenging penal
ties of the law were visited upon the rich and powerful with the same
degree of severity as they were inflicted upon the poor, weak, and un
protected. A noble equality of freedom prevailed throughout the cities
composing the confederacy, while the system of maritime jurisprudence
which it had established, and the fabric of international justice it had
reared, extended the protection of liberal and enlightened laws to the
foreigner and the stranger.
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With such universal and uninterrupted prosperity smiling upon the
numerous cities of the confederacy, with respect to their political and com
mercial advancement, and the freedom and happiness of their citizens,
the immense power and influence which they so securely enjoyed, can
hardly be considered, in magnitude and extent, beyond what must have
flowed as a necessary consequence from the statesman-like policy which
was adopted.
Their commerce had created enormous wealth, which, at this early
and barbarous age, was an agent almost omnipotent, in calling into their
service powerful bands of warriors to defend their interests, and pro
tect them in the enjoyment of their rights and vested privileges. The
nature of their government, although varying in different cities where
local feelings and customs controlled its practical application, was uni
versally the same in its results, conferring the blessings of almost un
restrained civil freedom upon the thousands of citizens who inhabited
them, and blazing brilliantly forth upon the map of Europe — an exam
ple and a guide to the dark empires that slumbered around. Their
intercourse with foreign nations, while it served to enrich them with the
most unbounded wealth, had imbibed their citizens with a patriotic love
for the political institutions by which they were controlled, and filled
their hearts with the warmest zeal in the adoption of vigorous measures
to perpetuate them unimpaired. This determination nerved them in
battle with a double strength, and fortified them against the assaults of
rude and savage foes, with a power more potent than a triple covering
of steel. Their military, like their civil councils, were conducted by
minds of a nobler and more intelligent mould than swayed the destinies
of surrounding states, and the generals who led on their armies, and the
officers conducting their powerful navy, were men of long and arduous
experience, oft tried courage, brilliant talents, endowed with great sagacity,
and enjoyed the confidence and respect of those under their command.
A system of perfect subordination everywhere prevailed, which, oppo
sed to the anarchy and confusion that reigned around them, presented a
tower of strength too mighty to be easily overthrown, and the numerous
and powerful allies who joined them, under the title of confederated
cities, were continually swelling their strength, extending their influence,
and adding to their greatness.
While the military prowess and naval valor of the confederated cities
inspired the neighboring monarchs with those mingled feelings of fear
and respect, which are ever entertained by the despotic rulers of disor
ganized and barbarous nations towards the more enlightened, wiser
governed, and more powerful countries of the earth, the private pro
perty of foreign subjects, found within the jurisdiction of their laws, was
held sacred, and the rights of its owners carefully secured and protected ;
and during a period when the goods of the shipwrecked foreigner were
grasped and retained by the armed lords upon whose lands they chan
ced to be thrown, the confederated cities, with every element for un
limited and vengeful retaliation in their hands, at once overthrew this
system of piracy and plunder which for centuries had prevailed, and
by one broad, and universal decree declared that every species of proper
ty found in this situation should be returned to its original owners, and
that every city found violating this provision should be expelled from all
connexion and intercourse with the League.
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If we reflect upon the extensive commercial relations of these cities,
and the immense quantities of treasure which their citizens were con
tinually transporting upon the high seas, this measure may seem thrf
offspring of self-interest, directed by the hope that other governments
would eventually follow their example, and thus open a wider and sursr
avenue to ultimate prosperity and greatness ; but whatever considerations
may have been the active agent in producingthis innovation of enlightened
humanity upon the dark customs of feudal times, its conception and
promulgation should not be deemed the less meritorious, nor can the glo
rious and happy results which have flowed from its adoption and exe
cution, be attributed to any source save to the influence which commerce
ever exerts in humanizing the laws and usages of mankind.
Having examined the nature of those great interests, which it was the
object of the confederacy to enlarge and foster, the power which was
consolidated to effect this purpose, and the j ust and popular manner in which
it was wielded to secure internal harmony and unity of action, and to
punish external aggression, and secure the admiration and respect of sur
rounding nations, we shall next notice a few of the numerous and im
portant trading franchises and privileges which its citizens enjoyed in
distant lands, and under the guardianship and pledged protection of fo
reign princes.
As the formation of the League had originated from a desire to en
large the commercial action of the various cities by which it was com
posed, and by extending their intercourse with distant nations, finally to
acquire a monopoly of the entire commerce of northern Europe, and
England, the execution of this scheme was embarked upon, at an early
period, by the establishment of factories in foreign countries, to serve as
great magazines and store-houses, through the medium of which the rich
merchandise of distant climes was eventually furnished to almost half
the world.
The principal of these were situated at Bruges in the Netherlands, at
Novogorod in Russia, at London, and at Bergen in Norway, and the
vast and rapid changes which their introduction into these cities created
in their wealth and power, their political and social condition, and in the
occupations and pursuits of their citizens, were productive of results
which served powerfully to develop their slumbering resources, and to
aid in the introduction of those refined tastes and intellectual enjoyments
for which foreign trade creates the elements, smoothes the path, and es
tablishes the foundation.
The richest and most extensive store-house of the League was estab
lished at Bruges in the Netherlands, which in consequence became at a
very early period one of the greatest commercial cities in Europe. The
science of navigation, during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, was
so little known, that a voyage from Italy to the Baltic, and back again,
could not be performed in a single season ; and, as the cities of the League
carried on a rich trade with this country, it became necessary to estab
lish a magazine at some intermediate situation for the safe keeping of
the valuable merchandise, of which the Italian and Hanseatic merchants
were the bearers, and Bruges was chosen, as well from its convenient
location, as on account of the superior privileges and enlarged freedom
which the government of the Low Countries, unlike most of the sove
reignties of Europe, had conferred upon its inhabitants.
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A concentration of immense wealth within this favored city was the
:speedy result of its selection as the recipient of those rich commodities
Which the adventurous merchant sought to introduce to the minds of men,
to whom the decant luxuries that mark an advance in the cultivation of
the finer arts were novel and unappreciated. The wool of England,
which for ages has formed the grand staple of her wealth, the products
of northern Europe, that combined to furnish a large portion of the ne
cessaries and comforts of life, and the rich spices and dazzling fabrics
of Indian lands, were profusely centred in this magnificent emporium.
The fairs which were there held, exhibited the rarest productions of
which the world could boast, and called forth a display of perfection and
costly beauty, in manufactures and the arts, which iis their infancy pro
mised the glorious mould of early perfection and maturity. They were
frequented by the merchants of distant cities, and by the subjects of fo
reign countries who were desirous of securing for ultimate profit and
personal enjoyment the many glittering commodities which were spread
before them.
The introduction of foreign articles of use and luxury into this city,
was productive of an astonishing effect upon its numerous citizens, and
created a thirst for knowledge and improvement, which, gradually ex
panding from their great centre, finally illuminated the entire Nether
lands. The existence of establishments for the manufacture of wool
and flax in that country, can be dated so far back as the time of Charle
magne, but they met with little encouragement from the rude spirits
upon whom they were compelled to rely for assistance and support. And
it was not until the time when its principal city was chosen as the grand
theatre of commercial action, for northern and southern Europe, and had
become the great place of resort for the people of all nations, that these
feeble establishments were enabled to collect the materials from which
afterwards sprung an advancement and prosperity that had hitherto been
unknown, and which could be rivalled by no other country in Europe.
Its manufactures were then vastly increased, and were conducted upon
a scale of magnitude commensurate with the wants to be supplied, while
the safe and easy intercourse which had been opened between the Hanseatic ami kalian cities furnished a medium for the transportation of their
goods- to distant markets ; the frequent fairs that were held at Bruges,
and the numerous foreign merchants who then assembled there, present
ed the most advantageous opportunities for the ready and profitable sale of
their commodities in the heart of their own countryPerceiving the beneficial influences which the introduction of com
mercial and manufacturing interests was shedding abroad upon society,
and rightly considering the rich magazines which had been established
by the Hanseatic and Italian merchants, as the source from whence they
flowed, the government of the Netherlands bestowed upon them many
superior privileges, and guarantied to them the enjoyment of enlarged and
liberal franchises ; a»d in this manner powerfully aided in the promotion
of those great elements of prosperity which eventually marked this
country as one of the riehest and most enlightened of any in Europe,
and distinguished its inhabitants for their industry, perseverance, and
intelligence, for their advancement in a knowledge of the elegant and
useful arts, and in the more refined usages and customs which during
the fourteenth and fifteenth ceaturie» dawned upon society.
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The factory which was established at Novogorod, although it was
made the repository of vast quantities of merchandise, and was of great
importance to the League — furnishing it as it did a safe resort for its
citizens, and a place of security for the deposit of their wealth— was
still of less consequence, in a commercial point of view, than the one at
Bruges ; and did not tend so powerfully towards promoting a taste for
civilization and refinement, and was less calculated to extend abroad the
great advantages which foreign commerce operates so potently in '
creating.
This may be attributed to the greater degree of barbarism and igno
rance that prevailed among the inhabitants who occupied the country
surrounding the former city, which offered an almost insurmountable
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merchant, whose rich and costly wares were unappreciated by the rude
and warlike nobles and their untaught and wretched serfs.
Notwithstanding the obstacles which were thrown in their rasy, 'the
Hanseatic merchants, by the wealth they possessed, and the enlightened
and politic course which they pursued, succeeded in sweeping away
many of the dark and savage customs that prevailed throughout the
city and its vicinity, and by their inflari4ce were enabled to effect a num
ber of important and salutary changes in its laws and in the administra
tion of justice towards its citizens. The sovereigns of this city, who
were at first tributary and subordinate to the Czars of Russia, and liable
to be deprived by those tyrants of crown, liberty, and life, as the riches
of the city increased, as its population became more numerous, and its
citizens farther advanced in civilization and refinement, gradually threw
off the yoke of bondage, and aided by the enormous influence and
power which a connexion with the mighty interests of the League in
vested them, the huge Russian Bear was boldly defied, and an absolute
independence usurped and established. The elements which had ex
erted themselves so powerfully in freeing this city from foreign domina
tion and control, were no less active in extirpating every species of
domestic tyranny and oppression ; and although it was nominally govern
ed by a single monarch, and its interests managed by the sceptre of a
king, yet the liberties which its citizens enjoyed, and the freedom and
security of which they participated, were the offspring of popular legis
lation, and emanated from political institutions partaking more of repub
lican than of monarchal principles. As its commercial relations with
the confederacy increased and strengthened, and its intercourse with
•foreign states became enlarged, and the minds <c£ its citizens expanded
-and enlightened, bright visions of futuie glory and power broke upon
its view ; and when, towards the middle of the fifteenth century, at the
period of its highest prosperity, nearly four hundred thousand souls
could be numbered within its impresrnable walls, the whole Russian em
pire could not boast another city eo rich and powerful. Forming, as it
did, the grand centre betweem the cities of the confederacy and the
countries to the east of Poland, and being furnished by the merchants of
the Hanse-Towns with the rarest ami most costly merchandise, it was at
the time we have mentioned * resort for an immense concourse of peo
ple from the surrounding nations, and was the source from whence a
-great portion of northern and western Europe obtained the rich articles
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of foreign manufacture, and the luxurious productions of distant climes.
The contrast which it formed to the rest of the Russian empire was
brilliant and striking. While all around slumbered in the night of cen
turies, dreaming only of plunder and human blood, this city gleamed
forth upon the encircling gloom the bright rays of civilization and intel
ligence ; while its inhabitants, instead of thirsting for military renown,
were ambitious of extending their commercial greatness and political
prosperity. Russia, who had never ceased to look upon Novogorod as
a portion of her territory, perceived with growing envy the vast power
it had acquired, and during the latter part of the fifteenth century, at a
period when conflicting parties had created discord and dissension within
its walls, Ivan Vassiliovitch, the reigning grand duke, or czar, of the
empire, resolved upon its subjugation, which he accomplished by the aid
of a powerful army.
The commerce of the city did not entirely expire with its liberties,
but still lived on, a fading monument of its former greatness. This,
however, did not long last, for a fourth Ivan, more barbarous and blood
thirsty than the first, having discovered a correspondence between some
of the principal inhabitants and the King of Poland, relative to the sur
render of the city into his hands for the purpose of regaining a portion
of their former freedom, made this the pretext for an indiscriminate
slaughter of nearly thirty thousand of its citizens, and thus, at a single
blow, annihilated the prosperity of the only bright spot which was pre
sented upon the dark face of his barbarous empire.
The merchants of the League, at a very early period, established a
factory in London, which speedily became of great magnitude and im
portance. The English nation were then destitute of ships, and the
blessings of foreign commerce were comparatively unknown, and its
benefits unappreciated.
The numerous articles of luxury and convenience which were intro
duced through the agency of the factory, were at this early age well
calculated to suit the minds of the English people ; who, although pos
sessing much of the rude Gothic spirit of the times, were eagerly de
sirous of obtaining the manufactures and productions of foreign lands.
Many highly important privileges and immunities were soon showered
upon the company of merchants who controlled the factory. They
were permitted to govern themselves by their own rules, and were not
subject to the jurisdiction of English tribunals. The absolute control
of one of the city gates was given them, and the duties on many of the
commodities which they imported were greatly reduced in their favor.
With the prerogatives we have mentioned existing in their favor, the
prosperity and wealth of the company rapidly advanced, and its influ
ence proportionably increased.
The superior privileges which were enjoyed by the Hansards, as tbey
were called, excited feelings of hostility in the minds of the English
merchants, who, perceiving the rich returns that mercantile enterprises
bestowed, were eagerly embarking their fortunes to swell the infant
commerce of their country. Every exertion which their combined
efforts could put forth, calculated to retard the growing wealth of the
company, was strenuously adopted, and no measures were left untried
which could in the least degree tend towards the annihilation of its
growing riches and power. The members of the company were se
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riously charged with the most fraudulent practices, and accusations were
made that they introduced vast quantities of foreign commodities as the
productions of cities belonging to the League, which were in reality the
importations of other countries, for the purpose of evading duties with
which they were justly chargeable.
The English government was finally aroused from the apathy and
indifference with which it had been accustomed to regard the commer
cial interests of its citizens, and began to look upon the immense mono
poly of foreign and domestic trade which the Hansards enjoyed, and
the princely wealth and broad prerogatives they had acquired, as the
results of a system of partial and injudicious legislation, calculated to
enrich and build up the fortunes of foreign merchants, while it chained
the energies and darkened the prospects of its own citizens.
As a pretext for depriving them of the franchises which they enjoyed,
the League was charged with capriciously extending the list of towns
belonging to the association, and in this manner preventing the collection
of the additional duties which were imposed upon the merchandise of
other foreigners. Complaints were also made that the commerce of
the English in the Baltic was illegally obstructed by the armed ships of
the confederacy.
Impelled by these considerations, the powerful protection and sup
port which the English government had extended towards the Hansards
were withdrawn, and theirpersons were exposed to many indignities, while
their factory, which was situated in Thames-street, was often attacked
by ignorant, prejudiced, and infuriated mobs of assembled citizens.
The frequent violent assaults which were perpetrated in hostility to
the dearest interests of the League, were amply revenged.
War was immediately declared against the English nation, and her
entire commerce in the Baltic was speedily annihilated by the powerful
fleets of the confederated cities. Edward IV., who then reigned mo
narch of England, became alarmed, and manifested the most anxious
desire for the renewal of peaceful relations with his mighty adversary.
The most advantageous proposals as the foundation of a treaty were
offered by him, and were finally accepted by the League.
By the provisions of this treaty, which were ratified in 1474, the mer
chants of the Hanse-Towns were reinstated in the enjoyment of all their
former privileges. An absolute property was assigned to them in a
large space of ground, with spacious and valuable buildings upon it, in
Thames-street, denominated the Steel Yard, by which name they have
been commonly known. No stranger was to be allowed a participation
in their commercial franchises, and a stipulation was embodied into the
treaty, that the English High Court of Admiralty should exercise no
jurisdiction in cases affecting their peculiar interests, but that a particu
lar tribunal should be established, expressly for that purpose.
These enormous privileges were by positive provisions directed to be
published in all the sea-port towns of the English nation; and whoever
infringed upon them, were liable to the infliction of summary and severe
punishment. As some return for the many valuable advantages which
this treaty conferred upon the merchants of the League, the English
were permitted to enjoy the free and uninterrupted navigation of the
Baltic, and were allowed to trade with the countries by which it was
bordered.
Compared with the immense factories established at the cities of
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Bruges, Novogorod, and London, the one at Bergen in Norway was of
slight importance, and yet, through its agency, the confederacy acquired,
and for a lengthened period of time enjoyed, the monopoly of the entire
commerce of that kingdom.
tions,
Themoney,
means and
by which
military
this
power.
was obtained,
Many valuable
were combined
privilegesofwere
negociathus
secured, by which the merchants of the League, although influenced by
selfish considerations, were enabled to introduce the useful commodities
of civilized life, which, by creating a taste for manufactures and the art.*,
gradually dispersed the clouds of dark ignorance that prevailed, and
laid the foundation for that intelligence and refinement which at the
present age so brilliantly distinguish the countries of northern Europe.
With all the vast and formidable array of foreign influence and in
terests which we have described, possessed of a strong and well organ
ized navy, together with almost the entire sovereignty of the northern
seas, and holding the wealth of nations in its grasp, the confederacy pre
sented a tower of strength, which seemed capable of withstanding the
rudest and most mighty shocks which could be hurled against it by any
earthly power.
Every nation that dared to infringe upon its commercial privileges
was speedily visited with the heaviest retribution, and the slightest vio
lation of its political rights called down upon the aggressor the deepest
vengeance. The transcendent might of the League was felt and ac
knowledged throughout every state in Europe, and the ships of war
which it possessed were often hired by neighboring princes to assist
them in repelling invasion from abroad, or to chastise foreign insult and
oppression.
In 1358, the Danes, who were a barbarous, but powerful and warlike
nation, maintained a fleet of armed ships in the Sound, which, for inter
rupting the commerce of the confederacy, were attacked by its ships of
war, and nearly annihilated ; and this so terrified Waldemar 11I., then
king of Denmark, that he proposed the most humiliating terms of peace,
by which he gave up all Schonen to the League for the space of sixteen
years ; and it was thus enabled to command the passage of the whole
Sound and in 1428, Erick, a succeeding monarch, having violated
some of its maritime regulations, two hundred and fifty sail, with twelve
thousand men on board, were sent against him, who, after ravaging his
kingdom with all the horrois of fierce national warfare, compelled him to
make ample restitution for every wrong he had committed, and obliged
him to submit to such terms for restoring peace to his shaken empire
as the confederacy thought proper to impose.
Towards the close of the fifteenth century, mighty elements begun to
form throughout Europe for the ultimate overthrow of the confederacy.
Its vast superiority had arisen, as much from the insubordination, an
archy, and confusion that had prevailed around it, as from the enlighten
ed political organization by which it was governed ; and when the civili
zation and refinement which pervaded its cities began to pour their
rays of light over the countries of Europe, their monarchs became im
pressed with the urgent necessity that existed, for the adoption of na
tional measures calculated to improve the intellectual and social condi
tion of their subjects, and for the establishment of the political institu
tions of their kingdoms upon a wiser and broader foundation. Influ
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enced by the great commercial interests which the confederacy had so
widely disseminated, and which had become of the deepest importance
in promoting the advancement of national wealth and power, more en
lightened and beneficial systems of laws were enacted and promulgated.
The gloomy and illiberal usages which had prevailed under the influence
of feudal government, were every where disappearing before the on
ward strides of civilization and refinement.
The arts and sciences began to be appreciated and cultivated, and the
prevalence of civil order and beneficial laws was experienced, where in
testine commotions, discord, and despotism, had before reigned. The
inhabitants of the countries amongst which the confederated cities were
situated, saw the immense advantages which commerce bestowed, and
although eager to participate in their enjoyment, the superior privileges
and immunities possessed by the members of the confederacy, and of
which they were deprived, offered an almost insuperable barrier to ulti
mate success and prosperity. As the naval strength of the League
formed the principal elements by which its influence and power abroad
were preserved, and its ascendency upon the seas maintained, the mari
time nations of Europe perceived, that they must rival and even over
power it in this respect, before their subjects would be able to compete
with its citizens in commercial enterprises ; and the most strenuous exer
tions were made to accomplish this object.
The countries of Zealand and Holland, by uniting their fleets, were at
length sufficiently powerful at sea to vindicate their right to the free
navigation of the Baltic, which, after many struggles, they succeeded in
establishing; and from that time the downfall of the League rapidly ad
vanced.
Many of its richest cities withdrew the moment that they no longer
stood in need of its support, and those that had joined it through fear of
being otherwise shut out from all intercourse with foreign countries, im
mediately seceded ; and no sooner had the ships of the English and
Dutch commenced trading with the Prussian and Polish towns, than
these also separated from the confederacy.
In 1552, the English merchants, indignant that a company of foreigners
should enjoy privileges of which they were deprived, presented a peti
tion praying for their abolishment, by which it appeared that the com
pany had so engrossed the cloth trade the preceding year, that they had
exported fifty thousand pieces, while all the English together had ex
ported but one thousand one hundred. As the power of the confede
racy had dwindled away, leaving but the mere shadow of its former
greatness, the English parliament no longer feared its vengeance, and
an act was passed entirely abrogating the numerous franchises which it
had enjoyed, and thus was its influence in England forever destroyed.
In the middle of the seventeenth century, the only cities composing
it were Lubec, Hamburgh, and Bremen, and even these retained little
besides the name to distinguish their sovereignty.
A development of the commercial resources possessed by the nations
of Europe had been accomplished by the League ; the purposes of its
organization had been effected ; and when its power was no longer ne
cessary for the continuance of commercial prosperity, when the spirit
of rude barbarism had been expelled by the introduction of civilization
and refinement, and social order and political subordination had tri
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umphed over the tyranny, oppression, and anarchy which had so long
prevailed, the mighty agent which had produced these changes passed
silently away from among the sovereignties of the earth, leaving the im
press of its former commercial grandeur deeply stamped upon every
enlightened country in Europe.

Art. II.—FRAUD UPON UNDERWRITERS.
" Ships are but boards, sailors but men : there be land-rats and water-rats, water
thieves and land thieves ; I mean pirates ; and then there is the peril of waters, winds,
and rocks."—Merchant of Venice.
As the elementary writers on the law of insurance have most elabo
rately and with much perspicacity discussed the whole subject of bar
ratry, the rights of parties, and all that relates to losses arising from the
fraudulent conduct of the master and mariners, are well understood ; but,
with all the light that can be derived from the law, enough is not known
of the cause, the nature, and the extent of the innumerable barratrous acts
by which insurance companies suffer. It is within the power ofpractical
men alone, who mingle daily with the business of marine insurance, in its
every branch, to explain and expose the collusions which are so much dread
ed by underwriters, and which are sofearlessly practised against them. It
is, then deeply to be regretted, that those who have that power do not bold
ly exert it, in order that measures more efficient, better concerted, and
simultaneous in theireffect, might be adopted to check the growing and de
vastating evil. Every individual should unreservedly contribute all his in
formation, for only by a knowledge of the past can future attempts be
avoided and defeated, and this species of intelligence is too much the
property of the public to be withheld from any trivial or selfish consider
ation.
" The contract of insurance," in the language of a distinguished French
lawyer, " is the noble result of the genius of man, and the first guaranty
of maritime commerce. It has consulted the seasons ; it has gazed upon
the ocean ; it has interrogated that terrible element ; it has judged of the
sea's inconstancy, and it has considered its commotions ; it has scrutini
zed the policy of nations ; it has reconnoitered the ports and coasts of
the two worlds ; and having submitted all to the nice theories and calcu
lations of skilful men, it has said to the able merchant and the intrepid
navigator, truly there are disasters over which humanity may only weep,
but as to your fortune, go, launch forth upon theseas, display your activity
and your industry, I charge myself with your risks." During the four
hundred years that the contract and usages of insurance have been in
existence, it has been the safeguard of commerce. Under its protection,
trade has been expanded and stimulated, and science has extended its
benign influence to the most remote quarters of the earth. With the
certain security which it affords, the energetic merchant confidently plans
and successfully consummates gigantic enterprises involving the employ
ment of capital, which is, by means of insurance, rendered as powerful
as if the amount were illimitable, and the prosperity of innumerable
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citizens who, under its auspices, find a reward for their industry and a
market for their productions, bears triumphant evidence of its beneficial
results. It assumes all the risks incident to commerce; defying the ele
ments and the acts of men, it wisely affords protection against every deed
of premeditated or accidental wrong, excepting those which surrepti
tiously originate with, or which are caused by, persons who have sought
it as a cover for a fraud, rather than as a means of safety. Without this
contract, commerce could not be sustained, and would sink into dis
graceful insignificance. The hazards of trade, without the security which
insurance now affords, would deter the prudent, whilst the most pre
sumptuous durst not venture boldly on any commercial project of mag
nitude.
The merchant, then, of every country, is directly interested in the suc
cess of underwriters. Insurance companies are formed by the combi
nation of capital derived from many sources, and which often includes
the funds of orphans and widows who have little else to depend upon.
These institutions require, and to a great extent receive, the protection of
wise and salutary laws, and it should be the duty of every good citizen,
either as a juror or private man, to assist in preserving them from the
ruinous assaults of the fraudulent; for, besides the injustice of the pecu
niary loss thus inflicted, and their vital importance to the prosperity and
commercial influence of our merchants, it is a duty due to the integrity
of our nation, to exert all honest means not only to keep them in exist
ence, but in a condition to afford a reasonable profit to those who, by
venturing to own insurance stock, contribute their aid to the advancement
of our commerce. But our own merchants are particularly interested,
and in a pecuniary point of view, to prevent and expose frauds. The
rates of premium charged by insurers, are governed by the amount of
losses. Thus the honest man is made to contribute for the acts of the
swindler, by paying the higher rate of premium, which goes indirectly
into the coffers of those who live by these frauds, to the great injury of
the innocent. Who, then, however humble his station in life, would not
contribute his willing aid to preserve and perpetuate the companies which
are in existence, by preventing, as far as possible, those impositions which,
whilst they degrade our commerce, are in their results so injurious t
Continued success on the part of those who practise fraud emboldens
renewed and more important attempts, until the earnings and capital of
insurers are absorbed, and their companies are either too much embar
rassed to continue to insure risks, or they are entirely dissolved ; and thus,
besides the losses of the unfortunate stockholders, that competition among
insurers, which is so beneficial to the merchant, is decreased or wholly
removed ; and, a few years more of the unprecedented misfortunes which
have fallen upon underwriters for the last eight years, aided by the unre
mitted labor of swindlers, will bring a ruin so complete upon the com
panies, as to leave, at last, no protection against those hazards of com
merce which insurers have honestly borne, since the first chartered
company was known to our country. The apathy of our merchants upon
this interesting subject is unfortunate in the extreme; and were they once
aroused to its importance, we should find them promptly concerting mea
sures for the amelioration of this greatest of all evils to which the
business of insurance is exposed. In former times, when insurance busi
ness was carried on by individuals, there was in the trial of insurance
voL. n. — no. iv.
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causes a greater regard for law, and the requirements of justice were
sacred. In our day, there is an unholy prejudice against corporations,
which too often corrupts and impedes the course of both law and justice.
No sympathy for insurers exists, there should be no occasion for sympa
thy for either party ; but the prevailing feeling is so decidedly opposed
to insurers, that the merest tyro can easily excite in a jury rancorous pre
judices, and even an indignation which neither law nor reason can allay,
so that to command a verdict for insurers, even with the most clear case,
is a matter of chance and uncertainty. This prejudice should be uproot
ed. That practice among jurors which would visit an unjust loss upon
the many, because it would fall heavily upon an individual, cannot be too
soon exploded. Evenhanded justice should prevail. The man who can
not divest himself of all prejudice against corporations, should never make
a mockery of justice by taking the oath of a juror.
The several large cities of our union have, within the last twenty years,
witnessed the rise, progress, and speedy destruction, of many chartered
insurance companies, with an immense amount of capital; but the enor
mous share which fraud has had in producing their ruin has been but
too slightly understood, for no one interested has taken the trouble to col
lect and publicly expose facts. We are occasionally treated to a news
paper report of an isolated case, but nothing like a general history of
frauds upon underwriters has ever been given to the public; and, indeed,
such a publication should be oftentimes repeated, as the ingenious plans
of the swindlers vary with the times. Were it asserted by any indivi
dual, that for the last eight years one out of every three of the demands
which have been made upon marine insurers in the United States, whether
eventually paid or not, bore the badge of fraud, would the assertion gain
the belief of one of those, who, being honest themselves, are willing to
hope that others are so likewise ? And yet it may be found, upon a dis
passionate examination of facts, that such an assertion would not vary
essentially from strict truth. Perhaps, however, the assertion should be
so far qualified as to explain, that the term fraud is applied to cases which
have been engendered in dishonesty by designing men, and perpetrated
by fraudulent agents, as well as to those which, without being planned
in fraud, have ended in, or been augmented by, fraudulent acts or proofs.
The hardihood of the individual who should make such an assertion
might excite, among those who are governed by motives of a prudential
and pecuniary character, as much surprise as the assertion itself would
in those who have been inattentive to the cases of fraud which are con
tinually occurring; but no consideration should restrain a well disposed
person from laying bare, at least, some of the facts upon which the asser
tion would be founded, in order that the public might be enabled to judge
whether the number of cases marked by fraud exceeds or falls short of
the estimated proportion. Facts for such an estimate, can only be deri
ved from long and arduous attention to the business of insurance in all
its ramifications. They cannot be gleaned by him who is not as often
employed in an adverse position to underwriters as in their favor, nor can
they be acquired by one whose habits, taste, or sense of duty, will not per
mit him to mingle with strange company, and sometimes with disagreeable
circumstances. It is impossible tor the underwriter, who quietly and
carefully attends to the business of his own office, to know of one half
the frauds which are almost daily attempted agains this company, and
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he has neither time nor opportunity to hear of and consider those which
are practised against his cotemporaries, and to which, in varied form, he
is ever liable. Indeed, an underwriter is, for some reasons, the least
likely of all persons to discover a fraud before or after its perpetration;
for had he the eyes of Argus, so much is disguise used towards him,
he could not discover all the tortuous measures of rogues, nor could
the ring of Gyges confer that power of invisibility which would be
requisite to enable an underwriter to dive into the hidden mysteries of
those who plan in darkness the frauds which are sometimes so boldly
perpetrated in the light of day. The greatest labor of the wicked is to
conceal their crimes. How, then, is the underwriter to be forewarned
and forearmed against frauds, so obscure in their origin, and so often
consummated without a suspicion or trace of guilt? If he depend upon
his own experience and judgment, or if he, in addition, avail himself
of the aid of the inspector of his office, he is still liable to be decei
ved ; and he is often beset with difficulties which the inspector, how
ever fearless, skilful, and honest, cannot overcome, as his opportunities
seldom give him any other knowledge of a risk, than that which relates
to the condition of the vessel, and sometimes to the past character of the
captain. Such knowledge would be more advantageous did it not happen
that a good vessel is often made to cover a very bad risk, arising from the
fraudulent character of the captain, owners, or shippers. To know the
character of the real parties in interest — not merely the name of the
holder of the policy — is of immense consequence in appreciating the ha
zard; but unfortunately there is not, and probably could not be, any posi
tive regulation which would compel the necessary disclosure in all cases ;
and other plans are, from the exigencies of the business, resorted to for
the purpose of obtaining such information, which plans are generally of
doubtful success. An underwriter, who has made the profession his study,
may, by arduous attention, judge with much precision of voyages which
are geographically hazardous, what cargoes are dangerous to carry
and most susceptible of damage, what seasons are inauspicious, what
countries are liable to internal commotion or foreign war ; and he
may know who, among merchants, are able and willing to pay their pre
mium notes; but, in addition to this acquaintance with the ordinary risks
and considerations, there should be a knowledge of men and character, or
the contract and its consequences may produce fraud or assist its plans.
And as the most prudent and skilful, with the best appliances for obtain
ing secret or open information, as lo character and conduct, are too often
overreached, it will be clearly perceived that success in the business of
marine insurance, can only be the result of knowledge, prudence, and
eternal vigilance, and that success cannot always, even with the greatest
caution and prudence, be obtained by the most deserving.
It would indeed be a flagrant injustice to cast an indiscriminate impu
tation of fraud upon the merchants of the United States, for, as a body,
their integrity of character has always withstood the rude assaults of the
ignorant and malicious ; whilst among those of enlightened and liberal
feeling, their upright and honorable conduct has always, and under all
circumstances, been the theme of universal praise wherever their fear
less enterprise and undaunted energy have made our country known.
Nor should that harsh charge bo incautiously applied to our skilful,
hardy, and persevering ship-masters, through whose fearless labors and
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incessant zeal the vast projects of our merchants have so often been
carried forward to glorious results ; and through whose spirited career
and honorable national zeal, our country's flag has become, on every
sea, a sceptre demanding and receiving the respect due to a nation of
freemen. As a class, our sea-captains number as few maurais sujeU as
may be found among an equal number of the members of any profes
sion, although no men are more exposed to extravagance and immo
rality. They are undeniably not surpassed, if equalled, by the ship
masters of any country ; and yet it is unfortunately too true to admit of
a denial, that many ship-masters have been, are, and will be, dishonest.
Nor are merchants to be exonerated from the misfortune of reckoning
within their ranks swindlers of the most dangerous class. All profes
sions and occupations suffer under similar imputations. It may be said
that honest merchants unknowingly employ dishonest captains ; this, too, is
true, and it must also be admitted that honest ship-masters are some
times engaged by designing merchants, who do not scruple to make
them, either innocently or with guilt, accessory to their frauds. But
with all their misfortunes, it would seem that not so many fraudulent and
careless disasters have been caused by the misconduct of our merchants
and masters, as have been, by English writers, imputed to those of Great
Britain. A statistical publication was made some time since in one of
the British quarterly reviews, intended to account for the immense loss
of shipping engaged in the commerce of that country ; and the number
reported to have been lost from the incapacity of the master, from
drunkenness, and from fraud, was so astounding as to have been almost
incredible, and seemed to be well calculated to justify the conclusions of
the reviewers, that the fact that " they were well insured" was, in reality,
the prime cause of a majority of the losses. That publication, however,
was made rather with a view to account for the number of ships lost, than
intended to expose the manner of loss, or make known the whole system
of fraud, inclusive of those cases which, although of a petty character,
involve, in the aggregate, an immense amount of money, and are, per
haps, the most dangerous from being less cautiously examined, and of
more frequent occurrence.
To give in detail an expose of the frauds which have come to the
knowledge of one individual by long and patient investigation, sometimes
under trying circumstances — is the object of this article. He cannot act
presumptuously, who offers even the slightest counsel as to guard ing against
similar cases ; and if this offering should be so fortunate as to thwart
even oae attempt at crime, it will not have been an undeserving labor ;
but perhaps it will at least explain, to an observing mercantile commu
nity, some of the unholy attempts which have been made to the injury
of the public character, whilst to stockholders it may account for the loss
of some part of their dividends. And may it not operate with merchants
and ship-masters, — who wish to maintain and increase the good character
of their compeers, and who are unwilling to pay an enhanced premium
to cover the peculations of swindlers, — as an inducement to the
exercise of a greater and more becoming vigilance, upon a subject which
should be of high importance to every honest man ? By making this
statement no confidence is betrayed; none was ever sought for by the
writer. His knowledge of the facts here enumerated, was voluntarily
rendered, involuntarily acquired by contact with men in almost
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every situation, or arduously sought for— whenever duty made it
necessary — without asking the consent of the parties. As it would be
injurious in many respects to give the names of vessels, and inexpe
dient, at present, to publish those of individuals, both are withheld,
deeming it unnecessary to give any other reasons for so doing, than that
there are and have been many vessels of the same>1i4*me, and that those
persons who collected, or attempted to collect, the «olaims from the in
surers, were sometimes guiltless of having planned or ,participated in
the frauds. The incidents are, however, sufficiently 'descii lied to bring
a knowledge of almost every case home to those who havfe, in any way,
been interested in or affected by them. This statement. Wltl not injure
the innocent, nor need it be feared that it will have a tendency to in
crease rather than to diminish the number of frauds ; the eyes of the ho
nest will be opened, and it is to be hoped that those who are fearless will
not be found wanting in their efforts to unmask villany, whether found in
high or low places. Let those who are galled wince ; the honest have
nothing to fear.
In describing some of the plans by which total losses have been per
petrated, it is necessary to premise, that there has been, and is, in New
York, a clique or fraternity of plunderers, who, with plausible manners
and genteel appearance, have contrived to obtain possession of many
vessels by the use of a little money, and their credit, which is used al
ternately by the members. There is an unholy alliance to assist each
other in every emergency, by money, means, and evidence, true and
false. They seldom have much money in any one hazard, however
large the expected stake may be, and are not to be ruined or even
baffled by the failure of one or two of their enterprises. Their usual
plan has been, to buy a vessel, part cash and part credit, and then to get
a merchant to advance money upon her, and procure in his own name a
policy of insurance for a valuation exceeding, by at least fifty per cent.,
her real cost, and the policy remains with him as collateral security.
This operation, so far as the merchant is interested, may or may not in
volve guilt. Honest men have been deceived ; but for the sake of
character there should be an exercise of greater caution, and the merchant
who deals with a known rogue is entitled to little sympathy. Having
got the advance, the members generally make some alteration or repair
of the vessel, to save appearances in case there should be any subsequent
question as to the high valuation in the policy of insurance. But the
advance serves another purpose ; with it and another stretch of credit a
cargo is procured, and this generally secures a second advance of cash
upon the cargo and freight, covered by farther policies of insurance un
der exorbitant valuations, and by the way, they are always sure to be
careful that each policy is a valued one. The advance on these last poli
cies pays the vessel's outfit, and repays the amount of cash which they
have advanced on her purchase. When so much is done, they risk no
loss, but, living in joyful hope of a large " windfall," are ripe for a new
speculation. The rest of the adventure is easily described ; the vessel
sails, is burnt, scuttled, or otherwise cast away. Sometimes she is dis
masted by cutting the " lee laniards of the lower standing rigging," so
that when they " tack ship" she may lose her masts without any apparent
act of the master ; and to effect this, a dark night and squally or rough
weather are most convenient. In another case, she is run ashore, and if
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she do not bilge, holes are bored in her to destroy the cargo and make
the vessel appear to be worthless. As an auxiliary to the bilging by
boring, the masts are often cut away under the pretence of making her
"lie easy," or to prevent "thumping." Cutting away the masts when
no holes are bored is practised where the stranding takes place within
the reach of wreckers who might save the vessel, and it is done for the
purpose of securing the right of condemnation, or with a desire to make
any attempt at saving useless and not worth the expense. In eithercase,
there will be a total loss of vessel, cargo, and freight, the cargo being too
much damaged to send forward to its port of destination.
But it sometimes happens that they are unable to carry out their views
as to the purchase of a cargo, in which case they take one "on freight,"
getting the vessel and freight highly insured by the same means as before
stated. She then sails with a poor outfit, leaks, loses some sails, spars,
or rigging — if the total destruction as described be not attempted — and
she puts into Bermuda, St. Thomas, or some other port affording equal
facilities for a fraudulent condemnation and sale. The cargo may per
haps be sent forward, but it is more often sold, and in either case a total
loss of freight takes place, and many a rotten old craft has thus been sold
to the insurers at an enormous price. In conducting this kind of enter
prise, an attempt is often made at a double " operation," by buying the
vessel and cargo in, through the means of a friend.- In other cases, the
vessel, by arrangement, puts into a port where no repairs can be had —
she is condemned and sold, and, as in the last case cited, the " double
operation" is attempted — so that after the loss is paid she may still
belong to some of the members under new names, — or, if a total loss
be not paid for, there will be little if any real sacrifice, and she is ready
for a renewed attempt. It will be perceived that there is but a small
hazard in this plan, as the underwriters almost invariably pay a partial
loss, at least, to avoid litigation, and the amount recovered will be so
much clear gain to the brotherhood. As an improvement to these plans
— where the merchant who advances the cash knows of the intended
fraud — the insurances are delayed until the vessel has been at sea several
days, so that the captain may appear to have acted in good faith as to
the condemnation, and as he would have done were there no policies
procured ; whilst the truth is, advice as to the insurances has been sent
by other vessels direct to the intermediate port, for it had been previously
so arranged, and the captain governs himself accordingly. An instance
has occurred, within the last year, where a vessel sailed and put into
port, in pursuance of this plan ; but, as the application for insurance in
New York and elsewhere had failed, owing to the prompt measures
which were taken, she resumed the voyage, arrived at the port of desti
nation, and returned to New York safely, to the unfeigned joy of the
parties, who had, from her long passage, feared her loss without their
consent. This voyage lost a round sum for the rogues. In another
case, two persons, who were not admitted to all the secrets of the con
clave, happened to hear enough to convince them that a certain brig was
to be lost, and they went immediately to an insurance office and pro
cured a valued policy, and had it agreed that " the policy was to be proof
of interest," they having in fact no interest ; their chagrin may be ima
gined on finding that they had lost their premium of insurance by the
safe arrival of the brig; — the loss of the brig, which they anticipated,
was planned for, and took place, on her next voyage.
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Where it is intended that the vessel shall be scuttled or sunk, it is the
practice to make a great" display of silks and fine goods ; and even
—
doubloons
of course!
areItcounted
is needless
before
to say
witnesses
that such
whogoods
are and
accidentally
gold are on
reserved
board
for a better fate than that of going down into the caverns of the deep :
they return to the caverns of the swindlers, and sometimes serve to fur
nish forth other enterprises of a more desperate character. It has often
been a matter of astonishment that these men are always so ready with
witnesses who actually saw the property on board ; but it should be re
membered that those who plan a villainy, study hard to make it success
ful, and do not scruple at the means ; nor is it very difficult to cause re
spectable and innocent men to see the goods on ship-board, and, by some
remarkable coincident, cause the fact to be remembered.
Some years since, when pirates were supposed to be innumerable on
the coast of Cuba, losses were plenty ; but at least one half of them were
fraudulently contrived by the owners. Vessels were sent out from Ha
vana, having doubloons on board, which were insured by means of respect
able merchants in New York ; by an arrangement between the captain and
the owner, the vessel would be stopped by an imitation piratical attack,
a sham fight would ensue, the doubloons would be taken out, and the
amount paid by the insurers.
In one out of the multitude of North Carolina cases, a notorious
counterfeiter, through a house in New York, procured an insurance of
$7,800 on specie and goods. The vessel was also well insured. Holes
were bored in the vessel, and plugs were fitted and inserted, to be taken
out at sea. She sailed, and on the first night she was filled with water
and abandoned. It had been arranged, with the captain of another ves
sel, that he should keep company, and take off the captain and men, which
was done. Fraud was suspected, the insurers were sued, and on the
trial, the jury would not agree; this honest claim was compromised for
one half. By a quarrel among some of the parties, it was discovered
that old blocks and stones were made to represent goods, and that there
had not been any specie on board. The captain who executed this
fraud has since been shot dead by a person whose life he had attempted
for giving evidence in favor of the insurers.
The famous case where old type was made to represent specie, is too
well known to require any farther remark, than that the person who acted
as agent of the underwriters, and who rendered very important service
to them, has since been connected with several successful and unsuccesful
frauds against underwriters, but, in one instance, was very near going
to the states' prison, besides losing the case against the insurers and
being publicly exposed.
In the year 1828, a Spanish merchant, who resided in South-street, in
this city, was arrested, tried for an attempted fraud, and acquitted. The
excitement at the time was very great, and much curiosity as to the real
plans and intentions of the merchant existed. The facts proved were
these: — He owned a good brig, which with her outfit cost $10,000.
He procured insurance on her for $8,000 only. He bought, and actually
put on board $60,000 worth of silks, and other goods of great value and
little bulk. Through a broker's aid he found a well known captain with
whom he made an arrangement to effect a total destruction of vessel
and cargo, for which service he was to receive $5,000 — (it could be
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done for half the money now) — of which 81,000 was immediately paid
to the captain, whose conscience and pocket began to grow heavy at the
same time ; but the equilibrium did not long continue, for as his pocket
was gradually lightened, his conscience became the more heavy, until
he was induced to unburthen himself to the collector of the port of New
York, who called to his aid the counsel of an underwriter, who displayed
great impetuosity and anxiety, and made fine promises to the captain,
but was too eager in his movements, and thereby marred the plot with
out discovering its object. In pursuance of the plan arranged, the mer
chant was arrested at the custom house, whilst in the act of clearing the
vessel for sea. At the trial, the captain made his statement as to the
proposed destruction of the property. The purchase and shipment of
the 860,000 worth of goods was fully proved. An insurance of 860,000
was also proved ; of which $35,000 was effected, through a respectable
broker, in Boston, and 825,000 in Philadelphia ; and in all the policies
it was agreed that the insurance should apply to goods of which the marks
and numbers would be given when bills of lading were made out. As this
insurance was only equal to the cost of the goods, and as there would
be two or three thousand dollars at the merchant's risk, no motive for a
fraudulent loss could be positively discovered, and the merchant was ac
quitted. But a fraud was intended ! The merchant is now dead, but
he has left a full exposure of his plan. He expected to have cleared
850,000 by his project. The shipment was to have been divided into
three parts, making three consignments to fictitious names ; one being in
sured in Boston for 835,000, as before stated, for account of a fictitious
name, for whom it may concern, lass payable to the merchant ; a similar
insurance in Philadelphia, for 825,000, in another fictitious name ; and
the third insurance, for 850,000, was to have been effected among Ids New
York friends, immediately after the sailing of the vessel ; and the marks
and numbers of the 860,000 worth of goods were then to have been eo
arranged and endorsed on the various valued policies, as to cover what
actually cost 820,000 with the 835,000 of insurance in Boston ; goods
costing 815,000 were to be covered with the 825,000 insured in Phila
delphia ; and the balance of the 860,000, which cost 825,000, was to be
covered with $50,000 of insurance in New York. Had not the captain
betrayed him, there can be no doubt as to the success ; and had more
forethought been used, the captain would have sailed as if to perpetrate
the fraud, and by the time she put into a southern port, or returned to
New York, the plot would have been so far developed as to have as
tounded the merchants and underwriters, and the public would then
have been convinced that the captain had made true statements as far
as he knew any thing of the case. The same merchant had previously
tried this plan, and cleared 820,000 for $3,000, shipped by a schooner.
The loss was paid by underwriters who, not suspecting him, gave him a
good character on his trial.
Two of the infamous confraternity before alluded to, bought a brig in
New Orleans in partnership with one of their members, who was, with the
vessel, in New York. Insurance was procured in New Orleans for818,000
on vessel and freight. She sailed, one partner going as captain, and an
other going passenger, for New Orleans. They ran her upon a reef on
the coast of Florida. The captain went to one set of wreckers for as
sistance, and the passenger to another, and when all got on board, the
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wreckers were excited to quarrel for command; during the fight, the
captain set fire to combustibles—placed in the hold for the purpose—and
she was entirely consumed, each party of the wreckers believing that
the other had destroyed her. Under cover of this smoke, the pirates
went to New Orleans, and encountered little difficulty in adding the sum
insured to their joint stock. As to false proofs : a case has occurred in
New York, where, as the underwriters suspecting fraud, refused to pay,
a suit was commenced, and a commission for the examination of wit
nesses in South America was procured by the claimant and sent for
ward. When it was returned, the evidence was found, if true, to be
very strong against the insurers, but the ingenuity of the counsel em
ployed for them soon made it evident that the claimant had prepared all
the answers to the interrogatories in New York, and had had them
translated into " bad Spanish," and sent forward with the commission to
South America — probably to save the trouble of finding witnesses — or,
at least, if any were found, that they might be relieved from any per
plexity by having the useful answers prepared to order, "cut and
dried." This claim was not paid. South America is not the only coun
try where ready-made answers are attached to a commission in an insu
rance cause.
Another outrageous case which has been brought to light was, where
a ship, being insured at a high valuation, sailed from a port in the Pacific
Ocean, bound to a port in England, with a plan for scuttling her in the
Straits of Magellan, having previously, by maltreatment, caused all the
American crew, who could not be entrusted with the secret, to desert, so
that the proper material might be selected. She was scuttled, and as no
tidings of her came to the United States, it being supposed that all
on board had perished, she was, after a delay of twelve months, paid for
by underwriters in Boston. In the examination of another fraud, it was
discovered that some of the sailors, who were on board of this ship up
to the last hour, were alive at a port in South America, but the owners
had absented themselves from the United States, and remained beyond
the reach of the law. In a more recent case, a ship bound to New
Orleans was purposely run in among the Florida reefs, and, owing to
the ignorance of the captain, she became so situated as to require much
perseverance on his part to keep her in a dangerous position, two good
channels being so open to him as to make it nocessary to get help from
the wreckers, who came in sight, to find a bad one. He went on board
of the wrecking vessels, and agreed that they should give him one thousand
dollarsfor the job of running her ashore. The day was too bright and the
wind too fair to insure success, and the ship remained at anchor until
dark night and a head wind afforded a more favorable opportunity ; but
with these, and all their combined skill, she came so near going through
the channel safely, as to render it necessary to make her yaw about for
the space of two hours to find a reef which was hard and sharp enough ;
and when they had, with much patience, selected the place, and got a
cable and anchor to heave her harder ashore, she would not stay strand
ed with their best efforts, but floated over the reef, and, as daylight
came, they had to take her to Key West, where, as the fraud was appa
rent, the Judge of the Admiralty Court refused to decree any salvage ;
and as the captain was thus about to lose his $1,000 — he consummated
his villany by swearing for the wreckers, that they " acted in good faith ;"
VOL. II. — no. iv.
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perhaps they did, so far as Ac was concerned, for it has since appear
ed that he received his " wages of sin." He procured the condemnation
and sale of the ship. This case shows an improvement upon the old
plan of " trusting to luck" among the wreckers — and, at this rate of pro
gression, it will not be long before these wreckers will have their agents
in New York and elsewhere, with cash in hand, ready to make contracts
at "reasonable rates" for the greater perfection and advancement of
their system. Indeed, it is even now asserted, that wreckers visit Ha
vana and New Orleans with a supply of doubloons to make bargains
with needy or gambling captains, to get them "to stop" upon some
reef, — $25, 000 has been offered in one instance of a very valuable cargo.
The insurers have no permanent resident agent in Key West in whom
they can place entire confidence. It is true, that an individual who may
be highly respectable, is nominally the agent of underwriters at that im
portant point, but he is interested in one or more wrecking vessels, and
so intimately allied with the inhabitants of the place and its interests,
and is left so dependent upon his own enterprise and industry — having
no salary — that it could not bo expected that he should serve two mas
ters, himself and the underwriters. A fearless, talented man, well
versed in maritime and insurance law, and its practices, and who would
be so well paid as to allow of his being restricted so as to preclude his
speculating with the interests of underwriters, could save an immense
amount of money for them, not only by preventing and exposing frauds,
but by settling honest losses in the best manner. As these affairs are
now managed, special agents are sent from different cities to attend to
the various cases as they become known. These agents are generally
"retired ship-masters" of advanced age — often fond of ease and com
fort — possessing only that knowledge, which, although of the seas, has
enabled them to navigate themselves into good berths ashore ; and who
would, were they, as shipmasters, wrecked at Key West or elsewhere,
require the very species of advice and assistance which they, as special
agents, are expected to bestow upon their brother sailors, although their
previous pursuits in life may not have allowed them better opportunities for
the acquirement of the necessary legal knowledge and skill; and it has
generally been no part of their study. There are, of course, exceptions
to this general description, although too many have to depend upon Key
West lawyers " to keep them straight," and some of these ship-master
agents have been enabled to render good service; but, as a certain means
for discovering and preventing frauds, it would be unjust to expect them
to succeed in all cases among strangers, for they are often unable to de
tect fraud when practised at their home ports. The money paid by the
underwriters of New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, would
more than secure and compensate the services of a person of known
skill, fearlessness, zeal, and character; and the advantages which would
accrue from having always at that point a known agent, who would be
ready for any emergency, are incalculable.
The foregoing remarks as to total losses, it will be seen, are exclu
sively applicable to those cases which were engendered in fraud, and
carried through by fraudulent acts and proofs. There is, however, ano
ther class of losses, not originally planned in fraud, but which ultimately
takes its assistance, to make that a total loss, which, without its influence,
would be but a trifling accident, or at the worst, only a partial loss. Many
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so serious as to make it probable that they would be abandoned if they
were not " well insured." Proofs of this iften occur; for other captains,
generally not so well supplied with men and means, but who are in
terested to make money, take charge of vessels so abandoned, and
bring them with little trouble into port, and it is then discovered that
the damage was really but a trifle ; and it may well be inferred that a
profitable sale to the underwriters was an object of greater importance
than any fear of the loss of lives. Other vessels, after unavoidable acci
dents, put into ports of necessity, where, because they are well insured,
or because the masters are unwilling to burthen the owners with one
third of the cost of the repairs, which they have, by the contract of in
surance, agreed to bear, are condemned and sold, and perhaps bought
in under cover. These were not cases of fraud in the beginning, but
they are converted into fraudulent claims by the conduct of the captains,
who, as the agents of all parties, were bound to act as they would have
done were the vessels their own and only property, and uncovered by
any insurance. Luckily, frauds of this nature are more easily traced,
because those persons who give false estimates and surveys to the cap
tain to assist the condemnation of the vessel, are equally ready to betray
him when they have got the hire of their iniquity ; and yet many cases
of this kind have been paid without hesitation, owing to the character of
persons who have been interested. On one occasion, a ship with a load
of salt got ashore near Sandy Hook. She leaked badly, but could be
pumped out by great exertion, and was in the act of being floated when
one of the owners got on board, and seeing that she would be saved, had
the audacity to offer to the honest and intrepid wrecker who had charge
of her, and who is now dead, $500 to let her sink in deep water when
he got her off. To those who knew the wrecker, it would be needless to
say, that she arrived in New York, were it not for the purpose of stating
that this is the same ship which was subsequently sold to the Boston un
derwriters, by being scuttled in the Straits of Magellan, as before de
scribed. Another ship was insured in New Orleans, for a period of
time. On the voyage to New Orleans she had lost a chain cable, but
this loss did not amount to an average. No chain was procured even
on her return to New York. She was put up for Cadiz, and sailed; the
single chain, which was but half as long as it should have been, was, by
the aid of a second-hand anchor, made to represent two chains. The
captain had remonstrated against this management, but rather than lose
"a berth," he listened to the instructions of the owners, which were, she
"is well insured, and if you can't keep her off, why let her go ashorefor
good !" He did not disobey orders or break the owners : she was strand
ed, and the New Orleans insurers paid the loss, as the fraud was not
discovered until it was too late. A schooner, insured at a high valua
tion, was dismasted, but arrived at a southern port. The owners aban
doned and claimed for a total loss, but the surveyors would not condemn
the vessel. As the owners were thus compelled to repair her, they as
certained how much her repair must cost to give a claim for a technical
total loss. The repairs were fully made, and the vessel, fitted out in the
best possible manner, came to New York. Documents were procured,
the loss was stated, and found to amount to a "technical total loss," thus
throwing the vessel upon the underwriters for sale, and giving the right to
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call upon tho insurers for the Sum insured, and for the payment of all the
bills of repairs furnished. This bills and documents appeared to be fair
and honest, excepting as to cer^in articles supplied, which the vessel did
not have before the accident. Amongst the papers, by mistake,were some
religious memoranda of a private character, and yet it was found that
the bills of repair werefalse ! Twi hawsers were charged for ; only one
was found on board; the captain declared that one was so locked i?i thefore
castle that it could not be seen, as he had not the key ; a watch was set upon
him and the vessel; he immediately got men, unlocked and cleared out the
forecastle, whilst his owners procured a second hawser, brought it on
a cart, cut off the New York ship chandler's tally, had the hawser stowed
in the forecastle, placed old sails and rigging on top of it, locked up the
forecastle, and then sent to say that he had " got the key, and the other
hawser could be seen." On finding that this manoeuvre had been disco
vered, the owners alleged that they had removed the hawser for " safe keep
ing," but this only made the case worse, as it thus appeared that they
were willing to secrete the property of the underwriters. The truth
was, the hawser in the bill was charged for at double the actual tceight,
and so were many other articles. The deduction of these false charges
defeated the claim for a technical total loss, and the owners, rather than
be exposed by a public trial of the case, were glad to settle it as a partial
loss, keep the vessel, which they had fondly hoped to buy in, and pay
their own false bills as they best could. It is more than likely that the
insurers of this schooner have forever lost the custom of the owners ;
but they will probably be enabled to survive the misfortune quite as
long as those to whom they give their patronage.
As to claims for partial loss and general average which are planned
in fraud, they are numerous. A few cases may be cited. In one in
stance, where a schooner had met with no disaster, a complete set of
false documents, bearing seals, etc., were made out at New Orleans, to
recover for a partial loss in New York, and the claim was paid. The
fraud was discovered, when the captain was arrested for burning a
brig after dismasting her. In another case, a captain who had been pre
viously convicted of stealing flour and other articles from a vessel which he
had towed into Boston for salvage, was found to have had two insurances
on his vessel, and recovered a partial loss, once in New York, and a se
cond time in Philadelphia, whilst in fact no loss had taken place. Par
tial losses are twice recovered with less hazard than total losses, which
are often spoken of in the newspapers as being insured in some office
of which the name is given, whilst the insurance companies seldom take
any trouble to inquire as to second insurances in cases of partial loss.
Coffee, damaged on tho voyage of importation, and sold in New York for
account of underwriters, has been purchased and hoarded in this city and
Brooklyn in large quantities; it has been put into clean bags, insured at a
high rate, and shipped to Marseilles, and other ports, where it has again been
" sold for the benefit of underwriters," and the claims for heavy amounts,
in particular average, have been paid, so that large profits have been made
upon small investments. Other articles of a like nature are frequently
treated in the same way, and the documentary evidence for the claim
always comes duly authenticated and in perfect form. To some of these
cases the captain is an accessory, but generally he knows no more of
the affair, than that the merchandise appeared to be sound when shipped ;
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and, as he is told that the cargo could only have been damaged from
"bad stowage," for which the vessel would be liable, he is willing to ac
commodate the parties with a protest, by which a little rough weather
is magnified into a gale, and the damage to the coffee, which may have
once before been paid for by the same underwriter, becomes, with the
assistance of certificates from surveyors, the subject of a new claim. This
practice has had a very injurious effect— as to insurance — upon the
interests of honest houses, and it is peculiarly interesting that such
frauds should be prevented and exposed. In some instances, where
there was no insurance on the vessel, damages, which have accidentally
happened, have been so fraudulently described as to bring them within
the rules for general average, and insurers on cargo and freight have been
made to bear, wrongfully, a large proportion of the repairs. In others,
where the vessel and cargo belonged to the same owners, and sometimes
where they did not, and accidental damage has happened to "memo
randum articles," for which no "particular average" could legally be
claimed from the insurers, the whole has been, by fraudulent protests, and
false log-books, brought into a general average, and contributed for by
those who should have been exempt. In a recent case, damages hap
pening on a voyage to Mobile, were made the subject of a protest at
that port- She was not then insured, but a policy was procured in
Boston, and the vessel left Mobile without repairs ; —before arriving at
New York, some sails were blown and cut away, and on arrival, a pro
test was made in which it was stated that all the damage, including that
received on the voyage to Mobile, had happened on her voyagefrom that
port. Surveys were called, the repairs were ordered, a statement of the
claim for loss was made, when, by the merest accident, the Mobile pro
test was discovered in New York, and the whole fraud was exposed.
Alterations and re-writings of log-books, to suit certain circumstances,
or to bring a loss within the terms of a policy, are of too frequent occur
rence to require more than a passing notice. Another species of claim,
scarcely less culpable than some of the instances cited, is, where a ves
sel's copper, being so nearly worn out as to require to be replaced by
new, is purposely stranded upon some bar or shoal, whence a tide will
be sure to float her, but not until the stopping or touching upon the
ground has furnished an excuse for requiring-new copper at the expense
of the insurers. Sails, old and ragged, are sometimes set purposely to
have them blown away, in order that underwriters may furnish the ves
sel with anew suit; and, occasionally, when the wind will not blow
with sufficient force to remove the vestiges which might betray the age
of the sails, the axe and the knife will cut the tell-tale witnesses from the
spars.
And as to small losses, not originating in, but turned to, fraud, by bad
acts, misrepresentations, and false oaths —their name is Legion! It
would be an endless labor to detail all the cases which come readily to
the knowledge of one who attends, personally, to the " out of door"
business of examining and settling insurance claims. Some of them
may be enumerated. In cases where damage to cargo has arisen from
"bad stowage," false surveys, showing sea damage, are often procured,
to make the insurers pay the loss which should fall upon the ship owner.
False certificates of the sound value of a damaged cargo are procured, to
increase the per centum of loss which would not otherwise reach the
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amount necessary to create a claim for particular average. Almost every
case of repair for account of underwriters is attended with a fraudulent
overcharge in the bills, as in such cases mechanics have no mercy.
False bills of repairs are rendered to the insurers, where a fraudulent
increase of fifty per cent. is made, so that when the one third " new for
old," which should fall upon the owner, is deducted, the insurer will,
after all, pay the full cost of the repair without the benefit of the deduc
tion which the policy would warrant. A case of the kind was discovered,
where, by accident, the honest and dishonest bills were placed in the
hands of the same insurance broker to adjust the claim. The ship chand
ler's bills, which were most important, plainly proved, that one was
made for the owner and the other for the insurers, $150 being charged
for every $100 of cordage actually delivered. This was not the first or
last case of the kind, although in the other instances more caution was
used. There are persons in New York who do not scruple to propose
this and other plans to ship-masters and owners, as an inducement to
give them their business, — and New York is not the only port where
this and similar practices are extant. An English ship carpenter at
Cowes or Falmouth, can afford to give a ship-master a new chronometer,
as well as a New Yorker can afford the bestowal of a large commission,
or a suit of clothes ; and some ship-masters in high places, who have
been highly respected for their sobriety and integrity, have not disdained
to require and accept what honest men call a bribe, for the bestowal of
" an underwriter's job," but which polite and time-serving rogues will
persist in calling a mere "perquisite." As an honest mechanic can af
ford no deduction from his bills, he will make none ; and, although New
York retains ship-masters who would scorn to receive, and mechanics
who would not give, "a douceur," it is nevertheless disgraceful, that nei
ther of these classes succeed so well as those who are more in favor on
account of their yielding character and easier consciences. It would be
an advantageous labor for the underwriters to correct— by their own
personal scrutiny — the evil in New York, before looking farther; the
result would surprise them, and be beneficial to all but those who now
confidently but secretly batten on the spoils.
Many captains, who have made demands against underwriters, have
found that the difference of a few dollars in loss or expense will make
or mar a claim for partial loss, which must, in all cases, amount to five
per cent. upon the valuation ; for insurers seldom or never pay a loss
falling short of five per cent., however nearly it may approximate to
that amount. The captain or owner whose demand has thus been de
feated once, provides for future cases ; the axe and the knife, profuse
expenditure, or false bills, will augment the per centum to more than
enough, for fear of mistakes in the calculation! In a recent case, the
captain was detected in the act of injuring the rigging of his vessel,
after his arrival in port, in order that he might not only have damage
enough for a claim, but secure a supply of new rigging for the old.
Complaints against underwriters have been made, that they encourage
petty frauds of this character, by refusing to pay claims for partial loss
which fall short of the necessary per centum by a trifling amount, which,
as the assured say, is occasioned by the exercise of extreme economy.
But the answer is, that the most strict and honest exercise of economy, in
all cases, is but a just compliance with akindof implied warranty to which
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the assured binds himself by the acceptance of the policy ; and, as the
terms of the contract, in relation to partial losses, printed in the policy,
are easily understood, there can be no hardship to an honest man, in ad
hering to them punctiliously ; the rogue will surely complain, so that he
may at least appear honest and indignant. A departure in one instance,
"would be recorded as a precedent; and many an error, by the same
example, will rush into" the business of adjusting claims, and so many
difficulties would thus arise, that there might as well be no rules in ex
istence ; for, even with the best discretion and skill on the part of
insurers, in the exercise of their duties under this part of the contract,
they are too often compelled to pay for repairs, as indiscriminately, as if
they had agreed to keep the vessel in complete, order, under any and
every circumstance. There are alterations required, most assuredly, as
to parts of the practice of settling claims, which would operate more
fairly and fully as an indemnity; and, when frauds are decreased, the
insurers can well afford to make such changes, as they are, and should
always be, inclined to maintain the character of the policy of insurance
as a contract of perfect indemnity.
Policies by vessel or vessels have given rise to another species of
fraud, which has been much practised. Open policies for twenty, fifty,
or one hundred thousand dollars, are procured by persons receiving
many consignments. The amount to be insured by any one vessel is
limited ; and it is agreed that the assured shall give immediate informa
tion to the insurers as to the shipment or receipt of the invoice, in order
that the amount may be endorsed upon the policy. As the advice of
shipment and the invoice very often arrive together, and as the goods
are safe, the assured is too apt toforget to give the insurers notice to make
the endorsement on the policy, and the premium of insurance is thus un
justly detained from them, whilst it is hardly probable that there is an
instance on record where the assured forgot to make the endorsement
and claim when the goods were lost or damaged. Claims for return
premium are often falsely made under these contracts, but it oftener
•happens, that the assured continues to hold the policy rather than make
an affidavit that all the goods actually received have been endorsed on
the policy, and he will get such a privilege for an extension of time as
will enable him to fill up the policy by such endorsements as are una
voidable. To increase the perplexing difficulties of this kind of insu
rance, the goods are often consigned "to order," and though the insurers
may, by the inspection of newspapers and freight lists, and by means of as
sistance from the custom house, discover and endorse many of those
stray risks, yet avast number go clear, and pay no premium; and, with
the exercise of the greatest vigilance, the dishonest practice will continue
until the underwriters adopt some harsh measure, or abolish the system
entirely. The plan of issuing these policies commenced at a time when,
as there was a greater competition, it was deemed necessary by some
underwriters, to offer increased accommodations to the assured ; and
what was once a mere convenience, or inducement held out to get pre
miums, has now become so strongly engrafted upon the business of in
surance as to be almost immoveable, although there are many serious
objections besides that of the fraud to which it has given rise. 8uch
policies are decreasing, and will continue to be less often granted, until
the old system be restored : the sooner the better.
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The last of the frauds to be described, are those by which underwriters
suffer from the plundering wreckers upon our coast. They are commit
ted less often than in former times, when magistrates and preachers did
not disdain to insist on having a fair chance with their less potent breth
ren. It is by no means probable that the inhabitants of our sea-board
ever contrived to cause the loss of life with a view to plunder; but, it is
confidently believed, that they have caused losses of vessels by false
lights, etc., although no instance has been clearly proved. These wreck
ers, luckily, do not harbor the superstitious fears as to saving life from
wrecks, attributed by Sir Walter Scott to their less fortunate brethren
on the coast of Zetland ; for, we have innumerable instances of the hardi
hood of our " Jerseymen" and others in saving life under the most perilous
circumstances. But, as to stealing, too many of them exceed in rapacity
the most zealous of the Zetland tribe, who, as Scott says, looked upon
the wreck as a "godsend," and as a mark of "especial favor from on
high ; which favor would not be repeated if the old and helpless were not
charitably assisted to a fair share." Men and women owning property, and
who would scorn to steal even a rusty nail from a neighbor, have had neither
conscience nor fear as to robbing wrecks which were cast upon their
coast; to rob a dead body was, with them, no crime. For some years
past these piracies have been less frequent; and it depends upon the un
derwriters themselves, whether they shall be again committed with that
impunity, which allowed of the stealing of at least $20,000 worth of goods
from one ship, within sixty miles of New York, without a single arrest. On
the coast of North Carolina, the pirates generally steal as much as they
please. Nothing will prevent the recurrence of these bold thefts, but
the prompt arrest and punishment of every thief, at any sacrifice or ha
zard; and there are good men and good laws upon our coast, to insure the
execution of justice, if their aid be required. As an auxiliary to the
prevention of theft, the wreckers should be well and even liberally paid
for every service. A parsimonious doling out of a miserable pittance
to workmen will always be, as it has in some recent cases been, the
cause of great dissatisfaction, so that honest men will not work, and some*
of the worst class of men will be hired in their places, and there will be
more stolen from the wrecks than would be necessary to pay the honest
men for their labor ten fold. There never was and never will be any
real saving by such a course at a wreck. Underwriters would know
this better, if they would occasionally surprise themselves by a visit to
the sea coast after their agents have returned and made their reports.
The policy of insurance, which now makes the underwriter liable for
barratry of the master and mariners, should be so amended as to cover
only the innocent shipper of cargo in case of loss by fraud. The Boston
policies have for a long time covered "barratry of the master and mari
ners, unless the assured be the owner of the vessel." In New York, the
owner of a vessel and cargo may contrive with his captain for a fraudu
lent loss, and, although the fraud may be discovered, the insurers, under
the risk of barratry, would be made to pay, unless his collusion with the
captain could bo proved. The effect of the Boston policy is, to keep the
owner up to his liability in the selection of an honest captain, for against
the acts of a rogue he cannot be indemnified.
As to the prevention of petty frauds : perhaps a clause might be in
troduced into tho policy, which would vitiate every claim, however
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honest in part, if it were clearly proven that any portion, be it even the
merest trifle, were founded in a wilful fraud. A provision of this kind
exists in fire policies, and in many instances has proved very effective.
And as to the prevention and detection of frauds in general, great as
sistance might be derived from an interchange, with every Board of Un
derwriters, of a list of all the frauds, large and small, attempted or
known of by each company, and reported twice a month to the head-quar
ters to be agreed upon ; it being understood that an alliance should be
formed, forbidding the issuing of a policy to any individual who may be
clearly proved guilty of a fraud. The expense of such an arrangement
would be a trifle ; for as it is, every company has to guard itself, and there
is but little difficulty in perpetrating any fraud which may be designed.
But the best of all means to prevent fraud is the unceasing exercise of vigi
lance— vigilance among underwriters ; and, among honest merchants, vigi
lance I Without vigilance, every plan must fail ! And be it understood,
that the frauds of the rogues are, for the future, apparently to be perpe
trated in good vessels; old vessels are too much suspected ; and, although
many of the heaviest of the honest losses which have fallen upon our
underwriters have been by ships of the first class, there is little doubt
that good ships will still be readily insured, and the frauds of the swind
lers will be the more easily covered.
The statements herein offered are voluntary. — That they are true can
be proved, if necessary. No solicitation, no cause, but a sense of duty,
could have brought them forth. If any individual thinks he sees himself,
or his case, too closely described, let him go and sin no more; he will have
nothing to fear. As the object was to confer a public benefit, not to
inflict a private injury, so no malice should be inferred ; at all events,
as no favor or affection should be sought from rogues, so their enmity
should not be dreaded. And it is believed that there are too many con
cerned in the base practices of deceit, cheating, and imposition, collu
sion, misrepresentation, equivocation, concealment, bad faith, and perjury
against insurers, for any person to imagine that he is specially alluded to ;
none will, therefore, " be offended, but those wlio are too conscious of thoir
culpability : qui capit ille facit."

Art. III.— SUGGESTIONS ON THE LAW OF AUCTIONSNo. III.
OF AN AUCTIONEER'S RIGHT TO PURCHASE.
The reason why an agent for the purpose of selling, cannot generally
become the purchaser, is obvious; he cannot have a single eye to theinterest of his principal. Courts of equity are disposed to adopt the
principle of the civil law, that the same person cannot be both buyer
and seller. When an ineffectual attempt at public sale has been made,
the auctioneer may purchase from his employer the property he was en
gaged to sell, for his agency has terminated ; but while his employment
continues he cannot purchase, on the ground, that being invested with a
VOL. II. — no. iv.
39
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trust, he is disqualified from placing himself in a situation incompatible
with the honest discharge of his duty. If such a purchase can be sus
tained, it must be where the agent makes it fully appeal-, both that he
furnished his employer with all the knowledge he possessed, and also
that he was known to be the purchaser. The rule is, that an agent shall
not purchase from himself.
RIGHTS OF VENDOR AGAINST PURCHASER AT AUCTION.
A vendor, after contracting to sell, has a lien on the goods, which en
titles him to the possession until the price is paid, unless it has been
agreed between the parties that a certain time shall be given for payment.
Although when a bargain is struck, the property in goods is transferred
to the purchaser, and that of the price to the seller, yet the vendee can
not take them until he tenders the price agreed on. The payment of
earnest-money does not remove the lien, but only diminishes it so much.
There does not appear to be any case of stoppage in transitu between
vendor and vendee upon a sale at auction ; but the ordinary rules of
law would apply. The right of resuming the possession of property by
the vendor, during the course of its conveyance to the vendee, in the
event of the insolvency of the latter, is called stoppage in transitu. This
is an interesting topic, to which we can but allude at this time ; we
may, however, add, that this right of stoppage does not proceed upon
the ground of rescinding the contract, but it is an equitable lien, adopted
for the purposes of substantial justice ; this right is not taken away by
a part payment of the price of the goods by the consignee.
The vendor may bring an action for the price of goods sold, against
the purchaser, or it may be brought by the auctioneer ; but it may be
resisted in the latter case, if the auctioneer has committed an act which
would have invalidated the contract if it had proceeded from the vendor.
If a person purchase goods of a factor, knowing him to have made the
sale in that capacity, in an action by the factor for the price, the defend
ant cannot set off a demand which he may have against the plaintiff;
but if an auctioneer does not disclose the name of his principal, but
delivers the goods in his own name, and the purchaser does not know
that he is acting as agent, the buyer would probably have a right to set off
a debt due from tlie auctioneer, in an action brought against him by the
principal for the price of the goods. If, however, he should disclose
the name of his principal before payment, or before the whole of the
goods were delivered, although he did not disclose his agency at the
sale, the effect would be the same as if the name of his principal had
been stated before the sale. If an auctioneer become bankrupt after he
has effected a sale, the vendor may maintain an action against the pur
chaser for the purchase-money, if it has not been paid to the auctioneer ;
or if the vendor gives notice to the purchaser not to pay it to the auc
tioneer, and the purchaser, notwithstanding such notice, subsequently
pays it to the auctioneer, he will be liable to pay it to the principal also.
When the contract for the sale of goods is completed by the assent of
both parties, the property in the goods is so far transferred to the vendee,
as to give him a complete right of property in them, ami a right to the
possession of them on payment of the price agreed upon, but he cannot
take the goods until he tenders the price. It is difficult to ascertain the
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particular period when the property in goods passes from the vendor to
the vendee. What is sufficient to vest the property in the vendee, is not
always sufficient to deprive the vendor of his lien for the price ; what
might be sufficient, in the absence of insolvency, to confer a right to pos
session, is not always sufficient to deprive the vendor of the right of
stoppage in transitu. This point is of importance in cases where the
property is destroyed. It appears to be well settled, that a purchaser,
from the time of the purchase, is in equity owner of the estate ; that he
must pay the consideration money, if the estate be injured or destroyed
by fire or otherwise, between the time of the contract and the convey
ance ; and upon the same principle, that he will be entitled to any bene
fit which may accrue to the estate during the same period. Goods sold
remain at the risk of the seller, where something remains to be done, as
between the buyer and seller, as for the purpose of ascertaining either
the quantity or price of the article sold ; because there is no delivery,
the property does not pass though the price be in part paid ; if there be
a part delivery, the other part not yet ascertained will not pass. There
need not be an express agreement that something farther shall be done ;
it is enough if it appear, from the circumstances of the case, to be ne
cessary. But when the goods are sold, and nothing farther remains to
be done to them by the seller, the property in such goods will be changed
by the sale, and they will be at the risk of the purchaser.
The statute of New York in relation to principals and factors, has
materially changed the law formerly applicable to them ; in certain
cases it deems the agent or factor to be the true owner, so far as to give
validity to his contracts ; but subjects him to a penalty if he dispose of
property entrusted to him, to his own use, with the intent to defraud the
true owner. The statute impairs the common law right of owners; for
they might follow their property into the hands of third persons, where
it had been transferred or disposed of by an agent contrary to his in
structions or duty, and reclaim it unconditionally.
OF TUB RIGHTS OP THE PURCHASER AT AUCTION.

If a deposit is paid on a purchase, and the owner fails to comply with
the conditions of sale, the purchaser may either affirm the agreement
by bringing an action for the non-performance of it, or he may disaffirm
the agreement, and maintain an action against the vendor for his money.
Where a person buys at auction several lots, it is an entire contract; that
is, the several lots are purchased with the view of making them a joint
concern; and if the vendor fails in making a title to any one of the lots,
the purchaser may refuse to take the others.
If a chattel be sold with all faults, and yet there are latent defects
which it was impossible for the purchaser to discover by means used by
the vendor, the vendee may set aside the contract.
An unconditional contract of sale, when once made, cannot be dis
solved, except by the consent of the parties to it, or for fraud. But at a
sale by public auction, when no credit is given, if the buyer depart with
out paying for or receiving the goods by delivery, the contract may be
treated by the auctioneer as null, and he may sell the goods to another.
But where the contract is complete, if the buyer refuse to take and pay
for the goods purchased by him, the vendor, to enforce payment of the
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purchase-money, for which he has a lien, may resell the goods, and
claim for the loss and damage, if he sustains any upon the resale.
A purchaser who is insolvent, may, before the goods come into his
actual possession, or even afterwards, if he take possession only for the
vendor, rescind the contract, with the consent of the seller ; but where
goods have been actually received into the possession of the purchaser,
and accepted by him as owner, he cannot rescind the contract, and by
returning them to the seller prevent their being applied in satisfaction
of his general debts. Insolvency does not operate a dissolution of the
contract. A contract of sale cannot be rescinded after a complete ac
ceptance of the goods by the purchaser, except there be an original agree
ment that he may be at liberty to rescind in such case, or unless both par
ties, where the interest of a third party is not concerned, consent to re
scind it, or it turn out to be a case of fraud. And, even in the case of
fraud, if the purchaser, after the discovery of the fraud, continue to deal
with the article as his own, he cannot afterwards rescind the contract.
The purchaser must rescind within a reasonable time.
In general, whenever a person, in order to obtain an undue advantage
in a sale, by word or deed, intentionally misrepresents, or conceals, or
produces a false impression, in regard to a material fact, forming an in
ducement to the contract, and touching a matter, in respect to which a
known trust or confidence is properly placed in him by the other con
tracting parties, who are ignorant of the fact misrepresented or concealed,
the contract or sale may be vacated by the party imposed upon, for
fraud. A sale of property procured to be made by false pretences or
criminal fraud does not effect a change of the property.
If the vendor fails to comply with the conditions of sale, the vendee
may maintain an action for such non-compliance, or he may rescind the
contract. Specific performance of a contract by a competent party, and
in its nature and circumstances unobjectionable, is as much a matter of
course in equity, as damages at law.
If the purchaser knows that an auctioneer made the sale in that ca
pacity, in an action by the auctioneer for the price, the purchaser canuot set off a demand which he may have against the auctioneer.
It is not uncommon for a deposit to be made at sales by auction. A
deposit is a payment in part of the purchase-money, and not a pledge
only ; the auctioneer is, however, the stake-holder, till the sale is com
pleted, and he cannot legally part with it to the vendor or purchaser
before that time, except by their consent. If the vendor fail to comply
with, and perform the conditions necessary to complete the contract on
his part, the deposit may be recovered from the auctioneer ; although,
in general, he will not be liable to pay interest upon it. If, however, a
deposit is paid into the hands of an auctioneer, so far as respects any
risk to the deposit, he is only the agent of the vendor ; and if the auc
tioneer become insolvent, the loss must be borne by the vendor.
In conclusion, it may be remarked, that an auctioneer is bound by his
duty to obtain the best price which the property is fairly worth, and not
to sell at a less price or in a different manner than is specified in bis in
structions, unless compliance with his instructions would operate as a
fraud upon others. If his instructions are unlimited, he must pursue the
accustomed course of business. He must possess a competent degree
of skill, and is liable for losses sustained by his incapacity. If
it he
Joe ex-
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coed his authority, and loss ensue, he must bear it, unless his principal
recognise his acts ; if any gain result, he must account for it. If he be
without special instructions to sell for cash alone, and not on credit, he
may sell on credit, for the period usual in the market. If goods be
entrusted to him to dispose on particular terms, if a compliance with
those terms should prove to be impracticable, he is not liable, if he in
good faith dispose of the goods in some other manner. His conduct,
when no fraud is chargeable, should receive a liberal and favorable con
struction. If he sell on credit, and the vendee becomes insolvent be
fore the demand falls due, he will not be liable, if he exercised duo dili
gence to ascertain the solvency of the purchaser. If he sell several par
cels of goods belonging to several of his principals, on a credit, to one
person, and take one note from the vendee for the whole, payable to
himself, he would not, from this circumstance alone, be personally liable
to his principals ; but, if he should sell goods of his principal and take
a bond to himself for the amount, including a debt of his own, he would
be liable to his principal for money had and received, though nothing in
fact may have been received by him. When, for an additional compen
sation in case of sale, he undertakes to guaranty to his principal the
payment of the debt due by the buyer, he receives a del credere commis
sion, an Italian phrase, whose signification is exactly equivalent to our
word guaranty or warranty. If he receive a del credere commission, he
is liable to his principal; if the buyer fails to pay, he is not primarily the
debtor.
In bringing these suggestions to a close, it may be added, that some
of the authorities maintain, if an auctioneer dispose of property without
having a sufficient authority for so doing, so that the purchaser is unable
to obtain the benefit of his purchase, the auctioneer will be liable for
the costs the purchaser may bo put to. It is also recommended, that
an auctioneer ought generally to state in advertisements that the proper
ty will be sold at the time and place designated, unless previously sold
by private contract, in which case, notice of the sale will be immedi
ately given to the public ; if the property be disposed of by private con
tract, the auctioneer should immediately give notice of such disposition;
if he does not, it is said, that any person who attends at the place ap
pointed for the sale, will be entitled to recover against the vendor or auc
tioneer any expenses he may have thereby incurred.

Art. IV— THE HARBORS OF NORTH AMERICA.
Natural facilities for the formation of Harbors on the American Coast — Tides—
Construction of Quays and Jetties—Cranes—Graving Docks—Screw Docks —
Hydraulic Docks—Landing Slips, &c—New York—Boston— Philadelphia—Bal
timore—Charleston—New Orleans—Quebec—Montreal—Halifax.

The eastern and southern coasts of North America are indented by
numerous bays and sheltered sounds, which afford natural facilities for
the formation of harbors more commodious than any which works of art
alone, however costly, could possibly supply, and to an extent of which,
perhaps, no other quarter of the globe can boast. The noble rivers with
which this country abounds, and its inland lakes, which, for expanse, de-
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serve the name of seas, are subjects of great interest to the general tra
veller ; but to the civil engineer, who is more alive to the importance of
deep water and good shelter in the formation of harbors, and who, at
every step in the exercise of his profession, feels the difficulty, and is
made aware of the expense, which attend the attainment of these indis
pensable qualities by artificial means, the natural harbors of the conti
nent of North America afford a most interesting and instructive subject
of contemplation.
The original founders of the sea-port towns on this coast appear to
have been very judicious in their selection of situations for forming their
settlements. The towns, if not placed at the mouths of fine navigable
rivers, in most cases possess the advantages of sheltered anchorages,
with deep water, and accommodation for all classes of vessels. The
chief object in founding most of the towns, seems to have been the
formation of a port for shipping, or the cultivation of a valuable adjacent
tract of country watered by a navigable river ; in which latter case the
harbors do not always possess the same natural advantages, but stand in
need of works for their improvement, which would involve a greater
expenditure of capital, and occupy more time in their execution, than a
country, as yet new in the arts, has been disposed to bestow upon them.
Viewing the harbors of America generally, however, no one can fail to
be struck with their importance, and, in connexion with its inland navi
gation, convinced of their mighty effect in advancing the prosperity of
that enterprising country.
The largest ports of North America are Quebec, Halifax, and Mon
treal, in the British dominions, and Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Charleston, and New Orleans, in the United States. Besides
these ports, there are many towns on the coast, of later origin, having
less trade and importance, but nevertheless possessing splendid natural
facilities for the formation of harbors.
I was fortunate enough to visit many of the American ports, and in
most of them, I found that accommodation for vessels of great burden
had been obtained in so satisfactory a manner, and at so small an ex
pense, as could not fail to strike with astonishment all who have seen the
enormously costly docks of London and Liverpool, and the stupendous
asylum harbors of Plymouth, Kingstown, and Cherbourg. I have little
hesitation in saying, that the smallest of the post-office packet stations in
the Irish Sea has required a much larger expenditure of capital, than
the Americans have invested in the formation of harbor accommodation
for trading vessels along a line of coast of no less than 4,000 miles, ex
tending from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Mississippi.
The American packet-ships trading between New York and the ports
of London, Liverpool, and Havre, are generally allowed to be the finest
class of merchant-vessels at present navigating the ocean ; and for their
accommodation we find in England the splendid docks of London and
Liverpool, and in France the docks of Havre. An European naturally
concludes that a berthage no less commodious and costly awaits their
arrival in the ports to which they sail ; but great will be his astonishment
when, on reaching New York, the same fine vessel which lately graced
the solid stone-docks of Europe, is moored by bow and stern to a wood
en quay ; and, on leaving the vessel, he will not fail to miss the shade of
a covered verandah enclosed within high walls, the characteristic of a
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British dockyard, and will have any thing but pleasant sensations when
he is ushered forth upon a hastily constructed wooden jetty, which, in
certain states of the weather, is deeply covered with mud, and generally
affords a footpath far from agreeable.
This state of things strikes a foreigner, on first landing in America, in
a very forcible manner. The high, and in some cases superfluous, finish
which the Americans bestow on many of their vessels employed in tra
ding with this country, lead those who do not know the contrary to ex
pect a corresponding degree of comfort, and an equal display of work
manship, in the works of art connected with their ports ; and it strikes
one at first sight as a strange inconsistency, that all the works connected
with the formation of the harbors in America should be of so rude and
temporary a description, that, but for the sheltered situations in which
they are placed, and other circumstances of a no less favorable nature,
the structures would be unfit to serve the ends for which they were in
tended. But when we come to inquire into the reasons for this differ
ence between the construction of the European and American harbors,
they soon become apparent and satisfactory. The difficulties and expense
encountered in the formation of most European harbors, have arisen
chiefly from the necessity of constructing works of a sufficient strength
to withstand the violence of a raging sea to which they are in general
exposed, or in obtaining a sufficient depth of water, by the construction
of docks, or other means, to enable the vessels frequenting them to lie
afloat at all times of tide. In Britain, these difficulties in a great mea
sure arise from the narrowness of our cour.try, which necessarily con
tains but a small extent of inland waters, whose quantity and currents,
when compared with the bays and rivers on the American coast, are
agents too unimportant and feeble to produce, without recourse to artifi
cial means, the depth or shelter required in a good harbor. The Ameri
cans, on the contrary, among the numerous large bays and sounds by
which their coasts are indented, have the choice of situations for their
harbors, perfectly defended from the surge of the ocean, and requiring
no works, like the breakwaters of Plymouth and Cherbourg, for their
protection ; and the basins formed and scoured by their large navigable
rivers, afford, without resorting to the construction of docks like those of
Liverpool, London, Leith, or Dundee, natural havens, where their lar
gest vessels lie afloat at all times of tide within a few paces of their ware
house doors.
The kind of workmanship which has been adopted in the formation
of the American harbors is almost the same in every situation ; and the
harbors generally bear a strong resemblance to each other in the ar
rangements of the quays, and even in their localities. This renders a
detailed description of the works of more than one harbor unnecessary ;
and, for the purpose of giving an idea of an American harbor, 1 would
select that of New York, because it undoubtedly ranks as the first port
in America, and is, in fact, the second commercial city in the world, the
aggregate tonnage of the vessels belonging to the port being exceeded
only by that of London.
The island of Manhattan, in the state of New York, is about fifteen
miles in length, and from one to three miles in breadth. The city of New
York is situate on the southern extremity of this island, in north latitude
40° 42', and west longitude 74° 2', from Greenwich. It was founded by
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the Dutch in the year 1612, and it now contains a population of about
300,000 inhabitants, and measures about ten miles in circumference. On
the east, the shore of Manhattan Island is washed by the sound which
separates it from Long Island, and on the west by the estuary of the
river Hudson, which, as far up as Albany, is more properly an arm of
the sea than a river, the stream itself being small and contemptible.
These waters, which have received from the Americans the appellation
of the East and North rivers, meet at the southern extremity of the island
of Manhattan, and at their junction form the spacious bay and harbor of
New York, the great emporium of the western hemisphere.
The bay of New York, which extends about nine miles in length, and
five miles in breadth, has a communication with the Atlantic Ocean through
a strait of about two miles in breadth, between Staten Island and Long
Island. This strait is called "the Narrows ;" and on either shore stands
a fort for protecting the entrance to the harbor. This magnificent bay,
which is completely sheltered from the stormy Atlantic by Long Island,
forms a noble deep water basin, and offers a spacious and safe anchorage
for shipping to almost any extent, while the quays which encompass the
town on its eastern, western, and southern sides, afford the necessary
facilities for loading and discharging cargoes. The shipping in the
harbor of New York, therefore, without the erection of breakwaters
or covering-piers, is, in all states of the wind, protected from the roll of
the Atlantic. Without the aid of docks, or even dredging, vessels of
the largest class lie afloat during low water of spring-tides, moored to the
quays which bound the seaward sides of the city; and, by the erection
of wooden jetties, the inhabitants are enabled, at a very small expendi
ture, to enlarge the accomaiodation of their port, and adapt it to their
increasing trade.
The situation of New York is peculiarly favorable for the extensive
trade of which it has become the seat, by the nearness of its harbor to
the ocean ; the quays being only about eighteen miles from the shore of
Sandy Hook, which is washed by the waters of the Atlantic. This
naturally makes the communication more direct and easy, as a very short
time elapses between making land and mooring at the quay; and all the
anxiety which is experienced after falling in with the European land,
in a coasting navigation of several days, before the mariner terminates
his cares by docking his vessel in Liverpool or London, or in any other
port of Great Britain, is thus avoided. I may mention, in illustration,
that I left the quays of New York at half-past eleven on the forenoon
of the 8th of July, 1837, in the "Francois Premier" packet-ship, Cap
tain Pell, for Havre, with a very light breeze from the northwest; and,
at seven o'clock on the evening of the same day, our vessel was gliding
through the Atlantic with notlijng in sight but sky and water. This
case is strongly contrasted with what took place on my outward passage,
on which occasion I left Liverpool, under no less advantageous circum
stances, on the 12th of March of the same year, in the "Sheffield,"
packet-ship, Captain Allen; but we did not clear the Irish land till two
days after our leaving port.
The perpendicular rise of tide in the harbor of New York is only
about five feet. The tidal wave, however, increases in its progress
northwards along the coast, till at length, in the bay of Fundy, it attains
the maximum height of ninety feet. Towards the south, on the contrary,
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its rise is very much decreased ; and, in the Gulf of Mexico, is reduced
to eighteen inches, while on the shores of some of the West India
islands it is quite imperceptible.
A bar extends from Sandy Hook to the shore of Long Island, across
the entrance to the harbor. Over this there is a depth of twenty-one
feet at low water, which is sufficient to float the largest class of mer
chant-vessels.
The wharves erected for the accommodation of the shipping of New
York are formed entirely of timber and earth, in a very rude and simple
manner. A row of wooden piles, driven close to each other into the
bed of the river, forms the face-work of the quay, which is projected
from the shore as far as is necessary to obtain a depth of water suffi
cient to float the largest class of vessels at all times of the tide. The
situation of New York, in this respect, is very favorable, as deep water
is very generally obtained at the distance of from forty to fifty feet from
the margin of the water. The piles, of which the face-work of the
piers is composed, are driven perpendicularly into the ground, and are
secured in their place by horizontal wale-pieces or stretchers, "bolted on
the face of the quay, and running throughout its whole extent. Diago
nal braces are also bolted on the inside of the piles, and beams of wood
are connected to the face-work, and extend behind it to the shore, in
which they are firmly imbedded. These beams act both as struts and
ties, serving to counteract the tendency of lateral pressure, whether
acting externally or internally, to derange the line of quay. The void
between the perpendicular piles, which form the face-work and the
sloping bank rising from the margin of the water, is generally filled up
with earth, obtained in the operation of levelling sites and excavating
foundations for the dwellings and warehouses of the city. This heart
ing of earth is carried to the height of about five feet above high water
of spring-tides, at which level the heads of the piles, forming the facework, are cut off, and the whole roadway or surface of the quay is then
planked over. The planking used in forming the roadway of the quay
is, in some cases, left quite exposed ; but, in general, where there is a
great thoroughfare, the surfaco of the quays is pitched with round waterworn stones, and corresponds, in appearance and level, with the adja
cent streets.
A continuous line of wooden quay-wall surrounds the city of New
York on its eastern, western, and southern sides ; and the inhabitants
are still rapidly extending their harbor accommodation to meet the
wants of increasing trade, which has now become so great, that the
wooden wharf-walls, by which the city is surrounded, have attained a
length of no less than seven miles. Numerous jetties, of the same con
struction as the continuous quay-wall, project into the harbor from its
face, at distances of from three to four hundred feet apart. The jetties
are generally from two to three hundred feet in length, and from fifty to
sixty feet in breadth. The vessels frequenting the harbor, for the pur
pose of discharging or loading their cargoes, are moored in the bays
formed between these projecting jetties, where they lie closely penned
together, waiting their turn to get a berth alongside the wharves.
The wood-work in the quays and jetties is of a very rude description.
The timbers employed in their construction are seldom squared, and
never, in any case, protected by paint or coal-tar from the destroying
vol. n.—no. iv.
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effects of the atmosphere. Wood is so plentiful in America, that to re
pair, or even construct works, in which timber is the only material em
ployed, is generally regarded as a very light matter.
The fixed crane for raising great weights, which is so generally used
in the quays of Europe, is not employed in New York, nor, in fact, in
any of the American ports. There, vessels generally discharge and
take in cargo with a purchase hung from the yard-arm. Tackling, at
tached to moveable sheer-poles or derricks, is also in pretty general use
in some of the ports; but this apparatus proves a very poor substitute
for fixed quay-cranes, which are certainly of great convenience and
utility in a shipping port.
The want of proper accommodation for vessels requiring repair is
much felt by the shipping frequenting the American ports. The con
struction of an effective graving dock is, under any circumstances, an
operation of considerable expense; but, in situations where the rise of
tide is small, the difficulties encountered in its construction, and the in
convenience and expense attending the use of it when completed, prove
a great bar to the introduction of this useful appendage to a dock-yard.
It is, in a great measure, owing to these circumstances, that graving
docks, for the repair of trading vessels, are not used in the American
ports ; in the most important of which, the perpendicular rise of tide is
so small, as to lessen, in a great degree, the advantages which, under
more favorable circumstances, would be derived from their introduction.
The only graving docks at present existing in North America, are
those which have been erected for the use of the navy by the govern
ment of the United States, in the navy-yards of Boston, in Massachu
setts, and Norfolk, in Virginia. These docks have been formed of such
a size as to admit with ease the largest class of government vessels be
longing to the American navy. The dock of Boston measures 341 feet
in length, and 80 feet in breadth, and has a depth of water of 30 feet.
But, although the depth of water in the dock is 30 feet at high water of
spring tides, the fall of the tide is only 13 feet, which leaves 17 feet of
water to be pumped out of the dock by means of a steam-engine every
time a vessel is admitted for repair, an operation both tedious and ex
pensive. The material used in their construction is a grey-colored gra
nite from Quincy in Massachusetts, and, as far as regards workmanship
and general execution, they are inferior to no marine works which I
have ever seen. These graving docks are believed to have cost about
152,000/. each. They are the finest specimens of masonry which I met
with in America, and are equally creditable to the government of the
United States, and to Mr. Baldwin, the engineer under whose direction
they were constructed.
In the American harbors, the method of careening, or laying vessels on
their sides to get at their lower timbers, is still often resorted to. I, how
ever, met with three different mechanical arrangements for raising ves
sels from the water, when decay or damage renders this operation neces
sary for effecting their repair. In one of these arrangements, the
requisite object is attained by the use of an inclined plane, (on the well
known principle of Morton's patent-slip, but of a very rude description,)
on which vessels are drawn ashore by means of a system of wheel-work
driven by a steam-engine.
The second method, which savors more of originality, is called the
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screw-dock, the operation of which I witnessed on one occasion in the
harbor of New York. The vessel to be raised by this apparatus was
floated over a platform of wood, sunk to the depth of about ten feet
below the surface of the water, and suspended from a strongly built wood
en frame-work by sixteen iron screws four and a half inches in diameter.
This platform has several shores on its surface, which were brought to
bear equally on the vessel's bottom, to prevent her from canting over on
being raised out of the water. About thirty men were employed in
working this apparatus, who, by the combined power of the lever, wheel
and pinion, and screw, succeeded, in the course of half an hour, in
raising the platform, loaded with a vessel of two hundred tons burden,
to the surface of the water, where she remained high and dry, suspended
between the wooden frames. At Baltimore I saw a large screw-dock,
constructed on the same principles, on which the platform for supporting
the vessel was suspended by forty screws of about five inches in dia
meter.
The last of those methods to which I have alluded, is an apparatus
called the hydraulic-dock, a beautiful application of the principle of
Bramah's press, to produce a power capable of raising vessels of 800
tons burden. In this apparatus, as in the screw-dock, the vessel is raised
on a platform swung between two frames. In the hydraulic-dock, how
ever, the platform is suspended by forty chains, twenty on each side,
which pass over cast-iron pullies, supported on the top of the wooden
frame-work. The lower ends of the chains are fixed to the platform,
and the upper ends to a horizontal beam of wood, which is attached by
means of a crosshead to the ram of a hydraulic engine. When the
ram, therefore, which is placed in a horizontal position, is moved, by
the injection of water into the cast-iron cylinder in which it works, the
motion is communicated to the horizontal beam, and thence, by the sus
pending chains, to the platform bearing the vessel, which is thus slowly
raised to the surface.
The cylinder and ram of the particular apparatus which I saw, were
made in England, at the works of Messrs. Bolton and Watt. The fix
tures of the cylinder are imbedded in a large mass of masonry, so as
to render it quite immoveable. The perfect stability of this part of the
apparatus is obviously of the highest importance, as the safety of the
suspended vessel depends in a great measure on the attainment of this
object. The external diameter of the water cylinder is twenty-eight
inches, and its internal diameter is twelve inches. The ram which
works in it is eleven inches in diameter, and ten feet in length. There
are several racks attached to the apparatus, for supporting the platform,
and taking part of the weight off the ram after the vessel is suspended.
When she is ready to be lowered, these racks are unshipped, and the
water being permitted to escape through a small aperture provided in
the cylinder for that purpose, the vessel slowly descends into the water.
The water is injected into the cylinder by a high-pressure steam-engine,
of six horses' power, and the attendance of four persons is all that is
necessary to raise a vessel of 800 tons register. The perpendicular
lift of these docks is ten feet, which is found to be sufficient : the rise
of tide in New York harbor being only five feet at spring tides, renders
a greater height unnecessary.
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The screw and hydraulic docks belong to a party of private indivi
duals, called the " New York Screw-Dock Company," who derive a
considerable revenue from raising vessels by their ingenious apparatus.
The following are their terms: —
For vessels undor 75 tons, 31. per day.
Single-decked vessels of 75 tons and upwards, lOd. per ton per day.
Double-decked vessels of 75 tons and upwards, Is. 0%d. per ton per
day.
After the first day, the charge is
For vessels under 170 tons, 3/, per day.
For all vessels of 170 tons and upwards, 4Jrf. per ton per day.
Cargo or ballast is charged at the rate of 1*. 0\d. per ton.
The wharves in the harbor of New York, are in general the property
of private individuals, possessing the land on the margin of the river.
Some of them also belong to the corporation of New York. The wharf
age dues are collected by the owners of the respective quays, and vary
in their rates according to the local advantages which the sites possess,
and the pleasure of the parties to whom they belong.
Vessels have, occasionally, been damaged while lying at the quays of
New York, by the vast masses of floating ice which, upon the breaking
up of the frost, are brought down from the interior of the country by
the waters of the Hudson. For the protection of shipping against the
recurrence of such accidents, which, however, are liable to affect only
the vessels lying on the western side of the town, the erection of a break
water in the river above New York harbor, has been for some time con
templated.
Before quitting the subject of harbors, I shall make a few general
remarks on some of the other American ports of consequence.
Boston, in Massachusetts, is generally supposed to rank next in im
portance to New York and New Orleans. The town is situated at the
head of Massachusetts Bay, which extends over about fifty miles of coast
between Cape Ann and Cape Cod, and contains within its limits many
excellent anchorages. Boston Bay, in which the harbor has been form
ed, is a sheltered inlet of about seventy-five square miles in extent, en
closed by two necks of land, which so nearly approach each other as to
leave only a very narrow entrance communicating directly with the At
lantic. The exports from Boston are of a varied nature, consisting
chiefly of the produce and manufactures of that part of the United States
called New England. The population of the town is about 80,000.
Its situation is curious. Placed on a peninsula having deep water close
in-shore, and almost entirely surrounding it, it is connected with the ad
joining country by means of a dam and seven wooden bridges, of which
the most extensive is about a mile and a half in length. The dam con
sists of an embankment of earth 8000 feet in length, enclosed between
two stone retaining walls. It serves the double puipose of affording a
means of communication, and also forming a large basin, in which the
tide-water being collected, a water power is created for driving ma
chinery.
The quays at Boston are constructed in the same style, and of the
same materials, as those of New York, but more attention has been
paid by the builders to the durability of the work. Some of the wharves
extend about a quarter of a mile into the harbor, and are of sufficieDt
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breadth to have a row of warehouses built on them. The rise of tide
in Boston harbor is thirteen feet in spring and nine feet in neap tides.
In the suburb called Charlestown, which is connected with Boston by
means of three wooden bridges, is situate the navy-yard of the United
States, and the graving-dock already noticed.
Philadelphia is a town of 230,000 inhabitants, and stands on a penin
sula between the rivers Delaware and Schuylkill in the state of Penn
sylvania. Its harbor is at the head of the ship navigation of Delaware
Bay, a vast arm of the sea, which is navigable for vessels of the largest
class as far as Philadelphia, a distance of about a hundred miles from
the Atlantic Ocean. In the bay of Delaware the tide has generally a
rise of only three feet, but it is sometimes much increased by the state
of the winds.
The town of Baltimore contains a population of about 80,000 inha
bitants, and lies on the north side of the river Patapsco, about fourteen
miles from its mouth. The basin forming the harbor is a splendid sheet
of water, in which it is said 2000 vessels could ride at anchor with ease.
Chesapeake Bay, which receives the waters of the river Patapsco, on
which Baltimore stands, is navigable for 200 miles from the ocean, and
forms an outlet for the trade of the ports of Baltimore, Annapolis,
Washington, Fredericksburg, Richmond, and Norfolk, and receives the
waters of the Susquehannah, Patapsco, Potomac, and James rivers. The
rise of tide at Baltimore ia about five feet, but is much influenced by the
state of the wind, which has a great effect upon the waters of Chesa
peake Bay.
Charleston, in South Carolina, is a port of considerable size, built on
a tongue of land formed by the rivers Ashley and Cooper. There is a
bar at the entrance of the harbor with only twelve feet of water on it
at low tides, but within the bar there is a good anchorage. The rise of
tide in this harbor is about six feet.
As I had it not in my power to visit the Mississippi, I cannot speak
of the port of New Orleans from personal knowledge ; but as it is cer
tainly the most important in the southern states, I felt unwilling to omit
all mention of it in this sketch, and therefore applied to my friend Cap
tain Basil Hall, who has kindly sent me the following notice on the
subject.
" You are quite right," says Captain Hall, "to include New Orleans in
your list of American harbors, for though it is not strictly a sea-port, it
answers all the purposes of one in a remarkable degree. New Orleans
lies at the distance of about a hundred miles from the Gulf of Mexico,
and the ebb and flow of the tide do not reach so high as the city. The
level of the river is, however, subject to fluctuations, in consequence of
the changes in the supply of water from the upper countries through
which it flows. It rises from January to May, remains full all June and
a part of July, after which it begins to fall, and goes on decreasing in
height till September and October, when it is lowest. The perpendicu
lar difference in height of the surface of the Mississippi at New Orleans,
is about thirteen or fourteen feet, and when at its lowest, it is nearly on
a level with the sea at the mouth of the river, so that the flow is then
scarcely perceptible.
" In former times, before steam-navigation was known, there was
great delay, and considerable difficulty as well as danger, in getting
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from the sea to New Orleans, in consequence of the opposing stream,
the numerous shoals, and the very, tortuous nature of the course, which
rendered it scarcely possible to sail up all the way with the same wind.
To these annoyances may be added the very bad nature of the anchor
ing ground every where, and the difficulty as well as risk of lashing
large vessels to the banks of such a river. All these things rendered
New Orleans a harbor highly objectionable in a nautical point of view.
" Now, however, that steam has got command of ' time and space,'
New Orleans may be considered an excellent sea-port, safe, and as easy
of access as of egress. I need not mention that there are at all times
any number of steam-tugs ready to take ships down the river, or to
bring them up. When I was there in April, 1827, eleven years ago,
several steam-boats left the city every evening about sunset, each having
in tow one or more vessels astern, besides one, two, or three lashed on each
side, so that the boat was often quite hid by the cluster around her. In
this way they proceeded down, and at daylight came to the bar which
lies across the mouth of the river, opening'into the Gulf of Mexico. On
reaching the sea, or rather before they reached it, the steam-boats cast
off their companions, and left them to be taken in charge by their respec
tive pilots, unless in cases of calm or contrary wind, when, of course,
they got a tow into the offing.
" The most important service of these steam-boats, however, is to tow
ships up the river, for although it is always troublesome, and often very
dangerous, to drop down with the current from New Orleans to the sea,
it can be and is done, even without the help of steam. But to make
way upwards against the Mississippi is a most heart-breaking work
without such aid, and now-a-days the attempt would be considered ab
surd. Accordingly, the steam-vessels which have carried down the
ships during the night, and have launched them in safety over the bar
into the salt sea, look about them for others, which having made the
land, are ready to enter the river. These they seize upon, and cither
take in tow, or lash alongside of them, and tow up to New Orleans.
Of course they cannot, as in the downward case, carry along with them
such a cluster as they brought down, nor is it likely that they will often
be called upon to exert their strength so far, for the ships arrive off the
river by one or two at a time, and are not prepared, as within the port,
to start in bodies at a given time.
"In this way, it may be fairly stated, that New Orleans, though a hun
dred miles from the sea, is virtually one of the best and most accessible
ports in the Union. It may be added, that, as all the ships lie alongside
of the levee or embankment which separates the river from the city, and
which serves the purpose of a perfectly commodious wharf, and as the
water is always smooth, nothing can be more easy and secure than the
communication, both for loading and unloading goods. The ships lie
alongside of each other in tiers, and I have seldom seen, in any country,
such a forest of masts.
" Abreast of the upper part of the city may be seen, in like manner,
numerous tiers of steam-boats of gigantic dimensions, just arrived from,
or preparing to start for, the upper countries, through which the Missis
sippi and its innumerable tributaries pass. And farther up in this most
extraordinary of harbors, lie crowds of huge rafts, or arks, as they are
called, —rude vessels without masts, which have dropped down the river,
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and are loaded with that portion of the produce of the interior which
will not bear the expense of steam-carriage.
" At every hour, — I had almost said at every minute of the day, — the
magnificent steam-boats which convey passengers from New Orleans into
the heart of the western country, fire off their signal guns, and dash
away at a rate which makes me giddy even to think of.
" I must now conclude this brief notice, by regretting that the limita
tion in your time did not allow you to visit, and to describe in detail, this
most remarkable of all the wonderful commercial phenomena, — as it
may be called, — which the great western confederacy of states presents
to the traveller, namely, a mighty city built in the midst of one of the
most unhealthy swamps on earth, and a port, 100 miles from the sea,
which rivals, in all essential respects, that of New York or London ;
possessing, moreover, an uninterrupted and ready communication with
the interior parts of a vast continent, to the distance of thousands upon
thousands of miles, every where rife with civilization, though, but a few
years ago, the whole was one vast wilderness, the exclusive abode either
of alligators, wild beasts, or savages!"
These are the most considerable ports in the United States ; but, in
addition, it may not be amiss shortly to notice the following bays and
sounds, which deserve attention, as many of them afford good anchorage
and sheltered lines of navigation.
Passamaquoddy Bay is situate at the boundary between the British do
minions and the United States. It receives the waters of the river St.
Croix, the boundary line between the two countries. The tide in it rises
twenty-five feet.
Penobscot Bay receives the waters of the Penobscot River, and has a
rise of tide of ten feet.
Narragansett Bay is navigable for vessels drawing sixteen feet of
water to the town of Providence, which is about thirty-five miles from
the sea. The town of Newport, in this bay, though a place of little im
portance, has one of the finest natural harbors in America.
Long Island Sound lies between the mainland and Long Island, and
extends in a northeasterly direction from New York harbor. It affords
a sheltered line of navigation of about a hundred and twenty miles in
extent.
Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds, in North Carolina, are more remarka
ble for their curious geological formation, than for any advantages held
out by them for navigation, for which the difficulties of their entrance
and shallow water wholly unfit them. The narrow stripes of land, by
which these sounds are separated from the Atlantic Ocean, stretch along
the coast for a distance of about two hundred miles, and extend about
forty miles south of Pamlico Sound. They are very little elevated
above the level of the sea, and from their alluvial formation appear to
have been gradually deposited by the Gulf Stream, which flows from
the Gulf of Mexico, charged with the sediment and earthy matters borne
down by the Mississippi and other streams which discharge themselves
into the Gulf of Mexico.
Chatham, Appalachee, and Mobile bays, in the Gulf of Mexico, are
not reported as possessing, in any extraordinary degree, the qualifica
tions of good havens, and, as already noticed, there is very little rise of
tide on this coast. It may also be mentioned, that the hot and unhealthy
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climate of all the southern ports of the United States, from Charleston
to New Orleans inclusive, as well as the nature of the slave population
of the southern states, renders them very unsuitable for the growth of
that hardy race of seamen, of which the northern ports of the country
are the true and only nurseries.
The naval-yards belonging to the government of the United States
are established at Boston, Portsmouth in New Hampshire, New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Norfolk in Virginia, and Pensacola in the
Gulf of Mexico ; and those of them which I had an opportunity of visit
ing seemed to be very well regulated. Considering the natural advan
tages held out by that country, and the abundance of fine timber pro
duced in it, it is not surprising that the Americans have bestowed so
much attention upon naval affairs, or that their efforts should have been
crowned by so great success in the improvement both of inland and
maritime navigation. The genius of the people for naval affairs is
doubtless the birthright of their British origin, and their patrimony has
been improved by the energy which characterizes all their efforts.
Quebec is the seat of government of Lower Canada, and, in a com
mercial point of view, is the first port in the British dominions in Ame
rica. It is situate at the junction of the river St. Charles with the St.
Lawrence ; and, though distant fully 700 miles from the Atlantic ocean,
the spacious and beautiful bay of Quebec, formed by the junction of the
two rivers, affords a noble deep water anchorage for vessels of all sizes,
and almost in any numbers.
The bay measures about three miles and three quarters in length, and
two miles in breadth, and the water in some parts of it is twenty-eight
fathoms in depth. The population of the town is about 22,000, and its
trade consists in the export of wood, potash, and furs, the produce of
Upper and Lower Canada. The rise of tide at Quebec is twenty-three
feet in spring tides, and the quays and wharves there, as well as in the
harbors of the United States, are constructed entirely of wood.
The ferry-boats at Quebec, plying between the opposite sides of the
river, which is about a quarter of a mile in breadth, are propelled by
horses and oxen. These animals are secured in small houses on the
decks of the vessels ; and the effort they make in the act of walking on
the circumference of a large horizontal wheel, produces a power which
is applied to drive the paddlerwheels of the ferry-boat, in the same man
ner as the motion of the wheel in the tread-mill is applied to the perform
ance of different descriptions of work. I have seen horse ferry-boats
in Holland, and, I believe, they have also been used in America, in which
the power was more advantageously applied by means of an apparatus
like the gin of a threshing-mill, in which case the horses are not stationa
ry, but are made to walk in a circle, and the motion communicated by
them to an upright shaft, is conveyed, by means of wheel-work, to the
paddle-wheels of the vessel. A boat of this kind was used for some
time in England, between Norwich and Yarmouth.
Montreal, which is I8O miles to the westward of Quebec, and 880
miles from the ocean, is at the head of the ship navigation of the St.
Lawrence, and considerably above the influence of the tide. The town
is built on the island whose name it bears, which is situate at the junction
of the Ottowa, or Grand river, with the St. Lawrence. The quays and
landing slips at Montreal are built of stone ; and in this respect it differs
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from the other American ports which I have noticed. The material used
in their construction is a blue limestone, which is very abundant through
out the greater part of Canada, and is much used in all building opera
tions. The trade of Montreal is of the same description as that of Que
bec, though not so extensive.
Halifax harbor is considered one of the finest in the world, and is
calculated to afford anchorage for upwards of a thousand vessels of the
largest class. It is a place of very considerable importance, for through
it comes much of the trade of Nova Scotia ; and it is the British post
packet station for Canada.
Such is a brief sketch of the construction and capabilities of some of
the principal harbors of America, in the formation of which nature has
done so much, that little has been left for the labor of man, and works
of an extensive and massive description, and operations such as are found
to be indispensible in rendering European harbors accessible or commo
dious, have tjiere been found to be unnecessary. By erections of a tem
porary description, constructed of wood, the inhabitants have been ena
bled, along the whole line of coast, to afford, at a very small cost, ac
commodation for an extent and class of shipping, to obtain which, in any
other quarter of the globe, would have involved an enormous investment
of capital, and a much greater consumption of time.

Akt. v.—laws relative to debtor and creditor.
No. I.
MEANS OF ENFORCING DEBTS AGAINST CITIZENS OF THE STATE OF MAINE.

By the statutes of Maine, no person can be arrested on any suit,
founded on contract express or implied, bond or other specialty, or on a
judgment in contract where the sum demanded, nor on any execution
issued on any judgment, where the debt or damages are less than ten
dollars, nor on any suit on a judgment or on an execution issued on a
judgment founded on any prior judgment, where the original debt or
damages are less than ten dollars. In all other cases in contracts, ex
press or implied, bond or other specialty, or on a judgment in civil ac
tions, no person shall be arrested or imprisoned on mesne process, and
no such process shall run against the body of such debtor, nor shall any
person be arrested or imprisoned on any execution issued on any judg
ment on such contract, bond, specialty, or judgment, nor shall any such
execution run against the body of such person, except as hereinafter ex
cepted.
In all actions not founded on contract, express or implied, or on judg
ment on such contract, as above is provided, process 6hall run against the
body of the defendant, and he or she may be arrested or imprisoned in
mesne process.
If property belonging to a debtor can be found, it may be attached on
mesne process, or original writ, as it is called, in contradistinction to an
execution. When personal property is attached by an officer, he either
takes and retains possession of it, or permits the debtor to resume it, by
voL. II. — NO. iv.
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giving receiptors ; that is, one or more of his friends, of sufficient pro
perty in the estimate of the officer, gives to him an accountable receipt
for the property attached by him on the original writ. Property attached
must be levied on in thirty days after final judgment, or the Hen created
by the attachment is lost. If neither personal nor real property of the
debtor can be found to attach, the original writ is served by leaving a
summons with the debtor, and not by an arrest and commitment, or hold
ing him to bail.
PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM ATTACHMENT AND EXECUTION.
Sympathy for the unfortunate debtor, and an enlightened regard for
the situation of himself and family, have induced the legislature at differ
ent times to exempt certain portions of his property from all suits, dis
tresses, or executions. The articles exempted are, the arms, equipments,
and uniforms, of officers and privates in the militia ; wearing apparel,
beds, bedsteads, bedding, and household utensils, of any debtor, necessa
ry for himself, his wife and children ; the tools of any debtor necessary
for his trade or occupation ; the bibles and school books which may be
in actual use in his or her family ; all cast-iron stoves and stoves made
of sheet-iron, used exclusively for the purpose of warming buildings ;
provided, that not more than one such stove to each building owned or
occupied by the same person or family shall be exempted ; and provided
also, that the beds and bedding exempted as aforesaid, shall not exceed
one bed, bedstead, and necessary bedding for two persons, nor the house
hold furniture exceed fifty dollars in value; one cow, one swine, ten
sheep, with the wool which may be shorn from them, and thirty hundred
of hay for the use of said cow, and two tons for the use of said sheep.
One cow, and one heifer or calf, until the heifer or calf becomes three
years old, or shall have had a calf, are exempt ; also, two swine, one of
which is not to exceed in weight one hundred pounds. When a debtor
owns a cow and heifer more than three years old, or which has had a
calf, or two swine, each exceeding in weight one hundred pounds, the
debtor, by himself or agent, may elect either of the former, and either of
the latter, to be exempt from attachment. All produce of farms, while
standing and growing, and until harvested, and corn and grain necessary
for the sustenance of a debtor and his family, not exceeding thirty bush
els, and all the debtor's interest in one pew in any meeting-house where
he and his family statedly worship, are also exempted. So are all po
tatoes raised or purchased by any person for the consumption of himself
and family. Also, all firewood conveyed to any person's house for his
family's use, to the extent of twelve cords at one time. Boats, not ex
ceeding two tons burthen, usually employed in the fishing business, are
exempt ; but not more than one boat to one individual ; the boat must
belong wholly to citizens of the state. The family burying-ground is
also exempt from attachment, while used as such, and not cultivated ;
but it must not contain over one half of an acre. One plough, of the
value of ten dollars, one cart of the value of twenty-five dollars, one har
row of the value of five dollars, and all necessary hand farming tools of
five
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dollars,
of are
ten exempted.
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of himself and family, not exceeding five tons or chaldrons of anthracite
or bituminous coals, and fifty bushels of charcoal, and that only when used
for domestic purposes. Any person who shall raise from his or her own
cow or cows, or who shall purchase and pay for one pair of bull or steer
calves, under one year old, shall hold the same exempt from attachment
and execution, so long as they shall remain the property of the person
raising or procuring the same.
Such are the liberal provisions of the laws of Maine ; mindful of the
protection which they extend to the farming interest, and of the gene
rous character of the acts for the promotion of the settlement of her pub
lic lands, well may the poor but honest debtor, who is exposed to the
*' distress infinite," and infinite distress of the laws of New York in re
gard to landlord and tenant, exclaim to the sturdy yeomanry of our sister
state,
" O fortunatas nimium, sua si bona norint,
Agricolas."
It may be here remarked, that choset in action are not attachable in
Maine ; almost every other interest which an individual or a corporation
possesses can be reached by attachment. A right in equity to redeem
mortgaged property, and the estate, right, title, or interest which any
person has by virtue of a bond or contract in writing, to a conveyance of
real estate upon condition to be performed by him, whether he be the
original obligee or assignee of the bond or contract, are liable to attach
ment and execution. So also is the franchise of a corporation.
In case the debtor has goods, effects, or credits, entrusted to a third
person, which cannot be attached by the ordinary process of law, his
creditor may sue out a trustee writ or process of foreign attachment, as it
is called, which requires the supposed trustee to disclose the state of his
affairs with the debtor at the time the process was served upon him ;
upon examination on oath, and in writing, he is charged as trustee or
not, as the court shall upon consideration determine.
If a debtor reside out of the state, owning property within it, the pro
perty may be attached ; and the court will order such notice to be given
to the defendant as the case may require.
ARREST ON MESNE PROCESS.

Any person not a resident of the state, and who is about to depart
therefrom, may be arrested on mesne process, and held to bail or com
mitted to prison, if the creditor, his agent, or attorney, will make oath or
affirm, that he believes the debtor is about to^depart, and take with him
property or means exceeding the amount required for his immediate
support, and that the demand in the writ, or the principal part thereof,
is due.
The debtor so arrested, on demand made by him on the officer who
arrested him, or the jailer, must be taken before two justices of the quo
rum, to be selected by him, to disclose the state of his affairs ; notice
of the time and place must be given to the creditor or his attorney ; if he
disclose and answer all interrogatories, and will sign and offer to make
oath to the same, the justices shall administer such oath, and discharge
the debtor from arrest or imprisonment, or remand him, as the case may
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be ; in case of his discharge, no execution shall run against his body in
that suit ; otherwise, if he be not discharged.
All attachable property which the debtor may disclose at such exami
nation, or so much as the credit< >r may designate to satisfy his demand,
is held as attached from the time of the disclosure, and the officer must
make return thereof in the writ.
If a person be served with writ or process in any other manner than by
arrest of the body, he may disclose the actual state of his affairs, and the
justice or court may determine that execution shall issue against his
estate or property only, or otherwise, as the justice or court may require ;
the attachable property disclosed is held as attached.
Whenever any person is arrested or imprisoned on mesne process in
a civil action, he may be released by giving bond to the creditor, with
surety to be approved by a justice of the quorum, in double the amount
for which he is imprisoned, to disclose the state of his affairs within fif
teen days after final judgment against him in the suit ; he must notify
the creditor to attend ; if, on examination, it appears that he has attacha
ble estate or property, the judgment is a lien on it for thirty days after
the examination and disclosure ; and the debtor shall go at large on the
bond given when he was arrested, until the creditor elect to levy his
execution on the property disclosed, or on the body of the debtor; if the
debtor does not on his disclosure entitle himself to a discharge, he shall
be committed to prison, unless the creditor within thirty days elect to
levy the execution he may obtain on the property disclosed, in which
case the body of the debtor is forever discharged from any execution
founded on the judgment.
ARRESTS ON EXECUTION.

A debtor arrested or imprisoned on execution issuing on a judgment
in a civil suit, upon giving bond to the creditor, and with a surety or
sureties to be approved by the creditor or two justices of the quorum,
conditioned that within six months he will cite the creditor before two
justices of the quorum and submit himself to examination, and take the
oath hereinafter given, or pay the debt, interest, costs, and fees, may be
discharged ; if he fail to fulfil the condition of the bond, the same shall
be forfeited, and judgment on any suit on such bond, is rendered for the
amount of the execution, and fees, and costs of commitment, with inte
rest thereon at twenty-five per cent.; a suit on the bond must be com
menced within a year after forfeiture.
The acts for the relief of poor debtors have been numerous, loose,
and defective. The practice was very general for the debtor, after gi
ving the six months' bond to the sheriff, to apply to a justice of the peace,
requesting him to issue a citation to the creditor, notifying him of his
desire to disclose and take the oath. Blank forms for such purpose were
printed. The statute did not expressly state how the debtor was to
cite the creditor. It was held by the supreme court of the state, in the
case of Knight v. Norton et al., decided in 1338, but not yet reported, that
the debtor must apply in writing to the keeper of the jail, who must
then apply to a justice of the peace of the county, who should there
upon issue a citation to the creditor, or his attorney, to attend the disclo
sure of the debtor.
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This decision caused great surprise and alarm, for it followed that the
bonds of debtors were forfeited who had disclosed without conforming
to the preliminary proceedings declared to be necessary by the court
as they construed the statute. Where the citation was issued by a
justice on application of the debtor, and the year from the forfeiture had
not elapsed, parties commenced suits on the bonds, even in cases where
the creditor or his attorney had been present at the examination of the
debtor, not only with the hope of recovering their debts from the sure
ties, but also the twenty-five per cent. interest.
The promulgation of the opinion of the court caused the legislature,
at its next session in 1839, to pass an act for the relief of sureties on
poor debtor's bonds ; and so pressing did they consider the exigency,
that a clause provided it should take effect from and after its passage;
without that provision, it would have been under the operation of the
general provision of law, which prevents acts from taking efTect until a
certain number of days have elapsed after the close of the session at which
they were enacted.
It provided that in all cases pending or to be commenced on such a
bond, where justices of the peace issued the notice to the creditors, or
where the notice signed by the debtor was duly served upon the credi
tor or his attorney, the defendant should be entitled to a trial by jury,
who should assess the damages, if any, the plaintiff sustained; if, in
their opinion, he had sustained none, they were to return a verdict for
the defendant, notwithstanding there may have been in law a breach of
the conditions of the bond. This law was acceptable to the people, and
put an end to the suits brought on bonds ; though it seems, to say the
least, to push legislation to the very verge of constitutionality.
A precedent, however, may be found for it, in the act of 1834, which
provided, that no action should thereafterward be maintained to recover
damages for an escape of any debtor committed on execution, except a
special action of the case; the action of debt having been previouslydn
use. This act was pronounced to be not unconstitutional on the ground
of operating retrospectively, or disturbing vested rights, by the supreme
court of the state, in the case of Thayer et al. v. Seavy, 2 Fairfield, 284 ;
and they decided that it operated upon actions pending previous to its
enactment.
POOR DEBTOR'S OATH ; LEGISLATION.
The oath to be administered to poor debtors, is as follows :
" I,
, do solemnly swear, (or affirm, as the case may be,) that
I have not any estate, real or personal, in possession, reversion, or re
mainder, except the goods and estate exempted by law from attachment
and execution, (and the property I have now disclosed, as the case may
be,) and that I have not, since the commencement of this suit against me,
or at any time, directly sold, loaned, leased, or otherwise disposed of, or
conveyed, or entrusted to any person or persons whomsoever, all or any
part of the estate, real or personal, whereof I have been the lawful own
er or possessor, with any intent or design to secure the same, or to re
ceive or expect any profit, advantage, or benefit therefrom personally, or
that any or all of my family, heirs, or friends, shall receive or expect any
profit, advantage, or benefit therefrom, with an intent or design to de
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fraud any of my creditors. So help me, God ! (Or, — this I do under the
pains and penalties of perjury.)"
It has been before stated, that choses in action are not attachable. Of
course, the debtor would, on his examination, readily admit that he had
negotiable promissory notes and bank bills ; they could not be attached ;
he disclosed them and kept them for his own use, for the law did not
provide that he should surrender them. He therefore received his dis
charge from the justices. In some cases, where the debtor felt that the
oath was one he could hardly take, he found some magic influence in the
words, " to defraud my creditors," and concluded he should not swear
falsely if he had disposed of his property since the suit, but did not intend
to defraud his creditors, though he concealed his property !
To obviate some of these difficulties, the legislature, by an act passed
in 1839, explanatory of and in addition to the acts for the relief of poor
debtors, authorized justices of the peace to issue notice to creditors upon
application of debtors arrested or committed on warrant of distress or
execution for the purpose of taking the poor debtor's oath ; thus estab
lishing by law the very course which the supreme court, by a circuitous
process of reasoning, decided to be invalid. The act contains this sec
tion, that " whenever any debtor shall make a disclosure under any of the
several acts to which this is additional, and shall, in such disclosure, dis
close any bank bills, notes, accounts, bonds, or other chose in action, or
any property, not exempt by law from attachment, which cannot be come
at to be attached, then, and in such case, if the debtor and creditor can
not agree upon the amount of such property which shall go to the credi
tor in discharge of the debt, the debtor shall choose one man, the creditor
another, and the magistrate a third, all disinterested, who shall, under
oath, appraise off sufficient property thus disclosed, to pay the debt, and
the debtor shall therefrom be discharged ; and in case the creditor shall
not appear at the disclosure of said debtor, or, appearing, shall refuse or
neglect to choose an appraiser, the justices shall appoint a man for him,
to appraise such property as is disclosed as aforesaid."
This law is another evidence of the futility of legislation in regard to
a system imperfect and difficult to administer in a manner which shall be
just to debtors and creditors. The practical operation is this : a person
about to disclose, will take care not to be in possession of any valuable
choses in action, if he wishes to protect his means; or if he be perfectly
upright, having collected and used the best of his claims for his support,
the residium of his notes and accounts will be almost worthless. In the
latter case, is the creditor obliged to take this kind of property in dis
charge of his debts 1 If the disinterested appraisers, appraise off 81,000
of doubtful paper, is the creditor obliged to take it in discharge of his
debt of $500 1 This is a serious difficulty. It is a law made to prevent
the retaining of choses in action by a debtor ; but instead of making him
disgorge in a manner which would benefit the creditor, it subjects the
latter to what most persons esteem an arbitrary, if not an unconstitu
tional enactment ; at any rate, it is believed, that this provision has not
been productive of any advantage to creditors.
PROCEEDINGS IN CASE DEBTOR COMMITTED 18 UNABLE TO SUPPORT HIM
SELF IN PRISON.

If a person committed to prison on execution, complains to the keeper
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his hand and seal to the creditor, of such prisoner's desire to take the
benefit of the oath above transcribed, and of the time and place of cap
tion, which must be served on the creditor, if living in the state, or if a
non-resident, on his attorney, fifteen days before the day of caption ; if
no creditor or attorney live within the state, the notification must be left
with the clerk of the court, or justice from whom execution issued, at
least fifteen days before the intended caption.
Two justices of the peace and quorum may, at the time and place of
caption, examine the notification and return, and if in due form, may
hear, and if requested, take in writing the disclosure of the debtor; and
if satisfied that it is true, may administer the oath above mentioned ; they
shall then make out a certificate thereof (as in the other case of satisfac
tory disclosure on execution) under their hands and seals, to the prisonkeeper, and deliver it to the debtor, who must file it in the jailer's office ;
he shall then be discharged and set at liberty from commitment on the
execution concerning which said notification issued.
PENALTY FOR DISCLOSING FALSELY.
If any debtor, authorized to disclose on oath or affirmation, according
to the provisions of the acts, shall disclose falsely, or withhold or suppress
the truth, he will, on conviction thereof, be adjuged guilty of perjury,
and receive no benefit from his said oath or affirmation. The creditor
may also commence a special action on the case against him, and he shall
be held to bail in the writ ; ifjudgment be rendered against him in the
suit, it shall be for double the debt and costs, and he may be committed
on the execution, without any privilege of release or discharge under
the acts for relief of poor debtors.
The discharge of a debtor under the provisions of the acts, does not
impair a creditor's right against his property.
If any person knowingly aid or assist any debtor or prisoner, in any
fraudulent concealment of his property or estate, or any transfer thereof,
to secure or conceal the same from creditors, to prevent the same from
attachment or execution, he is answerable in a special action of the case
to any creditor who may sue for the same, in double the amount of the
property or estate so fraudulently concealed or transferred, — not ex
ceeding double the amount of such creditor's debt. Persons committed
by virtue of any wan-ant for the collection of any tax, are entitled to the
benefit of the acts, by giving bond to disclose, etc.
If the jailer require security of the creditor or his attorney for sup
port of the prisoner, in case he claims relief as a pauper, and it is not
furnished within eight days after the request, or money advanced for such
support, he shall discharge the debtor from prison. The bond taken by
an officer, when he serves an execution, is returned therewith by him for
the benefit of the creditor, who is entitled to the same on filing a copy
with the clerk of the court, 01 justice to whom the execution is re
turned.
The fees allowed by law to the justices for their services, which are
oftentimes tedious and vexatious, are so very inconsiderable, that the
debtor, howsoever poor, is not so much troubled to raise the amount, as
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he is to find justices of the quorum of sufficient leisure to devote perhaps
days to an investigation, for which they are entitled to the enormous fee
of fifty cents each !
It may not be irrelevant to remark, that notes, accounts, etc., are out
lawed in six years, with certain exceptions. An assignment of property
for the benefit of creditors, must provide for an equal distribution of ail
the debtor's estate, real and personal, among such creditors, as after no
tice became parties thereto, in proportion to their respective claims, ex
cepting such property as is by law exempt from attachment. The as
signor must make affidavit to the truth thereof, a certificate of which
must be made upon the assignment, by the magistrate before whom it
was taken.
The assignees, within fourteen days after the assignment was made to
them, must give public notice thereof, in a newspaper printed in the
county where any of the debtors reside, or, if no newspaper be publish
ed at the time of the assignment in the county where any of the debtors
reside, they must give the notice in any adjoining county, allowing three
months to all creditors to become parties. The assignee is not liable to
a trustee process on account of his having in his possession the property
of the assigning debtor, until the expiration of three months from the
time notice is given as above stated ; nor is the property assigned liable
to attachment during the said three months.

Art. VI.— MERCANTILE LAW REPORTS*
COMMISSION BUSINESS.

1. In the Supreme Court of the United Stales, January Term, 1840.
William and James Broum and Co., Plaintiffs in Error, v. Thomas
McGran. In error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the
District of Georgia.
Mb. Justice Story delivered the opinion of the Court : —
This is a writ of error to a judgment of the Circuit Court of the Dis
trict of Georgia, rendered in an action in which McGran (the defendant
in error) was originally plaintifT.
In the spring of 1833, McGran, a merchant in Georgia, shipped 200
bales of cotton, consigned to the plaintiffs in error, a house of trade in
Liverpool, England, there doing business, under the firm of William
and James Brown & Co., for sale on his account. The shipment was
made under an arrangement with the house of Brown, Brothers, & Co.,
of New York, composed (as seems admitted) either wholly or in part
of the partners in the Liverpool house, by which the New York house
accepted a draft drawn upon them by McGran for 9,000 dollars, the in
voice value of the cotton being only 9,151 dollars 77 cents, and were to
reimburse themselves by a draft on the Liverpool house. Accordingly,
* Reported for the Merchants' Magazine.
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the New York house on the 12th of March, 1833, addressed a letter to
the Liverpool house, in which they state, " We enclose bill of lading for
200 bales of cotton, shipped by McLoskey, Hagan & Co., of Mobile,
per ship Mary and Harriet, on account of Mr. Thomas McGran, of Au
gusta, on which you will please effect insurance. This cotton cost per
invoice 9,151 dollars 77 cents. We have accepted Mr. McGran's draft
against this cotton for 9,000 dollars — for which we shall draw on you for
our reimbursement when it matures. In handing this draft for accept
ance, Mr. McGran says he would not have drawn for so large an ad
vance, were it not that there is a balance at his credit with you, which
has accumulated within the past two years — so that if this should not
produce enough to meet the advance, it will be covered by what is at
his credit." The existence of any such balance was utterly denied at
the trial, and the Liverpool house contended that there was a balance
the other way.
The cotton only arrived at Liverpool on or about the 9th of April,
1833. The New York house drew on the Liverpool house, for their re
imbursement, a bill dated the 7th of May, 1833, for 1.871/. 9*., at 60 days
sight, being the amount of the advance, and that bill was accepted by the
Liverpool house on the 3d of June, 1833, and became payable, and was
paid, on the 5th of August following. On the 3d of June, 1833, the very
day of the acceptance, the Liverpool house sold the 200 bales of cotton
(the market then being on the rise) on a credit, for the nett sum of
2,073^. 4s. 6d. After deducting the charges (which amount to nearly
twenty-five per cent.) which became due and payable on the 16th Sep
tember, 1833, and, according to an account current rendered to
McGran by the Liverpool house, on the 29th June, 1833, the whole
transactions between the parties, including the sale of this cotton, left a
balance of 3921. 15*. 8d., due to McGran.
At the time when the shipment was made, and the advance arranged
therefor, no instructions were given by McGran touching the sale of the
cotton. It accordingly went to the consignees as factors for sale, the
advances having been as above mentioned, without any other contract
than that implied by law as between a principal and a factor making
advances, that is to say, that the factor is to make sale of the goods con
signed to him according to his own judgment, in the exercise of a sound
discretion as to the time and mode of sale, having regard to the usages
of trade at the place of sale, and to reimburse himself out of the pro
ceeds for his advances and other balance due him.
After the shipment and advance were so made, namely, on the 20th
April, 1833, McGran addressed a letter to the Liverpool house, in
which, after acknowledging the receipt of letters of the 4th and 5th of
March from them, he added, " if you have any cottons on hand when
this reaches you, in which I am interested, I wish you to hold them until
you hear from me again."
Tho Liverpool house, in a reply to this letter, on the 24th of May, 1833,
used the following language : " \Ve are in possession of your esteemed
favor of 20th ultimo, and your wishes, in respect to the cotton we now
hold on your account, are noted accordingly." At this time, by advices re
ceived from other correspondents, the Liverpool house were in possession
of information that at least as early as the 8th of April, 1833, McGran had
failed in business. On the 22d July, 1833, McGran wrote a letter to
voL. II. — NO. iv.
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the Liverpool house, acknowledging the receipt of their letter of the 24th
of May, in which he says, " 1 have your favor of the 31st, (the 24th of
May,) and note the contents ; you will please sell my 200 bales of cotton
soon idler the receipt of this, unless you are of opinion you can do bet
ter by holding a little longer." This letter was received by the Liverpool
house on or about the 23d day of August, 1833.
On the 7th of June, 1833, the Liverpool house informed McGran of the
sale of the cotton, and in a letter under date of the 30th of July, 1833, in
reply thereto, McGran expressed his surprise at the sale, and added, "I
beg leave to refer you to my letter of the 20th of April last, the receipt
of which you have acknowledged, instructing you not to sell any cottons
you had on hand, in which I am interested, until you heard from me
again ; why did you sacrifice my cottons, as the draft drawn by Brown,
Brothers, & Co., at 60 days, on account of these cottons, could not have
been accepted more than a day or two before, as it went forward by the
packet of the 8th of May ? Therefore you had 60 days before you had
any money to pay for me ;" and after some other remarks in the style of
complaint, he adds, " You will please take notice that I do not recognise
the sale, and do not consider you authorized to sell the cotton before the
time the draft drawn on you by Brown, Brothers, & Co., against this cot
ton, falls due. If the price is higher on that day than the day you sold
it, I will expect you to allow the difference, and if it is lower, 1 will he
prepared to pay you any balance I may owe you." To this letter the
Liverpool house replied by a letter dated the 4th of September, [1833,
in which they vindicate their conduct, and among other things said, " we
beg you to bear in mind that there was a balance due us from you, on
joint transactions with Mr. Clarke, that the two hundred bales in question
were sold after the market had advanced a fad. per pound, and that
it barely squares the account. You had unfortunately been obliged to
stop payment. We had the opportunity of paying ourselves by selling
your cotton in a brisk market to a profit of ten per cent., and we ask
whether it was reasonable, under such circumstances, to expect us to hold
the cotton for a chance of farther profit, when the loss, if any, was certain
to fall on us, and the profit not likely to go to you, but to your creditors,
as was supposed, of whom we knew nothing. This would have been
the extreme of injustice towards ourselves and our absent partners, with
out being any advantage to you ;" and after some other remarks vindica
ting their conduct, they farther said : " We think you must admit, that,
situated as you then were, you could not reasonably have expected us to
hold the cotton, without pointing out in what manner we should be in
demnified in event of loss thereby. That Brown, Brothers, & Co.'s draft
was not due does not alter the case; we had become responsible some
months before, by Brown, Brothers, & Co.'s acceptance of the draft of the
shippers."
Here the correspondence between the parties seems to have closed.
The present action was brought to recover damages against the Liver
pool house, for a supposed breach of orders and their duty as factors.
At the trial there was an account current between the parties, and other
evidence, before the jury ; the whole evidence in the case, however, was
introduced by McGran. Among other questions before the jury were
the following :
Whether the advance made by the New York house was in effect an
advance by the Liverpool house, either as agents or as partners in the
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latter ; whether there was any balance due to the Liverpool house upon
former transactions ; whether McGran was insolvent or not according to
the advices received by the Liverpool house ; and whether, under the cir
cumstances disclosed in the evidence, the Liverpool house had a right to
sell the two hundred bales of cotton for their reimbursement, notwith
standing the wishes or orders contained in the letter of the 20th of April.
The jury at the trial found a verdict for the plaintiff, (McG-ran,) for 84,978
57 cents, under certain instructions given by the Court, upon which ver
dict judgment was accordingly rendered ; and a bill of exceptions having
been taken by the original defendants, the cause now comes before us
for revision upon the points made, and instructions given at the trial.
The counsel for the defendants asked the court to instruct the jury,
(1.) That the advance by the house of Brown in New York was in effect
an advance by the house in Liverpool, and after the advance so made
the shipper had no right to alter the instructions which were given at the
time of such advance. (2.) That the house in Liverpool having advanced
so large anamounton this cotton, having aprevious unsettled claim against
the shipper, and the shipper having afterwards, and before the sale of
the cotton, became insolvent, the house in Liverpool had a right to sell for
their reimbursement, notwithstanding the subsequent orders of the shipper.
The Court refused to give these instructions, and in our judgment
with great propriety, as'each of them involved matters of fact in controversy
before the jury, upon which it was exclusively their province to decide.
If the defendants meant to draw from the Court an opinion in point
of law upon the assumed facts, tho proper mode would have been to have
asked the Court to instruct the jury, that if they found the facts to be as
thus assumed, then that the law was as these instructions stated. Tho
Court then proceeded to instruct the jury, that if they found from the
evidence in the cause, that the plaintiff had given instructions to the de
fendants by his letter of the 20th April, 1833, not to sell any cottons which
the defendants might have on hand, when that letter reached them, in
which the plaintiff was interested, until the defendants heard from him
again, and that such instructions were received and recognised by the
defendants, by the evidence in the cause, and particularly by a letter
given in evidence as one from tho defendants to the plaintiff", dated the
24th of May, 1833, in reply to the plaintiff's letter to them of the 20th of
April, 1833, that then the defendants were not justifiable in law in the
sale of the 3d of June, 1833, on account of the defendants having on
that day accepted Brown, Brothers, & Co.'s draft for 1,871/. <Js. dated the
7th of May, 1833, at 60 days sight. It is observable that this instruction
is given in absolute terms without reference to any other facts in the
cause which might be found by the jury upon the evidence before them,
and therefore must be deemed to apply to every posture of the facts
which the evidence might warrant. It must, thereforo, be deemed to ap
ply to the case, although the advance was originally made by the New
York house, for and on account of the Liverpool house, as agents or part
ners thereof, or the Liverpool house had entered into engagements prior
to the advance, to become responsible for the reimbursement thereof to
the New York house in the manner stated in the evidence, and although
the plaintiff was, before tho writing of these letters, actually insolvent and
had failed in business, and that fact was known to the defendants.
One objection taken to this instruction is, that it leaves to the jury the
construction of the language of the letters of the 20th of April and the
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24th of May. It is certainly true as a general rule, that the interpreta
tion of written instruments properly belongs to the Court, and not to the
jury. But there certainly are cases, in which, from the different sense of
the words used, or their obscure and indeterminate reference to unex
plained circumstances, the true interpretation of the language may be
left to the consideration of the jury, for the purpose of carrying into ef
fect the real intention of the parties. This is especially applicable to
cases of commercial correspondence, where the real objects and inten
tions and agreements of the parties are often to be arrived at only by
allusion to circumstances which are but imperfectly developed. The pre
sent case sufficiently illustrates the distinction : McGran, in the letter
of the 20th of April, says, that he wishes the defendants to hold any cot
tons on hand until they hear from him again. Now this language certainly
ordinarily imports only a desire and not an order, and yet there can be
no reasonable doubt that under particular circumstances a wish expres
sed by a consignor to a factor may amount to a positive command ; so,
in the reply of the 24th of May, the defendants say, your wishes in res
pect to the cotton we now hold on your account are noted accordingly ;
here again, the point is open, whether the language imports that the de
fendants construed the wishes of the plaintiff to be simply a strong ex
pression of desire or opinion or a positive order, and also, whether the
words " noted accordingly" import that the defendants took notice there
of, or took notice of and assented to obey the 'wishes or order of the
plaintiff. The language is susceptible of either interpretation according
to circumstances. If the case had been one of a simple consignment ,
without any interest in the consignee, or any advance or liability incurred
on account thereof, the wishes might fairly be presumed to be orders,
and the noting the wishes accordingly an assent to follow them. But
very different considerations might apply, where the consignment should
be (as the present is) one clothed with a special interest and a special
property founded upon advances and liabilities ; we think, therefore, that
this objection is not, under the circumstances of the case, maintainable.
It would be quite another question, whether the court might not, in its
discretion, have assumed upon itself the right and duty of construing
these letters. There is no novelty in this doctrine ; it will be found re
cognised in Ekins v. Macklish, (Ambler's Rep. 184, 185,) Lucas t'. Groning,
(7 Taunt. Rep. 164,) and Rees v. Warwick, (2 Barn. & Aid. 113. 115.)
But the main objection to the instruction is of a more broad and compre
hensive character. The instruction in effect decides, that in the case of
a general consignment of goods to a factor for sale, in the exercise of his
own discretion as to the time and manner of sale, the consignor has a
right by subsequent orders to suspend or postpone the sale at his plea
sure, notwithstanding the factor has, in consideration of such general
consignment, already made advances, or incurred liabilities for the con
signor at his request, trusting to the fund for his due reimbursement.
We are of opinion that this doctrine is not maintainable in point of law.
We understand the true doctrine in this subject to be this: wherever a
consignment is made to a factor for sale, the consignor has a right gene
rally to control the sale thereof, according to his own pleasure, from time
to time, if no advances have been made or liabilities incurred on account
thereof, and the factor is bound to obey his orders. This arises from
the ordinary relation of principal and agent. If, however, the factor
makes advances or incurs liabilities on account of the consignment, by
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which he acquires a special property therein) the factor has a right to
sell so much of the consignment as may be necessary to reimburse such
advances, or meet such liabilities, unless there is some existing agreement
between himself and the consignor which controls or varies this right.
Thus, for example, if, contemporaneous with the consignment and advances
or liabilities, there are orders given by the consignor which are assented
to by the factor, that the goods shall not be sold until a fixed time ; in
such a case the consignment is presumed to be received by the factor
subject to such orders, and he is not at liberty to sell the goods to reim
burse his advances or liabilities until after that time has elapsed. The
same rule will apply to orders not to sell below a fixed price, unless, in
deed, the consignor shall, after due notice and request, refuse to provide
any other means to reimburse the factor ; and in no case will the factor
be at liberty to sell the consignment contrary to the orders of the consignor,
although he has made advances or incurred liabilities thereon, if the con
signor stands ready and offers to reimburse and discharge such advances
and liabilities.
On the other hand, where the consignment is made generally without
any specific orders as to the time or mode of sale, and the factor makes
advances or incurs liabilities, on the footing of such consignment, then
the legal presumption is, that the factor is intended to be clothed with
the ordinary rights of factors — to sell, in the exercise of a sound discre
tion, at such time and in such mode as the usage of trade and his general
duty require ; and to reimburse himself for his advances and liabilities
out of the proceeds of the sale ; and the consignor has no right, by any
subsequent orders, given after advances have been made or liabilities in
curred by the factor, to suspend or control this right of sale, except so
far as respects the surplus of the consignment not necessary for the re
imbursement of such advances or liabilities. Of course this right of the
factor to sell to reimburse himself for his advances and liabilities, ap
plies with stronger force to cases where the consignor is insolvent, and
where, therefore, the consignment constitutes the only fund for indem
nity. Such, then, being the relative rights and duties of the parties, we
are of opinion, that the instructions given to the jury, by the learned
judge in the circuit court, is not maintainable in point of law. The
consignment was general to the Liverpool house for sale — the advances
and liabilities were contemporaneous with the consignment ; there were
no contemporaneous orders limiting or qualifying the general rights of
the factors, resulting from these circumstances ; the consignor subse
quently either failed in business or was believed to have failed ; the
wishes subsequently expressed by the letter of the 20th of April, even
admitting them to have the force of orders, were unaccompanied with
any other means of indemnity, or even with any offer of reimbursement
of the advances or liabilities. Unless, then, upon the established prin
ciples of law, the consignor had a clear right to control the sale of the
consignment by any orders which he might in his discretion choose to
give, notwithstanding such advances and liabilities, which we are of
opinion he had not, the instruction was erroneous.
We have not thought it necessary to enter upon any general exami
nation of the authorities which support the doctrines which have been
stated by us. But the opinion of Lord Chief Justice Gibbs, in Pothorier v. Dawson, (1 Holt's Rep. 383,) and the opinions of the judges in
Graham v. Dyeter, (6 Maule and Selw. 1. 4. 5.) will be found fully to
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recognise some of the leading principles. Another instruction was
given by the Court to the jury, upon the question of damages, supposing
the Liverpool house by tho sale had violated their proper duty. It was,
that if the jury found, from the evidence in the cause, that cottons were
selling for a higher price from the 3d of June, 1833, when the draft was
accepted, and when the cotton was sold, until the time when the said draft
was mature and payable, and if the evidence in the cause ascertains, at
any time before the maturity of the draft, what such higher price was, and
that the cotton belonging to the plaintiff could have been sold at such
higher price, then the plaintiff was entitled to recover from the defend
ants the difference in price between the sum for which the defendants
sold the cotton, and the sum at which it might have been sold before or at
the maturity of the draft. This instruction was doubtless framed upon the
ground that this was the claim of damages which the plaintiff asserted by
his letter of tho 30th of July, 1833. But as that letter was not assented
to, or the claim recognised by the defendants, this claim could in no just
sense be obligatory upon them, and as a general rule of law applicable
to damages under like circumstances, we think that it cannot be main
tained. Supposing the sale made by the defendants on the 3d of June
to have been tortious, and in violation of orders, the plaintiff had his
election either to claim damages for the value of the cotton on that day,
as a case of tortious conversion, or for the value of the cotton on the 23d
of August following, when the letter of the plaintiff, of the 22d of July,
was received, which authorized a sale. If the price of cotton was high
er on that day than at any intermediate period, he was entitled to the
benefit thereof. If, on the other band, the price was then lower, he could
not justly be said to be damnified to any extent beyond what he would
lose by the difference of the price of cotton on the 3d of June, and the
price on the 23d of August.
For these reasons, we are of opinion, that both the instructions given
by the Circuit Court to the Jury were erroneous, and therefore the judg
ment ought to be reversed, and the cause remanded, with instructions to
that court to award a venirefacias de novo.
IMPORT DUTIES.

KNIT SHIRTS AND DRAWERS.

2. Circuit Court of the United States, before Judge Betts, January 20M,
1840. James Hall v. Jesse Hoyt.
This action was brought to recover back the excess of duties demand
ed by the defendant, collector of New York, upon knit shirts and drawers.
The defendant had demanded duty on them as ready-made clothing;
the plaintiff insisted that they were subject to duty as hosiery, and that
he was entitled to recover back the excess.
Samples of the article were exhibited; the shirts had apiece of cotton
cloth sewed upon the opening in front, with two or three buttons sewed
on upon one side and button holes worked on the other. The drawers
had waistbands sewed on, with buttons and button holes, and tapes at
the bottom. They were fit for wearing without farther work, and had
been prepared before importation.
The plaintiff proved that the articles were made by hosiery manu
facturers, upon the stocking frame. That they were dealt in by dealers
in hosiery in England, and were there known as hosiery; that the cotton
cloth was sewed on, button holes made, &c, by persons connected with
the manufacturer, and as part of his business ; also, the plaintiff proved
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that in the United States in the year 1832, and prior to it, they were
imported from England and were known as hosiery goods ; that they
were kept by hosiery dealers for sale ; that they would be furnished
upon an order for hosiery, but not on an order for ready-made clothing ;
that they did not go in commerce under that name ; that in invoices
they were called shirts and drawers, woolen or cotton shirts and drawers,
knit shirts and drawers, and hosiery shirts and drawers. They were
not usually kept in ready-made clothing stores, but sometimes were.
Ready-made clothing meant clothing cut from cloth to fit, and made by
tailors' sewing.
On the part of the defendant, evidence was given, that the articles
were kept by some dealers in ready-made clothing; that they were by
some called ready-made clothing ; that at the custom house, in 1832, and
for some years before, duty had been demanded on these goods as on
ready-made clothing, which duties, prior to the act of 1 832, was acqui
esced in.
The Court charged the jury, that the act of congress, in its use of the
terms hosiery and ready-made clothing, must be construed in reference
to the common use and meaning of the terms, unless they appeared to
have acquired a separate and different meaning in commerce. If they
had, that meaning was to prevail ; and they must look to the meaning of
the terms at the date of the act, and not at the present time, or as changed
after the act was passed. That the practice of the custom house was
only to be looked at as part of the evidence of the acceptance of the
words by merchants dealing there; and, if the terms did not in com
merce bear the sense there put upon them, the practice of the custom
house could not govern the construction.
That in the present case the articles were clothing, and were ready
made; they were therefore liable to duty as such, unless the jury should
find that they were known in commerce under some other name, and
charged with duty under such other name.
That if they were known under the name of hosiery, then, as that de
scription of goods had been in the same section of the law charged with
a lighter duty, it would not be subject to the heavier duty of ready-made
clothing.
That hosiery was a word of more general signification than stockings,
which was the word of the act of 1816, which was dropped in the act
of 1828, and the word hosiery introduced. It signified a class or de
scription of goods; and if the jury found that these goods were among
importers and vendors and purchasers generally known in 1832, (the
date of the act,) as hosiery, they would be liable only to the duty on ho
siery, and the plaintiff was entitled to recover; otherwise, they were liable
as ready-made clothing, and the defendant must have a verdict.
Verdict for plaintiff for $3,473.
M. Bidwell and D. Lord, jr., for plaintiff.
B. F. Butler, district attorney, for defendant.
3. Circuit Court of 'the United States, before Judge Betts, January 24,
1840. D. Haddcn v. Hoyt.
This was an action to recover the excess of duties on knit shirts and
drawers; and the evidence was similar to that of the case of Hall v.
Hoyt. But in the present case, the defendant introduced the former col
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lector of New York, who gave evidence that from the act of 1828 to that of
1832, the articles in question had, in pursuance of orders from the trea
sury, been charged with the duty on clothing ready made, and not with
the duty on hosiery.
And the defendant's counsel insisted that the Court should charge
upon this new evidence, that the act of congress of 1832, must in judg
ment of law be deemed to have reference to the then existing practice
of the treasury department and its circulars to collectors, and that
therefore, in this construction of the law, the articles were to be deemed
as falling under the term ready-made clothing, and not under the term
hosiery.
The plaintiff's counsel, to the contrary, insisted, that the words in the
law must be construed as they would be understood in their common or
commercial use ; and not in any peculiar sense or use, practised by the
treasury, and as such, known to congress. That the law was made to
govern not the members of congress, but dealers in the article to whom
the law was most addressed, and whose understanding of its terms
should control.
The Court expressed doubt upon the question ; and with the assent
of the parties proforma, charged that the jury were to be governed by
the usual and well known name of the article, and meaning of the words
of the law, as understood generally in commerce at the date of the act.
A verdict was rendered for 82,400, and the cause was carried up, by a
writ of error, to the Supreme Court of the United States.
D. Lord, jr., for plaintiff. B. F. Butler, for defendant.

MERCANTILE LITERATURE.
Evils and Abuses in the Naval and Merchant Service Exposed ; with Pro
posalsfor their Remedy and Redress. By William M'Nally, formerly
of the U. S. Navy. Boston : 1839. Cassady & March. 12mo. pp. 202.
The volume before us is descriptive of evils that exist in the naval and
merchant service. Mr. M'Nally has given real names and characters,
bestowed praise or blame where he thought it was was wanted, and
given his reasons for so doing, leaving the reader to judge how far his
statements could be relied upon. He professes to have carefully avoid
ed all coloring or embellishment. In a work of this kind, a writer, in
order to promote the object he has in view, should avoid party political
allusions if possible ; this the author has not done, but he wishes to be
understood as not having imbibed the opinions of any political party, as
it is a subject of which he professes to know but little. The promi
nent distinction between the existing parties, according to his views, is
"that one is in office and wishes to remain there, and that the other is
out, and wishes to get in;" a distinction, in our apprehension, which
neither party would very willingly admit. "We would however recom
mend the volume to the attention of navigators, as containing hints and
information that must prove highly useful.
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MISCELLANIES.

COTTON TRADE OF INDIA.
We find in the London Athenaeum an account of a late meeting of the Asiatic So
ciety. At this meeting, a paper was read by General Briggs " on the Cotton Trade of
India." It appears from the Athenaeum that one of the principal objects of this
paper was to show that the people of Hindostan are as capable of furnishing Europe
with cotton as the inhabitants of North America; and that, under proper arrange
ments, both the quantity and quality of their produce would fully suffice for all require
ments of our manufacturers, without the necessity of our relying on the slave labor
cotton of America. The paper began with a calculation of the quantity of cotton actu
ally used in dress by the natives of India. Specimens of the several articles of costume
were exhibited; and it was shown, that the dress of the male Hindoo contained 24}
square yards, and that of the female about 8J square yards, which, allowing that they
were renewed, on an average, at least once a year, the consumption would amount,
among the whole population, to 374,000,000 pounds ; and it might be fairly inferred,
from the various other domestic uses to which cotton was applied in India, that as much
again was so employed, making o total annual consumption, by the natives themselves,
of 750,000,000 pounds. The quantity imported into England is from 4 to 500,000,000
pounds annually, and this is chiefly raised in America, not more than one tenth coming
from India. The question naturally arises, why should this be ? The causes of the
supply from India, Gen. Briggs stated, were closely connected with the administration
of the country ; he should not farther allude to them in that place, but would proceed to
demonstratehis position, that India might supply cotton sufficient for the manufactures
of England, and if necessary, for the whole world.
It is needless to follow the details presented ; but the result of a great number of state
ments and reports from the best sources showed evidently that scarcely any portion of
the surface of India was unfit for the growth of some kind of cotton. The great table
land of the Dekkan, the soil of which is formed of the debris of trap-mountains, is the
cotton soil, par exellence, and is suited to the gossipyum herbaceam, the indigenous cot
ton of India. This soil lies upon limestone. It is rich vegetable matter, and is retentive
of humidity; but in hot dry weather, it cracks into large fissures. It is at that season
hard and clayey, and brittle, like coal. The clayey soil, so fit for the indigenous plant,
is unsuited to that of America, which grows best in a light, dry, silicious soil; and as
most former attempts to introduce the American cotton into India have been made upon
the rich trap soil of the country, they had necessarily failed. But the soil best adapted
to American seed is also found in India, near the coasts, where the aboriginal plant
does not succeed. This was proved at the various experimental farms established
by the East India Company, and on which the American plant was growing to perfec
tion. In order to point out the differences which existed between the various sorts of
cotton in use, a diagram was exhibited, showing various lengths of the fibres of differ
ent kinds.
In many specimens of cotton, the fibre had a flat tape-like appearance ; while in others
it looked like a string of oval beads, pointed at each extremity. Some kinds were more
cylindrical than others, and the Sural and Sea Island cotton is thickest and narrowest,
and the Tavoy and New Orleans flattest and thinnest. In length of staple, the Ameri
can surpasses the East India ; but the latter was the finest. Some idea of the extreme
minuteness of the fibre of cotton might be formed from the fact, that it required thirtytol. n. — no. iv.
43
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five fibres to make the smallest thread spun at Manchester, 350 hanks of which weighed
only one pound, and would measure 165 miles in length. But it had been shown that
the natives of India could spin thread with the hand, four of which would be required
to make up the bulk of one made by machinery at Manchester.

THE WHALE FISHERY.

Captain Dupetit Thouars, commander of the frigate Venus, has returned to Paris
from his station in the South Seas for the protection of the French whale fishery, and
has addressed along report to the Minister of the Marine, containing the results of his
experience as to the actual condition of this fishery, and the improvement to be intro
duced into it. It is to the following effect :
Captain Thouars goes into great detail as to the equipment of the vessels, which he
recommends should never go beyond 350 to 450 tons, and should be specially construct
ed for the purpose. The captains of whalers, he strongly recommends, should not be
expected to go out in the harpooning boats, but should always remain on board their
vessels ; and the practice of having two captains, one for the vessel, the other for su
perintending the actual operations of the fishery, should be abolished, as destructive of
discipline among the crews.
The under officers of the vessel, on the other hand, he considers, should be active men,
well acquainted with all the manual details of the service. Capt. Thouars exclaims
loudly against the system so very prevalent among American whale fishers, of al
lowing the sailors to get into debt ashore, and of the owners giving security, or advan
cing the money for them, at a rate of interest often amounting to 40 or 50 per cent., a
practice destructive of all habits of prudence among the men.
He then gives several specifications of the different kinds of whales found in the
South Seas, and the localities where they are most abundant, stating that most ofj them
are known to and are pursued by the American and English whalers, especially the
cachalot, sperm or white whale, whereas the French captains have hitherto confined
themselves only to the common or black whale. He also gives a full account of the
usual times of leaving Europe adopted by British whalers, and points out various im
provements in this respect which may be adopted by the French captains.
The principal rendezvous for the whale ships, Captain d'Urville states to be the
Sandwich Islands, Otaheite, and New Zealand ; at the former of these stations sometimes
60 French whalers are assembled together, at the second 20, at the third 40. At all these
places, when the whalers are in, the most unbounded licentiousness and disorder prevail
among the crews, and call imperiously for the establishment of consuls or other autho
rized agents on the spot.
Captain d'Urville strongly urges the necessity ofsending out agents ofthis kind with,
out delay, and more particularly to the Bay of Islands in New Zealand, where a British
resident, who performs the functions of " a constable and police magistrate," has been
long settled. England and the United States, the Captain adds, have several vessels of
war, during the course of each year, to visit these fisheries, whereas France sends only
one occasionally ; he therefore recommends government to adopt more efficient measures
of this kind.
The remarks of Captain Dupetit Thouars, are, we apprehend, in the main, correct.
But we think he is out of his reckoning when he says that the owners of American
ships allow their men to get in debt ashore, and then extort 40 or 50 per cent. interest
on advances to rescue them from embarrassment.
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It is stated
FIRSTinPUBLIC
the St. James
SALE Chronicle,
OP THE NEWLY
that theDISCOVERED
Commercial Sale-room
ASSAM TEA.
in Mincing
Lane, where the public tea sales are held, was crowded at the hour of sale, in conse
quence of its being known that the whole ofthe Honorable Company's recent importa
tion of Teas from their territories in Upper Assam, India, were to be sold. Mr. Thomp
son was the tea broker selected by the company to offer these teas for sale. They con
sisted of three lots of Assam Souchong, and five lots of Assam Pekoe. On offering
the first lot, which was Souchong, Mr. Thompson announced that each lot would be
sold, without the least reservation, to the highest bidder. We never before witnessed
such excitement as prevailed when the first lot was competed for. The first bid was
5s. per lb. a second bid was made of 10s. per lb. After much competition, it was
knocked down for 21s. per lb., the purchaser being Captain Pidding, the proprietor of
Howqua's Mixture Tea. The second lot of Souchong was bought for the same per
son for 20s. per lb. The third and last Souchong sold for lGs. per lb., Captain Pid
ding being the buyer. The first lot of Assam Pekoe sold for 24s. per lb. ; after much
competition, every broker appearing to bid for it, it was bought for Captain Pidding.
The second, third, and fourth lots ofAssam Pekoe fetched the respective prices of 25s.,
27s. 6d., and 28s. 6d. per lb., and were also purchased, like the previous lots, for Cap
tain Pidding. For the last lot of Pekoe, which was the last ofthe tea to be sold, a most
exciting competition took place;—there were near sixty different bids made for it. It
was at last knocked down at the extraordinary high price of 34s. per lb. Captain
Pidding was also the purchaser of this, and has thereby become the sole proprietor of
the Assam, as well as the Howqua's Mixture Tea. The general opinion of the collected
tea brokers and dealers, with whom the room was crowded, was, that the Assam tea
is not only valuable as a curiosity, but that the tea itself is of very superior quality, be
ing of a pleasant flavor, and of such strength that some asserted that the fifth water
from it was as strong as the first. The fact of Captain Pidding having become the
sole purchaser of the whole of this seemed to excite a great sensation ; it was whis
pered that he intended to allow small parcels of it to be sold by each of his agents at
trying,
prime cost,
by tasting
and init.such small quantities as to allow of the greatest number of people
SPECULATING AND FAILING.
This is the age of speculations ; but however promising they may be, (and there is
no lack of promises in any of their prospectuses that we have encountered,) there is
always a certain bitter in the midst of their sweets—always a lingering fear that their
end may not be quite so flourishing as their beginnings, and that the dropping of the
curtain may find the bubble burst, and the unfortunate speculator in jail. The absence
of downright certainty in any undertaking is a great drawback on its desirableness.—
Yet amidst all this uncertainty, it is very satisfactory to know that there is one
speculation in which it requires nothing but a little observation, and the use of one's
own judgment, to render quite as money making a concern as a general balloon na
vigation company to all—excepting to original proposers. The speculation is—to fail ;
and there is but one art and mystery in it—to fail at the right time ; not for a few pal
try dollars, which are rigorously taken from you, but a good slapping sum at once ;
enough to strike your creditors with reverence for your greatness, and respect for
your misfortunes. At the very worst, they will allow you a comfortable maintenance
out of their own money, and perhaps present you with a silver dinner set in token of
their gratitude for your allowing them to recover a shilling in the pound. And in
circumstances like these there is always this comfort, that the remaining nineteen shil
lings enable you to fill the silver dishes with turtle and venison, and all things else in
a concatenation accordingly.
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COMMERCE OP NEW JERSEY, FROM 1791 TO 1838.
Compiled from Official Documents, by S. Hazard, Esq., of the United
States Statistical Register.
s-Sa

EXPORTS.
Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.

21,311
24,8-29
20,633
26,504
36,063
12,511
269,104
392,798
1,871
4,186
10,260
5,279
9.746
5,849
25.957
1,474
en :»i i
a3,613
83.551
26.(Mil
28.989
43,980
30,859
25,627
1,892
8,022
8,224
11,430
53,991
30,853
8,131
66,363
as,769
19,640
23,010

1 10
7,363
5,123
8,288
50,071
37,469

3,233
7,106

100
7,803
1,900
7",678
24,040
24,577

- -ta "a
-5 bfl K *

Total.
26,988
23,406
51,179
58,154
130,814
59,227
18,161
61,877
9,722
2,289
25,406
26,227
21,311
24,829
20,743
33*67
41,186
20.799
319,175
430,267
1,871
4,186
10,260

^ 88 a
15,379
5,479
16,929
158
15,597
2,564
20,510
933
1,100
10,090
17,256 10,589
2,341
867
135
8,510
3,247
3,617
3,895
18,514
5.5-2
14,310
2,408
17,699
5 587
10,391
5,690
24,444
8,497
13,573
84,559
2.986
27,383
1,083
17.751
82,764
14,222
27,410
6,253
507
3.602
1616,702
987
14,609
877
3,339
29.225
24,244
1,722
7.127
424
483,372
5,157
1,998 157,644
14,558 19,826
534,733
2,209
692,178 44.255
249,559 98,711
770 28,221
700
6,663
31,223
1,689
240
26
3,812
64,111
"876
4,670

5,279
9,746
5,849
25,957
1,474
20,511
17,606
33,711
103,190
83,551
26.H6I
5,933
28,9*9 637,518
27,688
47,213
48,004
37,965
25,627 338,497
1,892 706.S72
8,022 7*6.217
8,324
13,444
11,430
70,460
61,794
32,753
170
8,131
4,492
18,932
74,041
62,809
24,263
44,217
69,152
1,700
28,010
* Ending 30th of September.
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EXPORTS OP COTTON PROM THE PORT OF NEW ORLEANS,

For thelast ten years, commencing October 1, and ending September 30.
NUMBER OF BALES OF COTTON.
WHITHER EXPORTED.

to

ri

5

3

g

"7

8
297,774 465,183 333,832227 017 245,101 273,113 216,559
Liverpool
123
London
6
281
41
244
336
45
Glasgow and Greenock, 112,779
2,139
2,459
7,390 16,147 17,077 7,991 12,601 13,950 8,096
Cowes, Falmouth, &c. .
48 2,966 1,237
676
156 1,160
Cork, Belfast, &c
1,180
1,220
702
110,609 112,410 106,86- 126,505 88,414 73,030
Havre
1,348 4,40' 6,100 4,137 2,765 2,650 1,541
Bordeaux
6,255 7,285 9,110 16,205 7,585 6,348 5,119
Marseilles
2,070 5,527 5,268 6,672 5,017 3,841 2,612
Nantz
Cette and Rouen
753
Amsterdam
"49
932
202 2,130
'754
359
238
"50
Rotterdam and Ghent..
'656
123 5,039
'926
Bremen
398 2,495
153
Antwerp, &c
1,598 2,782 5,318 1,122
310 3,149 2,53* 4,330 5,588
1,316
1,863
747
14 5,059 U76
Hamburgh
947
343
Gottenburgh
553 1,025
1,186
Spain and Gibraltar. . . 1,225 4,713 4,300 1,323
1,384 1,615
4,259 2,641 2,050
612
West Indies
75
Genoa, Triesie, &c... 3,556 7,174 7,875 10,239
Other foreign ports
113
902
233 2,117
922
62,6:) 1 39,352 21,734 29,604 50,978 15,938 31,497
New York
49,242 40.271 38,409 37,084 42,928 25,947 2H,868
Boston
4,038 1,607 1,177 3,204 5,223 3,064 13,651
Providence, R. I
6,150 8,526 6,022 7,428 7,918 3,368 7,239
Philadelphia
3,450 6,148 2,978 1,128
989 1,701 4,743
Baltimore
5,369 4,819 8,044 11,989 8,707 8,209 4,760
Portsmouth
Other coastwise ports . . 7,171 5,026 3,781 2,098 5,741 2.478 3.465
Total

193,367
6,227
3,771
63,462
1,826
10,030
2,820
392
70
1,026
370
1,870
695
4,562
1,190
24,955
25,078
4,611
4,607
1,614
3,343
520

580,8171737,186 594,538 493,005 534,765 462,253 407,220 356,406
RECAPITULATION.

Great Britain . . .
France
North of Europe.
South of Europe.
Coastwise
Total .

309,76-<|481 ,501 1355,096 236,5261259, 123,289,169 225,1667203,365
122,4521127,828133,641 133,881 141,872 101,253 82,302 78,138
1,446 7,580 6,431 17,989 4,368 9,742 3,338 4,423
9,040 14,528 14,225 12,074 6,918 1,384 1,690 5,752
138,1 ll!l05,749 85,145 92,535 122,484 60,705 94,223 6-4,728
580,817i737,186 594,538 493.0051 534,765 462,253 407,220356,406

Comparative Arrivals, Exports, and Stocks of Cotton, of New Orleans,
for ten years, commencing 1st October.
Years.

ARRIVALS.

EXPORTS.

STOCKS.

ARRIVALS.

EXPORTS.

BTOCKS.

Bales.

Bales.

Bales.

465,103
418,853
349,797
428,876
363,641

462,253
407,220
356,406
424,684
351,890

8,756
7,406
7,088
13,697
9,505

Years.

ia38-39
1834-35
1837-38
1836-37
1836-36

Bates.

Bales.

Bales.

589,281
743,218
604,475
498,895
531,366

580,817
737,186
596,068
493,005
534,765

16,307
4,842
8,843
15,302
8,702

1833-34
1832-33
1831-32
1830-31
1829-30
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PASSAGES OP THE LIVERPOOL PACKETS.
In our number for June, 1839, we published a comparative table of the passages of the
different ships of the several lines of Liverpool packets, from November 1, 1837, to
November 1, 1838. Annexed is an accurate statement, taken from Bennett's Herald,
showing the passages of each ship of the Liverpool packets of the several lines, for
1839. It forms a table of reference, at all times interesting.
OLD, OR BLACK BALL LINE.
OUTWARD PASSAGES.
HOMEWARD PASSAGES.
Ships.
Sailed. Arrived, days.
Ships.
Sailed. Arrived, days.
North America.. .Jan. 5 Jan. 25
Cambridge
Jan. 10 Feb. 12 38
Europe
19 Feb. 8
Orpheus
22
20 29
Columbus
Feb. 2
21
North America. . . Feb. 7 Mar. 18 39
South America. . .
19 Mar. 15
Europe
19
30 39
England
Mar. 1
19
Oxford
Mar. 29 May 3 35
Orpheus
22 April 13
South America. . . April 8
5 27
Cambridge
Apl. 1
29 SJS Columbus
10
11 31
North America. . .
19 May 18 29 England
24
23 29
Europe
May 2 June 7 36 Orpheus
May 8
30 22
Oxford
20
21 June 23 38
9 19 Cambridge
North
America.
.
.
June
8
Columbus
June 1
22 21
July 11 33
South America. . .
19 July 9 20 Europe
20 Aug. 4 45
July 9
England
July I
20 19 Oxford
26 38
Cambridge
19 Aug. 7 19 Columbus
20 Sept. 2 44
27
South America. .. Aug. 9
Orpheus
Aug. 1
14 36
North America. . .
21 Sept. 10 20 England
22 Oct. 1 40
Europe
Sept. 2
24 22 Cambridge
Sept. 10
11 31
Oxford
19 Oct. 9 20 Orpheus
21
28 37
Columbus
Oct. 1
21 20 North America. .. Oct. 8 Nov. 26 48
South America. . .
20 Nov. 13 24 Oxford
21
13 23
England
Nov. 1
Nov. 8 Dec. 8 31
20 19 Columbus
22
New York.
19 Dec. 14 25 South America. . .
20 28
Dec. 8 Jan'y 4 25
Cambridge
Dec. 5 Jan. 3 28 England
Oxford
20
The longest outward passage was made by the Europe, she having been thirty-six
days; and the shortest by the England, in eighteen days. All the outward passages
average twenty-two days and a half. The homeward passages average thirty-three
days and seventeen hours.
The Orpheus made a homeward passage in twenty-two days, the Oxford in twentythree, and the England in twenty-five, making the three shortest. The longest was
made by the North America, in forty-eight days.
DRAMATIC LINE.
OUTWARD PASSAGES.
HOMEWARD PASSAGES.
Ships. . Sailed. Arrived, days.
Ships.
Sailed. Arrived. davs.
Sheridan
Jan. 27 Feb. 13 17 Roscius
Jan'y 17 Feb. 17 31
Garrick
Feb. 25 Mar. 17 '20 I Siddons
Feb. 18 Mar. 25 35
Roscius
Mar. 26 April 19 22 l Sheridan
Mar. 18 Aprl 25 38
Siddons
April 25 May 18 23 i Garrick
April 14 May 14 30
Sheridan
May 25 June 19 25 Roscius
May 14 June 6 23
Garrick
June 25 July 16 21 Siddons
June 14 July 12 28
Roscius
July 25 Aug. 19 25 Sheridan
July 15 Aug. 17 33
Siddons
Aug. 26 Sept. 13 13 Garrick
Aug. 13 Sept. 15 33
Sheridan
Sept. 26 Oct. 13 17 Roscius
Sept. 13 Oct. 12 29
Garrick
Oct. 25 Nov. 15 21
19 Siddons
Oct. 13 Nov. 13 30
Roscius
Nov. 25 Dec. 14
1 Sheridan
Nov. 14 Dec. 10 20
Siddons
Dec. 28
1 Garrick
Dec. 14 June 16 33
The outward passages averaged twenty days and a half each. The eleven pas
sages were made in two hundred and twenty-eight days. The shortest was made in
seventeen days, and the longest in twenty-five.
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The homeward passages averaged thirty and a half days each. One was in twen
ty-three days, which was the shortest. The longest was thirty-eight days. Each pas
sage was singularly fortunate. The twelve homeward passages were performed in
three hundred and sixty-nine days.
STAR LINE.
OUTWARD PASSAGES.
IIOMEWARD PASSAGES.
Ships.
Sailed. Arrived. days.
Ships.
Sailed. Arrived, days.
Feb. 1 Mar. 18 45
Sheffield
Jan. 16 Feb. 6 •21 Virginian
Mar. 2
29 27
United States. ..Feb. 1G Mar. 15 27 Sheffield
Westchester .... Mar. 14 April 10 '27 United States. ..April 2 May 5 33
May 17 June 25 39
Virginian
April 16 May 9 23 Westchester
Sheffield
May 14 June 9 25 Virginian
June 2 July 10 3S
United States. ..June 14 July 8 24 Sheffield
July 3 Aug. 15 -13
Westchester
July 13 Aug. 4 22 United States. . . Aug. 2 Sept. 14 43
Sept. 2 Oct. 11 39
Virginian
Aug. 13 Sept. 4 22 Westchester
Sheffield
Sept. 14 Oct. 8 24 Virginian
Oct. 4 Nov. 5 31
2-1
United States. .. Oct. 16 Nov. 13
Sheffield
Nov. 1 Dec. 1 30
Virginian
Nov. 15 Dec. 8 23 United States. .. Dec. 4 Jan. 4 30
The eleven outward passages were mnde in two hundred and sixty-six days, and
they averaged a fraction over twenty-four days each. The shortest was made in twen
ty-one days, and the longest in twenty-eight.
The longest homeward passage was made in forty-five days, and the shortest in
twenty-seven. The eleven were made in three hundred and ninety-eight days.
SWALLOW TAIL LINE.
OUTWARD PASSAGES.
HOMEWARD PASSAGES.
Ships.
Sailed. Arrived, days.
Ship!.
Sailed. Arrived. days
Roscoe
Jan'y 8 Jan. 28 20 Independence Jan. 27 Mar. 11 42
G. Washington.. Feb. 7 Mar. 5 - 26 Roscoe
Feb. 28
28 28
Shakspeare
Mar. 7 April 7 31 G.Washington.. Mar. 29 Aprl 29 31
Independence April 8
Apl. 26 May 24 28
29 21 Shakspeare
Roscoe
May 9 June 7 28 Independence. .. .May 26 June 29 34
G. Washington.. June 7
24 17 Roscoe
June 26 Aug. 5 40
Shakspeare
July 8 July 28 20 G. Washington. .July 25 Sept. 1 38
Independence Aug. 7 Aug. 28 21 Shakspeare. .... Aug. 28 Oct. 5 38
Roscoe
Sept. 9 Sept. 30 21 Independence. ..Sept. 29 Oct. 30 31
G. Washington.. Oct. 7 Nov. I 25 Roscoe
Oct. 26 Dec. 10 45
Patrick Henry .. .Nov. 7 Nov. 25 18 G. Washington.. Nov. 27 Dec. 27 30
Independence . . . Dec. 10
Patrick Henry.. Dec. 26 Jan. 31 36
The eleven outward passages were made in two hundred and forty-eight days, and
averaged twenty-two days and twelve hours each. The longest was made in thirtyone days, and the shortest in seventeen.
The homeward passages averaged thirty-five days and a fraction each. None made
less than twenty-eight days, and none over forty-five. The twelve were performed in
four hundred and twenty-one days.
PASSAGES OP THE STEAM SHIPS.
We published in the Merchants' Magazine for August, 1839, all the passages of the
steam ships Great Western, Liverpool, and Royal William, showing the time of their
departure from, and arrival at, each port, beginning with April, 1838 ; we now give,
from Bennett's Herald, all the passages of the Great Western, British Uucen, and
Liverpool, for the year 1839.
PASSAGES OF THE GREAT WESTERN.
TO NEW YORK.
TO BRISTOL.
Sailed.
Arrived.
Days.
Sailed.
Arrived.
Days.
Jan. 28
Feb. 16
18*
Feb. 25
Mar. 12
15
Mar. 23
April 14
21 1
April 22
May 7
14*
May 18
May 31
13
June 13
June 27
12*
July 6
July 22
15J
Aug. 1
Aug. 13
12*
Aug. 24
Sept. 10
16*
Sept. 21
Oct. 4
13
Oct. 19
Nov. 2
14*
Not. 16
Nov. 30
13)
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The passages from England average sixteen days and a half each, and the whole
time occupied in making six western passages was ninety-nine days and a quarter.
The shortest was made in thirteen days, and the longest in twenty-one and a half.
The passages hence to Bristol averaged thirteen days and nine hours each. The
longest was in fifteen days, and the shortest in twelve and a quarter. The six eastern
passages were made in eighty days and twelve hours.
By two of the passages, passengers and despatches reached Paris, by the way of
England, on the fifteenth day after leaving New York. They also arrived in London
and Liverpool on the thirteenth day.
TO NEW YOBK.
PASSAGES OF THE BRITISH QUEEN.
TO PORTSMOUTH.
Sailed.
Arrived.
Days.
Days.
Sailed.
Arrived.
Aug. 1
Aug. 14
141
July 12
July 27
m
Oct. 1
Oct. 15
Sept. 3
Sept. 20
17
m
Dec. 2
Dec. 26
22}
Nov. 3
Nov. 23
20}
The shortest passage from England was made in fourteen days and twenty-one
hours ; the longest in twenty days and nine hours. The shortest passage hence was
performed in thirteen days and a half, and the longest in twenty-two and a half. If
we calculate the time, however, when she arrived off Portsmouth, the passage was
made in twenty-one days and fourteen hours.
The western passages averaged seventeen days and eight hours each. Those made
to the eastward, sixteen days and fourteen hours.
On her first voyage she arrived here on the 27th of July, discharged about one thou
sand packages of goods, besides baggage, reloaded cargo, took in seven hundred and
fifty-five tons of coal, stores for one hundred and thirteen passengers, and was ready
for sea on the thirty-first of the same month—four days' work.
PASSAGES OF THE LIVERPOOL.
TO LIVERPOOL.
TO NEW YORK.
Sailed.
Arrived.
Arrived.
Days.
Sailed.
Days.
Mar. 25
18}
Mar. 9
16
Feb. 25
Feb. 6
16}
May J8
June 1
Hi
April 20
May 7
13}
June 13
June 30
16}
July 6
July 20
Sept. 8
Hi
Aug. 18
Aug. 24
Aug. 1
17
Sept. 21
16
Oct. 19
Nov. 6
17*
Oct. 7
18}
Nov. 16
Dec. 5
Dec. 15
The Liverpool has eighteen hours steaming farther to go than either the Great West
ern or the British Glueen.
The pasages to New York averaged seventeen days and four hours each. The long
est was made in eighteen days and twelve hours, and the shortest in sixteen days.
Those to Liverpool averaged fifteen days and sixteen hours. The shortest was
made in thirteen days and three quarters, and the longest in seventeen days and twelve
hours.
DISASTERS AT SEA DURING THE YEAR 1839.
The following summary of shipwrecks, etc., for 1839, is from the Sailor's Magazine.
Several of the vessels put down as missing, were afterwards heard from, having been
prematurely reported.
A record has been kept at the office of the American Seamen's Friend Society, du
ring the year just closed, as in past years, of disasters at sea, so for as thsy could be
ascertained, which resulted in a total loss of the vessel. The following is the result :
The whole number of vessels lost, was 442. Of these there were :—
Ships and barks
74
Brigs
124
Schooners
187
Sloops
16
Steamboats
9
Unknown
33
Of these there were lost towards the close of 1838, but reported in 1839.... 52
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Wrecked in—
January
26
February
27
March
32
April
21
May
29
June
18
July
15
August
29
September
61
October
30
November
27
December, (previous to 15th,)
8
Time unknown
64
Added to the above entire and known losses, there have been reported thirty-seven
missing vessels during the year, which, with their crews, have most probably been
entirely lost. Five hundred and thirty-seven lives have been reported as lost, but the
loss of life is undoubtedly much greater than this, as many vessels were reported as
abandoned, or bottom up, where the crews were missing, and no intelligence has been
received from them. The above facts speak a language concerning the sorrows of sea
men, not to be misunderstood, and they should be most solemnly pondered by those
who have a heart to feel and a hand to relieve.
In 1 838 there were lost—
Ships and barks
100
Brigs
117
Schooners
169
Sloops
11
Steamboats
17
Unknown
13
Total
427
Of these, forty-five were lost in 1837, but reported in 1838 ; 27 vessels were reported
as missing, and the loss of life during the year is known to have been 756.
In 1837
Ships
there
andwere
barkslost—
94
Brigs
Schooners
Sloops
Steamboats

135
234
12
18

Total....
493
Of these, 43 were lost in 1836, but reported in 1837 ; 30 vessels were reported as miss
ing, and the loss of life during the year is known to have been 1,295.
In 1836 there were lost—
Ships and barks
56
Brigs
97
Schooners
121
Sloops
12
Steamboats
30
Total
316
Twelve vessels were reported as missing, and the loss of life during the year is
known to have been 826.
A Paris journal gives
SHIPWRECKS
the following
ONlist
THE
of vessels
COASTofOPfifteen
FRANCE.
nations, lost by shipwreck
on the coast of France, between Cherbourg and Dunkirk, for fourteen years. The
length of the coast is about two hundred and fifty miles, and embraces the port of Havre.
French
291
English
76
Swedish and Norwegian
30
Dutch
12
American
8
Prussian
8
Danish
7
VOL. II.—NO. IV.
44
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Russian
Hanoverian
Hamburgh
Belgium
Sicily
Lubec
Finland

4
4
30
3
2
2
12

Total

469
THE HUDSON RIVER.

A Table showing the Period when the Hudson River opened and closed at
Albany, since 1817, takenfrom Records kept at the Albany Academy,
for the Use of the Regents of the University.
Winters.

River closed or ob
structed by Ice.

River open or free
from Ice.

Number of Days
closed.

1817-18
1818-19
1819-20
1820-21
1821-29
1822-23
1823-24
1821-25
1825-26
1826-27
1827-28

December 7
March 25
108 days.
December 14
April 3
110 ..
March
25
December 13
102 ..
November 13
March 15
123
December 13
March 15
92 ..
December 24
March 24
90 .
December 16
March 3
78 ..
March 6
January
5
60 .
December 13
Fcb'ry 26
75 ..
March 20
86 ..
December 24
November 25
Feb'ry 8
50 ..
December 23
April 1
100 ..
January
11
March
15
1830-31
1829-30
63 ..
December 23
March 15
82 .
December 5
1831-32
Ill
March 25
December 21
March 21
1832-33
83
December 13
1833-34
Feb'ry 24
73
December 15
March 25
1834-35
100
November 3f)
1835-36
125
April 4
December 7
March 28
1836-37
111
December 14
1837-38
March 19
94
November 25
March 21
1838-39
116
December 18
Feb'ry 21
65 ..
As the river, throughout to New York, has not opened on the days stated above, the
time at which the first steamboat passed either from Albany or New York, or vice
versa, is also added for a few years.
1835
March 25.
1836
April 10.
1837 (Robert L. Stevens,)
March 31.
1838(Utica,)
March 19.
1839 (Swallow,)
March 25.
1840 (Mount Pleasant,)
Feb'ry 25.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.

London, February 4th, 1R40.
Light at St. Catharine's Point, Itle of Wight.—Notice is hereby given, that the light
tower, which has been for some time past in course of erection on St. Catharine's
Point, in the Isle of Wight, being nearly completed, the light will be exhibited thereon
on or before the evening of the 1st of March next, and thenceforth continued every night
from sunset to sunrise. It will burn at an elevation of 178 feet above the level of high
water, and will appear as a fixed bright light in all directions seaward.
Light at the Needles Point.—In order to distinguish this from the new light at St.
Catharine's, it will, on and after the exhibition of the last mentioned, assume a red
color, and will be continued.
J. HERBERT, Secretary.
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Cost, Receipts, Expenditures, and Income, of thefollowing Rail-Roads,
derived from Official Reports for the year 1839.
■AMES.

Cost of the Receipts. Expenses.
Road.

Nelt

Dividend
per annum.

Boston and Providence.. . . 1,78-2,000 313,907 2,253,933
194,412 119,494 8 per ct.
92,151
1,650,000 241,219
149,068 8 ..
Boston and Worcester .... 1,800,000 231,807 126,384 105,423 I6|
6} ..
53,176
72,447 11 ..
1,306,000 125,623
Eastern, just completed
58,018
40,711
17,307 61 ..
250,000
258,013 194,503 71 ..
Philadelphia & Baltimore. . 4,379,225 490,535 296,131
427,2-16
131
3,220,000 6*5,329
2,383,542
4,637,535
Receipts in six years..
CAMDEN AND AMBOY RAIL-ROAD.
The following table shows the number of passengers and tons of merchandise carried
over the Camden and Amboy rail-road, and the gross amount of receipts, expenditures,
and nett profits, for several years.
Year.

Passengers.

Tons of mer
chandise.

Receipts.

Expenditures.

Profits.

1839
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

109,908
105,413
147,424
103,731
145,461
164,520
181,479

6,043
8,397
10,811
12,508
10,642
11,765
13,520

468,142 50
546,993 54
679,463 63
770,621 28
731,995 24
754,989 89
685,329 76

287,091 90
313,261 69
317,491 76
363,344 90
309,510 44
355.249 10
258;i43 58

181,050 60
233,731 87
361,971 87
407,206 38
372,484 80
399,740 79
427,286 28

BOSTON AND LOWELL RAIL-ROAD.
The total amount of capital paid is $1,650,000. For fuel, salaries, repairs on the
road, engines and cars, and other expenses, there have been paid $92,151 44. The
amount received is, from passengers, $135,C59 45; for transporting merchandise,
8105,183 49 ; for transporting United States mail, $1,000 ; making a total of$241,219 94.
Two dividends, of four per cent. each, have been paid during the year.
BOSTON AND PORTLAND RAIL-ROAD.
This road, extending from the Boston and Lowell rail-road to the line of the state of
New Hampshire, thence to connect with the Boston and Maine rail-road, has just been
completed. The amount of capital paid in is, by stockholders, $278,165 26; state
scrip, $150,000 ; total, $428,155 22. The income during the year has been $49,001 13 ;
namely: from passengers, $53,885 20; for merchandise, $12,804 23; United States
mail, $1,900; rents, $411 70. The expenses have been $43,322 67. Two dividends,
one of two per cent., and one of four per cent., have been paid.
The capital of thisBOSTON
corporation
AND isPROVIDENCE
$1,782,000. RAIL-ROAD.
The expenses of the year have
amounted to $194,411 48, of which $90,000 were for the purchase of the Seekonk branch
road, the construction of a second track to Roxbury, and other permanent improve
ments. The amount received is, $313,907 44, of which $234,237 42 were for the trans
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portation of passengers, $72,939 11 for merchandise, and 33,000 on mail contract.
Two dividends, of four per cent. each, have been paid.
BOSTON AND WORCESTER RAIL-ROAD.
Capitalstock, $1,800,000. Income from passengers, $122,445 92; from freight, mail,
etc., $102,251 16; rents and storage, $3,050 10. Total expenditures have been
$126,384 83. A dividend of3J per cent., January 1, 1840.
This road, it is expected, willEASTERN
be completed
RAIL-ROAD.
as far as the New Hampshire line during
the ensuing summer. The cost of the road, thus far, has been $1,306,194 89, for which
the state has furnished its scrip for $500,000. The income from transportation of pas
sengers has been $113,068 63 ; ofmerchandise, $7,375 67 ; United States mail, $1,310 50 ;
rents, etc., $3,865 35. The current expenses have been $53,176 17.
NASHUA AND LOWELL RAIL-ROAD.
This road, extending from Lowell to Nashua, N. H., fourteen miles in length, has
been built at a cost of $299,000. The receipts, from the opening of the road, October 8,
1838, to November 20, 1839, were, from passengers, $36,646 92 ; for freight, $18,198 73 ;
rents, $207 92; total, $55,053 58. The expenses during the same period were
$28,658 43. Two dividends, of three and four per cent., have been paid.
TAUNTON BRANCH RAIL-ROAD.
The capital of this branch of the Boston and Providence rail-road is $250,000. The
expenditures during the year have been $40,711 78; the receipts, $58,018 78. Two
dividends, of three per cent. each, have been paid.
The WesternWESTERN
and the West
AND WEST
Stockbridge
STOCKBRIDGE
rail-roads are
RAIL-ROADS.
not yet completed. Upon
that portion of the former which has been in use, the receipts, up to January 1, 1840,
were, from passengers, $13,472 94; for merchandise, $4,136 21; total, $17,609 15.
The expenditures were, for the same time, $14,380 44; leaving a balance, as profit,
of $3,228 51.
The nett earnings
MOHAWK
of the company,
AND HUDSON
for 1839,
RAIL-ROAD
were $64,91"
COMPANY.
6-100, nearly equal to 6t
per cent. on the capital.
Cash in bank at date of report
Bills receivable
Due by companies and individuals
Deduct February dividend declared, of 3 per cent

$26,415 55
5,567 98
4,221 51
$36,204
30,000 04
00
6,204 04

The value of real estate of the company, not required
for their business, in lots in Water street, buildings,
etc., is
168,203 55
Their indebtedness, (including bonds issued under the
act of 1837,) is
108,500 00
59,703 55
Estimated surplus
$65,907 59
The committee propose improvements and retrenchments which will place the com
pany in a still stronger position, and insure a farther increase ofdividends.
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BANK STATISTICS.
Amount of Capital, Number ofDollars per Share, and semi-annual Divi
dends, of the Banks of the Cities of New York and Brooklynfor 1839.
1839.
No. of
Amount dollars
FIRST
DIVIDEND.
SECOND DIVIDEND.
of
per
Capital. SItare.
Amount. Payable Amount. Payable
Bank of New York
Manhattan Bank
Merchants' Bank
Mechanics' Bank
Union Bank
Bank of America
City Bank
Phenix Bank
North River Bank
Tradesmen's Bank
Chemical Bank
Fulton Bank
Del. & Hud. Canal Co. Bank.
Dry Dock Bank
Greenwich Bank
Butchers' and Drovers' Bank.
Mechanics' & Traders' Bank.
National Bank
Merchants' Exchange Bank. . .
Leather Manufacturers' Bank,
Seventh Ward Bank
Commercial Bank
Lafayette Bank
State Bank of New York
Long Island Bank, Brooklyn.
Brooklyn Bank
Atlantic Bank, Brooklyn
Bank of Commerce
North Am. Trust & B'king Co.
Mechanics' B'king Ass'ciation
American Exchange Bank.. . .

1,000,000 500 5 perct.
2,050,000 50 5 "
1,490,000 50 4J "
1,500,000 25 3 "
1,000,000 50
2,001,200 100
720,000 45
1,500,000 25
500,000 50
400,000 10 10
500,000 25 4
000,000 30 5
1,500,000 100 i}
420,000 30 4
200,000 25 3|
500,000 25 5
200,000 25 3|
750,000 50 4
750,000 50 5
600,000 50 5
500,000 5(1 5
500,000 50 4
500,000 100 4
2,000,000 100 4
300,000 50 6
200,000 80
500,000 50
5,000,000 100
2,000,000 100
000,000 25
5,000.000 100

MISCELLANEOUS

May 1
Jan. 10
June 1
Feb. 4
Jannarj
IU t,Uj
Jan. 5
May 1
January
Jan. 2
Feb. 4
May 1
June 20
January
May 1
Feb. 15
May 9
April 10
January
Feb. 4
January
Jan. 7
January
May 10
Feb.l

4 per ct.
5 "
4 "
3 "
4 "
5 "
4 "
4 "
10 "
4 "
5 "
3J «
3* «
5 "
4 "
4 "
5 "
8 "
44 •'"
4 "
4 "
6 "

June 1

STATISTICS.

CENSUS OP THE UNITED STATES FOR 1840.
The sixth census of the United States is to be taken the present year, commencing
June 1st, and the interrogatories for the assistants of the marshals, in the different states,
have been prepared at Washington. By the late act of congress, for taking the
census of 18-10, the president of the United States was directed to cause the statistics
of the country, relating to agriculture, manufactures, mines, commerce, fisheries, etc., to
be taken, as well as the condition of the people with regard to education.
Additional interrogatories to those formerly used, which were merely enumerations
of the inhabitants, classed by sexes, ages, and colors, freemen and slaves, have there
fore been prepared, to be put by the persons taking the census, for statistical tables, in
relation to the following among other subjects, namely :
Mines.—Statistics of iron, lead, gold, other metals ; coal, salt, granite, marble, etc.
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Agriculture.—Number of horses, mules, cattle, sheep, swine, and value of poultry ;
bushels of wheat, barley, oats, rye, buckwheat, Indian corn, and potatoes, raised in
1839 ; quantity of wool, hops, wax, hay, hemp, flax, tobacco, rice, cotton, silk cocoons,
sugar, and wine; value of the products of dairy, orchard, and home-made or family
goods.
Horticulture.—Value of garden produce, nursery, and green-house ; number of men
employed, and amount of capital invested.
Commerce.—Number of commercial houses, commission houses, retail dry goods,
grocery, or other stores, lumber yards, butchers, packers, etc., and amount of capital
invested in each.
Fisheries.—Quantity of dried fish, pickled fish, spermaceti oil, whale and other fish
oil, value of whalebone and other products of the fisheries, and amount of capital in
vested, and number of men employed.
Products of the Forest.—Value or quantity of lumber, tar, pitch, turpentine, rosin,
pot and pearl ashes, skins and furs, ginseng, etc., and number of men employed.
Manufactures.—Statistics of the following branches, including value of articles
made in 1833. Amount of capital invested, and number of persons employed. Ma
chinery, hardware, nails and cutlery, cannon and small arms, gold, silver, etc., various
metals, granite, marble, etc., bricks and lime, wool, cotton, silk, flax, mixed manufac
tures, tobacco, hats, caps, and bonnets, leather, tanneries, saddlery, shoe makers, etc.,
soap and candles, liquors, (distilled and fermented,) gunpowder, drugs and medicines,
paints and dyes, glass, earthenware, and potteries, sugar refineries, chocolate, confec
tionary, paper and paper hangings, printing, binding, newspapers and periodicals,
cordage, wagons, etc., musical instruments, carriages, flouring mills, grist mills, saw
mills, and oil mills, ships and other vessels, furniture, brick, stone, frame, or wooden
houses built in 1839, and the value of all other manufactures and mechanic arts not
enumerated.
These tables, ifproperly taken, will furnish a fund of statistical data that must prove
highly valuable to all classes of the community, and especially so to the political econo
mist, statesman, and merchant, and it will be our aim to furnish the readers ofour Ma
gazine, in a condensed and comprehensive form, the most important of them.
AMOUNT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT OP THE UNITED STATES IN EACH SUCCESSIVE
YEAR FROM 1791 TO 1835.
1791.... $75,463,476" 33* 1806.... $75,723,270 66
1821 .... 889.987,427 66
1792.... 77,227,924 66
1807.... 69,218,398 64
1822.... 93,546,676 985
1793.... 80,352,634 04
1808.... 65,196,317 97
1823.... 90,875,877 22
1794.... 78,427,404 77
1824.... 90,269,777 77
1809.... 57,023,192 09
1795.... 80,747,587 39
1810.... 53,173,217 52
1825.... 83,788,432 71
1796.... 83,762,172 07
1811.... 48,005,587 76
1826.... 81,054,059 99
1797.... 82,064,479 33
1812.... 45,209,737 90
1827.... 73,987,357 20
1813.... 55,962,827 57
1798.... 79,228,529 12
1828.... 67,475,043 87
1799.... 78,408,669 77
1814.... 81,487,846 24
1629.... 58,421,413 67
1815.... 99,833,660 15* 1830.... 48,580,534 22
1800.... 82,976,294 35
1801.... 83,038,050 80
1816.... 127,334,933 74
1831.... 39,082,461 88
1802.... 80,712,632 25
1817.... 123,491,965 16
1832.... 24,282,879 24
1803.... 77,054,686 30
1818 .... 103,46(1,633 83
1833.... 7,001,698 83
1804.... 86,427,120 88+ 1819.... 95,529,648 28
1834.... 4,722,260 29
1805 .... 82,312,150 50
1820. ... 91,025,500 15
1835
Extinguished.
* Expense of the Revolutionary War, (1775-1785,) $135,193 703. Emissions of
paper money, (1//6-1781,) $359,547,027 25. Loans and subsidies from France,
(1778-1783,) $7,962,959.
t Expense
Purchaseofofthe
Louisiana,
Three Years'
(1803)War.
for $15,000,000.
§ Purchase of Florida (1821) for $5,000,000.
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THE GENERAL POST-OFFICE.
The subjoined table of the progress and general condition of the post-office depart
ment, is taken from the Democratic Review. Since the opening of the Revolution, there
have been eleven post-master generals. Benjamin Franklin, the first in order, was
chosen by congress, under the confederacy, on the 26th of July, 1775. His successors
were, Richard Bache, Ebenezer Hazard, Samuel Osgood, Timothy Pickering, Joseph
Habersham, Gideon Granger, R. J. Meigs, John M'Lean, Willium T. Barry, and
Amos Kendall. A project is now in agitation to reduce the rates of postage : if this
should be carried into operation, the receipts of the post-office would be very materially
altered, and its ordinary expenses would have to be defrayed in part by some other
branch
Tableof of
the the
government.
Receipts,Popular
Expenditures,
sentiment and
appears
Miles
to favor
of Annual
the contemplated
Mail Trans
reform.
portation, from 1789 to 1838.
Miles of an
Miles of an
Expendi
nual mail
nual mail
Receipts.
Receipts. Expendi
transportatures.
transporta
tures.
tion.
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
180-2
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813

1814 730,360 727,126 5,307.000
1815 1,043,065 748,121 5,601,000
1816 961,782 804,422 6,336,000
1817 1,002,973 916,515 6,767,000
1818 1,130,235 1,035,832 7,677,000
1819 1,204,737 1,117,861 8,585,000
1820 1,111,927 1,160,926 8,800,000
1821 1,059,037 1,184,283 9,200,000
1822 1,117,490 1,167,572 9,990,000
1823 1,130,115 1,156,995 10,100,240
18-24 1,197,758 1,188,019 10,330,316
18251 1,306,525 1.2-29,043 10,638,784
1826 1,447,703 1,366,712 11,054,694
1827 1,524,633 1,468,959 12,872,831
1828 1,664,759 1,691,044 13,709,069
1829 1,773,990 1,879,307 13,700,000
1830| 1,919,300 1,959,109 14,500,000
1831 1,036,267 960,791 15,468,692
1832 2.258,570 2,266,100 23,625,021
1833 2;6i7,0U 2,930,186 26,854,485
1834^ 2,823,749 2,977,131 25,500,000
18351 2,993,556 2,763,041 25,869.486
1836 3,408,323 2,841,766 27,578,620
1837 4,100,605 3,532,163 32,597,006
1838 4,235,077 4,621,837 34,500,202
DEBT OF SEVERAL COUNTRIES.
Proportion of
by each
Debt.
Debt to each
Revenue. Paid
Inhabitant.
Inhabitant.

9,375
37,935
32.140
9,525
46,294
36,697
28.210
67,444
54,531
28,210
104,747
72,040
845,468
128,947
89,973
160,620
117,893 1,799,720
195,067
131,572 1,799,723
213,998
150,114 2,208,570
232,977 179,084 2,208,570
264,846
188,038 2,208,570
280;801 213,994 3,057,964
320,443 255,151 3,279,423
327,045 281,916 3,504,800
351,823 322,364 3,504,800
893,450 337,502 4,120,200
421,373 377,367 4,250.000
446,106 413,573 4,499,456
478,763 452,885 4,550,000
460,574 422,828 4,600,000
506,634 498,012 4,600,000
551,684 495,969 4,694,000
587,247 499,099 4,694,000
649,203 540,165 5,135.000
703,155 681,012 5,160,000
COMPARATIVE REVENUE AND
COUNTRIES.

$300,000,000 812 50
200,000,000
6 25
33,250,000
'2 40
•2 80
10,000,000
15,500,000
2 10
8,330,000
4 16
60,000,000
1 80
35,000,030
2 64
12,750,000
3 00
16,000,000
6 95
16,600,000
4 38
7,400,000
3 70
7,870.000
1 86
100,000,000
1 63

3,600,000,000 $150 00
1,000,000,000
31 •25
740,000,000
53 24
30,000,000
9 50
92,560,000
12 50
65,000,000
25 00
320,000,000
9 55
135,000,000
9 78
50,000,000
12 92
52,500,000
23 00
158,000,000
41 58
50,000.000
25 00
37,000,000
8 75
315,000,000
4 85
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COMMERCIAL

REGULATIONS.

ALTERATIONS IN MARINE POLICIES OP INSURANCE.
Owing to the innumerable and increasing difficulties which have arisen under the
" memorandum" clause in cargo policies, the underwriters have been compelled to make
the alterations which will be observed in the annexed notice. It will be perceived that
this memorandum now includes a greater number of articles, as perishable in their own
natures, than formerly ; but it is believed that the alteration will not be unjust in its
effect, whilst it will prevent disputes, and settle points of practice which were before
doubtful.
New York, March 2, 1840.
The Marina Insurance Companies of this city have adopted the following memo
randum,
Memorandum.—It
which will beis also
inserted
agreed
in their
that cargo
bar, bundle,
policiesrod,
on and
hoop,after
andthis
sheetdayiron,
: wire of
all kinds, tin plates, steel, madder, sumac, wicker ware, and willow manufactured or
otherwise, salt, grain of all kinds, tobacco, Indian meal, fruits, (whether preserved or
otherwise,) cheese, dry fish, vegetables and roots, rags, hempen yarn, bags, cotton bag
ging, and other articles used for bags or bagging, pleasure carriages, household furni
ture, skins and hides, musical instruments, looking glasses, and all other articles that
are perishable in their own nature, nre warranted by the assured free from average,
unless general ; hemp, tobacco stems, matting, and cassia, except in boxes, free from
average under twenty per cent. unless general ; and sugar,'flax, flax seed, and bread,
are warranted by the assured free from average under seven per cent., unless general ;
and coffee, in bags or bulk, pepper, in bags or bulk, and rice, free from average under
ten per cent., unless general.
No damage to be allowed for goods injured by spotting, except caused by the imme
diate contact of sea water with tile articles damaged.
WALTER R. JONES,
Secretary oj the Board of Underwriters.
In future, all merchandise
CUSTOM
imported—
HOUSE
1, onREGULATIONS.
account of a foreign manufacturer ; 2, on
account of a foreign purchaser ; 3, on account of a resident owner ; 4, on consignment,
the owner residing in the United States, elsewhere than in the city of New York, must,
by a regulation adopted in the custom house of this city, be placed upon separate
entries. This rule applies to all descriptions of goods, dutiable or free. As it varies
from what has been the practice, it is important that it be generally understood.

f3r The aid thus far extended to our undertaking, encourages us to press forward in
our efforts to render the Merchants' Magazine all that its warmest friends) could wish.
The subjects connected with the great interests of trade and commerce are indeed multifarious,but it will be our aim, in time, as far as is practicable, to embrace them all within
the scope of our labors. We have plans in view, which, when carried out, cannot fail
of giving new interest and permanent value to the pages of this work. Now there arc
on our list of patrons, merchants and men of business who will ever command respect
for their intelligence on points relating to their profession, and who have it in their
power to do much towards elevating the mercantile character, and illustrating the prin
ciples of commerce. To such, we would say, our pages will always be open to the
admission of communications on all topics which may fall within the design of our
Magazine.

HUNTS

MERCHANTS'

MAGAZINE

MAY, 1 8 4 0.

Art. I.— DOMESTIC INDUSTRY.
The progress of civilized nations has been impressed with three dis
tinct and strongly marked epochs. The first may be considered the era
of the fine arts, commencing with the period when Greece was in its
full glory, and ending with the downfall of the Roman Empire. The
minds of men, at that time, appear to have been turned less to produc
tive industry, the establishment of general comfort, and the diffusion of
useful knowledge, than to the arts of luxury, which tended rather to be
nefit the few than the many. Painting, sculpture, architecture, litera
ture, poetry, and eloquence, flourished in their full meridian under the
patronage of the state. Poets were encouraged to recite their produc
tions before the people, and were invested with the laurel crown, as a
meed of popular applause. Orators were upborne by the tide of pub
lic favor, and received the reward of their exertions in the thunders of
an acclaiming populace. The chisel of the sculptor was endowed with
new life, and awoke from their marble beds the almost breathing forms
of the most perfect statuary. Fabius, the admiration of all times, arose
under the fostering hand of taste. Yet, amid this luxury and refinement,
the utmost ignorance prevailed. The minds of men were pressed down
by childish superstition. Barbarous forms of amusement stamped the
character of the people with what appears to us to be a sort of savage
cast, and the most perfect models of physical man were slaughtered to
make a Roman holiday. Yet the monuments of that period which have
come down to us, furnish conclusive evidence that, notwithstanding the
amount of popular ignorance, superstition, and barbarity, which then pre
vailed, there existed a taste in literature and the fine arts which has
marked that epoch as the classic age. What architectural forms of mo
dern invention equal the exquisite proportions and finish of the Coliseum
or the Parthenon 1 — edifices which cannot fail to convince us, that just to
the oxtent in which we depart from them as models of form, we leave
the true principles of architectural taste. What refinement of modern
taste has ever exceeded the elaborate beauty of the vases and other dovol. n.— no. v.
45
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mestic utensils which we now dig from the ruins of Herculaneum and
Pompeii 1 What modern art does not shrink back discouraged, even in
its attempt to vie with the statues of the Venus and the Apollo which
now stand in the temple of the Vatican 1 Or, if we turn to literature and
eloquence, what more perfect models of poetry, oratory, history, philo
sophy, and rhetoric, do we find, than in the works of Homer and De
mosthenes, of Livy and Tacitus, and the orations as well as the philo
sophical treatises of Tully, concerning government, oratory, friendship,
duty, and old age '! — works which are taught as text books in our schools,
and without a knowledge of which the education of our youth is not
considered to be complete.
The next epoch appears to us to be the age of political servitude,
commencing with the introduction of chivalry into Great Britain, and
extending through that night of a thousand years — the dark ages. Du
ring the greater part of that period, the energies of the great bulk of
mankind appear to have been paralyzed, for the mass were chained as
serfs to the soil, and the feudal system kept down their productive power.
Books were confined to written parchments, and knowledge was de
posited in the cloisters of monks. The tenants of the land were a sort
of realty, transferable with its property, and burdened with services,
and fines, and amercements, and bound in allegiance to their lords.
The political power was vested to some extent in the monarch, but to
a far greater degree in the haughty, stalwart, and armor-cased knights,
whose power frowned upon the peasantry from the Gothic battlements
of their castles, — the men who, with noble and chivalrous, though some
what barbarous traits, and great physical power, descended from time
to time through their massive gates to avenge the insults given to the
fair, or to punish any aggression upon their chartered rights. In such a
state of things, the power of the rulers without much enlightenment was
every tlling, and the people were nothing. The land was divided and
granted out to titled holders for actual or professed services. With all
the elements of knowledge in comparative chaos, in that age, without
unity of action or motive for improvement, the vessel of state rolled
heavily along upon the black waves, like a ship at midnight under a star
less sky without a compass or a helm. Little was at that time done for
the great cause of human improvement. What motive existed in the
minds of those who wielded all the power of the government to alter
that condition of things 1 What means of amelioration were proposed by
the great bulk of the people, chained as slaves to the soil, and groping
in ignorance under the combined action of the church and the state.
The consequences of the political condition of society were such as
might have been expected. Comparatively little was done for the ad
vancement of civilization and the arts. Immense wastes were reserved
as hunting grounds, and the soil was cultivated only so far as was re
quired for the support of the inhabitants. The morals of the people,
and the arts, were neglected. Even the laws bore the badges of vice,
for they encouraged it ; and although we are now shown the Gothic cas
tles in which these knights of feudal times lived, with the jackdaws
hovering around their towers, and though we still view the gigantic coats
of mail which they wore, yet these have come down to us only as the re
lics of arbitrary power, vice, ignorance, and superstition.
Bacon, by his system of right reasoning, led the way to the establish
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ment of the present age, which may be considered the age of mechanical
philosophy, of general physical comfort, and productive industry. The
minds of men, from that time, aided by inventions in the arts, have been
urged forward step by step, to vigorous and practical action for the
general good. By the agency of successive political revolutions, the ele
ments of society are gradually working themselves clear. The energies
of men which were before devoted to the mere arts of luxury, to the
painting of pictures and the sculpturing of statues, the creation of edi
fices for the support of power and pride, or to the upholding of baronial
pomp, are beginning to be devoted to the good of the mass. The mari
ner's compass has sent the ships, which before clung trembling to the
coast, fearless across the ocean with their rich freights, and made every
sea a beaten highway. The art of printing has diffused abroad, in vari
ous forms, from the penny newspaper to the luxurious quarto, the means
of knowledge. Power has been gradually stealing from the few to the
many. Benevolence, with its snow white banner, has traversed all climes.
Chemistry has gone down from the desk of the schools to labor with the
husbandman, enabling him to quadruple his production — moulded from
the sand on which we tread a transparent medium, through which we
can discover myriads of insects in a drop of water which are impercepti
ble to the naked eye, or explore the globes of heaven. Philosophy
has measured the tracks of the planets, and leaving the cloister, teaches
the mechanic the qualities of matter, and the economy of physical power.
Geometry constructs the fortification, and builds iron roads across the
land. The water is manacled like a slave, and made to work its own
way to the sea. The air is forced to propel us across space, to lift the
water for our use, and to assist us in war. Gunpowder enables us to
destroy massive fabrics in a single day, which were impregnable to the
battle axes and javelins of the past. Machinery, in its various and com
plex forms, has almost superseded the use of human hands, and performs
the labor of almost all the arts, giving us the power to confine within the
narrow compass of the signet of a finger ring the mechanism of a watch
which measures time with the utmost accuracy, to imitate the most ex
quisite music and motions of singing birds and the minutest insects, or
to command a momentum of a thousand horse power. And last of all,
comes coughing or splashing on, the powerful agency of steam, binding
together states with iron bars, ascending rivers, and crossing oceans, re
gardless of winds and waves.
We propose in this paper to enter into a somewhat enlarged discussion
of the character of this productive labor, or domestic industry, in the Uni
ted States. We use the term, domestic industry, in abroad sense ; namely,
thatphysical power which should be exerted in this country, producing the
materiel of value, or which moulds it into a different form, either for
consumption or exportation. Fertility of soil, navigable advantages, hy
draulic power, climate, and proximity to valuable markets, all go to
make up the natural resources of a nation, although the character of the
population has a much stronger bearing upon the condition of a country;
and it is equally clear that the same amount of physical force applied
upon a fertile soil, will yield a greater measure of productive value than
the same labor exerted upon a barren one.
We take the ground that our republic is not equalled in its capacity
for production, by any tract of territory of equal extent on the face of
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the globe, whether we consider its magnitude, its resources, or its geo
graphical position. Our national domain, it is well known, extends
from east to west a distance of three thousand miles, and from north to
south seventeen hundred, embracing an area of about two millions of
square miles, a larger tract than is included within the jurisdiction of
any government, occupying one twenty-fifth part of the soil on the face
of the earth. This soil, although various in its quality, is in the greater
part productive, spreading out no sandy deserts or barren ridges of any
great extent. Running through various degrees of latitude, and washed
on both sides by oceans, it possesses a climate which is favorable to the
growth of all necessary articles of food ; yielding the grains, plants, and
fruits of the colder regions, as well as of the tropics. Wheat, corn, oats,
potatoes, rye, tar, pitch, turpentine, hemp, flax, cotton, sugar, tobacco,
and all the vegetables yielded in the same latitude, and which are neces
sary to the support of animal life, or which are required in manufactures,
may be gathered in the greatest abundance, and constitute its staple pro
ducts. Its mountains and valleys abound in marble and granite, iroD,
copper, gold, lead, coal, and salt, besides many other minerals of scarcely
less value. The eastern portion of the country bordering the Atlantic,
although less productive, and more broken than the west by barren
wastes and rocks, affords sufficient motive to industry to an enterprising
and hardy population, and a large amount of water power, which, by the
aid of machinery, has been used with great success, and it possesses the
advantage of lying on the great highway of nations, having at its door a
broad pathway of navigation to any foreign port. At the south, we have
a land which waves with the golden harvests of the sugar-cane and the
rice field, or is whitened by the snowy blossoms of the cotton. At the
west, millions of acres of the richest mould are stretched out toward the
Pacific to an unmeasured extent, inviting the labors of the plough and
the sickle. The territory so rich in natural resources, so fortunate in
geographical position, is endowed with bold and gigantic features of na
tural scenery, and when in full bloom, is enrobed with magnificent vege
tation. Chains of lofty mountains lift themselves into the clouds, and
picturesque and flowery landscapes sweep along its streams. Noble
forests wave upon its hills, and echo in its valleys. Prairies, seemingly
exhaustless, spread out their broad expanses amid the solitude, and stu
pendous cataracts thunder down its precipices. Rivers, taking their
rise in the distant interior, pour their treasures into the ocean, fertilizing
the soil, and furnishing channels of navigation from the remote inland
village to the borders of the sea. The Hudson and the Connecticut,
the Delaware and the Potomac, enable us to penetrate the interior, and
to discharge the products of our industry to their respective markets.
At the west, a chain of lakes, the largest on the earth, furnishing thousands
of miles of inland commerce, extend from the shores of Vermont and
New York to the most distant banks of Upper Canada ; and the Missis
sippi, the longest river on the globe, taking its rise amid the rice lakes
of the north, winding through three thousand miles of territory most
favorable for agriculture, and receiving in its course the Ohio and the
Missouri, furnishes a channel of exportation through the whole territory
of the west to the Gulf of Mexico.
We have stretched this outline of our physical resources for the pur
pose of showing the extent of the field in which American industry may
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act; and we now proceed to a more particular examination of the dif
ferent sections, so far as they are characterized by different soils, cli
mates, character of industry, and capacity of production.
We take first, the six states of New England, and let us examine their
natural advantages and the character of the industry which acts upon their
soil. In the first place, the climate is comparatively cold, and the stony
land, of primitive formation, is much broken by rocky ridges and barren
hills, yet it yields to the hard labors of the husbandman, corn, rye, po
tatoes, oats, and various other grains and vegetables, in sufficient abund
ance for his support. The very barrenness of the soil may, perhaps, in
the main, be considered a blessing, for it tends in a high degree to the
development of that frugality, industry, and perseverance, which are the
prominent traits of its population. The rugged configuration of the
land, abounding in hills and precipices, furnishes water power, which is
used in the propulsion of a great number of manufacturing establish
ments, which have been already a source of considerable wealth. Lying,
as the frontier of New England does, directly upon the sea, the enter
prise of the people, it is well known, has, in a great degree, been devoted
to commerce, and a large portion of its wealth has been obtained by the
hardy enterprise of its mariners. But, under all the natural disadvan
tages which she has seemed to labor, containing, as she does, a more in
hospitable soil than any other part of the country, her population have
accumulated an amount of wealth, the offspring of long continued exer
tion, which is exceeded by that of no other part. Indeed, the traveller
in passing through the country can scarcely fail to be impressed with the
air of thrift and general comfort which pervades the community. In
journeying through the territory, he finds it divided into lots which, if
they appear somewhat rugged, and do not exhibit the utmost fertility,
are cultivated with a spirit which evinces a prudent and thrifty husband
ry. Cottages, sometimes of plain, but more frequently of painted
boards, and surrounded by enclosed fields, dot the landscape at nume
rous points; and a haystack at the side of the house, opened for the cattle,
show that all proper care has been taken of the stock. The public
works, rail-roads, bridges, roads, and charitable institutions, all indicate
the utmost thrift and the benevolent forecast of the people. The poultry,
geese, and swine, which wander around the farm house, procure their
own subsistence, and the'moss covered bucket, which hangs in the well
from a moveable beam, draws the purest water from the rock. School
houses scattered through the settlements show that the means of popular
education are provided. If we pass the waterfall, we find the machinery
of a mill in motion ; or if we go into the larger villages or cities, we find
the houses well built, presenting an appearance of the most perfect com
fort and contentment ; the streets well paved, the ports swarming with
ships, and the whole territory populated by an active, healthful, and
bustling class of business men.
The states of the south present a different aspect. With a soil more
bountiful, and a climate more genial, than those of the north, producing
the fig, the pomegranate, the aloe, and the orange, besides other tropical
fruits, the territory is no less strongly marked than the character ol the
people. The white inhabitants of a great part of that region are unac
customed to labor with their hands, deeming labor itself an ignoble em
ployment. The low and level country bears the aspect of repose, which
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is strongly contrasted with the more active appearance of the north. The
soil is cultivated by slaves, and the neglected roads, bridges, and other
public works, evince the listlessness wbich is the natural consequence of
the social organization of society. Even the houses of the planters,
constructed with less cost than those of their northern brethren, show
little regard to domestic splendor, although the seat of elegant hospitali
ty. The polished and open manners of the slovenly clad planters, toge
ther with an indifference and negligence which are their peculiar traits,
impress one with the idea that he has arrived among a class of impove
rished noblemen. But few charitable institutions or manufacturing es
tablishments meet the eye, and the golden robes of the rice field, and
the rich harvests of the tobacco and cotton plant, are all the evidences
which the country furnishes of agricultural labor. Yet there is in the
soil, although negligently cultivated, a productive power, which, if right
ly husbanded, would yield vast profit. Thousands of bales of cotton
are annually shipped to feed the factories of Manchester and Birming
ham, and thousands of kegs of tobacco are exported to foreign markets,
returning in showers of gold, which is as recklessly spent as it is easily
accumulated. Did the climate admit the same kind and amount of la
bor as at the north, and did the character of the population favor the
same degree of physical energy as with us, we doubt not that it might
be made the most wealthy section of the country, possessing, as it does,
a valuable staple, of which the northern states are deficient.
But the west must, after all, be considered the great agricultural sec
tion of the country ; by which tract we mean that portion of territory
which is included between the Rocky and the Allegany mountains, and
termed the valley of the Mississippi. This tract contains the largest
body of fertile soil on the face of the globe ; and when we consider the
advantages of its inland navigation in the great lakes and the numerous
streams by which it is watered, the cheapness and fertility of the land,
by which the husbandman can, by the labor of a day, procure a sufficient
amount of soil to support him for the year ; — all these advantages being
held out as motives of immigration, we doubt not that it is destined to be
one of the most opulent and powerful sections of the republic. Its cli
mate, although not as healthful as the older states, being productive of
bilious disorders, which are incident to every new country, is as genial
as that of any region within the same parallels of latitude. In its north
ern part, wheat and corn, its staple products, are yielded in the greatest
abundance ; and it is well known, that although recently settled, the
east receives the greater portion of its flour from the older sections of
that valley, as well as large quantities of pork. The middle portion pro
duces the fruits and grasses in the greatest luxuriance, and large quan
tities of hemp, cotton, and tobacco. The main source of wealth in its
southern part, adjoining the Gulf of Mexico, is the production of rice,
sugar, and cotton. That portion of our territory is no less rich in its
mineral resources than in its agricultural products. Missouri has its
iron mountain ; rocks of pure copper are found upon the southern bank
of Lake Superior ; ridges of coal are scattered through a great portion
of its domain ; gold is discovered in the soil of Alabama ; and unknown
quantities of lead are imbedded in the hills of Missouri, Wisconsin, and
Illinois. Thousands of tons of the produce of the bordering region are
transported in flat boats or steamers to New Orleans, through the Mis-
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sissippi, and millions of barrels of flour are shipped to the east through
the lakes, besides sugar and cotton to an immense value, which are ex
ported abroad. Even farther westward, in the region of the elk, the
Indian, and the buffalo, there are doubtless thousands of acres of land
yet unexplored, equally productive, which, at some future time, will be
the seat of opulence and refinement.
Such, then, are the resources of the country ; and we now come to
a consideration of the character of the people, as conducing to the pro
gress of domestic industry. Although our republic was originally co
lonized by emigrants from different parts of Europe — English, Dutch,
French, Spanish, Swedes, Finns, and Danes — all these colonial elements
are merged in the preponderance of the Anglo-Saxon stock. This is a
people who, in every age in which they have lived, have marked a deep
impression upon their soil, and left contemporary nations far behind
them in the monuments of human labor which they have erected. Such
is the origin of the Anglo-Americans, and they have vindicated that ori
gin on this side of the Atlantic, in building up an empire, more powerful
in its present strength, and more rapid in its advancement, than any na
tion of which we have record, within the same period of time. Within
the limits of two hundred years, they have pushed their commerce into
every sea ; with the weapons of husbandry they have ploughed a thou
sand hills and valleys ; they have established cities on her sea coasts and
the borders of her forests ; they have planted manufacturing establish
ments upon her water falls, and sent fifteen millions of freemen, in the
different departments of the trades and the professions, to advance the
strength of the country, upon a field which two centuries ago was an
echoing wilderness.
This native vigor of the Anglo-Saxon, which has been thus evinced
abroad, has been augmented in the Anglo-American by the policy of our
government. The Anglo-American colonists were, for the most part,
poor men, without high rank or title, who were obliged to hew out their
own way. Some, it is well known, were induced to immigrate from
religious motives, and others from motives of gain, but in all we see
traits which are not to be mistaken — the iron firmness and downright
vigor of the Anglo-Saxon. They came to a country in which a throne
had never stood, without any invincible prejudices in favor of prescriptive
principles and forms. They planted themselves in forests fresh in the
magnificence of nature, and burdened with the resources of national
wealth ; and it was this very Anglo-Saxon spirit which enabled them to
contend successfully, first with France and then with England, in two
long and bloody contests, and to come out victors, securing to them
selves the possession of the soil. It was the spirit of the Anglo-Saxon
which afterwards embodied itself in the Constitution of the United
States, through which they have quadrupled their effective power. It
is this which has given increased momentum to the productive industry
of the country, which places the great bulk of the people on a broad
platform of equal rights, and has made them the source of law, in war
soldiers, in peace submissive citizens, pressing motives upon their minds,
the strongest which can actuate ambitious men — a fair and open field —
to secure the greatest good. It burdens the people with no taxes for the
support of an ecclesiastical establishment from whose faith they dissent.
It gives no money of the treasury to the maintenance of a gigantic civil
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list, to the purchase of gems which are to blaze before titled rank only,
and no part of the soil is granted out to pets as a reward for imaginary
services. Throwing aside all those encumbrances which might obstruct
free industry, it says, in effect, to the people, " Come, draw your nutri
ment from the ample bosom of your mother earth, and develop the
resources of your country, for your country is your commonwealth !"
It is not our design to enter into an enlarged history of domestic in
dustry in the United States, but only to sketch distinct epochs in its
progress. Our readers need not to be informed that the original colonists
found our country a wilderness, and the commerce which was carried
on for nearly a century, both by the French and English, was confined
to the exportation of furs, which abounded in the forests, and to the
fisheries on our coast. Even up to the period of the Revolution, com
merce had not advanced to any great extent. Our people were feeble
dependencies of the English crown, cramped in their means, and doomed
to struggle with the disheartening labors of new colonies planted in the
forest. The policy of Great Britain was at that time exercised against
the manufacturing industry of the people. As early as 1731, the jealousy
which existed on this subject induced the House of Commons to pro
pose a report with respect to " any laws made, manufactures set up, or
trade carried on, in the colonies, detrimental to the trade, navigation,
and manufactures of Great Britain ;" and, in consequence of an alarm
ing discovery in respect to our manufacturing of hats, it was ordained,
that no hats or felts should be exported from the colonies, or " loaded
on a horse, cart, or other carriage, for transportation from one plantation
to another." In 1750, another law was passed, equally disgraceful to a
generous people, prohibiting the " erection or continuance of any mill or
other engine for slitting or rolling iron, or any plating forge to work with
a tilt hammer, or any furnace for making steel, in the colonies, under
penalty of two hundred pounds." It was such causes, rather than taxa
tion, that were the probable ground of the Revolution.
At this period the tastes of the people had not advanced to any degree
of extravagance. Articles of luxury, if they were ever introduced at all,
were imported from Europe ; and the colonists, simple in their habits
of life, were contented to ride from farm to farm upon pillions, dressed
in cloths woven from their own looms, and to acquire their subsistence
between the handles of the plough. This was the era of the spinning
wheel and the distaff, and their music was more often heard than is that
of the harp, the guitar, and the piano, atthe present time. Cotton, the valu
able staple of the south, was scarcely known to exist in this portion of
the world ; and the first specimen of that article, which was imported into
Liverpool in 1784, was deemed an unlawful importation, not being con
sidered the growth of this country. Then came the Revolution, which
furnished a motive for domestic production, cast off as we were from fo
reign markets. But the energies of the people were at that time turned
rather toward the arts of war than those of peace ; and, even after the
war was terminated, little could be done excepting to rebuild the shat
tered fragments of the social edifice. In 1789 the present manufacturing
system of the United States, which was the offspring of the revenue laws,
—andremaining until the embargo of 1807—was commenced. Meantime
Alexander Hamilton, in 1791, made his first celebrated report on manu
factures. Cotton mills were erected in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and
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other places, which worked up the raw material imported from the West
Indies. Under these laws, as well as the war which followed, excluding
as it did all foreign importations, domestic manufactures and the me
chanic arts received vast impulse, and the inventions of Aikwright, Hargraves, Watts, Whitney, and Fulton, tended to impress its importance
upon the public mind, so that at the peace of 1815 a large amount of capi
tal was found invested in manufactures.
At this period the full action of domestic industry was permitted to
be exerted upon the soil. At first the consumption of the people was
pretty much confined to necessary articles, luxury being limited to the
few who were rich. The energies of the nation had, moreover, been
nearly exhausted by protracted wars. The soil was but partially culti
vated, and machinery, then comparatively in its infancy, had not achieved
those glorious triumphs which we have since witnessed. But a nation
like ours, with all the freshness and elastic vigor of youth, could not
long continue in a state of depression, and it soon cast about for the best
channels of exertion. Pacific relations for the protection of commerce
were soon established with the powerful commercial nations of Europe.
The treaty of peace with England had opened to us the solid title and
peaceful possession of that immense agricultural region stretching around
the great lakes, and colonies comprised of vigorous and determined men,
began to spread their settlements along the rivers and forests of the
west. Agriculture, commerce, and the mechanic arts, fostered by the
facilities of credit afforded by our expanding resources, began to thrive
on an independent basis. Immigration from abroad began to pour in
upon us, increasing the demand for food, and the physical labor of the
country; and the mass of the people finding a wide and rich field of en
terprise around them, began to crowd into every department of business.
It was from these general causes that the republic has reached its pre
sent condition.
What is this condition ? With a country prosperous in the produc
tiveness of its crops, without war, pestilence, or famine, our granaries
overflowing with the produce of the soil, our manufacturing estab
lishments filled with the products of machinery, and our work shops with
the trophies of the mechanic arts, with a commerce which is ploughing
every sea, and a population possessing the same field of action and the
same vigor with their forefathers, the people are pressed down by ex
treme embarrassment. This condition of things cannot be traced to any
want of enterprise or capacity on the part of the people. In all the depart
ments of human labor, commerce, agriculture, manufactures, and the me
chanic arts, we have shown ourselves as a nation, to say the least, as apt as
any other which has existed. In the mechanic arts, especially, we have
attained a perfection which, considering the time in which we have had
an opportunity to act, is remarkable. Our mariners are as hardy and
adventurous as those of other nations, and our husbandmen are as stout
of heart and vigorous as the laborers of England. We manufacture
glass and the most ponderous kinds of machinery at Pittsburgh, on the
very edge of the forest. Carriages and edifices, all the articles required
for the furnishing of our houses, or the ornamenting of our persons,
gold work, silver work, and iron work, the manufacture of all the imple
ments of husbandry and all the tools of trade, machinery, and ship build
ing, may be performed here in as great perfection as in England. But
vol. n.—no. v.
46
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if the husbandman cannot sell his produce, the manufacturer his goods,
and the tradesman the products of his labor; if the merchandise of the
merchant lies undisturbed upon his shelves, and our ships float idle at
our wharves, there must be certain causes for this state of things, and
some of these causes we propose to consider.
In the first place, then, it cannot be denied, that the present pressure
has been, in a great measure, induced by the spirit of extravagance which
of late years has spread itself throughout the country ; the excess of
consumption over the amount of production. Instead of confining our
selves within our means and the reasonable wants springing from our
condition, we have expanded our expenses and the scale of our operations
in all departments of pleasure and business, so far as our facilities of
credit admitted their expansion. The high degree of prosperity found
ed on the growing power of the country, which was supposed to exist
among us, has increased our adventitious wants, and induced a luxury
which has pervaded all classes, and run like a contagious disease through
the entire circle of our population. "We perceive its evidences all
around us ; in the arrangements of our houses, our equipages, our dress,
and our amusements. The rich, who have had certainly more motive,
because they have had the means to indulge in these luxurious habits,
have set an example to the poorer classes, who could not afford to pay
the cost. If we enter upon the wharves of our- large cities, we find
them crowded with imported goods, for which money must be paid to the
foreign manufacturer, and which we might as well have produced ourselves.
Turning to the shops of our merchants, we perceive that their shelves
are piled with goods of foreign importation. The saloons of our citizens
are carpeted with fabrics from foreign looms, and their walls are adorned
with imported paintings and statues. We eat from imported plates, and
with silver forks, wrought, perhaps, by the workmen of Birmingham and
Manchester. We drink our imported wine from imported glass, and
sip»our imported coffee from imported china. We support our theatres
by imported, actors, and drive our horses in imported trappings. We
contract foreign loans for the construction of our canals and rail-roads,
and build these rail-roads of imported iron. We dress our wives and
children, as well as ourselves, in imported cloths and silks; and when we
die, we are placed in our coffins; iu imported shrouds. The amount of
these importations can be, accurately ascertained, by the state documents
which are annually issued from the office of the secretary of the treasury.
Although varying each year, according to the contraction or expansion of
the market, they are enormous. It is admitted by all, that within the last
ten years we have imported silks to the value of .
.$I 18,000,000
Wines and spirits,
41,000,000
Iron
84,000,000
the whole making an aggregate of two hundred and forty-three millions,
a small fraction of the whole of our importations within that period, but
all constituting articles which we might have dispensed with or supplied
ourselves.
We are here able to give, from the report of the secretary of the trea
sury for 18J9, the amount in dollars of the importations to our coun
try for the last six years, and also the amount of the exports of our do
mestic produce within the same period of time :
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Value of Imports.

1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

126,521,332
149,895,742
189,980,035
140,989,217
113,717,404
157,609,560

Total

.

.

878,713,290
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Value of Exports of Domestic
Produce.

1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Total

.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

81,024,162
101,139,082
106,916,680
95,564,414
96,033,821
100,951,004

.

581,679,163

In alluding to the measure of extravagance which has borne so hea
vily upon the country, we would not be understood to advocate an
abstinence from all luxuries, or a recurrence of the time, when men
lived in their primeval state in huts, clothing themselves in skins, and
feeding upon the spontaneous fruits of the earth. Xor do we profess to
belong to that utilitarian class, which would confine all human enter
prise to mere animal wants ; for these are objects which are no moro
exalted than those which actuate the beast. \V'e consider human socie
ty not a collection of fractions, but a unit. The different classes which
compose it have, by the division of labor, one common interest; and the
luxury and refinement to which they administer by their own labor, is
the necessary consequence of civilization. All the means of physical
comforts should doubtless he secured ; but human exertion should not
stop here. It should strive to improve the moral and intellectual man.
Hence, we say, that every painting and every statue which has a ten
dency to refine the taste, every book, every monument, every school,
which is designed to add one noble sentiment to the human heart, is
equally valuable with the means of mere physical comfort. Nor would
we object to luxury indulged in moderate degree. It is to the encou
ragement of these interests, that individuals in the different branches of
the fine and useful arts look for a support. What would be the condi
tion of workers in silver, if no silver work was used 1 or of the carriagemaker, if we were all doomed to walk ? Nor have we much respect
for the, miser, who with a niggardly selfishness denies himself the proper
indulgences of life, and locks up his gold in a strong-box. He is not
only of no benefit to the world, but an absolute curse, for he keeps that
back from circulation which, like the air we breathe when it flows freely
through the community, gives vitality to the working classes, and vigor
to the whole frame of the mercantile body. The evil of which we com
plain, is the excess of luxury over the means of the people, while we ad
vocate a moderate indulgence, believing that all classes are mutually de
pendent upon each other for support, and that an injury to one is felt by
all.
Another reason of the depression under which the country is now la
boring, exists in the spirit of over-trading which has pervaded the com
munity, the natural result of the spirit of extravagance. Individuals, in
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commencing business, appear to have modelled their operations on too
large a scale. They have moulded their plans on the proportion of the
market which appeared to be spread out before them, or indulged in
speculations
speculations which
in stocks
wereandfound
lands,
to which
burst like
produced
bubbles
nothing
in their
butgrasp
only—a
transfer of title, and adding not an item to the solid wealth of the
country.
We do not doubt that the best, and in fact the only, mode in which
we can save to ourselves the vast sums which are annually paid out for
foreign importations, and found the fabric of our wealth upon an inde
pendent and solid basis, is to increase the domestic production of the country.
We have attempted to show that the physical resources of the soil are
eminently favorable for agricultural enterprise, and there are spread
around us ample motives for its exertion. The land is cheaper than in
any other country, and there is an independence and substantial comfort
in the cultivation of the soil by its own proprietor, which eminently fits
it for the citizens of a republican government. The various character
of this soil, as well as its fertility, and its navigable rivers, and public
works, furnishing convenient channels of navigation to foreign markets,
renders this as safe and certain a track of enterprise as we could adopt.
But while we would have agriculture the grand foundation of our na
tional wealth, we would foster manufactures, commerce, and all the me
chanic
erectedarts.
in a portion
The manufacturing
of our country,
establishments
have gone onwhich
underhave
the pledged
already been
faith .
of the nation, and we wish to see them succeed, and turn out fabrics
which will bear a comparison with the products of foreign looms. Nor
would we, while we cherish these two important branches of industry,
neglect commerce, which is always the handmaid of refinement and civi
lization. We wish to see our inland rivers and lakes whitened by its
sails, and the sky of every navigable stream darkened by the smoke of
the steamer. We wish to see every fabric which floats the waves, be it the
flat boat of the Mississippi, the shallop of the village stream, or the oak
leviathan, driven by wind or steam, which ploughs the mid ocean,
"Do
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freighted with the produce of our soil.
We could wish to see every department of the mechanic arts prosper
ous under the fostering hand of the government ; and we believe that a
crisis is now approaching in which such will be found our only true po
licy. The principle which the present crisis is inscribing upon the mind
of the nation, is that of retrenchment and reform ; and we believe that
the conviction is beginning to be strongly impressed upon us all, that we
have too long depended upon foreign nations, and that we have within
us all the resources of mercantile independence.
In order to show what our country may become, by the domestic in
dustry which we havo advocated, we need only glance at the present
commercial condition of England. Her people and ours are of the same
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stock, and we see the little island, which appears like a speck in
the ocean, achieving a reputation as the first commercial power on the
globe. It is not the magnitude of her domain, for our territory is more
than fifteen times larger than the whole island of Great Britain. It is
not the fertility of her soil alone, for we have thousands of square miles
of equal value ; and it is not her geographical position, but it is the pro
ductive industry of her people, which has made the island like a garden,
and her manufacturing establishments the workshops and the mart of the
world.
It is only by directing the enterprise of our people to the right chan
nels of productive industry, and by cherishing this enterprise by politic
and enlightened legislation, that we can become in fact, as we are now
in name, an independent nation, and cqmpete with England in the mar
ket of the world. There is no formidable obstacle in our way to prevent
this result. We have the soil, the climate, the resources of navigation,
the machinery, the mechanical skill, the freedom, and the physical vigor.
In our own country, the four great branches of national enterprise, com
merce, agriculture, manufactures, and the mechanic arts, may each be
directed to the aid of the other, and to one great end. They are twin
sisters, with golden tresses falling upon fair countenances, and with bo
soms swelling with the exultations of hope, bearing the olive branch of
peace and the horn of plenty, linked hand in hand by the bonds of affec
tion. Like another Ariel, they will watch over the destinies of the re
public. They will enrobe the fields of our wide spread country in rich
harvests. They will hurry the operations of the spindle and the waterwheel, and bring the blessings of independence to every man's door.
They will fill our warehouses with the products of our own skill. They
will induce an interchange of the productions of our different states, and
thus strengthen the bonds of our union. They will whiten our inland
seas and rivers with commerce, send forward our ships and steam ves
sels upon the ocean freighted with the products of our own industry,
and make us the first, as we are now, after the lapse of only two centuries,
the second commercial power upon the earth.

Art. II.— MORAL AND POLITICAL FREEDOM.
What is civil freedom, and for what is it valuable? How far do we
enjoy it? How far are our institutions fitted to preserve it ? These are
questions which we are apt to leave without reply in our common ac
clamations for liberty.
God has created society for the benefit of the individual man. He
looks down upon the world not as a congregation of nations, or states,
or cities, or villages, but as an aggregation of individuals. The good
order and happiness of the mass, or of the majority, is not his ultimate
object — it is the culture and happiness of the individual man. It is not
the world, but man ; not society, but the soul, which directly interests
him. Society was constructed for man, and not man for society. His
discipline, growth, and excellence, were to be advanced only by means
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of society, which the wisdom and benevolence of God therefore frames.
Now, to imperfect beings, perfect and peaceful freedom is only compati
ble with perfect isolation and solitude. Perfect freedom is complete
lawlessness — a state in which each man consults only his own inclina
tions and impulses. If his feelings were all right, if his judgment were
infallible, he might live in society without any other law than the law of
his own mind and conscience; but, being an imperfect and erring crea
ture, a passionate and selfish being, and placed here as such, and for the
very purpose of disciplining his passions and eradicating his selfishness,
living in the midst of those equally disposed with himself to gratify their
inclinations, it soon discovers itself to his reason, that the comfort and
happiness of all require that society should be under some regulation,
and this regulation* whatever form it may take, is government. Govern
ment, defined properly, is the laws by which society is regulated to the
best good of individual men. I observed in the first place, you will
remember, that society is nothing in itself; has no interests of its own —
being in fact merely a name; that the individual is every thing in the
sight of God. Much more, then, is government, growing out of society,
unimportant in itself, having no independent rights, no divine authority,
but entirely valueless and unauthoritative, except as far as it sustains
society in its proposed influences upon the welfare of individual man.
The best government is that which renders society most favorable to the
development of individual man. Now, what is the true development of
individual man ? Man's whole dignity resides in self-control — self-go
vernment. He is designed to be ultimately a law to himself. He has
rebellious passions and appetites — he has a wandering and wavering
will. He is a kingdom made up of discordant elements, of contrasting
and contending factions. He is sent into the world as a tribe of savages
might be set in the midst of a forest, to work out by experience, by
conflict, by sorrow, by discord, their civilization and final establishment
as a free nation. Indeed, the history of the world is only the history of
the individual written in larger type. Man is born a savage, and passes
through barbarism, and semi-civilization, to his destined condition. Like
the world, though in an inverted order, he has his iron, and his brazen,
and his golden age. His development and destiny is the reduction of his
various faculties and propensities to their internal law ; in other words,
it is to self-government; and precisely in proportion as he governs him
self, is he absolved from other government. He is a freeman just to the
degree in which he enslaves himself to his own conscience ; for the
only law which man is under obligation to obey, is the law of right.
That law is enforced by God, in penalties, as far as it is not voluntarily
submitted to. Man's excellence resides in a complete obedience to that
law. He is a free agent — he therefore obeys it voluntarily or not at all.
As far as he infringes it he suffers. But suffering by no means compels,
though it may incline, and induce him to submit. The only freedom of
which he is capable, is the voluntary accordance of his will with God's
will. Then obedience is no longer slavery. He is perfectly free; for
the definition of freedom is the undisputed exercise of the inclinations;
and when the heart loves the right, the will practises it as the very law
of its being, and is as free as though it made the law itself, having no
disposition to change it.
You observe, then, that freedom, free agency, is the very essence of
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man's life and soul. As far as he is compelled, he loses his worth. The
whole purpose of his creation is self-government, in other words, freedom;
for this is the only freedom, as we have demonstrated, of which man is capa
ble. All laws, then, except the laws of God, written in the constitution of
our nature, are in themselves offensive and opposed to man's native li
berty. Government is a necessary evil. If society could exist without
government, it were much better, and as far as it can exist without it, it
should. That government is best, therefore, which allows the most free
dom — that is, which allows man to act most as he pleases. The only
apology for any government, as we have said, is this, that in the imperfect
and undeveloped state in which we here exist, some restraints upon in
dividual liberty are necessary to secure the largest freedom to the great
est number ; for all men have equal rights to freedom, and the weak
must combine against the strong and institute laws in order to preserve
their own liberties. Still, all along, you observe, that government is an evil
because it substitutes force for voluntary obedience, might for right, and
takes man out of the control of himself to place him under a foreign
compulsion orrestraint. We begto be understood here : we are notarguing against governments or laws, but we represent them as a necessary evil.
In one sense, nothing is evil which the condition of man renders neces
sary, that condition being as much ordered by Providence as his existence
itself. But whatever grows out of the weakness, sin, or imperfection of
man, whatever is to be done away with in his progress in wisdom and
goodness, is in itself to be called evil, being the attendant upon it, just
as the physician is the growth or representative of disease, and has his
calling and existence done away by the prevalence of health. Now, go
vernment in itself being a necessary evil, on account of its interference
with the freedom of man, upon which freedom his growth and excellence
depend, it ought to be allowed only to the smallest possible extent. To
determine what this extent is, has been and continues to be the great
problem. This had been much easier of solution if the object of society
had universally been allowed to be the culture and happiness of the in
dividual ; but, on the contrary, false and mischievous notions have pre
vailed in politics, which have quite overlooked man and the soul ; and
governments have been constituted with reference to the preservation of
the rights of particular classes, or for the security of governors, or for the
promotion of objects subsidiary to the good of the individual. There
has always been an interested party, whose lust of power has resulted
in governments of altogether unnecessary rigor. Absolute governments
are the worst of all governments, because they make no acknowledgment
of the right of individuals. Tyrannies deserve reprobation, not so much
because they infringe the actual liberty of individuals, although this is
bad enough, as because they strike at the very root of human dignity,
and are directly and flatly at war with the object of life. It is for this
reason that slavery is so much to be condemned and lamented — and all
the more for the difficulties which perplex its removal — not that the im
mediate happiness of the slave is so greatly impaired, as that the great
right of his life, the great peculiarity of humanity, the noblest privi
lege of his being, the inalienable claim of manhood, is denied him.
Take away free-agency and moral responsibility, and you reduce a man
to a chattel, a thing—you steal his soul away. This is the great objec
tion to tyranny, that it shows no respectforman.no regard to conscience —
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that it destroys self-government — that it thus interferes with God's pri
mary law in the creation and condition of humanity. And governments
are inimical to the best interests of man, just as they infringe upon or
disregard this principle. They approach perfection precisely as they
allow to each man the largest possible self-control, or voluntary conduct,
consistent with the similar rights of the other members of society. A
society of thorough Christians would need no government. Each would
be a law to himself; and love, which is the fulfilling of the law, would
secure justice to all. Christianity contemplates the final destruction of
governments, except as far as certain regulations, which will give no
power to rulers, and will execute themselves, may come under this name.
The excellence of a government is to be determined by the effect it
has upon the culture and happiness of individual men. The largest
freedom is essential to this, and our own government is to be prized
above all others on this very ground. It seems to us that the oversight
of this plain principle is at the bottom of that distrust which certainly
possesses very many lovers of law and order relative to our institutions.
We are not able to say, neither are we much concerned to know, how
the practical action of our government compares with that of others upon
the order, and peace, and submissiveness of society. It seems to me to
be quite a secondary question, how far it may facilitate commerce, or
agriculture, or nourish the arts, or give dignity and importance to the coun
try as one among the nations of the earth. These interests take care of
themselves, and are by no means the highest interests of man. We ad
vocate the views of no party, nay know not distinctly what the views of
any party are ; but government is not to be measured by such standards.
We strongly suspect, indeed, that free-trade will at some day be found
most conducive to the interests of society, although the practices of other
nations may require us, in self-defence, to adopt for the present other
principles. But this is by the way. What we would say here is this :
that the merits of our government are not to be measured with certainty
by the difficulties which may perplex its operation. For instance, be
cause freedom is sometimes abused with license — because the power of
the people is sometimes injudiciously exercised — because the liberty of
the press is sometimes perverted — because varieties of opinion in reli
gion, politics, and other like subjects, divide and agitate the community —
it by no means follows that liberty is to be restrained, or that other forms
of government which prevent these evils are therefore better. They
may be, nay, they certainly will be, attended with worse evils. Order,
Eeace, submission, are merely negative. They are far from being the
est things. Confusion with freedom is better than order with slavery.
The peace of an absolute government is the peace of the grave. Its
order is the harmony of machinery. Allow men to be men in the ex
ercise of their individual wills, minds, and consciences, and they must
needs dispute, contend, differ. Make them slaves, chattels, and they
will be as docile and united as a herd of sheep, or the spindles of a
factory. Those who abuse or distrust our institutions commonly take
narrow views of the ^objects of society, and low views of man. The
ease, dignity, and elegance of the upper classes of England is certainly
superior to our own. The subserviency, obedience, and handiness of
their domestics, infinitely surpasses any thing of the kind we enjoy. The
fine arts certainly flourish under a wealthy and leisurely nobility — they
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certainly struggle under republican influences. What then? Is society
designed for the benefit of a single class, or to promote the elegant ac
complishments of life ? Not so. The activity, and enterprise, and free
dom, of our whole people, is not to be depressed and restrained, that the
few who are unwilling to help themselves, may enjoy more ease or ele
gance in their domestic establishments. If government be designed for
the benefit of society as society, without reference to the individual,
other forms may possibly be shown to be more desirable than our own ;
but on no other ground ; and even on this it would not be difficult to
show that in the end, what is most favorable to individual growth must
finally redound to the perfection of society, so that America may hope
yet, to produce, in good time, a race of artists and scholars that will sur
pass any the world has seen. And this is not an ebullition of national
vanity, but is based upon great principles.
Be it remembered, that our government is tho only one on the face of
the earth that in its very outset starts with an acknowledgment of the
great foundation of all true governments, namely, the welfare of indi
vidual men — their equality, their right to freedom. It should occasion
us no pride, but only excite our deep gratitude that our's was the first
country where the noble experiment of a government based upon the
great law of humanity was tried. It was by no accident and no human
foresight that this trial was made. The progress of human events com
pelled it. The experience of many centuries had been working out the
ideas which are at the bottom of it. And no sooner was a place found
on the earth favorable to their foothold, than, by a necessary providence,
they planted themselves there. It would seem as if God had kept this con
tinent from the discovery of the woild for ages, that it might not suffer by
the experiments of government then trying elsewhere ; that no tradi
tional prejudices, or hereditary predilections, or time-hallowed political
errors, might interfere with the establishment of a government based
upon truth and righteousness. No where else could freedom then have
found a safe asylum, much less a wide and generous home, when even
now no nation of the old world is prepared to give her a public welcome,
received as she is by stealth by many faithful spirits in all lands.
The greatest blessing of all others in our political institutions, is that
they are based upon true principles, by which I mean, principles in ac
cordance with the nature and adapted to the progress of individual man.
They are free institutions, because man is by right a freeman, and tho
more free, the nobler and better. When we examine our government,
we are not to look at the evils that attend its operation, as though they
belonged necessarily to it. Tho tendencv of the institutions is to be
regarded — their principle. An error in principle is vital — an error
in practice is venial. A government based upon false principles must
act wrong, and worse and worse continually. A government based on
right principles may occasionally err, but it must err less and less, and
its very errors touch near a vital part. Thus the acknowledgment of
human equality is a fundamental truth. No government can possibly
answer the true ends of government without it. But its publication is
attended with misconception, vulgar pride, assumption and the idle exer
cise of authority on the part of the people. But after all, what aro these
exhibitions of bad taste, compared with the stupid inferiority and cringvoL. II. — no. v.
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ing and broken spirited disposition of the man in countries where this
principle is denied.
The freedom of the press, too, is attended with considerable evils —
with abuse of public men, with political rancor, with constant excite
ment ; but what is this, compared with the excellent benefits resulting
from the free expression of opinion, the widest exercise and publica
tion of thought, the dissemination of truth on political subjects, the se
curity which this general espionage over government gives us for its
faithful discharge ! Where this freedom is not allowed, government
may be less frequently disturbed, public men less abused, and public
measures less questioned ; but an ignorant and slavish submission to
public authority will take the place of a free and enlightened obedience.
Be it observed, too, that while in other governments the necessary pro
gress of man in knowledge and power tends to overthrow their order,
and introduce constantly more and more difficulty into their councils, so
that nothing but more rigor, or else constant concessions to the demand
for liberty, will preserve peace. In our own, increased knowledge is
just what we ask to perpetuate our institutions. Every day must re
move the practical difficulties in their operation. Thus, with our increa
sed intelligence, which this very freedom of the press facilitates, its own
action will be regulated, its tone elevated, and its licentiousness fall
under the ban of public opinion, which is the only restraint compatible
with freedom. Thus, too, the vaunted power of the sovereign people —
a true principle, however abused — will be exercised with more and
more prudence, as the public mind becomes, through the activity and
free inquiry which this very principle cherishes, more and more en
lightened.
It is very frequent for Americans to claim a more general diffusion of
knowledge among them than among any people. This seems to me
not to be true. In the common sense of education, the Scotch, the Ger
mans, the Prussians, are far better educated. But what is true, and far
more important, because it is to be traced to a principle — education
must finally be more general and better here than any where else ; and
even without the benefit of as good schools here as abroad, which, how
ever, we need nothing but time and experience to supply, even without
school education, it cannot be denied, that there is infinitely more acti
vity of mind, more common sense, more practical ability, among us, than
among any people. The public mind is stimulated in these United
States to the most extraordinary and unexampled degree. The educa
tion received from circumstances, from enterprise, from interest in pub
lic affairs, from newspapers, from public responsibility, from the un
shackled use of the faculties, in fine, from the general intercourse of man
with man as an equal — the education which is received here from free
dom, the good sense inculcated by our institutions, which lay broad and
true ideas at the very bottom of every citizen's mind in his early infancy,
and open his soul to truth, come from what quarter it may — this is the
education, after all, which is most valuable, and which is here universal,
taught in the great public school of national feeling and habit. The ar
tificial or school education of these states is very imperfect, but every
day is improving it, and the necessity and demand for it proceeds from
the right quarter — from the people themselves. The value of know
ledge is here known ; those who ask for instruction are always ready
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pupils. The mind of this people is vastly before their schools. There
is thought enough in America to make a great national literature ;
but as yet we have no true book-makers — no retired students to collect
and express it. There is genius enough here to produce great works
of art— but it is properly diverted into works of great public utility.
Our national roads, our rail-ways, our viaducts, our ships, our institu
tions are our fine arts — our government is one great architectural struc
ture. Men who, born elsewhere, would have been poets, artists, or
scholars, are here workers — politicians, statesmen, public orators. The
thought of America expresses itself in action. There is too much to be
done, for much to be well said. It is no subject of regret that we have
not a national literature or fine arts. Nothing but a diseased action in
the public health could possibly have produced them at this time. And
if the public mind receive instruction from other sources, the great ends
of literature and arts are answered ; neither having any value except
for what they effect in developing and elevating the mind of the people.
The effect of our institutions and condition is to exercise the faculties
of our people to an immense extent, and this is all that we should ask.
To set people thinking, is the greatest possible service you can render
them. To bring mind into activity is education ; books being a mere
accident, and no essential part of education, and doing for none any
thing more than the incompletest portion of their development.
But we must draw these remarks to a rapid and forced termination.
The substance of the view we have taken, may be thus briefly compre
hended. We need to have an intelligent idea of the real worth of our
institutions and of freedom. Freedom is desirable in all things ; because
freedom of will, of conduct, of thought, of conscience, is the necessary
condition of human progress and the great principle of human dignity.
A free government is invaluable, because it leaves man as much as pos
sible in his natural state — leaves him as much as possible to himself—
to his self-government, self-control, and self-culture. Our institutions
are principally valuable because they let us alone — more to be prized
for what they do not do, than for what they do. Our country flourishes
and man improves, because, for the first time, humanity has a fair chance
to act itself out. Man walks here without shackles, in no prescribed path,
with no sentinels to stop his progress in any direction, or at any pace ho
may choose to go. Thus, faith in humanity is at the bottom of our
freedom ; and it has been proved that the more free you make man, the
nobler and the better he is. The more you cast him upon his own re
sources — leave him to his conscience — neither support nor cumber his
trade, his religion, his literature — but leave them all to struggle for life,
the better they thrive. The great distinction and privilege of an Ameri
can is this, that he is permitted to be a man — a self-sustained, selfregulating, a free man — the only man — not a subject, a slave, a machine
— not in this caste, or that— belonging neither to the second or third
with
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within — amid his fellows and equals — to work out his own happiness
here and salvation hereafter, as he best can. This is freedom and
humanity. God's government and man's government reconciled. De
mocracy is thus theocracy, and conscience, the vicegerent of God, is
placed at the head of our national institutions.
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We should end lamely, did we not point directly again to what we have
constantly insinuated ; that as the restraints ofcivil government are loosened,
the bands of private government are to be lightened — that civil freedom
is only safe to those who are in subjection to their own consciences.
That nation is freest, after all, which is most in bondage to God. That
man is the true freeman, whose will is reconciled to the right— who is
not only absolved from the fear of the law, but from the fear of the future
and its judgments. A few noble spirits have been free under the great
est outward tyranny, because their minds could not be fettered ; and
men may be slaves in America— slaves to public opinion, slaves to vice,
slaves to fear, to the devil. Those who sin are the servants of sin. A
law against murder is no restriction upon a man who has no inclination
to kill. But all laws, however light, are slavery to those who are lawless
and vicious, and the requisition of God and conscience are the worst
slavery of all to those who do not become freemen in Christ Jesus, by
learning to lovo the law, and so render their duty, their inclination, their
necessity, their preference. The love of the right and of God is thus
the secret of all freedom. It alike frees the slave of the most absolute
tyranny, and binds to the rule of safety, the citizen of the laxest freedom.
The disciple of Jesus is free every where— in Turkey or America, on
earth and in heaven.

Art. III.-CAUSES OF UNSTEADINESS OF THE CURRENCY,
AND THE REMEDY THEREFOR.
NUMBER I.

WHAT CONSTITUTES CURRENCY?
A recent writer, in treating of the currency, remarks, that there is no
subject in relation to which more erroneous notions prevail. " The ex
pansion of the currency, the contraction of the currency, the deprecia
tion of the currency, are," he continues, " every-day expressions, and yet
very few persons can precisely point out the elements of which the cur
rency is composed."* Nothing can be more true. The trade in money
has been so universally the subject of restriction and regulation, and has
been so much mystified, that it is generally deemed incomprehensible; the
consequence of which is, that few persons attempt to understand it, al
though the most important of all trades, and the one which it is most
desirable should be perfectly understood. With the single exception
of the maintenance of peace, there is no matter of equal importance
with the establishment, and maintenance, of steadiness in the .value
of that commodity which is the measure of the value of labor and of pro
perty of all descriptions. It tends to promote physical, moral, and in
tellectual improvement, while unsteadiness and irregularity tend to pro
duce physical, moral, and intellectual deterioration. Our readers will,
therefore, we trust, not be indisposed to give a little time to an inquiry
into the causes of unsteadiness that is so uniformly observed to exist,
and into the mode of preventing future changes.
* Raguet on Currency and Banking.—p. 181.
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In the early period of society, trade is carried on almost entirely by
barter. The tenant pays his rent in labor, or in produce, and his land
lord exchanges that produce for such commodities as are required for
his consumption. With the increase of capital, of population, and of
trade, a medium of exchange is adopted, and by slow degrees the sys
tem of labor and of produce rents passes away. The tenant contracts
to deliver money to the owner of the land which he cultivates, and the
purchaser of a commodity delivers money to the owner in exchange
for it.
From an early period, gold and silver appears to have been used for
the purpose of facilitating exchanges — or as currency; but it is only
within a comparatively short period that they have come into general
use in the internal commerce of any nation. "Even now, throughout a
large portion of the continent of Europe, labor and produce rents are
almost universal, barter exists to a vast extent, and money is little used.
Nevertheless, among all civilized nations, silver and gold are the stand
ards by which all values are compared. That they should have been
thus universally adopted, results from the fact that, although dissemina
ted throughout a large portion of the earth, their production requires a
larger amount of labor than is required for an equal quantity of any
other commodity equally susceptible of being rendered useful to man, and
hence they will at all times exchange for more labor, or more of the pro
ducts thereof, than an equal quantity of any other commodity, with a few
unimportant exceptions. Gold is, therefore, said to be more portable than
silver, and the latter more so than iron. The same power which would be
required to move a ton of silver could equally well move a ton of iron,
and therefore it is not in that sense more portable, but it is so in the fact
that the first represents the labor of forty or fifty thousand days, while
the latter represents only that of fifty or one hundred. Diamonds are
still more portable than gold, but they are little used in the arts, and
are incapable of the subdivision required to fit them for use as a
general instrument of exchange. The labor required for their collec
tion is great, and they owe to their rarity the estimation in which they
are held. The annual consumption of gold and silver is nearly equal
to the annual product, and it tends constantly to increase, whereas of
diamonds there is almost none The owner of any quantity of the pre
cious metals may feel assured that they will not be less useful fifty or a
hundred years hence than they now are, and consequently that the desire
to possess them will then be at least as great as it now is, whereas the own
er ofdiamonds can have no security for the continuance of that taste which
alone induces persons to pay extravagant prices for them.
The great consumption of gold and silver takes place in those parts
of the world in which population and capital most abound, and where
commodities of the most expensive description are manufactured.
There is the best market for them ; and hence there is a constant current
from the countries which produce those metals, to those which consume
them — from Mexico, Peru, Russia, and others — to London and Paris.
London is the centre of capital for the world at laige, and to that point
is the tendency of the current greatest ; and that tendency, in a natural
state of things, is as constant as is that of water to the ocean. Fall
where it may — upon the highest hills or in the lowest valleys — we see
water collecting in streams, constantly augmenting in volume, until they
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finally discharge themselves into the great reservoir. In like manner
we observe the small quantities of silver produced in the various parts of
Mexico gradually collecting together and directing themselves towards
Vera Cruz, Tampico.or St. Louis, to be there exchanged for commodities
required by the producers. Thence they pass off to New Orleans, New
York, and other places, where they serve for a time the purpose of
facilitating exchanges, but at length are transmitted to Europe, to be
there used in the manufacture of the various commodities into the com
position of which they enter. With every approach to the great market,
there is an increase in their exchangeable value, and thus a pound of
silver will command a larger quantity of the conveniences and comforts
of life in New York than at Potosi, and a still larger quantity in Lon
don than in New York". This difference of value constitutes the dif
ference of exchange, which, in a natural state of things, is always in
favor of the gold-consuming countries — those which most abound in
capital. Its extent is generally limited to the cost of the transportation
and insurance of gold or silver.
This centripetal tendency of the precious metals observed throughout
the world, prevails in nearly an equal degree between all the smaller
centres of capital, and the districts dependent upon them for supplies.
Thus, every part of the states of New York and Pennsylvania desiies
to place money in New York and Philadelphia, and exchange is conse
quently always in favor of those cities, as in Massachusetts it is in favor
of Boston. They are the large streams through which the water of the
springs and creeks must pass to reach the ocean.
While remaining in the form of coin, or bullion, the precious metals
are useful only as instruments for facilitating exchanges, precisely re
sembling carts and wagons, which add nothing to the quantity of com
modities produced, yet are highly useful in aiding exchanges between
the producers and consumers. The more perfect the means of trans
portation, the smaller will be the amount of capital employed in vehicles
for transporting the products of labor, and the larger will be the amount
of capital in the form of ploughs, barrows, and other machinery, by aid
of which the quantity of commodities is increased In like manner, we
should find with every improvement in the facilities of trade, a constant
decrease in the amount of gold and silver required for the performance
of exchanges, and an equally constant increase in the capital applied to
agriculture and manufactures, causing a constant decrease in the propor
tion between the medium of exchange and the amount of commodities
to be exchanged.
In the early ages of society, there is little security for person or pro
perty ; men have little confidence in each other, and credit is unknown.
When exchanges are made, the commodities exchanged are delivered
on the instant. The facilities of transportation are small, and men seek
money, because readily hoarded or transported. With the increase of
population and capital, men become daily more secure in the enjoyment
of the rights of person and property; there is a constant improvement
of physical and moral condition, and confidence arises. It is no longer
deemed necessary that all commodities should be paid for on the instant.
Money is no longer hoarded. Its owners desire, on the contrary, to use
it in trade, or to lend it to others who will so use it, and will grant them a
compensation, in the form of interest, for the advantage derived from its
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aid. Shops are opened for the purpose of trading in money, and those
who possess gold or silver coin, or bullion, deposit it with the masters of
those shops for safe keeping. With the farther increase of confidence,
men are enabled to adopt labor-saving machines, termed checks or drafts,
by which the money deposited to their credit is transferred. Another
step in the progress of confidence, gives us circulating notes, by means
of which money deposited in a bank is transferred from hand to hand with
no farther trouble than that attendant upon the delivery of the note. We
now have a mixed currency, composed of the precious metals and of pa
per, convertible on demand into coin, a consequence of the increased con
fidence of man in his follow man, resulting from the steady improvement
of physical and moral condition that acccompanies increase of wealth
and population. With every step in this progress, we should find a di
minution in the proportion of currency to production, and thus, that the
total amount of a mixed currency would bear a smaller proportion to the
trade of the nation by which it was used, than would that of another na
tion whose currency consisted exclusively of coin. As every diminution
in the proportion which capital employed in transportation bears to the
merchandise transported, is an evidence of improvement in the facilities
of exchange between places, so every diminution in the proportion
which currency bears to exchanges, is an evidence of an improvement
in the facilities of exchange among persons, the best system being that
which affords the most perfect facility at the smallest cost.
In the advanced state of society now existing in Great Britain, and in
the older states of the American union, all exchanges are performed by
aid of money; that is, the party desirous to obtain any commodity, stock,
house, or land, contracts to deliver in exchange therefor a certain number
of dollars, or pounds. The laborer contracts to exchange a certain
quantity of labor for a certain amount of money. The landlord demands
a certain quantity for the use of his house, or his land. The shoemaker
and the tailor demand dollars in exchange for their shoes or their coats.
Every man who desires to change the form in which his capital exists,
seeks some one who will contract to deliver money in exchange, and
having done so, his next business is to find another who will, in exchange
for money, contract to deliver him that commodity, or property, which
he desires to possess.
In this manner, all capital, as it becomes disengaged, or uninvested,
assumes the form of money, or of claims for the receipt of money. The
laborer has accumulated a capital equal to the labor of a week, and he
has it in the form of silver, or in that of a claim upon his employer, or
in that of a bank note ; both of the latter being convertible upon de
mand into coin. B has sold to his neighbor a house, for the price of
which he holds his due bill, payable on demand in coin. C possesses a
thousand dollars in silver, the produce of one hundred barrels of flour.
D has twenty thousand dollars to his credit in bank, the produce of
land that he has sold ; and E has a similar sum in circulating notes, re
ceived in exchange for a bond and mortgage, or for a promissory note
discounted for him at a neighboring bank. All these persons have capi
tal uninvested, yielding them no return. All of them can convert it into
coin if deemed necessary, but so long as the power of making a draft
upon the employer, or a check upon the banker, or as the possession of
bank notes, places them upon the same footing, and gives them the same
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power of purchasing commodities as if they had the coin in their pockets
— so long as capital in any of those forms passes current as money, none
of them will deem it necessary so to convert it. On the contrary, C will,
most probably, place his thousand dollars in a bank, in order to avail
himself of its services to transfer it to his order in such sums, and to such
persons as he may desire, thus facilitating his exchanges.
In order that capital in any form shall constitute currency, it is indis
pensable that it be applicable to the fulfilment of contracts for the deli
very of money ; that is, if not in the form of coin, it must be convertible
thereinto on demand. A bond or note, payable in one, two, or three months,
or years, cannot be so applied. Its owner may barter it, as he would a
house, or a horse, but it is invested capital, and cannot be used for the
purchase of commodities, or for the payment of notes, or other debts
payable in money. If he desire so to use it, he must find some one who
has uninvested capital, and who is willing to invest it by purchasing his
bond, and giving him money in exchange. A bank note, or the check
of an individual, that can be converted on demand, will pass current
among fifty or five hundred persons, cancelling as many engagements for
the delivery of money ; but a bank post-note, or a check, that cannot be
so converted, will only be received by those who are content to wait,
upon being allowed a consideration for the delay and the risk attendant
thereupon. It cannot obtain currency. The manufacturer who sells his
goods on credit, must either have sufficient uninvested capital to enable
him to pay the wages of his workmen, or he must find some one who
has, and who will exchange it with him for the notes he receives from
the purchasers of his goods.
Contracts for the delivery of money, to pass current as money, must be
convertible not only at the time, but at the place at which they are held.
The attention of the reader has been drawn to the fact, that the precious
metals tend always to the centres of capital of the various portions of the
world, and through them to the place of chief consumption, which is
London ; and that there is a tendency to a constant increase in this ex
changeable value as they approach that centre. A bill of exchange drawn
on London is therefore more valuable in New York than a sum of money
equal in amount thereto ; and so is a bill on New York in St. Louis, or a
bill on St. Louis in Mexico, their possessors having the power to claim
a certain quantity of gold or silver, which has paid the expense of trans
portation and insurance, on its way to the great market of the world.
The appearance of such a bill in New York, has the effect of arresting
the efflux of money to a similar amount, while the influx is not diminish
ed, and thus the currency of New York is increased by every transfer of
uninvested capital from London, while every such transfer tends to dimin
ish that of the latter. A bill on New York produces no such effect in
London, until its owner, having transmitted it to the former, has recei
ved money in payment, after the lapse of one, two, or three months.
It sometimes happens that contracts for the delivery of money pass
current in places where, from the natural course of trade, they would
not do so, without special arrangements for that purpose. All the bank
notes of Massachusetts pass current in Boston, because the banks through
out the state have agreed to redeem them there. Without such agree
ment, there would be always a discount upon those payable out of the
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city, equivalent to the delay and expense attendant upon sending them
home for redemption.
Claims for the receipt of money, whether in the form of bank credits
or deposits — the notes of banks or of individuals — or of bills of ex
change — can be current, and can act as currency, only when their owners
have the power to apply them at the time and place to the discharge of all
engagements for the delivery of money.
To constitute currency it is, however, essential, that in addition to the
power, there should be the will to use, or to make currrent, capital ex
isting in the several forms above described.
Gold buried in the earth, or deposited in strongboxes, is not currency.
Its owner wants the will to use it. Whenever there is an increase in
the tendency thus to hoard the precious metals, the currency is dimin
ished and prices fall. Whenever there is a diminution of that tendency,
the currency increases and prices rise.
Gold or silverretained in the vaults ofbanks to meet their engagements,
is not currency. If the holders exchange it with those who possess
their notes, or have other claims upon them, it is merely a change of the
form in which the currency exists; but if they lend it out without can
celling their existing liabilities, it then constitutes an addition to the
amount of currency.
Circulating notes, or certificates of deposit, the owner of which wants
the will to use them, cease to be currency. Thus, let us suppose the
amount on one day as follows :
Circulation, specie and notes
...
$5,000,000
Deposits,
10,000,000
815,000,000
and that the owners thereof are all desirous of investing it in the pur
chase of commodities, stocks, houses, &c, but that the morrow brings
with it news that war is likely to take place. This intelligence pro
duces doubt as to the stability of the existing state of things, and the
owners of capital lose the desire of making investments. The currency
is reduced by this change of will, and now stands thus :
Circulation,
85,000,000
Deposites, the owners of which require to use
them for the performance of existing engage
ments,
5,000,000
Total currency,

....

$10,000,000

The remaining five millions are not current — they have ceased to have
any influence upon the prices of commodities or stocks, all of which
fall, because money has suddenly become scarce, although the apparent
amount of the currency is unaltered.
If doubt and uncertainty continue to increase, every person who has
a claim for money desires to have it paid, and there is a constant diminu
tion in the will to re-invest it. The consequence is a continued fall of
prices. The necessity for circulation diminishes with the diminished
prices of commodities and the diminished power to purchase them, and
it gradually assumes the form of deposits in bank, or in the coffers of
voL. II. — no. v.
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individuals. In this state of things, the parties with whom these depo
sits are made are not unfrequently, in order to prevent universal bank
ruptcy, obliged to assume the responsibility of loaning out the capital
placed with them, and thus is produced the phenomenon of an increase
of the apparent amount of currency, with a vast reduction of prices.
We now find —
Circulation,
84,000,000
Deposits,
13,000,000

But the owners of eight or ten millions of these deposits
$17,000,000
have not the
will to use them. The institutions with which they are lodged now owe
two millions more than at the first period, and their loans have increased
two millions. They are more expanded, yet money is said to be scarce,
and prices are reduced one third, or perhaps one half. What is now
wanting is, that the owners of capital should acquire the feeling of con
fidence that is necessary to produce a desire to convert their claims for
money into commodities or securities, and thus to invest their capital.
The moment that feeling arises, the debtors to the banks are enabled to
part with the property they hold, and the same operation cancels at once
the liabilities of the banks and their claims upon the community. The
apparent amount of currency is reduced, and prices rise. The real amount
is increased, because the owners of capital have acquired the desire to
invest it.
Every one familiar with the operations of trade, must have been struck
with the fact, that prices are frequently much lower when the liabilities
of banks, in the form of circulation and deposits, are large, than when
they are moderate in amount. After months of severe pressure, during
which it is supposed that those institutions have been steadily reducing
their loans, it is found upon inquiry that they are more expanded than
ever, the simple reason of which is, that individuals, alarmed at the pros
pect of a reduction of prices, or the approach of war, withdraw their
capital from employment, placing it in the banks on deposit, thus increa
sing the apparent currency, and the banks are compelled to lend out a
part of the capital thus deposited, to prevent the ruin of those who have
engagements to meet.
A deposit in the bank of England, to the credit of a person residing
in New York, is not currency in the latter ; but if he grants his order
for the delivery of it, it becomes so, as those to whom it is granted can
use it in discharge of debts payable in London. He receives the money
that would have been transmitted, had he not made the draft. If he wills
to apply it to the purchase of stocks or commodities, its character of
currency continues, but if he deposits it in a strong box it ceases to
be so.
The proprietors of uninvested capital retain it in the form of coin, or
bullion, or deposit it with individuals, or associations, to be transferred
by means of circulating notes, checks, or drafts. The total amount thus
held may be applied to the purchase of real estate, stocks, or commodi
ties — may become current — if the owners will it, or they may hoard their
gold, and let their deposits lie idle and unproductive to them, if they
want the will to invest it. In the one case, it constitutes currency ; in
the other, it does not. Currency is capital seeking investment.
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This definition is more comprehensive than that usually given, which
embraces only bank notes and specie, and some of our readers may be
inclined to doubt its correctness, but a little reflection will, we think, sa
tisfy them of it. The man who transfers $1,Q00 by a draft on a neigh
boring merchant, or broker, or by a check upon a bank, does so as com
pletely as if he had delivered that amount in gold, or in bank notes. If
the person drawn upon does not possess that quantity of uninvested capi
tal, he must dispose of a portion of his invested capital to those who can
give him money to meet the draft. He must deliver that amount in such
form as will enable the receiver to fulfil any contracts for the delivery
of money.
Every increase in the amount of capital thus seeking investment, tends
to produce a depreciation of the currency, by raising the prices of com
modities. The term depreciated currency is, however, more commonly
applied to those promises to deliver money which are in current use, and
yet are not redeemed on presentation. Money may thus be depreciated
in reference to stocks, houses, and commodities, and bank notes and
credits may be depreciated as regards money.
In our next we will endeavor to show what are the causes which tend
to produce variations in the amount of currency.

Art. IV.— RATE OF INTEREST— USURY.
The House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Massachu
setts, during its present session, passed an order that a select committee
of five be appointed to consider the expediency of modifying or re
pealing all laws regulating the rate of interest, except so far as may be
necessary to establish a legal rate in cases where there is no rate speci
fied. And that said committee also inquire into the expediency of pro
viding by law, that a rate of interest greater than six per cent. shall in no
case be taken, and that a violation of such law shall be considered a penal
offence, and be punished by fine and imprisonment. The reports of the
majority and minority of that committee have been transmitted to us, by
the politeness of the Hon. John P. Bigelow, Secretary of State. It is
not possible to insert them at length in this number of our magazine; we
have endeavored to present, by liberal extracts from their pages, u fair
view of both arguments. The report of the majority quotes the broad
principle laid down by a distinguished writer, " that no man of ripe years
and sound mind, acting freely, with his eyes open, ought to be hindered,
with a view to his own interest, from making such bargain in the way of
obtaining money as he sees fit. Nor should any body be hindered from
supplying him upon any terms he thinks proper to accede to." This
pnnciple the majority report affirms to be manifestly correct; an opinion
which we consider to be sound and true.
" The principal reasons," says the majority report, " in favor of a legal
regulation of the rate of interest, are two. First, that money possesses
an attribute which is possessed by no other commodity, and which is
given to it by law, namely, — it is the measure of value. Second, some
regulation is necessary to protect the needy borrower from the rapacity
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of greedy usurers, who would take advantage of his necessities if the
law did not protect him. A slight examination of these reasons may be
useful in this inquiry.
" Does money, then, possess any attribute not possessed by other com
modities?
" Money is found in the early stages of civilized society. The precious
metals appear to have been adopted as a measure of value, by all na
tions, on account of their being better adapted to the desired purpose
than any thing else. In the exchanges of property, to which a civilized
state of society gives rise, it early becomes necessary to find some com
modity which would answer as a measure of value in effecting these ex
changes. For, as the seller of one article might not be able to obtain,
from the person to whom he was selling, other articles necessary for his
use, but be obliged to procure them from a third person, it would be
necessary for him to take some article in payment which would be re
ceived by such third person, 6r if he must deal with several persons, an
article which would be received by any or all of them. The precious
metals are well adapted to this purpose. They are so valuable for many
purposes, as to be desired by every body. They are not destructible.
They are easily transported from place to place. They are divisible in
to minute parts, so as to be equally useful in the smallest and largest ex
changes. For these and other reasons, they appear to have been adopt
ed by general consent. And inasmuch as they were easily adulterated,
and it was not always convenient to ascertain their weight, it was found
necessary for governments to cut them to pieces of a given weight, and
affix a stamp certifying that these pieces were of such weight and of a
given fineness, which stamps were originally a mere mark upon the in
got, but changed by degrees to a stamp upon the sides and edges of the
coin."
" Now the gold and silver in its uncoined state, is an article of mer
chandise in the eye of the law, and is bought or sold in the market at a
price higher or lower, according to the relative proportion of the supply
to the demand. Does, then, the stamp of the government change its
character? That stamp is merely a certificate that the piece is of a cer
tain weight and fineness."
*
•
*
*
" It is not perceived that the coining imparts any value to the metal,
or clothes it with any special attribute."
" Gold and silver, therefore, would seem, not only as bullion, but as
coin, to take their value in the market according to the proportion that
the supply of them bears to the supply of other things."
*
*
" If wc suppose a state of things when money is worth six per cent.
interest, and the profits of business will enable a borrower to pay that
rate, and leave him also a fair remuneration for his time and skill ; and
then suppose another state of things, when, owing to an unfavorable
balance of trade, or a famine, which makes it necessary to export the
specie in the country to pay for bread, or to any other cause, the supply
of money is reduced one half. Prices have fallen. The same amount
of money will command twice the value of other articles which it would
before, or twice the quantity of real estate. The value of money has
doubled, — and doubled in obedience to laws that no legislature can
control. But the law forbids the taking of greater rate than it allowed
before, and thus inflicts an injury, it may be, on all parties. There is a
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demand for money from debtors to pay existing debts. The obstacle
thrown in the way of borrowing it at such rate as it is worth, compels
them to throw property into market, and sacrifice it at a half or a third
of its value, when the scarcity of money may be owing to temporary
causes, and a loan for a short time, at a small sacrifice in the way of in
terest, might have saved a much greater loss. There is also a demand
from persons who wish to purchase property at the current low rates.
These are prevented from giving what they think it for their interest to
give, and from thus creating a competition for property that would pre
vent that ruinous sacrifice which must be made in many cases. And if
any person loans money at the legal rate, in this state of things, and re
ceives payment when the currency has been restored to its former rela
tive value, he can only receive half as much as he lent. He receives the
same nominally, but it will command but half as much of any descrip
tion of property as it would command when the loan was made."
" Regulation of the rate of interest has been thought to be necessary
by many, because, were not a rate fixed by law, borrowers would be sub
ject to the extortions of usurers, and needy men, in particular, would be
at the mercy of avaricious capitalists. It is, however, the opinion of many,
and that opinion is becoming more and more prevalent, that these re
strictions not only do not benefit borrowers, but are an actual injury to
them. For in loaning money at a rate of interest above that which is
allowed by law, the first step is to break the law and become liable to its
penalty. The lender takes this risk into the account, and charges a pre
mium for assuming it, which the borrower must pay. Parties also dis
like to be known in evading the law, and are thus led to act through
brokers ; and it is frequently remarked among men of business, that
usurers will ask and obtain through brokers prices for money which
they would not think of asking if they acted openly for themselves.
These expenses are all to be borne by the borrower, in addition1 to the bro
kerage, and are all to be traced to the operation of the law."
*
«
»
»
#
" It is a matter too notorious to be denied, that notwithstanding the
restraints of law, money takes its market value. It is quoted in the
newspapers daily ; and it must be apparent, that such is the state of pub
lic opinion, that an enforcement of these restrictions is an impossiblity
which the law cannot achieve. Now, where any law is openly and uni
mitted
versallytodisregarded,
remain on the
it isstatute
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book.question
Publicwhether
opinion is
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should
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thority to legislative enactment. Legislation in opposition to it is worse
than useless. Not only does the law at variance with public sentiment
become a dead letter, but the non-observance of it tends to engender a
disposition on the part of individuals to disregard law whenever it may
be for their interest or convenience to do so.
" There is another consideration which deserves attention. The ten
dency of the laws regulating the interest of money, and fixing a maxi
mum rate which may be taken, is to favor monopoly, and in a remote
degree, if not directly, promote those convulsions in the business com
munity, with which in this country we seem destined to be periodically
afflicted. The law fixes the maximum rate at six per cent. Immense
sums are to be loaned by institutions which are under the eye of the au
thorities, and cannot take any greater rate. Large amounts are also
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loaned by individuals, who from conscientious scruples, or perhaps some
fear of the law, feel confined to that rate. Circumstances occur which
raise the market value of money above six per cent. As money is in de
mand, those who have it to loan receive many applications for it. The
law has fixed the rate of six per cent. as the highest that may be taken.
The lender having this fixed in his mind, only considers which applicant
offers the best security. As men are apt to be captivated by great
names, the probability is, that the money will be loaned to overgrown
houses of high credit, or corporations of large nominal capital, and turn
ed away from the hands of the industrious and enterprising part of the
community, who are driven to usurers to borrow at a greater rate, with
out the benefit of that competition which would exist among lenders
were there not a law which prevents these lenders from coming into
open market. It is remarkable that, in the crisis of 1837, those houses
that were most extensively engaged in business, and supposed to be the
most substantial, were among the first to yield to the pressure. And it
is not improbable, that the tendency of the laws to turn the current of
floating capital into the hands of parties of high reputation for wealth,
was the primary cause of their too great extension and final failure."
The majority of the committee entertaining these views, were of
opinion, that it was desirable to expunge from the statutes of the state
the laws relating to usury, as among those unproductive of good, and
which were practically disregarded. But they suggest reasons why an
entire repeal of those laws would not now be expedient; they think,
however, " that the way might be seen clear, to take one step towards
the repeal of laws, which can be looked upon only as relics of ancient
ignorance and prejudice, leaving it to succeeding legislatures to act far
ther in the matter, as the public good may require." They therefore
reported a bill, that no person should thereafter be liable to certain
portions of existing laws, for taking, upon any loan of money made after
the enactment of the bill, a greater rate of interest than six per cent.,
when such greater interest shall not have been taken for a time longer
than six months. Provided, however, that corporations or banks are
not to demand or receive, in any way, any greater rate of interest or
discount than such corporations are now allowed to take by law.
The report of the minority, the author of which stood " solitary and
alone," is written with ability, and its style and argument are creditable
to the dissentient member. We have already devoted so much space to
this subject, that we feel obliged to condense the argument of the mi
nority report into as brief space as possible. The author commences
with the remark, that the " experience of all nations and ages has found
it necessary to protect the great mass of the community from the avarice
and extortions of money dealers and usurers. And this common expe
rience
such laws;"
and practice
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" There is no more money in the world to be let at one rate of in
terest than another. The usurer does not r,ake the money that he lets,
it is created by government, and ought no' i be increased or diminish
ed, and the alternations of scarcity and pit / produced by usurers, is a
crime deserving of the severest punishm^
The reason for leaving
the price of every thing else to take care
tself, instead of being an
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argument in favor of leaving the interest of money to take care of itself,
is the strongest reason against it. When the price of any thing rises,
it stimulates a greater production, and the supply is made to meet the
demand. But when, on the other hand, the price of money rises, as it
cannot stimulate the government to make more money, every person
uses it more sparingly, and consequently prices fall, when, if the mea
sure of value had not been tampered with by usurers, prices should have
risen or remained stationary. Money is designed to point out to the
community the scarcity and plenty of every thing else. But how can it
do this, if money itself is liable to the alternations of scarcity and plenty ?"
•
#
*
•
" Money is not like any thing else in the world. It can hardly be said to
be a consumable article. It is so durable, that a large part of the gold
and silver in use before the Christian era, is still supposed to be in ex
istence ; and the productiveness of the mines but barely serves to keep
up in the world the wear and tear of these very indestructible materials;
the amountin use, therefore, must always remain about the same, andn«ne
of the reasons for the rise and fall of the prices of any thing else, can
be applicable to money."
" It is often contended, however, that the price paid for the use of
money is no more susceptible of legal regulations than the rent of
houses, the price of goods, or the wages of labor. But the interest of
money is not analogous to any of these things, unless there is a kind of
analogy between interest and rents. But, then, rents of all kinds de
pend, in a great degree, upon the interest allowed on money. If the in
terest on money were twelve per cent. instead of six, the rents of houses
and lands would of course be doubled. No man could afford to make
improvements, or undertake any kind of business, that would not pay
the interest on the capital invested. So if interest were reduced, every
one must see that rents, dividends, and profits, would also be reduced.
How absurd then, it is, to compare the laws against usury with a law
fixing the rents of houses and lands, when it is evident, that this very
law
way afgainst
it can bo
usury
done."
does, in fact, fix the rate of rents in the most effectual
»
»
•
•
" We are often told that both the borrower and the lender desire the
repeal of the usury laws, that it is for the interest of the borrower to
hire money as cheap as possible, and of the loaner to get as much as he
can for the use of his money, and the whole matter can be safely left
with them. There is more plausibility than truth in these assertions.
For it is obvious, upon a little reflection, that the interest of the borrower
and that of the lender is not, upon the whole, adverse to each other. It
is for the benefit of the borrowers as a class, to have the rate of interest
high ; because a high rate of interest enables more men to give up
business and live upon the interest of their capital, and consequently
leave more business to be done by the borrowers of money. The lower
the rate of interest, the more business requiring the investment of large
capital would have to be done by the real owners of wealth. It is there
fore for the benefit of the borrowers, as a class, to have the rate of interest
high enough to bribe the capitalist to lie still, and suffer the borrowers
to be the conductors of most of the speculating, mercantile, and manu
facturing business of the community, although in this way the people are
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obliged to support two sets of men, instead of one, in these employments.
There is no reason why the borrowers, as a class, should desire to have
the rate of interest low. The borrower does not pay the interest on the
money he borrows, any more than the auctioneer pays the auction tax,
or the merchant the duties. The borrower, the auctioneer, and the mer
chant, know that these are each a method of indirect taxation ; that the
interest, the auction tax, and the duties, are all to be repaid to them with
profits by the consumer. It is the consumer, then, and not the borrower,
the auctioneer, and the merchant, that has an interest to have all these
different contrivances of indirect taxation reduced down to the lowest
rate consistent with the general good.
" The experiment of repealing the laws against usury has been tried
in almost every country, and found to be pernicious. The rate of inte
rest was formerly fixed in England at ten per cent. This law was re
pealed in the sixteenth century, and for nineteen years the interest on
money had no legal limit. Lord Burleigh, in the reign of Elizabeth, re
stored the law, giving the following reasons : ' that the repeal of the sta
tute against usury, had not been attended with the hoped for effects, but
that the high price for money, on usury, had more and more abounded, to
the undoing of many persons, and to the hurt of the realm.' In 1685, the
rate of interest was reduced to eight per cent. And Sir Thomas Culpep
per, a writer of great knowledge, in speaking of the good effects of this
reduction of the rate of interest, writes thus a few years afterwards :
' This good success doth call upon us not to rest here, but that we bring
position
the use of
— for
money
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was
will
made
find against
no op
it, is now answered by the success.' Oliver Cromwell reduced the rate
of interest from eight to six per cent., and the reduction was confirmed
after the restoration, on the following grounds : ' For as much as the
abatement of interest from ten in the hundred in former times, hath been
found by notable experience, beneficial to the advancement of trade, and
improvement of land by good husbandry, with many other considerable
advantages to the nation, and whereas in fresh and recent memory, the
like fall from eight to six per cent., hath found the like success to the
general contentment of the nation, as is visible by several improvements,
&c.' All the writers of those times seem to agree in the descriptions of
the benefits conferred upon the nation, by the several laws reducing the
rate of interest. Finally, in 1714, the rate of interest was reduced to
five per cent., upon the ground, ' that the reducing the rate of interest
to ten, and from thence to eight, and from thence to six in the hundred,
hath from time to time been found beneficial to the advancement of trade
and the improvement of lands, &c.' It should, besides, be remembered,
that the repeal of the usury laws in the state of Alabama, was attended
with such a rise in the price of money, and other ruinous consequences,
that they were re-enacted in less than one year after they were re
pealed.
" But it is often said, that the laws against usury are not enforced, that
the price of money is promulgated every day in the public papers, and
that it is sometimes two or three per cent. a month, and that laws which
are not enforced had better be repealed. But the evil consists in this,
that the penalty against usury has been repealed, while the law against
usury exists on the statute books. There was no complaint of the non
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enforcement of the law, v\ hile the penalty for taking excessive usury was
a forfeiture of principal and interest. Who would dare to let money to
another, at unlawful interest, when he knew that the law made the bor
rower a competent witness to convict him of usury ? But the chance of
losing the interest, or treble the interest, is not enough to restrain any
body that has a mind to do so, from taking excessive usury. But let the
former penalties be restored, and we shall never again hear of money
shaving, at two or three per cent. a month."
Such being the opinions of the author of the minority report, he ap
pended to it a bill to restrain excessive usury ; which provides, that every
contract for the payment of a greater rate of interest than six per cent.
should be void, and that, if an action be brought on such a contract, the
defendant should recover full costs, and the plaintiff forfeit both princi
pal and interest. That whenever a greater rate of interest than six per
cent. shall have been paid, with or without the principal or any part of
it, the parties paying may recover back all he had paid, both of princi
pal and interest, if process be commenced within two years from the
time when the last payment was made. That any person who directly
or indirectly shall receivo any greater interest than six per cent., shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to a fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding six months, or both.
The reports have not been acted upon by the house, so far as our
knowledge extends. When they como up for consideration, they will
unquestionably elicit a most interesting discussion, which may prove of
great importance and value to those in other states, whose attention has
been directed to a matter of such universal concern, as the laws relating
to the rate of interest upon loans, and punishment of usury.
Public opinion appears to be in favor of a repeal or modification of
the usury laws throughout the country. The citizens of Philadelphia
have recently petitioned the legislature' of Pennsylvania, for a repeal of
the law in relation to promissory notes and acceptances having not more
than six months to run. The memorialists refer to the beneficial effects
which have been experienced in England, during the late severe money
crisis, from the adoption of a similar measure, as regards paper having
twelve months to run. A pamphlet published in London, in January
last, entitled, "Remarks on the management of the circulation, and on
the condition and conduct of the Bank of England, and of the country
issuers during the year 1839, by Samuel Jones Lloyd," fully corroborates
this assertion. Mr. Lloyd is an eminent banker, and is favorably known
as the author of several publications on currency and banking, and his
testimony is therefore valuable, as founded both upon practice and
theory.
We give an extract or two from Mr. Lloyd's pamphlet. At page 54,
he says:
" With a view of strengthening the hands of the bank, (of England,)
and enabling it to check the otherwise irresistible demands for increased
issues upon discount, the usury laws, so far as they affected the rate of
interest charged upon discount of bills, have been repealed, and great
benefit has arisen from this measure. It is difficult to say to what ex
tremity the bank would have been reduced at the present moment without
this protecting porccr.
"The partial repeal of these laws, has been of incalculable advantage
voL. iI.—No. v.
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to the commercial community, by securing the free circulation of capital,
and the power, by the inducement of higher interest, of determining the
application of it to those quarters in which the demand for it may be
most intense. This is the true source from which public and private
credit in periods of emergency ought to be sought, and from which it
will be obtained, more legitimate in its character and more effectual in
its purpose, than that which is derived from an improper tampering with
the circulation. Of this, recent circumstances have afforded a striking
illustration."
The author then refers to the case of the agency of the bank of the
United States, which was enabled to negotiate a large loan, in conse
quence of this modification of the usury laws, and proceeds thus :
" The inducement offered in the case to which we have alluded, was
great; because it required a strong temptation to induce capitalists to di
rect their resources to that quarter, whilst the object to be gained was
worth a high price. Had the same rate of interest been charged to a
small dealer in a transaction of limited extent, we should have heard
much of the harshness, extortion, and injustice perpetrated under a re
peal of the usury laws. This example, however, as well as general
reasoning, may teach us to recognise the policy, as well as the justice, of
leaving every man free to judge of his own interests, and to decide for
himself the price which it may be worth his while to pay for obtaining
a certain advantage, or for protection against an apprehended danger.
The unexampled firmness, with which the pressure under wbich the
trading world is still suffering, has hitherto been supported, is probably
attributable to a combination of causes; but there can be no doubt that the
free circulation of capital., resulting from the mod/fed repeal of the laics
by which it was restrained, has materially contributed to this result.
Happily in this case, as in most others in commercial affairs, where
there is free competition, the interests of the community and that of the
individual are never at variance."

Art. V. — THE OPIUM TRADE — ENGLAND AND CHINA.
The belligerent attitude recently assumed by England towards China,
has produced, and is still creating, consequences which must ere long
end in the entire suspension, if not utter annihilation, of our valuable
Chinese trade. In either case, the most ruinous results will fall heavily
upon the interests of our wealthy and enterprising merchants, many of
whom are largely engaged in it, and who are free from the slightest sus
picion of having trafficked in the interdicted drug — a practice held in
such abomination by the Chinese emperor.
As the opium traffic to China, from the time of its commencement
until the enactment of the bloody drama lately produced by it in that
country, has throughout combined to call into existence the measures by
which our commerce is likely to suffer permanent and irreparable injury,
its history, and the effect it has produced upon the inhabitants, and inci
dentally upon the government of China, must be known and apprecia
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ted, before the great causes which have influenced the emperor to adopt
a strict, perhaps severe course of policy, for its suppression, can be fully
understood.
It is now more than seventy years since, that Colonel Watson, then
an officer in the service of the East India Company, first proposed to
take advantage of the taste manifested by the Chinese for opium, by
shipping it from British India to support the revenue of the company.
No considerations of morality or religion were urged against this novel,
and, to christian men, somewhat startling expedient, which was at once
adopted by the council, and measures taken for carrying it into imme
diate effect.
Before this period, the amount consumed by the Chinese did not ex
ceed two hundred chests annually. This was admitted by their empe
ror upon the payment of a slight duty, entirely on account of its medi
cinal qualities, and wholly ignorant of the baleful influences produced
by it, when habitually used as a stimulant.
In 1767, the number of chests had increased to one thousand, at which
annual rate it continued for several years after.
The East India Company were, during this period, in the full and
profitable enjoyment of the trading monopoly of half the eastern world ;
and the cultivation of opium within their territory, and its importation,
was insignificant, when compared with other vast interests, from which
their revenue was derived. And this affords an explanation of the in
difference manifested by them towards increasing this traffic, when the
income derivable from it was so little necessary to their prosperity, and
at the same time fully accounts for its immense increase, after their com
mercial and trading franchises were thrown open to all British subjects,
and freely shared by individual competition.
In 1781, larger adventures were made in opium for the Chinese mar
ket, and immense profits were realized from its sale. As a natural con
sequence, the trade was continued upon a scale of increased magnitude,
and during the same year, the Bengal government freighted an armed
vessel with it, the proceeds of which were paid into the treasury of the
company at Canton. Three years afterwards, another ship, containing
a still greater quantity than any thafrhad preceded it, was sent to China
from British India, throughout the territories of which it was annually
cultivated.
This extensive introduction of the drug among the Chinese, and the
intemperate use which they made of it, gradually injured a great portion
of them ; and instances of its destroying the physical and intellectual
energies, and finally the lives of its votaries, were alarmingly frequent.
To those unacquainted with the destructive consequences resulting
from the continued use of opium, the recital would be sufficient to fill
their imaginations with the most frightful images of human suffering.
The habit, slowly yet surely, coils itself around the miserable victim,
until he is chained in the half-clutched grasp of death ; and when once
he becomes enslaved by it, his doom is sealed, and no hope on earth is
left for him. To resist the destroyer is beyond his strength ; and we
have the testimony of eminent medical men, men of experience too, that
direful consequences, and even death, would often result from sudden
andLike
totalalcohol,
abstinence.
opium, in the mind of its new votary, creates bright and
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pleasing visions, although its effect is much more powerful. When ta
ken by those whose constitutions and intellects are unimpaired, all ob
jects appear clothed in a gorgeous and heavenly light. The most bright
and glorious imaginings are conjured up by its influence, and their fan
cies are bound in the glittering spell of a mighty enchantress. But
when it has brought upon the wretched victim disease of mind and con
stitution, the effect produced by the drug is fearfully changed. Instead
of creating pleasurable sensations, the imagination clothes surrounding
.objects in all the frightful horrors of hell. Every gloomy thing which
a distempered vision can create haunts the mind, peopling it with dreary
and revolting imagery. Sleep no longer furnishes repose, for it brings
with it the most unearthly and frightful dreams ; and a state of mental
misery, too dreadful to be borne, inflicts its daily and nightly curse.
But the effects of the poison do not stop with intellectual destruction.
While under its influence, the gestures of the victim are frightful ; the
eyes have an unnatural brilliancy, and the expression of his countenance
is fearfully wild. The physical debility which results from the excitement
is awful. The appetite is soon destroyed, every fibre in the body trembles,
the nerves of the neck become affected, the muscles get rigid, the diges
tive organs are rapidly impaired, the frame becomes emaciated, the me
mory speedily fails, and he becomes prematurely old, until at length his
very existence is a deep, a dreadful punishment ; and after offering up
to the revengeful god which his appetite has created, the powers of his
intellect, the health and energies of his body, and the last gleam of his
moral perceptions, death casts around him her dark shroud, and he is re
moved from the scene of his mortal sufferings.
The. destructive effects we have described, in a short time after the
increased introduction of opium into the Chinese empire, developed
themselves among the inhabitants with alarming rapidity.
From a few isolated cases of disease, suffering, and death, the number
swelled to thousands, until 1796, its baleful influences had become a na
tional curse. Whole communities were infected by the poison, and
health, happiness, fortune, and life, were cut off by the destroyer.
The Emperor of China saw the rapid strides of the deadly agent, which
he had suffered to enter his dominions while clothed in its original garb
of a simple and useful medicine, and wondered that it could so soon
have become transformed into the fell murderer of his subjects, and
trembled as he looked upon the vast amount of human suffering and
death which its votaries had already heaped around this altar of their
mad idolatry. He saw them sacrifice to its worship, their families, their
friends, their futuie hopes and joys; and traced to its demoralizing
source, the powerful elements that would, unless annihilated, number
the days of a dynasty whose years were told by tens of centuries.
Detesting the considerations that could urge an increase of revenue by
permitting the longer introduction of a drug so deleterious in its conse
quences, the emperor created, and caused the promulgation of a law, by
which, in 1796, its importation was wholly interdicted, and those found
guilty of smoking it were pilloried and bambooed, and the venders
and smugglers made liable to the severer penalties of banishment and
death.
As no treaty existed with any foreign power by which its introduction
into his dominions was guarantied or sanctioned, his right to interdict it
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was clear, absolute, and unlimited ; and in prohibiting its traffic under
the penalties we have mentioned, he committed no infringement of the
commercial rights of other nations ; and the subjects of Great Britain,
although deeply interested in its continuance, were entirely destitute of
the slightest foundation for complaint.
This law, although universally known by all foreign merchants, was
openly disregarded, and opium, in defiance of its mandates, was still
sold to the infatuated Chinese in increased quantities, and at higher
prices than before. The supineness and utter inefficiency of the Canton
authorities to enforce it, permitted its violation with impunity by the
English, through whom nine tenths of the drug was introduced, while
all attempts to punish the native vender were rendered abortive, by the
refusal of the wretched consumer, even under torture, to divulge hi.s
name. In a short time, bribery and corruption were resorted to for
the purpose of silencing the subordinate officers employed by the empe
ror, that the introduction of the drug might be continued with greater
safety; and the destructive appetite engendered by its use, and the pro
hibitions existing against it having greatly advanced its price, the impor
tation from British India continued to increase, and its dreadful influ
ence upon the Chinese progressed with startling rapidity. Again and
again, did the emperor of that nation send forth his stern and strict de
crees against the deadly traffic ; but they were unheeded by those upon
whom it was showering the wealth ofprinces, and unheard by the wretched
beings to whom the knell of its discontinuance would have sounded with
more solemn dread than the warning voice of their own immediate de
struction.
The East India Company, by whose merchants most of it had been
imported, and throughout whose dominions its cultivation was rapidly
increasing, at length became fearful that if they continued openly to
deal in it, their other trade to China, which was of much greater impor
tance, would be injured, and their servants were commanded not to im
port it in the ships of the company, under pain of being dismissed from
their service.
If this prohibition had proceeded from the desire to cause a discon
tinuance of the iniquitous traffic in which they had been engaged, their
motives would have been worthy of an enlightened, a humane, and
christian age ; but as the end will show, their object was widely differ
ent. Notwithstanding their refusal to employ their own vessels for its
continuation, a monopoly was created, by which more than half the
opium raised in British India was cultivated under their direction, and
for their benefit, expressly for the Chinese market; which, after being
sold in Calcutta to private individuals at an immense profit, was shipped
to Canton, its original place of destination.
As the situation of England with reference to the opium traffic cannot
be thoroughly understood, and the principles upon which she has acted,
and will continue to act, in her relations with China, appreciated, without
an acquaintance with the nature and extent of interest which her govern
ment and East Indian subjects possess in its continuance, it becomes
necessary to bestow upon these a brief examination. Previous to the
10th of April, 1814, the East India Company enjoyed the rich mono
poly of the entire eastern trade ; and the extent and variety of their
commercial transactions and interests, prevented them from paying much
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regard to the cultivation of opium within their territories, and as we have
before remarked, furnished the entire cause of forbidding its transpor
tation. Since that period the trade has been opened to all English sub
jects, and private competition soon triumphed over its unwieldy rivals.
As the revenue derived from their commerce decreased, it became ne
cessary to resort to some means by which the deficiency could be sup
plied, and as the officers of that company have never been remarkable
for morality or conscientious scruples when their interests chanced to
weigh in the opposite balance, the extended cultivation and sale of
opium within their dominions, intended for the Chinese market, was de
termined upon. The regulations by which this has been accomplished,
and the tyrannical means through which they have -been enforced, are
characteristic of the colonial policy which Great Britain has ever pur
sued, and which is productive of more horrors to the miserable men
over whom it is exercised, than has ever fallen to the lot of those whom
modern slavery openly and avowedly chains.
The extent of territory occupied by the poppy in India, and the
amount of capital, and number of inhabitants, engaged in the preparation
of opium, are much greater than in any other part of the world.
The provinces of Malwa, Benares, and Patna, furnish the principal
quantity, and almost every chest of the drug exported from India bean
one of their names.
Although the chiefs of the former province are subject to British con
trol, yet its soil is not under the management of the company, but they
derive no inconsiderable sum from the transit duties levied upon the
opium raised within it, as it passes through their territory, on its way to
Bombay or Calcutta, where it is sold, principally to British merchants.
But in the latter provinces, the company have for many years exercised
over the inhabitants an authority quite as despotic as that by which the
serfs of Poland and Russia were ever ruled. The owners of the soil,
who are called Ryots, are compelled annually to cultivate, for the com
pany, a certain portion of their land for the production of opium. No
one
takeisitsuffered
withoutto first
cultivate
entering
it forinto
his an
own
agreement
benefit; and
with should
the company
he underat
their fixed and arbitrary rate, his property is immediately seized by
their officers, and he is compelled either to destroy his poppies, or to give
ample security for the faithful delivery of the product.
Advances of money are made to him through their subordinate offi
cers and servants, and if the Ryot refuses to accept the advance, it is
thrown into his house ; and should he attempt to abscond for the purpose
of avoiding this unjust imposition, he is forcibly seized, the advance is
tied up in his clothes, and he is thrust into his house and there confined,
until, perceiving resistance useless, he submissively wears the chains
which oppression in its worst form has thus thrown around him.
Immense tracts of land, the richest and most valuable of any in Bri
tish India, which were formerly used for the cultivation of more useful
and less deleterious plants, have, for several years past, been covered
with poppies, produced by the system of tyranny we have described.
Every successive year has marked their increased spread, and has
brought with it and heaped upon the weak and unoffending natives ad
ditional wrongs and multiplied cruelties ; and even the miserable pit
tance which the company advance to compensate them for their labor
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and the use of their soil, is more than three fourths absorbed in passing
through the hands of corrupt and oppressive officers before reaching its
legitimate owners. But the poor natives must not resist, or their fate is
rendered still more wretched, and the few rights they are permitted to
enjoy entirely wrested from them. The officers of the company, their
legalized plunderers, are suffered to exercise unlicensed arbitrary powers.
As the cultivation of the drug is forced upon them, they are suspected
of concealing it for private sale and personal advantage; and the surveil
lance exercised over them, for the purpose of detection and punishment,
is attended with hardships and the vilest oppression.
In order to extort bribes, all which they hold most dear is violated, and
the privacy of their miserable abodes, and the sanctity of their females,
must be purchased from the police and custom house searchers, at what
ever sums their grasping avarice may induce them to demand. And
all these manifold outrages upon the liberties of men — these barbarous
impositions and cruelties — these palpable, repeated, and continued vio
lations of morality, religion, and common justice, are perpetrated and
sanctioned by the laws of enlightened England — that christian, slaveryhating nation, whose statesmen profess to look upon the institution of
slavery in this country with indignation and holy horror, and who de
nounce its authors as the enemies of liberty, christianity, and freedom.
Let them turn from us, and look upon the dark face of their vast Indian
empire, and there mark the gloomy bondage of millions and tens of mil
lions, chained to the cultivation of a drug, the consequences of which
are misery, disease, and death ; let them there examine the cruel mockery
of a system of laws which, although nominally conferring freedom and
the rights of acquiring and enjoying property, in reality fastens upon
the victim a severe and lasting bondage —making him a miserable slave
upon the soil which he is told to call his own; and then let them, if they
dare, publish to the whole enlightened world the true features of Ameri
can and British slavery, side by side, and let heaven judge between the
horrors of each, and hurl retribution upon that nation which is most guilty,
and for our own we should have no fear.
Great Britain cannot charge the responsibility of the enormities we
have mentioned, upon her colonial government ; nor has she ever been
ignorant of their extent and cruelty. The whole subject of Indian re
venue and commerce, was before the imperial parliament in 1832, and
the cultivation of opium constituted its most prominent feature. A mass
of evidence was spread before a committee of investigation appointed
by the house of commons, in the course of which the iniquitous and
wicked measures by which the company compelled the cultivation of
opium, were fully and forcibly delineated ; and the manner in which its
traffic with the Chinese was earned on, developed and explained. But
the revenue of India derived from it, and the immense amount of capi
tal which was invested in it by British merchants engaged in the Chinese
trade, triumphed over the considerations of morality, justice, and na
tional honor; and in the report of the committee, received and sanctioned
by both houses of parliament, it was declared inexpedient and improper
to reduce the revenue of British India by annihilating the opium interest;
and upon these grounds did England openly countenance, and in effect
legalize, a traffic, which was annually "destroying millions, and which
was carried on in open violation of Chinese laws and international right;
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sequences that have since resulted from it ; and a part, perhaps but a small
part of them, has been the execution by the Chinese authorities of thou
sands of their miserable people for smuggling the interdicted drug
from the British ships ; the destruction of property, health, and life,
which it has caused throughout the Chinese Empire; the vast injury it
has created to the trade of all nations whose vessels visit Canton ; and
finally, the recent insane and bloody career of Captain Elliot in the
waters of that port.
Since this openly expressed determination by the parliament of
Great Britain to continue its cultivation, the quantity of opium pro
duced in India has rapidly increased, as will be seen by the following
statement of the amount sold by the East India Company at Calcutta,
from 1800 to 1837.
In the season ending
ins:—
—
Chests.
Sicca Rupees.
1800 . . they sold
4,054 . . for . 3,142,591
ii
1810 .
4,561 . . "
. 8,070,955
tt
1820 .
4,006 . . " . 8,255,603
it
1830 .
8,778 . . " . 11,255,767
it
1835 .
12,977 . . " . 13,215,464
ii
1837 '.
16,916 . . "
. 25,395,300
The value of the Sicca Rupee varies, its lowest rate being about fortysix cents. Taking it at this valuation, the opium sold by the company
in 1837 would amount to eleven millions six hundred and eighty one
thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight dollars.
The actual costs to the company, of producing and selling it in Cal
cutta, is three millions eight hundred and ninety-three thousand nine hun
dred and forty-six dollars, leaving them a profit of sevqn millions seven
hundred and eighty-seven thousand eight hundred and ninety-two dol
lars.
The table of sales which we have given, is taken from Mr. Mont
gomery Martin's useful and elaborate work, entitled "Statistict of the Co
lonics of the British Empire," and maybe relied upon as perfectly accu
rate, while our information in respect to the profit derived from the drug
is obtained from the official accounts of the company.
This vast sum forms a part of the revenue of Great Britain. The
East India Company are the trustees of the crown, and as such, are ac
countable for its just and proper management. By an act of the British
Parliament, all the real and personal property belonging to them, was,
on the twenty-second day of April, 1834, vested in the crown, subject to
all claims, debts, contracts, etc., then in existence, or which might be
created by competent authority.
By this act, the functions of the company were made wholly political,
and they were to continue the government of India, with the concurrence
and under the supervision of the board of control, till the thirtieth of
April,
From1854,
this and
it will
all participation
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commercial
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interests wasday
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away.
1834, the government of Great Britain has been deeply interested in
continuing the opium traffic. Its annihilation since that period, would
have cut off a material source from whence her revenue is derived, and
would have produced great embarrassment in the management of her
Indian possessions. The measures taken for the purpose of increasing
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the cultivation of the drug, since its imperial proprietor succeeded to the
enjoyment of its profitable returns, are conclusively evident of a deter
mination to make this branch of the royal revenue as large as possible.
In 1835, as our statement shows, the number of boxes sold in Calcutta
was twelve thousand nine hundred and seventy-seven, and the sum re
ceived for them amounted to six millions seventy-nine thousand one hun
dred and twelve dollars forty-four cents ; while in 1837 the number of
boxes had increased to sixteen thousand nine hundred and sixteen, and
the amount for which they sold had advanced to the enormous sum of
eleven millions six hundred and eighty one thousand eight hundred and
thirty-eight dollars, almost one hundred per cent. in the short space of two
years.
This immense increase in the cultivation and sale of the drug, under
the express sanction and authority of the English government, has been
produced solely and openly for the Chinese market — the ultimate desti
nation of all the opium raised in British India; and in an article written
by D. Butler, M. D., late opium examiner of the Benares agency, " On
the preparation of Opium for the Chinese market," communicated to the
Benares and Behar agencies, in 1835, and published in the Journal of
the Asiatic society of Bengal, in March, 1836, the purpose for which the
poppy is cultivated, and the drug prepared to such a vast extent, is plainly
and unequivocally declared.
From this article, it appears that the Chinese value any sample of opium
in direct proportion to the quantity of hot-drawn watery extract obtaina
ble from it, and to the purity and strength of the flavor of that extract
when smoked through a pipe ; and the whole aim of the agencies is to
prepare it so that it may retain as much as possible of its native sensible
qualities, and its solubility in hot water. And it is on account of its su
perior qualities upon these points, that Benares opium brings a higher
price in the Chinese market than that of Behar, Malwa, or Turkey, the
last of which, however, is mostly consumed at home, although during some
years two thousand boxes of it have been imported into China.
Our statement of the quantity of opium sold in Calcutta, does not em
brace that produced in the Malwa district, the cultivation of which is not
monopolized by the company, although, as we have before stated, they levy
heavy transit duties upon it as it passes through their dominions to Bombay
and Calcutta, where it is sold. And as this adds materially to the revenue
of Great Britain, and yields rich profits to the English merchants, by whom
the whole of it is purchased, the greatest exertions have been made to
extend its cultivation within this district; with what success will be seen,
from the fact, that in 1821, but two thousand two hundred and seventyeight chests were produced, while in 1835, the number had swelled to
twelve thousand nine hundred and thirty-three ; but forty-four less than
were raised in the provinces of both Benares and Patna, and in 1837 the
amount had increased to nearly fifteen thousand.
In 1838, the East India Company, and through them the English go
vernment, derived a revenue of at least three millions of pounds from the
cultivation of opium within the districts of Benares and Patna, and the
duties levied upon that produced in Malwa, besides the vast sums which
were made upon its sale in the Chinese market by British merchants,
which has tended greatly towards enriching the commerce of the English
nation, has served to create and keep the balance of trade with the east
VOL. II.—NO. iv.
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in her favor, and, what is of still greater importance, the glittering current
of English gold and silver which formerly flowed into the Chinese em
pire is long since stayed ; opium has taken its place, and for several
years past has caused a torrent of the precious metals to rush in the op
posite direction.
Indeed, viewing this subject apart from the great questions of religion
and morals, happiness, and human life, and both England and China have
important pecuniary interests staked upon the event, and one of them
must suffer deep and lasting injury in the important national results likely
to follow. Both of them cannot escape : the former must surrender that
portion of her revenue derived from a system of smuggling approved
and sanctioned by her government, or the latter, after being robbed of her
money, — when the "sycee silver" shall have entirely " oozed" out, and
her national wealth, the foundation of her strength, shall have departed,
—will fall an easy unresisting prey to a rapacious and powerful adver
sary.
Having, as we believe, explained and defined the true foundation and
source of nearly the entire opium traffic, and the golden considerations
that have induced the English government to create its ten fold increase
within the last few years, we will return to an examination of the policy
pursued by the Emperor of China for its destruction, whose measures and
decrees, owing to the incapacity or bribery of his officials, do not appear
ever to have been rigorously enforced against foreigners until the appoint
ment of the imperial commissioner Lin, in March, 1839. That they were
not sternly and strictly executed was not the fault of the emperor. It
is entirely chargeable to the lenity, corruption, and forbearance of his
officers, and the lawless daring, rendered formidable by armed force, with
which the drug has been smuggled into his dominions.
In 1816, the Hong merchants, who have always been compelled by the
emperor to assume many heavy, and often unreasonable responsibilities,
in the conduct and management of the Chinese trade, were, by an im
perial decree, bound to ascertain and report any vessel engaged in its
importation, that the reception of her cargo might be refused, and mea
sures taken to drive her from the waters of China ; and whenever a ship
arrived in port, they were obliged to execute a bond that she had no
opium on board. It is needless to say that these regulations were en
tirely ineffectual for the accomplishment of the object intended. 1 he
Hong merchants participated largely in the profits derived from the ille
gal traffic, and the reports made by them to the imperial court were falsely
colored to advance their interests, and British merchants, who, if we were
to credit the assertions of M. Jardine, made at a public dinner given him
by the resident foreign merchants on the eve of his departure from Can
ton, " occupy a high place among the merchants of the East," and who
are " not smugglers," did not hesitate to bribe the subordinate Chinese offi
cials silently to permit the introduction of opium by paying from sixty to
eighty dollars upon each chest. The consumers were increasing upon a
scale of fearful rapidity, and those whose duty it was to execute the laws,
were daily surrendering themselves victims to the alluring poison. The
native venders of the drug were not slow to imitate the- criminal base
ness of the more enlightened and christian Englishman, by purchasing
silence from the subordinate authorities at the expense of thirty, forty,
and at times eighty dollars per chest.
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Smuggling was openly carried on in Chinese boats built expressly for
that purpose, and formidably manned and armed, and the mandarin boats,
or those commissioned for the capture of smugglers, were seldom bold
enough to attack their more powerful adversaries, who, even if greatly
overmatched in numbers and strength, would never yield, preferring death
by the sword, to strangling, which was their doom if taken.
Against such a powerful combination of circumstances, all tending to
add to and perpetuate the traffic, the imperial decrees, with all the trem
bling fear and respect entertained for them by many of the Chinese,
interposed but a feeble barrier, and every few months saw new ones pro
mulgated, to be violated like those by which they had been preceded.
In 1833, the amended law upon the subject was as follows :
" Let the buyers and smokers of opium be punished with one hundred
blows, and condemned to wear the wooden collar for two months. Then
let them declare the seller's name, that he may be seized and punished
with death, and in default of his discovering the vender, let the smoker
be again punished with one hundred blows, and three years banishment,
as being an accomplice. Let mandarins and their dependents, who buy
and smoke opium, be punished one degree more severely than others; and
let governors of provinces be required to give security that there are no
opium smokers under their jurisdiction, and let a joint memorial be sent
in, representing the conduct of those officers who have connived at the
practice."
That this law was sufficiently rigid and severe to prevent the intro
duction and use of opium, cannot be doubted; and that it failed to ac
complish these ends, shows the laxity with which it was enforced, and
the treachery, bribery, and cunning, by which it was evaded.
If rumors of this grand scheme of smuggling chanced to reach the
ears of the emperor at Peking, new and severer edicts were thundered
forth against it, which, upon reaching Canton, were calculated to effect
nothing, except, perhaps, to cause the vessels engaged in it to move far
ther from the city until the excitement caused by their first appearance
had subsided ; or to produce a few hostile encounters between the man
darin boats arid smugglers.
In this manner were the laws transgressed by the natives, while fo
reigners looked upon them with contempt, or treated them with open
ridicule. Some instances occurred, in which the execution *of their pro
visions were enforced ; but the punishment had ever fallen upon the ig
norant, degraded Chinese, instead of reaching the foreign merchants,
who were enriched by the nefarious traffic at the expense of fortune,
friends, happiness, and life.
The following statement, taken from a work entitled, " China : its
state and prospects with especial reference to the spread of the Gospel,"
exhibits the consumption of opium in that country from 1825 to 1837 ;
although from the extreme difficulty attendant upon ascertaining all that
has been smuggled in at various avenues, we imagine that it does not
embrace the entire amount introduced during that period.
Chests.
Value in Dollars.
1825
9,621
7,608,205
1830
18,760
12,900,031
1832
23,670
15,338,160
1836
27,111
17,904,248
1837
34,000 . about . 23,000,000
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The unexampled increase of this abominable traffic, in violation of
Chinese laws and maritime regulations, and the seeming impossibility of
effecting its destruction, combined with the financial policy of enlarging
the national revenue by its continuance, in 1836, induced Hew Naetse,
vice president of the sacrificial court, an officer of considerable dignity,
to present a memorial to the emperor at Pekin, praying for the un
limited introduction of the drug into the empire on payment of a duty.
The reasons by which he enforces this recommendation, although
termed "sage expositions" by a writer in a late number of Blackwood's
Magazine, have impressed us with a very different estimate of their mo
ral or political value. Take, for example, the following, in which the
waste of human life is considered, by this high officer, of slight impor
tance, when compared with the loss of revenue and Chinese silver,
which he contends the free importation of opium would obviate.
" It will be found on examination, that the smokers of opium are idle
lazy vagrants, having no useful purpose before them, and are unworthy
of regard or even of contempt. And though there are smokers to be
found who have overstepped the threshold of age, yet they do not attain
to the long life of other men ; but new births are daily increasing the
population of the empire, and there is no cause to apprehend a diminu
tion therein."
Again ; after advancing the strange proposition, that the more severe
the penalties are that exist against the traffic, the more bribery and cor
ruption would be resorted to for the purpose of evading them, and the
more frequent and palpable violations of the law would be perpetrated ;
and that, for these reasons, all prohibitory enactments should at once be
removed, he proceeds to state, that, " With regard to officers civil and
military, and to the scholars and common soldiers, none of these must be
permitted to contract a practice so bad, or to walk in a path which will
lead only to the utter waste of their time, and destruction of their pro
perty ;" and he recommends, " that it be enacted, that any officer, scho
lar, or soldier, found guilty of secretly smoking opium, shall be immedi
ately dismissed from public employ, without being made liable to any
other penalty."
And farther:—
" Besides, the removal of the prohibitions refers only to the vulgar and
common people, those who have no official duties to perform. So long
as the officers of government, the scholars, and the military, are not in
cluded, I see no detriment to the dignity of government ; and by allow
ing the importation .and change of the drug for other commodities, more
than ten millions of money will annually be prevented from flowing out
of the central land."
These " sage expositions" furnish their own comment, which renders
it unnecessary for us to say one word as to their irreligious and demorali
zing tendency. The important document in which they are contained,
was ordered by the emperor to be submitted to the Hong merchants,
and Tang, the governor of Canton. The principles embodied in the re
port made by them, and transmitted to the imperial court at Pekin, did
not materially vary from those contained in the memorial of Hew Naetse,
and in accordance with his views, they advised the legalization of the
traffic, upon payment of fixed duties.
In the autumn of 1836, Choo Tsun, member of the council and the
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hoard of rites, and Hew Ken, sub-censor over the military department,
fellow-ministers of Hew Naetse, presented counter-memorials, in which
the deleterious effects of opium are forcibly presented, and the destruc
tive consequences that its habitual use was inflicting upon the Chinese
eloquently described. They reasoned strongly against revoking the ex
isting prohibitions, and maintained that it would be wholly insufficient
to prevent the export of silver, while the enervation and corruption of
the Chinese would be fearfully increased, if all restraints imposed upon
the use of the drug were removed ; and concluded by advising the
prompt adoption of vigorous and energetic measures, for the annihilation
of the entire opium trade.
Refusing to increase his revenue at the expense of the happiness and
lives of his subjects, the emperor determined upon the extermination of
the traffic at any sacrifice ; and the immediate result of the memorials
we have mentioned, was a special edict, by which he commanded certain
foreign merchants engaged in it to leave Canton. This was partially
evaded, and the traffic continued throughout the year 1837, and until the
summer of 1838, the dealers paying to the subordinate local authorities
seventy-five dollars per chest for conniving and assisting in these whole
sale smuggling operations.
But the miserable and deluded Chinese did not so easily escape the
penalty of outraged laws. Many of them were taken, condemned, and
executed ; and those engaged in smuggling the drug, were hunted down
and killed by the mandarins and their soldiers. Fierce encounters were
continually occurring, and the blood of the poor natives was poured out
to the last drop, in carrying on a traffic that was conferring upon guilty
foreign merchants, who were the sole instigators, the wealth of princes.
The emperor at length saw that its abolishment was impossible while
foreigners were suffered openly to bring the drug into the port of Can
ton, and the neighboring waters, and he formed the determination of co
ercing them, if necessary, into obedience of his laws. For this purpose,
Lin was appointed high commissioner from the court of Pekin, to pro
ceed to Canton, where he arrived on the tenth of March, 1839.
He was invested with plenipotentiary powers, and was authorized to
create and execute such measures as he should deem necessary and right.
Born and educated in one of the maritime provinces, and having had an
early acquaintance (as he says) with all the arts of foreigners, he was
well qualified to discharge the arduous duties of his trust. He is des
cribed as about fifty-five years of age, of middling height, rather stout,
and of stern demeanor It is said that he received from the emperor in
person the seal of his high commission, and that the monarch recounted
to him the evils that had long afflicted his children, and, adverting to the
future, paused and wept, and turning to the commissioner, said, " ho w, alas,
can I die until these direful evils are removed 1"
Having made his entrance into Canton, eight days were occupied by
Lin in making inquiries ; and on the nineteenth of March, two special
edicts were issued, one to the foreigners of all nations, and the other to the
Hong merchants, both of which caused great consternation and excitement.
The foreign merchants were required to deliver up to the Chinese govern
ment all the opium which they possessed on board their store ships, and
strict commands were issued that " not the smallest atom must be conceal
ed or witheld." They were also required to give a bond, written jointly
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in the foreign and Chinese languages, that their vessels which should re
sort to Canton would never again dare to bring opium ; and that if any
was brought it should be forfeited to the government, and all the parties
should suffer the extreme penalties of the law, and that such punishment
should be willingly submitted to. Promises of rewards, and the continu
ance of prosperous trade, were made to such foreigners as would at once
comply with these requisitions, and threats of punishment, according to
the severe terms of the law, were thundered against those who refused
to deliver the hated drug, and three days were allowed them to determine
upon the course they should think fit to pursue.
These were the terms upon which past transgressions were to be forgi
ven and forgotten, and by which men who had in a thousand instances vio
lated laws, the penalty of which was death, were to be pardoned and their
numerous offences blotted out. What would have been the punishment
which the laws of Great Britain would have inflicted upon the offenders
under such circumstances ? Suppose a gang of American smugglers,
or merchants, to preserve the analogy, had been for years engaged in
smuggling goods into the Liverpool market, in open defiance of English
laws. Would the delivery of the interdicted articles, and a bond to " go
and sin no more," save the offenders from the punishment they had so
criminallyprovoked 1 Look at the statistics of crime in England, and its
punishment, and the records of centuries contain the answer.
The edict issued by the high commissioner to the Hong merchants,
enumerated the many instances in which they had been guilty of conni
ving at the introduction of opium, and threatened one or two of their num
ber with instant death, unless they earnestly and faithfully endeavored
to procure its delivery, and prevent its importation.
A third edict immediately followed, by which all foreign residents
were forbidden to leave Canton; and the factories were surrounded by
armed men, to enforce its obedience. The running of passage boats
between Canton and Whampoa was suspended, and all communication
between the two places was closed. On the twenty-first of March, the
general chamber of commerce was convened, for the purpose of consi
dering upon the expediency of complying with the demand of the high
commissioner; and after a protracted and animated discussion, a com
mittee was appointed to report upon the subject, and a communication
was transmitted to the Hong merchants, stating that the delivery of the
opium was of such vital importance, and involved such complicated in
terests, that no answer could be given until time should elapse for reflec
tion and deliberation.
This was immediately laid before the imperial commissioner, who
was dissatisfied with its import ; and the Hong merchants returned from
Canton to the foreign factories, and, at their request, a special meeting
of the chamber was called, at which they expressed their apprehensions,
that unless some opium should at once be delivered, one or two of their
number would be beheaded in the morning ; and it was finally agreed
that one thousand and thirty-seven chests should be surrended to the go
vernment to be destroyed. The reception of this contemptible amount
was promptly rejected by the commissioner, and demands for an addi
tional quantity were made.
The report of these energetic and unexpected proceedings having
reached Macao, Captain Charles Elliott, chief superintendent of the trade
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of British subjects in China, immediately published a notice, requiring
all English vessels to proceed forthwith to Hongkong, hoist their national
colors, and place themselves in a posture of defence.
As no demonstrations of violence had been exhibited towards foreign
ers at Canton, except such forcible measures as were absolutely neces
sary to compel the delivery of the interdicted drug, and which the im
perial commissioner was bound by every principle of national justice, and
by the solemn official oath he had taken, to enforce ; and as not the
slightest indications existed, by which Captain Elliott could have ap
prehended an attack at sea, his notice was entirely unnecessary and un
warranted, and was calculated to excite the greatest confusion and alarm,
without the least foundation.
But in issuing this, ho had not consummated his egregious folly and
blustering cowardice ; for on the following day, the twenty-third of
March, a second notice was published, in which he declared his entire
want of confidence in the justice and moderation of the Chinese govern
ment ; expressed his opinion that it had committed what, according to
the genius of enlightened nations and the principles of reason, was, if
not an act of declared war, at least its immediate and inevitable prelimi
nary ; declared it impossible to maintain continued peaceful intercourse
with safety, honor, or advantage, till definite and satisfactory explana
tions had passed ; avowed his intention to demand from the Chinese
government passports for all British subjects within ten days ; stated
that the Portuguese authorities at Macao had pledged themselves to af
ford English subjects, resident there, every protection in their power;
and wound up his genuine John Bull tirade, by declaring that should
the passports be refused for more than three days from the time his ap
plication for them should reach the Chinese government, he should be
driven to the conclusion that it was its intention to detain all British sub
jects as hostages, and to endeavor to intimidate them into unsuitable
concessions and terms by the restraints of their persons, or by violence
upon their lives or property, or by the death of native merchants in im
mediate connexion with them both by ties of friendship and interest.
To this mad proclamation he attached a sort of codicil, kindly offer
ing the benefit of his bombastic observations to all the foreigners in
China.
Immediately after its publication, this sapient and most dignified com
mercial representative of her majesty jumped into his cutter, and started
for Canton, where he arrived the next day about sunset, when the same
measures were adopted by the Chinese authorities for his detention, as
were enforced in respect to other foreigners.
On the twenty-sixth of March, a proclamation was issued by the impe
rial commissioner, " desiring foreigners to deliver up their opium under
four heads, or for four reasons ;" all of which partook more of christian
forbearance and official lenity, than the warlike preparations of Captain
Elliott would have led us to hope.
The first was, that " they ought to make haste and deliver it, by vir
tue of that reason which heaven hath implanted in all of us."
The second, that " they ought to deliver it, in compliance with the
laws of the land."
Thirdly, that " they ought to make immediate delivery of the opium,
by reason of their feelings as men."
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And, fourthly, that " they should give it up, by reason of the neces
sity of the case."
These were each supported by elaborate and sound arguments, which
would do honor to the statesmen of more enlightened nations; and in
conclusion, the high commissioner remarked, that "he, and the governor
and lieutenant governor cannot bear the idea of being unnecessarily harsh
and severe ; and therefore it is that his month is wearied as it were en
treating and exhorting." And he promised the foreign merchants, that
having once made the delivery of it, their trade should go on more flour
ishing and abundantly than ever, and that tokens of regard should be
heaped upon them to overflowing.
When this document reached Captain Elliot, his war excitement had
nearly subsided, and a determination to retreat from his disagreable po
sition had assumed its place.
Accordingly, on the morning of the twenty-seventh of March, he is
sued a public notice to British subjects, in which he says:
" Now I, the said chief superintendent, thus constrained by paramount
motives affecting the safety of the lives and liberty of all the foreigners
here present in Canton, and by other very weighty causes, do hereby, in
the name and on the behalf of her majesty's government, enjoin and re
quire all her majesty's subjects now present in Canton, forthwith to make
a surrender to me, for the service of her said majesty's government, to
be delivered over to the government of China, of all the opium under
their respective control, and to hold the British ships and vessels engaged
in the trade of opium, subject to my immediate direction, and to for
ward me without delay a sealed list of all the British owned opium in
their respective possession. And I, the said chief superintendent, do now,
in the most full and unreserved manner, hold myself responsible for and
on behalf of her Britannic majesty's government, to all and each of her
majesty's subjects surrendering the British owned opium into my hands
to be delivered over to the Chinese government."
This requisition was promptly answered by the delivery of twenty
thousand two hundred and eighty-three chests, worth, at cost prices, ten
or eleven millions of dollars.
On the fourth of May, most of the opium having been delivered, an
edict was issued, by which all foreigners, with the exception of sixteen
who had been the most deeply engaged in the interdicted traffic, were set
at liberty, and the trade re-opened under certain restrictions.
This surrender of the drug was made by Captain Elliott for and in
the name of the British government, as he himself expressly asserts. It
was entirely voluntary, and even supposing that the Chinese had no right
to demand it, we are at a loss to conceive upon what principle of inter
national law the English crown could recover it back. It is true that her
merchants were detained until it was given up, and had it been wrong
fully wrested from them, Great Britain would be bound to require resti
tution. But it was sold and delivered to their own government, and then
quietly and unresistingly surrendered to the Chinese authorities, without
so much as the entry of a protest against the measure.
By this act, and the guarantee by which England, through her authori
zed agent, has agreed to pay for the drug, her unqualified acknowledg
ment to the whole world is recorded, that she as a nation has been guilty
of a participation in the opium traffic, and has taken the settlement of the
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entire question into her own hands. That the Chinese were perfectly
right in demanding it, cannot be doubted, for by their own laws, suppor
ted by every known principle of international right, and common justice,
it was forfeited the moment it entered their waters, and they would have
been justified in seizing it, and in punishing those who imported it with
the severest penalties attached to the offence.
And there can be no doubt but the detention of Captain Elliott was
in strict accordance with the laws of nations, and that the circumstances
more than justified it. He was the superintendent of British trade in
China, and one of his highest and most sacred duties as an officer was to
cause those under his control to respect and obey the laws of that nation.
And how was this obligation on his part performed ? He well knew that
the introduction of opium was illegal, and that he was bound to prevent
its importation by British merchants ; and yet he suffered—nay, encoura
ged and openly sanctioned it, and by so doing made his own government
responsible for its continuance, and compelled Great Britain, as an hono
rable and enlightened power, either to recall him, and disavow his acts, .
or to bear the consequences of the continued outrages committed against
the acknowledged rights of an independent state.
His official character did not exempt him from amenability to Chi
nese laws. He was a commercial agent, with a commission to watch
over the commercial rights and privileges of his nation, and was not such
a public minister, as to be entitled to the privileges appertaining to that
character, nor was he entitled to the special protection of the law of nations
in any greater degree than a consul, whose powers, duties, and liabilities,
his much resembled.
In all civil and criminal cases, he was subject to the laws of China,
while within its jurisdiction, and could not, like an ambassador or other
public diplomatic minister, claim an exemption from them on account of
the commission with which he was invested.
The right, then, of the Chinese to detain him, even on suspicion of his
encouraging or countenancing the opium trade, was perfectly clear ; and
when the ground upon which he was imprisoned amounted to a certainty
that he was, by his official influence, aiding and promoting it through Bri
tish merchants, by whom more than nine tenths of it was carried on, will
it for one moment be contended that the high commissioner was not per
fectly justified in the measures he adopted.
For the purpose of engaging in the trade as opened on the fourth of
May, it became necessary to execute a bond, that any ships trading to
Canton, after the autumn of 1839, which, upon examination, should be
found to have opium on board, should, together with the cargo, be confis
cated, and the parties left to suffer death by the laws of China. A rea
diness to comply with this requirement was immediately expressed by
Mr. Snow, the consul for the United States, and Van Basel, the Dutch
consul, and they advised the merchants of their respective countries to
sign the bond, and renew the suspended trade.
But the solemn mockery of justice, and the gross violation of the na
tional rights of China, of which Captain Elliott had been so long and
criminally guilty, had not ended. He had regained his liberty by disgra
cing his nation throughout the enlightened world ; and all apprehensions
of personal violence, which had so recently tamed him into submission,
were removed, and no sooner did he perceive a disposition on the part of
voL. II. — no. v.
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British merchants to give the required bond, than he promulgated a pub
lic notice, declaring that it was dangerous to confide to the Chinese go
vernment the administration of any judicial process concerning foreigners,
and that the proposed investigation by the authorities of China, as to
whether foreign vessels were engaged in the opium traffic or not, would
lead to excessive risk of their committing acts of juridical spoliation and
murder.
We believe this to be the boldest act of unwarranted insolence ever
perpetrated by any public officer of a foreign state, against the dignity
of a sovereign and independent power ; ami not only did it show a deter
mination to insult the Chinese emperor and nation, but it betrayed the
most abject ignorance of the foundation and principles of national juris
prudence, and the universal law of nations.
By what mode, we would ask Captain Elliot, was it to be ascertained
that a ship had opium on board, unless the authorized officers of the
Chinese government were permitted to conduct the investigation, and by
what laws were the offenders to be punished unless by those of China ?
Were they to be sent to England, and there tried ? With just the same
show of propriety and justice could the government of this country de
mand, that any of our citizens taken in the act of smuggling goods into
Great Britain, should be transported here for that purpose.
The offence is only against the laws of the nation in which it is com
mitted : and a merchant of the United States or England, who has l<een
engaged in Canton as a smuggler of opium for half his life, has been
guilty of no infraction of the laws of his native land, or of international
right.
Nor could the execution of the bond vary in the least degree the lia
bility of the offenders to be punished if found guilty, or strengthen the
right of the Chinese authorities to search the vessels of all foreigners
within their waters for a discovery of the interdicted drug, and to visit
upon transgressors the full penalty of the laws they had outraged. The
maritime regulations of the emperor, were as broad and severe as the
terms and import of the required bond; and the only object in demand
ing it must have been to prevent a recurrence of the old excuse, that " the
foreign merchants were ignorant of the existence of any prohibitions
against the opium traffic, and of the penalties to which those engaged in
it were liable."
Subsequent notices by Captain Elliott soon followed, in which he ex
pressed himself to be entirely without confidence in the justice or modera
tion of the Chinese government, declared that it had refused to fulfil the
most solemn obligations, and used language so entirely devoid of courtesy,
respect, or even decency, that should its like character be employed against
our government by the British minister at Washington, his sovereign
would be bound to recall him; and upon a continued neglect to do this,
it would then become the imperative and sacred duty of our executive,
for the preservation of national dignity, to order him to leave the country,
for a breach of his privileges in insulting the power to which he had been
sent as an ambassador.
On the 4th of June, aspecial proclamation was issued, by order ofthe high
commissioner, stating that all the opium had been surrendered, and that
foreign ships were at liberty to engage in honorable traffic; and strongly
invited all of them to embrace the opportunity, and not be deterred
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From it by the representations and advice of the British superintendent.
But the latter had expressly enjoined the subjects of Great Britain against
executing the preliminary bond, and had required all British shipping
to anchor off Macao, and not to enter the port of Canton. The British
merchants resident at the latter place, were recommended to leave under
his direction; and on the 23d of June, with two or three exceptions, none
but Americans resided in Canton ; and since the opening of the trade, none
but American ships had entered the port, and these, consisting of ten or
eleven in number, had, according to the Chinese Repository, found no dif
ficulty in carrying on their trade as formerly. All of the English mer
chants had gone to Macao, which is occupied and defended by the Portu
guese ; and after remaining there a short time, had embarked on board
their vessels, with their property and valuables.
On the 31st of August, the imperial commissioner issued a proclama
tion, setting forth that Lin Weihe, one of the people of the empire, had been
murdered by British sailors, and the refusal of Captain Elliott to deliver
up the murderer; and commanded the Chinese local officers, civil and mi
litary, to cut off from the English all supplies of water and provisions from
the coast.
In consequence of these measures, which the right of the Chinese go
vernment to create cannot be questioned, Captain H. Smith, commander
of her majesty's armed ship Volage, on the 11th of September, issued an
official public notice, that it was his intention, at the requisition of Cap
tain Elliott, to establish a blockade of the river and port of Canton, and
that notice of the blockade would be subsequently promulgated.
This, although its establishment would have been clearly illegal, so
much so that the vessels of any nation would have been fully justified
in disregarding it, was never actually declared. The responsibility was
too great even for the chief superintendent to assume, who, we presume,
searched in vain, as we have since done, to find any precedent to sus
tain a blockade, on the ground of a refusal by the blockaded party to
furnish provisions to the subjects of a foreign power.
The American merchants having monopolized the entire trade to
Canton, from which'they were deriving enormous profits ; it excited the
jealousy of the English, who earnestly requested Captain Elliott to enter
into some arrangement with the Chinese government, by which they
could resume their commercial operations. To this he assented, and upon
representing to the high commissioner that the strictest search should be
made for the murderer of Lin Weihe, and that when found he should
be immediately delivered up to the Chinese authorities for punishment,
and declaring that until he could receive instructions from his sovereign,
previous to which the space of four months must intervene, the required
bond could not be given, an agreement for the resumption of trade was
entered into, which was to the following effect :
" It has been agreed between their excellencies
"Macao, the
October
high commissioner
20th, 1839.
and governor on the one side, and the chief superintendent of the trade
of British subjects on the other, that, under existing circumstances :
" 1. The British trade may be carried on outside the Bucca Tigris,
without any necessity of signing the bond of consent to Chinese legisla
tion, (to be handed to Chinese officers,) upon the condition that the ships
be subjected to examination.
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" 2. That the place of resort shall be the anchorage between Armughoy and Chumpee.
" 3. It is fully understood, that the vessels, while discharging their
cargoes outside the Bogue, shall pay the measurement charge in the same
manner as if they went up to Whampoa. The pilots' charges shall also
be paid as usual. The linguist shall be paid in like manner.
" 4. The vessels proceeding to Armughoy will transport their cargoes
by means of chop boats, and will undergo search by the officers."
This agreement was hardly signed, before it was impliedly cancelled
by the entry of the Thomas Coutts, a British merchant ship, into the
river, and her subsequent arrival at Whampoa, after having voluntarily
signed the required bond, which Captain Elliott had informed the high
commissioner could not be done until after the instructions of his sove
reign had been received, and which statement had formed the basis of the
agreement between them. Under these circumstances, the high com
missioner believing, as he had every reason to, that he had been grossly
deceived by the chief superintendent, and having ascertained that the
latter had under his protection at Macao a large quantity of opium re
cently arrived, the delivery of which had been demanded and refused,
and it being notorious that the interdicted traffic was carried on along
the whole coast by British vessels, numbering at least twenty, and that
the drug was selling from 1,000 to 1,600 dollars per chest, a special edict
was issued on the twenty-sixth of October, demanding the murderer of
Lin Weihe, and commanding all British vessels to give the required bond,
as had been done by the Thomas Coutts, or to depart from the coast
within three days, under pain of being punished in conformity with the
laws of China.
Captain Elliott immediately issued a notice, requiring all English
merchant ships at Macao to weigh anchor and proceed to Tungkoo Bay ;
and determining upon wreaking revenge upon the Chinese for his fan
cied injuries, he went on board the ship of war Volage, and with the
armed ship Hyacinth in company, proceeded to Chumpee, under pre
tence of delivering a chop to the commissioner. Upon arriving there,
the officer commanding the Chinese war junks was surprised and alarm
ed ; and as the most strict prohibitions existed against suffering British
vessels, and particularly armed ones, to enter or remain there, he order
ed his fleet to approach, for the purpose of ascertaining their object. Cap
tain Elliott commanded them to keep off; and on their nearer approach,
although without manifesting the slightest demonstration of an attack
upon him, he ordered his ships to open their fire, which was done with
such deadly effect, that in less than half an hour five out of twenty-seven
junks were sunk, one was blown up, and about five hundred, and, as
is stated in some reports, nearly nine hundred, of the Chinese were kill
ed, or rather murdered.
The only injury sustained by the English, in consequence of the
fire from the junks, by which the Chinese endeavored to defend them
selves and effect a retreat, was, according to the Bombay Courier of De
cember 24, only a twelve pound shot in the mizzen-mast of the Hya
cinth, although some accounts state that a few were killed and wounded.
Here, then, we have the bloody consummation of Captain Elliott's
official career. One act in this great national drama is concluded, but
we fear it is not the last.
A wholesale murder of weak and almost unresisting Chinese, has been
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perpetrated in their own waters, and within the exclusive jurisdiction
of their maritime laws, by the armed ships of a foreign power, with
whom peaceful relations had been maintained for a period of two hun
dred years. It was committed, too, under the most unjustifiable and ag
gravating circumstances, and at a place where British ships of war had
no right to enter, and from whence the whole commerce of England had
been lawfully shut out. And that Captain Elliott should have been the
first to commence the fire, does not more strongly show his utter want
of provocation to this deed of bloodshed, than that he was determined
upon its perpetration. Before embarking upon his murderous project,
the decree expelling him and the vessels of his nation from the waters
of China, had been received, and he had taken the precaution to have
all British merchantmen remove beyond the power of the Chinese war
junks, and then, with an avenue for safe retreat widely thrown open, and
with nothing to embarrass his flight, he proceeded to the deliberate per
petration of an act, which did not more deeply violate and outrage the
dearest rights of China and her subjects, than the universal law of na
tions, and of heaven itself.
And yet, in the broad face of the facts we have enumerated, England
dares to think of restitution, and threatens to compel it at the cannon's
mouth. But what is the restitution she requires 1 and upon what ground
is it demanded ? The answer is plain. Her merchants are clamorous
for payment of the opium delivered to Captain Elliott, and her govern
ment cannot honorably refuse to accept his official drafts in their favor,
particularly after openly sanctioning the traffic ; and determined not to
lose what she is powerful enough to wrest from weak and oft-wronged
China, the thunders of war are to be opened.
But this ia not all. She is resolved not to relinquish the opium trade,
and probably will not hesitate to enforce its continuance at the point of
the sword. Its destruction would cut off three millions of pounds ster
ling from her revenue, which even now has been deficient more than
three millions of pounds in meeting the expenditures for the last two
years.
Already has a powerful armed fleet been despatched for the coast of
China, consisting of three ships of the line, a number of frigates, besides
several smaller vessels, with nearly fifteen thousand men on board ; and
should they openly commence hostilities against the Chinese, the rapid
strides with which the power of Great Britain has advanced in India,
furnishes the history of its termination in that empire ; and the exclusive
commercial privileges enjoyed by her subjects in Bombay and Calcutta,
show how soon the ships of other nations would be shut out from the
port of Canton.
The merchants of this country are seriously affected by the great ques
tion here presented, and the protecting mantle of national strength should
be thrown around their interests in the eastern world. The government
of the United States is bound by the most sacred obligations to the per
formance of this high duty, and cannot shrink from it, without the sacri
fice of individual wealth, and the forfeiture of national honor; and should
Great Britain invade the Chinese empire, blockade its ports, and expel
from its waters the commerce of other lands, the whole enlightened and
christian world ought solemnly to protest against it, as an unwarranted
act of arbitrary power, committed in violation of the broad principles
of eternal justice.
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Art. VI.— MERCANTILE BIOGRAPHY.
In presenting to our readers the present paper, embracing biographi
cal notices of merchants who have been eminently distinguished for the
energy manifested in the pursuit of their various vocations — from the
most humble beginnings to the proudest results of human industry — for
their public and private virtues, and the influence which they have ex
erted on the domestic, moral, political, and intellectual condition of man
kind, we would offer a few prefatory remarks.
It has been said, and with truth, that neither the past or present age
has presented a single life from which, if a faithful narrative were writ
ten, some valuable information might not be drawn. If such an asser
tion be tenable, when applied to the recorded actions in the great mass
of society, charged with its follies and crimes, how much more forcibly
must it apply to the biography, which selects and holds up as mirrors to
the world those only whose wisdom and virtue are calculated to make a
lasting and beneficial impression; which, while it consecrates the ashes
of the dead, rescues from the destructive influence of time all that is
worthy of remembrance — presents us with the living characteristics of
the man as he stood before a scrutinizing earthly tribunal — enables us
to follow him from the dawn of intellect to the termination of an active,
well-spent life—to see him triumphing over every obstacle which poverty
or misfortune presented to his indomitable mental and physical energies —
and finally, to appropriate to ourselves the results of an experience thus
presented. In reference to American merchants, we intend that the
"biographical notices" shall furnish a supplement to the future history of
our country, in which those finer shades of character, most interesting
to the community, which are lost in the wide survey and generalizing
spirit of the historian, shall be faithfully and accurately delineated.
As the second commercial country on the globe — with ships naviga
ting every sea and bartering with every nation — our merchants necessa
rily fill an important station in the world's eye; on their honor, integrity,
and energy, depend our national character abroad, and our internal con
dition at home. A fertile and extensive territory may form the basis of
our wealth ; but commerce is to its productions what machinery is to the
raw material — it fashions, shapes, and sends forth.
It is an historical fact, that Napoleon, when his imperial flag waved
over thirty millions of people, derisively designated England as the
" nation of shopkeepers." Time, however, with its train of events,
taught him to see, in his sad reverses of fortune, when stript of his
glories — exiled to a solitary rock in the Atlantic — deserted by his fol
lowers — a monument of fallen grandeur and defeated ambition — that to
the pecuniary sacrifices and the devoted patriotism of the "shopkeepers"
he was indebted for that unyielding opposition to his sway by which
Britain was distinguished, when, by his celebrated decrees and embargoes,
he had closed the ports of Europe against her shipping ; when monarchs were his puppets, thrones his footballs, and subjugated nations
the outposts of his military camp. If such were the national consequen
ces attendant on the mercantile character and resources of England,
what importance must ultimately attach to them in a country like our
own, the shores of which embrace two oceans — the commerce of
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which already competes with its great rival, in every quarter of the
globe — whose extensive lakes are whitened with the sails of inland
navigation, and whose rail-roads form a chain of internal communica
tion which uuites the most distant sections of an active population —
levelling mountains, extending over rivers, and setting distance and
time at defiance ?
Taking leave of the influence which the mercantile character exerts
upon our external relations, we will now briefly advert to its effect on
our physical, moral, and intellectual conditions.
To our merchants we are chiefly indebted for the temples of religion,
the halls of benevolence, the marts of commerce, and the noble literary
institutions Avhich adorn and distinguish our cities. Among the latter
institutions, we might place the "Athenaeum at Boston," the "Institution
for the Blind," the " United States Bank and Girard College in Phila
delphia," the "Exchange at Baltimore," the "Astor House," and last,
though not least, the "Mercantile Library," the proud boast of our city.
Never has a nobler monument been erected to departed worth, than this
twenty-thoiisand volumed association, with her lectures and her great
moral influences, offers to the memory of her mercantile founders, whose
names are engraven in indelible characters on her portals, and are conse
crated in her prosperity.
New York may safely challenge the world to produce an institution
of a similar character, so important in its consequences to a rising and
energetic community.
In the midst of the fluctuations of commerce, and the energies neces
sarily devoted to its steady advancement, it will be seen, that the mer
chant has not been undistinguished among the moral and religious bene
factors of mankind, or unmindful of the injunction left by the mild
Founder
of Christianity
followers—"
Go ye
forth
all nations,
and preach
unto them to
thehisgospel
of truth."
oW.e
oweunto
to the
benevo
lence of our mercantile community a great portion of the means raised
to support missionaries among the aborigines, while some of its mem
bers, unaided, have sent forth the bearers of the gospel mission to the
most distant nations of the earth.
The mental and physical endurance which has distinguished the mer
cantile character, particularly in our own country, is not one of its .least
extraordinary features; many of its possessors, who now rest from their
labors, rose from extreme obscurity — saw their hopes and expectations
blasted again and again — yet rising with renewed vigor from every
stroke of fortune, eventually succeeded in acquiring an affluent inde
pendence ; — the just reward of their unabated perseverance.
Nor should the untarnished honor and integrity of the merchant, un
happily exemplified in the ruinous commercial change to which he has
been subjected for several past years, pass unnoticed; many, it is too
painfully true, have been compelled to sink in the struggle, but, like
the wife of Ca;sar, have preserved a purity of character untainted even
by suspicion.
In devoting a portion of the Magazine to Mercantile Biography,
we are influenced by a desire to exhibit the strong points of character
which have distinguished the patriarchs of commerce, as furnishing ex
amples to the young merchant of the present and future times, and as a
stimulus to the attainment of the enviable distinction which they have
acquired.
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The sources from which the following notices have been selected are
various, and, generally, more contracted than we could have desired. In
the future numbers we shall enter more into detail, as examples are
furnished, which we respectfully solicit from those who may have it in
their power to aid us in this department. The first name which we
present to our readers, at this time, is that of
GEORGE CABOT,

a distinguished merchant and statesman, born in Salem, Massachusetts,
in 1752. He was educated as a merchant, and for several years visited
foreign countries as a factor for his father, who was an enterprising and
opulent ship owner. He was considered a young man of talent, and
soon after commencing business, he was elected a member of the Massa
chusetts Provincial Congress — of which General Warren was president.
The good people of Massachusetts, wishing to alleviate the distresses of
the times, proceeded to consider the propriety of fixing a maximum price
upon foreign goods. This he opposed with such strength of reasoning,
as to prevent any restriction upon commerce.
During the war, he was an active merchant—he, with his brother, ha
ving at one period of the contest, twenty privateers of a large class,
carrying from sixteen to twenty guns each. These vessels were very
successful for four or five years ; but the British, towards the close of
the war, having lost more than one thousand seven hundred merchantmen,
grew wiser, and fitted out a large number of frigates and gim brigs, that
were superior in force to most of our privateers, and a great portion of
them were taken. The Cabots were severe sufferers, losing nearly all
their armed ships before the war closed.
When peace was restored to the couutry, Mr. Cabot was active in
bringing the people to see the necessity of forming a sound and perma
nent general government. With others, he used the public press to
enlighten the country upon the great doctrines of civil and political li
berty.
He was active in establishing a state constitution for Massachusetts,
and afterwards, in 1788, was a member of the convention for adopting a
constitution for the United States. Soon after the constitution went into
operation, he was chosen by the legislature of Massachusetts as a senator
in congress. In 1798 he was appointed, by John Adams, Secretary of
the Navy, but he declined the appointment ; yet he took an active part
in assisting the government to build and equip a navy. Liberal loans
were subscribed by the merchants in every part of the country, and Mr.
Cabot was among the foremost. The government, fired at the insults and
indignities offered our commerce by France, were so active in building
ships of war, that a few months were sufficient to take the timber from
the forests to construct a sloop of war, and in a few more days to get her
ready for sea.
A respectable force was soon on the ocean, and earned laurels whereever they met the enemy.
During these dark hours of our history , when Hamilton and Ames were
full of apprehension for our destinies, Mr. Cabot was laboring with them
in opening the eyes of the people, blinded by party feuds. It is said that
Ames, always flowing, and sometimes too redundant, consulted Mr. Ca
bot in regard to his publications, and frequently submitted to bis judg
ment when they differed in opinion.
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For many years of the latter part of his life, Mr. Cabot resided in Bos
ton, where he was held in the highest estimation. If there was a matter
of mercantile usage to bo settled, he was consulted ; — if there was a
misunderstanding between merchants, he was made arbitrator ; aye, even
if there were an affair of honor to be settled, his opinion was law. In
1815, he was elected from Suffolk county as a member of the Hartford
Convention, and was made president of that body. Where he was, every
one was satisfied that all would be done with decency and correctness,
both in manner and principle. He was brave, and discreet as brave.
His ambitious days, if ever he had any, were over, and prudence and
judgment were, at the time of the Hartford Convention, his great charac
teristics. The person of Mr. Cabot was of the finest cast. He was tall
and well proportioned. His head was a model for the sculptor. There
was a classical expression of the countenance, that made him the object
of observation to every stranger. His movements were dignified, and
his voice sonorous and commanding. Looking at him, you would say,
there is a gentleman ; and no one would question the assertion. He was
as amiable as excellent; there was no asperity in his nature. He took a
broad and noble view of every subject, and uttered his opinions with
fearlessness, but with modesty — and his decisions were as oracles. Mr.
Cabot died in April, 1823, in the seventy-second year of his age ; and
enjoyed through that long period, all that philosophy, philanthropy, and
religion, could give to life. The civic wreath of such a man should be
green forever.
WILLIAM GRAY,

one of the most successful of American merchants, was bom in Lynn,
in the county of Essex, and commonwealth of Massachusetts, in the year
1751. He came, when quite a boy, to Salem, and was an apprentice,
first to Samuel Gardner, Esquire, an active merchant, but left him and
finished his apprenticeship with Mr. R. Derby, also a_ business man of
that place. Young Gray was an enterprising and indefatigable appren
tice, and had acquired the confidence of the principal merchants in Salem
when he commenced business for himself, which in that careful and in
dustrious town, was a fine capital to begin upon. Mr. Gray was early
prosperous in his affairs, and in less than twenty-five years after he had
commenced business, was considered and taxed as the wealthiest man in
the place, where there were several of the largest fortunes that could be
found in the United States. He was all activity, and at times had more
than sixty sail of square rigged vessels. It was a fact that no moderate
breeze could blow amiss for him, for every wind of heaven carried for
him some vessel to port. For more than fifty years of his life he rose
at the dawn of day, and was shaved and dressed before the common hour
for others to rise. Being dressed, his letters and papers were spread
before him, and every part of his correspondence brought up. He was,
at the same moment that he put millions on the adventurous tracks for
gain, with the boldest character, careful of all the small concerns of expen
ditures. This he considered as belonging to the duty of business. He
had married, in early life, Miss Chapman, of Marblehead, the daughter of
a distinguished lawyer. They had five sons and one daughter. Mrs.
Gray was a woman of great powers of mind, well cultivated, and for
many years was among the first in tho social circle.
voL. II.—no. v.
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During the embargo, Mr. Gray took side with Mr. Jefferson, notwith
standing his interest suffered greatly. His ships were rotting at the wharf.
This course brought against him his old friends, and raised up a nume
rous host of new ones. He now removed to Boston, and was elected
Lieutenant Governor of the state. He had several times been elected
to the state senate, but politics were not his strong hold, and he sunk the
great merchant in the common-place politician. His immense wealth was
used for the wants of the government, with the liberality and confidence
of one who believed that a government should not be poor when indi
viduals were rich. It is doubtful whether any capitalist in the United
States did so much for the exigencies of government as Mr. Gray. And
while others were speculating on the depreciation of securities, no one
will hesitate to say that his exertions were dictated by patriotism, with only
the hopes of an honest remuneration. After the close of the war, he
launched again into commerce, but not wish his former success. Times
had changed, but he had not changed with them, and what was a safe cal
culation once, was not so now ; but still there can be no doubt but that he
died a rich man, although no public inventory was ever taken of his estate,
as his heirs gave bonds to pay debts and legacies — all the law of that state
requires. Mrs. Gray died about two years before her husband, and his
eldest son since his death. Mr.' Gray was happy in his family, and was
always a domestic man. He was worn out with the fatigues of business
at the age of seventy-four, and departed this life November fourth, 1825.
PHILIP LIVINGSTON,
descended from a respectable Scotch family, and was born at Albany,
January fifteenth, 1716. He was educated at Yale College, and gradua
ted with the class of 1737. He became a merchant in New York after
leaving his Alma Mater ; and as there were but few well-educated mer
chants in Wall-street at that time, he was soon quite at their head, and
of course had offices at his command. In 1754 he was an alderman of
the city of New York, and after serving in this capacity for four years,
was sent to Albany, as a representative of the city. In this body he soon
became a leader, and directed its attention to the great interests of com
merce ; New York being then behind Boston and Philadelphia in her ex
ports and imports. He was one of the committee of correspondence
with the agent for the colony in England, the celebrated Edmund Burke ;
and his letters abound in information and critical remarks. Mr. Livingston
was in congress in 1776, and affixed his name to the declaration of inde
pendence,- for which he was a strenuous advocate. He was a member of
the senate of New York, on the adoption of the state constitution ; after
which, under the provisions of that constitution, he was elected a member
of congress ; but he was not long permitted to devote himself to the ser
vice of his country, for on the twelfth of June, 1778, he died, with angina
pectoris, or the dropsy of the chest, often twin messengers of death. He
was a warm and fearless patriot in severe times, when thick clouds en
veloped our political horizon.
FRANCIS LEWIS,
one of the New York delegation in congress when the declaration of
independence was made, was born in Wales, in 1723. He was partly
educated in Scotland, and then sent to Westminster, where he became a
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good classicalscholar. In London he became an apprentice to a merchant,
with whom he continued until he was of age. He then left England for
America with handsome prospects, and set up business in New York. He
was agent for the British colonies in 1756, and was taken prisoner and
carried to France, from wh ich country, on his exchange, he returned to New
York. He was a lover of liberty, and stood foremost amongst the sons of
freedom. In 1775, he was sent a delegate from the provincial congress of
New York to the continental congress, and was there when the declara
tion of independence was made. He continued in that body for several
years afterwards, and rendered great service as a commercial man. He
suffered much for his patriotism, the British having destroyed his property
on Long Island. He had, however, the satisfaction of seeing the country
prosperous, though he was not. He died on the thirtieth of December,
1S13, in the ninetieth year of his age.
ROBERT MORRIS

was a native of England, but came to this country when quite young,
and was educated in Philadelphia. After finishing his education, he en
tered acounting-house, and in a fewyears became conspicuous as a thorough
merchant. When the revolution broke out, Mr. Morris sided with the
colonists, and was distinguished as a patriot. He was elected a delegate
to the second continental congress, and was in that body in 1776, when
the declaration of independence was signed. During the whole war, he
was considered the ablest financier in the country, and Washington had
recourse to him, when he could not procure any thing from congress. In
1781, Mr. Morris was appointed superintendent of finances, and was, per
haps, the only man in the country fit for the office. He had a most arduous
task to perforin; it was indeed gigantic, for it involved all the duties of
every department of the government, so far as money was concerned.
Washington had the highest confidence in him, and Franklin thought him
a most wonderful man. He surprised all by his power of raising money
for public exigencies, when our credit was under the worst circumstances.
He provided Washington with money to carry on his southern campaign
against Cornwallis, the defeat of whose army ended the war. He died
on the eighth of May, 1806, in the seventy-third year of his age. It may
be said of him that he was a great public benefactor.
BENJAMIN PICKMAN

was born in Salem in 1740. He was the son of a distinguished mer
chant in that town, and was graduated at Harvard College, in 1759.
He entered his father's counting-room after leaving college, and soon
took a high stand in society.
When the revolutionary war broke out, he was lieutenant colonel of the
Salem regiment, but he had not made up his mind that the time had arrived
a separation of the two countries. He was a friend to his own, but could for
not come to the doctrine of a sudden dismemberment. He went to Eng
land under a furlough from the legislature, and there did much good in
assisting the unfortunate who were taken prisoners in the first years of
the struggle. His wife and family remained in this country until the war
closed, and of course his estates were not confiscated. In 1784 he re
turned to his native land, and was greeted with kindness by his old
friends. He now commenced business again as a merchant, but in the
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British spoliations lost no small part of his property. The treaty made
by Jay returned him his property, and the fair interest on the same. He
now relinquished all business, took his money and invested it in Ameri
can stocks, and lived on its income, — most ample means for his pur
pose. His table was one of the best in the country. He was classical,
delicate in his feelings, and unshaken in his opinions, and every one
was satisfied with his hospitable board. His conversation was generally
directed to ancient history, or to that of our country. He was at home in
either, but made no parade of his learning. He was a man of no ordi
nary talents, and of more than ordinary taste in classical literature. As
an antiquary he was second to none ; he garnered up all that was curi
ous or strange in his neighborhood, and was ready to give it to the pub
lic provided his name could be kept out of sight.
He now placed the enjoyments of life in ease, and never swerved
from his principles. He was blessed with an excellent wife and a de
lightful family. They were around him and administered to his com
forts. He had three sons and two daughters, and all were devoted to
his happiness. He rejoiced in the success of all he knew : his heart
was full of philanthropy.
His person was noble, his height over six feet, his countenance quiet,
calm, but manly, and hardly bore the ordinary marks of age. In the
81st year of his age he sunk to sleep, without having suffered many of
those pains and aches which mortal man is liable to, in this scene of
struggle and anguish.
There were but few men in this world of so good a disposition,
fewer still of so much intelligence or refinement, and none of greater
purity of character.

Art. VII.— LAWS RELATIVE TO DEBTOR AND CREDITORNUMBER TWO.

MISSOURI.
The following brief abstract of the laws of Missouri, relative to the
means of enforcing debts against the citizens of that state, prepared
by Messrs. Primm & Drake, attorneys at law, at St. Louis, Missouri, has
been politely furnished for publication in our magazine, by Joseph C.
Hart, Esq. of New York. We also subjoin a complete and accurate
statement of the times of holding courts in Missouri.
The
First—To
Fourth—To
Second—To
Third—To
points tosuits
suits
which
suits
proving
on
by
by
we
bonds,
attachment.
capias.
indorsements
shallbills,
advert,
andand
relate
notes.
partnerships.
:

I. Suits on bonds, bills, and notes.
These, by a recent law, are made triable at the term of court to which
suit is brought, if the defendant shall have been personally served with pro
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cess, twenty days before the commencement of the term. This change will
enable a creditor to obtain his money; before, under the former law, he
could have had a judgment.
A capias may be obtained
II.against
Suits by
a debtor'
capias. upon the plaintifF, or some
person for him, making an affidavit,* stating that the plaintiff has a sub
sisting and unsatisfied cause of action against the defendant, on what ac
count the same accrued, and that Vie defendant is about to remove out of
this state—or that the defendant is not a resident of this state—or that the
plaintiff' is or will be in danger of losing his demand unless a capias be al
lowed, and the defendant held to bail.
If the plaintiff's demand be liquidated, the amount due must be spe
cified in the affidavit; and when the affidavit shall state that the plaintiff
is or will be in danger, &c, thefacts and circumstances, from which such
danger is inferred, must III.
be stated
Suits by
in the
attachment.
affidavit.
An attachment may be obtained, upon filing a bond, as subsequently
stated, and an affidavit, setting forth that the defendant is justly indebted
to the plaintiff, after allowing all just credits and set-offs, in a specified
sum, and on what account, and that the affiant has good reason to believe,
and does believe, either
1st, That the debtor is not a resident of, nor residing in the state of
2d, That
Missouri
he conceals
; or, himself, or absents himself, or has absconded from
his usual place of abode, in the state of Missouri, so that the or
3d, That
dinaryheprocess
is aboutoftolaw
remove
cannot
hisbe
property
served or
upon
effects
him out
; or,of this state,
4th, so
That
as tohedefraud,
has fraudulently
hinder, orconveyed,
delay his creditors
assigned, ; removed,
or,
conceal
ed, or disposed of; or is about to convey, assign, or dispose of,
any of his property or effects, so as to defraud, hinder, or delay his
5th, creditors
Where the
; or,
debt was contracted out of this state, and he has ab
sconded, or secretly removed his property or effects to this state,
In addition
with intent
to thetoaffidavit,
defraud,a defeat,
bond, inhinder,
the following
or delayform,
his creditors.
must be filed
at the commencement of the suit :
"Know all men by these presents, that we,
as principal, and
as security, are bound to the state of Missouri, in the sum of
dollars, for the payment of which we bind ourselves and our legal rep
resentatives
day ofby these ,18—.
presents. Sealed with our seals, and dated this
" The condition of this obligation is such, that whereas
as plain
tiff is about to institute a suit by attachment, in the
Circuit Court,
against
court, for the as
sum
defendant,
of
returnable
dollars; now
to theif the said
Term,
plaintiff
18 shall
,of pro
said
secute his action without delay and with effect, and shall pay all damages
which may accrue to the defendant or any garnishee by reason of said
* Any affidavit, taken to be used in this state, should be sworn to before a judge of a court
of record, and the clerk of such court should certify, under the seal thereof, the official
character of the judge.
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attachment, or any process or proceeding in said suit, then this obligation
to be void, otherwise to remain in force."
holders
This in
bond
the must
countybein signed
which the
by suit
one isortomore
be brought,
securities,
and resident
must be house
for a
sum at least double the amount of the demand sworn to.
IV. Of proving endorsements and partnerships.
writing
In a suit
of the
by endorser
endorsee must
of a be
note,
proven.
bond, or
This
bill may
of exchange,
be done by
theanhand"
affi
davit of some person acquainted with it, attached to the instrument sued
upon, and filed in the suit twenty days before the day of trial. It would,
therefore, be advisable, in all cases where such proof may be necesssary,
to send the affidavit with the claim.
A partnership may be proven, also, by an affidavit filed in the case
twenty days before the day of trial, setting forth the names and respec
tive places of residence of all the partners, the name or firm of the part
nership, the general nature of the business, and where transacted, the
time of the commencement of the partnership, that it still exists, if such
be the fact, and if not, when the firm was dissolved. An affidavit of this
kind should, therefore, always accompany a claim upon which suit is to
be brought by a firm.
THE CIRCUIT COURTS
Audrain,
Throughout the1ststate
Mondays
are held
in in
March,
the different
July, and
counties,
November.
asfollows;
Barry,
Benton,

1st Thursdays after 3d Mondays in March, July, and
3d Mondays November.
after 4th Monday in March, July, and

Boone,

1st Mondays November.
in April, August, and November.

Buchanan,
Caldwell,
Callaway,
Cape Girardeau,
Carroll,
Chariton,
Clarke,
Clay,

3d Mondays in March, July, and November.
2d Mondays in March, July, and November.
4th Mondays in March, July, and November.
3d Mondays in February, June, and October.
1st Mondays in April, August, and December.
1st Mondays in January, May, and September.
2d Thursdays after fourth Mondays in March July, and
3d Mondays
November.
in April, and August, and 1st Monday in

Clinton,

1st Thursdays
December.after 2d Mondays in March, July, and

Cole,

1st Mondays
November.
in March, July, and November.

Cooper,
Crawford,
Davies,
Franklin,
Gasconade,
Greene,

2d Mondays in March, July, and November.
1st Mondays in March, July, and November.
2d Mondays in April, August, and December.
3d Mondays in February, June, and October.
2d Mondays after 4th Mondays in March, July, and
1st Mondays
November.
after 4th Mondays in March, July, and

Howard,

4th Mondays
November.
in April, August, and December.
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Jackson,
Jefferson,
Johnson,
La Fayette,
Lewis,
Lincoln,
Linn,
Livingston,
Macon,
Madison,
Marion,
Miller,
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2d Mondays in April, August, and October.
2d Mondays after 4th Mondays in March, July, and
November.
1st Thursdays after 3d Mondays in March, July, and
November.
1st Mondays in April, August, and October.
1st Thursdays after 4th Mondays in March, July, and
November.
1st Mondays after 4th Mondays in April, August, and
November.
4th Mondays in April, August, and December.
3d Mondays in April, August, and December.
1st Thursdays after 4th Mondays in April, August, and
December.
4th Mondays in January, May, and September.
1st Mondays in January, May, and September.
1st Mondays after 4th Mondays in March, July, and
November.
2d
3d Mondays in March,
April, August,
July, and
andNovember.
November.

Monroe,
Montgomery,
Morgan,
Newton,
New Madrid,
Perry,
Pettis,

4th Mondays in March, July, and November.
4th Mondays in March, July, and November.
2d Mondays in March, July, and November.
4th Mondays in March, July, and November.
1st Thursdays
November.
after 4th Mondays in March, July, and

Pike,
Platte,
Polk,

2d Mondays in March, July, and October.
4th Mondays in March, July, and November.
2d Mondays
November.
after 4th Mondays in March, July, and

2d Mondays in March, July, and November.
1st Mondays in March, July, and October.
3d Mondays in January, May, and September.
4th Mondays in April and August, and 2d Monday in
December.
Ripley,
1st Mondays in February, June, and October.
4th Mondays in March, July, and November.
Rives,
3d Mondays in March, July, and November.
St. Francois,
Ste. Genevieve, 1st Mondays after 4th Mondays in March, July, and
November.
St. Charles,
2d Mondays after 4th Mondays in April, August, and
November.
3d Mondays in March, July, and November.
St. Louis,
3d Mondays in March, July, and November.
Saline,
Scott,
1st Mondays in March, July, and November.
4th Mondays in March, July, and November.
Shelby,
2d Mondays in February, June, and October.
Stoddard,
Taney,
3d Mondays in March, July, and November.
Van Buren,
3d Mondays in March, July, and November.
4th Mondays in April, August, and November.
Warren,
2d Mondays in March, July, and November.
Washington,
1st Thursdays after 1st Mondays in February, June,
Wayne,
and October.

Pulaski,
Ralls,
Randolph,
Ray,
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Art. VIII.— MERCANTILE LAW REPORTS.
'

FIRE INSURANCE EXTENT OF THE POWERS OF INSURANCE AGENTS TO BIND
THEIR PRINCIPALS. IMPORTANT DECISION ON A FIRE POLICY. INSU
RANCE GENERAL AVERAGE TECHNICAL TOTAL LOSS PARTIAL LOSS
MARINE
ABANDONMENT
INTEREST. SALE OF VESSEL BY THE MASTER VALUATION
FIRE INSURANCE

EXTENT OF
THEIR
THE PRINCIPALS.
POWERS OF INSURANCE AGENTS TO BIND

The following interesting case in the Supreme Court of New York, of
fire insurance, involves the question of the extent of the powers of
agents to bind their principals, and as a large proportion of the insurances
in the country are effected through agents, we publish a full report of
Judge Bronson's opinion.
Samuel Lightbody v. North American Fire Insurance Company.
This was an action brought to recover two thousand dollars on a po
licy of insurance, issued by the agent of the North American Insurance
Company, residing in the city of Troy. The facts, as offered in evi
dence, were these : The plaintiff resides in the city of Utica, and was
the owner of a block of wooden buildings, which he wished to get in
sured, and sent a survey of the property to a friend, residing in the city
of Troy, requesting him to get it insured in some responsible company
in Troy or Albany, authorizing him to pay one half per cent. premium.
The person to whom the survey was sent called on H. Z. Hayner, Esq.,
agent of the North American Fire Insurance Company, and inquired if
he was authorized to take risks in the city of Utica ; being answered in
the affirmative, he presented him the survey, and asked at what rate he
would insure that property. Mr. Hayner requested that he would leave
the survey with him for a few days, that he might examine it before
agreeing upon the premium. In about a week's time he called again,
and they agreed upon the premium, at one half per cent., which was paid
at the time, and a receipt taken for the same.
That same night, March 30th, 1837, those buildings, with many others,
were destroyed by fire. Subsequently to this, the agent gave the insured
a policy of insurance, according to agreement, signed by the president
and secretary of the company, and containing the incorporate seal.
There were two points of defence set up by the defendant's counsel ;
one was, that the policy was of no validity, having been delivered after
the buildings had been destroyed ; therefore it could not obligate the
company to pay for what did not exist when it came into the possession
of the plaintiff.
The other point of defence set up, was, that their agent was restricted
by the company to insure only in Troy and its vicinity; and, therefore,
by insuring in Utica he had transcended his authority, and consequently
could not bind the company by his acts. In answer to which, it was
urged by the plaintiff's counsel, that the delivery of the policy after the
fire was no new contract, but that it was in accordance with the general
custom to take a receipt on effecting an insurance, and afterwards re
ceive the policy of the company.
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In answer to the other objection, it was contended, that the plaintiff
was not bound to inquire what instructions the agent might have received
from the company to regulate his conduct; that it was enough for his pur
pose to know that he was their authorized and accredited agent, for the
general purposes of insurance, and that if he transcended his instructions
he was amenable to the company; and that an individual, who had not
the means of knowing what those instructions were, ought not to suffer
on this account.
The Court ruled, that the objections could not be sustained^and direct. ed the jury to find for the plaintiff the full amount claimed.
Exceptions were taken by the defendant's counsel, and the case having
been carried to the Supreme Court, the following is the opinion of the
Bench, decided at the late term in Albany.
By the Court, Bronson, Judge. Without intending to intimate any
opinion on a question which may be made between the principals and
their agent, I shall presume, for all the purposes of this case, that the
agent departed from his instructions in taking a risk at Utica. This
hypothesis will not aid the defendants. Hayner was a general agent
for effecting insurance on behalf of the company, and acted within the
general scope of his authority in taking this risk. Although he must
answer to his principals for departing from their private instructions, he
clearly bound them, so far as third persons, dealing with him in good
faith, are concerned. The question is not so much what authority the
agent had in point of fact, as it is what powers third persons had a right
to suppose he possessed, judging from his acts and the acts of his princi
pals. Perkins v. Washington Insurance Company, (4 Cowen, 645.) This
rule is necessary to prevent fraud, and encourage confidence in deal
ing, (2 Kent, G20.) It is difficult to conceive how the defendants could
have conferred a more unlimited authority upon the agent, so far as third
persons are concerned, than they did by furnishing him with policies al
ready executed by the officers of the company, and ready to be delivered
to any one who might wish to contract, after his name, the subject insured,
extent of the risk, and date of the transaction, had been inserted in the
contract. The plaintiff had a right to believe that the defendants re
posed unlimited confidence in Hayner in relation to the subject of his
agency ; and it would be a monstrous doctrine, to hold that they may
now discharge themselves by setting up their private instructions, which
were wholly unknown to the plaintiff when he entered into the contract.
The rule is different in relation to a special agent; he cannot bind his
principals beyond the precise limit of his authority. But Hayner was a
general agent, acting within the scope of his powers ; and if he was
wrong in taking this risk, that is a question to be settled between him and
his principals.
The objection that this was a special risk, and that Hayner had no
authority to take special risks without consulting the company, depends
on the same principle as the objection already noticed, and requires no
separate consideration. There is no ground for imputing bad faith to
the plaintiff, or to his agent, Knowlson, who negotiated the contract with
Hayner. So far as appears, the plaintiff did not know that the defend
ants had an agent in Utica ; and if he had known that fact, he did not
instruct his agent at Troy to insure with the defendants ; Knowlson call
ed on Hayner, because he saw from the sign on his door, that he was an
VOL. II.—NO. V.
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agent for making insurance. He asked Hayner if he had authority to
take risks in Utica, and the agent answered, he thought he had. There
was nothing in this calculated to excite a doultt concerning the extent
of the agent's powers ; and besides, the counsel did not suggest on the
trial, as they did on the argument, that there was enough to put Knowlson on inquiry; it is too late now to raise that question, if there was ever
any ground for making it.
The offer to prove that risks in plaintiff's block were very hazardous,
was of no manner of consequence, so long as there was no pretence that
plaintiff had either misrepresented the true character of the risks, or
omitted any thing which should have been stated in the survey on which
the defendants acted, nor was it a matter of any moment that the defend
ants' agent at Utica had refused to, take risks in that block, and would
have refused this risk had it been offered to them ; that fact could prove
nothing against the plaintiff; and had the plaintiff known that R. & S.,
the agents at Utica, had refused to insure other buildings in the same
block, which is more than the defendants offered to prove, that would
not alter the case. Because other persons could not obtain insurance, it
did not follow that the plaintiff could not; and if the plaintiff himself
had been refused by one agent or company, it did not preclude him from
applying to another. If he was chargeable with no concealment or
misrepresentation affecting the contract which was made, it cannot be
avoided on the ground that one, or even a dozen, other persons have re
fused to make a similar contract with him.
The defendants did not avow on the trial that they intended to impute
fraud to the plaintiff, but if they had done so, the several offers of evi
dence did not go far enough to raise such a question.
If the policy was well delivered, it took effect by relation from the
day of its date, which was the day on which the premium was paid and the
contract concluded. (Jackson v. Ramsay, 3 Cowen, 75, and cases cited.)
It was the manifest intent of the parties, that the contract should sepa
rate from the day of its date, so as to give the plaintiff the same legal
remedy which he would have had if the policy had in fact been deliver
ed on that day, and the law will give effect to that intention.
This doctrine was not directly denied on the argument, but it was
said that the policy was not duly delivered on the twenty-first of April,
for the double reason that the power of the agent was then at an end, and
the plaintiff had notice that the defendants refused to ratify or be bound
by his act in making the contract. Although the defendants told the
plaintiff on the twenty-first of April that the authority of Hayner had
been revoked, the letter of revocation was not even written until the
next day, and it was not received by Hayner until the twenty-third
of April ; so far as the agent was concerned, he not only pursued his
authority in delivering the policy, but he acted in perfect good faith to
wards his principals, for he had no notice that they intended to put an
end to his agency. The delivery was well made, and bound the defend
ants, unless there was something in the circumstances of the case which
should have precluded the plaintiff from receiving the policy when it
was offered to him.
How does the question stand in relation to the plaintiff? He had, as
we have already seen, made a valid contract with the defendants, and
was entitled to the usual evidence of that contract, a policy of insurance.
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He could, I think, have maintained an action on the case against the de
fendants for a refusal to deliver the policy, in which he would have re
covered damages to the full amount of his loss. But if his remedy at law
be questionable, he had a perfect equitable right to the delivery of the
usual policy, which he might have enforced in the proper forum. (Per
kins v. Washington Insurance Company, 4 Cowen, 645.) Having this
equitable right to the policy, he was clearly at liberty to receive it, when
voluntarily tendered to him by one who had authority to tender it. It
would be a refinement in law, if not in ethics, to hold a pian precluded
from accepting that which was rightfully his due, because he happened
to know that the debtor did not intend to discharge his obligations.
The plaintiff was not told that the authority of Hayner had been, or
would be, revoked, until his second call at the defendants' office on the
twenty-first of April, and for aught that appears, the policy had then
been delivered. But suppose the delivery was after the second call ; the
plaintiff was not chargeable with notice that the powers of the agent had
been revoked, for such was not the fact. The defendants can claim no
thing on the ground of having given information that was untrue.
The only notice, then, which could properly be imputed to the plain
tiff, was notice that the defendants intended to revoke the powers of the
agent. Immediately afterwards, if it did not happen before, Hayner
met the plaintiff, in pursuance of the appointment previously made at
Troy, and delivered the policy. There was no false suggestions or de
ceit on the part of the plaintiff; he neither said nor did any thing to in
duce the delivery. The matter then comes to this : the plaintiff accept
ed that which was voluntarily tendered, and was his rightful due, with
the knowledge that his debtor did not intend he should have it. That
cannot be a good impeachment of his title.
Although the plaintiff could not sue on the receipt for premium, that
paper was properly received in evidence as a part of the transaction.
The objection to reading the policy in evidence, is disposed of in what
has already been said ; and so also with the objection that the prelimi
nary proofs showed a loss accruing previous to the execution and deli
very of the policy.
There are, I believe, no other exceptions which were not abandoned
on the argument.
New trial denied.
IMPORTANT DECISION ON A FIRE POLICY.

The new Vice Chancellor, Murray Hoffman, Esq., has lately made a
decision in the case of Charles McEvers and others v. the Receivers of the
Merchants' Fire Insurance Company, which shows how careful parties
sustaining loss by fire should be in performing the conditions of their
policy.
The premises, in the present case, were destroyed by the great fire
in 1835. They were then worth the full amount of a policy which had
been effected with a certain insurance company.
Receivers stood ready to pay a dividend of 68 per cent. on the
policy, if so decreed. There were, also, other funds for a final dividend,
which had not yet been declared.
The pleadings contained certain averments as to the omission to give
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notice of the loss ; and some proof was taken upon that subject, all of
which are particularly stated in the following opinion of the Court.
The Assistant Vice Chancellor. — " Various objections have been made,
on the part of the receivers, to the relief prayed by the bill ; I have
formed so decided an opinion upon the question of the omission to give
proper notice of the claim, that I shall not enter into the examination of
topics, no conclusion upon which could vary the decree" I must make.
The policy contains the following: "persons sustaining loss or damage
by fire shall forthwith give notice thereof in writing to the company, and,
as soon as possible, they shall deliver as particular an account of their
loss and damage as the case will admit, signed with their own hands, and
they shall accompany the same with their oath or affirmation, declaring
the said account to be true and just ; the whole cash value of the sub
ject insured ; and various other particulars prescribed. A certificate
under the hand and seal of a magistrate, is also to be produced, stating
his examination of the circumstances attending the fire, etc., and until
such proof, declarations, and certificates are produced, the loss shall not
be payable."
The pleadings in these cases have distinctly raised the point, whether
notice was given or not? The issue was raised by the allegation of the
original bill, that it was duly given shortly after the fire ; and by the de
nial, on the information and belief in the answer and the averment, that
no such notice was given until after the appointment of receivers, in May.
1836, more than four months subsequent to the fire. The secretary of
the company has been examined, and disproves the allegation so far as his
information extends. The president, or other officers, who might have
received it, as suggested at the bar, have not been examined. It is out
of the question to presume notice under such circumstances.
It is, however, said, that the receivers have, by their conduct, impliedly
admitted that proper notice was given. This depends mainly upon their
letter, addressed to the complainants on the 20th of July, 1836. In that
they urge various equities, chiefly that the other securities, held by the
New York Insurance Company, should be resorted to, and it is said they
do not urge the want of notice as a ground of resisting the claim. They
do, however, suggest, whether they are at all answerable, out of the
funds of the Merchants' Insurance Company, to pay the claim on the
policy, or any part thereof. And they apprize them that they shall re
sort to all legal and equitable means to contest the claim under the po
licy. There is no admission of notice in this. Nor is there such in any
act or statement of the receivers which has been pointed out. Neither
can they be bound by any implied waiver of notice. An express waiver
of any legal technical defence to a claim, would be as great a breach
of duty as an abandonment of the most equitable one. In the case of
the receivers of the Life and Fire Insurance Company, the chancellor
treated them as bound to resist the claim of holders of certain securities,
called bonds, upon grounds of a legal nature, which, as between the
stockholders
(sect. 3, page and
224.)theUnder
claimants,
theseatcircumstances,
least, had butthe
little
Court
equity
must
in proceed
them —
to the question, whether the neglect to give the notice, until more than
four months after the loss, is fatal to the claim.
It is urged, that the omission may be waived, as well as the omission
to give full preliminary proofs of loss ; and that such waiver may be im
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plied, from no objection being made on that account, and the refusal
placed upon other grounds.- The case of Vos v. Robinson, (9 John. Rep.
195,) as to a marine policy, and of Dawes v. the N. R. Insurance Com
pany, (7 Cowen, 462,) upon a fire policy, have been cited to this point.
The former, as well as other cases, establish, that a defect in pre
liminary proofs may be waived. But the waiver must be made by a
competent authority. In the latter case it was held, that the president
of the Fire Insurance Company was not authorized by the charter to
waive the full preliminary proofs ; although it was admitted that, had
they been dispensed with by a board of directors, or a committee autho
rized to settle the claim, the company would have been bound. But the
president had no more power to dispense with the terms of the contract
than any other stockholders.
It would be difficult to sustain the proposition, that the receivers could
dispense with what the contract requires. It is, however, certain, that
in this case they have not dispensed with it. The important case of
Inman v. the Washington Insurance Company, (12 Wendell, 465,) has
been cited and commented upon to sustain this defence. It appears to
me to establish, beyond controversy, that no action could be sustained at
law. What right has a court of equity to declare a different rule ? I
cannot find any equity arising from accident or any other cause on the
part of the complainants, much less from the fraud of the defendants,
which affords such equity. The original bill cannot be sustained.
Then the question is, whether the relief asked by the cross bill can be
given ?
,
If the case rested between the Merchants' Insurance Company and
the New York Insurance Company alone, I should have no difficulty.
The law of the court, whatever doubt may have before existed, is now
certain. No instrument, deemed to be void by a court of equity, and
which it will not enforce or make the ground of a decree asserting a
right, ought to remain in existence, provided the pleading enable the
courts to annul it. The doctrine is fully stated by Justice Story.
(2 Story's Equity, 10. 700 ; see also, Goddard v. Garret, 2 Eq. Ab.
371, pi. 2 ; French v. Conelly, 2 Anst. 454 ; Hamilton v. Cummings,
1 Johns. C. R. 320.)
My doubt arises, first, from the injury that may result to other and in
nocent parties from the neglect of the company. But I am bound to
consider that the company was the agent to assert their rights as well as
its own, and that all the other parties had a right to supervise their con
duct, and to see that their duty was performed. At least they must, al
though unfortunately, abide by the company's neglect ; and the omis
sion of proper notice is a defence against all, wheresoever the fault
may lie.
But, next : I consider that, before the court can decree the cancelment of an instrument, it must see clearly that no person but those before
it can sustain the claim under it ; otherwise, the remedy should be a per
petual injunction against the parties to the suit.
I do not see that any person, except Elliott, Lamb, the company,
or Raymond and his assignee, can possibly have any interest in the
question.
The original bill must be dismissed, and a decree be made under the.
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cross bill for delivery up of the policy of insurance. Under the pecu
liar circumstances of the case, I think each party should bear his own
costs.
INSURANCE

GENERAL AVERAGE

MARINE
ABANDONMENT
INTEREST.

TECHNICAL TOTAL LOSS

SALE OF VESSEL BY THE MASTER

PARTIAL LOSS
VALUATION

The case of James L. P. Orrok and others v. Commonicealth Insurance
Company, recently decided by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massa
chusetts, was an action on a policy of insurance on the brig Rolla. The
plaintiffs claimed for a total loss. The defendants admitted themselves
to be liable for a partial loss, but not for a total loss.
It appeared that the insurance was on time ; that the Rolla, on the
9th of February, 1835, during the time covered by the policy, struck
upon a rock in the Mediterranean Sea, while pursuing a voyage from
Barcelona to Vera Cruz, intending to touch at Gibraltar for provisions;
that on the next day after getting off the rock, she was compelled, by the
injury she had received, to put into Roquetas, where the captain pro
cured eight men to go on board and assist in pumping; that on the fol
lowing morning she was driven to sea by the violence of the wind, but
succeeded in reaching Malaga on the 15th of February; that, at Malaga,
by the advice of the American consul, a survey was called, and the sur
veyors reported, that it was necessary that the vessel should be unloaded,
in order to examine her; that this having been done, another survey was
called, and a report made by the surveyors in writing, which concluded
by recommending that the vessel should be sold ; and that the captain
afterwards, by the advice of the consul, and in pursuance of such report,
sold her by auction.
It farther appeared, that the cargo consisted of wines, and other arti
cles which were not of a perishable nature ; and that the vessel was re
paired in about ten days so as to be enabled to make a voyage across
the Atlantic.
The plaintiffs abandoned the vessel on the 5th of August, 1835 ; and
there was evidence that the captain arrived in Boston on the 10th of the
preceding' July.
The defendants introduced, as a witness, John S. Tyler, an insurance
broker in Boston, who testified, that, according to the usual manner of
adjusting losses in Boston, the expense of the eight men from Roquetas,
and that of the first survey while the cargo was on board, would be
charged as general average ; that the expense of the second survey, if
on the vessel after the cargo was out, would be a partial loss ; that the
cost of the carpenters' work and labor, and all the expenses necessary
in order to make the surveys, would follow the surveys respectively, and
be general average or partial loss, as the principle to which they were
incident was the one or the other; that the expenses of lighterage,
boat hire, hire of the vessel in which the cargo was put, and all the ex
penses respecting the cargo, would be general average; that wages, and
the cost of provisions, from the time of bearing away for a port of neces
sity, etc., if the vessel had been repaired, during such repairs, and until
she was again upon her voyage, would also be general average ; and
that if, in order to make the repairs, money was raised on bottomry, one
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third was deducted from the marine interest paid, and two thirds only
charged to the underwriters.
At the trial, the counsel for the plaintiffs, upon the cross-examination of
Samuel F. Holbrook, a shipwright, who was introduced as a witness by
the defendants, proposed the following question : " As this vessel and the
injury to her have been described, would she, after being repaired, be of
less value than before the injury happened V
This question was objected to by the defendants; and the judge ruled
that it could not be proposed.
The plaintiffs contended, that if the master could not have made com
plete repairs at Malaga, for less than one half of the value of the vessel,
but could have made partial repairs at Malaga and then carried his ves
sel to Gibraltar, and there made complete repairs, at an expense in the
whole not exceeding one half of such value, he was not bound to have
made partial repairs at Malaga, and then have gone to Gibraltar for
complete repairs ; but the judge was of a different opinion, and instruct
ed the jury accordingly.
The plaintiffs contended, that the valuation in the policy was not con
clusive, and that they had a right to show, that the vessel was of less
value, and especially that she was of less value at Malaga, the port of
necessity ; but the judge instructed the jury otherwise, and ruled, that
the valuation in the policy was conclusive.
The plaintiffs farther contended, that if the valuation in the policy was
conclusive, still the premium should be excluded, in determining whether
the insured were authorized to abandon; and that as the valuation in the
present case was eight thousand dollars, including the premium of seven
per cent., an excess of one half of seven thousand four hundred and
forty dollars, would authorize an abandonment ; but the judge ruled
otherwise, and instructed the jury, that the insured were not authorized
to abandon, unless the expense exceeded one half of eight thousand
dollars.
The plaintiffs contended, that in determining whether the expense of
repairs authorized an abandonment, the whole of the marine interest
necessary to be paid was to be included; but the judge ruled otherwise,
and instructed the jury, that only two thirds of the marine interest were
to be included, that is, that the deduction of one third new for old was
to be made from the whole cost (including the marine interest) of the
items subject to such deduction.
Several other points were made by the plaintiffs, at the trial, which
were overruled by the judge, and a verdict was rendered for a partial loss
only.
The case was argued before the full court on a motion by the plaintiffs
for a new trial, and the court decided that the verdict of the jury wat
right. They made the following, among other, points :
1. That on the question whether the cost of repairs would exceed
half the value of the vessel, evidence tending to show that she would
have been of less value after being repaired than she was before the in
jury, was inadmissible.
2. If the injury sustained by a vessel insured is not of such a nature and
extent as to warrant an abandonment, it is not such a case of necessity
as will warrant a sale by the master.
3. In determining whether the expenses in repairing an injury sus
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tained by a vessel insured under a valued policy, will exceed half of her
value, and thus constitute a technical total loss, the valuation of the ves
sel in the policy is conclusive as to her value.
4. Where, in such case, the policy provides that the insured shall
not have a light to abandon unless the loss exceeds half the amount in
sured, and the valuation includes the premium, the loss must exceed one
half of the whole valuation, including the premium, to authorize an
abandonment.
5. If it is necessary to raise money at marine interest for the purpose
of repairing a vessel insured, the rule of deducting one third new for
old is to be applied to such interest, in determining the amount for
which the insurers are liable.
6. The vessel's proportion of items of general average is not to be add
ed to the partial loss, in order to make up the loss of fifty per cent.,
which authorizes an abandonment.

COMMERCIAL

REGULATIONS.

AN ORDINANCE CONCERNING THE LEVEE DUTIES IN AND FOR THE PORT OP
NEW ORLEANS.

The General Council of the Municipalities of New Orleans, in conformity with the
20th section of the Act of Incorporation, approved 8th March, lb3u, ordain as follows:
Article 1. The levee or wharfage duties, on ships and other decked vessels, and on
steam vessels, arriving from sea, shall be fixed as follows :
On each sea vessel under 75 tons
$12 00
of75 and under 100 tons
15 09
"
"
100
"
125
2000
"
"
125
"
150
25 00
"
"
150
"
200
30 00
200
"
250
40 00
"
250
"
300
50 00
"
"
303
"
350
55 00
350
"
400
..."
00 00
"
"
400
"
450
65 00
450
"
500
75 00
"
"
550
"
600
85 00
"
"
600
"
650
95 00
650
"
700
110 00
"
"
700
"
750
120 00
over 750
130 00
Art. 2. The payment of these duties shall be exacted and collected by the munici
pality within whose limits such vessels may have moored, after their arrival from sea in
port; and an extra duty, of one third of these rates, shall be paid by all vessels which
may remain in port over two months, the same to be recovered at the commencement
of the third month ; and if they remain in port four months, then they shall pay a farther
additional wharfage, of one third of said rates, at the commencement of the fifth month,
and be privileged to remain until the expiration of six months from date of original ar
rival and mooring, without a farther charge being imposed on them.
Art. 3. When any vessel shall be removed from that division of the port in which
it shall have originally paid duty, to another division of said port, under the jurisdic
tion of another municipality, said latter municipality shall be entitled to receive from
the municipality to which said duty had been first paid, in the following ratio, viz. :
One half of the duty actually paid or due, if said vessel have not remained longer than
fifteen days in that part of the port in which it was first moored ; one third, if said ves
sel have remained longer than fifteen days, but not more than twenty-five days ; but if
beyond twenty-five days, not any part of said duty shall be recovered. Nevertheless,
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the municipality in whose limits said vessels shall afterwards be moored, shall have the
right to levy and collect the extra duty of one third of the rates mentioned in Article J,
on the conditions mentioned in Article 2; provided, that no farther charge or extra
duty shall be exacted from any vessel which may have removed from one part of the
port to another, for the mere purpose of forthwith proceeding to sea.
Art. 4. All vessels or steamboats coming from sea, which, after their arrival in port,
shall proceed to, and return from, any plantation or other place, with a cargo, or part
of a cargo, of any kind of produce whatever, and shall again enter the port for the pur
pose of discharging the same, shall pay, on returning from any such trip, a levee duty
of eight dollars over and above the duties fixed by the 1st Article of this ordinance, the
same to be collected by the municipality within whose limits said vessels may discharge
said produce.
Art. 5. The levee duties on steam vessels navigating on the river, and which shall
moor and land in any part of the incorporated limits of the port, shall be fixed as follows :
On each steamer under 75 tons
$ 8 00
" of 75 and under 100 tons
12 00
"
"
100
"
150
16 00
.'
"
150
"
200
20 09
"
"
200
"
250
25 00
"
"
250
"
300
30 00
"
"
300
"
350
35 00
"
"
350
"
400
40 00
"
"
400
"
450
45 00
"
"
450
"
500
50 00
"
"
500
"
550
55 00
over 550
60 00
Art. 6. All steam vessels employed as packets, and plying regularly between this
port and the ports in the Gulf of Mexico, including Havana/shall pay no other or higher
rate of wharfage than is imposed by this ordinance on steamboats navigating the Mis
sissippi.
Art. 7. The duties specified in the preceding Article, shall be paid on the mooring
and landing of said steamers in port, by their captains or other agents, to the officer en
trusted with their collection by the municipality within whose limits said vessels shall
have moored and landed.
Art. 8. After the payment of these duties, said steamers shall be entitled to remain
thirty days in that part of the port which may have been designated by the munici
pality to which it belongs ; and any steamer remaining over thirty consecutive days,
shall pay an additional duty of two dollars per day, until its final departure from port,
the same to be collected daily ; and if any steamer leaves its first landing place, to take
a berth and be moored in another municipality, it shall pay said additional duty of
two dollars per day, to the collector of the municipality into whose limits it shall have
been removeu, whether said term of thirty days shall have expired or not at the time of
such removal.
Art. 9. Steamers employed as tow boats, and which shall have received on board
any produce, the whole or any part of the cargo of a vessel, and shall discharge the same
on the levee, shall pay the same duty as is specified in Article 5, according to their ton
nage ; said duty to be collected by the proper officer of the municipality within whose
limits such discharge shall be effected.
Art. 10. Tow boats shall pay, for each time they may moor to take in wood or other
fuel, eight dollars to the municipality within whose limits they may moor and take in
said fuel.
Art. 11. The following levee dues shall be exacted on all flat boats, barges, keel
boats, pirogues, and all other raft, crafts, &c- :
On each flat boat, either fully or in part laden with produce, materials, or mer
chandise of any kind
:
810 00
On each barge, measuring 70 feet or more in length
10 00
On all barges, keel boats, or boats measuring less than 70 feet, and not ex
ceeding 15 tons burthen
6 00
On all other boats not described in the present ordinance
4 00
On each coasting pirogue
1 00
Theowners or keepers of boats used as places of depot for any article what
ever, shall pay a duty, per day, of
1 00
The
Onfollowing
being broken
duties
up,shall
if inalso
the incorporated
be levied: limits of the port, each flat boat . . 4 00
voL. II.
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Onsaid
eachlimits
steamer, or other vessel than flat boats, being broken up within 10 00
On rafts of timber not containing more than 25 logs each raft
On each raft of timber containing more than twenty-five logs, then in the
ratio of that increase.
On each craft measuring 40 tons or under, employed to carry sugar, molas
ses, wood, or any other description of merchandise, there shall be levied,
on each trip, a duty of
On all craft exceeding forty tons each, employed as above, shall also be le
vied, on each trip, a duty of

5 09

4 C0
6 00

Art. 12. All boats or other vessels arriving within the limits of the port, with fish,
meat, vegetables, eggs, or any and every other kind of provisions, expressly for the
fmrpose of supplying the several markets, shall be entirely exempt from paying any
evee dues; but the same, and all other description of craft otherwise employed, whether
particularly mentioned in this ordinance or not, shull pay duty according to the tariff
above ordained.
Art. 13. The time allowed for all pirogues, flat boats, boats, barges, and keel boats, to
land their cargoes in port, shall be fixed at twelve days from their original arrival, after
which said craft shall pay daily an additional duty, on each barge, boat, or keel boat
over 70 feet in length, of
31 00
And less than 70 feet long
75
And in the event of any said vessels removing from one municipality to another,
from their first place of landing, they shall pay daily said additional duty to the latter
municipality, whether said term of twelve days shall have expired or not.
The time allowed for discharging of boats or other craft not otherwise described in
this ordinance, is fixed at twelve days from their arrival in port, after which said boats
and craft, and all rafts and floats, shall be taken out of the incorporated limits of the
port, under penalty of being fined #25 for each day they may be found in violation of
the law, said fine to be paid by all owners, masters, keepers, or consignees of said fiat
boats, rafts, or floats, for each and every day they may refuse to comply with the dispo
sitions of the present ordinance ; said fine to be recovered before any competent tribunal,
on the evidence of the proper officer whose duty it is to see the levee or port ordinances
carried into effect. Provided, however, that this clause in the present ordinance shall
not deprive any of the municipalities of the right of granting a specific privilege for
said flat boats, rafts, or floats, to be broken up and used within any one of their respect
ive limits.
Art. 14. It is hereby expressly forbidden to all owners, masters, consignees, or other
persons, to sell, or cause to be sold, on board of any of the aforesaid craft, under any
pretence whatever, wine, beer, cider, and spirituous liquors, in quantities less than a
barrel, under a penally of fifty dollars for each contravention; said fine to be paid by
them in the like manner, and on the like evidence, as are described in Article 13. It is
also expressly forbidden to smoke, or allow to be smoked, meat of any kind on board
of said craft, under the penalty, in the manner levied, and on the evidence above men
tioned.
Art. 15. All barges, flat boats, keel boats, or other craft, in which shall be exposed
for sale in the part of the port assigned for their accommodation during the said term
of twelve days, any produce, goods, or merchandise, brought on board from a distance
less than 100 miles above the city of 'New Orleans, excepting sugar, molasses, and
cotton, the staples of Louisiana, shall be fined inasum of not less than S50, nor exceed
ing &100, the same to be recovered in the manner set forth in Article 13.
Art. 16. In case any person should furnish any false reports relative to the cargoes,
owners, or consignees, or the date of such crafts entering the port, or in any manner in
terfere with or impede the officers of the several municipalities in the free exercise of the
duties devolving on them, said person or persons so contravening shall, on conviction,
pay a fine of not less than $20, nor exceeding $100, for each contravention.
Art. 17. It Bhall be obligatory on the part of captains of vessels and steamers, and
also on masters, owners, and keepers of all crafts, flat boats, rafts, and floats, to pay the
aforesaid duties on board oftheir respective Vessels, a receipt for which shall be deliver
ed to them by the proper officer of each municipality, in order to prove payment thereof,
in case any of said vessels, craft, &c, be removed 'from one division of the port to
another.
Art. 18. All the fines imposed by this ordinance shall be for the benefit of (he muni
cipality within which any contravention thereof may have been committed ; the same
to be levied on the evidence of the wharfinger, and if voluntarily paid, the receipt for the
same shall be given by the treasurer ; but if they be resisted , then their recovery shall
be effected by and before an authority or court of competent jurisdiction.
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AnT. 19. It shall be a special duty of the wharfinger for each municipality to make
a weekly report to the comptroller thereof, of all and every description of vessels, their
tonnage, &c, which may each day enter and moor within the limits of the port under
his superintendence; which weekly report shall be carefully filed in the office of said
comptroller, for farther reference and examination, and in regular rotation of dates.
Art. 20. Be it further ordained, that, from and after ten days' promulgation of this
ordinance, the wharfage collectors of the three municipalities shall cause to be kept, by
the enrolling clerk at the custom house, a record book, in which daily entries shall be
made of every vessel which may arrive from sea, specifying their names, their masters,
consignees, where from, and their tonnage, having three marginal spaces on the right
hand, headed, municipality Nos. 1, 2, 3, respectively, which space shall be from time to
time filled up with the signatures of the three several wharfage collectors, indicating
that they have received the wharfage due to their respective municipalities, by each of
whom the expense of procuring and maintaining said book of record, if any, shall be
borne and paid in three equal proportions.
Art. 21. Be it also ordained, that, in the event of the resignation or suspension of
any officer or officers employed as collectors of any of the branches of the revenues
belonging to either of the municipalities, he or they shall be forthwith required to de
liver up to the treasurer of the municipality whence his or their appointment was de
rived, all his or their books, accounts, and vouchers appertaining thereto.
Art. 22. The present ordinance shall be put in force in ten days after its promulga
tion by the mayor; and the execution of such dispositions thereof as relate to the po
lice of the port, shall specially belong to the officers appointed by each of the munici
palities for this purpose.
Art. 23. All previous ordinances, or parts of ordinances, relative to levee dues,
and to the police of the port, and which may be at variance with, or opposed to, the
provisions of the present ordinance, shall be, and the same are hereby repealed.
Extract from Chapter XIV. Title
HOSPITAL
IV. ofthe Revised
MONEY.Statutes of the Stale of Sew- York,
entitled, " Ofthe public health."
Sec. 7. The health commissioner shall demand, and be entitled to receive, and in case
of neglect or refusal to pay, shall sue for and recover, in his name of office, the following
sums, from the master of every vessel that shall arrive in the port of New York, namely:
1. From the master of every vessel from a foreign port, for each cabin passenger, one
dollar and fifty cents; for each steerage passenger, one dollar.
2. From the master of each coasting vessel, for each passenger on board, twenty-five
cents; but no coasting vessel from the states of New Jersey, Connecticut, and Rhode
Island, shall pay for more than one voyage in each month, computing from the first
vovage in each year.
Sec. 9. Each master paying hospital monies, shall be entitled to demand and recover,
from each person for whom they shall be paid, the sum paid on his account.
Sec. 10. Every master ofa coasting vessel shall pay to the health commissioner, at his
office, in the city of New York, within twenty-four hours after the arrival of his ves
sel in the port, such hospital monies as shall then be demandnble from him, under the
provisions of this title; and every master, for each omission of such duty, shall forfeit
the sum of one hundred dollars.
IMPORTANT TO BOOKSELLERS.

It is stated in the London Morning Post, that Messrs. Black and Armstrong, foreign
booksellers, of Wellington-street, Strand, have addressed circulars to the trade, to inform
them ofthe successful result of a memorial to the Treasury, on the subject of the exports
on which drawback is claimed. The Board of Excise has issued a warrant, stating,
that in future no objection will be made to the introduction ofpens, pencils, inkstands,
rulers, sealing-wax, wafers, and other articles of stationery, or of books not entitled to
drawback, into packages containing paper or books intended to be exported on draw
back, provided that, in the case of stationery, the quantity packed shall not exceed in
weight one fifth of the weight of the paper, and in the case of books not entitled to draw
back one tenth of the weight of the drawback books contained in the packagein which
they 'are placed, and provided the exporter shall cause to be marked in a legible manneronthe outside of each package, in the presenceofthepacking-officer, the nett weight
of each; and the nett weight of the articles or books not entitled to drawback, pack
ed with them; and the tare of the package.
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STATISTICS.

COMMERCE OF CONNECTICUT, FROM 1791 TO 1838.
Compiledfrom Official Documents, by S. Hazard, Esq., of the U. S. Statistical Register.

Imports.
Domestic. Foreign.
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1604
1805
1606
1807
1806
1809
1810
1811,
1812|
18l3i
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818\
1819
1820|
1821
1822
i82a
1824
1825
1626
162:
182*
1829
1830
1831
18!12
1^!,::
1834
18351
1836|
183
18381

1,238,388
1,486,882
1,353,537
1,522,750
1,519,083
397,781
655.228
762,785
991,216
720,805
938,729
1,042,776
383,135
587,007
574,290
571,500
437,651
415,830
36 i,189
479,353
481,911
570,634
684,686
695,454
567,100
493,925
450,985
385,610
482,073
430,466
427,603
421,419
487,518
431,17(5
523,103
513,610

10,163
29.22S
90,190
193,078
105,644
15,910
11,2)5
5 858
38,138
5,574
360
6',799
29,819
3,064
683
6,101
10.007
5,959
1,123
5,218
4,584
13 439
23,175
27,620
6,935
3,901
810
997
25,460
7,023
9,487

Total

* ft
^ -5 .
\ 1 .HI
| HI.

i-ys .
D i § a Registered
tonnage.
ill
'<ess'
QRW

710,353
214,267
33'
879,753
149,162
1,198
770,255
169,770
812,765
376
186,535
1,796
819,465
168,798
191,309 33 685
1,452,793
814,506
160,488 30,398
181,960 37,819
763,128
1,143,818
334,870 21,021
1,114,743
201.839 15,748
1,446,216
367,861 15.721
1,606,809
3!19.870 53,522
1,248,571
350,110 21,402
1,516,110
429,531 47,150
1,443,727
464,592 80,488
1,715,828
478,664 114,715
1,624,727
464,467 114,-96
413,691
254,769 24,314
666,513
163,684 16,?29
8,312
768,043
187,521
3,709
1,032,354
256,361
780.805
873,629 14,220
974,303
448,595 21,557
1,043,136
100,707
383,135
230,229 35,261
593,806
347,436
5,595
634,139
5,855
176,837
577,564
205,470
5,701
438,534
238,190
3,038
421,931
£08,756
1,298
376,187 312,090 196.193
2,910
485,312 507,094 262,375
1,437
482,061 456,463 242,496
6,095
575,852 581,510 306,936
5,157
689,270 707,478 275,933 10.856
70-<,893 736,194 274,703
6,363
590.275 630,004 189,623 12,196
521,545 485,174 238,562
1.620
457,970 309,538 166,544 29,304
389,511 269,583 125,386 20,503
482,883 405,066 113,125 12,433
430,466 437,715 1 14,528
6,069
427,603 352,014
87,122
3,887
422,416 385,720
83,443
374
512,970 439,502
82,742
1,441
438 199 468,163 106,521
2,164
532,590 318,849
513,610 343.331
I
* Ending 30th of September.

18,140 00
16 523 00
18,015 65
20,511 59
23,549 91
26,045 39
19,634 25
23,549 44
31,632 63
31,260 39
34,465 58
21,940 05
26,770 54
23,683 67
29,563 31
26,026 37
27,071 11
22,297 87
21,306 46
22,671 35
26,502 65
29,953 54
24,241 00
£5.016 54
33,472 12
24,624 0-2
21,127 64
13,499 31
14,378 30
14,341 67
14,084 65
16,419 84
16,258 81
14,558 75
13,084 78
13 351 36
14,704 76
16,814 44
16,916 42
14,989 05
17,061 43
21.068 85
21,805 33
24,939 79
26,112 74
27,398 35*
28,716 03*
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COMMERCE OP THE UNITED STATES.
Value of Exports from each Slate for ten years, ending 30(A September, 1838. Com
piled from tables appended to a Report of the Secretary of tke Treasury.
Maine.
I
737,832
1821 935,532
1830 670,522
1831 805,573
1832 981,443
1833 1,019,831
1831 834,167
1835 1,059,367
1836 850,986
1837 955,952
1838

N. Hamp
shire.
105,740
96,184
111,222
115,582
155,258
80,870
81,681
15,520
34,641
74,670

Vermont. Massachu
setts.
808,079
658,256
925,127
319,820
377,399
334,372
328,151
188,165
138,693
132,650

8,254,937
7,213,194
7,732,763
11,993,768
9,6a3,122
10,148,820
10,043,790
10,384,346
9,728,190
9,104,862

Rhode
Island.

Connecti New York:
cut.

390,331
278,950
367,465
534,459
485,481
501,626
296,003
228,420
488,258
291,257

457,970 20,119,011
389.511 19,697,9*13
482.R83 25,535,114
430,466 26,000,945
427,603 25,395,117
422,416 25,512,014
519,270 30.345,264
43s,199 28.920,438
532,590 27,338,419
543,610 23,008,471

of
j.Vew Jerseyl Pennsylva-l Delaware. Maryland. District
Columbia. Virginia.
8,022
8,324
11,430
61,794
32,753
8,131
74,041
62,809
44,217
28,010
Years.

4,039,935
4,291,793
5,513,713
3.516.0G6
4,078,951
3,989,746
3,739,275
3,971,555
3,841,599
3,477,151

7,195
52,253
34,514
16,242
45,91 1
51.915
88.826
74,981
40,333
36.844

4,804,465 928,097 3,787,431
3,791,462 753,973 4,791,644
4,308,647 1,220,975 4,150,475
4,499,918 1,154,474 4.510,650
4,062,467 1,002,816 4,467,587
4,163,245 820,394 5,483,098
3,925,234 517,639 6,064,063
3,675,475 1326,871 6,192,040
3,789,917 469,209 3,702,714 a
4,521,575 373,113 3,986,228 I

South
Carolina. Georgia.

Ohio.

Michigan. Alabama. Louisiana. Florida.

1,693,958 12,386,060 56,086
1829 8,175,586 4,981,376 2,004
1,588
2.294,591 15,488.692 7,570
1830 7,627,031 5,336,626
2.413,894
12,392
1831 6,575,201 3,959,813 14',728
16,761,969 30,495
9,234
2,736,387 16,530,930 65,716
1832 7,752,731 5,515,883 58,394
4,527,961 18,941,373 64,805
9,054
1833 8,434,325 6,270,040 225,544
36,021
5,670,797 26,557,524 228,825
1834 11,207,778 7,567,327 241,451
7,574,692 36,270,823 61.710
64,830
1835 11,338016 8,890,674 97,204
61,231 11,184,166 37,179,828 7i;6G2
1836 13,684,376 10,722,200 3,718
9,671,401 35,338,697 90.084
69,790
1837 11,220,161 8,935,041 132,844
9,688,244 31,502,218 122,532*
1838 11,042,0701 8,803,839 139,827 125,660
* For Kentucky, Tennessee, and Indiana, none put down ; and for Mississippi, the
value for 1837 only, stated at $304,831.

From the 1st of January, 1839,
BANKRUPTCIES
to the 1st January,
IN FRANCE.
1840, 1,013 bankruptcies were de
clared for the department of the Seine ; viz. : 58 in Januaiy, 68 in February, 79 in March,
84 in April, 86 in May, 100 in June, 91 in July, 107 in August, 84 in September, 103
in October, 79 in November, and 76 in December. The total amount of these failures
was 60 millions of franca.
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VALUE OF EXPORTS PROM THE UNITED STATES,

To each of the following Foreign Countries, for tenyenrs,ending30:h September, 1833.
From a Report of the Secretary of the Treasury.
^J

1

Great Bri France and Spain and Nethcrland Sweden Cf- Denmark <f"
dependen
dependen dependencies
tain if- de
dependen and depen
pendencies cies.
cies.
cies.
dencies.
28,071,084
31,647,881
39.901,379
37,268,556
39,782,210
50,797,650
60,107,699
64,487,55J
61,217,485
58,843,392

12,832.304
11,806,238
9,882,679
13,244,698
14,424,533
16,111,442
20,335,066
21,441.200
20 255,346
16,252,413

6.388.094
6,049,051
5,60 1,490
6,399,193
6,506,041
6,296,556
7,009,279
8,081,608
7,604,002
7,684,006

4.622,120
4,562,437
3,096,609
6,035,466
3,566,361
4,578,739
4,411,053
4,799,157
4,285,707
3,772,206

957,948
961,729
540,078
515,140
420,01.9
494.741
602,593
700,386
507,523
355,852

2.311.174
2,014,085
2.000,793
2,i07,551
1,839,834
1,857,114
1,780.496
2,122,469
1,640,173
l,i99,927

Portugal ifdependencies

China.

Hanse
Towns.

Russia.

West Indies
generally.

Texas.

1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

322,911
279,799
291,383
296,218
422,561
322,496
521,413
191,007
4-23,705
232,131

1,354,862
742,193
1,290,835
1,260,532
1,433,759
1,0 10.413
1,808,580
1,194.261
630.591
1,516602

3,277,160
2.274,880
2,592,172
4.088,212
2,903,298
4,659,674
3,528,276
4,303,882
3,754,949
3.291.645

3*6.226
416,575
402,766
582,682
703,h().->
330,694
585,447
911,013
1,306,732
1.048.289

369,619
217,121
635,627
562,954
367,773
408,643
450,516
513,996
467,557
339.052

....

1.007,9:*
1/247.880

Mexico.

Columbia.

Central
America.

Brazil.

1

Argentine
Republic.

Chili.

1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1831
1835
1836
1837
1838

2,331,151
4,837,458
6,178,218
3,467,541
5,408,091
5,265,053
9,029,221
6,041,635
3,880,323
2,164,097

767,348
496,990
658,149
1,117,024
957,543
795,567
1,064,016
829,255
1,080,119
724,739

239,854
250,118
306,497
335,307
575,616
184.149
183,793
189,518
157,663
213,040

1,929,927
1*43,238
2,076.093
2,054,794
3,272,101
2,059,351
2,608,656
3,094,936
1,743,209
2.267,194

626,052
629,887
659,779
923,040
699,728
971.837
708,918
384,933
266,008
236,665

1.421,134
1,536,114
1,368,155
1,221,119
1,463,940
1,476,355
941,884
937,917
1,487,799
1.370.264

1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1831
1835
1836
1837
1838

....
....
....

The following statistical
COMMERCIAL
notes of the
PROGRESS
industry OF
of France
FRANCE.
are given in the Journal
Gtniral: "In 1819 the quantity of merchandise conveyed in French vessels was only
726,000,000 kilogrammes. In the year 1838 it was 1,206,906,000. In 1819 the duties
upon public carriages amounted to only 3,101,358 francs; in 1838 they were 6,200,000
francs. The amount of machinery exported in 1820 was only 216,500 francs; in 1838 it
was 3,980,607 francs. In 1818 there was only sufficient cotton machinery in France
to spin 16,914,217 kilogrammes of cotton in a year, but in 1838 it had so increassed
that 51 millions were spun."
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COTTON TRADE.
Table showing the equality ofprices in Charleston, Savannah, and Havre, laid down at
the latter place, with charges as at foot. The charges noticed at the bottom of each
table are included in the prices.
EXCHANGE.
UTS.

5 10
til
64
68
71
75
78
82
85
89
92
96
99
103

6
6*
7
7J
8
8*
9
9»
10
m
ii
in
12

5
61
65
68
7-2
75
79
82
86
89
93
96
100
103

10
60
10
60
10
60
10
60
10
60
10
60
05

15
64
16
68
20
72
24
76
28
80
32
85
37
85

5
62
65
69
72
76
79
83
86
90
94
97
101
104

20
20
75
30
85
40
85
40
95
50
05
60
15
70

5 30

5 25
62
66
69
73
76
80
84
87
91
94
98
101
105

59
16
73
30
87
44
01
58
15
72
35
92
50

63 15
66 65
70 25
73 85
77 45
81 05
84 65
88 25
91 85
95 45
99 10
102 70
106 30

5 35
63
67
70
74
77
81
85
88
92
96
99
103
107

5
00
65
30
95
60
25
90
55
20
85
50
15

5 40
63
67
71
74
78
82
85
89
93
96
100
104
107

84
50
18
85
52
19
86
53
20
87
60
27
95

At Savannah.—Commission for purchasing,
CHARGES. 2J per cent. ; commission for drawing,
l} per cent.; insurance against fire, 1-6 per cent.; rope, mending, and drayage, 25
cents per bale; insurance over sea, lj per cent.
At Havre.—Freight, lc. per lb., and 5 per cent. primage ; duty, 22 francs for 50 kilo
grammes ; landing charges, storage one month, and delivery, 2 francs per bale ; and all
other charges at Havre, including loss of interest, commission, and brokerage, 5} per
cent. ; tare bonification, 3 kilogrammes per bale, and ropes at 3.
Remarks.—}e. difference in the freight, is 1} centimes ; lc. in the price of cotton, is
from 1,75 to 1,80 centimes. 100 lbs. at Savannah yield 41,20 kilogrammes at Havre.
N. B. The above table also applies to Marseilles.
Table showing the cost of Cotton bought at Savannah, laid down in Liverpool, icitt
charges, as annexed.
i a.

5
6

8
8}
9
H
10
10J
11
llJ
12
ty
13
13}

5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9

97
27
56
86
16
46
75
05
34
63
92
22

5
6
66
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9

93
22
51
80 •
10
39
68
98
27
56
85
15

5
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9

EXCHANGE.
7
88
5
17
6
46
6
76
6
6
05
34
7
63
7
7
91
20
8
8
49
8
78
9
08

8
84
12
41
70
99
27
56
85
14
42
71
01

5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8

9

10

79
08
36
65
94
22
51
78
04
34
65
95

5 75
6 03
6 31
6 59
6 88
7 16
7 46
7 72
7 97
8 28
8 56
8 86

CHARGES.
insurance
Commission
toagainst
Liverpool,
for purchasing,
fire, 1-5
1J per
percent.
2}
cent.;
per
; loss
rope,
cent.;
ofmending,
weight,
commission
5and
per drayage,
cent.,
for drawing,
from25weight
cents
1J per
per
paid
cent.;
balefor;
< to landing weight; freight, Jd. per lb., and 5 per cent. primage; duty, 516 per lb., or
1 2s.
two11a.
months
per interest
100; landing
and commission,
charges, 3s. Id.
per bale; brokerage in Liverpool, J per cent.;
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Table showing the equality of prices in Liverpool and Havre, for American Cottons.
Havre.
Vpool.
Havre.
Vpool.
5 d. equal to francs 70 10 duty paid. 9 d. equal to francs 120 35 duty paid.
!ii
123 60
73 30
126 70
76 40
41
129 75
79 55
132 93
10
8-i 65
136 05
85 85
10}
139
25
88 95
10J
142 30
10}
95 20
145 50
98 40
11
HI
101 50
148 60
151 80
in
104 70
154 80
H}
107 80
12
158 05
Ill 10
114 10
12}
161 20
117 30

BANK

STATISTICS.

The following statements, (says
BANKS
the OF
Baltimore
BALTIMORE.
Patriot,) as exemplifying the practi
cal operation of the banking system in Maryland, will, of course, command attention.
As regards the relative amount of specie and circulation possessed by the banks, the
statement, in its aggregate, shows the Maryland banks to be in a condition which
would have been deemed one of undoubted soundness and safety. Their aggregate
specie, to their aggregate circulation, as shown by the annexed tabular statement, made
up from these returns, is about as one to two. Ten years ago, one to three was gene
rally held to be a safe proportion. The reflection that naturally arises is, that banks
which, in a period of suspension, are able and willing to contract their issues and to
maintain their circulation at so low a point as two to one, compared with their specie,
must be, in the main, conducted with prudence and caution, and are, therefore, likely
to deserve the public confidence.
Condensed View of Ike condition of the several Banks of the City of Baltimore, on the
6th January, 18-10.
Investment
BANKS.
Capital. in stocks. Discounts Specie, Circula. Deposits.
Farmers' & Planters'. .

600,425
628,070
Comm'cial & Farmers' 512,426
589,050
Western
309,2-20
1,845,562
2,000,000
1,199,350
560,634
428,397
Farmers & Merchants' 491,950
333,950

13,050 803,264 75,Si2
215,888 905,202 72,056
106,761 606,931 121,042
67,661 740,089 100,295
24,229 383,763 58,291
880,588 2,053,068 104,689
161,874 2,200,753 205,597
90,140 1,891,900 120,020
114,817 652,235 78,976
41,315 640,634 31,327
90,671 500.809 34,357!
405,690 31,350
9,499,004 1,807,004 11,784,338 1,036,765
* Of which sum, ©194,844 is a deposit of the state,
t Of which sum, ©366,543 is a deposit of the state.

223,870
278,049
117,485
165,315
107,310
306,420
178,750
280,053
228,280
122,530
107,380
83,435
2,198,8671

179,981
443,161*
207,540
93,540
109,788
769,86Gt
311,324
466,192
309,796
198,115
35,967
39,238
3,224,498
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Quarterly average of the weekly
BANK
liabilities
OF ENGLAND.
and assets of the Bank of England, from
the 10th of December, 1839, to the 3d of March, 1840, both inclusive, published pursuant
to Acts 3 and 4 William IV., chap. 98 :
LIABILITIES.
Securities
£23,223,000
Circulation
£16,678,000
Bullion
4,271,001)
Deposits
7,896,000
£24,574,000 |
£27,494,000
This return shows an augmentation in the currency to some extent. Compared with
the last account, there is an increase upon each item—on circulation, £167,000; on de
posits, £326,000 ; on securities, £242,000 ; and on bullion, £307,000. The actual stock
of bullion in the Bank at this moment, is estimated to be about £4,500,000.

INSURANCE.
ANNALS OF INSURANCE IN THE WEST.
The first Insurance Company established in the west, was at Lexington, Kentucky,
which went into operation about 1816, but ceased to exist in one or two years. The
second was the old Cincinnati Insurance Company, established in 1818, which issued
some fifty or sixty policies, and in one or two years closed up its concerns. The third
was the old Louisville Marine Insurance Company, which was established in or about
the year 1818, and issued two hundred policies or upwards, and some years afterwards
wound up its affairs. The fourth is the Cincinnati Equitable Fire Insurance Company,
established in 1825, and is now in operation, and conducted on the principles of mutual
insurance. The fifth was the Ohio Insurance Company, established in 1827, at which
period there was no local insurance company in the west, with the exception ofthe Equi
table Fire Insurance Company referred to, the Fire and Marine Insurance being at
this period confined to the eastern offices, and their agencies in the west. To those fa
miliar with the history of that period, it will be recollected that for several months pend
ing the establishment of the Ohio Insurance Company, it was exceedingly doubtful
whether it could be put in operation, from the difficulty ofdisposingofa sufficient amount
of the stock ; but having commenced its operations, its success was decided, and two
years afterwards arose, in 1829, the Cincinnati Insurance Company.
These two companies had, by their charters, a capital of $250,000 each. The same
year, the Louisville Marine and Fire Insurance was organized, and went into opera
tion, capital, $200,000. In 1830, three new offices were established in the west, viz.:
the Louisville Mutual Fire Insurance Company, the Louisville Merchant's Insurance
Company, and the Wabash Insurance Company, with an aggregate capital of $400,000.
In 1831, two more were added, viz.: the Madison Insurance Company in Indiana, and
the Missouri Insurance Company at St. Louis—aggregate capital, $000,000. In 1832,
three more were added, viz.: the Firemen's Insurance Company at Cincinnati, the Lan—aggregate
singburgh Insurance
capital $100,003.
Company,
In and
1833,the
butNew
one was
Albany
added
Insurance
to the number,
Company
viz.: the
in Indiana
Frank
lin Fire Insurance Company, at Frankfort, Kentucky—capita1, $100,000. But in 1834,
seven new offices were chartered at Warren, Dayton, and Cleveland, in Ohio; at Maysville and at Louisville, in Kentucky; and at Jeffersonville and Rising Sun, in Indiana—
aggregate capital, $300,000. Inl635, nineteen additional offices were established, viz.:
seventeen in Ohio, and two in Kentucky—aggregate capital, $1,600,000. In 1836,
vol. n.—no. v.
56
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fourteen more were chartered, viz. : eight in Ohio, three in Kentucky, two in Indiana,
and one in Missouri—aggregate capital, $1,800,000. In 1837, twenty-two more were
chartered, viz.: two in Ohio, seven in Indiana, and thirteen in Missouri— aggregate ca
pital, $4,000,000.
The foregoing enumeration, however, embraces only the offices chartered in the
four western slates of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Missouri. No office was estab
lished in Tennessee, Illinois, western Pennsylvania, or western Virginia, until 1832,
since which, fifteen or twenty companies have been established in these states, with an
aggregate estimated capital, $1,500,000. Mississippi and Louisiana have been omit
ted in the foregoing calculation, as our statistics do not furnish adequate data for the oc
casion, but we estimate the amount of capital in these two states at, perhaps, $300,000.
Thus, we perceive, that in 1826, twelve years since, there was no local insurance office
in the western states, north of Natchez, except the Equitable Fire Insurance Com
pany at Cincinnati ; that in 1833, seven years after, there were only twelve, with an ag
gregate capital of $1,800,000 ; but that in the four succeeding years, to the spring of 1838,
the number was increased to considerably more than one hundred, the whole wield
ing, in the aggregate, the immense capital of $15,000,000.

STATISTICS OF

NAVIGATION.

Mr. William C. Redfield, of New
STEAM
York,
NAVIGATION.
has furnished for publication the following
statements relative to steamboat accidents :
The number of miles navigated by steam vessels connected with the port of New
York, in five years ending31st December, 1824, was about 2,827,750, with an aggregate of
4,796,000 passengers ; of whom 38, or one in 126,211, lost their lives. Twelve accidents
occurred.
During the five years ending at the close of 1833, the estimated number of miles ran
was 4,216,200, with an aggregate of 9,419,700 passengers. Number of accidents, 5.
Lives lost, C2; or one in 151,931.
During the five years ending 31st December, 1838, the estimated number of miles run
was 5,46/,450 ; aggregate number ofpassengers, 15,886,300 ; number of accidents, 2; lives
lost, 8; or one in 1,985,787.
The average number of miles to each explosion the first of the above periods was
235,646; in the second, 843,210 ; in the third, 2,733,725.
The estimated average pressure of steam used during the first period, was 7 inches;
second period, 14 inches; third period, 18 inches.
It appears from the average results of this table, says Mr. Redfield, that during even
the first period of five years after the navigation was thrown open to public com
petition, the ratio of steam accidents wasonly equal to one, for more than 20,000 trips or
passages; and that the average loss of life wasonly equal to one, for more than 126,000
passengers exposed. Thus, at the fair outset of this noble enterprise, a degree of
safety was attained for the passengers, such as may well challenge comparison with any
artificial means of transit or locomotion that have ever been resorted to by the human
race.

FRENCH STEAM NAVIGATION.

The Courier Francais states, that the example of the merchants of Marseilles in sub
scribing for shares towards the raising of Trans-Atlantic Steam Navigation Compa
nies, has been followed at Nantes, Bordeaux, and Havre. At Bordeaux, it adds, the
subscriptions amount to 3,000,000 francs, and at Havre, to4, 175,000 francs. To this we
may add, that the chamber of commerce ofBordeaux has summoned a meeting of the mer
chants ofthat city, to deliberate on the best means of establishing the line ofcommunica
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tion in question, and a committee of fire gentlemen has been named in consequence.
The commissioners of the subscribers to the Marseilles company are instructed, says
the "Temps/' to request Admiral Baudin to lend his experience and influence towards
the prompt accomplishment ofthcir object.
The Minister of the Marine has ordered to be built, at L'Orient, a steam ship to carry
engines of 450 horse-power. It is to be called the Cuvier, after the celebrated naturalist,
and will be the largest in the French service. Its length will be greater than a threedecker, and it will be sufficiently capacious to carry 1,200 troops.

LIGHT-HOUSE AT THE PENINSULA OP JUTLAND.

The Department of State at Washington has received notice from the Danish go
vernment of the erection of a new light-house en the easternmost point of the peninsula
of Jutland, called Farnas, or Foreness, of which the following particulars are communl
cated, for the benefit of our navigators:
A new light-house has been erected on the easternmost point ofJutland, called Fornas,
or Foreness, projecting into the Kattegat passage, situated five eighths of a Danish mile
northeast half east from the entrance of the harbor ofGrenade. 7} miles west southwest
half west from the light-house of Arholt, and 71 miles northwest and a quarter north
from the Island of Hesselder. The light is placed on a quadrangular tower, at the height
of 67 Danish feet above the sea, and may be seen at the distance of three and a quarter
miles by a person standing ten feet above the sea. The light is given by six lamps,
which revolve every three minutes, in such a manner, that the spectator sees every half
minute a bright light, which lasts about six seconds, and is invisible for twenty-six se
conds following.

MISCELLANEOUS

STATISTICS.

TABLE OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURE, AND PUBLIC DEBT OP FRANCE.
RECEIPTS.

EXPENDITURE.

Direct Taxes.
Francs.
Land Tax
244 873,409
Poll Tax
29,400,000
Personal Estate .... 35,665.000
Doors & Windows. 32,310,000
Patents
29,818,500
Miscellaneous
1,827,000

CivilList
Funded Debt
Sinking Fund
Guaranties due by Treasury.
Unfunded Debt
Life Annuities
Chamber of Peers
Total
373,923,909 C hamber of Deputies
Registration, Stamps, Domains 193,225,000 Legion of Honor
Felling of Timber
24,090,000|Pensions
«..
Customs
154,300,000'Ministry of Justice
Excise on liquors, tobacco, &c. . 171 ,000,000 Foreign Affairs
Post Office
34,290,000, Religion
Lotteries
8,000,000 Public Instruction
Gaming Houses
5. 500,000 Ministry of the Interior
Fines
3.300,000 Commerce and Public Works
Sundry Proceeds
11 ,047,482 War
Navy
Extraordinary Resources.
Finances
Balance of 1831 . . ..131,467,267
Administration and Collection
of Revenue
Sale of Wood
50,000,000
181,467,267 Repayments, &c
Total Receipts

1,160,053,6581

Total

Francs.
18,000,000
215,768,242
43,093,621
9,000,000
16,000,000
6,200,000
700,000
600,000
3,302,417
58,389,651
19,469,700
7,502,000
34,804,600
2,575,000
3,380,000
123,500,000
307,434.000
65.000,000
22,787,500
118,211,833
42,989,445
1,097,708, 1 02

•
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CANALS OF NEW YORK.
Statement of the amount of Tolls received on the several Canals of this
State, in each year,from the 1st day of January, 1820, to the 1st clay of
January, 1840. Compiledfrom the Annual Report of the Canal Com
missioners.
Erie ChamYea". plain
Canals.
18-20
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1820
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

5,437 34
14,388 47
64,072 50
152,959 33
340,761 07
566,112 97
762,003 60
859,058 48
835,407 28
795,054 52
1,032,599 13
1.194 610 49
1,195,804 23
1,422,695 22
1,294,649 66
1.492,811 59
1,556,269 37
1,239,052 49
1,516,373 98
1,540,785 22

Cayuga 4"
Crooked
Oswego Seneca
Ca Chemung Lake Chenangi
Canal. nal.
Canal. Canal. Canal.

2,757' 67
2.439 44
12,335 18
16,271 10
19,786 20
22,950 47
22,168 02
29,180 62
30,436 20
21,083 50
27,260 44
34,162 42
17,830,905 8-1 247,831 32l

Total.

15,778 33

279 70
8,043 49
11,987 81
12,920 39
13,893 04
17,174 09 694* 00 200
18,130 43 3,878 05 1,473
20 430 11 4,720 44 1,829
20,522 92 5.086 38 2,365
15.968 86 4,333 80 1,526
18,397 57 4,394 67 2,013
18,747 47 5,187 27 1,721
177,096 48 27,794 61 11,130

5.437 34
14,388 47
61,072 40
152,958 33
340,761 07
566,112 97
762,003 60
|859,058 48
838,444 65
813,137 45
1,056,922 12
1,223.801 98
1.229,483 47
1,463,715 22
84
1,339,799 56
40
63
1,548.672 39
51
1,614.680 38
58 20,407
11,16451
99 1,293,129 80
31
1,588,847 87
31
1,616,382 C2
58 47,350 74 18,392,109 57

EXTENT OF THE FISHING INTEREST IN MASSACHUSETTS.
The statement which follows is compiled from the statistical tables published by or
der of the Legislature of Massachusetts, and indicates the extent of the fishing interest
of the commonwealth, for the year ending 1st day of April, 1837. The whale fishery
is not included in this account.
Vessels employed in the cod and mackerel fishery
1,290
Tonnage of same
76,089
Number of quintals of codfish caught
510,554
Value of same
$1,569,51?
Number of barrels of mackerel caught
234,059
Value of same
SI,639,042
Number of bushels of salt used in cod and mackerel fishery
637,141
Hands employed
11,146
Capital invested
$2,683,176
SILK MANUFACTURE IN FRANCE.
According to a recent statistical statement, there are in France 84,648 looms, produ
cing annually a value in silks of/211.540,C00, (or $40,000,000.) These looms give oc
cupation to 169,280 workmen, and employ /139,623,330 of silk, ($26,118,000.) The
price of work is /70,926,670, ($13,300,000)—or about /30O, ($56 25) for each work
man. The profit and interest of the capital employed is /2 1,000,000.
The manufactures of Lyons alone occupy 40,000 looms, and employ 80.003 work
men. They produce 100 millions offrancs, (near $20,000,000.) The home consump
tion
of France($26,000,000.)
in silks is 73 millions of francs, (14,000,000,) and the exportation
is
/138,550,000,
r
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Foreign Importations.—In evidence of the points assumed in the paper on Domestic
Industry, (in the present number,) we give, in a separate form, a more minute specifi
cation of the articles of foreign importation. That this specification is accurate, may
be ascertained from the annual documents which are issued from the office of the secre
tary of the treasury. From these it may be learned how small a portion of our importa
tions are actually necessary, from the more improved state of the arts abroad, and the
cheapness of labor, and how large a portion we might with advantage have produced
ourselves, thus avoiding the drain upon our capital, and tho influence of that power
which is holding down the gigantic energies of our country, like Prometheus chained
to the rock.
We import burr stones and sulphur; antimony and clay; rag^ and bark of the cork
tree; undressed furs, raw hides, and skins; plaster of Paris and barilla; dye-wood,
mahogany, and animals for breeding; pewter and tin; brass and copper; gold and
silver bullion; coffee and teas from India and China; cocoa, almonds, currants, and
prunes; figs, raisins ; mace, and other spices ; nutmegs, cloves, cinnamon, and pepper;
pimento, cassia, ginger, and camphor; silks and worsted; lace veils, shawls, and
shades, and other manufactures of silks and worsted ; camlets of goats' hair and ca
mels' hair ; cashmere of Thibet and worsted stuff goods ; linens, bleached and unbleach
ed ; ticklenburgs, osnaburgs, apd burlaps ; brown and white sheetings, bolting cloths^
and wool; quicksilver and opium; crude saltpetre; cloths, and cashmere, merino
shawls of wool, and blankets ; woollen hosiery, gloves, mitts, and bindings ; woollen
and worsted yarn ; cotton, white, dyed, printed, and colored ; cotton hosiery, gloves,
mitts, and bindings, twist, yarn and thread; nankeen, silk piece goods, and sewing
silk, from India and from other places; thread and cotton lace; linens, dyed, colored,
and checked, and other manufactures of flax; sail duck, and other manufactures ofhemp;
leghorn straw and chip hats ; grass flats and braids ; hats of wool, leather, and fur ;
side-arms, fire-arms, drawing knives, cutting knives, hatchets, axes and adzes ; socket
chisels, steelyards, and scales ; beams and vices ; sickles, scythes, spades, and shovels ;
squares of iron, and wood screws; manufactures of copper and brass, tin, pewter, and
lead ; cabinet ware, leather, marble, gold, and silver; precious stones, set or otherwise ;
watches, glass ware, china, and porcelain ; earthen and stone ware ; saddlery ; plated,
gilt, japanned, and trimmed coach and harness furniture; carriages; slates, quills, black
lead pencils ; paper hangings, hair cloth, and hair seating ; brushes, copper bottoms cut
round, silver and plated ware ; raw silk, indigo, and unmanufactured wool ; flannels,
bocking, and baizes; Brussels, Wilton, and ingrain carpets; floor cloths, furniture,
oilcloths, and cotton bagging; Madeira wine, red and other wines of France and Sicily,
red sherry of Spain, Austria, Germany, and the Mediterranean ; wines from other
countries, and foreign distilled spirits ; molasses, vinegar, beer, ale, porter; spermaceti
and other oil from foreign fisheries ; olive oil, castor, linseed, hemp seed, and rape seed ;
teas from other places than India or China; chocolate; white, brown, and clayed su
gar; loafsugar, sugar candy, other refined sugar, syrup of sugarcane; cayenne pepper ;
tallow, wax, and spermaceti candles ; cheese and soap ; tallow, lard, beef, pork, and
bacon; butter; saltpetre, and salts; oil of vitriol; snuff, cigars, and other manufac
tures of tobacco ; cotton, gunpowder, bristles, glue, dry ochre, ochre in oil. white and
red lead ; whiting and Paris white ; litharge, sugar of lead, lead in pigs, bars, and
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sheet; shot ; leaden pipes and old lead ; cordage, (tarred,) and cables, (untarred,) and
yarn, twine, (pack and thread ;) corks ; copper rods, and bolts; nails and spikes; mus
kets and rifles ; iron and steel ware ; tacks, brads, and sprigs ; nails, spikes, iron cables,
and chains; mill cranks, mill saws, anchors, and anvils; blacksmiths' hammers and
sledges; iron castings, round iron or braziers' rods; nail or spike rods ; sheet iron,
hoop iron, casement rods, slit or hammered iron, iron in pigs, bar iron, old iron, steel,
hemp, alum, copperas, wheat flour, salt, coal, wheat, and oats; potatoes ; paper, (folio
and quarto post, cap, drawing, writing, printing, copperplate, stationers', and sheathing,
binders' wrapping, or box boards ;) books; apothecaries' vials and bottles ; perfumery,
and fancy vials and bottles ; demijohns, glass bottles, and window glass ; fish, playing
cards, boots and bootees, silk shoes, prunella, nankeen, leather, morocco, and kid shoes;
felt hat bodies, wholly or partly of wool.

COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
A report has been published from the Department of State of the United States, in obe
dience to a resolution adopted by the senate at the last session of congress, showing the
nature and extent of the privileges and restrictions of the commercial intercourse of the
United States with foreign nations. The Baltimore American furnishes a briefbut cor
rect analysis ofthe secretary's report, from which it appears, that in 1815, congress enact
ed a law repealing all discriminating duties upon foreign vessels and cargoes, to take
effect in favor of any foreign nations, " whenever the president shall be satisfied that
the discriminating or countervailing duties of such foreign nation, so far as they operate
to the disadvantage of the United States, have been abolished." Twelve nations, viz. :
Austria, Brazil, Central America, Denmark, Ecuador, Greece, the Hanseatic cities,
• Prussia, Russia, Sardinia, Sweden, and Venezuela, have met the proposition in a spirit
of liberality. In the ports of all these countries, American vessels, with their cargoes,
whether the produce of the United States or not, are admitted on the same terms as the
vessels of those countries respectively. Ifoutward bound, they are entitled to the same
drawback or bounties on goods exported, as domestic vessels are.
With Great Britain, France, the Netherlands, Mexico, and Texas, our commercial re
lations are of a more restricted character. These nations severally confine the principle
of equality to the direct trade. That is to say, Great Britain admits the vessels of the
United States into her ports on payment ofthe same tonnageduties and charges as British
vessels, with these conditions : First, that the vessel be built and owned in the United
States, and navigated by a master and a crew three fourths of which are citizens of the
United States; and second, that the goods composing the cargo be the produce of the Uni
ted States, which in practice limits the import trade to the direct intercourse between one
country and the other. The trade of the United States with the British Colonial posses
sions is regulated by treaty stipulations or by diplomatic arrangement. In all cases,
however, some restrictions are observed, giving an advantage, in general trade, to Bri
tish bottoms. The importation from the United States of all goods but those of their
own produce is mostly prohibited.
France admits the vessels of the United States into her ports on payment of a discrimi
nating duty offive francs,or ninety-four cents, per ton over and above that paid by French
vessels. In the importation of articles, the produce of the United States, no difference is
made between French and American vessels; but in reference to other articles, the discri
minating duty prevails in favor of French bottoms.
In the Java trade, under the government ofthe Netherlands, the productions ofthe Uni
ted States, and ofother countries, are admitted at aduty ofieven.and four fifths per cent.
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ad valorem, ifimported in Dutch vessels, and fifteen and three fifths per cent, ad valorem,
if imported in vessels belonging to the United States.
Chili and the Ottoman Dominions admit our vessels and productions upon the foot
ing of the most favored nations—reserving the privilege of giving a preference to their
own. Five Powers, viz.: the Argentine Confederation, Belgium, China, Hayti, New
Grenada, Portugal, Spain, the Two Sicilies, and Uraguay, are left free to deal with the
commerce and the navigation of the United States as they may think proper, without
any other check than our countervailing legislative provisions. With three of them,
however, Belgium, Portugal and the Two Sicilies, negotiations are on foot for the con
clusion of commercial treaties.
Elliot Cresson, Esq. in
IMPORTANCE
a letter addressed
OP AFRICAN
to a member
COMMERCE.
ofcongress, observes, that the im
portant fact stated in Gen. Buchanan's last despatch, that there were then thirty-seven
sail of British ships, many of them 800 to 900 tonsburden, in the Bonny river, receiving
cargoes of palm oil, an article only recently entering into the list of African exports, gives
but a faint idea of the native commercial resources of that vast continent. No less than
35,000 tons ofthis article have been imported into England in a single year—worth, at
9c. per pound, its present value in our market, $7,056,000. Stop the slave trade, says
Mr. C, and the export may be increased tenfold. Again, the sugar estates of Wes'ern Africa, destroyed by Portugal on the discovery ofAmerica, were deemed the finest
in the world. Africa may yet afford us an immense supply, as sugar cane is one of her
indigenous products. Her native coffee, too, of which twelve or fourteen varieties grow
wild in the forests of Liberia, is unsurpassed in quality, and may be raised to any extent.
Ship-timber, furniture and dye-woods, of almost endless variety, also abound, and even
now are shipped to a large amount. One ofmy London friends, says Mr. Cresson, told me
that in M ay, 1832, he received eighteen cargoes of African oak from Sierra Leone. Cam
wood, now worth $90 per ton, may be obtained from our colonies to almost any extant, as
soon as roads shall be extended into the interior, and they will be very important to our cot
ton and woollen manufacturers. Ivory, gold dust, gums, ostrich feathers, drugs,
hides, goatskins, cotton, manillahemp, indigo, rice, corn, pepper, beeswax, (and all the
products of the tropics may be added,) would form the basis of a commerce, which, if
duly promoted, would probably, within the next twenty-five years, rival in importance
the whole of that between us and Great Britain, twenty-five years ago. At the present
time, under all the desolating influences of the slave trade, Britain enjoys an immense
trade with Africa. One of her commercial houses alone, received returns in three
years, amounting to about $1,500,000, principally in gold, ivory, and gums. Another, in
Liverpool, realized a profit of j£30,000, by a single voyage, from ivory and palm oil.
This commerce absorbs a large amount of British manufactures, and though still com
paratively in its infancy, is estimated by her writers to afford a clear annual profit of
several millions. Mr. Cresson sees no reason why England should enjoy this mono
poly; and the trade might certainly be made as important to the Americans as to them.
The subject deserves attention.
The importations of several cargoes
DUTY ON
of saltpetre,
SALTPETRE.
recently, into the United States, from
Calcutta, have given rise to the question, as the article appeared of a doubtful character,
whether it was crude, or refined; the importers claiming it as crude, and the collec
tors contending that it was refined, or partaking of a character other than crude. The
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Comptroller ofthe Treasury, under date of March 21st, 1840, in a circular to the col
lectors of the customs, thus settles the difficulty.
"From information derived from intelligent officers of the customs, experienced mer
chants, scientific and practical chemists and manufacturers, and the books treating on
the subject, confirmed by personal inspection and analysis, I am ofopinion that the
saltpetre of commerce, such as is usually brought in bags from India, is not in fact crude,
a portion of the earthy substance in which it is found being removed by artificial pro
cess ; and that, on the other hand, it cannot be considered refined, within the meaning
and intent of the law, it still retaining a portion, greattror less, of the impurities neces
sary to be removed before it be fit for the use of refined saltpetre, or be recognised as
such in the language of trade.
"By the act of 27th April, 1816, there was levied upon all kinds ofsaltpetre, an ad va
lorem duty of7} per centum: the actof22d May, 1824, levies a duty of 12} per cen
tum ad valorem, upon all articles not therein specified, and these paying a duty of"J per
cent. under the act cited. The same act specifies refined saltpetre as liable to a speci
fic duty of 3 cents per pound. The act of 14th July, 1832, specifies crude saltpetre as
exempt from duty : it necessarily follows, that the article now in view, being of an intermediatecharacter, and neither crude nor refined in the true senseof the terms, is with
held in its general classification with either of the specified articles, and consequently
remains by law liable to the duty of 12} per centum, ad valorem.
A BUSHEL OF CHAIN.
The last Legislature of Indiana passed a law prescribing a uniform mode of ascer
taining by weight the quality of the different kinds of grain that shall pass for a stand
ard bushel in that state, as follows: wheat 60 lbs., avoirdupois; rye 46; corn 56 ; bar
ley 48 ; oats 33.
DONATIONS TO THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
The Board of Directors take pleasure in acknowledging the receipt
Of Donations in Books— from Messrs. Wm. Wood; H. W. Stevens, twenty-one
volumes; Geo. Zabriskie, Esq. ; Mercantile Library Association of Boston ; Henry F.
Fish;" Geo. C. Baker; John Hall; Gulian C. Vcrplanck, Esq.; H. N. Otis; Isaac
Barton ; Manuscript Tales in the Persian Language, designed as exercises for the stu
dent, from Henry P. Marshall ; Common Council, through I. Paulding, fifteen volumes;
Edward
eight volumes
Henriqucs;
from Hon.
W. John
H. L.C.Bogart;
Spencer,W.
Gulian
Richards
C. Verplanck,
Noyes; Charles
and A. C.
FoxFlagg.
; fortyOf a Case of Birds—from S. R. Trowbridge, and another from " A Friend," through
A. G. Zabriskie.
Of Oil Paintings ;—" Classic Ruins," from Peter R. Brinckerhoff, Esq. ; " View of
Washington and the Potomac," from Russell H. Kevins, Esq. ; " View of Jones's
Falls," from W. Brcnton Boggs, Esq. ; " The Student," from H. H. Elliott, Esq. ; an
ancient painting, from F. A. Conkling, Esq.
Of " Boydell's Folio Shakspeare Gallery," a valuable collection of plates, from pic
tures painted for the purpose of illustrating the dramatic works of Shakspeare, by the
artists of Great Britain, from Augustus E. Silliman, Esq.
The Board of Directors are desirous of forming a permanent gallery of paintings
and sculpture,—the basis of a collection of choice works of art. The above donations
of paintings may be considered as an incipient step to this object, of cultivating a taste
for the fine arts among our members. This effort to collect the works of art. more par
ticularly the productions of our native artists, will be hailed with pleasure by all the
friends of the association. Several of our artists have already given promise of works
from their pencils.

HUNT'S

MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE.
JUNE, 184 0.

Art. I.— THEORY OF PROFITS.— No. III.
The sources and functions of capital having been developed, it may
not be amiss to consider some of the minor incidents by which this
agent of national wealth is distinguished.
While the other two agents of production, land and labor, are com
monly fixed, and susceptible of but slow changes by improvement or
addition, capital is capable of being suddenly transferred from one coun
try to another, and such transfers are continually taking place from
countries in which capital is abundant to those in which it is much
wanted and comparatively scarce, either by the sale of merchandise on
credit, or by direct loans of money on interest.
The United States have always obtained the use of much English
capital, by means of debts contracted by their citizens to the merchants
and manufacturers of Great Britain ; but of late the amount has been
greatly augmented, by means of loans made on the credit of the indi
vidual states, or by the sale of the stock of chartered companies ; the
effects of which borrowed capital have been very differently estimated
by different classes of our citizens. According to some, the use of foreign
capital is neither economically nor politically wise ; and according to
others, its use in all situations, and under all circumstances, must be ad
vantageous. Neither of those opinions appear to be well founded, and
I apprehend that truth, as so often happens between conflicting theories,
will be found on inquiry to be between them.
Let us examine these opinions, and begin with the one that would
proscribe the use of foreign capital.
I. From what has been stated in the preceding number, it seems
that capital is an agent of production in three ways : which are, by giv
ing employment to those who would otherwise be idle ; by giving a more
productive employment to those who were previously employed ; and
by the use of labor-saving and labor-aiding machinery. We have seen
that in these ways capital has a creative power, and adds to the stock of
national wealth not less directly than a piece of fertile land well culti
vated, and that the nett revenue of the nation would be as much dimin
ished by the abstraction of the one as the other.
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If such be the productive powers of capital, it is obvious that a nation
may be a gainer by paying interest for it, if the nett gains it affords ex
ceed the interest ; and a little reflection will satisfy us that it may be
thus gainful, whether employed in agriculture, commerce, or manufac
tures. Let us, for instance, suppose a threshing machine to be invented,
which, by the saving it effected in labor, would in ten years, besides re
paying the cost and interest, yield an annual profit of 20 per cent., and
that those machines could be imported from abroad at less cost than
they could be made at home. Under these circumstances, a country
would evidently be a gainer by borrowing the money to pay for these
machines, and that the extent of its gain, during the ten years, would
be the difference between the interest it paid and the twenty per cent. it
gained. So, in commerce, if any branch of trade would yield a, nett
profit beyond the interest of money, a community which had not the
requisite capital for carrying it on, must gain by borrowing foreign capi
tal for that purpose, to the amount of the difference between the interest
paid and the profits of the trade. In manufactures, too, the rule must
be the same. In a word, if a farmer may find it more profitable to pay
rent for his farm rather than to buy it, the merchant to freight a ship
rather than to build or buy one, and the manufacturer to pay an annual
rent for his water power rather than to purchase it, and if many can ob
tain these sources of profit, for a time, and by means of renting, who
could not obtain them by purchase, then may a community also draw a
profit from borrowed capital which it could obtain in no other way.
In all these cases of employing capital profitably, it would be better,
unquestionably, if it could be procured at home ; but there are few coun
tries which have as much capital as they can employ with advantage ;
and where that is the case, they are reduced to the alternative, when
they embark in any new enterprise of profits, either to withdraw the
requisite capital from some other business, or procure it from abroad.
In this case it may be far more advantageous to pay interest for foreign
capital.
These principles lie so near the surface, and are so familiar to all men
of business, that they would not have been thus dwelt upon, if the prac
tice of allowing foreigners to be shareholders in our banks, and other
joint-stock companies, had not occasionally been denounced by some of
our politicians, as if there were any material difference between these
modes of obtaining the use of foreign capital, and those lately pursued
of making sale of state bonds, or directly negotiating a specific loan.
It is true, that where foreigners are permitted to be shareholders, they
are commonly also allowed to vote by proxy ; but as the persons for whom
they vote must be citizens, as their proxies are residents, and may be
required to be citizens too, and as such foreign proprietors cannot easily
be actuated by any other motive than to advance their pecuniary interest,
which is also the main, or rather sole interest of the corporation, the
permission seems to afford no ground of apprehension or objection to
the most sensitive national jealousy. Even in Great Britain, whose laws
breathe a much less liberal spirit than ours towards foreigners, they are
freely permitted to share in the profits of banking, as well as in those of
every other branch of commerce, and the only restriction in the law es
tablishing the bank of England, relative to this subject, is, that the go
vernor, deputy governors, and directors, must be natural born or natu
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ralized subjects. It may be farther remarked, that as the foreign
shareholders with us always have been, and, in the nature of things, are
always likely to be, a minority, and relatively a small minority, and as
for greater security they may, by the terms of the charter, be prevented
from exceeding a certain proportion of the whole number of stockhold
ers, we have in these foreign shareholders some additional pledge for the
justice and respect of their respective, while the whole power possessed
by the corporations is]exclusively exercised by our own citizens. Suppo
sing, then, the objection founded in political jealousy to have no solid
foundation, there remains only that of drawing an annual tribute, as it
has been invidiously called, from the country by way of dividend,
and which is essentially the same as that objection which has been
made to loans contracted abroad, and which has already been fully an
swered.
II. But still it must not be forgotten, that the benefits of foreign capi
tal depend upon the uses to which it is put ; and that it may be so used
as not only to bo of no national advantage, but even to be a source of
national loss.
The amount of capital which any country can advantageously employ
depends on its population ; their industry ; their skill in the useful and
mechanical arts ; and on the capital it has already acquired. As the
numbers of a people increase, so must also their capital, or their condi
tion must deteriorate ; and it is according to the natural progres of so
ciety, for capital to increase much faster than population. Where, in
deed, there are no strong counteractions, it continues to increase after
population is stationary.
But under all circumstances, there must be a certain proportion be
tween the number of operatives in a country, and the capital which is to
give them employment ; and if, by any means, the capital be so increa
sed as to exceed this proportion, the excess becomes either inactive or
unproductive, and is but too probably wasted and consumed.
Capital can, in no mode of employment, be productive, without the con
currence of human labor. In the mode in which labor is least required
— in labor-saving machines, as the steam engine — the supervisive and
concurrent agency of man is indispensable. Nor can those engines be
furnished with the raw materials on which they are to operate, nor can
the articles which they have assisted in manufacturing, be conveyed to
the consumer without a yet greater expense of human labor. The num
bers, then, of a community must be taken into account, in our estimate
of the benefits it is likely to derive from any new accessions of capital ;
and that amount which would impart a healthy activity to the trade of a
town of one hundred thousand inhabitants, would, in one of twenty thou
sand, if retained, either remain comparatively idle, or find employment
only in stimulating consumption.
The field for tho useful employment of capital, in any community, is also
greatly affected by the industry of its population. The more active and en
ergetic are the inhabitants of a country, the greater must be their agricul
ture, their commerce, or their manufactures, according to the particular
direction their industry takes, and consequently the more capital they
can use in the various forms in which their employments severally re
quire it, whether it be in farming stock or provisions, in ships or mer
chandise, in raw materials or machinery. On this account the slavehold
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ing states cannot use as much productive capital, in proportion to their
gross population, as the free states, inasmuch as a large part of the pro
prietors of slaves is comparatively idle, or at least unproductive of mate
rial wealth. Among several reasons why more capital can be used in
England than in Ireland, the greater industry of the English population
is one. That this difference may be traced to moral causes, there can
be no rational doubt, but the fact itself is equally certain. There is the
same difference between the people of France and Spain.
Climate seems to have great influence in determining the amount of
human industry, and as yet the world has afforded no instance of an in
dustrious community within the torrid zone, where the labor was not
produced by compulsion. The island of Hayti, when it was a colony of
France, and cultivated by slaves, exported more sugar than any colonial
possession in the West Indies, but since its emancipation it does not
make quite enough for its own consumption. The same consequences
will finally result in the British West Indies ; and judging from all past
experience, we may as soon expect to see an active, intelligent, and in
genious people, in the heart of Africa, with all the stimulants and aid
they can derive from their civilized instructors, as that the Scotch peo
ple will relapse into the ignorance and barbarism of the ancient Picts,
their ancestors. In a word, the inhabitant of a cold country is constitu
tionally active, while that of a hot one is constitutionally indolent, and
this law of man's physiology mainly contributes to determine the amount
of capital he can acquire or employ. Perhaps no part of the United
States is within the limits of this physrcal incapacity.
The amount of a nation's industry is also greatly affected by moral
causes. It is greatly encouraged by good government and good laws,
by which every one is free to use his labor, talents, capital, and credit,
in the way that he deems best, and is permitted to enjoy what he has
earned. It is to the want of this blessing that the characteristic indo
lence of the Turks may be attributed. The want of industry among the
people of Spain, of Naples, and some other parts of Europe, may also be
attributed to the defects of their government. Nations, too, habitually
industrious, may have their labors suspended or relaxed by temporary
causes. Thus, wars, embargoes, and interdictions of trade, may, for the
time, throw one half of a nation out of profitable employment, and occa
sionally an epidemic frenzy for speculation may divert a large propor
tion of the community from the pursuits of productive industry. Pesti
lence may obviously produce the same effect ; and whatever lessens
industry, whether the cause be temporary or permanent, must propor
tionally narrow the demand for capital, as an agent of production.
The skill of a nation, too, comprehending both practical science and
manual expertness, tends to enlarge the field for the employment of
capital. By the discoveries and improvements they make, new wants
are created, and new gratifications afforded ; but they can be afforded
only by the aid of capital. It is true, that some employments of ingenui
ty and skill require a very small amount of capital, as, for instance, the
arts of painting, sculpture, engraving, the manufacture of lace, cutlery,
and indeed all the nicer manufactures of the metals, but these are cases
of exception ; and it will be found, in general, that every addition to a
nation's productive skill and ingenuity tends to put in requisition a far
ther amount of capital. Let us, for example, suppose that the fabrics
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now made at Lowell, or in Rhode Island, were imported from England,
and that the operatives there employed in manufactures were employed
in the simpler pursuits of agriculture and commerce, (supposing them to
receive the same reward for their labor,) they would not employ near
as much capital at present. The additional capital they would then re
quire for agriculture would be for the purchase of the tools, carriages,
and other farming stock ; and that which would be required for the ad
ditional commerce this created, would be the shipping required for the
transport of the agricultural produce abroad, and of the foreign commo
dities received in exchange for them ; but the aggregate amount of the
capital thus demanded for agriculture and commerce, would be small
compared with the amount which is now expended in the cost of the nu
merous manufactories of cottonwind woollen goods, and of its machine
ry, and in the purchase of the raw materials. When we consider that
the fixed capital employed in the two places mentioned was, nine years
ago, about twelve millions of dollars, and that the cotton manufactured was
more than twenty millions of pounds, (equal to seventy thousand bales,)
it can scarcely be doubted, that the whole capital which those manufac
tories require, must be from three to five times as much as would be
required by the same number of hands distributed, in the ordinary pro
portion, between the employments of agriculture and commerce.
Tho effect of thus employing domestic skill and ingenuity instead of
relying on that of other countries, may indeed eventually save capital as
well as labor, but it adds very greatly to the first outlay. We may form
. some general notion of the difference of capital required to fabricate
those manufactures at home and to procure them from abroad, by the
fact that the tonnage of our ships employed in foreign commerce is about
850,000 tons, which, at $50 per ton, is worth $42,500,000, while their
imported cargoes are worth about three times that amount, and that the
establishment of the manufactories necessary for their production would
necessarily require an outlay of many times their value.
Without doubt, every country adopts, as it ought to do, that mode of
procuring the commodities it consumes which is the cheapest, whether
it be to fabricate them for itself or to import them, but it may easily
happen that it could fabricate some things at a yet lower price than it
can import them, if it possessed the requisite skill ; but when this was
acquired, many of the articles could not be fabricated at home without
a large expenditure of capital in establishing their manufacture.
There is, lastly, one other circumstance which affects the amount of
additional capital which a community can advantageously employ, and
that is, the amount it has already accumulated. If its capital has ad
vanced at an equal pace with its population, industry, and skill, it can
receive no farther addition without proportionably lowering its rate of
profit. If, however, its savings of capital have not equalled the demands
for it, created by an increase of numbers, activity, and intelligence, then
a farther supply, equal to the deficiency, may find employment at the
same rate, or nearly the same rate, as that previously employed.
In all infant colonies, and newly settled countries, there must neces
sarily be a deficiency of capital, not so much because the settlers are not
wealthy, but because that amount of capital which they require in this
new residence it was physically impossible to carry with them. Tools,
utensils, clothing, and a temporary supply of provisions, is all that was
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capable of distant transport ; but the more costly, and no less desirable
conveniences, of houses, barns, mills, bridges, roads, orchards, gardens,
fences, they must necessarily leave behind ; and they can be obtained
only after a long course of patient labor, during the progress of which,
the colonists are required to provide not only food and raiment, but ma
terials for that foreign commerce to which they must yet look for a sup
ply of such articles as the new settlement does not yet furnish. And,
although with the choice of the best land, an industry always goaded to
exertion, and a consumption necessarily frugal and plain, capital rapidly
accumulates with them ; yet by the natural increase of their numbers,
aided commonly too by migration, the demand for fresh capital still keeps
in advance of the supply, and a long period may elapse before the two
may approach a state of equilibrium. Such has been the history of all
the English colonies on this continent. Such is the present condition of
the settlements in New Holland, and such are the circumstances which
characterize our frontier settlements in the west. It may then be laid
down as a general rule, that every newly settled country, and every
rapidly increasing country, has a deficiency of capital compared with its
field of profitable employment.
We have seen, in our former inquiries on this subject, that as the
amount of capital augments in proportion to the population, its rate of
profits diminishes. It is, however, clear, that the greater the amount of
capital accumulated in a country, the greater can be the addition to it,
without materially lessening its profits, and the more the amount can be
diminished
the less willwithout
it be enhancing
affected byits the
value;
addition
just asorthededuction
larger theofreservoir,
a given quantity.
Such appear to be the circumstances, moral and statistical, which de
termine whether additional capital could be profitably employed in a
country, and to what extent; and one might as soon expect to fatten an
animal in a shorter time, by giving it more food than it could digest, as
to add to the wealth of a country by the use of capital beyond the
amount which its condition, in those particulars, actually requires.
Let us now apply the preceding principles, and see how far they jus
tify one country in borrowing money or capital of another on interest.
It is obvious that the answer to this inquiry must depend on the dif
ference between the annual profit derived from the borrowed capital,
and the annual interest paid for it. If, for example, the interest is five
per cent., and the profit is ten per cent., the national gain from the
loan is five per cent. This gain, however, must be exclusive of all risk;
of the expense and loss incident to the transfer of capital from one coun
try to another; and of all charges of management.
The profit afforded by the employment of this additional capital de
pends evidently on the uses to which it is put, as well as those circum
stances which afforded it a field for profitable employment. Of the va
rious purposes to which it may be put, let us, for the purpose of illustra
tion, consider the five following principal modes, namely: 1. In making
a canal or rail-road. 2. In commerce. 3. In manufactures. 4. In ag
riculture. 5. In banking. There is scarcely a purpose to which foreign
capital can be profitably employed which will not range itself under one
of the preceding heads.
1. Capital invested in canals and rail-roads. The benefit which those
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public works may render to a nation is two fold : first, in the excess of
their dividends over the interest on their cost; and secondly, in the ad
ditional value they give to the lands whose produce they more cheaply
transport to market, and in the additional trade they give to the cities
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in which case, estimating money to be worth six per cent., a permanen
dividend of but three per cent. is equal to a loss of one half the capital
or of two and a half millions. If, however, by facilitating the transpor
tation of commodities to market, it raise the annual profit of the lands
thus accommodated five millions, the community is benefitted by the
difference on two and a half millions. This may seem to some a great
addition to the yearly value of the neighboring lands ; yet, when we
recollect how large a part of the labor of every country is expended, not
in the business of producing, but in that of transporting what has been
produced to market, and that the public works in question so greatly
reduced the cost of transportation, we can readily see how large an ad
dition they may make to both the annual and the fee simple value of the
lands of the adjoining country. Again : they cause the transportation of
articles which could not previously defray the cost, and thus increase
the materials of trade in the towns, besides cheapening most articles of
their consumption. A portion of these benefits may indeed be at the
expense of smaller towns and of the lands in the immediate vicinity,
but the last is commonly but temporary, as the advantages which the
country near a large city derives from its growth, have been found
more than to compensate the loss arising from the competition of more
distant rivals. Though New York now draws from a distance a part of
the supplies for which, before steam navigation and the Erie canal, she
was dependent on lands near the city, those lands have continued to ad
vance in price.
But the profit afforded to a country by its canals and rail-roads is sub
ject to great deductions. Besides the first cost, the annual repairs and
expense, especially on rail-roads, are considerable. While they are in
progress they yield little or no return, and in the mean time, they have
withdrawn a part of the labor of the country from other productive em
ployments. They sow the seed of a crop of which, the harvest is not
likely to be reaped in many years, and which, when reaped, may not repay
the seed, and still less compensate the long interval of unproductiveness.
By far the larger part of the money the states have borrowed in Europe
has been expended in this species of improvement, and while some of
them have proved very profitable investments of capital, there are others
which, it is to be feared, have destroyed more than they have created.
2. Capital invested in, commerce. Whenever goods are purchased
abroad on a credit, they constitute so much foreign capital lent to the
country. The debts contracted in this way do not indeed bear interest
until after the time of payment has elapsed, but the excess of price
beyond what similar goods may be purchased for in cash, is probably
more than equal to the ordinary interest. English capital to a large
amount is lent to American merchants in this way, and of course a cor-
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respondent amount of domestic capital is disengaged, and free to be
employed in any other branch of commerce, or other profitable under
taking. A part, which is thus crowded out of the mercantile arena, may
find a suitable field for profit in ships, in steamboats, in warehouses, and
other city improvements, and in manufactures. In general, foreign capi
tal will not be borrowed unless it is profitable to borrow it. When there
is a speculating spirit abroad, as is apt to be the case after an unusual
course of national prosperity, it may extend to those branches of foreign
trade which are supported by foreign capital as well as any other ; and
more foreign capital may be borrowed than is wanted, or is profitable.
The wealth of the community is consequently diminished, not merely by
the interest paid, but by that part of the domestic capital which is sunk
with the foreign, in the wide spread wreck of fortune by bankruptcy.
The mischief may be heightened by a temporary redundancy of money
in the creditor's country; and such was the relation between England
and the United States in 1835 and 1836, and which was followed by the
catastrophe of 1837.
3. Capital, invested in manufactures. Without doubt foreign capital
thus invested may add as much to the national wealth as in any other
employment, if it establishes no manufactures but such as are suited to
the circumstances of the country — to its population, its skill, its business
habits, and its facility of procuring the raw materials — such indeed as
might be expected naturally to spring up in no long time, without such
fostering aid ; but where their growth is forced by the hot-bed process
of legislation, there they are not likely to afford a profitable employment
even to the borrowers of foreign capital, to say nothing of the loss other
wise occasioned to the community. Under the encouragement which
the tariff of 1824 and of 1828 gave to manufactures, numerous estab
lishments for the manufacture of cotton, wool, and iron, shot up like
mushrooms, unsupported by the prudence, or experience, or capital re
quired to insure success, and the consequence was that they soon failed,
besides having injured their well-conducted rivals. This was the history
of many cotton and woollen factories in the New England states, and of
iron works in New Jersey. A great waste of capital was occasioned in
this way, but little of it is believed to have been obtained from abroad.
Indeed, of all the modes in which the foreign capital we have borrowed
is used, that of manufactures employs the least.
4. Capital invested in agriculture. It is but to a small extent that ad
ditional capital can be employed in agriculture in the northern or middle
states, except in raising wool, or in the grazier's business, or occasionally
in cultivating on a large scale, and little or no foreign capital has taken
these directions. In the southwestern states, however, capital can be
used to procure additional labor by the purchase of slaves from the At
lantic southern states ; and when the price of their great staple, cotton,
is high, as such an investment of capital promises extraordinary profits,
and does at first yield them, it holds out the strongest temptations to
borrow
their
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six to the square mile — nothing, then, is wanting, but labor, to make it
yield the richest return ; and that labor money can readily procure.
Money, therefore, to a large amount, has been borrowed in the cottongrowing states for this purpose.
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But two consequences resulted from these investments, which, although
according to the ordinary course of things, were not foreseen at the time,
and which have not been fully appreciated since. One of these was,
that the great additional demand for slaves raised their price to more
than double its former amount, even in the states in which they were
bought. The other was, that the great addition that was thus suddenly
made to the quantity of cotton produced, lowered its price in the general
market of the world. The quantity raised in the United States had in
creased, in the interval between 1824 and 1835, from five hundred and
sixty thousand bales to one million three hundred sixty thousand seven
hundred and twenty-five bales, when it was supposed to reach one half
the quantity made in the world. It was morally impossible for so large
an addition to the quantity to find a vent, except by reducing its price,
so that it could be applied to new purposes and be more liberally con
sumed. The capital thus vested in slaves increased the cost of producing
cotton while it lowered its price, and those who had borrowed it were
totally unable to extricate themselves from debt by the cultivation of
cotton. The price of open land and improved tracts was greatly aug
mented by the same eagerness to extend the cotton culture, and by rea
son of the subsequent fall of price in cotton, slaves, and lands, many
who had confidently expected to acquire fortunes by the aid of borrowed
capital, not only sunk that capital, but with it all the property they pre
viously possessed.
5. Capital infested in hanking. In those states in which they had a
deficiency of capital by reason of their having been recently settled, and
their rapid advancement, they endeavored to remedy the inconvenience
by the establishment of banks, by the aid of capital obtained from abroad.
By this expedient they considered that the money borrowed would be
more efficient ; and many, in their inexperience, fondly believed that
their currency would thus be doubled or trebled in amount.
The benefit arising from this use of borrowed capital would evidently
depend upon the uses which was made of the money boirowed of the
banks. Of that which was borrowed by the southwestern states, amount
ing to upwards of forty millions of dollars, a large part was expended in
the purchase of lands and slaves, which, as we have seen, proved gene
rally an unprofitable, and often a ruinous investment.
Nor was this all the mischief. While men's hopes were high of soon
realizing fortunes, they naturally fell into habits of expense better suited
to their expected than their real condition ; and thus the consumption of
foreign luxuries in dress, furniture, equipages, was prodigiously increased.
It would often happen, too, that these habits would continue, when the
dreams of wealth which had given rise to them had passed away, and
in defect of other means, be kept up on borrowed funds until credit was
exhausted. In this way, no small part of the capital transferred to the
southwestern states from Europe, or northern capitalists, has been irre
vocably lost.
If we apply the preceding doctrines, concerning the use of foreign
capital, to the loans which have been obtained from Europe by the se
veral states, and the amount of which is far less than the president, in
his last annual message, seems to suppose, it will be found that a part of
it has been usefully employed in the construction of rail-roads and canals;
that a part has Jieen of dubious benefit in the same way; and that most
vol. n. — no. vI.
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of that which has been employed in banking will be found not to have
increased the value produced in the nation, whilst it has greatly increased
its consumption; and we are almost brought to the conclusion, that there
can be no sudden and large transfer of capital from one country to
another, except by the exchanges of commerce, without doing mischief,
always to the country from whence it is withdrawn, and not seldom to
the country to which it is sent. The principles which have been maintained in the preceding remarks
will now, in conclusion, be briefly recapitulated. They are,
That capital may add to the wealth of the nation as certainly as a
fruitful soil in a benignant climate, by either giving employment to the
idle, or by transferring industry from one employment to another more
productive, or by creating substitutes for human labor. But that unless
it acts in one of those ways, the use of it does not add to the wealth of a
country.
That if it acts in any one of those ways, it is quite immaterial whether
it be procured abroad or at home. It will be most advantageous for the
nation to use that capital, whether foreign or domestic, which can be pro
cured at the lowest interest. But that even where the iise of capital may
be at first advantageous, the benefit may bear the seeds of its own
destruction ; and it should always be inquired, whether the benefit is per
manent, or may be only temporary — whether its employment is likely
only to enrich some at the expense of others — or whether it promises a
creation of new values.
And, lastly, that it is better for every new employment of industry
and capital to be engaged in by degrees, than by sudden and violent
changes.

Art. II.—CAUSES OF UNSTEADINESS OF THE CURRENCY,
AND THE REMEDY THEREFOR.
WHAT ARE THE CAUSES
NUMBER OF
II. UNSTEADINESS 1

Prices are dependent upon the relation existing between the amount
of property of every description in which the owners of unemployed
capital may invest it, and the amount of capital seeking investment, and
constituting currency. The latter may be, as we have shown, dependent
in a great degree upon the will of individuals, enjoying the power of
raising or depressing prices, as fear, ignorance, or selfishness, may influ
ence them.
Wherever power exists there is danger that it will be abused ; and
the greater its amount the greater is the danger. Men accustomed to
dictate to their fellow men, learn to regard as just and necessary mea
sures that are calculated to destroy the happiness of those around them,
when in reality they are uncalled for, except for the gratification of their
own selfish views and feelings. Napoleon seems to have persuaded
himself that his measures were dictated by a regard for the interests and
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prosperity of France, whereas almost every man will now agree that
his motives for their adoption were purely selfish. Even where no such
feeling exists—where men are actuated by the purest motives, and have
the strongest desire to do right—there is great danger to be apprehended
from ignorance. No mistakes, it has been said, are so dangerous as those
of men of genius. Such men acquire power to influence the action of
the community, and if their views chance to be erroneous, they inflict
injury that years, and perhaps centuries, can scarcely repair ; as witness
the vast debt of Great Britain, the consequence of an unnecessary and
wasteful war of more than twenty years.
In nothing, except the single question of peace or war, is it so dan
gerous to invest individuals with power, as in regard to the currency, and
therefore it is in the highest degree desirable to find the system that is
most nearly self-acting : that which affords the least scope for the exer
cise of caprice, and is least likely to be affected by panics, whether pro
duced by the apprehension of political changes, the failure of crops, or
the desire of promoting individual interests. With a view to ascertain
what is necessary to secure such steadiness, we will now inquire, what
are the causes of the variations that are observed.
Every exchange of labor, or of its products, for money payable on
demand, places at the command of the laborer, or owner, a certain amount
of capital for investment, or re-investment, and enables him to appear
in the market as a purchaser of commodities, or property. His labor,
or his property, has taken the form in which it passes current in all
exchanges.
If the investment take place at once, no change is produced in the
currency; but if not, the amount thereof will be increased or decreased,
according to the course of action adopted by the person who receives,
or becomes entitled to receive, money, as we shall now show :
I. A farmer sells his wheat to a storekeeper, and invests the proceeds
in the purchase of supplies for his family, and machinery for the im
provement of his cultivation. He has converted his produce into mo
ney, or a claim to receive money on demand, which he has exchanged for
sugar, coffee, ploughs, and harrows; and the owners of these commodi
ties have obtained money, drafts, or notes in exchange. The currency
is unchanged in amount.
II. Instead of investing it in this manner, he purchases with it the
note of the storekeeper, or that of his neighbor, or a share of stock in a
neighboring bank, or a few acres of land — paying to the owners thereof
the money he has received. The amount of the currency is, in this case,
also unchanged.
III. Unwilling to invest it in any of these forms, he claims the amount in
gold or silver, which he deposits in his cellar. Here a diminution of tho
currency is produced.
IV. Instead of placing it in his cellar, he takes it to a neighboring
banker, and deposits it with him for safe keeping, while he is seeking
the means of securely investing it. The banker charges nothing for his
trouble, calculating upon being indemnified by the interest he may de
rive from its use while the owner leaves it unemployed. He purchases
securities with it. Here are two persons who have equally the power
and the will to contract for the delivery of the same money. To tho
extent that this double power is exercised over this and all similar de
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posits, the currency is doubled. A, the owner, is in the market, acting
as if he had money in his pocket, when it is really in the pocket of
C, to whom the banker has paid it in exchange for his note or promise
to return it to him at some future time. Both have capital sedcing in
vestment.
In the first and second of these cases, the currency is unchanged, and
no alteration of prices is produced. In the third, the currency being redu
ced, prices tend to fall. In the last, prices tend to rise, producing a con
stantly increasing difficulty of investing capital profitably, with an equally
constant tendency to an increase in the amount of unemployed capital,
for which the owners are seeking investment. That such must be the
case, will be obvious to the reader, when he sees that the banker is ena
bled, by the use of A's money, to purchase the notes of C and D, the
very securities, perhaps, that A himself would most desire to obtain ; or
C and D, having obtained the use of his money, are enabled to hold
against him the houses or the stocks that he most desires to purchase,
and thus to raise the price. Were A now to demand a return of his
deposit, the currency would, by this act, be reduced to its original
amount. The bank would be compelled to sell the notes which it held,
or to require payment thereof, and to meet this demand, C and D would
be obliged to sell their houses or stocks. In either case, A would be
enabled to obtain the securities or property that he desired, and the
price would be proportioned to the diminished amount of the cur
rency.
The mode in which a surplus of uninvested capital placed on deposit
with persons who are permitted temporarily to use it, tends to increase
the currency, has been so little observed, and is generally so little under
stood, that we shall, perhaps, be excused, for devoting a little more space
to its illustration. In doing so, we will assume that both parties through
out make investments, or desire to do so, in the same species of se
curity.
A, receives on Monday 8100,000 in specie. He deposits it in a bank,
until he can find a mode of employing it. Five per cent. state stock is
at par, and he desires to avail himself of the first opportunity of purcha
sing. The bank, having $100,000 placed at its command, orders its
broker to invest $80,000 in state five per cents. Here are two competitors
for the first lot that is brought into market, both desiring to use the same
capital; and the consequence is, that the price advances to 101, the pur
chase being made by the bank, which can best afford to give a good price,
as it pays no interest. A has still 100,000 to invest, although $80,000 of
it has been paid out to sundry persons in exchange for stocks.
On Tuesday, B receives a similar sum, and the same operation is per
formed. The bank invests $80,000, and stock now rises to 102, because
of the vigorous competition between the agents of the owners and of the
bank. An original capital of $200,000 has given to sundry persons the
power to contract for the delivery of $400,000, and they exercise it to
such extent as to produce the same effect upon the market, as if the real
amount of capital seeking investment, were $360,000 ; that is, A and B
have 200,000 of capital which they are anxiously seeking to invest, while
four fifths of the coin received has been paid out and is now circulating in
the community, the possessors having both the power and the will to ap
ply it to the purchase of property of any description.
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During the rest of the week, C, D, E, and F, receive similar sums,
and at the close of it the deposits have been increased $600,000, of which
the bank has invested $480,000 in stocks,* in payment for which she has
issued that amount in the silver received from her customers. The ope
rations of the week have tended to add $1,080,000 to the currency ;
whereas, had the parties who received the various remittances, kept the
money in their own hands until their broker purchased stock for them, and
then paid it out therefor, the increase could have been only $600,000.
Let us now suppose that the owners claim a return of the money they
have deposited. At once the reverse operation has to be performed.
The bank is compelled to exchange stock for silver, to be delivered to its
depositors, who retain it in their own hands. The currency is reduced
to $600,000. Instead of this, let us suppose that the bank, finding it
somewhat difficult to obtain the specie it had paid out, transfers to the
depositors the $480,000 of stock it has purchased. The reduction of the
currency is instantaneous, because $480,000 of uninvested capital at once
becomes invested. Prices fall as much as they had previously risen.
A third course would be for the bank to add the $600,000 to its capital,
and create certificates of stock for the owners. Here the same effect
would be produced. Prices would fall, because of the increase in the
amount of investments, and consequent absorption of the uninvested
capital.
What is true of the six persons, and the single bank, here referred to,
is equally true of a large community, with numerous banks. The ac
cumulation of an extra million of dollars of unemployed capital in the
banks of New York, enables those institutions to purchase an extra mil
lion of securities, in opposition to the owners of the money with which
it is done, who are endeavoring to invest it. Money is said to be
plenty, because one million is performing the operations of two millions.
Prices rise, and interest falls. It becomes more difficult to make invest
ments, and the deposits rise to two millions, which now perform the
duty of four. By and by, with the constant increase in price of securi
ties and of real estate, unattended by a corresponding increase of in
come, the rate of interest falls so much that the deposits rise to ten or
twelve millions, nearly all of which is lent out by the banks, and thus is
produced a currency— or apparent amount of capital seeking in
vestment — of more than twenty millions, out of an original ca
pital of twelve millions. The banks use it, and the owners try to use it.
Both have the power and the will to do so, and both contribute to the
daily augmentation of prices, until the crisis arrives, when it is discover
ed that the apparent twenty millions are really only twelve, or perhaps
only ten. The capitalist, who has suffered under the constant reduction
of interest, is now enabled to obtain two or three per cent per month,
and the poor man, who has built or bought houses with borrowed capi
tal, is ruined. Banks no longer make large dividends at the expense of
the capitalists, and fortunes are no longer accumulated by speculators.
We think the reader will now be prepared to admit, that,
I. The more perfect the security of person and property, the smaller
will be the tendency to hoarding money, and the less will be the tenden
cy to variation in the amount of the currency from diminution that is
liable to be followed by expansion.
II. The more perfect the freedom with which capital may be employ
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ed, the less will be the tendency to its accumulation in the form of de
posits with banks and individuals, to be used by them while wholly, or
comparatively, unproductive to the owner, and the less will be the ten
dency to variation in the amount of the currency from expansions,
that must bo followed by contractions.
III. That the most unsteady system must be that which tends to pro
mote the accumulation of uninvested capital, deposited in strong boxes
or cellars, productive of no advantage to any portion of the communi
ty ; or with banks or bankers, yielding little or no return to the owner,
while the person or persons intrusted with its safe keeping are lending
it out for their own benefit.
IV. That the most steady must be that under which uninvested capital
least tends to accumulate, and in which there is the least cost of ma
nagement — the least friction of the machinery — between the owner and
the employer of capital.
It is usual to attribute fluctuations in the value of the currency to va
riations in the quantity of the machinery of exchange employed ; to wit,
in the amount of specie and bank notes kept in circulation. We think
our readers may satisfy themselves, and perhaps from their own expe
rience, that it is not usual for any persons to retain about their persons,
or in their houses, a larger quantity of bank notes at one time than at
another. Whenever they own more money than they want to use, they
place it somewhere for safe keeping, and most generally in banks, where
it remains on deposit until wanted.
The circulation that can be maintained is very nearly a constant quan
tity. Thus, in Massachusetts :
The nett amount at the close of 1836, when excitement
was at the highest, was
$7,464,000
In October, 1838, when the banks had resumed payment, 7,052,000
In November, 1839, when prices had fallen to their
lowest
6,104,000
From December, 1833, to December, 1836, the highest
circulal ion of the Bank of England was
.£17,361,000
And the lowest
16,564,000
From December, 1833, to September, 1836, the highest
circulation of the Private and Joint-Stock Banks of
England was
.£12,202,000
And the lowest
10,152,000
The combined circulation of the Private and Joint-Stock Banks of
England, in the two last years of extraordinary fluctuation, has been as
follows :
1838. January
. 28,770,000
April,
29,913,000
July
30,792,000
October
31,129,000
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January
April
July,
October
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30,694,000
30,630,000
30,376,000
29,044,000

The greatest variation in these years has, therefore, but little exceed
ed eight per cent.
Great as has been the change of prices in the United States in the
last two years, the variation in the circulation of New York has been but
about ten per cent.
The reader will now, perhaps, be prepared to agree with us in the
assertion, that the, circulation that can be maintained in a community, un
dergoes so little variation in amount, that it would be in vain to look in
that direction for the causes of the violent changes that are observed.
Cases of great apparent variation do take place, and the observer may
be deceived, unless he examine carefully all the circumstances attending
their occurrence. Thus, in February, 1826, there was an extraordinary
increase in the circulation of the Bank of England, arising out of the
substitution of the notes of that institution for those of many of the
country banks which had failed, or were likely to do so, and of =£1 notes
for gold in circulation. Again, in times of great excitement, similar to
the year 1836, the apparent circulation increases rapidly because of the
large amount of notes held by other banks. As an instance of this, we
will give the case of Massachusetts in 1836 and 1838. The gross circu
lation in the former year exceeded that of the latter by 8I, 500,000, but
when we come to deduct the notes held by eaoh other, the netl amount is
but $400,000 greater. Changes of policy on the part of the states pro
duce a great apparent variation. Banks and bank notes have been pro
hibited at one time, while at another, the former have been freely estab
lished, and the latter have been permitted to supplant the circulation,
whether of specie or notes, that previously existed. The only safe
course is, to take a community in which there has been no change of
policy, as in that of Massachusetts, or that of England, for the time we
have included above, and examine it carefully, when we shall find that
changes in the amount of circulation are rather consequences than causes
of changes in the amount, and in the value, of the currency.
We come now to inquire how the variations in its amount and value
produced by the deposit of unemployed capital, correspond with the
views above submitted, and will commence with the state of Massachu
setts, in which the freedom of investment is very great, and more nearly
perfect than in almost any other part of the world. There are, never
theless, as we shall show on a future occasion, still remaining some re
gulations which tend to produce the unsteadiness which we are now
about to exhibit.
A certain portion of the deposits is required for daily use, and circu
lates by means of checks or drafts, passing in the course of the week
from A to B, C, and D, and perhaps changing owners fifty times in that
period. Like the circulation, this is almost a constant quantity, varying so
little in amount as to exercise scarcely any influence upon prices.
Another portion consists of the larger masses of capital, for which the
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owners desire to obtain securities, real estate, etc. Here we shall find
the principal variation.
The deposits and the specie in the banks of Massachusetts for four
years, were as follows :*
1835
1836
1837
1838

Deposits.

Specie.

10,921,000
15,262,000
14,059,000
9,621,000

1,136,000
1,455,000
1,517.000
2,394,000

We may fairly suppose, that the deposits for the daily uses of mer
chants, traders, farmers, and other persons, would not.be less than six
millions, and that to meet any claims on account of those deposits and the
circulation, they would require to keep not less than a million of dollars
in specie.
Deducting these sums from those above given, we shall find :
Excess of deposits.t

1835
1836
1837
1838

Excess of specie.

4,921,000
9,262,000
8,059,000
3,621,000

136,000
455,000
517,000
1,394,000

Had the banks in 1836 retained in their vaults the excess of deposits,
instead of lending them out, they would have had 84,921,000 in specie to
meet them, whereas they had only $136,000, having paid out 84,785,000.
In purchasing securities, they were competitors with the owners of the
money thus deposited with them to the extent that they employed it, the
consequence of which was a constantly increasing difficulty of employing
capital, and a constant increase of the currency. Prices rose and interest
fell. The difficulty of finding profitable employment for capital continued
to increase, and the deposits rose to 89,262,000, of which 8,807,000 were
loaned out. Excess of currency produced a reverse. A demand for
specie arose, and the banks were compelled to call in their loans. Prices
fell, and the capitalists were enabled to employ their money in the pur
chase of those securities, or that property, which had before been held
by those who had been using their capital. The following table shows
the variation in the amount of currency resulting from this cause.
The excess thereof was precisely equal to the amount of securities
purchased by the banks with the funds thus acquired, and was as follows:
1835
1836

.
.

.
.

.
.

84,7S5,000
8,807,000

1837
1838

.
.

.
.

.
.

37,542,000
2,203,700

* A very considerable amount of these deposits belonged to the government, which
was not at liberty to use them until after the passage of the distribution law, in 1836.
The expansion of the currency produced by these deposits had no connexion with the
banking system, nor did it arise until the distribution commenced, in 1837.
t A part of these deposits bore interest, and was only convertible upon short
notice. The owners were, nevertheless, seeking permanent investment for them.
They contracted for the purchase of ships, houses, and stocks, payable at the expira
tion of thirty or sixty days, with the same confidence as if the money had been in their
pockets. The necessity for giving notice has a slight tendency to prevent sudden
changes, but it is very slight indeed.
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Here we find the variations are four to one, whereas, in the circulation,
it was almost nothing. Nine millions of capital, in 183G, produce an
apparent amount of capital seeking investment equal to, eighteen mil
lions, whereas, in 183S, the owners are using it themselves to the extent
of six millions, and the duplication falls to two millions.
Had the owners of eight millions of deposits in 183C, claimed pay
ment of the banks, those institutions would have been compelled to sell
stocks or notes to that amount. Prices would have fallen, and the de
positors would have purchased those securities at the same rate, or per
haps even a lower one, than they could have done in 1831 or 1835. The
currency would have been reduced eight millions by this simple ex
change of bank securities for bank liabilities.
Had they become alarmed, and desired to convert their deposits into
gold, with a view to hoard it, the change, could it have been effected,
would have amounted to sixteen millions, attended with universal ruin.
Increase of deposits causes augmentation of the currency, attended
with a rise of prices, and this produces a necessity for a small increase
of circulation, because more money is required for the performance of
the same exchanges. It is a consequence of the depreciation of the cur
rency that is caused by an excess of uninvested capital, and that excess
is produced by restrictions upon its employment.
We will now proceed to a similar examination of the operations of
the Bank of England, with a view to see if like causes produce similar
results. In this case, we suppose the deposits required for daily use, and
those of the government, together, to average five millions, and that the
quantity of specie required to be kept on hand to meet the demands on
account of those deposits and the circulation to be also five millions, all
above those sums being deemed deposits waiting permanent investment,
and bullion held for the purpose of meeting them. It will be observed,
that the proportion of bullion t'o liabilities here allowed is much greater
than in the case of Massachusetts, the reason of which is, that the system
is far less free and less natural, and is of consequence more costly, as we
shall have occasion to show.
Excess of
Deposits.

1834, December, . . .
1835,
"
...
1836,
"
...
1838, January ....
April,
July
October
1839, January
April
July,
October
December, . . .

.€8,019,000
15,370,000
8,330,000
5,992,000
6,202,000
5,424,000
4,327,000
5,315,000
3,998,000
2,507,000
1,734,000
952,000

Excess of
Bullion.

Deficiency of
Bullion.

«£1,97S,000
2,710,000
.£455,000
3,895,000
5,126,000
4,749,000
4,437,000
4,356,000
2,073,000
656,000
2,478,000
2,113,000

profit,
daily
about
At the
two
transactions,
while
close
millions,
theofowners
1834,
is
amounting
invested
we
are find
seeking
in
tocapital
securities
eight
in vain
uninvested,
millions,
held
the means
byallthe
and
of
of
bank
not
which,
making
for
wanted
its
except
it own
profor
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ductivo. Eight millions here appear in the market as fourteen millions,
the consequence of which is a great abundance of money, attended with
a rapid rise of prices, and a constantly increasing difficulty of making
investments. With every rise in the prices of securities, there is an in
crease of the deposits, and as the sums thus deposited are daily invested
by the banks, there is a daily augmentation ofprices, producing a farther
increase of deposits, and thus we find, at the close of 1835, an excess of
fifteen millions, more than twelve and a half millions of which are lent
out by the bank. Fifteen millions of capital are hero producing twentyseven millions of currency ; that is, twelve and a half millions of capital
have been paid out to the community, while the owners of that sum, and
of two and a half additional millions, are daily endeavoring to find the
means of investing it, and arc making engagements for its delivery with
the same confidence as if they had the gold in their houses. It is not
extraordinary that the explosion now takes place. It does so, and at
the close of the following year, we find tho deposits reduced to
,£8,330,000, all of which is invested in securities, together with nearly
half a million out of the reserve five millions of gold. Eight millions
would here be performing the duty of sixteen, if the owners of the de
posits had the same dispositionfor investment that they had at the close of
the previous year. Such was not the case. The revulsion had been so
great as to shake confidence, and so large a portion of the owners wanted
the will to invest, that the deposits ceased to act as currency.
At the commencement of 1838, the excess of deposits was less than
six millions, only two millions of which were invested, and for a time we
find so great a tendency to diminish the amount of trading upon the
capital of others, as to retain in the form of bullion nearly the whole excess
oi'deposits. Shortly after, expansion again took place. The bank invested
all of its surplus deposits in securities, paying out for them not only
all its surplus bullion, but a large portion of the reserve five millions,
and in a short time brought itself to the verge of bankruptcy.
The excess of currency produced by this duplicate action of capital,
in the period we have taken, was as follows :
1834, December,
1835,
.'
1836,
"
1838, January
April,
July,
October
1839, January, '
April
July

....
....
....

,£6,041,000
12,600,000
0,000,000
2,097,000
1,136,000
675,000
,£110,000
959,000
1,925,000
3,323,000

This expansion was voluntary, but the effect being seen, the bank
now desired to limit its operations. It had depreciated the currency, and
compelled the export of capital which was leaving its vaults in the form
of bullion, to such an extent as threatened the existence of the institu
tion. In its anxiety to save itself, every effort was now made to correct
the depreciation it had caused, and to force down the prices of all com
modities, at the risk of ruin to all engaged in trade; yet, notwithstanding
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all its efforts, it is but quite recently that it has placed itself in a condi
tion of safety.
Let the reader now compare the variations in the currency produced
by the use of the deposits with those produced by circulation, and he
will see that the latter sink into insignificance. In the one, from an ex
cess of twelve millions, we fall to a deficiency of three millions, in the
single institution to which we have referred, and if we include the jointstock and private banks, it is highly probable that the variations are not
less than thirty millions, while those of the circulation are but two or
three millions.
Had the owners of unemployed capital kept it in their own hands, in
1833, prices would not have risen in 1834, 5, and 6. Nor would they
have done so, had the bank traded upon its capital and circulation, keep
ing its deposits in bullion, the effect of which upon the currency would
have been precisely the same. To return to this state of things, in 1834,
would have required it to dispose of six millions of its securities, which
would have been purchased by its creditors, and all difficulty would have
been prevented. The proprietors of bank stock would have had smaller
profits ; and the owners of the deposits, finding it easy to invest their
capital at home, at the usual rate of interest, would not have been under
the necessity of sending it to all quarters of the globe, or embar.ung in
hazardous enterprises at home, with a view to its employment.
We will now show, very briefly, the condition of the currency of fl e
United States, that the reader may determine for himself how far it ac
cords with the views we have submitted :
January,
amount,1837,
the nett
when
circulation,
expansion
was was at its greatest $112,000,000
January, 1839, it was
January, 1810, as given by one authority, 86 mil
lions ; by another,

108,000,000
92,000,000

Even supposing that of 1810 to be only eighty-six millions, the differ
ence in the quantity of notes which, at the two periods, had ceased to
circulate, and yet appeared in the statement of circulation, being in tran
sit between the banks of the various parts of the union, could not have
been less than four or five millions. We are warranted, therefore, in
saying, that the diminution of circulation has not exceeded twenty mil
lions.
January, 1837, the deposits were
6128,000,000
1839
90,000,000
1840,
76,000,000
An important portion of those of 1837 belonged to the government,
and became currency only as the distribution law took eflect. If we
suppose the amount of deposits required for daily purposes to be fifty
millions, there was in 1837 an excess of seventy-eight millions, which
was lent out by the banks, while individuals and states were making
roads and canals, and performing other operations, with a view to the
permanent investment of the same capital — say .... $78,000,000
In 1839, we find similarly situated
40,000,000
In 1840, the excess of deposits is reduced to twenty-six
millions, but so entire is the destruction of confidence,
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that the owners have not the will to employ them, and
they cease to act as currency in their hands, while only
partially employed by the banks. The excess of cur
rency from this cause is therefore'
—nothing.
Here wo find the real causes of the vast changes that are witnessed,
for which we should look in vain to variations in the amount of circu
lation.
The extent of the change thus produced will be more obvious, on
an examination of the following statement :
1837.
Circulation
$112,000,000
Deposits,
128,000,000
The total amount of specie in the banks was thirty-seven
millions. If we permit the whole of this sum to repre
sent the deposits nlone, the balance will constitute the
sum ofdepositors' money loaned out by the banks, while
the owners are seeking the means of employing it—say 91,000,000
Total currency

»$33 1,000,000

* It will be asked, " If currency really represent capital seeking investment, how is
it that three hundred and thirty-one millions of currency are here represented by only
thirty-seven millions of specie — of real capital lying in the bank!'' The answer is,
we think, very simple.
Every man who has a claim upon a bank, or an individual, as holder of a note, or as
owner of money deposited with cither of them for safe keeping, holds it as the repre
sentative of some specie3 of property that he has parted with. His capital has become
uninvested, and has taken that form in which it will pass current in exchange lor such
other description of property as he may desire to possess, the holder thereof receiving
it as money. It is not indispensable that the representative of his capital — the ma
chine used for the performance of his exchanges should have value in itself. A com
munity might resolve to use inconvertible paper, bank silver-tokens, bricks, or any
other article of merchandise, in the transaction of their business, and any of them
would answer the purpose equally well if they could devise a mode of preventing excess
of issues and consequent depreciation. They cannot do so, because the temptation is
too great, and therefore it is necessary to maintain the convertibility of the medium of
exchange into money, thereby securing steadiness of value. The dollar is the stand
ard by which the bank note is measured, and so long as it conforms to that standard
the object is obtained. Every portion of the above three hundred and thirtj--one mil
lions was received in exchange as freely as would have been an equal amount of silver.
The holder valued it because it represented property that he had sold. The man to
whom it was offered valued it because he knew he could exchange it with his neighbors
for such property as he desired to possess. In like manner, the merchant who pur
chases a bill of exchange on Liverpool, values it because it represents cotton, and he
cannot obtain it except at certain cost, and he knows his correspondent will give him
cloth for it. The latter does so because he knows he can obtain cotton in exchange;
yet the bill itself has no intrinsic value. It is no more necessary that the machine in daily
use for the measurement oCralu.cs should be of gold, than that that used in the measure
of lengths should be so; but it is ns important that the one should measure equal values
as that the other should measure equal lengths; and therefore, it is essential that stand
ards should be preserved, that the community may have constantly the opportunity of
comparing them with those in use, so as to detect variation the moment it occurs. The
righ'. of conversion gives to every man the power of ascertaining the existence of any
depreciation in the value of any representative of capital that he may hold, while it tends
to compel all who supply such representative to limit the supply to the quantity actually
wanted for the performance of exchanges, thus preventing the holders from experiencing
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1839.
#
Circulation
S108,000,000
Deposits,
90,000,000
The specie on band beinsr forty-five millions, it follows,
that the amount of depositors' money loaned out was 45,000,000
Total currency,

$213,000,000

1840.
Circulation
$92,000,000
Deposits for daily use
50,000,000
Surplus deposits, $26,000,000. The owners of these
having no longer the will to invest them, they cease to
act as currency.
The specie on hand being $33,000,000, it follows that
the amount of the depositors' money used by the
banks is
43,000,000
Total currency

$185,000,000

The amount is little more than one halfof what existed in 1837. But
one seventh of the reduction is to be found in the circulation, and even
that is to be viewed as a consequence of the diminished value of proper
ty, resulting from the diminution of the currency, produced by the ab
sence of the double application of capital, to which we have called the
reader's attention. It cannot be doubted that $92,000,000 of circulation
bears at this time a much larger proportion to the amount of property to
be exchanged, than did $112,000,000 in 1837. With every diminution
of the money value of commodities, a diminished quantity of money is
required.
Increase in the quantity of circulation throughout England and the
United States generally follows the movements of the Bank of England,
but time is required to produce the effect. London is the centre of the
financial world, and the bank is the prime mover at that centre. When
that institution begins to expand its operations, by lending freely the
monies deposited with it, thus making money more abundant, there is a
rise in the prices of securities ; but some time elapses before the country
banks are enabled to follow its example to the extent that is required
to produce the augmentation in the prices of commodities that gives
rise to the necessity for increased circulation. A still longer time
is required for it to be felt at New York and Philadelphia, and yet
longer for it to reach St. Louis. When contraction is required, it begins in
London, and after a short time it takes effect throughout Great Britain. Af
ter that, it is felt in New York and Philadelphia, and ultimately at St. Louis

any necessity for exercising it. The more nearly the amount approximates that which
is required lor the daily purposes of life, the smaller will be the proportion of specie re
quired to be kept on hand, the less necessity will there be for resorting to the standard
for the purpose of comparison — the less expensive and the more steady will be the
currency.
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and Calci^p. The water along the shore is calm and unruffled, while the
centre of the stream is agitated by the passage of the steam-boat, but the
wave thus produced is propagated throughout the mass of waters until
it reaches the shore, which is most agitated when the centre is restored
to perfect tranquillity. In like manner we find the country banks of
England still expanding aftor the bank has commenced to contract, and
those of New York and Philadelphia expanding after the contraction
hasOn
been
an examination
established throughout
of short periods,
England.
or of a portion of the facts, the
fluctuations in the circulation might not appear to follow those which
occur in the loans upon deposits, and thus, in the year 1838, there was
a diminution in the latter, so far as the Bank of England was concerned,
and an increase in the former. We hazard little in asserting that there
must have been, during that year, an increase in the amount of deposits
with the private and joint stock banks, enabling them largely to increase
their loans, to aid the Bank of England in bringing about the stale of
affairs which led to the explosion of 1839. Had we all the materials,
this could be shown as clearly in the case of England as we have been
enabled to do in that of the United States.
When individuals permit their capital to remain unproductive, it may
be safely assumed, either that property is insecure, or that there is a dif
ficulty in finding the means of profitable investment. In neither Eng
land nor the United States does there exist that state of feeling which
induces men to hoard gold or silver ; on the contrary, the universal ten
dency is to place it in the custody of banks and bankers, proving that the
first cause docs not exist, and that the latter is the only cause to which
an excess of deposits can be attributed. Such difficulties are the result
of restrictions, the effect of which upon the currency we shall now show,
by comparing the operations of three communities nearly equal in the
amount of production and of exchanges to be performed, but differing
somewhat in the freedom with which capital can be employed.
In No. 1, there is perfect freedom. Every man employs his time,
talents, and capital, as he sees fit. The amount of circulation and de
posits is not greater than is necessary to perform the daily operations of
the community, and consequently there is no unemployed capital. In
No. 2, there are various regulations that render it somewhat difficult to
make investments yielding the usual rate of interest, and there is always
on hand a small amount yielding no return to the owner. In No. 3, there
are superadded many regulations and restrictions, that cause capital to
accumulate for months before the means of employing it advantageously
can be found. The state of the currency, in these several communities,
is as follows :
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
Circulation, specie, and paper,
$3,000,000 83,000,000 $3,000,000
Deposits, for daily use,
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
Deposits, unproductive to)
3,000,000
6,000,000
their owners,
J
'
'
'
'
Total currency,

$6,000,000

$9,000,000 $12,000,000

It must be obvious to the reader, that no apprehension of war—no
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panic—no selfishness—can materially affect No. 1. Every man expe
riences a necessity for using every day that portion of the currency which
falls to his lot, and consequently there can be no material change of prices
under any circumstances. In No. 2, on the contrary, the apprehension
of such an occurrence would at once paralyze the operations of the
owners of one third of the currency, and would produce such a state of
distress, and such a reduction of prices, as would throw out of employ
ment a considerable number of laborers. In No. 3, the same circum
stances would exist, and on a much larger scale. The currency would
be reduced from twelve to six millions, with universal ruin to the pro
ductive classes, whose property would be transferred to the owners of
the before unemployed capital. The rich would become richer and the
poor poorer.
The power of affecting the currency, and of increasing or diminishing
prices, both of labor and commodities, exists in precisely the ratio which
unemployed capital bears to the whole currency. The more perfect the
freedom of trade, the greater will be the productiveness of labor, and the
smaller will be the proportion which currency will bear to production.
Every restraint upon the application of capital, tends to diminish production
—to increase the quantity of capital seeking employment—to increase the
proportion which currency hears to production—to increase the piouer of in
dividuals to produce disturbance—and to diminish the possibility of main
taining a currency of uniform value.
With the growth of population and of capital, we find a constant im
provement in the condition of man, and a constantly increasing disposi
tion to assert his right to freedom of trade, a necessary consequence of
which is, a constantly increasing tendency to an equality of profits and
of condition. In the early ages of society the merchant sells his goods
at treble or quadruple the cost, as does the Indian trader of our day;
the landlord requires as rent two thirds of what is yielded by the land ;
and the usurer demands twenty or thirty per cent. for the use of his
money. With the increase of capital the share of the merchant is re
duced to one tenth, and that of the landlord to one fifth or one fourth ;
the capitalist demands as interest five or six per cent., and all parties in
crease rapidly in wealth, because of the superior productiveness of labor,
giving to both laborer and capitalist an increased quantity of commodities
in return for any given quantity of labor and capital, and producing a
great increase in the amount of exchanges to be performed. This ten
dency to equality is greatest where labor is most productive, and la
bor is most productive where freedom most exists. The one is the inva
riable companion of the others. In the three communities to which we
have before referred, we suppose the following to be the state of the
trade in money, as usually carried on at banks :
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
Bank capital,
820,000,000
817,000,000
814,000,000
Circulation, paper, *
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
and specie,
J
Deposits,
3,000,000
6,000,000
9,000,000
826,000,000

826,000,000

826,000,000
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Loans,
Specie
pecie in bank and |
in circulation,

Interest on loans, at )
6 per cent.,
)
Expenses, 1 per cent.,
Dividend,
Surplus,

Rate
of profit to
stockholders,

J)

$24,500,000
1,500,000

$23,500,000
2,500,000

822,000,000
4,000,000

$26,000,000

£26,000,000

$26,000,000

31,470,000
$200,000
1,200,000
70,000

81,410,000
8170,000
1,190,000
50,000

$1,320,000
$140,000
1,120,000
60,000

$1,470,000

$1,410,000

81,320,000

66 Per
er cen
cent
per
cent.'

7 per cent.

8 per cent.

In the first, there is no unemployed capital. All that is not directly
required for the purpose of effecting exchanges is invested, and all par
ties obtain the usual rate of interest. Here is equality.
In the second, the owners of three millions of deposits have nothing,
while the owners of bank stock have seven per cent.
In the third, the owners of stock have eight per cent., obtained by
using the capital of depositors who own six millions, and who receive
nothing. Here is great inequality, resulting from the fact that a large
amount remains in the form of currency, because of restrictions on its
employment Some of these deposits may be on interest, and not con
stituting immediate currency, but are liable very promptly to become so,
because the rate of interest allowed on temporary loans of this kind is
always much below the average. Individuals who would gladly invest
their capital in some species of stock that would yield them the ordinary
rate of interest, find themselves obliged to leave it in the hands of bank
ers, who pay them but two thirds of that rate, and the consequence is, that
they are always ready, with the approach of danger, real or supposed,
to convert their deposits into claims payable on demand, and thus aug
ment the difficulty that is produced by political or commercial changes.
A million of deposits on interest may at any moment become a cause of
danger, but when the owners thereof have accepted from the bank a cer
tificate of stock in lien thereof, the danger is at an end, because the amount
of capital seeking permanent investment is diminished. Its assets remain
the same, while its liabilities are reduced a million of dollars, the amount
of the new stock created.
Restrictions upon trade tend to cause, or to increase, inequality of the
rate of profit, and to prevent the permanent investment of capital. The
more numerous the restrictions, the greater will be the inequality, the larger
will be the amount of currency, and the greater will be the tendency to sud
den expansions and contractions, attended with unsteadiness in its value.

History of Massachusetts Currency.
Aut. III.— HISTORY OF MASSACHUSETTS CURRENCY.
An Historical Account of Massachusetts Currency. By Joseph B. Felt.
Boston : 1839. Perkins & Marvin. 8vo. pp. 248.
This is a work containing much rare and curious information, upon a
subject in which every member of society feels an interest. It is writ
ten in a plain, unpretending style, and without entering into speculations,
or chimerical dreamings. Mr. Felt has adhered with praiseworthy
strictness to his professed object, of spreading upon its pages a faithful
chronicle of the currency of Massachusetts, its nature, the various fluctu
ations and changes it has undergone, together with the history of many
of the banking institutions of that colony, from its earliest settlement
down to the present time.
It is not our intention to occupy much space in noticing this book, al
though the industry and research with which many of its pages abound,
would richly repay a lengthened examination.
During the early part of the seventeenth century, we are informed by
Mr. Felt, that gold and silver were scarcely known in the dealings among
the colonists of Massachusetts, and various other commodities were used
to facilitate their trade with each other, and with the natives, of whom
they were in the constant habit of purchasing large quantities of rich
and costly furs. As a natural consequence of this scarcity of the pre
cious metals, a universal system of barter and exchange of one article for
another prevailed. The Indians were ever ready to give their furs in
return for knives, hatchets, beads, blankets, and especially were anxious
to obtain tobacco, guns, powder, shot, and strong water ; the latter be
ing a powerful instrument in enabling the cunning trader to perpetrate
the grossest frauds in his dealings with them.
Immense quantities of these furs were shipped to Europe at a great
profit ; and peltry, as we are informed by Mr. Felt, was received and
passed as cash by the colonists. He accordingly mentions it as one among
the numerous classes of currency used by them.
Another species of currency made by the Indians, called wampum,
introduced into the colony in 1628, from Manhado?s, now New York,
was in extensive circulation for a long period of time, and it appears, from
the description given of it by Governor Bradford, of Massachusetts, to have
enriched the tribes by whom it was manufactured, and to have greatly
benefited the colonists. In mentioning it, he says—" That, which in
time turns most to our advantage, is their now acquainting and entering
us into the trade of wampum. By which, and provisions, we quite cut
off the trade both from the fishermen and straggling planters. And
strange it is, to see the great alteration it in a few years makes among
the savages. For the Massachusetts, and others in these parts, had
scarce any, it being only made and kept among the Pequots and Narragansetts, who grew rich and potent by it, whereas the rest who use it
not are poor and beggarly." And Roger Williams, in giving an account
of this singular currency, the result of Indian ingenuity, observes—"That
it is of two sorts ; one white, which is made of the stem or stalk of the
periwinkle, when all the shell is broken off; and of this, six small beads,
which are made with holes to string bracelets, are current with the Engv
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lish for a penny. The second is black, inclining to blue, and is made of
the shell of a fish, which some English call hens—poquahock—and of this
sort three is equal to a penny. And one fathom of stringed wampum
is worth five shillings."
Money of this nature was in extensive circulation for many years, and
at one time constituted the principal circulating medium of the colony—
its Value, and mode in which it was to be strung, having been regulated
by an order of the General Court.
Like the worthless and irredeemable money of modern times, it at
length flooded the infant colony, and overflowed the treasury with more
than could be disposed of, which led to its being prohibited in payment
of taxes, although the inhabitants were compelled to receive it so late as
1600, in satisfaction of all demands not exceeding forty shillings.
Mr. Felt also states, that corn was used as a substitute for money, and
even cattle were made to answer the usual and ordinary purposes of
currency, and arbitrary prices were fixed upon them, by which they
were taken in payment of debts and taxes ; the price of horses of four
years old and upward, being fixed at seven pounds; and hogs above a
year old, were taken at twenty shillings.
Curious instances are mentioned by Mr. Felt, of the propensity for
law-making which prevailed in the colony. Provisions were enacted, by
which a fine was inflicted upon the hirers and hired, who should give or
receive more than a certain sum per day for work ; by which wise regu
lation, the lazy drone received the same wages as were paid to the in
dustrious citizen. This soon led to the enactment of laws, by which the
price of imported goods was fixed and determined—all of which legisla
tion, we conceive, had about the same foundation in justice or common
sense, as that which is now exercised for the prevention of usury, although
the latter may not be quite so palpably ridiculous and absurd as the
former.
In order to increase the means of defence, a remarkable currency was
introduced into the colony in 1635, which must have been quite as cum
brous as the iron money of the ancients, being nothing less than musket
bullets, of a full bore, which were made to pass for a farthing each ; al
though no person was obliged to take more than twelve at once ; while
at the same time, the payment of all farthings as money was prohibited,
for the purpose of effecting the more general circulation of their strange
substitutes. Many other articles, of almost equal peculiarity as a cur
rency, were used as such at different periods by the colonists, who for
many years experienced the greatest inconveniences from the want of a
steady and uniform circulating medium. As the business relations of
the colonists with each other increased, and their intercourse abroad be
came more enlarged, it was found impossible to manage their various
dealings, without the aid of a currency composed of less discordant ma
terials ; and the most active measures were adopted for its establishment
upon a surer and better foundation.
A mint for coining money was accordingly erected in Boston, and as
considerable bullion had been brought to the colony from the West In
dies, large sums were speedily coined and circulated. This assumption
of independence on the part of the colonists, highly displeased the king,
who, in accordance with the opinion of other sovereigns of Europe, con
sidered the coining of money as a royal prerogative, and its infringe
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ment treason against the crown. The most humble petitions were pre
sented by the colonists to Charles the second, for liberty to continue
their mint, and it does not appear that he ever ordered its abolishment ;
although the commissioners of the royal exchequer, and the lord high
treasurer of England, exerted their influence to effect this object. Pro
pitiatory offerings were also forwarded to the king, for the purpose of
ensuring his favor ; two of which were curious enough, one consisting of
" two very large masts" for his majesty's navy, and the other being " ten
barrels of cranberries, two hogsheads of special good samp, and three
thousand of cod fish."
Owing to the royal disfavor which the mint experienced, and the con
tinued efforts that were made in London to cast discredit upon the coin
which it issued, its operations were finally discontinued, although not
until the foundation for the issue of bank bills had been laid by the colo
nists, upon which has since been built a large portion of our national
prosperity. In 1686, when all hopes for the longer successful continu
ance of the mint were expiring, plans were proposed for the establish
ment of a colonial bank at Boston, to supply its place ; and although
many prejudices existed against paper money, which even in the old
world was ofnew invention, yet this institution was created, with liberty,
by its charter, to commence issuing bills on the security of real and per
sonal estate, and unperishable merchandise. How long this bank con
tinued in existence, Mr. Felt does not inform us, although he supposes
it remained in operation until 1689. It would seem, however, that at
the time of its discontinuance, most of the aversion which had prevailed
in the colony towards paper money had vanished, for in one year after,
a law was passed authorizing the issue of seven thousand pounds of go
vernment bills, in denominations of from five shillings to five pounds each.
Thus was the foundation laid for issuing a paper currency upon govern
ment credit, and controlled and regulated by its officers, which continu
ed for the period of sixty years. During this time it underwent many
important changes, in value proportioned always to the ability which the
colony possessed for its redemption ; and although many individuals suf
fered severe losses, owing to the various fluctuations which it experi
enced, yet it proved of great public utility and benefit. It afforded fa
cilities by which persons were enabled to deal extensively in mercantile
transactions, and was a powerful instrument in abolishing the use of the
cumbersome and perishable articles we have mentioned as a portion of
the circulating medium. The more extensively these bills of credit
were circulated, the more anxious did the merchants, and others of the
colonists, become for the wider diffusion of paper money ; and as they
could not procure emissions from the government sufficiently large for
.the purposes of trade, efforts were strenuously exerted for the creation
of a private bank. This was warmly opposed by the governor and his
officers, and an order was made prohibiting the issue of bills by any pri
vate institution, or copartnership of persons. And in order to direct
public attention from any project of this nature, a new issue of one
hundred thousand pounds in government bills was made in 1716, and
deposited with the county trustees, in amounts proportioned to the county
taxes. This money they were authorized to loan to individuals in sums
not exceeding five hundred pounds, nor less than twenty-five pounds, for
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the period often years, upon mortgaged estates, worth double the amount,
at the yearly interest of five per cent.
This issue, although it relieved the colonists from the pressure of im
mediate wants, operated in a great degree to depreciate the bills; and
the value of silver rose in proportion.
Their real worth in facilitating trade and exchange was continually
deteriorating, and larger issues were in consequence clamorously de
manded ; and as the action of the colonial government had operated to
defeat the establishment of a bank for the purpose of supplying a paper
currency, it became important to devise some measure by which the
expressed value of these bills could be sustained. A most dangerous,
unjust, and fraudulent enactment, was accordingly made, by which they
were declared a legal tender in payment of all obligations that had been
entered into between 1705 and 1715, unless gold and silver was spe
cially mentioned and agreed upon, and this law was afterwards continu
ed in force until 1722. This was a species of high handed, arbitrary
legislation, almost unprecedented, and entirely unwarranted by justice,
necessity, or even expediency. First, to call into existence a large
amount of bills of credit, and then, the moment that the period for their
redemption drew near, finding the precious metals were strangers to the
treasury, and slight prospects existing of its replenishment, to declare
that this almost worthless paper should be received in payment of debts,
for which nothing short of gold and silver, or their equivalent, was origi
nally contemplated by either creditor or debtor, furnishes an instance of
tyranny and oppression, of which history affords but few precedents or
examples.
Although this legislative measure was calculated to keep the bills in
circulation, yet we are informed by Mr. Felt, that theirdepreciation was
none the less rapid, and litigation and commercial troubles were multi
plied to an alarming degree ; and in 1718 Governor Shute, in a commu
nication to the legislature, deplores the indifference which was manifest
ed in regard to their ultimate payment, and says that, unless due atten
tion is given in retrieving their credit, it will end in the ultimate destruc
tion of the colony.
Indeed, the condition of these bills was little better than that of those
issued in 1712 by South Carolina, who, in order to pay the cost of an ex
pedition against the Tuscaroras, issued forty-eight thousand pounds as a
loan, four thousand of which was to be paid annually ; and so fast did this
emission depreciate, that but two thirds of its nominal value could be
obtained for it at the expiration of the first year, and at the end of the
second it was worth but one half, until at length the bills became almost
valueless.
To add to the financial embarrassments of the colony, its bills were
directed to be paid in stock, and various kinds of country produce, so
that those who held them, hoping that they would be ultimately redeem
ed in silver or gold, were disappointed.
The bad faith manifested by the government, raised up a powerful
party against the issuing of bills of credit, and the formation of a private
bank was urged with renewed force. The necessity for a paper circu
lating medium, of a higher and more uniform value than the one enjoyed,
was seriously and universally experienced throughout the colony, and
particularly among the mercantile classes in the city of Boston. To in
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crease the evil, partial legislation had crept in, and while the poor la
borer was compelled to receive these bills for the support of his family
at their par .value, clergymen were obliged to take them only for the
sum which they were really worth. This added powerfully to the many
prejudices already existing against money of this nature, until influenced
by a desire to increase the public prosperity, and for the purpose of re
viving a languishing trade, a number of Boston merchants, and others,
formed an association, and issued one hundred and ten thousand pounds
in bills, redeemable in ten years, which were so eagerly sought after,
and circulated so readily, that they at all times commanded thirty-three
per cent. more than those issued by the authorities of the province.
Perceiving the readiness with which the colonists received and pass
ed the bills of this private association, and the increased aversion that
prevailed throughout the community against those issued by the province,
the governor and both branches of the legislature endeavored to cast
discredit upon the merchant's notes, as they were called, and their influ
ence was exerted to destroy the source from which they emanated.
Their object utterly failed, however, for these notes for a long time
were freely circulated, from which the public derived many valuable be
nefits ; and this war of the government upon the association, was with
out doubt a powerful instrument in awakening public attention to the
subject of creating a currency through the medium of banks, which even
in this instance, surrounded as it was by every material calculated to
wither its influence and destroy its credit, had triumphantly vindicated
the principle, that an association of private individuals, amenable to the
laws for every act they commit, and legally accountable to those with
whom they deal for the rectitude and honesty of their business transac
tions, are infinitely better calculated to create and perpetuate' the bless
ings of a sound and uniform currency, than an irresponsible combination
of political power.
^Notwithstanding every element which the government of the colony
employed to crush and destroy all schemes by which banking institutions
were sought to be created, two associations were formed in 1740, for the
purpose of issuing notes to circulate as money.
The plan upon which they were organized, and the principles by
which their operations were controlled, show that the science of bank
ing was then but little understood, besides presenting a forcible pic
ture of the financial gloom that prevailed throughout the colony.
One of these associations was called the specie paying bank, because
its notes were redeemable in silver at twenty shillings an ounce, or gold
pro rata, after fifteen years ; and it was composed of Edward Hutchin
son and one hundred and six partners, with a capital of one hundred and
twenty thousand pounds.
The other was called the' land bank, and was composed of John Colman, and three hundred and ninety-five other persons, with liberty to
issue one hundred and fifty thousand pounds, to be lent in notes on land
security, payable in various articles of merchandise at the expiration of
twenty years.
After these associations were formed, they petitioned the legislature
for its approval and support, and a committee was appointed to examine
into their respective merits.
Upon investigation, the committee reported, that less objection exist
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ed to the specie paying bank than to the land bank, although both were
declared to be inexpedient, and against sound policy and the public
good. No direct action was had upon this report, on account of a divi
sion of opinion between the two bodies composing the legislature ;
the council being desirous of abolishing the land bank, and a large por
tion of the assembly being anxious to have it go into immediate opera
tion.
Under these circumstances, both associations commenced issuing their
notes, and a war was then commenced upon them by the English crown
and the colonial governor and council, which ended only with the anni
hilation of the former. For years previous, the prominent policy of Eng
land towards her American colonies had been to introduce measures most
calculated to withdraw all silver from them, and to deprive them of every
species of local currency. Her merchants had always supplied the colo
nists with the foreign merchandise which they consumed, and in payment
were careful to obtain as much specie as possible. The precious metals
were consequently at all times extremely scarce, and as the colony carried
on but a trifling commerce, no opportunities were enjoyed by the inhabi
tants of increasing the amount in circulation.
The coinage of money had, as we have before observed, been declared
treason against the crown, and the issue of bank notes, by the institution
we have mentioned, was considered an offence in its nature almost as
criminal. A policy so ruinous to the best interests of the infant colony,
was powerfully calculated to crush the spirit of enterprise that was ra
pidly pervading society, and tended strongly towards the destruction of
all commercial prosperity.
Mr. Belcher, the governor of the province, entered warmly into all the
views of the English crown, and used his influence both publicly and
'privately to effect the destruction of the land bank. He issued a procla
mation, setting forth in the most extravagant terms the great damage
which must ensue to the interests of individuals, if the bank was suffered
to continue its operations ; and condemned the specie paying bank also,
although with much less severity. Determined to destroy the land bank
at all hazards, every person who held a civil or military commission was
peremptorily forbidden, by the governor, to be in any manner connected
with it, under pain of being summarily deprived of the office he enIn consequence of this arbitrary measure, many individuals, holding
civil and military stations in the colony, immediately resigned, and among
these were some of its most influential inhabitants. Mr. Felt mentions
a letter written by Henry Lee, Esq., of Worcester, who itseems had fallen
under executive displeasure for his attachment to the bank, in which he
says, " I am determined to do what I can to encourage it, and think the
privilege of an Englishman is my sufficient warrant. To sacrifice my
post for the sen-ice of my country, is infinitely more honorable than to
keep it on such base conditions." These sentences breathe a spirit of
patriotism and devotion to what their author believed to be the good of
his country, which are the more meritorious, as their utterance was the
seal of his political fate, and deprived him of office, and its attendant emo
luments and honors.
From what Mr. Felt informs us, we are led to suppose that the fear
of political rulers did not prevail so universally among the colonists as
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it has since existed; for we are told by him, that in defiance of the man
dates of the governor, the most stern resistance was manifested to every
measure that was introduced, which was in the least calculated to retard
the operations of the land bank ; and individuals occupying the highest
positions in society, in point of wealth and respectability, eagerly con
nected themselves with its interests, notwithstanding that by so doing they
incurred a forfeiture of any office of trust and profit with which they
had been invested by the colonial government. The excitement upon
this subject at length arose to such a height, that serious fears were en
tertained of an insurrection on the part of the colonists ; who, driven to
desperation by the policy of their government, in refusing to allow them
a currency of any kind, by which their trade had become seriously inju
red, as a last resort had resolved upon vindicating their claims to the rights
and privileges of freemen, by force, and the governor was informed that
one thousand men were to be raised by the conspirators in Boston, and
twenty thousand in the country, who were to march into the metropolis,
and intimidate those opposed to the bank, and mob all such traders as
refused to pay coin for its bills.
By using prompt and energetic measures, this rebellion never matured
to acts of open hostility ; the sheriff and his officers having captured the
principal conspirators, before their schemes were fully ripe for execu
tion.
The opposition of the governor to the bank finally made him so un
popular, that through the representations of its advocates to the royal
council, he was displaced, and William Shirley was appointed in his stead.
Nearly the same financial policy was pursued by him as had been mark
ed out by his predecessor, until through his influence an act was passed
by the parliament of Great Britain, by which heavy penalties were in
flicted upon all persons who should be connected in any manner with the
land and specie companies, as they were called, after the twenty-ninth day
of September, 1741, which effectually struck them out of existence, lea
ving the colonists destitute of every species of currency save depreciated
government bills. These were daily decreasing in value, and new emis
sions were continually issued, which rapidly caused a still greater depre
ciation, until at length they became almost worthless, and the colonists
suffered the greatest inconvenience and embarrassment from the want of
a more uniform and less fluctuating medium of exchange. At last the
governor, through whose influence the private banks had been abolished,
fully saw the error he had committed, in supposing that government bills
could serve the purpose of a currency, and in his speech to the legislative
bodies of the province, used the following language:
" The general distress of the province, arising from extraordinary
emissions of paper money, whereby the value thereof, for all occasions
of life, is sunk so low, and is still sinking, and thereby the estates of wi
dows and orphans, and many others, who have no remedy in their power
against this growing evil, are daily diminishing, which must inevitably
bring many good families to poverty : I most earnestly recommend to
you to find some other way to supply the treasury, than by making new
emissions of paper money. And I am fully persuaded that you will there
by not only give relief to the oppressed, who justly expect it from you,
but also whatever charge may attend any new method to supply it will
be found in the end to save money to the province."
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It would bo impossible not to respect and admire the candor and no
bleness evinced in this speech, the more so as it is in direct opposition
to the sentiments which he had previously advocated. But he saw that his
measures were injuring the prosperity of the colonists, and that his favo
rite bills were producing the most injurious consequences, particularly
to those engaged in mercantile employments ; and with an earnest desire
to promote and advance the welfare of his country, which should be the
ruling principle of every public officer, he resolved to sacrifice his pri
vate wishes and personal prejudices to the public good.
The same reasons which had influenced the governor to advise that no
more bills be issued upon the credit of the government, led to the adop
tion of measures for the speedy payment of those in circulation, and ap
plication was made to the English crown for silver to eflect their redemp
tion. The colony had expended large sums in fitting out an expedition
to assist in the capture of Louisburg from the French, and it now asked
to be reimbursed those sums in the precious metals.
This request was at length complied with on the part of the English
government, and specie was accordingly shipped to the colony to be used
in the payment of its bills. This produced much satisfaction among the
colonists ; many of whom held large amounts of the bills, which, from the
uncertainty that had before existed of their ultimate payment, were con
sidered almost valueless.
As fast as they were redeemed, the treasurer was directed to burn them ;
and the most confident hopes were entertained by the governor and his
friends, that a re-issue would not again be called for. Indeed, an exclu
sive hard money scheme was contemplated, which found many energetic
supporters, numbering, as at the present day, the highest offices in the
government. It was warmly opposed, however, by the poorer classes,
who feared that if gold and silver formed the exclusive currency, it would
be hoarded up by the rich, and the whole of it be withdrawn from cir
culation.
Influenced by these feelings, large meetings were held in opposition
to the scheme throughout the colony, and so far did the excitement ex
tend, that the redemption of the government bills was treated with dis
approbation, and its supporters threatened with personal violence, if it
should be persisted in. The excitement produced by these measures
soon subsided, and a calm determination to urge the adoption of mea
sures for the establishment of a sound and uniform currency, assumed
its place.
Notwithstanding the endeavors which had been made for the redemp
tion of the bills, it was found impossible to transact the business of the
colonists, with the small amount of silver and gold in circulation ; and
the colonial government was again compelled to issue paper money,
which was done from time to time, from 1751, when the amount in cir
culation was directed to be redeemed by the gold and silver obtained
from England, until 1775, at which period the province issued bills, and
made them a legal tender, for the purpose of placing itself in an attitude
of defence against the invasion of its liberties by the English crown.
After the commencement of hostilities by the mother country against
the colonies, the provincial congress, deeming it a matter of the deepest
importance that measures should be speedily adopted which would be
most likely to unite them together, passed a resolve, that the bills issued
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by the different colonies, shall pass current throughout all of them, and
that whoever should refuse to take them, or should demand a discount
upon them, should be deemed an enemy to his country. The spirit of
patriotism which existed among the colonists, and the determination that
prevailed to resist the unrighteous demands of the British crown, for
some time exerted an influence in preserving the credit of this new cur
rency unimpaired ; and in October, 1775, six months after the first issue
of continental bills, they were readily exchanged for gold and silver.
As it is perfectly well known to our readers, this paper soon suffered
an alarming depreciation in value ; and when the necessities of our fore
fathers compelled them, for the purpose of supporting themselves in their
unequal contest with the mother country, to make issue after issue of
these bills, they became after the lapse of two or three years almost
worthless. Mr. Felt has given a full and accurate account of them, from
the time they were issued, until their ultimate redemption, and has col
lected much that is rare and interesting in relation to the legislative en
actments which were made for the purpose of preserving them in circu
lation. Resolutions were passed in congress, by which it was rendered
highly criminal to attempt to cast discredit upon them ; and in 1776, when
public confidence in them had become greatly impaired, a committee
was appointed by that body, to detect the authors of a conspiracy which
had been formed for the purpose of destroying the credit of this currency,
in order that they might be punished as enemies tdLtheir country.
In 1777, still more powerful endeavors were made for its preservation ;
and in January of that year, congress declared, that whosoever should
pay or receive this currency at a less rate than that originally prescribed,
besides being accounted a foe to the liberties of his country, should for
feit a pecuniary penalty ; and the states were advised by that body, to
make it a legal tender for all debts, and to provide that a refusal to re
ceive it, should operate as an extinguishment of the claim upon which it
was offered.
All these measures, energetic as they were, proved insufficient to pre
vent its rapid and ruinous depreciation, until, in 1781, five hundred pa
per dollars would not command one of silver, and they finally ceased to
circulate as a currency.
Such unfortunate and disastrous results had flowed from every attempt
on the part of the government to provide a circulating medium, which
should be free from those sudden and oft-recurring fluctuations in value
that are ever so destructive to all public confidence, that when the at
tempt was made in congress to establish the Bank of North America,
the representatives from Massachusetts voted against it, having lost nearly
all hope that any institution, established for the purpose of issuing paper
money, would be conducted upon principles calculated to benefit the
community generally. The subsequent action of this bank, which was
finally chartered, proved how deeply mistaken they were in these views,
and showed how infinitely superior is a currency which emanates from
private institutions, to that which is the offspring of a political govern
ment.
So many benefits were conferred upon the public by this institution,
and so powerfully did it operate in removing the financial embar
rassments that had so long and universally prevailed in the colonies,
that the distrust and aversion which had for many years existed throughvol. n.—no. vI.
60
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out Massachusetts towards private banks, gradually wore away and finally
disappeared ; and in February, 1784, a petition for the Massachusetts
Bank was granted by the legislature, with" a capital of five hundred and
fifty thousand pounds, which was the first institution of the kind, com
posed and promoted solely by individuals, since the destruction of the
silver and land banks.
Although much good resulted from the establishment of this institution,
the bill's of which were freely circulated, and eagerly taken for all the
purposes of business, yet the deep-seated financial evils, under which the
inhabitants of Massachusetts had for many years labored, were not easily
destroyed ; and in November, 1786, so difficult had it become to procure
money for the payment of creditors, even by those who were possessed
of large amounts of property, that the legislature passed a law, by which
the collection of private debts was for a period of time suspended.
The creation of new banking institutions, which speedily followed the
establishment of tho Massachusetts Bank, added greatly to the prosperity
of commercial interosts, and tended strongly towards removing the pe
cuniary embarrassments which for so long a space of time had hung over
the province of Massachusetts. Mr. Felt has furnished us with much
valuable information concerning these institutions, which he has extend
ed down to so recent a period as the last year, giving a history of the
memorable suspension of 1837, and of the events which it led to ; but as
all these circumstances are still fresh in the recollection of our readers,
we have thought it unnecessary to notice them here. We would recom
mend every one to procure this work and give it an attentive perusal,
for it contains a mass of highly useful, and to us interesting information ;
and unfolding, as it does, a faithful chronicle of the currency of this coun
try, from its earliest settlement, and tracing the various mutations and
changes it has undergone, down to the present time, it presents to the
mind many valuable financial principles and monetary laws, which are
the more sure and unvarying, because they are sanctified by time and
long experience.
We trust that Mr. Felt will pardon us for the liberty we have taken
in giving a brief abstract of such portions of his work as we have thought
most interesting, instead of following in the more beaten tracks of re
viewers, by presenting extracts from it entire.
Our reason for adopting a different mode is, that most of it is com
posed of transcripts of colonial and state legislative records, which are
often long; and owing to their peculiar phraseology, are frequently dry,
and sometimes uninteresting.

HAVE YOUR PROPERTY AT ALL TIMES FULLY INSURED.

From a neglect of this caution, thousands are annually ruined. Insure
at those offices that have the reputation of paying claims honorably and
punctually ; even if you give a higher premium. It would be judicious
to show your policies to some experienced and disinterested person well
versed in the subject of insurance, in order to be sure that all is right.—
Hints for Merchants.
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Art. IV.— THE CONNEXION OF COMMERCE AND
AGRICULTURE*
The first and early settlers of North America were, evidently, an en
terprising people. Without that trait of character, they would not have
hazarded so much, nor voluntarily suffered so much as they did. And
men of an enterprising spirit, living near the ocean, are found always to
engage more or iess in navigation, and in maritime pursuits. The usual
labor on the land, in their estimation, is rather a dull business. The
employments of agriculture or of the mechanic arts, are too tame to
satisfy their active and ardent disposition.' They have a desire for ad
ventures: they are ready to encounter dangers and losses in the hope of
a successful voyage, or from a preference for more active scenes, where
they may meet new and exciting events. They are also of a brave and
hardy temperament ; little daunted by ordinary difficulties, and patient
under toils and sufferings.
Such were the first visitors and inhabitants of Virginia, under Smith
and others, and with the patronage of the resolute and enterprising Ra
leigh. The spirit of the leaders was caught by the common adventurers.
They expected dangers and impediments ; but they were prepared to
meet and to overcome them. Such were the Dutch who first settled
about Hudson's river, and such were the first people of Plymouth, Mas
sachusetts, New Haven, Maine, L'Acadie, and Canada. Although of
different nations in Europe, they were alike in their love of adventure,
their readiness for enterprise, and their talent for trade. Their descend
ants have lost nothing of this character; and we may justly add, perhaps,
that they have not improved upon it. For, if more enterprising, they
are, it is feared, more injudicious and more reckless in their speculations.
Now, the active and adventurous seaman, especially if intelligent, will
soon be induced to engage in*mercantile pursuits. He who has seen
much of navigation, will naturally prefer trade and commerce to other
occupations ; for he has seen the profitable nature of exchanging the
.products and commodities of one country for those of another. And,
frequently, by the meridian of life, he becomes a merchant. His per
sonal experience and knowledge have fitted him to be a successful oho.
Perhaps, however, there is danger of his becoming a rover; though this
will, in a great measure, depend on the sort of early self-government and
discipline he has had. If well educated, and of common stability of
character, he will be willing to exchange the bustle and dangers of a
seafaring life for that of the merchant, when he is fifty, or before. And
an intelligent ship-master, who has visited distant countries, is not in
danger of impositions when he engages in mercantile pursuits, from the
common reports often got up by speculators, and those who obtain
profits by misrepresenting the state of trade in other countries. Such a
man is able to decide correctly for himself, in most cases, without seek
ing for advice of others, who may be induced to deceive him. Many of
* The attentive reader of the Magazine may detect some views similar to these, con
tained in an article on the comparative benefits of Agriculture, Commerce, and Manu
factures, in No. VI., Vol. I.
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those who deserve the name of merchants in this country, were some
time ship-masters in early life, or supercargoes in voyages to distant
regions.
The recollection of these facts will prevent any surprise at the large
number of merchants in the Atlantic cities and towns within the United
States. It is natural that it is so: it is happy for us that it is so : for
their enterprises have added incalculably to the wealth and improvement
of the whole country. It is matter of gratulation, that the early settlers
of Virginia, about Hudson's river, and the puritans in various parts of
New England, were addicted to navigation and trade. They did not de
pend wholly on husbandry, though this was not neglected ; nor upon
mechanical arts, though some of these received early attention by a por
tion of the people. They bought vessels in Europe, to be employed here
in trade to and from the parent country, and with different parts of the
American continent, and the West India islands. And they early built
vessels for the purpose of extending and facilitating their commercial
intercourse with the rest of the world. The opinions and views of the
people in the different colonies were in some respects dissimilar. But
none of them wished to flee from society, or to discard the social state,
or to forego the comforts of civilization. They were all, perhaps, de
sirous of a more independent state; and some of them of a better, a
more moral condition, than then existed in any part of Europe.
Their early voyages were for the necessaries of life ; and the " Bless
ing," built by Governor Winthrop, in 1631, was chiefly employed for
this purpose. But within the period of ten years, several large ships
were built in Massachusetts, of three hundred tons, or nearly of that size ;
and trading voyages were then made to England, exchanging fish and
furs for articles most needed by the colonists; and to islands in the West
Indies, and ports in Spain, France, and Portugal, a few years later. In
deed, within the short time before mentioned, Maverick, Gibbons, and
others, of Massachusetts, made some voyages to the West Indies ; and
Allerton and Willet of Plymouth were denominated merchants, as they
traded with the French settlements, at Penobscot, and farther east in
L'Acadie. Comfort, rather than wealth, was the object of these enter
prises ; for the lands were not so cultivated within the first five or six
years, as to afford a sufficient supply for their reasonable wants, without
importations of clothing and some provisions from Europe. And hence
the policy of trade, even with the native Indians, to obtain furs to pay
for debts contracted in the parent country. We are too apt to consider
the early puritans as ascetics, and willing to retire altogether from the
civilized world. Such was not their character. They wished, indeed,
to avoid the vices and luxuries of the old world, but they had known too
much of the comforts and conveniences of civilization to esteem them
of no importance, or as not worth some labor and hazard to procure for
their families. And literary and charitable institutions, which are only
to be found where civilization and Christianity have united their benign
influences, they early established and maintained, even in their infant and
almost destitute state. The merchants have always been among the
most liberal supporters of such institutions.
What was the general and usual course of trade before the revolution,
and while the navigation of the colonies was regulated and controlled
by the parent state, it would not be very interesting to American mer
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chants of the present day particularly to state ; and the principal places
and articles have been already noticed. It is "well known, that it was
exceedingly restricted and cramped by acts of the British parliament,
with a view to the prosperity of the mother country, if not for the direct
purpose also of preventing the growth of the colonies, and keeping them
dependent on the political authority of the crown. But for these re
strictions, the commercial enterprise and the general prosperity of the
colonies would have been far greater in 1770, than facts testify they
were. The natural resources of the country would have been developed,
and the unrestricted enterprise of the merchants must have added greatly
to our strength and wealth at that period. The war of the revolution,
which continued from 1775 to 1783, deprived the United States almost
entirely of the blessings of commerce; and our navigation was necessa
rily employed as the means of defence. For seven years after the peace
of 1783, the American merchants were struggling against the adverse
policy of other nations, without aid from our government, either state or
continental, but with no little success ; so that when the federal government
was established in 1789, commerce was regarded as the chief source of
a revenue which would revive the public -credit, and therefore received
the early attention and encouragement of our national rulers.
Even then, indeed, the spirit of commercial enterprise had sent our
vessels to various places on the shores of the Baltic, to the more distant
ports in the East Indies, to the islands in the Pacific, and to the north
eastern coasts of the American continent. And these maritime adven
tures, under the untoward circumstances of the times, are striking proofs
of the energy of the American character, as well as of the preference of
a portion of our citizens for commercial pursuits. It would seem that
no discouragements could extinguish that spirit of enterprise whose ob
ject is foreign trade and commerce, and that no want of aid from go
vernment will divert man from the business of navigation.
For nearly twenty years, our commerce extended and prospered in a
measure almost unexampled. It received a favorable impulse from the
federal government, and its increase called forth the industry of all
classes of people, and added to the wealth of the nation. The adminis
trations of Washington and Adams, afforded it direct and efficient pro
tection ; and in return received from it all the benefits they expected or
hoped—the means of supporting the credit and paying the debt of the
nation. It would have been impossible to collect a revenue by direct
taxes, adequate to the exigencies of the general government. It was in
the successful pursuits of commerce chiefly, that ability was found to pay
the debt of the United States, amounting, in 1790, to $120,000,000.
The interest of the debt alone, would have proved a grievous burden to
the people, without the means arising from trade and navigation. The
sales of public lands have, indeed, amounted to an immense sum ; but
the government has realized comparatively little : the expenses of land
agents, with what has been granted to the new states, has consumed
eighty per cent. of the lands alienated by the United States.
It is also to be recollected, that on enterprising merchants, more than
on any other class of men, the mechanics and the laboring portion of the
community are dependent for profitable employment. In the seaports,
where the mechanics are industrious and frugal, their condition is that
of comfort and competence, and they are frequently able to give their
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children a superior education. To the merchants, the husbandmen are
also indebted, in a great measure, for a market for their surplus produce
in foreign ports, and for thus keeping up the price of their products at
home also.
But in contending for the benefits of commerce and navigation, it is
not my purpose to undervalue the importance and the necessity of agri
culture ; nor in giving a high estimate of the latter, can we be justly
charged with a design to underrate the advantages of the former. They
will generally prosper and decline together ; and the extent and success
of one will not fail to promote the interests of the other. We therefore
protest against the hasty conclusion, that they who ple'ad for the cause of
agriculture, are necessarily inimical to commerce, or would place any
impediments to its prosperity. And it is believed the wise observers of
the times must perceive, that the interests of navigation and commerce
for the future will be closely connected with an extended and improved
state, of agriculture in our country. This is now, indeed, the plain lan
guage of facts. Not that there must be a new order of things, or a very
material change in the course of trade : but that navigation will be more
supported than formerly, by conveying the products of our soil to foreign
countries ; and the merchants will find much of their employment in
supplying distant nations with the fruits of our industrious farmers. In
less than one week, in the month of February just past, 25,000 barrels
of flour were shipped for Europe, besides a large amount to the West
Indies and Brazilian ports, at the city of New York ; and nearly the
same quantity, at the same time, at Philadelphia. Thus the farmer
furnishes the means of profitable occupation to the merchant and to the
navigator ; and the merchant is enabled to pay for the foreign goods and
articles which he imports, without draining the country of its specie to
meet the demands of his creditors in Europe.
There is nothing nexo in all this, it may be said ; every one sees and
admits it. But do we conform to the theory in our practice 1 Has proper
encouragement been given to the interests of agriculture by either the
general or state governments 1 Is agriculture cherished as the support,
and the permanent support, of commerce ? And is it not essential to
the prosperity of commerce, that agriculture be extended and improved
in the United States, if our immense population, and it is constantly and
rapidly increasing, cannot subsist, or cannot have all their wants suppli
ed, but by a proportionally large commerce. The products of other
climes, to a vast amount, are annually consumed or sought for among
us. And how are these to be procured, except by means of commerce
•and navigation ; and by the transportation of the surplus products of our
country in exchange ? The exports of cotton from some of the southern
states are to a great amount, and some other states export tobacco and
rice ; but the middle and western states can only raise grain for exporta
tion. And where they now raise one hundred bushels, they might raise
two or five hundred. There should be encouragement for such a pur
pose, as well for the benefit of the merchant who exports, as of the far
mer himself who grows it. Before the revolution, fish, and naval stores,
and tobacco, were the great staples of which our exportations consisted.
Now it is cotton and grain ; and the latter will probably be of superior
amount, unless there is some unexpected change in the state of Europe,
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or a mistaken indifference of the importance of agriculture should pre
vail in the country.
It would certainly be a most mistaken and unfortunate policy, to com
pel the citizens of the United States to withdraw from the ocean, and
to become exclusively an, agricultural people. Commerce is indispen
sable to our growth and power as a nation. Tn this age of the world, a
people situated as those of the United States are, would be little ac
counted of or respected, who were without commerce. And it is, there
fore, worthy of deep consideration, even with the friends of commerce,
whether, if agriculture is not encouraged and carried to a more prosper
ous state, the interests of foreign trade and navigation will not speedily
and extensively suffer.
It cannot be said that manufactures are as favorable to the interests
of navigation as agriculture. Their extension is undoubtedly for the
general prosperity of the country ; but they are not to be cherished for
the sake of any direct or peculiar advantage to the mercantile portion of
the nation. For many generations, we shall have little of manufactures
to send to distant countries. Our population is increasing, and will need
all the goods and articles we can manufacture, unless agricultural pur
suits are unusually neglected. It is true, that we export cotton goods
and shoes, but they are all wanted in the country, and there is still a
great importation, especially of the former. All trade with foreign na
tions will not, indeed, be at an end, for we cannot manufacture many arti
cles so cheap as they can be imported from old countries, where they are
made with ease and perfection. But generally speaking, as manufac
tures increase among us, our navigation will be curtailed, except when
the labors of our mechanics shall so far exceed those of other nations,
that the articles here made shall be far superior to those of a similar kind
in other countries. But the tendency of agriculture is different ; and its
surplus products will never be an evil, for they may always be con
veyed with some profit to other regions of the' globe. Unless the go
vernment should be unfriendly to commerce, and should adopt the nar
row policy of preventing all intercourse with other nations, the enter
prising spirit of the people will lead them to engage in trade to other
countries, as their ancestors have done, and the abundance of our agri
cultural products will constitute their chief motive for it, as well as their
profits from it.
If the subject is correctly considered, and with liberal and patriotic
views, there will be no jealousy in the merchants towards the husband
man, but his success and prosperity will be just cause of satisfaction.
For not only will the prosperous farmer furnish articles for transporta
tion to other countries, but will consume a much greater amount of the
articles imported in exchange from foreign parts, where they are more
naturally or more easily produced.
There is another consideration, which should lead us to appreciate
more highly than many do, at present, the advantages of agriculture, and
that is, to induce a greater portion of the rising generation to give their
attention and labors to that important department of national wealth and
prosperity. It is believed there is less fondness for cultivating the soil
than there should be in such a country as ours ; far less than would
necessarily conduce to a general supply and competence. As sincere
patriots, we must desire to witness an increase of farmers, either great
or small, with five hundred acres or with fifty ; for these are the citi
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zens who ait; truly attached to the welfare of the country, and who are
too independent to be bribed or influenced by the hollow-hearted dema
gogue. And as friends to commerce, we should like to see a less number
crowding into shops, and engaging in mere traffic for a subsistence. To be
either respectable or successful, there must be only a due portion of peo
ple concerned in merchandise and navigation. Especially is it necessa
ry, to be an honorable and prosperous merchant, to have experience and
knowledge of the course of trade in other countries. And yet many
seek to become merchants, that they may suddenly acquire wealth, whose
only claim to the honorable distinction is, that they are extravagant and
injudicious speculators. A good merchant must have enterprise, but
he must also have prudence and experience, or his enterprise will only
be another name for recklessness and folly. It is precisely because we
desire to see our merchants honorable and respectable, as they have usu
ally been, and the concerns of foreign commerce in the hands of upright
and intelligent men, that we intimate a wish that the profession may not
be crowded by persons eager only for wealth, and destitute of the edu
cation and probity proper for so elevated a rank in society. And all the
present generation need to be admonished, of the pernicious results' of
that reckless spirit for speculation which now prevails in this country,
beyond that of all others; and which aims to secure wealth or compe
tence without steady labor and habits of industry. It would greatly pro
mote the general prosperity, if a far larger portion of young men would
become practical farmers ; and in most cases, their worldly lot would
thus be far more free from calamitous reverses, than by engaging in
speculation, where the chance is three to one against success; or in trade,
with an expectation of becoming rich or independent, without diligent
application to business.
The intelligent merchant himself would not desire to have the pro
fession crowded, nor be ready to recognise every uninformed and petty
trader as a brother in that honorable profession. He is liberal, indeed,
in his feelings, and therefore will extend the hand of friendly assistance
to one who is worthy, by his education and habits and integrity, and who
promises to pursue a prudent and honorable course. He has no narrow
or jealous views, and therefore is far from obstructing the path of the
young adventurer, whose enterprise will be guided by. judgment and
honesty of purpose ; and it is only such characters that he is pleased to
see entering on the mercantile career. And the young men, too, who
aspire to the honorable profession of merchants, should be impressed
with a deep sense of the importance of aregular preparation for the exer
tions and duties necessary alike to their success and their reputation. In
a word, the business of a merchant is a profession, an art; and they who
would excel in it, must be trained to it by a proper course of study and
of practice. The enterprises and the services of such men are necessary
to the respectability of the nation. They afford proof of its prosperity
and its civilization ; they are the messengers of its intelligence and glory
to distant countries. But the merchants of the United States must re
member, that they are citizens of a vast empire, and in some measure on
a level with the industrious mechanic, farmer, and manufacturer ; that
they are members of one great body, of which the others are also essen
tial parts ; nor would they be much in error by recognising the inde
pendent landholders and cultivators of the soil, as the true lords of the
realm.
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Art. V.— LAWS RELATIVE TO DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.
No. III.
THE MODE OF PROCEEDING IN NEW JERSEY FOR THE RECOVERY OP DEBTS>
AND IN GENERAL FOR ENFORCING PAYMENT AND SATISFACTION OF ANY
CLAIM OR DEMAND.

I.v order to a full understanding of the laws of New Jersey, relative
to debtor and creditor, and the mode of proceeding for the recovery of
any debt or demand, it will be necessary to give a cursory view of the
several courts, and the subject matter of their respective jurisdictions.
In this attempt we are, very fortunately, not driven to the unwelcome ne
cessity of marking step by step the wily progress of either court in obtain
ing cognizance of any matters, which originally were or might have been
of doubtful claim ; nor amid the struggles of contending jurisdictions,
to point out the cunning fictions which any one court has resorted to, in
order to obtain concurrent jurisdiction, at least, in those actions, of which
any other has claimed to have the exclusive cognizance.
Happily in New Jersey, as to the matter of jurisdiction, no court need
trespass upon the right of another, nor in any contest upon this point,
will it be necessary for either to intrench itself behind the "ac ctiam" of
a king's bench, or the " quo minus" of an exchequer, to defend itself against
any exclusive claim of the other.
The line of demarcation is also so clearly drawn around each, by sta
tute and practice, that I apprehend the humiliating picture need never
be presented to the "good people" of New Jersey, of a presiding judge
of the common pleas, and the chief justice of the supreme court, submit
ting to the unsuccessful umpirage of the chancellor of the state the ques
tion of their respective jurisdiction.
The case of Chief Justice Keelynge and Sir John Vaughan, in the reign
of Charles the second, has, it is believed, never became a leading one to
settle questions of usurped jurisdiction ; for all that is taught by that
single and singular case, is that Sir Matthew Hale, who was umpire in
the cause, proved himself to be, as he had always been, a most upright
and impartial judge; for this worthy chief baron of the exchequer, per
ceiving that the declamatory argument of Sir John Vaughan against the
unwarranted use of the magical ac etiam of the king's bench, was a sinis
ter aim at the unjustifiable introduction of the quo minus in the exchequer,
like an honest judge begged to decline the umpirage altogether, and left
the wily justice of the king's bench in quiet possession of all the advan
tages of the custodia maraschaUi.
Courts of Cicil Jurisdiction, wherein cognizance is had by Writ or Process.
The courts of civil jurisdiction in New Jersey, which obtain cognizance
by writ or process, are four in number, namely, the justice's court, or as
it is commonly styled in the writs and records of the supreme court, the
"court for the trial of small causes;" the inferior court of common pleas
holden in every county in the state ; the circuit court, also holden in
every county in the state, and the supreme court of judicature of the
state of New Jersey. These are all courts of original, and three of them
voL. II. —NO. vI.
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of appellate jurisdiction, namely, the common pleas, the circuit court,
and the supreme court, and in what way appeal is made to them will be
shown, when we come to speak of the proceedings in each.
Courtfor the trial of small causes.
This court is created by statute, and by the act passed the twelfth of
February, 1818, it is enacted, that every suit of a civil nature, at law,
where the debt, balance, or other matter in dispute, does not exceed,
exclusive of costs, the sum or value of one hundred dollars, shall be and
hereby is made cognizable before any justice of the peace, of any coun
ty in this state, who is hereby authorized to hold a court within such
county, to hear, try, and determine the same, according to law, although
the cause of action does not arise in the same county ; and farther,
that the said court shall be a court of record, and vested, for all the pur
poses aforesaid, with all 6uch power as is usual in courts of record of
this state. But by a proviso in the same section, it is declared, that the
jurisdiction of the justice shall not extend to any action of replevin, slan
der, trespass for assault, battery, or imprisonment, or to any action
wherein the title of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or other
real estate, shall or may in any wise come in question. Accounts for an
unlimited sum may be settled in this court, and a judgment obtained for
the balance, provided it be reduced within the jurisdiction of the justice
by real bona fide credits.
So, also, whenever any bond, bill, note, or other contract in writing,
for the payment of any sum above one hundred dollars, shall by bona
fide payments endorsed thereon, or set-off, be reduced to the sum of one
hundred dollars or under, the balance is considered as the real debt,
without regard to any penalty expressed therein, and may be recovered
before the justice ; and every sum of money, or penalty, not exceeding
one hundred dollars, shall be sued for and recovered in this court.
A justice may hold his court any time or place within his county,
and is always open for the issuing and return of process ; but must name
the time and place when and where his court is to be held, in all pro
cess returnable thereto.
OF ACTIONS COGNIZABLE BEFORE A JUSTICE.

The following will comprehend the cases usually occurring, viz. :
1. Debt.
2. Covenant.
3. Trespass with force and arms, (excepting as before mentioned.)
4. Trespass on the case.
It is useless for the purposes of this article, to speak of the subject
matter of all these different actions. Let it suffice to mention those
only which belongs to the action of debt ; and because the statute crea
ting this court has made some alteration of the common law in this par
ticular, and made that a subject matter for the action of debt, which
strictly belongs to the action of assumpsit.
Actions of Debt are,
1. On a former judgment.
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2. On an act of the legislature to recover penalties, where no particu
lar action is directed.
3. On a lease for a certain rent.
4. On bond.
5. On a sealed bill, promissory note, or bill of exchange, whether fo
reign or inland, and between any of the parties thereto, whether
drawers, acceptors, or endorsers, and checks on banks.
6. On an agreement under seal to pay money.
7. For money lent and advanced, paid, laid out and expended, for
defendant at his request, and for money received by defendant to
the plaintiff's use.
8. For work and labor.
9. For goods sold and delivered.
10. For a book account.
11. For a legacy.
12. And, in general, upon all assumpsits for the payment of money
only.
Also, against constables, and other officers, for neglect of duty, etc.,
as is provided in the act, but which need not be mentioned specifically.
The common law rules with regard to the parties, as well as the style
of the action, must be observed, excepting as above mentioned.
The Process to be made use of in this Court.
The first process which may be issued against any defendant or de
fendants from this court, may be a summons, or a warrant in the nature
of a capias ad respondendum, as the case may require ; but the plaintiff
may, notwithstanding, in any case make use of the former. But in cases
where the defendant is a freeholder and resident in the county where
such process shall be issued, and in cases wherein the defendant cannot
be holden to bail, the first process shall be a summons. Provided, how
ever, if any plaintiff, his attorney or agent, shall prove either by his or
her own oath or affirmation, or by the oath or affirmation of any indif
ferent person, to the satisfaction of the justice, that if the process be by
summons against such freeholder, the plaintiff will be in danger of losing
his or her debt or demand, or doth really believe that such freeholder
will abscond, or depart or remove from the county wherein he or she re
sides, before the return day of the summons, then it shall be the duty of
the justice to issue a warrant against such freeholder. But by an act
passed two days after the passage of the above, it was declared, that it
should not be lawful thereafter to confine the person of any female for
debt ; therefore no warrant, in debt, under any circumstances, can issue
against a female — a wise provision of the legislature, clearly evidencing
the gallantry of the then members, but which would have shone more
conspicuously, had their generosity induced them to have extended the
provision to all civil actions whatever.
In addition to the above modes of proceeding, parties may agree to
enter, without process, any action before a justice of the peace, to the
decision of which he is competent if process had been executed, and
such court may proceed therein to final judgment and execution, in the
same manner as if a summons or a warrant had been issued or served.
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Either party is also entitled to have his cause tried by a jury upon re
quest.
Proceeding* after the return ofProcess.
Upon the return of process, the plaintiff must file a copy of his account,
or a state of demand, setting forth his cause of action or complaint.
Strict technicality is not required in this.proceeding. It is sufficient if
there appear upon the declaration a substantial cause of action, with the
necessary or usual circumstances of time, place, and person. The dif
ferent actions must be clearly distinguished, so that what is alleged in
debt, may not seem more properly to belong to covenant, trespass, tres
pass on the case, or other action than debt ; so vice versa. The defend
ant, if he have a legal claim against the plaintiff, must file an off-set of the
same on the return of the summons ; or when the process is a warrant,
at the time of the hearing of the cause ; but if the warrant shall not have
been executed three days prior to the day of hearing, then the defend
ant, upon entering into the recognisance prescribed by law, may have
farther time, not exceeding three days; and if he refuse or neglect to
deliver and file the same as aforesaid, he is forever thereafter precluded
from having or maintaining any action therefor. Provided, however, if
the balance found to be due defendant shall exceed the sum of one
hundred dollars, the defendant shall not be precluded from recovering
his or her account or demand against the plaintiff, in any other court of
record having cognizance of the same.
Of the Judgment.
A judgment in this court does not bind the real estate of the defend
ant or plaintiff; but the execution to be issued on any such judgment,
commands the constables, who are the ministerial and executive officers
of this court, to levy and make the debt, or damages and costs, of the
goods and chatties of the party, and for want ofsufficient goods and chat
tles whereon to levy and make the same, to take the body of such party,
and convey him to the gaol of said county.
Of the proceedings on Execution after Judgment obtained.
Under this head will be considered,
1. In what cases execution may issue immediately.
2. In what cases, and for how long a time, there must be stay of exe
cution, ifjudgment be against a freeholder.
3. In what cases a person not a freeholder may obtain a stay.
I. In what cases Execution may issue immediately after Judgment.
1. In all cases where judgment is for costs only, as upon a nonsuit or
discontinuance, execution may issue immediately against the plaintiff.
2. In all cases where plaintiff or defendant recover a sum under five
dollars, execution may issue immediately, whether against a freeholder
or other person.
3. In all cases where judgment is against one not a freeholder, execu
tion for any sum may issue immediately, unless the defendant shall ap
pear on the return day of the summons or warrant, or by consent with
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out process, or on the day that judgment is rendered, and procure a good
and sufficient freeholder, resident in the county, to confess judgment
with him, and then such defendant shall be entitled to all the privileges
of a freeholder.
4. In all cases where judgment is entered against a freeholder for any
sum, execution may issue immediately, if the party for whom judgment
is given shall make it appear, on oath or affirmation, to the satisfaction of
the justice, that he is in danger of losing his debt or damages, if delay of
execution be allowed ; but if the party against whom execution is pray
ed, shall thereupon give sufficient security to the adverse party for the
payment, he shall be entitled to his privilege.
II. In what cases, and for lime long a time, there must be a stay of Ex
ecution against afreeholder.
1. When a month is allowed.—When any judgment given against a free
holder, shall not be more than fifteen dollars, nor less than five, execution
shall not issue until after one month from the time when such judgment
was rendered.
2. When three months.—If the judgment exceed fifteen dollars, and is
not more than sixty, no execution shall issue until after three months
from the date of such judgment.
3. When six months.—When any judgment is rendered against a free
holder for any sum above sixty dollars, no execution can issue until after
six months from the time of rendering such judgment.
But when a suit is brought upon a judgment before a justice, and
judgment rendered therein, execution may issue immediately, provided
the time limited for stay of execution, as above mentioned, have expired
since the first judgment ; or if*not, then such farther time, as with the time
already passed since the date of the first judgment, will make up the
time allowed for stay.
If the suit have been commenced by summons, the justice may con
sider the defendant a freeholder, so as to grant a stay of execution, until
the contrary be shown.
Ofproceedings on Appeal.
Under
I. Who
thismay
head
appeal,
will boand
considered,
in what cases.
II. Of the manner of appealing, and the duty of the justice thereon.
1. Who may appeal, and in what cases.
Either party may appeal from the judgment of a justice to the court
of common pleas of the county, to be holden next after the rendering
of such judgment, whether the judgment be in his favor or against him,
except in the following cases:
1. When judgment has been given by default, which does not mean
without evidence, and simply by default, neglecting to appeal, (for evi
dence of the claim is always required in this court,) but where the de
fendant makes no objection whatever to the claim or the proceedings.
2. When judgment has been given in the absence of the defendant.
3. On a debt, demand, balance, or other matter in dispute, not exceed
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ing three dollars, excepting where the judgment is rendered on the ver
dict of a jury, when an appeal will lie, though the demand be under
three dollars ; so also if the judgment be on a repoit of referees.
2. Ofthe manner of appealing, and the duty ofthe Justice thereon.
If the judgment have been rendered by a justice without a jury.—The
party demanding the appeal, must enter into a bond to the other party,
with at least one sufficient surety, being a freeholder in the county, in
double the sum for which judgment was given, conditioned to prosecute
his said appeal with effect, and abide the judgment of the common
pleas, and pay such farther costs as shall be taxed, if the judgment be
affirmed. And upon tendering this bond to the justice, and demanding
an appeal, he is to grant the said appeal.
Ifthe judgment have been rendered on a verdict, or by a report of referees.
—The appellant, at the time of filing the bond with the justice, must also
file an affidavit made by himself, that the appeal is not intended for de
lay, and that he verily believes he hath a just and legal defence to make
upon the merits of the case.
The duty of the justice thereon, is to send a transcript of the proceed
ings and judgment, under his hand and seal, together with the bond and
affidavit, to the clerk of the common pleas, on or before the first day of
the next term of that court. If he refuse or neglect, the common pleas
proceed against him by rule and attachment.
It will appear that it is on proceedings in the justice's court, as above
mentioned, that the court of common pleas becomes a court of appeal,
as was heretofore mentioned in this article.
In all the cases above excepted from appeal, the party thinking him
self aggrieved by the judgment of the justice, may remove the judgment
into the circuit court of the county, or into the supreme court of the
state, by certiorari, for the correction of any supposed error therein.
We
No attorney's
have been fees,
thus as
particular
such, allowed
in speaking
in this
ofthis
court.
court, because it is cre
ated by statute, and governed by rules of proceedings therein prescribed,
which are at variance in many particulars with the common law ; and
because also, the sum of which it has jurisdiction is unusually large,
more so, perhaps, than the same court in any other state of the union.
Suitors, therefore, who are often deterred from prosecuting small claims,
by reason of the large bills of costs that are often created, are above
shown a mode for the recovery of a large sum, attaching to itself no such
odious feature as an attorney's " fee bill." The whole taxable costs
amount to a few shillings, and the attorney for his services must depend
upon the liberality of his client.
MODE OF PROCEEDING. IN THE HIGHER COURTS IN NEW JERSEY.

Of the Court of Common Pleas.
These courts are courts of original jurisdiction and of record, and have
all the power incident to courts of common law, except in cases of a crim
inal nature, to institute, hear, try, and determine all personal actions and
causes, to conduct the same, issue subpoenas, render judgment, and award
execution thereon, according to law and right; but actions personal, of
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a local nature, are confined to the proper counties in which such cause
of action arose, and their territorial jurisdiction is confined to the county
in which they are holden ; and as appellate courts have cognizance of
all causes which are brought before them on appeal from the "court for
the trial of small causes."
Of tite Circuit Courts.
These courts were created by statute, passed the 14th of February,
1838, and are holden in every county in the state, at the times and places
appointed by law for holding the courts of common pleas (which are
four times in the year) in such county, except in two counties mentioned
in the act ; and, in addition to the power and authority there possessed
by said circuit courts, of trying issues in fact from the supreme court,
they are by said act constituted courts of original jurisdiction and of
record, and are vested with, and have all the power and authority inci
dent to courts of common law, except in cases of a criminal nature ; and
have power, authority, and jurisdiction in like manner, and to the like
extent as the court of common pleas and supreme court have, to institute,
hear, try, and determine all actions and causes, real, personal, and mixed;
to conduct the same, issuo subpoenas, render judgment, and award exe
cution thereon, according to law and right. But in actions of a local na
ture, the same must be confined to the proper counties in which such
cause of action arose.
These courts have also cognizance of other matters, which it is need
less to mention.
Their territorial jurisdiction is confined to the county in which they
are respectively held ; and are courts of appeal upon certiorari from the
justice's court, and from the common pleas in causes tried there on ap
peal from the justice's court.
The Supreme Court.
The civil jurisdiction of this court embraces all the civil actions, which
are cognizable in the common pleas and circuit courts of this state ; but
no issues in fact are triable in this court, unless the matter or property
in dispute shall be of the value of three thousand dollars. The territo
rial jurisdiction of this court extends over the whole state.
Or THE MODE OF PROCEEDING IN THESE COURTS FOR THE RECOVERY OF
DEBTS AND DEMANDS.

As all the proceedings which it is necessary to mention in this article,
are common to all these courts, they shall be included under one head,
and whatever is hereafter mentioned, must be considered as relating to
each, unless particularly excepted.
Thefirst process to be made use of.
The first process allowed by law in personal actions, in cases where
the plaintiff is not entitled to bail, is a summons, which amounts to no
more than a notice to the defendant of the action that is brought against
him. And in cases where the plaintiff is entitled to bail, the first pro
cess is a capias ad respondendum, a writ commanding the sheriff to arrest
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the defendant by his body, that he may have him in court upon the re
turn day of the writ.
A female, however, is privileged from arrest for debt, therefore under
no circumstances can she be arrested for that cause ofaction ; and we ques
tion very much whether any judge, at this time, would order any woman
to be holden to bail for any other cause of civil action, wherein as against
a man an allowance of bail may be granted.
Surely that feature of the law, which authorizes a man to be impri
soned for debt, is odious enough, or, to say the least of it, is no ornament
to a statute book. But what shall be said ofthat judge, who should or
der a female to be imprisoned in a civil action.
That complaint must be of an exceedingly aggravated character,
amounting almost to a crime, which would justify such a proceeding;
yet we shrink back from the contemplation of such a trespass by any
woman, and are willing and ready to declare that no female should be
arrested in any civil action whatever.
Proceedings on Arrest.
In order to an arrest, it is necessary that an affidavit be made of the
cause of such action, and filed with the clerk of the court out of which
the writ is to issue ; which affidavit may be made before the chancellor
of the state, or any judge of a court of record of this state, or any master
in chancery, or any justice of the peace of this state, or any mayor, re
corder, or alderman, of any city or borough of this state, or any commis
sioner for taking bail and affidavits in the supreme court of this state ;
or, if the plaintiff be out of this state, before any judge of any court of
judicature, or a notary public, of the state, kingdom, or nation, in which
the plaintiff resides, or happens to be.
The capias, which is issued upon this affidavit, only authorizes the
officer to take the body of the defendant, so that he may have him in
court upon the return of the writ.
Upon the arrest, the defendant is allowed to give bail to the sheruTfor
his appearance at the time and place mentioned in the writ.
As against residents, there is no mesne process of attachment in New
Jersey, to compel a defendant's appearance to answer any action ; and
whatever objectionable features there may be in its proceedings in other
respects, it is certainly relieved from this very exceptionable one.
Thus brought into court by the two methods above mentioned, the
defendant is proceeded against according to the rules of pleading and the
practice of the courts, all of which we pass over as being too tedious, as
well as useless, to mention.
The comparative merits of the two processes used in commencing an
action, naturally becomes a matter of some consideration with every
suitor in the courts ; and it is almost impossible to say, with any positiveness or certainty, which is the better of the two.
A man unacquainted with the practice of the courts in all its details,
readily supposes, that that process which compels his debtor to give
bail, must of course have the advantage ; yet when he is introduced to
the various modes in which that bail may be discharged, he as quickly
perceives how accidental that advantage becomes. For instance, if a
creditor hold his debtor to bail, he is sure, at least, of his appearance at
court, for if he give bail to the sheriff for that appearance, it rarely hap
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pens that he does not appear, either by surrendering himself to the cus
tody of the officer, after special bail filed, or by putting in special bail,
and not surrendering. If he surrender himself, what possible advantage
has the plaintiff gained from the bail to the sheriff. They are dischar
ged thereby, as well as the special bail ; or if ho do not surrender, but
puts in special bail to the action, then no benefit is derived from the bail
to the sheriff, for they are immediately released.
But he has, under this last case, bail to the action. What advantage
accrues to a plaintiff from this t In the first place, the bail may surren
der the defendant any how they please before judgment, and any time
after judgment, if it be on or before the return day of a certain writ,
called a scire facias, which is sued out against them, and which is served
upon them ; or some time during the term to which a summons served
upon them is made returnable. As these writs against the bail are is
sued and served some days before they can possibly be charged for not
surrendering the defendant in time, how easy is it for the bail to take
their principal, and surrender him to their relief.
What is gained, then, by all this proceeding ? Surely the creditor has
his debtor confined in close custody, unless he can be so fortunate as to
procure some friend to become his surety, that he will take the benefit
of the insolvent laws at the next term, or that he will keep within the
bounds of the limits prescribed by the inferior court of common pleas of
the county.
And what man in any community, is hardly so fortunate 1 If the prin
cipal bo really insolvent, scarcely will his bail wait upon him so long be
fore a surrender, as to receive a warning from the plaintiffof his intention
to make him liable if he can. And what man is there, who, because he
is bail for a friend, thinks himself under any greater moral obligations to
pay his debt.
The only hope for a creditor under these circumstances, and it is a
forlorn hope indeed, is that the principal will abscond or secrete himself
so as not to be taken and surrendered by his bail, or as a "dernier re
sort" to keep hope still alive, that the bail will voluntarily pay the debt
for him. All the advantage, therefore, of this mode of proceeding, is ac
cidental at the most.
We proceed now to speak of the
JUDGMENTS OF*THE SEVEIIAL COURTS.

Judgments rendered in the common pleas and circuit courts are ofthe
same efficacy, and have a binding force upon the property of the party
over the same extent of territory, they being concurrent as to territorial
jurisdiction.
The effect of them, is to bind the real estate of the party, lying 'and
being in the county wherein the court is held in which the judgment is
rendered.
All conveyances, therefore, of any real estate, made by the party
against whom the judgment is rendered, after the actual entry of such
judgment on the minutes or records of the court, are void and of no effect
as against the judgment creditor.
The personal estate of the party, however, is not so effected by the en
try of the judgment ; but in order to secure a lien thereupon, it is neces
sary to issue an execution, and deliver the same to the proper officer for
voL. II. — NO, vI.
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service ; and then the personal estate of the party is bound from the time
of such delivery, which time is readily known by the endorsement of the
officer upon the writ, which he is obliged to make at the time he receives
the same. Questions of priority of lien, whether upon real or personal
property, need never be agitated, (except in cases of fraud on the part of
prior execution creditors,) as the endorsement of the sheriff, or other offi
cer, can immediately settle the point.
The jurisdiction of the supreme court extending over the whole state,
judgments rendered in it bind the real estate of the party, at the time
above mentioned, wherever the same is situate in the state. So also in
the other two courts as well as in this, whatever real estate a party ac
quires after the date of the judgment against him, becomes subject to that
judgment, and the lien instantly attaches. They remain, after recording,
in full force and effect, so that actions may be brought thereon any time
within twenty years, or may during that same time be revived by scire
facias ; but the time during which any person entitled to the benefit of
the judgment, who shall have been under the age of twenty-one years,
femme covert, or insane, shall not be taken or computed as part of the
said limited period of twenty years.
Of ihe Execution.
There are three kinds of executions recognised in the above courts,
viz. : a " capias ad satisfaciendum" a "fierifacias de bonis," and a "fieri
facias de bonis ct tcrris."
The first, commanding the sheriff to take the body of the defendant,
and keep him till he make satisfaction of the debt or damages, may be
used in all cases against residents as well as non-residents.
This writ will detain the defendant in close custody, until he give a
bond to keep within the prison limits, or a bond to apply at the next term
of the court of common pleas for the benefit of the insolvent laws of the
state, or until he make satisfaction of the debt or damages.
This is the highest writ known to the laws, and after it no other can
issue on the same judgment, excepting in the two following cases :
First. If the debtor, after being committed to prison by virtue of an
excution, shall escape thence, the creditor, at whose suit such prisoner
was charged in execution at the time of his escape, may retake such
prisoner by any new capias, or capias dM satisfaciendvm, or sue forth any
other kind of execution on the judgment, as if the body of such prisoner
had never been taken in execution.
Second. That if the party charged in execution for any debt or dam
age recovered, die in execution, then the plaintiff may have a new exe
cution against the goods and chattles, lands and tenements, or any of
them, of the person so deceased, in as simple a manner, and to all intents
and purposes, as he might have had, if the person so deceased had
never been taken and charged in execution. Provided, however, that
no person, at whose suit any suoti party shall be in execution, and die in
execution, shall have or take any new execution against the lands, tene
ments, or hereditaments, of such party so dying in execution, which shall
at any time after the judgment against such party so dying as aforesaid,
have been by him sold bona fide for the payment of any of his creditors,
and the money given for the lands, paid, or secured to be paid, to any of
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his creditors, with their privity or consent ; nor against any lands, tene
ments, &c. of such party so dying in execution, which shall have been
sold by virtue of any other judgment and execution against him so dying
as aforesaid:
The second, is a "fierifacias de bonis," and as the words import,
is an execution commanding the sheriff to levy and make the debt or
damages of the goods and chatties of the party.
The third is a "fieri facias de bonis et terris," and commands the officer
to levy and make the debt or damages of the goods and chattles of the
party, and for want of sufficient thereof, to make it on the residue of the
lands, tenements, and hereditaments of the defendant.
In the above courts, executions issue immediately after the rendition
of the judgment, no stay thereof being allowed, either against residents
or non-residents, or whether they be freeholders or not, excepting where
the party wishes to bring a writ of error ; tl}en, in order to stay the exe
cution, a recognisance must be filed, as prescribed by the act, within
fifteen days after the rendition of the judgment.
Complaints are sometimes made by the foreign suitors in the courts
of New Jersey, of the great delay and tardiness accompanying their
proceedings.
In the collection of claims above one hundred dollars, six, nine, and
twelve months often intervene between the commencement of the action
and the final receipt of the money.
The state of New Jersey being of an agricultural, rather than of a
commercial character, the same necessity for a very speedy determina
tion of a suit, does not prevail, as in those states wherein are large com
mercial cities. It seldom happens that the docket of any one court, in
this state, becomes so crowded with cases, that they may not be disposed
of at any one sitting.
In large cities and populous counties, remedies must be speedy to pre
vent an aggregation of suits upon the calendar, for the final determina
tion of which, long sessions of the courts must be had. These are ob
jectionable upbn two important grounds. Those plaintiffs whose suits
are placed low on the list, are compelled to be in attendance, with their
witnesses, watching their turn for trial, which may not arrive for weeks,
and are consequently subjected to both delay and a heavy expense. But
perhaps the greatest objection to long sessions, is the detention of the
jury, who are either farmers, and must necessarily incur a loss by their
absence from their farms at those seasons of the year, when a day is of
all importance to them, or are manufacturers and mechanics, and must
suffer great detriment in business, by reason of their continued absence
from their factories and work-shops.
For these reasons, it is to bo regretted that, in some parts of New
Jersey, particularly in the c6unty of Essex, some more speedy way for
the determination of causes has not been provided by the legislature.
Some satisfaction, however, is derived from the present constitution of
the c6urts, and the delay in their proceedings ; and that consists in their
certainty and regularity.
There is cause for regret after a hasty and erroneous proceeding.
Amidst the multiplicity of causes which may be entrusted to any one
attorney, time is given him to look well at his step before it is taken ; and
besides, parties are not driven to a hasty trial, before they have time to
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collect their evidence and gather together their witnesses. This delay
favors one party at least, towards whom it has always been the disposi
tion of the law to extend the greater lenity, if it do not prejudice the
right of the other.
Defendants, both in civil and criminal actions, have received the more
indulgence from the law ; and from the fact, that the presumption of the
existence of the plaintiff's claim in a civil suit is against him, and of the
wounded " dignity," ar.d disturbed " peace" of the crown or the state in
criminal cases, is against the king or the people. The delay, then, in the
proceedings at law in New Jersey, is consistent at least with the princi
ples of a sound and wholesome jurisprudence.
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Reports of the proceedings in our courts of justice, often possess an
interest far deeper than the mere legal questions involved would excite.
Judicial tribunals are, in fact, the true tests of character. Few business
men but are called into them in some way, either as parties, witnesses,
or jurors ; and fewer still but feel a personal interest in the proceedings,
as they may affect, injuriously or otherwise, individuals with whom they
are connected by business or friendship. Many a rogue's true charac
ter has been exposed for the first time in a court where he has been
called as a party or a witness ; and where, in spite of his exertions, his
cunning, hypocrisy, and knavery, are, for the first time, fully laid bare
to the gazo of a community, where he has hitherto, perhaps, passed as
an honest man.
Judicial proceedings are among the best sources of personal history.
They are the history of personal transactions which would otherwise
never see the light ; and they are the result of tribunals erected for the
express purpose of eliciting the truth.
It behooves business men to become familiar with the proceedings of
the courts of justice in all our large cities, as far as circumstances will
permit. And this, not for the purpose of becoming their own lawyers —
for no prudent man will be willing to go forward in enterprises involv
ing legal responsibilities, entirely on his own knowledge of the law —
nor, from a morbid curiosity, to become familiar with the details of crime
and wretchedness with which our courts, and especially those of inferior
jurisdiction, are attended, but for the purpose of a knowledge of those
great and leading principles of law with which every man should be
familiar ; and especially for the purpose of obtaining a knowledge of
personal character.
It is for these, among other reasons, that we devote a portion of each
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number of our magazine to the reports of legal proceedings ; and where
cases which are here presented at length, involve no legal principles of
importance, they may be useful in exposing knavery, detecting fraud,
and placing individuals before the mercantile community in the true
light, which a severe judicial examination, by persons entirely impartial,
has thrown upon their characters. If after they have undergone this
scrutiny, their reputation has received no stain, the world should know
it ; and if, after being weighed in the balance ofjustice, they have been
found wanting, this fact also should be known by all with whom they
have been or may be connected in business transactions.
These remarks are general. They are not intended to apply in par
ticular to any court reports which have heretofore, or may hereafter, ap
pear in this magazine. We have no feelings in this matter, except a
desire to render ourselves useful to the public ; and as chroniclers of
passing events in the legal world, we endeavor to exercise the same
truth and impartiality, that we do in making out statistical tables. Our
duty is with the public, and not with individuals ; and as we shall pub
lish nothing in this department to gratify private feelings, so we shall
keep back nothing which the public ought to know.
CHEATING

FRAUDULENT ENDORSEMENT OF A NOTE.

The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, at the last term, in
Boston, were occupied several days in the trial of the case of Thomas
J. Lobdell, broker, v. Eliphalet Baker, merchant.
It was an action of trespass on the case, and the plaintiff's writ set
forth that the defendant, on the 25th day of February, l837^iad in his
possession a certain promissory note of hand, signed by rweks, Law
rence, & Co., of New York, payable to James J. A. Bruce, of New York,
and by him endorsed, for the sum of 2,775 dollars and eighty-nine cents,
payable in five months. That the defendant, wishing to dispose of the
note, and with the intent to defraud any person who might become the
purchaser, procured his clerk, a minor under the age of twenty-one
years, to endorse the note ; and on the same day the defendant sold the
note to a broker, the same being fraudulently and deceitfully procured
to be endorsed as above mentioned. That the plaintiff afterwards be
came the purchaser of the note, relying on the said endorsement as
good and effectual.
And the plaintiff, in this action, sought to recover of the defendant the
full amount of the said note, and interest, together with the cost and ex
penses incurred by the plaintiff in an action against the above mentioned
minor.
The plaintiff contended and attempted to prove, that the defendant
received the note in question, and several others, amounting to about
$7,000, in New York. That on his return to Boston, he asked one of his
clerks if he was afraid to endorse the notes. The latter said he was
not, and wrote his name as requested, and subsequently they were de
livered by Mr. Baker to Benjamin Winslow, a broker, to be sold. That
Winslow sold the note which was the subject of this suit, to George B.
Stearns, of whom the plaintiff received it. That the sirname of the
clerk being the same as that of a well known firm in New York, although
his christian name was different, it was the intention of the defendant to
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give the impression that the note was, in fact, endorsed by a member of
that firm. That Hicks, Lawrence, & Co., and James J. A. Bruce, the
makers and first endorser of the note, had failed, and when the plaintiff
came to hunt up the second endorser, he found, to his surprise, that he
was a clerk in the employ of the defendant, and a minor. That the
plaintiff commenced an action against the clerk, and the latter pleaded
infancy, and recovered costs against the plaintiff. That the defendant
procured the notes to be endorsed fraudulently, and with an intent to
deceive and cheat any and all persons who might purchase them. That
the defendant sold the notes to Winslow as New York business paper,
and that Winslow so represented them when he sold them.
On the part of the defendant, it was admitted, that he procured the
note to be endorsed by his clerk, well knowing that he was a minor;
but it was contended, and attempted to be proved, that the defendant
did not intend to defraud any one. That it was his intention to sell the
notes in New York for foreign exchange, or to send them there by the
clerk, and he wished them endorsed for safe remittance. That the de
fendant is a man of quick and sudden feelings, and acts in all his business
transactions upon the impulse of the moment. That immediately after
the clerk had written his name upon the notes, the defendant said he
was sorry for it, but added that " it would do no harm." That it was
a very common thing for merchants to procure their clerks, although
minors, to endorse paper ; that though this was not strictly right, it still
was common. That Mr. Winslow came to the defendant's counting
room, and the defendant instructed a clerk to give him (Winslow) a me
morandum of these notes ; that the clerk did so, and the defendant took
the memorandum, and seeing the name of the minor on it, he told the
clerk to m%ke out another, omitting the name of the second endorser,
(the minor.) That this memorandum was given to Mr. Winslow, to
sell the notes by, who came in subsequently and said he had sold the
notes, and wished for them to deliver to the purchaser. That the notes
were given to him. That he afterwards came in and remarke 1 that the
name of the second endorser was not on the memorandum originally
given him ; that Mr. Baker then distinctly said to him, " that name is
nothing." That the notes were sold on the memorandum which did
not contain the name of the minor, and consequently that the purchaser
could not have received them on the credit of the second endorser, and
consequently also, that all presumption of having put the name on the
notes with a fraudulent intent was repelled. That the plaintiff did in
fact rely wholly on the names of Hicks, Lawrence, & Co., who were
well known on 'Change to be perfectly responsible at that time.
There were many witnesses examined in the case, and there was con
siderable conflict in the testimony of some of them.
The great point in the argument of the plaintiff's counsel appeared to
be, that the defendant must have procured his clerk's endorsement for
some fraudulent purpose, or he would not have procured it at all ; and
that the reason assigned for procuring it was of no substance whatever.
That no evidence had been offered to show that Mr. Baker had any in
tention to send the notes to New York.
On the part of the defendant the great argument appeared to be, that
the notes had been sold on the memorandum which did not contain the
name of the minor, and the purchaser could not have been deceived, and
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that this fact entirely negatived any presumption of fraud on the part of
theJudge
defendant.
Wilde charged the jury, that the plaintiff must show,
1. That the note was put into circulation fraudulently ; and,
2. That he was defrauded, or took the paper relying on the name of
the second endorser.
The defendant having procured the endorsement, the burthen was on
him to explain that fact.
If the jury were satisfied that Winslow was informed, before the notes
were sold, that the name of the clerk was not to be relied on, this would
tend strongly to rebut the implication of fraud ; and if he effected the
sale before the name of the second endorser was known to him, this would
tend to show that no credit was given to the name of the clerk. But
it was not necessary that they should be satisfied that the plaintiff took
the note solely on the credit of the second endorser ; it was sufficient if
any reliance was placed on his name. Here, again, the burthen of proof
was on the defendant, for the presumption was, that a credit was given
to every name on the note.
After the jury were out several hours, they sent into court the follow
ing inquiry : " Would the plaintiff be entitled to a verdict, if the fraudu
lent act was proved to the satisfaction of the jury. Provided, that there
was a doubt in the mind of the jury whether or not that Lobdell was ap
prised that the name of the second endorser was not valuable."
The judge ruled this point in favor of the defendant, as above stated,
and in a short time the jury came in with a verdict for, the defendant.*
COMMISSION

MERCHANTS

THEIR DUTY TO
TO THEM.

INSURE GOODS CONSIGNED

In December last, at Boston, the case of Bate* and others v. Parker
and others, tried in the Supreme Court, was an action brought by Messrs.
Bates & Co., of Boston, against Messrs. Parker, Howard, & Co., of New
York, for not insuring against fire certain merchandise consigned to the
latter house, for sale on commission, by Messrs. Bates & Co. It appear
ed that on the second December, 1835, the plaintiffs, pursuant to a pre
vious agreement, sent to the defendants the invoice and bill of lading of
the merchandise which had then just arrived in New York, and that it
was received into the store of the defendants on or about the fourteenth
December, and was burned in the great fire on the sixteenth December,
not being insured. The plaintiffs produced an account of sales of a pre
vious consignment of property, dated about eighteen months previous to
the consignment in question, in which there was a charge for fire insu
rance, and this account appeared to have been settled, and this charge
allowed without objection. Two merchants of Boston testified, that
they had made consignments to the defendants, and that in their ac-

* It is proper to state, that the above report is necessarily somewhat meagre in respect
to many nicely balanced points of evidence, and that it has been the endeavor of the re
porter rather to present the grounds taken by the parties, than to give any intimation as
to what they made out bv evidence. Upon some of the positions taken no evidence
whatever was offered. They were merely conjectures of counsel, and are stated in or
der that the position of the parties, as they understood them, may be seen.
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counts a charge for fire insurance was inserted and allowed, and that
they had no recollection of having given any special orders to have in
surance effected. Evidence tending to prove the existence of a general
usage among commission merchants in the city of New York to insure
property held for sale on commission, and charged the premium to the
consignor without orders to that effect, and also of a usage to make sucl
insurance in all cases where it had been once done and the charge al
lowed without objection.
The defendants denied the existence of both these usages, and assert
ed that the property had been for so short a time in their possession in
a new fire proof store, that they were not guilty of any neglect in failing
to procure insurance thereof. They also argued, that the defendants
were not liable as insurers, as the plaintiffs averred, but only for so much
damages as the plaintiffs would have recovered if insured, from the in
solvent insurance companies in New York, where the defendants had
policies.
The judge directed the jury, that if the defendants, being bound to
procure insurance, neglected so to do, they became thereby the insurers
of the property for its full value, and as such were entitled to a reasona
ble premium, to be deducted from the damages. That if there was a
general usage for commission merchants in New York to procure insur
ance on property consigned to them for sale on commission, and charge
the premium to the consignors, or if there was such a usage in the cases
where they had rendered an account containing such a charge, and had
it allowed without objection, then the law would imply a contract by the
defendants that they would follow the usage existing when this engage
ment was made. That it would thus be the legal duty of the defendants
to insure this property with all reasonable diligence after it was recei
ved. That the jury must judge whether, under the circumstances of this
case, the delay to insure for a day or two after the property was received,
the defendants having thirteen days' notice that it was coming, was or
was not reasonable diligence. That if they thought it was not, and
either of the usages relied on by the plaintiffs was proved, they should
find for the plaintiffs. In reference to the liability of the defendants for
more than the insurance companies where they insured would have
paid, the jury were directed to find the fact whether or no the defend
ants intended to cover the property by their general policies.
The jury found a general verdict for the plaintiffs. They also found
that the defendants did intend to cover the property by their general
policies.
EASTERN LANDS

FRAUDULENT SALE.

At the late term of the Supreme Judicial Court, in Boston, an action
was tried, involving questions of peculiar interest to all who were en
gaged in the recent speculations in eastern lands.
It was an action brought by P. H. If J. E. Hazeltine, now of Lowell,
Mass., and formerly of Bangor, Maine, against Henry Warren and Au
gustus J. Brawn, counsellors at law, of Bangor.
The plaintiffs sought to recover of the defendants the sum of twelve
hundred dollars, on a note of hand, signed by Nehemiah Kittredge, of
Bangor, and endorsed by the defendants.
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The counsel for the plaintiffs, in opening the case to the jury, said the
note, which was the subject of this suit, was given, with others, in pay
ment of three lots of land in No. 4, Old Indian Purchase, in the state of
Maine. At the time of the land speculations in Maine a year or two
ago, the plaintiffs were the owners of these three lots, and on request,
gave a bond of them to Mr. Kittredge, of Bangor, who formerly owned
a lot in the same township, and had sold it. They gave the bond at three
dollars per acre, but the understanding was, that Kittredge was to have
all he could make over two dollars and fifty cents per acre. Kittredge
assigned the bond for thirty days to Horatio P. Blood, for about five
hundred dollars. Before the bond expired, the land was sold to the de
fendants. A deed was then demanded of the plaintiffs, but they were
unwilling to give one, as the land had risen in value, but finally, after
taking legal advice, fhey executed a deed to the defendants, and one
payment was made in money. The other payments were made in pro
missory notes, which were signed by Kittredge, and endorsed by the de
fendants. One of the notes had been paid at maturity. Another had
been sued in Maine, and the defendants suffered the action to go by de
fault. The defendants refused to pay the present note, on the ground of
alleged deception in regard to the value of the land, although they kept
it through the whole period of the speculation fever, and had sold stumpage on it for two seasons. In this defence the whole burthen of proof
was on the defendants, it being necessary for the plaintifis to make out
a prima facie case only.
The note was then produced and read to the jury.
Tho defendants' counsel then contended, and offered evidence to prove,
that Kittredge was the mere agent of the plaintiffs in selling this land ;
that the plaintifis applied to him, and offered him fifty dollars to sell it at
two dollars and fifty cents per acre,* that Kittredge declined, and it was
finally agreed that he should, in addition to the fifty dollars, have all ho
could get over two dollars and fifty cents per acre ; that the plaintiffs, or
one of them, represented, that they had been on the land, and that it was
heavily timbered with white and Norway pine, and spruce and ash tim
ber ; that the plaintiffs, or one of them, told one Potter, the surveyor
who went upon the land, that he must make a good report to sell by, and
promised to make him a handsome compensation in case of a sale. That
the plaintiffs subsequently made the same statements to Blood that they
had made to Kittredge. That they recommended their surveyor to
Blood, and the latter sent him with another surveyor to explore the land.
That Blood followed them, and met them coming home. He then re
turned with one of them, not the one recommended by the plaintiffs, and
they were unable to find any ash timber at all, not a tree, but as there
was a violent snow storm, they were unable to make a thorough explora
tion. That Blood informed the plaintiffs of the result, and they, or one
of them, said there was a large quantity of ash timber there, for he had
seen it. That the plaintiffs also represented the land as containing much
good farming land. That all these representations of the plaintiff's were
false ; that the land was worth little or nothing ; that there was very little
* From the testimony of Kittredge, it appeared that the plaintiffs, or one of them, re
fused to pay him the fifty dollars after the land was sold, alleging thut he could no.
prove they agreed to pay him that sum, there having been no written agreement !
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timber of any sort on it, and it was literally good for nothing for farming
land. That the plaintiffs had already been paid far more than the ac
tual value of the land, and had actually got possession of it under the
mortgage given by the defendants. That eastern land speculations in
general, and this one in particular, were 60 tainted with fraud, deception,
cheating, lying, and swindling, that the very term had become proverbial
for those vices.
Upon these points, the defendants introduced the depositions of Kittredge, Blood, the surveyor, and others, and the plaintiffs offered rebut
ting testimony.
Judge Putnam charged the jury, that so far as the defendants com
plain of a hard bargain, the jury had no part to take. The substantial
ground of defence, if any thing, was that there was fraud on the part of
the plaintiffs. Upon this point, the jury need not be satisfied that the
plaintiffs intended to defraud. If they made false representations, be
lieving them to be true, it was their misfortune, and not the defendants.
If a man owns a lot of land, and in going to explore it, goes upon a lot
belonging to his neighbor, and finds a mill site, and thereupon repre
sents that his lot has a mill site, and a person purchases upon this repre
sentation, he cannot be obliged to pay, because the vender really thought
his lot had a mill site, and had no intention of deceiving.
In this case, the jury must inquire what in fact were the representa
tions of the plaintiffs. And in considering them, the jury must distin
guish between the representation of facts, and the expression of opi
nions.
In the next place, were Kittredge and Blood the agents of the plain
tiffs, or did they act for themselves alone 1 If they acted in the former
no
capacity,
wise the
theagents
plaintiffs
of the
were
plaintiffs,
responsible
then the
for plaintiffs
their acts.were
If not
theyresponsi
were in .
ble for their statements, any farther than they were brought home to the
knowledge of the plaintiffs.
But the representations respecting the land must not only be false,
but they must also have influenced the defendants in making the pur
chase, or their contract to pay is still binding. It was not necessary
that the representations should be proved to have been the sole induce
ments with the defendants. It was sufficient if they were influenced in
part even by them.
If Potter, the surveyor, was to be believed, there was evidence of real
fraud. His testimony was material, and the jury must attach what
weight to it they believe was due.
On the whole, his honor considered that the principles of law contend
ed for by the defendants, were correct ; of the facts and of the applica
tion of the law to the facts, the jury were the sole judges.
The case was committed to the jury on Tuesday afternoon, December
31. They were out all night, and came in the next morning, with a
statement that they were unable to agree. They were then discharged.
BILLS AND NOTES.

In the case of Smith v. Bythcwood, recently decided in South Caro
lina, it was held, that on a note payable on demand, the maker is bound
to pay immediately, and is not entitled to days of grace. The holder
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may sue on the same day the note is made. Any other demand than
by suit is unnecessary. — 1 Price's Reports, 245.
INSURANCE.
1. Where the master fails to employ a pilot to navigate a vessel in
coming into or leaving a port, where it is customary to do so, (as the
port of Charleston,) and a loss happens in consequence of a pilot not
having been employed, the underwriters upon a policy on the cargo
would be discharged. But if the vessel pass uninjured through the
dangers, to avoid which a pilot is usually employed, and the loss hap
pens at a point beyond which the pilot's service ceases to be necessary,
the assured would be entitled to recover.— M'MUIom v. Union Ins. Co.,
1 Rice, 248.
2. It is an error to consider the employment of a pilot, in coming into
or leaving a port, as a part of the seaworthiness of the vessel ; nothing
can enter into that which is not for the whole voyage. The business of
a pilot is merely temporary. He is a part of the crew of a vessel for
only a few miles, or a few hours. He navigates her only occasionally.
Under such circumstances, it would be an abuse of terms to say, that a
competent pilot was necessary to make a vessel seaworthy. The true
principle seems to be, that if a vessel without a pilot sustain injury in
entering or leaving a harbor where it is customary to have a pilot, such
injury does not come within the perils insured against. It is not a peril
of the sea. It is a loss from the bad navigation of the vessel, and is to
be set down to the fault of the master, and consequently the owners
would be liable, and not the underwriters. — lb.
COMMON CARRIERS.
The master of a vessel, as well as the owner, is liable to the merchant
or shipper of goods, for damages, in case of injury to the goods, or their
loss. But their liability is several and distinct. The master is liable
precisely to the same extent, and in the same form of action, as the
owner ; but he is liable in a different character and on a different ground.
Where he has no property in the vessel, and has only the conduct and
management, he is the confidential servant or agent of the owners. They
are bound by his contracts, by reason of their employment of the ship,
and of the profit which they derive from it, by the receipt of the freight
money. The master is also liable on his own contract for the transpor
tation of the goods, and by virtue of his taking charge of them for that
purpose. The liability of the owners is implied by law, from the nature
of the employment, on the ground of public policy. The liability of the
master seems rather to be by express undertaking, and although he is
not owner and receives no part of the freight, yet, on the same ground of
public policy and in favor of commerce, he is made personally respon
sible on his undertaking, even where the owners are known, which is
thus far a departure from the general law of principal and agent. — Patton v. M'Grath, 1 Rice, 162.
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VIOLATION OF FOREIGN REVENUE LAWS
CONFISCATION IN,
AND JURISDICTION OF, FOREIGN COURTS.

The case of Simon Bradstreet and others v. The Neptune Insurance
Company, which was decided at the late term of the circuit court of the
United States in Boston, was an action on a policy of insurance under
written by the defendants, for " three thousand dollars, on the schooner
Gardiner, of Gardiner, at sea or in port, for and during the term of three
years, commencing the risk on the 28th day of September, 1836, at
noon." The policy contained the following clause :—
"It is agreed that the insurers shall not be answerable for any
charge, damage, or loss, which may arise in consequence of seizure or
detention for or on account of illicit or prohibited trade, or trade in arti
cles contraband of war. But the judgment of a foreign consular or co
lonial court shall not be conclusive upon the parties, as to the fact of
there having been articles contraband of war on board, or as to the fact
of an attempt to trade in violation of the laws of nations."
The vessel was seized by the government of Mexico, within the time
covered by the policy.
The defendants contended, that the seizure and condemnation of the
schooner was on account of a violation of the revenue laws of Mexico,
and to establish this defence they produced an authenticated transcript
of the proceedings of the Mexican court against the vessel.
The plaintiffs denied the existence of any such alleged law of Mexico,
or that any breach thereof was committed, or that the court passing the
decree had any jurisdiction ; and they insisted that the vessel was con
fiscated and condemned arbitrarily and unjustly, and without trial, or any
opportunity on the part of the master to make any defence, or to exa
mine any witnesses.
The questions submitted to the court were, first, whether the record
of the proceedings was conclusive as to the existence of the laws of
Mexico, the jurisdiction of the court, and the cause of seizure and con
demnation, so that the plaintiffs were estopped from controverting
them, and show that there was no violation of the revenue laws of Mexi
co. Second, could the plaintiffs traverse the allegations of the record,
that the master of the vessel was summoned to appear and defend his
rights, and that the condemnation took place after he had appeared in
court and been heard, and if he could traverse these allegations, then
was the record sufficiently conclusive to establish that the seizure was
such as would discharge the underwriters 1
On this last point, Judge Story decided, that if the proceedings before
the Mexican tribunals were unexceptionable in all respects, the allega
tions in those proceedings would be conclusive on the parties ; but if the
defence was, that the record was a tissue of falsehoods, and that the
whole proceedings were a positive fraud, evidence would be admissible
to show that the master was never summoned, never did appear, and
never was heard before the condemnation.
In regard to the first point above mentioned. Judge Story decided
that the sentence in a foreign court of admiralty and prize in rem, was,
in general, conclusive, not only on the parties in interest, but for collate
ral purposes, and in collateral suits. But this rule proceeded on the
ground that the court had jurisdiction over the case, aud that the tlling
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was either positively or constructively in its possession, and submitted to
its jurisdiction. And where the sentence of a foreign court in rem was
sought to be held conclusive as to the title to property, it was essential
that there have been proper judicial proceedings upon which to found
the decree, by which he meant, not that there should be regular pro
ceedings according to the forms of our law, but that there should be
some certain written allegation of the offences, or statement of the
charges, for which the seizure was made, and upon which the forfeiture
was sought to be enforced ; and that there should be some personal or
public notice of the proceedings, so that the parties in interest may know
what is the offence, and have an opportunity to defend themselves.
Where this was not the case, a sentence ought to have no intrinsic cre
dit given to it, either for its justice or its truth, by any foreign tribunal.
Now, in the present case, although it was quite clear that the tribu
nals of Mexico had jurisdiction over the subject matter, the schooner
being within the limits of that government, and although it was stated
in the record, that the master of the vessel appeared and was admitted
to make defence before the court, yet the real difficulty was, tlie total
want of any libel, or allegation' in the nature of a libel, containing specific
charges for which the confiseation was sought. The only documents
which contained any statements on the subject, to serve the place of a
libel, were, a letter from the commissioner of the custom house, ad
dressed to the administrator of the custom house in the department,
containing some general statements respecting two boxes of medicines
on board the schooner. It was a mere letter from one officer to another.
It made no charge against the vessel. It alluded to no seizure, and pro
posed no proceedings.
house
Thetonext
the document
district judge
wasof
a the
letter
department,
from the administrator
which was couched
of the custom
in still
more general terms. It contained no accusation, asserted no •offence, and
asked for no forfeiture.
These were the only papers upon which the district judge proceeded
to summon the captain to appear before him to defend his rights. He
(Judge Story) thought it would violate all notions of the administration
of public justice, to call them a libel or an accusation on which to found
a decree of forfeiture against the vessel.
The vessel was confiscated ; but upon what pretence or grounds was
not stated in the sentence, although certain facts and grounds were sta
ted by the attorney general and the public administrator, namely, that
the boxes were brought into port without the requisite manifesto. This
might or might not have been the ground of condemnation. At any rate,
this court was not bound to fish out a meaning when sentences of this
sort are brought before it.
On the whole, therefore, for these defects in the proceedings, his ho
nor was of opinion that the sentence was not conclusive against the
plaintiffs.
But it was not necessary to rest the case on this. There was a clause
in the policy that the insurers shall not be answerable for any loss which
may arise in consequence of seizures or detention from illicit trade, &c.
Now the seizure here was clearly made on account of a supposed illi
cit trade, that is, a trade carried on without the proper documents requi
red by law. It was not necessary that there should have been any just
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grounds of condemnation. It was sufficient if there was any just ground
for the supposed illicit trade. The only question was, whether the ac
cusation of the asserted illicit trade was a mere cover for a wanton tres
pass and aggravated wrong, or was bona fide, however unfounded in fact.
If the latter, the insurers were exonerated ; if the former, they were
liable for the loss.
This question must be determined by a jury, and it would probably
be found necessary to have the Mexican laws on the subject, in order to
settle the question properly. The case was therefore continued to the
next term, to take a verdict of the jury on this point.
In concluding his opinion in this case, Judge Story alluded to a state
ment made by the American consul, that an appeal was not taken from
the decree of the judge who condemned the vessel in Mexico, because
it was thought to be of no use ; all the tribunals being so corrupt, that
justice was out of the question.

Art. VII.— THE AMERICAN MERCHANT.
The Young Merchant.
L. W. Ransom.

Philadelphia : R. W. Pomeroy. New York :

A little work with the above title, published some few months since,
commends itself to attention, for the perspicuity of its style, the sound
ness of its principles, and the practical utility of its precepts. The busi
ness and social virtues and habits, essential to a promptness of charac
ter, the confidence and respect of the community, and the approbation
of conscience, in those for whom the manual is especially intended, are
clearly defined and earnestly impressed ; and the work cannot be pe
rused without the attainment of much beneficial instruction.
But while it is probably calculated to subserve the object intended by
its author, to be a manual for the merchant, abstractly so considered,
we are constrained to the declaration, that it is of too general a charac
ter to answer the requirements of a young American merchant, more
especially if he be of New York, amidst the peculiar and anomalous
circumstances by which he is surrounded. There is a great and press
ing deficiency still unsupplied. There is yet ample room for a powerful
mind, whose comprehensiveness and independence will enable it clear
ly to elucidate, and boldly to declare, the dangers which surround the
path of the American merchant, and the responsibleness of his position,
to confer upon the mercantile community, and society in general, an
enduring and all-pervading benefit. We propose, without entering
deeply into the subject, to define our estimate of these dangers and that
position, that the propriety of our assertion may be appreciated. It has become a matter of anecdote, that the people of the United
States are so wedded to the accumulation of property^ that it engrosses
all their thoughts ; and thata casual conversation never occurs between any
two of them, without the introduction of the significant word " dollar."
Circumscribing the sweeping nature of such a declaration within the
limits demanded by the strictest justice, it must be candidly and honest
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ly confessed, that the acquiring of wealth is the one great and notable
trait of the American character. It is all absorbing in its engrossment
of the mind ; it recognises no limit, however broad may be the standard dis
played, from the morehumble competence, tO|the revenues of a millionaire.
It seems to have been adopted by the mind as its aliment, to be necessary
to its- existence. It is not checked in its demands by the contemplation
of the hoards of the past; but regarding them with indifference, its vision
is ever directed to the present and the future. It is, in short, its own
sufficient interpreter—" the acquiring of wealth," rinding its happiness
and reward in unstinted and unintermitted action. This peculiarity of
its nature, widely distinguishing it from avarice, which labors only for
the sake of increasing its gains, redeems it from much of the odium it
would otherwise deserve, and testifies, that its growth and luxuriance
are referable to the agency of strikingly peculiar circumstances. Foreign
writers have uniformly attributed it and its consequent evils to the inevi
table influence of our democratic government ; which, by repudiating a
legal aristocracy, has induced the substitution of the possession of wealth
as an equivalent for titles and distinctions, the garter and the cross. But
the fallacy of such an attribution is easily demonstrable and apparent. It
is not to the operation of our form ofgovernment, which has nothing whateverto do with it, that the universal eagerness for gain in our community is
to be assigned ; itis to the discovery of a new world, when the discoverers
were able to engraft the attainments of a high degree of civilization di
rectly upon the wild luxuriance of savage nature—to the broad and glo
rious field for energy thus exposed—in fine, to the insatiable spirit of
enterprise thus developed. It is this enterprise, not the love of money,
which makes the American a money-getter ; and ithas become a portion of
his very existence—he inhales it with every breath he draws, for its con
tagion pervades the very air—he is brought into the arena of life and ac
tion, by "its irresistible influence—a man in determination of soul, while
yet a boy in years ; and it is the mentor of his mind to the moment of
expiring nature. It is enterprise which inspires him to act for the sake
of
activity—which
action—whichimpels
imparts
himtotohis
hazard
character
the accumulations
a restless andof
never-slumbering
years upon a sin *
gle stake in the lottery of speculation—which opens his ears wide to
catch the first whisper of something new—which teaches him to laugh
at misfortunes that would crush others in the dust—which awakens the
click of the trowel and the echoing stroke of the hammer, above the yet
smoking ruins of the warehouse, and bids the merchant to soar, phcenixlike, from the midst of the flames that have destroyed his all, with
stronger resolves, bolder determination, and more-enduring energies, to
try with fortune anew !
It is this same enterprise, to cast a glance at darker shades of the pic
ture, which has tended to a too intense engrossment of the mind with
the affairs of business, to the exclusion of those great uses and aims of
life—the improvement of the mind, and the progressive elevation of the
character ; a neglect ofdomestic duties ; a substitution of appearances for
realities in social intercourse ; induced a laxity gradually—therefore un
appreciated—of that lofty incorruptibility of principle, which is man's
surest safeguard; and, finally, a devotion of existence to unreal machines
of happiness, which bring no true content in its progress, and sheds no
ray of comfort over its close.
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Are we expressing the character of our merchants 1 Are we putting
forth assertions, groundless and base as they are wanton—base, because
wanton and unprovoked f We earnestly deprecate any such accusation.
We know that on our seaboard, and more especially in our own city, to
which particular reference is had in the course of these remarks, the
merchants give tone to society in general, and we shall be among the first
to repel any unjust impeachment of them. But, at the same time, wo
are rendered the more urgent to impress upon the mercantile interests
the social responsibleness resting upon them. We have drawn our con
clusions after much examination, study, and reflection. If they be false,
let our excuse and pardon be found in our good intentions. If true,
when is it demanded that the truth should be spoken with more inde
pendence and earnestness 1 Let us be farther heard then, while we con
sider our points in detail.
It will scarcely be denied, in reference to the first, that the improve
ment of the mind, and the exaltation of the character, are sacrificed, in
far too great a degree, to the anxieties and engagements of business. It
may be said, indeed, with too much truth, of men, of whatever pursuits,
that they live on earth as though it were forever to be their abiding
place. But setting aside the great question of religious accountableness,
and confining ourselves to the point already broached, viz. : the control
ling influence of the mercantile interests in our social as well as business
relations, is it not manifest that literature and the improvement of the
mind are far too little regarded by those who are thus to give tone to
the habits and customs of so great, so populous a city. Should not a
vivid feeling of peculiar responsibleness to their fellow-citizens, under
such a consideration, induce our merchants to relinquish something of
business to their own mental improvement 1 And yet more,—what trea
sures of the truest, heartiest gratification, are neglected, for compara
tively paltry acquirings ! The mind is capable of enlargement in every
one of its glorious attributes, saving, indeed, its own immortality ; and,
in the process of that enlargement, imparts to its possessor a thousand
fold return for his investment of time and labor to procure it. That is
a speculation, the success of which is certain—the pursuit most honora
ble—the profits better than silver or gold. Would that many might
embark in it who now fritter away peace, happiness, and content, in the
headlong and never-ending pursuit of deceiving and useless projects,
seen, alas ! by their microscopic vision, to be glorious and full of re
ward ; but when scanned by the eye of truth, frail as the spider's web,
and vanishing at a breath.
We have often conversed with merchants — we say often, and mean
as we say — some of them of age and vast influence, respected as the
foremost in honor, who have acquired fortunes in their business, yet who
are more totally ignorant of the geographical position of the various
countries of the globe, than many a child of seven years of age. They
have freighted ships for every clime beneath the sun ; they will tell you
the distances, the length of voyages, the risk in the chances and freights
to every seaport you may name, but of the relative positions of those
ports to each other, and of geographic knowledge in general, they will
be profoundly ignorant. We write not of such in reproach or scorn ;
far from it. They began their career in those bygone years, when but
little learning was to be obtained ; and they deserve praise — unstinted
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praise —for their noblo advancement, in defiance of the difficulties and
impediments under which they labored. But we write now, particular
ly, for the eye of the young merchant ; and we adduce these instances of
their elders to ask, if any of them are similarly defective ? If so, we say
boldly, for it is truth, what is excusable in the former is unpardonable in
them. And they should possess, too, a modicum of information upon all
the primary divisions of knowledge. We have instanced geography,
only, as being of particular necessity— for the advancement of civiliza
tion has so developed mental improvement, even in a secular point of
view, to be of surpassing importance in the fulfilment of duty and the
acquirement of happiness, that to neglect it is to confess oneself indif
ferent to the higher attributes of our nature, and a laggard in the rear
of the attainments of the age.
There are those with whom we have conversed, who argue that the
nature of the business of the merchant is incompatible with literature —
books ; and that all the learning to be expected from him, is such as he
may obtain from his experience. We are disposed to deny to such shal
low and insulting reasoners more room than to chronicle the argument,
which is the record of their shame. While, at the present day, a want
of mental cultivation detracts from the elevation of the mercantile cha
racter, there is none upon the earth more noble and worthy of respect,
than the educated merchant— the more if he be self-educated — who
combines with his honorable vocation the cultivation of those powers
which, thus aroused to activity, shed a halo of never-ending delight
around his path, and aid him both in business and in duty ; who assists
the dicta of experience in the management of his affairs, by the unfailing
truths
and who
ofhas
philosophy,
enlarged and
his sympathies
the keenness
through
of antheinvigorated
improvement
judgment—
of his in
tellect. Such are the pillars of the honor of commerce.
We consider it not improper to advert, in this connexion, to the be
nefits dispensed to our city in the great particular we have been consi
dering, by the Mercantile Library Association. That institution
will ever be a monument to the discernment and philanthropy of its pro
jectors and founders; heaven smile upon its prosperity ! — and may the
establishment of this magazine, devoted as it is to the interests and im
provement of the mercantile community, prove a pioneer to that gene
ral literary advancement which we are earnest in desiring, and for which
its success is an impulse to our hope.
We have said, farther, in reference to the effects of American enter
prise, that it " has tended to induce a neglect of domestic duties, and a
substitution of appearances for realities in social intercourse."
The mind of man, in the freedom of natural action, finds the intensest
delight in the ties, sympathies, and responsibilities of "home." It is led,
by an irresistible impulse, to contract those ties, that it may experience
this delight. It seems to be endowed with peculiar faculties for such
enjoyment, that find no rest, no gratification, elsewhere ; and which, if
deprived of aliment, exerts a constant power, calling out aloud for action,
and even in the engrossments of business, and the excitements of plea
sure, making its voice to be heard, or paralyzing joy. There is nothing,
too, which so softens and elevates the mind, as the possession of a
"home." Its endearing relations, its holy duties, its tender sympathies,
twining about the heart closely as the very chords of existence, wean
VOL. II.—NO. vI.
64
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the spirit from debasing appetites; assimilate it more and more to the
better things of life ; give strength to virtue, soften the asperities of cha
racter, and make the desert of passion, by their gently soothing influ
ence, "to blossom as the rose."
But what constitutes such a " home V Not alone to take to oneself
a wife, and to place her in a splendid establishment — not to furnish her
with means for fashionable display— not to be the parent of children
whom you love, and withal to hurry from your table when a hasty break
fast is over; to enter your door just in season for dinner, to endanger
health in its rapid consumption, and haste away again ; to return at
evening, the thoughts loaded with the anxieties of complicated projects
and designs for the future ; to retire within yourself, passing the time
in silent abstraction to the hour of sleep, and rising in the morning to
the same undeviating round ; — such is not, in our sense, a " home"—it
may be a home for the body, it is no resting place for the soul.
For such sympathies, such enjoyments, such a " home," that wife must
be knitted to your spirit, to commune with all its action — and then you
will find one of the strong delights of your home, in mutual instruction
and mutual correction ; for, if she be knitted to your soul— and where
fore is she your wife if she be not so 1 — that correction will be recogni
sed by each as the kind act of love, and will be a thankful gift. The as
sembling round your table at every meal, should be an occasion for men
tal as well as bodily aliment ; and when the labors of the day are over,
your mind should be free to consecrate the fireside, by a mingling of
sympathies with those who gather there — to instruct your children — to
sport, it may be, with them — to be, in truth as well as in name, the
" husband" and the " father."
It has been remarked by strangers, especially the English, — for " the
blessed homes of England" have been made the theme of the poets, and
the English have eyes for such defects, — that, in the city of New York,
there is less of fixedness, solidity, and depth, in the domestic relations
and social intercourse, than in the rest of our country, or in their own
land. The husband and wife are too much separated, have too little
community of interests. He is day after day engrossed by his business
— it may almost be said, from sunrise to sunset ; and she is necessarily
left to form her own plans, and seek her own enjoyments. Marryatt
notices, very truly, the peculiarity in our city, that so many families take
lodgings in preference to maintaining an establishment of their own.
The cause, we opine, is in many instances to be sought in the too sedu
lous attention of the male head to business — not to economical motives,
since more will he lavish on appearances, than would suffice for the gen
teel support of an establishment. And how much excuse is to be found
for the lavish habits in the wife, when she is deprived of the concert and
companionship of her husband ? How much for waste of time in empty
frivolities, for the final concentration of her thoughts and feelings upon
the nothings of fashion ]
Finally, and what is of most importance, we have asserted, that Ame
rican enterprise " has tended to create a laxity, gradually induced, and
therefore unappreciated, of that lofty incorruptibility of principle, which
is man's surest safeguard." As the proper consideration of this point
demands more attention than can be at present bestowed, it is suggest
ed for the reflection of our readers, to be taken up hereafter.
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Art. VIII.— MERCANTILE BIOGRAPHY.
RICHARD W. DOW.

The Merchants' Magazine seems a fit vehicle for recording the worth
of those called away from the midst of business life. It is a beautiful
and holy thought, that, in the eagerness of competition, the anxiety of
expectation, the haste of crowded cities—time should be found to re
member the departed. We endeavor to secure to our own characters
whatever is most precious in those no longer left among us—not mere
ly to weave a wreath of imperishable flowers for the early tomb, but to
cause the virtues of the dead, immortal as their souls, to engrave them
selves
Richard
on our
W.hearts.
Dow, of the firm of Dow & Co., was born at Salem, the
14th of August, 1810. His youth was marked by a thirst forknowledge,
which often kept him away from the sports of his fellows, with some
old volume of history in a garret. Though his calling in life did not favor
this decided taste, he never lost his interest in books, nor his desire to
promote the knowledge and use of them in the community. Many of
his last evenings were spent in the Brooklyn library ; preparing that in
stitution for the high place he trusted it would take in the esteem of the
community.
But another trait marked his youth even more honorably. His pa
rents say it passed without a stain. Fit portico was it for that temple of
a holy spirit we have been impelled to describe—that boy was the
mould of the man—that youth the seed-time of manly goodness. The
idea of right and wrong, embodied in his being from the earliest hour,
spoke forth in every tone of his voice, every line of his sedate counte
nance. All who knew him, felt that there was a peculiar moral elevation
about him. All who have mentioned his name, have at once praised that
quick true conscience which exalted him in the eyes of man, and with
Him who seeth not as man seeth ! His brief career, just passing, one
might say, the threshold of business-life, was an eloquent commentary
upon commercial integrity—a trait far nobler in our eyes, and more
worthy of remembrance, than that capacity for business which was ob
served in him by all. We may be pardoned for mentioning a single in
stance. Conversing with a gentleman, resident in the western part of
this state, during one of the last journeys Mr. Dow made to the East,
(before he found an unexpected grave in that doomed boat, the Lexing
ton,) he remarked, " that though the great discount on southern funds
would no doubt ruin many, yet that every man, rather than delay or
refuse to pay his debts, should submit to the loss."
Mr. Dow never exaggerated, never indulged himself in vague state
ments, the embellishments of a wild fancy. This he avoided as wrong
in itself, and fruitful of" evil to society. His every word was sure as the
most solemn oaths. He would often recall and qualify his statements,
in some points so minute as to escape general notice. It was a syste
matic truthfulness, the united result of high principle, and a thoroughly
just education, which alone is able to purify society from the countless evils
of deception. One instance we recall, of his emphatic directness in the
use of language. A southern merchant had written to inquire, if it would
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be convenient, instead of paying certain notes at six months, to pay them
at three, six, and nine months. Mr. Dow's whole reply was, " It will."
Its singular appropriateness induced the gentleman to seek his ac
quaintance, and enter into frequent business correspondence with him.
But his severe views of duty were blended in beautiful harmony, in
perfect proportions, with other prominent traits. Though firm in the
right, he was ever gentle to the wrong—impregnable in his own princi
ples, he respected the principles of others. Often and often we have
known him, in the peace-maker's spirit, check severe criticism, defend
the absent, (one perhaps who had injured himself,) and extenuate con
duct which did not admit of honest justification. Chivalrous in his de
votion to duty, ho was equally remarkable for the modesty of his selfappreciation, and the generous praise he bestowed on the worth of
others.
A devoted son, (relieving his father of burdens which his infirmities
permitted him not to undertake, the hope and support of his age,) a lo
ving brother, a fast friend. He showed in this active community, that bu
siness talent and energy are in nowise incompatible with that earnest
solemnity of spirit, which (by frequent musings on its destiny) works
out in the soul the fire-baptism of holiness !
Had his life been spared, from his love of usefulness, and his unusual
power of self-concentration, great might have been his services to soci
ety—important the part he would have borne in the world's progress !
But, though to die at thirty years of age was indeed soon for us, it was
not too soon for the ripeness of his character and the meekness of his
spirit ! Though to be called away without one farewell to those we love,
or one hour of calm thought, amidst circumstances of unusual horror,
shocks every sentiment within us—yet no one who knew Mr. Dow can
doubt, that he met his fate calmly, trusting fully in the providence which
stayed his steps, and called him to lay his head on some unknown spot in
the ocean deep—that he laid down this life for a higher and better,
peacefully—
" As fades a summer cloud away,
As sinks the gale when storms are o'er,
As gently shuts the eye of day,
As dies a wave along the shore."
ISRAEL THOR.XDIKE,

A distinguished merchant of Massachusetts, was born in Beverly, as
one of his biographers states, in 1757, but we think a year or two before
that period. He was, for some years of his youth, an apprentice, to the
cooper's trade ; but his enterprise burst out while he was quite young,
and at the commencement of the revolutionary war he engaged in pri
vateering, and soon became part owner and commander of a privateer,
which made many successful cruises. He was a bold athletic comman
der, possessing the most unquestionable courage, and superior strength
of body and mind. After the close of the war, he engaged in the fishe
ries and foreign commerce, and grew rich. When the old confederation
was found deficient, and a federal constitution was proposed, Mr. Thorndike was elected, from his native town, one of the members of the state
convention for the adoption of the constitution, and he was as efficient as
any man in that body ; not that he made long and learned speeches, but
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that he talked with the yeomanry of that body in a style of common
sense which they understood, and his arguments had the desired effect.
For many years he was elected to the senate of the state, and always
brought a great share of practical good sense to the question under dis
cussion. He aspired to no grace, no ornament, but took up the subject
in a clear, forcible manner, and always said something worth remem
bering.
From Beverly he removed to Boston, and soon took a high stand
among merchants and politicians. His wealth allowed him to live in a
more splendid style than any other man in the city, but there was no
parade about it—all seemed as natural as if he had been to the " manor
born."
He was a careful observer of the times, and when commerce began to
be taxed with heavy duties, he at once invested a large portion of his
large capital in manufacturing establishments, which he early saw would
be the true policy of New England. His investments in real estate,
shipping, or factories, were wonderfully judicious, and hundreds watch
ed his movements, believing that his pathway was safe.
In addition to other public acts of munificence, he purchased, in 1818,
the library of Professor Ebeling, of Hamburgh. This library contained
between three and four thousand volumes of American history, or kin
dred works. The possessor had been one of those valuable enthusiasts
for the rights of man and the liberty of nations, who had caught at
and preserved every thing relating to the history of this new world,
while those on this side of the water had too often been unmindful of
preserving matters of moment to their posterity. It is probable that
this is the most complete collection of newspapers, pamphlets, state pa
pers, and books relating to America, that is now extant. Mr. Jefferson
had done much in this way, but Professor Ebeling much more. The
public are under lasting obligations to Mr. Thorndike for bringing this
treasure to the United States.
Mr. Thorndike died May 10, 1832, at Boston. He was an active bu
siness man to the last of his life. His fortune was the largest that has
ever been left in New England. Many years may pass, before the pub
lic will find another man so entirely the maker of his own fortune, by
strength of intellect and nerve, as Mr. Thorndike. It may be said that
he resembled more the Amsterdam than the Florentine merchant ; still
his sagacity, foresight, energy, and patriotism, was not surpassed by any
one of the princes of traffic that history has brought down to us.
NATHANIEL TRACY,

A distinguished merchant previous to, and during the revolutionary
war, was born at Newbury, afterwards Newburyport, about the year
1749. He was the son of Patrick Tracy, who was an opulent merchant
in that place, and having a proper view of life, gave his sons the best
education the country afforded. Nathaniel graduated at Harvard col
lege, 1769, and commenced business in his native town in company with
Jonathan Jackson, an accomplished gentleman and thorough merchant.
The house was prosperous, and extended its concerns to a wonderful
magnitude for that day. During the war of 1775, his privateers were
for several years numerous and successful. He was generous and pa
triotic, and assisted the government with money and articles of clothing,
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and other necessaries for carrying on the war. He lived in a most mag
nificent style, having several country seats, or large farms, with elegant
summer houses and fine fish ponds, and all those matters of convenience
and taste that a British nobleman might think necessary to his rank and
happiness. His horses were of the choicest kind, and his coaches of
the most splendid make. He expended as if fortune would be always
propitious, and the thought of straitened circumstances never came
across his mind. But in the last years of the war, the enemy had grown
wise, and sent a large proportion of small frigates and heavy gun brigs,
and swept the American privateers from the ocean. The government
failed to pay him.; his debtors, who were numerous, had encountered
similar difficulties, and, in 1786, he was minus some millions of dollars.
His splendid estates sold for a small portion of their value, and he gave
up business, retiring to a large farm which had been secured to his
children. Fortunately, his debts were of such a magnitude, that he was
not pestered by a swarm of little creditors, who rejoice in having a mo
mentary power over a man once so conspicuous in society. These little
vampires love to suck the blood of fallen greatness, and to show their
lips red with a drop of the current from the noble veins of one who has
moved in a region beyond them. Tracy was too sensitive to bear his
misfortunes as a philosopher or a subdued christian. He sunk under
them, and found a premature grave. He left a widow and several chil
dren ; she was an elegant woman, and supported her dignity to the last
hour of her life. He had, when fortune smiled, built up hundreds of
little men, who made sage sayings, and quoted wise saws, upon his pro
fusion in the days of his glory, a portion of which had been lavished
upon themselves. He was a gentleman of polished manners and fine
taste. In looking upon his houses and works of amusement at the pre
sent time, when most of them are in a state of decay, you still see the
hand of taste in every thing he did. Does not some of the surplus reve
nue of our country belong to those who brought their property to the
shrine of their country in the hour of darkness and peril, and threw it
down at the altar, as a free will offering, to secure our liberty and inde
pendence ? The history of those times is glanced at, and makes up the
theme of the political declaimer, at every touch and turn in his pathway,
but no serious examination has ever been gone into, nor will there ever
be a true history of those times written. Such men saved the nation,—
must they be forgotten 1

Art. IX.— MERCANTILE LITERATURE.
Hints to Tradesmen, and Maxims for Merchants.
Marvin. 24mo. pp. 96.

Boston : Perkins &

This little volume commends itself to the attention of young trades
men and merchants, as embracing within its comprehensive pages, max
ims and sentiments which, if canned into practice, must generally insure
success in mercantile life. The maxims are expressed with force and
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piquancy, and, on the whole, we can cordially recommend it to our mer
cantile readers as a useful book.
We give an extract or two from the introduction, as furnishing some
idea of the author's style and views, touching the subjects discussed.
" ' How to get money,' is now the order of the day—' the one thing
needful,' so far as worldly matters are concerned. It is, I admit, an awk
ward thing to begin the world without a dollar ; and yet hundreds of in
dividuals have raised large fortunes from a single shilling. 1 know a
builder, now worth two hundred thousand dollars, who was a bricklay
er's laborer forty years ago, at eight shillings per day. He became rich
by acting upon principle. He assured me that even when he was in this
employment hexiontrived to save a few shillings a day out of his earnings,
and thus laid by $100 per annum. From this moment his fortune was
made. Like a hound upon the right scent, the game, sooner or later,
was sure to be his. He possessed an indomitable spirit of industry, per
severance, and frugality, and the first $100 he realized became the foun
dation for thousands.
" The world at large would call this man fortunate, and ascribe his
prosperity to good luck ; but the world would be very wrong in doing
so. If there was any luck at all in the matter, it was the luck of possess
ing a clear head and active hands, by means of which multitudes of
others have carved out their own fortunes, as well as the person to whom
I allude. Franklin and Girard may be mentioned as instances :—they
adapted the means to the end ; a process which commands a never fail
ing success. In brief, they were men of business !
" But to be frugal is not of itself sufficient,—the young man who would
insure his success must be industrious too :—what is saved by thrift
must be improved by diligence, for the last doubles the first, as the
earth, by reflection, renders the sunbeams hot, which would, otherwise,
seem but warm.
" What cannot be done by one stroke may be effected by many ; and
application and perseverance have often succeeded when all other
, means have failed. Nothing can be more ridiculous than that, because
we cannot suit our means to our ends, we will not suit our ends to our
means ; or because we cannot do what we will, we will not do what we
may, depriving ourselves of what is in our power, because we cannot at
tain things beyond it ; whereas, the way to enlarge our ability, is to dou
ble our industry, because, by often repeated efforts, we may accomplish,
in the end, what in the beginning we despaired of.
" The fool who promises himself success without endeavors, or despairs
at the sight of difficulties, is always disappointed ; but, on the contrary,
he who is indefatigable succeeds even beyond his expectations.
" There is not a more certain sign of a craven spirit, than to have the
edge of one's activity soon turned by opposition ; on the contrary, there
is no disputing his fortitude who contends with obstacles, and never gives
over the pursuit till he has reached the end he aimed at. Indeed, to
tempers of this kind, few things are impossible.
" It argues a weak and pusillanimous spirit to sink beneath perplexities
and calamities, and rather sit down and lament one's misfortunes than
attempt to remove them. If, therefore, young reader, you ever appre
hend yourself to be, in a manner, overwhelmed with adversities, bear
up boldly against them all ; you have this advantage, at least, it will be
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the longer before you sink, and perhaps allow time for some friendly hand
to interfere for your preservation.
" The force of example is the greatest force in the world, because it is
the force of habit—which has been truly and appropriately called, a se
cond nature. It« overwhelming influence is so great, that honest men
become rogues by contact. Do you imagine yourself exempt from the con
tagion 1 If strong-minded men have frequently fallen victims to evil ex
amples, how shall the weak escape t Very easily ! Do not submit your
self to it. The preliminaries of temptation are easily to be avoided,
however difficult the subsequent coils may be to unwind. If you mean
to mako your way in the world, look about you, and ensure your well
doing by copying the habits, and following the example of those only
whose conduct, experience, and success, entitle them to the character of
models.
'• Nothing is more deceptive, or pernicious, than the idea which is en
tertained by some, that the rich obtain their wealth without exertion —
merely by what is termed ' good luck.' There is no sure way of get
ting money but by industry ; and no way of keeping it, so as to grow
rich, but by economy. The foundation of great fortunes are all to be
traced to small beginnings, small profits, and frugal expenditures. The
man who desires to grow rich, must never wait to acquire largo sums
before he begins to save. The economy of small expenses lays the cor
ner-stone of wealth. Large amounts take care of themselves ; it is the
small dribbles that waste the substance, and keep men poor, if they are
not careful to restrain their outgoings. One of the most opulent merchants
now living, made his fortune by gaining and saving sixpences !
" The philosopher's stone is no fiction. He who labors with industry,
and lives with economy, will find it at the bottom of the crucible of life,
to reward his toil, and compensate him for his virtue. It was a favorite
theme with Girard, when he grew rich, that he commenced life with a
sixpence ; and that a man's best capital was industry. He died worth
310,000,000 !"

Agreements.—The time has been, when a verbal contract between
two parties would be considered binding. The world since then has
changed, and in order to be perfectly safe from loss or injury, I advise
my. readers to deal with every man and woman, so far as business is con
cerned, as if they were rogues. They may start, but I state no more than
what is necessary to be done. As for friends — with them, still greater
precautions are needful. Let nothing of any moment whatever be un
dertaken without its being first penned down in black and white, and
signed in the presence of a witness. You have then some data to go
upon, and can right yourself, in case of necessity, in a court of law. A
want of attention to these points in early life, cost me some thousands. I
paid dearly for my experience, but if I may yet be serviceable to my
fellow-tradesmen, the money will not have been altogether thrown
away.
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COINAGE.

ANNUAL REPORT OP THE DIRECTOR OP THE MINT OP THE UNITED 8TATE8.
Thecoinage executed at this mint, in 1839, amounted
Philadelphia,
to $3,021,170
January
11, comprising
30, 1840.
$1,040,747 50 in gold, $1,949,136 in silver, and $31,266 61 in copper, and composed of
9,260,345 pieces.
The deposits of gold within the year amounted to $1,042,500, of which $138,500 waa
derived from the mines of the United States.
The deposits of silver amounted to $1,851,500, and consisted principally of Mexican
dollars.
Statement of the Coinage of the Mint of the United States, Philadelphia, in 1839.
DENOMINATIONS.

Total number
of pieces.

Pieces.

Value.

Total Value.

Gold.
118,143
38,248
27,021

$382,480
590.715
67,552 00
50
183,412

$1,040,747 50

Silver.
1,069,150
300
3,334,561
491,146
1,053.115

Half dollars

1,667,280
122,7*6
105,311
300 00
50

53,157 50
1 94') 136 00

5,948,272
Copper.

....

3,128,661

Cents

31,286 61
'$3,021, 170 11

9,260,345

Statement of the annual amount of Gold deposited at the United States Mint, Philadel
phia,from the mines in the United States.
North
Smith
Virginia. Carolina.
Carolina.
1824
....
1825
1826
....
1827
18-28
1829
2,500
1830 24.000
1831
26,000
1832 34.000
1H33 104.000
1834 62,000
1X15 60,400
183i> 62,000
1837 52,100
183H 55.000
1839 57,600
539,600

▼OL. II.

'

Georgia.

5,0)0
17.000
20,000
21,000
46,000
134,000
204,030
294,000
45M.003
475,000
389,000
263,500
148, 100
116.900
6(i.000
53,500

3.500
26.000
22,000
45.000
66.000
38.000
42,100
55.200
29,400
13,000
6,300

212,000
176.000
140 000
216,000
415,000
319,900
201,400
83,600
36,000
20,300

2,702,000

346,800

1,820,000

NO. VI.

....
....

Tennessee.

1.500
300

200
500

5.003
17,000
20,000
21,000
46,000
140,000
466,000
520,000
678,000
8 18,000
89S.003
69-1,500
467,000
282,000
171,700
138,500

14,200

13,900

5,436,700

....
....
....
.. • ,

65

Various Total at
sources. U. S. Mint.

...
....
....
....
1,000
1,000
7,000
3,000
100
300

1,000

....
....
12,200
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There was also deposited for coinage in 1839, as follows :
Coins of the United States, old standard
Foreign bullion
Foreign coins

$7,000
167,000
730,000

$901,000
Statement of deposits of Silver for coinage, at the V. S. Mint, Philadelphia, in 1839.
The deposits ofsilver, for coinage, amount to
$1,851,500
Of which, there was in—
Mexican dollars
$t,40G,000
Five-franc pieces of France
180,000
Other coins
100,(100
Bullion and plate
164,000
Parted from gold
1,500
Statement of deposits of Gold and Silver, for coinage, at the Branch Mints of the Uni
ted States, in 1839.
Deposited at the Charlotte branch mint
$126,836
Deposited at the Dahlonega branch mint
1 13,035
Deposited at the New Orleans branch mint
259,060
$498,931
Recapitulation of deposits and coinage at the U. S. Mint and branches, in 1839.
DEPOSITS.
GOLD.
MINTS.

U. S. Gold. Foreign
Gold.
138.500
6,869
12u,836
113,035

904,000

385,240

9,S3,290

Silver.

Total.

1,042,500
85,159
126,836
113,035

1,851,500
173,901

2 894 000
' 126,836
113035
259,060

1,307,530

2,025,401

3,392,931

Total of
Gold.

78^290

COINAGE.
OOLD.

Pieces.

Value.

SILVER.

Pieces.

Value.

COPPER.

Pieces.

Value.

TOTAL.

Pieces.

Value.

183,412 1,040,747 50 5,948,272 1,949,136 3,128,661 31,28661
41,640 162,767 50
32,613 128,880 00
2,401,600 227,160

2,401,600
9,260,345 3,621,170 11
41,640 162,767 50
32,613 128,680 00
227,ltX> 00

257,665 1,332,395 008,349,872 2,176,29613,128,661 31,28661

11,736,198 3,539,977 61

STATE OF THE BRITISH MINT.

A document has been recently printed by order of the house of commons relating to
the mint, nnd giving an account of all the supplies now remaining there, of the sums
advanced out of the consolidated fund for purchasing bullion for coinage, of cash re
ceived in payment for coin delivered, and of the sums paid into the exchequer in pay
ment of the advances from January 1, to December 31, 1839. This document shows,
that the total assets remaining in the mint on the 3lst of January, 1839, were £68,589
Is. 8ii., ofwhich £25,742 6s. 9d. was in uncoined silver bullion, £3,284 Is. in uncoined
copper, £11,571 3j., in unsold silver coin, £1,376 9s. 9d. in unsold copper coin. The
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remainder was cash in hand, cash due from the commissariat, and balance on the ex
chequer and cash accounts. The whole assets are given as payable into the exchequer
for the use of the consolidated fund. The total amount issued out of that fund for the
purchase of bullion in the year 1839 was £382.107 2s. 14. The value of the silver bul
lion and dollars purchased for coinage wittin the same year, at a rate varying from 58}<J.
to 60i<*. per ounce, is stated at£360,762 8s. 84., which by an addition of £1,887 16j. 94for " gold contained in silver ingots," is increased to £3132,640 5s. 54. The mint value
for the whole, at 66s. per pound troy, is given at £395,067 15s. The seignorage is sta
ted at £34,313 16s. 24., from which £8 9s. lOrf. being deducted for " dumb coin," leaves
£34,305 6s. Ad., the difference between the purchase and mint valuej.
The purchase value of copper bullion is £2,435 9s. 3d., the mint value £5,582 12s. 94.,
and the difference gives a seignorage of £3,217 3s. 64. The loss in exchanging old
silver coin sent in for recoinage, or the difference between the nominal and the standing
value, is £216 18s. entirely for worn out sixpences received from the bank of England.
The coin account, or account of " coined monies delivered into the mint office," gives
£379,170 for silver, and £5,936 for copper.—The cash account, or account of "cash
received for coin," gives £363,656 4s., cash received for gold contained in silver ingots
being £1,887 16s. 94. The repayment into the exchequer of advances out of the con
solidated fund gives £330,000, which, with £37,140 0s. 94. on account of seignorage,
and £1,887 16s. 94. paid for gold and silver ingots, gives a total of £369,027 17s. 64.
paid into the exchequer. The debtor and creditor account of the whole is balanced by
an exchequer credit of £ 16,021 6s. lid. Silver bullion remains uncoined to the amount
of £43,423 3s. 94., copper to the amount of £3,030 13s. 94. The balance remaining to
be paid into the exchequer is £7,954 2s. 44.

STATISTICS OF

INSURANCE.

MASSACHUSETTS IXSURANCE COMPANIES.
After looking over the " abstract of the returns of insurance companies, incorporated
with specified capital, exhibiting the condition of those institutions on the first day of
December, 1839, prepared by the secretary of the commonwealth," Dr. Jesse Chickering,
of Boston, one of the most acute mathematicians in the country, and the author of the
very lucid and ingenious article on the " Massachusetts banks" which appeared in the
Feburary number of our magazine, prepared, and has politely furnished us for publica
tion, the following table.
The first column of this table contains the names and localities ; the second, the capi
tal; the third, the average annual dividends for five preceding years, or since these
companies were incorporated ; and the fourth, the average amount of the dividends per
annum, according to the above average annual dividends. It appears from this table,
that there are twenty-three of these insurance companies located in Boston, whose ave
rage annual dividends for the five preceding years, have amounted to 9.4S per cent. on
the capital ; and eighteen companies out of Boston, whose average annual dividends
have been 9.51 per cent. on the capital. The average annual dividends of the forty-one
companies, have been for the five years, 9.49} per cent. on the w hole capital of 7,965,000.
According to the returns by order of the house of representatives of the fourth of
February, 1836, there were twenty-seven offices in Boston, and eighteen out of Boston,
—total forty-six offices; with an aggregate capital of $9,225,000. The average annu
al dividends were 9 3-5 per cent.
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According to the returns on the first of December, 1837, there were twenty-nine offi
ces in Boston, and nineteen out of Boston,—total, forty-eight offices ; with a capital of
S9,415,000.
According to the returns on the first of December, 1838, there were twenty-four offices
in Boston, and nineteen out of Boston,— total, forty-three offices; with a capital of
88,316,000.

NAMES AND LOCATIONS.

American, Boston
Atlantic,
do
Atlns,
do
Boston,
do
Boylston Fire and Marine, Boston.
Columbian, Boston
Firemen's
do
Fishing,
do
Franklin,
do
,
Hope,
do
Manufacturers', Boston
Massachusetts F. and M., Boston..
Mercantile Marine, Boston
Merchants', Boston
National,
do
Neptune,
do
New England Marine, Boston
Ocean, Boston
Suffolk, do
Tremont.do
United States, Boston
Warren,
do
Washington,
do
Twenty-three offices in Boston.
Gloucester, Gloucester
Lynn Mechanics', F. and M., Lynn..
Union F. and M., Lynn
Marblehead M., Marblehead
Essex Marine, Newburyport
Essex, Salem
Oriental, Salem
Salem Commercial, Salem
Union Marine, Salem
Springfield Fire. Springfield
Fairhaven, Fairhaven
Bedford Commercial, New Bedford..
Mechanics', New Bedford
Merchants',
do.
Pacific,
do.
Old Colony, Plymouth
Fishing, Provincetown
Commercial, Nantucket
Eighteen offices out of Boston.

Total.

Capital.

3300,000
250,000
300,000
300,000
3(10.000
300,000
300,000
100,000
300,000
900,000
300,(00
300,000
300,(100
500 000
500 000
200,000
300,000
200,000
300,000
200,000
200,000
100,000
200,000
6,250,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
100,000
50,000
100,000
200,000
200,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
150,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
50,000
40,000
75,000
1,715,000
6,250,000
7,'JG5,000

Av'gc anniinl div
Av'ge annual
idends, for 5 pre
amount of
ceding years, or
dividends.
since incorp'Ud.
10 8-10
9.49
1-2per ct.
6 2-5

6 45
12
7 1-5
6 3-5
3 3-5

..
..
..

4 4-5
..
10 4-5
6 4-100 ..
12 4-5
..
6 35
..
3 1-5
25 46-100..
9 4-10 ..
6 1-5
..
6
1645
..
8 1-5
..
10
6 1-4
..
2 34
..
10 1-5
..
9.48
5 4-5
18

$32,400
16.000
20,400
36.000
21,C00
19,8 0
10,800
4,800
32,400
12,080
38,400
19,800
9,600
127,300
47,000
12,400
18.000
33,600
24,600
20.000
12,500
2,750
20.000
592,630
2,900
9,000
9,000

6
9
8
7
12
12
18
14
18

4-5
4-5
4-5
2-5
6-10

6 23
4 3-4
9.54

6,000
18,000
16.000
7,000
12,800
12,800
28,200
14,400
18,600
3,3331
1,900
3,:50
163,6831
592,630
756,3l3j
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PREMIUM CREDITS IN BOSTON, ON MARINE RISKS, PROM AND AFTER THE
NINTH DAY OF MARCH, 1840.

All credits shall commence at the date of the policy.
All premium notes shall be considered due on the expiration of the credit expressed
in the note, and if not then paid, interest shall be exacted from that time till paid.

All voyages round Cape of Good Hope, or Cape Horn
Or two months after the termination of the risk, the election
to be made by the assured at the date of the policy.
ToHorn,
east coast
or west
of coast
SouthofAmerica,
Africa to between
Cape of Good
the equator
Hope, and
inclusive,
Cape
To Europe
To West Indies, Gulf of Mexico, or ports between Gulf of Mex
co and River Amazon, inclusive
To ports in the United States, northeast of Cape Florida
To the West Indies, Europe, and back to the United Slates
10 months
From the West Indies to burope, and back to the United States
8 months
To Brazil, Europe, and back to the United States
10 months
From Brazil to Europe, and back to the United States
8 months
To West Coast of America, China, and back,
16 months")
To North West Coast of America, China, and back, 16 months | or two months after
To North West Coast of America and China
14 months ^ the termination of
In the Whale Fishery to the Pacific
18 months I the risk.
In the Whale Fishery to the Atlantic
14 months J
On time, two months after the termination of the risk.
Open policies for vessel or vessels, two months after the termination of the risk.
Cases not provided for, as parties may agree, the above credits to form the basis of cal
culation.
Premiums, of twenty dollars and under, cash, without discount of interest.

STATISTICS OF

NAVIGATION.

LAKE NAVIGATION.

Statement showing the number of Ships, Brigs, and Schooner^, on Lakes Erie, Michi
gan, and Superior, together with theirAmount of tonnage and value.
No. Tons.
Ships
Brigs
Schooners
Ships
Brigs
Barques
Schooners
Schooners
Schooners
Brigs
Schooners and Sloops
Schooners and Sloops
Total Ships, Brigs, Schooners, and Sloops
Total Steamboats

,

1
260
a 26l
51 4,207
085
3
3
67'
1
245
59 4,368
652
9
5
356
3
55!)
80 4,730
792
US

Value.

To what Port
belonging.

ft* .00!) Cleveland.
12,000 Cleveland.
lao.oooi Cleveland.
3t;,ooo, Buffalo.
87,0001 Buffalo.
8.000 Buffalo.
168,000 Buffalo.
38,000 Presque Isle.
1<1 !«' Miami.
23,000 Dei roil.
120,000 Detroit.
58,000 Sandusky.

225 17,988
658,400
6ll 17,324 31,741,200
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CANADIAN NAVIGATION.

Statement of Arrivals in, Quebec, from 1833 to 1839, both inclusive, specifying lie
amount of Tonnage, numiier of Seamen employed, and number oj Immigrants ; also,
the number of Vessels built m Quebec, the Tonnage, and number of Men employed tn
building the same.
1833.

1834.

1835.

1836.

1837.

1838.

1839.

1,005 325,8(13
1,122 323,305
1,132 353,505
1,185 326,186
1,032 343,782
1,125
1 175
271,148
383^841
12,384 13,54ti 13,756 14,400 12,844 13,443 15 727
22,062 30,217 30,217 27,513 21,855
2,950
7,413
13
11
18
3
18
9,312
17
16
3,952
8,482
4,G01
749
9,220
8,4481
Men
1840.—There
employed ....
are now 715
in progress
33
vessels;
averaging
19,800
tons,
608of building,
990
165
880
990
935
and 2,090 men employed.

MISCELLANEOUS

STATISTICS.

PUBLIC DEBT OF SPAIN.

At the present moment, the following detail respecting the liabilities of the Spanish
Government may be acceptable to a large portion of our readers :—
Domestic debt, bearing interest up to 1834
£9,130.000
Without interest, same date
38,430,000
Together
Foreign debt
Cortes loans

»

47,560,000
25,440,000
16,600,000

Together
42,010,000
In 1834, the unliquidated claims on the Spanish Government amounted to 277,000.000;.
The arrears of interest in 1834 on 14,000,0002 Cortes Bonds, since November, 1823,
are about 7,000,0002.
In 1834, the estimated amount required to discharge the interest on the acknowleged
debt was 3,400,0002. annually, while the expenditure, including the amount due for
interest on the debt, exceeded 9,000,0002. annually.
The Spanish securities which have been introduced into the London market are as
under :—
Spanish Consolidated Five per Cents. (Ac/iveY—ln 1834, a loan of 4,000,0002. was
raised in London and Paris for the Spanish Government, at 60 per cent., and at the
same time the old Cortes loans of 1821 and 1823 were recognised, two thirds being
converted into active debt, and consolidated with this loan. The dividends are
payable on the 1st of May and the 1st of November, in London, Paris, and Madrid.
The Bonds are for sums of 422. 10s., 852., 1702., 2552., 3402., 5102., 1,0202. respectively.
No dividends have been paid on these for sometime.
Deferred Debt.— At the period of the conversion of the Cortes Bonds in 1834, the
arrears of interest amounted to 55 per cent., no dividend having been received for
eleven years. In exchange for the Coupons the holder received Deferred Bonds
which were to be gradually converted into Active Debt, commencing on the 2d of
May, 1838, when one twelfth of the Deferred Debt was converted into Active; the
bonds to be determined by lot; to be continued on the same day in each successive
year until the 2d of May, 1849. No interest has, we are informed, ever been paid on
these bonds.
Passive.— This arose from the conversion of the Cortes Bonds in 1834, when two
thirds became Active, and one third Passive. It was arranged that sufficient Passive
Debt should be converted annually to replace the amount of Active cancelled by the
Sinking Fund, to commence on the 2d of May, 1836 ; but no con version has yet taken
place, nor have any dividends been paid.
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Three Per Cents.—Originated in 1831, by the conversion of about £4,009,000 Cor
tes Bonds. The dividends were payableon the 1st of April and the 1st of October,
but there are several now unpaid.
Indemnity Bonds, Five Per Cents.—These bonds were issued in 1828, to liquidate
certain claims made upon Spain by British merchants and others. The amount is
about £600,000, and the loan is liable to redemption, at 60 per cent., at the pleasure of
the Spanish Government. The dividends arc payableon the 1st March and the 1st
September. Since 1837 no dividends have been paid.
We are indebted for some of these particulars to a little work published some time
since by a member of the Stock Exchange, to which we have added the result of our
own inquiries.

COMMERCE OF GREAT BRITAIN.

In the course of a speech in Parliament, by Sir T. Cochrane, he said: In 1790,
Great Britain employed 15,015 vessels with a tonnage of 1,460,000. The value of the
exports amounted to £18,544,205, and the value of the imports was equal to £17,783,572.
On the 31st December, 1837, the,country employed 26,03/ vessels, with a tonnage equal
to 2,791,018 tons, while their crews amounted to 173,506 men. The number of ves
sels employed in foreign trade, exclusively of those in ballast or engaged in the coast
ing trade, was, inwards, 12,252, with a tonnage of 2,346,3o0, and outwards, 10,614 ves
sels, with a tonnage of 1,861,121. The official value of the exports in 1838, amounted
to £105,170,549, and the imports to £61,268,320. The number of vessels-employed be
tween Great Britain and Ireland was 16,347, with a tonnage of 1,585,624; and in carryin? on the rest of our coasting trade, 122,443 vessels were engaged, with a tonnage of
9,315,563.

COMMERCE OP ST. PETERSBURG.

The Commercial Gazette of St. Petersburgh publishes tables of the exports and im
ports of that capital during 1839, of which the following are the results. The total
value of imports was 198,061,386 rouble sassignats; exports, 122,018,295 roubles ass.
Abstracting 2,504,445 roubles, the vulue of the merchandise shipped on account of cap
tains, and what they received for passengers, the whole of this trade has been carried on
by 170 houses, of which the dealings of 94 have been under, and 76 above, one million
of roubles.
" Several owners of estates in the neighborhood of Tiflis," says a St. Petersburgh
letter, " have for several years been growing sugar canes, which have at last produced
crops beyond their hopes. Three merchants of Tiflis have established a refinery for
the produce, and in three months have sent out of it 120,000 lbs. of loaf-sugar."
THE SUGAR CROP OF LOUISIANA.

From a memorial upon this subject, we learn that the average annual crop is estimated
at 70,000 hhds. or 70,000,000 of pound of sugar, and 250,000 gallons of molasses. At 6
cents for sugar, and 20 cents for molasses, the product of the crop would be $4,900.000 ;
expenses reckoned at $2,000,000, the nett balance would be $2,900,000, or about
5J per cent. on the capital invested. At 5 cents for sugar and 17 for molasses, the nett,
product would yield 4 per cent on the capital ; at 4 cents and 16 cents, the nett pro
duce would yield 2 8-10 per cent.

COMMERCIAL

REGULATIONS.

CONSULAR CERTIFICATES.

Paris, March 7th, 1840.
Ministry of Foreign Relations.
Sir:—The ministerial instructions directed to your consulate general, in the month of
September, 1824, had in view to make known that, in accordance with the regulations
adopted in France, for the execution of the convention of the twenty-fourth of June,
1822, with the United States of America, the merchandise coming from that country
could not be admitted at the reduced duties, except, amongst other conditions, they
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should be accompanied by a special manifest or certificate of origin, issued by the col
lectors of the American customs, and legalized by the consul of France, attesting that
they are the product of the soil or the manufactures of the Union.
It appears, nevertheless, from the reports made to the minister of finance, that, since
some time, many American vessels have arrived in our harbors without being provided
with their documents, or at least, that the captains have generally neglected to have it
legalized by the consul of France, and in consequence its authenticity was not suffi
ciently proved.
However, sir, the administration of the French customs, not wishing to act too rigor
ously, consented that the cargoes thus imported should be admitted with the privilege
of the convention of 1822, if there was no ground to suspect the truth of the declaration ;
but such an admission was permitted only as provisional, and in imposing on the in
terested parties the obligation of bonds, to produce within a given time the regular cer
tificate of origin.
I must therefore, sir, request you to give public notice to the commerce of the United
States, that nothing has been changed, in France, in the regulations relative to the ope
rations of the treaty of 1822, and that in consequence, all captains of vessels, who may
not be provided with a special manifest legalized hy the consul of France, at the port
of clearance, will not obtain for his cargo the benefit stipulated in the said treaty.
I request you to inform me of the means you may have taken for the publication of
the present notice.
Receive, sir, the assurance of my most distinguished consideration.
(Signed)
~
A. THIERS.
Mr. De La Forrest, Consul General of France, New York.
LAW RELATIVE TO VESSELS ENGAGED IN THE WHALE FISHERY.

The following law, to cancel the bonds given to receive duties upon vessels and their
cargoes, employed in the whale fishery, and to make registers lawful papers for such
vessels, was passed by the present congress of the United States, and approved by the
President, April 4th, 1840.
1. That all vessels which have cleared, or hereafter may clear, with registers, for the
purpose of engaging in the whale fishery, shall be deemed to have lawful and sufficient
papers for such voyage, securing the privileges and rights of registered vessels, and the
privileges and exemptions of vessels enrolled and licensed for like voyages, shall have
the same privileges and measure of protection as if they had sailed with registers, if
such voyages are completed, or until they are completed.
2. That all the provisions of the first section of the act, entitled, " An act supplemen
tary to the act concerning consuls and vice consuls, and for the farther protection of
American seamen," nassed on the 28th day of Feburary, Anno Domini eighteen hun
dred and three, shall hereafter apply and be in full force as to vessels enrolled and licen
sed for the fisheries, and all vessels which have been engaged in the whale fishery, in
the same manner and to the same extent as the same is now in force and applies to
vessels bound on a foreign voyage.
3. That all forfeitures, fees, duties, and charges of every description, required of the
crews of such vessels, or assessed upon the vessels or cargoes, being the produce of such
fishery, because of a supposed insufficiency of a register to exempt them from such claims,
arc hereby remitted; and all bonds given for such cause are hereby cancelled, and the
secretary of the treasury is hereby required to refund all such monies as have been, or
which may be paid into the treasury, to the rightful claimant, out of the revenues in his
hands.
INFORMATION TO MASTERS OF VESSELS.

Intelligence having been received at the department of state, that upon all the vessels
of the United States, whether fishing or trading, passing the strait or gut of Canso, a
light duty of six and two thirds cents per ton register of shipping is demanded by the
British custom house officers, it is thought proper that public notice be given of the fact,
in order that the masters of vessels on trading voyages, requiring their passage through
the Strait of Canso, may, to avoid difficulties and delays, provide themselves with the
means of paying the duty referred to; and that vessels engaged in fishing or other pur
suits not requiring their passage through said strait, may not from ignorance unneces
sarily subject themselves to the payment of it. As the right of the British authorities
to levy ihe duty on fishing vessels is disputed, it is recommended that masters of ves
sels be prepared, in order to avoid injury from delay,—to pay the duty, but to do so
under protest.
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MISCELLANIES.

CANTON,
One of the greatest emporiums in the East, ranking, as a port of trade, either before,
or immediately ufter Calcutta, situated in the province of Quantong, in China; be
ing tin; only place in that empire frequented by European traders : lat. 23° 7' 10'' N.,
Ion. 113c 14' E.
Canton stands on the eastern bank of the Pekiang River, which flows from the inte
rior in a navigable stream of three hundred miles to this city, where it is rather broad
er than tlie Thames at London Bridge ; fulling, after an additional course of eighty
miles, into the southern sea of China. Near its junction with the sea, it is called by
foreigners Boccu Tigris. The town is surrounded by a thick wall, built partly of
stone and partly of brick, and is divided into two parts by another wall running east
and west. The northern division is called the Old, and the southern part the New City.
In the old city is the Mantchou or Tartar general, with a garrison of Mantchou troops
under his command. The lieutenant governor, or Fooyuen's, office is also in the old
city, but the governor and Hoppo (principal customs officer) reside in the new city,
not far from the river.
All foreign commerce is conducted in the south-west suburb, where the foreign fac
tories are situated, and which, with the other suburbs, is probably not less populous
than the city itself. The residence of Europeans is confined to a very small space, on
the banks of the river ; which might, however, be as pleasant as a crowded mercantile
place can well be, were knot for the great number of small dwelling boats, which cover
the face of the river. The people who occupy the larger portion of these boats are snid
to have come originally from the south; and being a foreign and despised race, were
not, at first, allowed to dwell on shore ; but most of the distinctions between them and
the rest of the people have been abolished.
Although Canton is situated nearly in the same parallel of latitude as Calcutta, there
is a considerable difference in their temperature ; the former being much the coolest,
and requiring fires during the winter months. The streets of Canton are very nar
row, paved with little round stones, and flagged close to the sides of the houses. The
front of every house is a shop, and those of particular streets are laid out for the sup
ply of strangers; China street is appropriated to Europeans; and here the productions
of almost every part of the globe are to be found. One of the shopkeepers is always
to be found sitting on the counter, writing with a camel's hair brush, or calculating
with his swanpan, on which instrument a Chinese will perform operations in numbers
with as much celerity as the most expert European arithmetician. This part of Can
ton being much frequented by the seamen, every artifice is used by the Chinese retail
ers to attract their attention ; each of them having an English name for himself painted
on the outside of his shop, besides a number of advertisements composed for tnem by
the sailors in their own peculiar idiom. The latter, it may be supposed, are often
duped by their Chinese friends, who have, in general, picked up a few sea phrases, by
which the seamen are induced to enter their shops ; but they suit each other extremely
well: as the Chinese dealers possess an imperturbable command of temper, laugh
heartily at their jokes without understanding them, and humor the seamen in all their
sallies.
Ships only ascend the river as far as Whampoa, about fifteen miles below Canton ;
loading and unloading by means of native boats.
The Chinese, considered as traders, are eminently active, persevering, and intelli
gent. They are, in fact, a highly commercial people; and the notion that was once
very generally entertained, of their being peculiarly characterized by a contempt of
commerce and of strangers, is as utterly unfounded as any notion can psssibly be.
Business is transacted at Canton with great despatch ; and it is affirmed, by Mr. Milburn, and by most of the witnesses examined before the late parliamentary committees,
that there is no port in the world, where cargoes maybe sold and bought, unloaded and
loadnd, with more business-like speed and uctivity.
The fears, whether real or pretended, of disturbances arising from a want of disci
pline in the crews of private snips, have been proved to be in a great degree futile ; the
Americans, and other private traders, having rarely experienced the slightest inconve
nience from any tumults between their sailors and the natives.
Provisions and refreshments of all sorts are abundant at Canton, and, in general, of
an excellent quality ; nor is the price exorbitant. Every description ofthem, dead or
tol. iI.—no. n.
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alive, is sold by weight. It is a curious fact, that the Chinese make no use of milk,
either in us liquid state, or in the shape of curds, butter, or cheese. Among the delica
cies of a Chinese market are to be seen horse flesh, dogs, cats, hawks, and owls. The
country is well supplied with fish from the numerous canals and rivers by which it is
intersected.
Foreign Factories.—These extend for a considerable way along the banks of the
river, at the distance of about one hundred yards. They are named, by the Chinese,
hongs, and resemble long courts, or closes, without a thoroughfare, which generally
contain four or five separate houses. They are built on a broad quay, and have a pa
rade in front. This promenade is railed in, and is generally called Respondentia
Walk ; and here the European merchants, commanders, and officers of ships, meet
after dinner and enjoy the cool of the evening. The English hong, or factory, far sur
passes llieotiiers in elegance and extent. This, with the American and Dutch hongs,
are the only ones that keep their national flags flying. The neighborhood of the facto
ries is occupied with warehouses for the reception of European goods, or of Chinese
productions, until they are shipped. In 18*22, during a dreadful conflagration that
took place at Canton, the British factories, and above ten thousand other houses, were
destroyed ; on which occasion the East India Company's loss was estimated at five
hundred thousand pounds sterling, three fifths in woollens.
For the space of four or five miles opposite to Canton, the river resembles an exten
sive floating city, consisting of boats and vessels ranged parallel to each other, leaving
a narrow passage for others to pass and repass. In these the owners reside with their
families ; the latter rarely visiting t he; shore.
All the business at Canton with Europeans is transacted in a jargon of the English
language. The sounds of such letters as B, D, R, and X, are utterly unknown in
China. Instead of these they substime some other letter, such as L for R, which occa
sions a Chinese dealer in rice to offer in sale in English a rather unmarketable commodity.
The name mandarin is unknown among the Chinese; the word used by them to de
note a person in authority being quan. Mandarin is a Portuguese word, derived from
the verb mandar, to command.—Hamilton'.'. East India Gazetteer ; Miltum's Orient.
Commerce ; Companion to Anglo-Chinese Calendar, Macao, 183:2, &c.
Conduct of Chinese Government.—The only difficulty in trading with China origi
nates in the despotism, pride, and jealousy of the government, and in the general corrup
tion of its officers. The former affects to treat all foreigners with contempt, and is al
ways exposing them to insult; while the latter endeavor to multiply and enforce vexa
tious regulations and demands, that they may profit by the douceurs given for their
evasion. Hitherto we have submitted with exemplary forbearance to every annoyance
the Chinese authorities have chosen to inflict ; but it is questioned by some whether this
be the most politic course. The imbecility and powerlessness of the government is at
least equal to its pride and presumption ; and in the event of its attempting to stop the
trade, or to subject those engaged in it to unmerited ill treatment, it is contended that
we ought, in the event ofredress being refused on the presentation of a remonstrance, to
vindicate our rights by force. We are rather disposed to concur in this opinion. We
believe that little more than a demonstration would be necessary ; and that the appear
ance of a single ship of the line in the Chinese seas would have more influence over the
court of Pekin than a dozen ambassadors. But it is essential, before employing this
sort of ncgociators, that we be well assured that we have justice on our side, and that
our own misconduct has not occasioned the interruptions and annoyances complain
ed of. The superintendents about to be sent to Canton should be vested with
full powers to prevent, if possible, and, at all events, suitably to punish, any British
subject who may act so as to give just cause of offence to the Chinese. We have a
right to claim fair treatment from them, as we have a right to claim it from the Ame
ricans, or any other people ; but we have no right to expect that our claim should be
regarded, unless we respect the prejudices ofthe people, and the equitable rules and re
gulations of the government.
Trade to the North of China.—At present, all foreign trade with China is confined
to the port of Canton ; but this was not the case for a long time after China was visited
by British ships, and it appears highly probable that it will be again c xtended towards
the north. The interesting details given in the account of the voyas-e of the ship Am
herst along the Chinese coast, shows that the people are every where most anxious for
an intercourse with foreigners, and that the law is the only obstacle to its being carried
on to a very great extent. But, where the people are so well disposed to trade, the offi
cers so corrupt, and the government so imbecile, it may, we think, be fairly anticipated,
that the unalterable laws of the " Celestial Empire" will not prove a very serious ob
stacle to such private individuals as may choose to engage in a clandestine trade with
the northern provinces. The smuggler is even more omnipotent in China than in
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Spain. The extent and perfect regularity with which the trade in opium is carried
on, in defiance of all the efforts of government for its suppression, shows how unable it
isto contend against the inclinations of its subjects, wuicu, fortunately, are all in favor
of a free and liberal intercourse with foreigners.

CURRENCY OP CUBA.
In the following letter, addressed to the editor of the New Orleans Commercial Bul
letin, our readers will find an able and lucid treatise on the financial system of Cuba.
The writer resided many years on the island, and is well versed in all that relates to
its manners and customs, its statistics, mode of conducting business, and particularly
its affairs, commercial and financial. Much of new and valuable information may
be gathered from his remarks. The style of the letter indicates the man of business,
whose opinions have been formed after close, accurate, and extensive observation and
experience. They are, therefore, entitled to high credit.
"Havana, Nov. 80, 1839.
"You ask of me to give you some information on the state of our currency, empha
tically a ' hard money' one — and of the mode of doing business here, where the aux
iliary to the credit system, a bank, does not exist. Also my opinion as to the effect
which would follow the introduction of banks in Cuba, and whether it is likely to
occur.
" 1st. The currency is of gold and silver only, and composed of royal doubloons at
seventeen dollars each— whilst the rebels pass for only sixteen dollars —and of all de
scriptions of silver coin, which pass for one sixteenth, one eighth, one quarter, and one
half dollar, according to their weight! no— but according to their size; thus we are gra
dually acquiring a stock of your old dimes and half dimes. Years ago, God knows
how long, for none can recollect, it became the custom to pay and receive pistareens at
two rials or twenty-five cents each, and the coins of Spain of the value often and five
cents passed in like manner for one eighth and one sixteenth of a dollar—no matter
what be the weight of, or the impression on the coin—indeed if worn or beaten perfect
ly plain, it is all the same thing, so that it be ' big' enough for a rial (twelve and a-half
cents) and it passes—nay, to show you how utterly ignorant are the mass of petty
traders in regard to the real nature of coin —whilst the old worn and defaced dimes of
Spain pass freely for a rial, your new dimes are occasionally objected to because they
are not 'big' enough I It follows, inevitably, that the ordinary channels of circulation
are filled with a base currency; for the term will, I presume, equally apply to an una
dulterated coin and to one tn which a fictitious value has been given bv arbitrary cus
tom. Almost every one who visits the island with a previous knowledge of this fact,
will provide himself with so profitable an ' exchange,' and the utter futility of the laws
enacted against its further introduction, is shown in the circumstance that 11 very large
portion of the pistareens in circulation are of the coinage of our present ' Royal Mis
tress,' who, bless her little heart, was not born when the law was made!
" Not only is the entire circulating medium of the cvery-day traffic, 'marketing, Arc.
composed of these various silver coins, especially the pistareens, but so great has been
their increase of late years that they now enter into every transaction among merchants
and others, who handle large sums, occasioning very often disputes and altercations
as to the ' proportion' to be paid or received, and to make the evil still worse, every one
tries to get rid of them ; every payer offers first his ' pecetas,' and thus flooded as we
are with them, the quantity is apparently interminable, from the mere eagerness of every
one to pass them upon his neighbor; this is done in rouleaux of sixty-eight, answering
to the royal doubloon of seventeen dollars, and in a majority of cases, these are not
counted. Thus opening the door, by deficient or base pieces, to a wide system of fraud,
which would tempt the cupidity of any populace upon earth.
" It is equally uncertain, as far as I can ascertain it, when the royal doubloon was
made to pass for seventeen dollars; but I presume it was done under the erroneous im
pression that it would prevent its leaving the country; but it is long since such ideas
have proved their own fallacy, and that the great regulator, ' exchange,' has settled all
those things in its own way. Hence, when the public convenience made it absolutely
necessary to fix a standard value upon the South American gold coins, that they might
enter into the currency of the island, the sagacity of the Inteudente (his excellency the
Conde Villanuera) was applied to preventing the further extension of the existing evil,
by fixing the value of such doubloons at sixteen dollars; and even this is more than
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their intrinsic worth according to the British standard. Thus we hare two descrip
tions of gold coins, which causes some little annoyance in paying and receiving; but
there is scarcely any risk of loss at present, except from base pieces, which an expe
rienced eye will readily detect.
" So much for the present 'currency,' than which, probably, a more extraordinary
one does not exist in any country. Hundreds of thousands of dollars weekly paid in
coins at twenty-five cents, which were issued at twenty cents, and whirl), frequently,
arc not intrinsically worth eighteen cents ! and enormous amounts of gold coin passing
at sixteen and seventeen dollars, which are not worth but fifteen dollars and fifty cents.
" No one troubles himself about the matter—it comes as it goes ; we receive as we pay ;
and for those who look out beyond the hour, or the expediency of the time, it does not
signify a rush. If we come here with foreign products to sell, and we are told that the
price is twenty dollars, or fifty dollars for a barrel of flour, we pause to calculate whet
will be the nett proceeds, and now much exchange it will buy, before deciding whether
the nominal price be a good or bud one; and thus it is with every business and trading
transaction ; provided we can pay away the money for as much as we have received
it, we are content ; so suffer all the evils of an arbitrary currency to be fastened upon
us, taking no heed of the silent workings of a system (or rather the want of one) which
sooner or later must end in an explosion, that will not only involve the holders of the
coin in immediate loss, but inevitably create discontent, if not commotion, among a
populace but ill-prepared to appreciate so violent a change in their circulating medium.
" 2d. The mode of doing business. It is, I find, an opinion frequently expressed,
that business in Havana is entirely transacted with money. Nothing can be more er
roneous. The credit system, with few exceptions, is practised at this moment almost
to as great an extent as in the United Slates. Perhaps this may be because there is on
immense amount of capital always waiting employment — the one cause may have
produced the other. But I have nothing to do with that. I wish only to communi
cate facts as they exist.
" The credit system commences at the custom-house, where one, two, three, and four
months time is allowed upon the heavy duties upon flour; and the same upon all dry
goods, hardware, and crockery, provided the said duties amount to a thousand dollars.
On jerked beef the duty is paid on the last day of discharging. All other duties are
payable in cash. But it is not exacted on making the entry ; you merely hand in a note
of your goods, with your signature, and the permit is granted immediately — the de
mand for the duties being made in regular course, varying from two weeks or two
months from the date of entry.
" The produce of the island, like your own agricultural products, is generally sold
for cash. But even here there are exceptions, for in many instances the sugar crops are
bought at short, sometimes at long credits, (by monthly payments,) with or without
interest, according to agreement. But I am not aware of credit being given on any
other article of produce, unless in rare instances.
" Our provision sales on the wharf are heavy, and the greater number of the articles,
cash ; but the heaviest in amount, for credit — for instance, flour, almost invariably on
a credit, varying from one to five months, according to the amount. Next in import
ance, jerked beef, of which the annual sales average one and a half million of dollars.
A cargo usually requires for its sale and discharge, one day for every one hundred
quintals ; and the payments are made, one half on the day of discharge, and the other
half in as many days more — or, in other words, a cargo of six thousand quintals is
sold at two and four months: and lumber is very often sold either for direct notes, or
in barter for molasses, deliverable at a future day.
" But the heaviest and most uniform credits are given on dry goods, hardware, and
crockery; these are never sold for cash, although often paid for on delivery, with a de
duction of interest on the time ugreed for ; the credit varies from three to six, and is often
extended to seven and eight months; more especially during the time when exchange
is at the highest, when the dry goods houses are, in the end, the gainers by giving cre
dits running into the time when exchange on England is at its lowest. If to the im
mense amount of credits thus raised, you add a not unfrequent practice of buying ex
change either for direct notes, or for those which may exist in one's 'porte fcu'ille,' you
will perceive that we have the credit system engrafted upon us in its full force.
" But this is not all. I have mentioned only the credits arising from imports and ex
change. The system enters into many, if not all, theevery-day transactions of the peo
ple. The planters obtain credit , as well from their factors &s from their ironmongers, their
grocers, their clothiers, and the whole catalogue of traders who minister to their wants.
The country store-keepers all keep open accounts with the large dealers in Havana,
Matanzas, &c ; and it is fair to presume that the ramifications of the ' system' are
through them still farther extended. If wc leave the importers and wholesale dealers,
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and descend to the ordinary retail traffic — the markets, the petty grocers, (the bodegas,)
the mechanics, laborers, &c. — we find the cash system more generally in use, and long
may it continue so ; but even here, the ' credit system' is gradually acquiring the sanc
tion of custom. Every one can perceive that the credit upon the Hour duties extendi
through all the ramifications of the trade — to the consumers of the bread, who keep
weekly, monthly, or even longer accounts with their bakers. It is unnecessary to give
farther details — suffice it to say, that the example of the baker is insensibly working
an influence over other tradesmen, and credit will sooner or luter become the practice
here, as it is in many other countries.
" 1 have thus endeavored to explain to you what appeared to you the anomalies of
your hard money currency, and to correct the impression you seem to have entertained,
that we were a cash-dealing people. In doing so, 1 have scarcely ventured to give
opinions, but have stated facts, tiiat cannot be without interest to any one acquainted
with the island of Cuba, and its vast trade and commerce — the latter fully equalling
one fifth of the United States in the time of its greatest expansion of business.
" But as it regards banks, I could but give you opinions, which would be of interest
to no one ; and would, perhaps, be judged of in the United States according to the po
litical bias of the reader. As to the probability of such institutions being established
here, I am unprepared to answer you : some English capitalists have long talked of doing
something in that way, but their applications to the government of Spain for authori
ty, have invariably been met with such onerous terms, that the projects have been aban
doned. Why, then, you will ask, do not the great capitalists of the place combine, and
form one of their own ? Simply, because people, in a state of colonial vassalage, never
will enter into schemes which deprive them of the immediate control of their own funds;
and although an immense amount of capital is employed in private discounting through
brokers, there are those who will not even do this, but keep enormous sums lying idle,
because they themselves have no use for it.
" At the close, of the year I will furnish you with some statistics of the island ; mean
while, I am, with regard,
Yours, &c.
" P. S. Nov. 23d.—The explosion in regard to the currency is likely to occur speedily.
Very recently, a merchant tendered to another a large sum of money, with thirty per
cent. in pistareens; it was refused — came before the 'consulodo,' which sanctioned the
refusal — an appeal taken to the ' roil mtdirncia,' which reversed this decision, and the
' pecetas' were received. Now, today, the officers of the government, holding the ac
ceptance of one of the most respectable houses in the place for thirty thousand dollars,
call for payment — the money was tendered, (one fou92h in pecetas,) but refused, and
thethe
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ANCIENT COIN8.

In removing some old wooden buildings recently in Charleston, S. C, the following
coins were disinterred from the repose of morethan a century.
1. A coin about the size of a half dollar, one side a crowned head in the centre, and
" Gulielmus III. Dei Gra." and on the other side, a vignette or compound coat of arms,
representing. We believe, the three Lions Rampant of England, the Thistle of Scotland,
the Harp of Green Erin, and a defaced emblem, which probably designated the Prince
dom of Wales, or the Kingdom of France— the Quadruple Crown— and along the circu
lar border, 1690, Mag. Britain: et Hib. Rex.,
2. A coin, so clipped as to form an irregular figure, which may be termed a catecornered square, and yet not a diamond, with two angles, also clipped, so as to make an ir
regular hexagon. It was originally adollar, from the Spanish mint, with figured work
on the upper and lower faces, instead of the present well known devices, and struck in
1733, during the reign of " Philip V. Hispan. et Indiarum ReJ."

ADVICE TO MEN IN DEBT.

Ascertain the whole state of your affairs. Learn exactly how much you owe. Be
not guilty of deceiving yourself. You may thus awaken suspicions of dishonesty,
when your intentions were far otherwise.
Deliberately and fully make up your mind, that come what will, you will practice no
concealment, or trick, which might have the appearance of fraud. Openness and can
dor command respect among all good men.
Remember
Never consent
that to
nohold
manasisyour
completely
own, one
ruined
farthing
among
which
men,rightfully
until his character
belongs toisothers.
gone.
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As you arc at present in circumstances of great trial, and as many eyes are upon you,
do nothing rashly. If you need advice, consult only a few. Let them be dis<nterested
persons of the most established reputation.
Beware of feelings of despondency. Give not place for an hour to useless and ener
vating melancholy. Be a man.
Reduce your expenditures to the lowest amount. Care not to figure as others around
you.
Industriously pursue such lawful and honest Rrts of industry as are left to you. An
hour's industry will do more to beget cheerfulness, suppress evil rumors, and retrieve
your affairs, than a month's moaning.
If you must stop business, do it soon enough to avoid the just charge of an attempt
to involve your unsuspecting friends.
Learn from your present difficulties the. utter vanity of all earthly things.
The people
INSURANCE
of the state
ON LIVES
of NewFOR
York,
THE
represented
BENEFITinOFsenate
MARRIED
and assembly,
WOMEN.do enact
as follows:
1. It shall be lawful for any married woman, by herself and in her name, or in the
name of any third person, with his assent, as her trustee, to cause to be insured, for her
sole use, the life of her husband for any definite period, or for the term of his natural
life; and in case of her surviving her husband, the sumwr nett amount of the insurance
becoming due and payable, by the terms of the insurance, shall be payable to her, to
and for her own use, free from the claims of the representatives of her husband, or of
any of his creditors: but such exemption shall not apply where the amount of premium
annually paid shall exceed three hundred dollars.
2. In case of the death of the wife, before the decease of her husband, the amount of
the insurance may be made payable, after her death, to her children, for their use, and to
their guardian, if under age.
This act passed on the first day of April, 1840, and signed by the governor, became a
law on that day.
Last year, the quantityTRADE
of ice shipped
OF MASSACHUSETTS
for distant j>orts, at
INthe
ICE.
wharves in Charlestown,
on board one hundred and furly vessels, was upwards of thirty thousand tons; all of
whirh, with the exception of about six thousand tons, was brought from Fresh Pond,
Roxbury. And it is staled that if greater facilities for transporting it were offered by a
railroad, the quantity would be increased. The Lowell Railroad has, therefore, obtained
a grant from the legislature for an extension of the road to the Pond.
From official returns of the
THE
vessels
BRAZILIAN
engaged SLAVE
in the slave
TRADE.
trade to the coast of Brazil, un
der the Portuguese flag, for the several months of the year 1838, it appears, that, during
that year, eighty-four vessels entered the port of Rio de Janeiro, and that by them
36,974 slaves were imported ; and farther, that an apparent reduction in the number,
compared with 1837, is accounted for, not by any falling off in this infamous traffic,
but by the fact, that several of the traders have ordered their vessels to discharge at
other ports of Brazil, and fit out from thence.
The African Repository states that
AFRICAN
there isHEMP.
in the Colonization rooms at Washing
ton, a specimen of African hemp, a small bale of which Gov. Buchanan sent to the
Board by the Saluda, in June last. This hemp is prepared from an indigenous plant
which abounds in Liberia. It resembles the Man 11a in colour, and is pronounced by
good judges to be equal in strength and fibre to the best American hemp.
VALUABLE INVENTION.

Messrs. Coutures Brothers, of Bordeaux, glass blowers, havejust introduced an im
portant improvement into the art of blowing black or bottle-glass, by using & flexible
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tube, worked by machinery, for injecting air into the parcels of fluid metal, instead of
letting their men continue to blow them by mouth. An ingeniously contrived cock al
lows thrm to consume just as much or as Utile air as is wanted. These gentlemen have
declined taking out a patent for their invention, and in a spirited manner have made it
public.

MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OP NEW YORK.

We cannot mention in terms of too high commendation, the energetic and laudable
efforts which the officers of this institution are making for promoting its usefulness, and
securing to its members the enjoyment of almost unrivalled literary advantages.
They now have in contemplation the establishment of a gallery of paintings, and
we trust that our native artists will be as distinguished for their liberality in contributing
to its creation, and ultimate success, as they are eminent in the profession which they
have chosen.
Whatever is bestowed upon this institution, whether in the literary department, or
in that of the fine arts, is well calculated to confer upon its present and future members
—a
lasting
record
benefits,
of hiswhile
beneficence
at the and
sameliberality.
time the name of the donor is gratefully preserved
In glancing over the donations which have been recently received, wc were particu
larly struck with the appearance of a beautifully bound volume, containing the illustra
tions of Shakspeare'sdrnmatic works, designed by eminent English Artists, and pre
sented by A. E. Silliman, Esq., the talented and liberal president of the institution.
The engravings it contains areconceived with thu greatest truth and clearness, while
their execution evinces the utmost elegance, combined with an appearance of eminent
strength and beauty. The thrilling scenes that are so powerfully portrayed by the
great poet, are thrown by the genius of the artists into living shapes, breathing forth the
soul of the master-mind by which they were created ; and every illustration contained
in the richly bound volume we have mentioned, is distinguished for the great force, and
vivid beauty, with which the text of the author is presented to the mind of the be
holder.

CONCLUSION OP THE FIRST YEAR.

With the present number is terminated the first year of the existence
of the " Merchants' Magazine and Commercial Review." The occasion
suggests a few remarks, in which, we trust, we may indulge, without
trespassing upon the patience of our readers.
Although the plan of our Magazine was novel, we were aware, in the
outset, that its success would depend wholly upon the manner in which
it should be conducted. Our aim has been to make the Magazine en
tertaining and useful to merchants ; and that we have not failed in mea
surably carrying out our intentions, the countenance and support of a
large and rapidly increasing list of subscribers assure us. The novelty
of the undertaking, and the want of that experience which is necessary
to the complete and satisfactory management of such a work, have been
our greatest stumbling blocks ; but time, it is thought, will soon conquer
every difficulty, and we are sanguine enough to believe, that the future
volumes of this periodical will increase in value and interest.
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The suggestions of friends and subscribers have already been of great
service, and unquestionably will so continue. Superadded, the hints
which arise from month to month in our own minds, are by no means
few in number or unimportant ; and as it is* our determination to spare
no pains or expense to improve the work, and to make it the merchant's
va,le mecum, these suggestions will be gradually acted upon with advan
tage. Encouraged as we have been, we feel more and more inclined
to add to the interest of our pages, and we can assure our supporters
that we have arrangements in traiu, which will materially contribute to
our success, identified as it must be with the permanent usefulness of
the periodical.
The various departments of maritime and commercial law, the politi
cal economy of nations, navigation, commerce, and manufactures, mer
cantile biography, currency, banking, and those miscellaneous subjects
which possess an interest to the merchant and man of business, and are
of standard value to society and the community at large, we pledge our
selves to have filled by sound and able writers.
Although we have been more handsomely treated by those whom it
was our hope to please, than was anticipated in the beginning, yet the
promotion of the work depends decidedly upon the extent of patronage
which we may receive. To the merchants we look for aid, but only so
far as our merits seem to entitle us. We are anxious that they should
make the periodical known among themselves, and moreover are strenu
ous in our efforts to gain their confidence and respect. So far as we
have gone, we have endeavored to identify our interests with theirs, and
need we say, that our exertions will in no wise be relaxed to continue
in the same course.
To those who have contributed to the pages of the work since its com
mencement, we beg to express our hearty and unfeigned thanks, at the
san>e time that we bespeak their aid for the future. No slight encou
ragement has been their assistance and co-operation, and in bringing
our work favorably before the public, we are certain that their efforts
have been exceedingly instrumental — indeed, so much so, that our own
unaided efforts must have proved unavailing.
Hereafter, we shall present the productions of several new contribu
tors, whose names are intimately associated with the truths of commerce,
literature, and science, and whose thoughts, we have no doubt, will be
examined with delight by our readers.

Notwithstanding we published a large edition of the first volume,
commencing with July, and ending December, 1839, it has become ex
hausted, so that we are unable to answer the orders we have received for
complete sets of the work. It is, however, our intention to reprint the
first volume, so that we can hereafter furnish our subscribers, at all times,
with the Magazine from its commencement. The statistical depart
ment, to which we shall pay particular attention, will give to the past
volumes a standard value, as books of reference to the statesman, the
merchant, and the public generally. At present, we are only prepared
to furnish subscribers with the volume commencing January, 1840.
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